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FOREWORD 
( econd Edition) 

~a:r, ~~ 
SPEAKER, LOK SABRA 

B bu Jagjivan Ram was an outstanding leader ho left a lasting impression 
rin and er tile p rsonality on our country's social, political 

an parliam ntary lif . An outstanding parliamentarian, a brilliant 
admin' trator, a po erful communicator, and a dedicated leader, he 
tJeJrso.nifi d c mp ion, integrity, humanism and erudition and articulated 

pr ibl and tra ails of th ma es, particularly the deprived and the 
tr dd n. His d P concern and profound empathy and sensitivity for 

ttl d anta. , his relentl crusade against the scourge of poverty, and 
~L~ ",;..v .. ,,,,,.mic inequaliti endeared him. to the teeming masses of the country. 
As . daught r, I ha e 0 erved Babuji from very do e quarters and would 

y that th injustice uffered b the ocially and economically deprived 
cti touch d a chord d p inside him. y father was made of sterner 

tuff and edto be intimidated by the trauma and tribulations of his 
c tan. Gifted h with grit/ courage, tenacity, intellectual rigour 
and tr n t nvictions, it a a ainst hi grain to tolerate injustice and 

rvaded th socie and the country. 

ugh an e entful and di tinguished public life spanning 0 er nearly 
d I B buji, on f th tall t leader f modern India, not onI played 

a ti r 1 in ur fr om rno ement b organising and mobilising the 
m a ainst f rul and repr i n, but also rendered in aluable 

. i in uildin a rational, strong, progre sie, inclusi e and egalitarian 
India. , t tin . P lic ' . a a tudent acti ' . t and a aliant freedom 
' t , h t I' lator at the · oung a e of 2 . In 1935, he 
und th . :f Cl League t in 1 e th depres eel 

d in th r d m trug 1 I cia! reform and demand for p litical 
....... _ .. 4..-ti n . In 1 37, h nt ted a a candidate f th De re ed Clas. 

. d d un pp t th Bihar Le ' lati embl , He 
d ·ct · of all 1 candidate fielded b the 

. Aft r . iron th Indian ational Congre , 

(i) 
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Babuji participated in the Civil Disobedience Movement and was arrested at 
Arrah on 10 December 1940 and sent to the Hazaribagh Jail. Due to his 
continued revolutionary activities and participation in the Quit India 
Movement, Babuji was arrested again in Patna from his house on 19 August 

1942; he was released on 5 October 1943. 

In the years ahead, Babuji emerged on the national scene; on 30 August 
1946, he was one among the twelve leaders of the country who were invited 
to become a part of the Interim Government. In post-Independence India 
Babuji held such important portfolios as Labour, Railways, Agriculture, 
Defence, Transport and Communications, etc. in the Union Government and 
rose to occupy the high office of the Deputy Prime Minister of the country. 
His burning passion for egalitarianism and social change was reflected in the 
numerous decisions he took and several legislations he piloted as Union 

Minister for more than three decades. 

Babu Jagjivan Ram entered the First Lok Sabha in 1952, after distinguishing 
himself as a member of the Central Legislative Assembly, the Constituent 

Assembly, and the Provisional Parliament. As a member of the Lok Sabha for 
eight consecutive terms, which covered the formative years of the Republic, 
he made a distinct mark in our polity, and became a leader of eminence in 
his own right, enormously respected across the country and the political 
spectrum. Throughout his long years of distinguished public life, he 
championed the cause of establishing an inclusive and equitable society based 
on socio-economic justice and equality. He was one of the stalwarts who 
embodied the dawn of a new era of justice, fairness, equality and socio-
economic empowerment of the poor and the marginalised. His lofty vision 
of a rational, casteless and inclusive society and his emphasis on the need to 

eradicate the deeply-entrenched caste prejudices is of abiding relevance for 
our time and country. His lucid and powerful speeches in Parliament on 
political and developmental issues will ever be a source of inspiration 
for generations of parliamentarians. His pragmatic approach, rich 
administrative experience and deep understanding of a wide range of issues 
and problems contributed greatly towards the socio-economic advancement 
of the country. 

Babuji's long association with the trade union movement afforded him 
the opportunity to acquire an insight and perspective into the multifarious 

~r  a~ by the working class. Later, it was this deep perspective that 
influenced him, as the Union Labour Minister, in passing such landmark 

labour laws as the Factories Act, 1948, the Minimum Wages Act, 1948, etc. to 
ameliorate the lot of the workers. It was this that earned him the sobriquet 
of ~ Father of Labour Legislations in India. The key role played by him in 
effecting the Green Revolution in the country is unforgettable. He was also 
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the Defence Minister during the 1971 war with Pakistan which led to the 
creation of Bangladesh. Political analysts and others have recorded, and rightly 
so, that Babuji left his deep imprint on every portfolio that he held during his 
public life. 

Shri Jagjivan Ram was undoubtedly one of the shining examples of success 
amidst adversity and socio-economic handicaps. His disadvantaged 
background did not prevent him from forcefully speaking out and struggling 
against the pernicious and inhuman caste system and its attendant evils 
which were corroding the society and the country. He was never deterred by 
difficulties and formidable odds and earned a place of admiration and 
reverence among the social reformers in our country. His luminous message 
that all are equal, regardless of the primordial identities of caste, creed and 
religion, as also economic background and status, will always be remembered 
by the people of India. 

This publication titled 'Babu ]agjivan Ram in Parliament- A Commemorative 
Volume' attempts to bring out the varied dimensions of Babu Jagjivan Ram's 
multi-faceted personality, his rich and illustrious legacy and the enormous 
contributions he made in reinforcing the democratic fabric of our nation. 
I compliment the Secretary-General, Lok Sabha, Shri P.D.T. Achary, and the 
Lok Sabha Secretariat for bringing out a reprint of this well-received 
publication. I am sure, it will be found useful and informative by academics, 
researchers, parliamentarians and students of modem India's parliamentary 
history as a volume that will provide an insight into the profound thinking 
and scholarship of late Babu Jagjivan Ram. 

New Delhi 
March 2010 

MEIRA KUMAR (Smt.) 
Speaker, Lok Sabha 



PREFACE 
(Second Edition) 

SECRETARY -GENERAL, 
LOKSABHA 

Babu Jagji an Ram one of the m t prominent leaders during our 
untry' tru Ie f r freedom . also in post-Independence India. A veteran 

parliamentarian, an ac omplished administrator, a dedicated ocial worker 
and a red m leader, Babuji wa a tireles and vocal champion of the 
p r and th marginalised. . pivotal role in bringing the issues and concerns 
o th d pri d' ns of th country to the centre-stage of India's politics 
\ hi torlc. 

Babuji a an emb dim nt of the struggle waged by the marginalised 
tio of ocie for cio-economic equality and empowerment. As a 

m b r f th Co tituent As embl , he pared no effort to ensure that free 
India w uld rid of the obnoxious practice uch as social discrimination 
b d ca t consid ration. Re ervations pro ided to the Scheduled Castes 

edul d Tribe in Legislatures, in public employment, education, 
tr n 1 up rted b him to ensure the ocio-economic progress 

.. ,.., ......... rity f th en . He carried forward this concern relentlessl 
d ah d, b th in Parliament and in th G vemment . 

. ·i an am' ill i an inspirin tory of a leader who achie ed 
as reach d not b an patronage but by his heer 

tenc . H had a tature and tanding th t urpas eel the 
and h a a pillar of trength for the Indian poll 
Union Mini ter and later as Oepu Prime Minister, 

r 1 imp rtant rtf Ii 1 a ing his indelible mar on e er 
d . · In in aluabl c ntributi ns ~ r the w Hare of the 

f r maintainin industrial p ao , ther b trengthening the 
f th c untry. 

rIm 1 f r Parliamentarians. Hi c nduct 
tesl0ect f r parliamentarism and his profound 

(v) 
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concern for upholding the high standards of parliamentary conduct. 
He represented a parliamentary culture, the hallmark of which was deep 
respect for the Chair and commitment to the lofty traditions of democracy. 
Babuji epitomised in him all the virtues of an ideal parliamentarian; naturally, 
whenever he rose to speak in the House, members of both the Treasury and 
Opposition Benches heard him with rapt attention. No wonder, his speeches 
have been acclaimed as some of the best parliamentary orations. 

This publication, originally brought out in 2005, contains articles reflecting 
the views and perspectives of distinguished leaders, many of whom were 
Shri Jagjivan Ram's colleagues, as well as Babuji's own speeches in Parliament. 

We express our profound gratitude to the Hon'ble Speaker, 
Smt. Meira Kumar, for her guidance in bringing out the reprint of this 
publication. We are also deeply beholden to her for contributing an insightful 
Foreword for the volume. 

We are sure this publication will be welcomed by parliamentarians, 
political leaders and the reading public. 

New Delhi 
March 2010 

P.D.T. ACHARY 
Secretllry-GeneraJ 

wk Sabluz 



FORE.ORD 

(First Edition) 

31UIaJ, ~ ~ 

SPEAKER, LOK SABHA 

Babu Ja ] an Ram oc pi a distincti e position in the history of modem 
India. wa a  v teran freedom fighter, great organizer, brilliant orator, 
committed . and political activist, an active trade union leader, champion 
f th ba ard cla I distinguished parliamentarian, true democrat and 
anab1 administrator. He as indeed a multi-faceted personality. 

'Throu a pooH life arming 0 er five decades, he rendered invaluable 
ards building a strong, vibrant, dynamic and modern India. 

. tin.  . public life as a tudent activist and freedom fighter, he . ent on 
to b me a Ie . latoL in th State at a very young age of 28, during the da 's 
f ili Fr dom 0 ement itself, and later came to occupy the office of the 
Depu Prime Minister of t:h country. 

t th first Lo Sabha, in 19521 after making his mar as a 
.I." ... ~,~~ r th Central Legislati e Assembly, th Constituent Assembly and 

.  i naI Parliament A Parliamentarian of eight consecutive terms, 
'ch d th form.ati e years of our Republic" Babu Jagjivan Ram shone 

br" tl in ur public ill and came up to be a leader of eminence, on his 
!'eS1oected acr th country. Throughout his long years of public 
a ·w rfu1 ice in articulating the concerns of the common 

, p ticu1arl, that of the eduled Cast , Backward classes and of the 

Babu Ja .. an Ram al a p used the cause of establishing a society 
n  . al j ti· and p liticaland economic equality. Throughout his 
a ~ ugh f, r adicatinth evils of casteism aI\l for mitigating the 

ar ~ :r  d  d pri an ill f th backward classes. He as one of the titans 
liz dth dawn of a ne' era of a · ertion, equali and 

f!m.n01welrmEm· t r th depr· clas 

. th the trad union mo ement ga e him the 
direct . ence of th problems of the working class . 
. tanding that influenced him, as the Union Labour 

~ •• u , ... ~ a  initia . to improve the lot of the workers. 

(vii) 
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Babu Jagjivan Ram always maintained a ~  demeanor in the 
Parliament and outside. He is still remembered for his calm and composed 
disposition even amidst the stormiest moments in the House. He ~ a ~  

unprovoked by the Opposition a a ~  He. was known for .his ~~ a  
arguments, persuasive power an? ~a  ~ ~  also ~r  his .ability to 
carry all sections of the House ~ him., During his long ~ r a  career, 
he held almost all important portfolios, VIZ. Labour, Defence, Railways, Food, 

r ~ r , Irrigation, Employment, Rehabilitatiun, Transport and 
Communications and left an indelible imprint of his personality on all those 

Departments. 

His unmatched passion for democracy and democratic values came to 
light when he resigned from the Party, with which he was assOciated for 
nearly half a century, on a matter of principle, in the wake of the political 
developments in the country in early 1977. His dissent and political challenge 
to the Congress Party had indeed made history and was a turning point in 
the developments that the country witnessed in the later half of the 19705, 

I have had the good fortune of watching Jagjivan Ram as a parliamentarian 
from 1971 to 1986 in the Lok Sabha. His concern and commitment for the 
establishment of an egalitarian society and the pioneering contributions he 
made for the betternlent of the poor, the downtrodden and the working class, 
have left a deep imprint on my mind. I cherish the dialogues I have had with 
him dwing my early years in Parliament as rewarding experiences. 

Jagjivan Ram, undoubtedly, was one of the brightest examples of success 
amidst adversity. His humble background could not deter him from standing 
up against the age-old caste and community prejudices. Rather, he fought his 
way and earned a place of distinction in the annals of social reforms in India. 

This publication attempts to place on record the various aspects of Babu 
Jagjivan Ram's versatile personality and of the immense contribution he made 
in strengthening the democratic institutions of our nation. The cooperation 
and support we received from his accomplished daughter and the Minister 
of Social Justice and Empowerment, Smt. Meira Kumar, in this venture, merit 
special mention here. I congratulate the dedicated team of officers of the 
Lok a~ a ~ ar a , associated with this project, for bringing out a 
publication of this nature on a very short notice. I am sure, it will be found 
to be of immense value to the researchers, academics students 
parliamentarians and all others interested in the history of mode:n India and 
of the events and the personalities who contributed towards its evolution. 

New Delhi 
July 2005 

~~ 
SOMNATH CHATTERJEE 

Speaker, Lok Sablul 



PREFACE 
(First Edition) 

SECRETARY-GENERAL, 
LOKSABHA 

Bahu Jagji an Ram·  a  a r ~ra  parliamentarian who was widely 
res1Dec. ted a a per n and a stat man. He as a Member of the Central 
_,.,,-..' lartv bi , the C tituent A embly, the Provisional Parliament 
and th . t i ht Lok abba. Jagjivan Ram was endowed with a strong 
in 11 t, d ar v .. i n, great trength of character, firmness of conviction and 
p and had an a tounding capacity for sustained hard work. Jagjivan 
Ram wa b th an outstanding parliamentarian and a great administrator 
wh appruach to olvin problems was guided by a perfect mix of idealism 
and pragmati ro. 

B buji r from a humble famil a ~  and a caste which as 
'all d" criminated against His circumstances did not prevent him from 

attainin high ducati ~ Frm his very childhood, he developed oratorical 
. partidpat d in debates both at chool and college levels. His 
c unt ith c ~ r a  in his student life strengthened his 
luti n to fi t a ainst caste prejudic . 

B bu Ja 'i an Ram . as on f th leading pokesper ODS of the depressed 
assc:!5' India. B buji . e ed that the c te system is 0 peroidou and all 

nD'r"LT Q iv th f th b ard communiti them 1 es are imitating more the 
and manner f th upp r ca te rather than breaking the shackles. 
Ii . that uch a mental frame or is unsuitable for the 
t of th communi i and also for the de elopment of 

u t to' till a n ens of eonfidenc among them. He 
rm thr u hI' 1 ti n and c nstitutional means. 

an ct of th li£ of Babuji hich is little kn to the 
rId, it' Bahu Ja 'i an Ram' rol a  a freedom fighter. Bahu 
dieat hi h  I life t t foundation for a trul equal and 

SOClen. H m  d ignificant contributio to the administrative 

(be) 
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system to ensure the betterment of not ~  ~ r ~~ but of all the 
people, irrespective of caste. His interest In SOCIal and ~ a  w:ork began 
during his student career when he started a ~ ~  ~~  of the 
Congress Party. Babu Jagjivan Ram was a stalwart In Bihar politics. He was 
the Secretary of the Bihar Branch of the Harijan Sevak Sangh. He was closely 
associated with Gandhiji who called him a 'jewel'. He always raised the 

issues relating to Harijans at various political platforms and also brought 
them to the notice of Gandhiji. For nearly half a century he had served the 
country and the people with rare distinction, as a social worker, as a political 

leader and as a parliamentarian. 

In the post-Independence period, Babuji played a key role in policy making 
of the Government as a Union Cabinet Minister for more than three decades. 
His long political career has been distinctly marked by many achievements. 
In Parliament, Babu Jagjivan Ram was a jewel for the treasury benches. For 
his achievements as the Labour Minister, he is called the father of labour 
legislation in India. He had indeed made valuable contributions for the labour 
class and industrial peace and thereby enhanced the productive forces of the 
country. It was during his tenure that landmark labour laws such as the 
Factories Act, 1948 and the Minimum Wages Act, 1948 were passed. 

As the Minister of Transport and Communications, he felt that the 
transport and communication system developed by the British was inadequate 
for the needs of our country. He attempted to modernize and revamp the 
transport and communication system according to Indian requirements. He 
was the first to understand the need for a National Transport Policy for 
independent India. One of his major achievements was to bring post offices 
nearer to the rural people. Being an efficient Railway Minister, he is referred 
to as the "Pitamah" of Railways. He paid special attention to modernization 
of Railways and welfare of the Railway workers. The success of the Green 
Revolution was a major achievement of Babuji in his stint as Minister of Food 
and Agriculture. During his tenure as the Defence Minister, Defence Research 
was a special area of his attention. His effective leadership and whole-hearted 
support to the armed forces were the major factors for India winning the 
Indo-Pakistan war of 1971. 

Babuji had a clear-cut vision of bureaucracy. He always commanded the 
respect of the bureaucracy, irrespective of the Ministry he was holding. He 
felt that a "committed" bureaucracy was necessary for effective 
implementation of the programmes of the Government. 

Apart from his commitment to public life, he was a deeply religious 
~  He had profound respect for the cultural values of the country. The 
epIC Rmnaya1Ul was a favourite of Babuji. A recipient of several "AbhiNlndlln 
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Granthas", he was also a member of the Theosophical Society and the Arya 
Samaj. He was a voracious reader, an eloquent speaker and a writer. He had 
written both in Hindi and English. His book on "Caste Challenges in Indill" is 
a remarkable work. 

The present publication is our humble tribute to Babuji who had dedicated 
his life for political work, social advancement and people's welfare and 
progress. We express our deep gratitude to esteemed Shri Somnath Chatterjee, 
Hon'ble Speaker, Lok Sabha for his encouragement and strong support for 
bringing out this publication. I am deeply beholden to him for contributing 
such an enriching 'Foreword' to this publication. We also express our profound 
thanks to the Hon'ble President of India, Shri A.P.J. Abdul Kalam, Hon'ble 
Vice-President of India, Shri Bhairon Singh Shekhawat, Hon'ble Prime Minister 
of India, Dr. Manmohan Singh, Hon'ble Union Minister of External Affairs, 
Shri K. Natwar Singh, Hon'ble Deputy Chairman, Rajya Sabha, 
Shri K. Rahman Khan, Hon'ble Deputy Speaker, Lok Sabha, Shri Charnjit 
Singh Atwal, Hon'ble Gov,emor of Bihar, Shri Buta Singh, Hon'ble Governor 
of Kerala, Shri R.L. Bhatia, Hon'ble Governor of Madhya Pradesh, Dr. Balram 
Jakhar and Hon'ble Governor of Tamil Nadu, Shri Surjit Singh Bamala for 
sending their messages for the publication. Their contributions have indeed 
added value to the content of this publication. 

The publication consists of five parts : Part 1 of the publication attempts 
to provide a Profile of Babu Jagjivan Ram. The profile gives a detailed account 
of the multi-faceted personality of Babuji. The profile highlights the phases 
of Babuji's personal and public life, the various positions he held, the social 
and political challenges and the situations he confronted, which will enable 
the readers to know the different facets of Babuji's personality. It describes 
Babuji's struggles and contributions, both in the political and legislative fields, 
during pre-Independence as well as post-Independence periods. It presents 
a picture of Babuji's eventful life, the causes he stood for, the milestones he 
achieved and the deep impact he had left on our lives. 

Part II of the publication contains Articles on Shri Jagjivan Ram penned 
by his close associates and contemporaries. Among our honoured contributors, 
we have Shri Pranab Mukherjee, Union Minister of Defence and Leader of 
the House in Lok Sabha, Shri Sharad Pawar, Union Minister of Agriculture 
and Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution, Smt. Meira Kumar, 
daughter of Shri Jagjivan Ram and currently the Union Minister of Social 
Justice and Empowerment, Shri T.N. Chaturvedi, Hon'ble Go,:,ernor of 
Kamataka, Shri Bali Ram Bhagat, former Speaker of Lok Sabha, Shri Mohan 
Singh, Member of Lok Sabha, Dr. Mohan Dharia, former Union Minister and 
former Deputy Chairman, Planning Commission, Shri K.C. Pant, former 
Union Minister and former Deputy Chairman, Planning Commission, 
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Dr. (Smt.) Sarojini Mahishi, former Union Minister of State and Shri Avtar 

S·  h Rikhv former Secretary-General, Lok Sabha. I am grateful to all of mg J, ubli . 
them for having responded to our request and r ~  our p  . cation 
with their valued contributions. We would, however, like to emphastze that 
the views expressed in various articles are those of the individual authors 
and the Lok Sabha Secretariat does not assume any responsibility for the 

opiniqns expressed by the authors or the facts cited by them. 

Part III of the publication gives select speeches of Babu Jagjivan Ram on 
the Floor of the Houses. Some of the speeches are in English, some are in 
Hindi and some of them are bilingual, i.e. using both the Floor languages. 
The speeches included in this part will help to provide us a glitnpse of his 
in-depth knowledge of the subjects and his concern for the under-privileged 
and the downtrodden. Original language of the speeches has been retained 
at most of the places except where it is absolutely necessary to make certain 

changes for maintaining continuity. 

Part W comprises tributes paid to him by eminent personalities, his close 
friends and associates in both the Houses of Parliament. It also contains the 

speeches delivered by dignitaries on the occasion of 'Unveiling of the Statue 
of Babu Jagjivan Ram' in the Parliament House. 

The Monograph contains Babuji's photographs, reflecting his childhood 
and family life, his immense contribution during India's freedom struggle, 
and his period of struggle and achievements in public life. We also have 
some of his photographs from his biography, II Dekhi Sun; Beeti Batein", authored 
by his wife, Sml Indrani Devi. We are thankful to Smt. Meira Kumar for 
prOViding us with some good quality photographs for inclusion in the 
publication. 

This publication is the result of the hard work put in by the officers and 
staff of the Lok Sabha Secretariat. I am thankful to Shri M. Rajagopalan Nair, 
Additional Secretary; Shri N.K. Sapra, Joint Secretary; Shri R. T. Pillai, Director; 
Smt. Sadhana Rani Gupta, Joint Director; Smt. Kalpana Sharma, 
Deputy Director; Shri Harsh Chaturvedi and Shri Sebastian Mathews, Assistant 
Directors; Shri Prasant Kumar Mallick, Research Officer; Smt. Anita Kaushik 

and Shri Baikunthanath Mohapatra, Research Assistants for their committed 
and ~ a  ~r~  Thanks are also due to the Parliamentary Museum and 
r~  for provIding good quality photographs and to Shri Radhey Shyam, 
~  r ~ of Printing and Publications for providing us printed 

COpIes ,:ell m time .. I also thank the Printers, Shri Sudhir Kumar Jain of 
~  s. Jamco Art India for the excellent job they have done in such a short 
time. 
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We hope the publication will prove useful to students, researchers, 
academicians and to those who hold the ideals of Babuji dose to their hearts. 

New Delhi 
July 200S 

~~r  
G. C. MALHOTRA 

r a~ ~ ra  

Lok Sabha 



MESSAGE 

[FIRST EDITION, 20051 

cqmr 110ld'31 
PRESIDENT 

REPUBLIC OF INDIA 

ent that the Lok Sabha Secretariat is bringing out a 
on aph on Lat hri Jagji an Ram on the occasion of his Death 

Anni r ary in July 2005. 

Shri agji an Ram wa an inspiring leader ho played an active role in 
ur fr dom truggle by organising people against oppression. His 
n "buti n to nation building after independence will al a s be remembered, 
peciall as a 1 . der h contributed to India' de elopment in many fields, 

a a Cabin t "t . His m ' g that all are equal irrespecti of their 
'al b ground will also be remembered. 

On this ccasion, I pa m homage to this great son of India and wish 
th occa ion 11 ucc 

DeIhi 
10 Jun 2 

(A P. J. ABDUL KALAM) 

(xv) 



I am glad to know that Lok 

on Late Babu Jagji an Ram on th DC 

July 2005. 

Shri ]agji an Ram as a  r 
Independence a also in th 
ar a ar a ~ a dedicated 
Shri Jagjivan Ram as a tire} 
His role in bringing the i u 
Indian politic wa historic. In " Ion 
respected for his mature reflection, administrati 
A man of innate simplicity and humili 1 
range of nation-building activiti . '  . 
are truly unforgettable. 

[FI ST ED'  0 , 2005) 

This is a welcome 0PP rtuni t r all . 
made to the country. He rem' an abidin 
to us all. y respectful homag t  . ill · .. ~,,, •. c 

ew Delhi 
12 May 2005 

(xvi) 



MESS GE 

[FIRST EDITIO , 2005] 

~ 1ffi 
PRIME MINISTER 

I am . 1 d t kn w that Lok Sabha Secretariat is bringing out a onograph 
n hri Ja 'j an Ram n th lemn occasion of his death anni ersary. 

of th ou tanding t ad r of our nation, Late Shri Jagjian Ram had 
a tature and tandin that urpa d th high ffiee he occupied: Coming 

I 

· dvanta ed back und, h r to occupy exalted p sitions through 
t and mmitm t A pr duct of OUI freedom truggIe, he was imbued 
pint of rviee. ahatma Gandhi described him as a priceless jewel 
t IF heart g out in pectful admiration to Jagjivan Ram for 

d th pur t old out of fire". 
cia! justice and octal change 
t k d 

ublica' n. 

GH) 

(xvii) 



[FIRST DO, 20051 

Babu Jagji an Ram wa a do 

Jawaharlal ehru during our stru 
Panditji's vision of India as a modem, 
economic and ocial development, ·th a ~  ............ 
temperament. Babuji., the first member f th 
Union Minister, held veral important 
indelible mark on every h 
Communications, or Railways, 
to full-time party acti: . tiund 
rejoined the Government under mt. lndi 
appointed the Minister for AgricuI .. 1 h 
ensuring self-sufficiency and today, 
Defence Minister during the 1971 . 
Minister Late Smt. Indira Gandhi. 

Bismarck observed that a really t 
generosity in design, humanity in executi 
and these were richly blended in .. . .. ujL 

Babu Jagjlvan Ram was a v term ~  ..... ~ : ~r  
yet a man who had mould lli in 
His whole approacl\ was ratio aI, y 

(xvii 

Gandhiji had said: 

"I shall . or for an 
country in whose -u.u:!OAA.'Ft 
there shall be no high c 
all communiti . liv 

, 



Babuji worked tirelessly throughout his life to make Gandhiji's dream a 
reality. 

Prime Minister Late Shri Rajiv Gandhiji had called Babuji's untimely 
demise I a great loss for India'. As we commemorate his Death Anniversary, 
I can only echo that sentiment. 

New Delhi 
2 July 2005 

~ ~ 
(K. NATWAR SINGH) 

(xix) 



[FIRST EDI 0 , 2005] 

ES GE 

I am glad to learn that th 
Monograph on Late Shri Jagji an am nth · 
Anniversary. 

A passionate and de oted 1 ad r, h 
of the poor and the exploited His practicaJ 
were so compelling that man n t 1 a 
mentor. His contributi n and ervic to 
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parliamentary traditions and conventions. I hope, and I am sure, this 
publication will provide a valuable insight into Babu Jagjivan Ram's multi-
faceted personality as well as his cherished ideals. 

~  
New Delhi (CHARNJIT SINGH AlWAL) 
13 May 2005 
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PART-I 

PROFILE 



BABU JAGJIVAN RAM-A PROFILE 

Jagjivan Ram, endearingly called Babuji, was a freedom fighter and a 
crusader for social justice. His meteoric rise in public life saw him emerge as 
an eminent and popular political leader, who devoted his entire life working 
for the welfare of the country. He belonged to the vintage era of modem 
Indian politics. As national leader, parliamentarian, Union Minister and 
champion of depressed classes, he had a towering presence and played a 
long innings spanning half a century in Indian politics. His enduring and 
quintessentially twentieth century political legacy reminds us of the fervour, 
idealism and indomitable spirit of India's political leadership that not only 
fought and won freedom for the country, but also laid the firm foundation 
for a modem, democratic politY. Gifted with a flair for political leadership 
and moved by the ideals and goals of the socio-politicaJ events that enveloped 
the country, Babu Jagjivan Ram played a Significant role in scripting our 
country's political and constitutional development and social change. A 
passionate leader dedicated to public life, he enjoyed immense respect from 
all quarters. Widely admired for his leadership qualities and organizational 
abilities, he always remained a force to be reckoned with in Indian politics. 

EARLY LIFE 
Jagjivan Ram was born on 5 April, 1908 at Chandwa, a small village, in 

Shahabad district, now named Bhojpur, in Bihar. His father, Shobhi Ram was 
in the British Army where he learnt English and became proficient in it. He 
was posted in Peshawar, but due to differences with the British he resigned. 
Thereafter Shobhi Ram returned to Bihar, bought agricultural land in Chandwa 
and settled there with his family. Being of religious disposition, he became 
the Mahant of the Shiv Narayani Sect. Sant Shobhi Ram was a skilled 
calligraphist and spread the teachings of his Sect by writing and illustrating 
books and distributing them among his followers. 

In January 1914, at the age of six, Jagjivan Ram was sent to the village 
pathshilla. He had barely started school, when his father died leaving the 
young Jagjivan in the care of his mother Vasanti Devi , who despite the social 
and economic hardships, insisted on Jagjivan continuing his education. 

In 1919, at the age of eleven, Jagjivan Ram passed the upper primary 
examination. He was an exceptional student. The deep and abiding 
impressions of his Late father, religious atmosphere at home and love and 
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affection of his mother and the village schoolmaster, Pandit Kapil Muni TIwari 

were instrumental in shaping his character. 

After the upper primary education, Jagjivan Ram joined the Middle School, 

Arrah in January 1920. The medium of instruction in Middle School was 
English. Young Jagjivan worked day and night to.learn English and ~  
mastered the foreign language. He was advlsed by many to avad the 
scholarship offered to Harijan students. Confident of his ability to compete 
with the students in the general category, the young Jagjivan refused the 
scholarship offered to Harijan students. Instead, he competed with the other 
students and earned the scholarship based on his meritorious academic 

performance. ~ 

Jagjivan's love for books and knowledge opened up a whole new world 
of ideas, thought and intellectual discourse. He would spend an hour in the 
library everyday to read books on different subjects. Jagjivan was fluent in 
many languages, besides Bhojpuri. He read extensively in Hindi, English, 
Bengali and Sanskrit. At 6:00 every morning he would walk 3 kilometres to 
the Arrah railway station to read 'The Statesman' newspaper as to keep 
abreast of all national and international news and developments. He came 
across Bankim Chandra's-Anond Math, a Bible for the young revolutionaries 
and freedom fighters. He was so inspired by it that he learnt Bengali to read 
the book in its original form. 

Jagjivan Ram joined the Arrah Town School in 1922. It was here for the 
first time that the yOWlg Jagjivan came face to face with the oppressive caste 
discrimination and bigotry of the upper castes that shackled his community 
for centuries and put abhorrent limits on him and his community's life. The 
school had separate water pitchers for Hindu and Muslim students. Some 
upper-caste boys refused to drink water out of the earthen pitcher touched 
by Jagjivan Ram and a separate pitcher was installed for the schedule castes. 
Outraged, Jagjivan Ram refused to tolerate this insult and broke the pitcher 
and when it was replaced he broke it again. Taking note of his protest the 
headmaster ordered that a common pitcher be installed for all the students. 
Though Jagjivan won his point, the discriminatory treatment meted out to 
him filled his heart with both grief and anger. In spite of this he passed his 
matriculation in first division and hundred per cent both in Sanskrit and 
Mathematics. By the time he passed out of the High School, he had earned 
the reputation of being a cut above the rest. 

In 1925, Pandit Madan Mohan Malviya visited Arrah and Jagjivan Ram 
on the basis of his being the best student in the school, was asked to read ~ 
welcome address. Deeply impressed by the erudition and panache of the 
young Ram, Pandit Madan Mohan Malviya, invited Jagjivan Ram to study at 
the Banaras Hindu University. At the same time the Christian MiNion at 
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Chandwa had also offered to bear the expense of his education and urged his 
mother to send Jagjivan to Lucknow and then to America for higher studies. 
However, after some deliberations she turned them down. Vasanti Devi felt 
that changing religion was not an answer to the oppressive caste system and 
advised Jagjivan to join the Banaras Hindu University. 

Jagjivan Ram was to face further caste-based prejudices and hostility at 
Banaras Hindu University. Servants would not serve him, or wash his plates 
in the students' mess. But even as a new student, he commanded such respect 
and loyalty that the entire student body stood up in his support and resolved 
that henceforth each student would wash his own plate. But Jagjivan Ram 
did not want to create inconvenience to the entire hostel and decided to shift 
out. 

After passing the Inter Science Examination from BHU, Jagjivan Ram 
joined B.Sc. at Calcutta University and passed with distinction. Within six 
months of coming to Calcutta he organized a mazdoor rally at Wellington 
Square with about 35,000 people. The huge success of this rally brought him 
into the limelight and leaders like Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose took notice of 
him. During this period he got acquainted with Chandrshekhar Azad, 
Manmath Nath Gupt and other leading revolutionaries. He read Das Kapital, 
Communist Manifesto and other socialist literature that greatly influenced 
his ideology of a casteless and classless society. 

Since childhood Jagjivan Ram had dreamed of being a scientist. But as he 
grew up he could no longer ignore the socio-politico situations enveloping 
the country and he sacrified his personal ambitions to answer the call of his 
motherland. 

The student years strengthened his resolve to fight on two fronts, for the 
freedom of the country and for social equality. 

Foray into Politics and Freedom Struggle 

In 1934, an earthquake struck Bihar. Jagjivan Ram rushed back to .North 
Bihar to organize relief work. He worked day and night to organize clothing, 
shelter, medical aid and other relief supplies for the people affected by the 
calamity. It was here during his work in the relief camps that he met Gandhiji 
for the first time, and realized that Mahatma Gandhi was the only national 
leader, who was fighting not only for the independence of the country but 
also for the emancipation of the depressed classes and Harijans. Gandhiji's 
fight was on both fronts. All other leaders chose one over the other. 

During his student years, Jagjivan Ram successfully organized a number 
of Ravithls Sammelans and had started celebrating Guru Ravidas Jayanti in the 
different districts of Calcutta. In 1934, he founded the Akhil Bhartiya Ravidas 
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Mahasabha in Calcutta. The other organizations that he founded for social 
reforms were Khetihar Mazdoor Sabha for agricultural labour and the All 
India Depressed Classes League. Through his organizations he involved the 
depressed classes in the freedom r ~ and also rallied that all Dalit ~~ r  
should unite, and not only fight for social reform but also demand political 

representation. 

On 11 June, 1935, Jagjivan Ram married Indrani Devi, daughter of 
Dr. Birbal, a renowned medical practitioner and a social worker of Kanpur. 
Dr. Birbal was earlier in the British army and was awarded. the Victoria 
Medal by Viceroy Lord Lansdowne for his services in the Chin-lushai war in 
1889-90. Indrani Devi was herself a freedom fighter and an Educatioqist, who 
stood by Jagjivan Ram through all his years of struggle. They had two children-
a son, Suresh and a daughter, Meira. 

The subsequent years saw greater political participation and intervention 
by Jagjivan Ram and his fight for independence became inseparably 
intertwined with his struggle for social reform. On 19 October, 1935, Babuji 
appeared before the Hammond Committee at Ranchi and demanded for the 
first time voting rights for Dalits. 

In 1936, when he was just 28 years old, Jagjivan Ram began his 
parliamentary career as a nominated member of the Bihar Legislative Council. 
In 1937, he stood as a candidate of the Depressed Classes League and was 
elected unopposed to the Bihar Legislative Assembly from the East Central 
Shahabad (Rural) and he also ensured the unopposed victory of his Depressed 
Classes League candidates in all the 14 reserved constituencies. With such an 
unopposed and decisive victory, Babuji emerged as the kingmaker. 
Subsequently, the Congress invited him to join them. 

Under their policy of divide and rule, the British wanted to set up a 
puppet government in Bihar. For this they needed his support. They offered 
a large sum of money and a Ministerial berth and other political benefits to 
buy his support. He did not even consider it. All national leaders and the 
masses praised this act of patriotism and integrity. Gandhiji said that Jagjivan 
Ram had emerged as pure as gold in the test of fire. 

After the failed attempt of a puppet government, a Congress government 
was ~  Babuji was appointed the Parliamentary Secretary in the Ministry 
of Agnculture, Co-operative Industry and Village Development. 

In 1938, he resigned along with the entire Cabinet on the itJ8ue of the 
Andaman prisoners and the British policy of involving India in the Second 
World War. 

Inspired by Gandhiji's Civil Disobedience Movement of 19-tO, Jagjivan 
Ram courted arrest on 10 December 1940 by giving a notice to the District 
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Collector. He was arrested at Arrah and sent to the Hazaribagh Jail. In Jail, 
he had long discussions with socialist prisoners on varied subjects ranging 
from Marxism to Gandhism which made a deep impact on Babuji. After his 
release, Babuji entrenched himself deeply into the Civil Disobedience 
Movement and Satyagraha. He went to Wardha and stayed at Gandhiji's 
ashram. During their morning walks Babuji and Gandhiji discussed. matters 
dose to their hearts-a vision for an independent India with a society free 
from the highly discriminatory dogmas of the past. 

Jagjivan Ram's participation in the freedom struggle and his activities as 
a Congress leader were inseparable. As a leader of the party, Jagjivan Ram 
strengthened the national cause by his strong organizational work and effective 
participation in the various programmes the party undertook in its struggle 
for freedom. 

In 1942, the Indian National Congress launched the Quit India Movement. 
On that occasion Jagjivan Ram had joined the Congress leadership in Bombay. 
The AlCC passed the historic Quit India resolution. Soon after, most other 
Congress leaders were arrested and it was left to Jagjivan Ram to make the 
Quit India Movement a success. He headed to Bihar to organize a mass 
movement against the British. Due to his revolutionary activities ~  the 
impact he had on garnering support for the Quit India Movement , Babuji 
was arrested in Patna from his house on 19 August 1942. 

Jagjivan Ram was released on 5 October, 1943 and in the following years, 
he organized many meetings and rallies and condemned the British 
Government for their suppression of Indian freedom movement. 

He won unopposed in the 1946 Central Elections from the constituency 
of East Central Shahabad (Rural). The same year he deposed before the Cabinet 
Mission in Shimla as a representative of the depressed classes and strongly 
defended their cause and the unity of the nation. He frustrated the designs 
of the British and other divisive forces to further divide the country. 

On 30 August, 1946, Babu Jagjivan Ram was one of the twelve leaders of 
the country, who were invited by Viceroy/Lord Wavell, to become a part of 
the Interim Government. He was the only representative of the Dalits in the 
Interim Government formed on 2 September 1946 and held the portfolio of 

Labour. 

While returning from Geneva after attending the International Labour 
Conference, Babuji's aeroplane crashed in the desert of Basra, Iraq on 
16 July 1947. Babuji had a providential escape, though he had severe injuries 
in his right leg and foot. In this crash all the employees of the BOAC aircraft 

had died. 
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Independence and After 

In post-Independent India, his contribution to a ~~  has left an 
indelible mark. As one of the founding fathers of the Constitution and as an 

important leader of the Constituent ~ r  he ~ ~ importance of 
social justice as one of the ideals enshrined m the Constitution. 

After Independence, when India embarked upon the task of nation-
building and fulfilling the dreams of the people, there were formidable 
developmental challenges before the nation which required the formulation 
of sound policy and new initiatives. Jagjivan Ram proved an ever--dependable 
parliamentarian who assumed the charge of various key Ministries to handle 
the challenging tasks when the country was passing through sensipve and 
delicate times and people looked towards governmental assistance and 
schemes to face the crises and overcome the struggling phase. As Labour 
Minister, he introduced time-tested policies and laws for labour welfare. He 
was instrumental in enacting some of the important legislations for labour, 
viz. the Minimum Wages Act, 1946; the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947; the 
Indian Trade Union (Amendment) Act; the Payment of Bonus Act, etc. He 
actually laid down the foundation of social security by way of enacting the 
two important Acts, namely the Employees State Insurance Act, 1948 and the 
Provident Fund Act, 1952 

In 1952 Lok Sabha elections, Jagjivan Ram chose Sasaram as his 
parliamentary constituency since his earlier constituency was a part of it. The 
people elected him as their representative to parliament and he was given a 
Ministerial berth. As Minister of Communication (1952-1956), he nationalized 
the private airlines and spread the postal facilities to the remote villages. In 
1957, Babuji was returned unopposed for the second time from his constituency 
of 5asaram. During 1956-62, as the Railways Minister, he modernized Railways 
and gave a new momentum to the expansion of Railways in the country. He 
took innumerable welfare measures for Railway employees and set a record 
by not allowing any increase in passenger fares for five years. In 1962, the 
people of Sasaram elected Jagjivan Ram once again and during 1962-63, he 
was Minister of Transport and Communications. In 1963 he resigned under 
the Kamaraj Plan and worked to strengthen the Congress organization. During 
1966-67, he shouldered the responsibility of the Labour and Rehabilitation 
Ministry. As Food and Agriculture Minister during 1967·70, he pulled the 
country out of the clutches of a severe drought, heralded the Green Revolution 
and for the first time made India self-sufficient in food. In March 1971 the 
stage was set for mid-term election. Babuji returned victorious once again to 
the. ~  Sabha. As the Defence Minister during 1970-74, he changed the 
political map ?f the world and made history by liberating Bangladesh and 
made the Pakistan Army surrender unconditionally. The way the war was 
fought was unprecedented and he kept the promise he had made to the 
~  of India that the war would not be fought on a single inch of Indian 
soil. 
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In 1974, Jagjivan Ram took charge of the Ministry of Agriculture and 
Irrigation. He organized the Public Distribution System to ensure that food 
was available to the masses at a reasonable price. As Minister, he had 
unparalleled ability to look after the affairs under his Ministry and he had his 
priorities well defined to take on the challenges ahead. In all the Ministries 
and Departments at the Centre, where Babu Jagjivan Ram had held charge, 
he left his mark of qualitatively high performance. In political power, he saw 
the opportunity to transform people's lives and promote their welfare by 
bold and well thought-out plans. 

He played a dominant role in the Indian National Congress right from 
1937. During the pre-Independence period Babuji held important offices at 
the State level in the Congress. After Independence, he became the axis of the 
Party and indispensable for party affairs as well as governance of the country. 
He was a member of All India Congress Committee from 1940 to 1977 and 
was in the All India Congress working Committee from 1948 to 1977. He was 
in the Central Parliamentary Board and All India Congress Committee from 
1950 to 1977. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru and Sml Indira Gandhi could not 
afford to spare him due to his astute political acumen. He was the mind of 
the Government and the Party. In 1966, following the death of the then Prime 
Minister, Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri, the Congress Party witnessed some inner 
power struggle and the age-old party deteriorated due to groupism. On one 
side were the old guards like Morarji Desai, Neelam Sanjiva Reddy and 
K. Kamaraj who were called the Syndicate and on the other side were the 
Progressives such as Smt. Indira Gandhi, Jagjivan Ram and Fakhruddin Ali 
Ahmed. In 1969 the conflict between the two groups came to its head and the 
party split into two, the Congress (0) and the Congress led by Babu Jagjivan 
Ram. In the Bombay Session of the Congress in December 1969, Babuji was 
elected unanimously as the party president and thereafter worked hard to 
strengthen the party which had weakened its hold in many States. 

His hard work paid off. His diligence, organizational skills and leadership 
ensured that the Congress came back to power with a thumping majority in 
March 1971. 

In a turn of events, Emergency was declared on 26 June 1975. The 
fundamental rights as enshrined in the Constitution stood suspended. 
However, Prime Minister, Smt. Indira Gandhi recommended the dissolution 
of the Lok Sabha on 18 January 1977 and to hold fresh General Elections. As 
the impact of emergency was felt by everyone, Babu Jagjivan Ram resigned 
from the Cabinet and the Congress Party on 2 February 1977. He formed his 
own party, 'Congress for Democracy' (CFD) on 5 February 1977. He returned 
victorious once again to Lok Sabha in General Elections from Sasaram 
Constituency in Bihar. On 25 March 1977 he joined the Janata Government 
and became Defence Minister. He merged CFD with Janata Party on 1 May 
1977. Babu Jagjivan Ram became the Deputy Prime Minister of the country 
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on 24 January 1979 and continued to handle the charge of Defence Ministry 

till 28 July 1979. 

The internal conflicts of the Janata Party resulted in losing its majority in 
Parliament and the Government led by Shri Morarji Desai ~  in ~~  1979. 
Thereafter, Chaudhary Charan Singh was sworn in as Pnme ~ r on 
28 July 1979 and Babuji close to remain as a ~r ?f ~  opposItion. But, 
Chaudhary Charan Singh could not prove his maJonty m the House. After 
the fall of his Government, many members of Lok Sabha rallied around Babu 
Jagjivan Ram and asked him to stake his claim. The President, however, 

dissolved the Lok Sabha on 22 August 1979 and ordered fresh Elections. 

In January 1980, the people of Sasaram re-elected Babuji to the Lek Sabha 
and for the first time he sat in the Opposition. After the fall of the Janata 

Government, Babuji launched his own party the Congress m on 5 August 
1981 and in the General Election of December 1984, he once again returned 

victorious to the Lok Sabha. 

His long tenure is a reflection of a fearless and dedicated life. Since the 
inception of the Parliament, till his death, he represented the same constituency 
and fought and won every election. His uninterrupted legislative career from 
1936-1986 spanning half a century is a world record. Leaving behind the 
message of equality, he breathed his last on 6 July, 1986. 

Champion of the Depressed Gasses 

Babu Jagjivan Ram had shown complete solidarity with the depressed 
classes since his early life. He was highly convinced of the need to improve 
the lot of the oppressed and the downtrodden sections of the society. The 
most remarkable facet of Jagjivan Ram's political life had been his nation-
wide recognition as one of India's tallest leaders. He was committed to dealing 
with the scourge of casteism, which had taken deep roots in Indian society 
for ages. A large number of people were denied equal opportunities in social, 
political and economic spheres due to casteism, which was inconsistent with 
a modem society and its concept of basic human dignity. JagjivanRam had 
experienced its ill-effects, such as untouchability and marginalisation and 
was of the view that it is the most important barrier in the fulJ development 
of human potential. Deeply hurt by the then existing situation in the country, 
particularly the practice of rampant caste-based discrimination and the 
r ~ a  ~r a a  of a vast section of the SOCiety, Jagjivan Ra.m 
dedicated his leadership prowess and faculties for the upliftment of the 
depressed classes .. r ~  people's welfare in general and the upliftment 
of the oppressed, m particular, became his paSSion in life. 

From his student days, he was actively involved in organising the youth 
r ~ ~ classes and sought to create awareness among the members 
of his commuruty to fight for their rights and to draw the attention of politicaJ 
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leaders. During his fonnative years, he had witnessed the sufferings and 
privations perpetrated on the depressed classes under the feudal value system. 
However, he did not surrender to the unjust order of the day, rather he 
picked up the gauntlet and made it a mission to remedy the social malaise 
in every possible way. He too had to suffer ostracism and persecution at the 
hands of the same forces. Such experiences toughened his resolve to fight for 
justice and he made it his life-long goal to strive for eliminating the social 
malady that crippled a vast population. For his unwavering support and 
relentless struggle for the cause of the downtrodden, he has been rightly 
called a 'Messiah' of Dalits. He wanted a place of respect for the Dalits within 
the Hindu fold. Babuji felt that conversion to another faith would not rid the 
society of the malaise of casteism, for casteism was a rot, which has affected 
all religions and the only way to fight it was to reform the Hindu faith and 
change social attitudes. 

The temple entry movement gained momentum largely due to his efforts 
and today the doors of Jagannath temple at Purl, VlShwanath Mandir in 
Kashi and Meenakshi temple in Madurai, to name a few, are open for upper 
and lower castes alike. 

It is said that in him were symbolized the hopes and aspirations of the 
backward and the downtrodden people. He never minced words and boldly 
advocated the path of self-reliance for Harijans. He advised them to carry on 
a relentless struggle against social prejudices and unfair treatment meted out 
to them by society and wrest their legitimate right from the unwilling hands 
of unbending orthodoxy. 

Organising the Depressed Oasses 
His impressive organizing capabilities saw him elected to the post of 

Secretary of Bihar State Harijan Sevak Sangh in 1933. In 1934, Jagjivan Ram 
successfully organized the All India Ravidas Sammelan in Calcutta. During 
this Conference, he met several social workers, with whom he shared his 
views and suggested that all Harijan leaders should speak from one platform. 
The Depressed Classes Unity Conference was held in Kanpur in 1935. In 
1936, Jagjivan Ram was chosen to preside over the Lucknow Session of the 
All India Depressed Classes League, to be followed by many such conferences 
in West Bengal, Uttar Pradesh, Bombay and Punjab. He mobilized the 
backward classes and tried to articulate and air their genuine grievances. 

While remaining a Congress party worker and leader, Jagjivan Ram was 
overwhelmingly identified as a champion of the depressed classes who took 
up their advancement and social justice as an agenda close to his heart. In 
1937, even before joining the Congress he had ensured the unopposed victory 
of aU 14 candidates of his Depressed Classes League. In the 1946 national 
elections, it was under his leadership that the All India Depressed Classes 
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League members contested as Congress. ccu:'didates and. ~~ a  ~ ~  
majority. Consequently, in 1946, he was mvJted by the VlSlting Cabinet Mission 

to present his views on the depressed classes. 

On the issue of conversion, he was of the view that the injustices on the 
Harijans would neither end, nor can they get social status by adopting another 

religion. He rather exhorted them to raise ~  with their own ~, 
join the mainstream of the nation and work for Its advancement. In this 

connection, he once said : 

"In the progress of the country lies our progress; in its salvation our 
salvation and in its emancipation, our emancipation." ,. 

Like Gandhiji, Jagjivan Ram attached greater importance in his life to 
true religion, while fighting for uprooting the social evils and injustice existing 
in our society. Definitely, he had done so because of his enriched faith in true 
religion. He vehemently opposed the evils of casteism and orthodoxy in 
Hindu society, but never hammered on the vel}' root of Hinduism as a whole. 

Towards a New Social Order 

Babuji symbolised the dawn of a new era of assertion, equality and 
empowerment for the depressed classes. His life was a positive statement for 
the backward classes, who were immensely inspired by the sustained presence 
of Babuji at the national political scene. His sincerity, dedication and political 
clout instilled confidence and courage among them. His achievements were 
seen as part of remarkable advancement for his community. 

Jagjivan Ram once appealed to the depressed classes: 

"To struggle for a 'socially interdependent society which would be SO 
changed and revolutionised that they could participate in it on terms of 
equality of rights and obligations. ff 

As a member of the Constituent Assembly, he played an active role in 
formulating provisions for the safeguard of the depressed classes. He also 

~ that the Constitution of India should have enough provisions to 
forbid any practice of untouchability, or discrimination of persons on grounds 
of caste. The provision for State intervention for the advancement of socially 
backward classes by way of reservation in public employment and reservation 
of seats in legislatures for the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 1iibes also 
owes its success to leaders like Jagjivan Ram. He was instrumental in the 
making of the Protection of Civil Rights Act, 1955. 

. These provisions were meaningfully and effectively translated into 
mstruments of socio-political empowennentand economic progreII, with 
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people's active participation enabled by the towering presence of stalwarts 
like Jagjivan Ram. All these have resulted in giving a better deal to the 
depressed sections and bringing social changes in the country with a new 
mindset and social outlook. Jagjivan Ram did not nurse any utopian hopes 
that caste system would be eliminated at one go. His strategy and approach 
to the scourge of casteism was based on his abiding faith in the values of a 
democratic society and the process of transformation through constitutionally 
established system. He contributed in his own way for a national debate on 
the depressed classes welfare. In breaking the shackles of the caste system 
and transforming society, he believed in the use of sustained campaign to 
educate people to assert their rights and promote their welfare. Throughout 
his life, he believed passionately in human dignity and individual freedom. 
He abhorred oppression and believed in the philosophy of 'with malice 
towards none and charity for all'. 

As a Parliamentarian 

Shri Jagjivan Ram had the unique distinction of serving as a Member of 
the Central Legislature uninterruptedly for as long as 40 years. In the 1930s 
itself, }agjivan Ram had emerged as a popular leader with strong mass support 
base. Since his nomination as a member of the Bihar Legislative COurlcil in 
1936, followed by his unopposed election to the Bihar Legislative Assembly 
in 1937, he never looked back and continued to get elected from the same 
constituency so long as he stood as a candidate. Till his last breath, he was 
a sitting member of the Lok Sabha -his Eighth term-never missing a 
Lok Sabha since the First General Election. Jagjivan Ram has had the distinction 
of being the longest-serving Minister in the history of lndian Parliament. 

A man of old world political morality, he had mass following in his own 
right, before and after Independence. In his capacity as a member of 
Parliament, during the major part of which he was a Minister, he sought to 
address many long term issues before the country in the socio-economic 
spheres by shaping public opinion, policy and consensus. 

Jagjivan Ram was known for his apt handling of parliamentary business. 
As a Union Minister, he introduced numerous Bills in the Lok Sabha and 
piloted their passage in Parliament. He was one of the best image-builders 
for the ruling party. He was a down-to-earth, unassuming leader who 
displayed exceptional political realism and accommodative spirit in presenting 
a responsible and responsive Executive. He had tremendous grasp of Indian 
political situations, problems facing the country and offered practical solutions 
for the many challenges. He was one of those parliamentarians who enriched 
the country's parliamentary democracy by his mature and dignified 
participation. Almost always a Minister and on the Treasury Benches, Jagjivan 
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Ram played his role in an exceedingly impressive manner. He had his points 
sent across the various sections in the House effortlessly. He never pursued 
an evasive approach in Parliament and spared no efforts in keeping the 
Members satisfied with detailed and informative replies and statements. 

Jagjivan Ram was an effective debater since his young days and in 
Parliament,. his oratory was well-acknowledged and admired. He is still 
remembered for his calm and composed demeanour even amidst the stormiest 
moments of the House. He had tremendous persuasive power and logical 
arguments which helped him drive home his points. He spoke both Hindi 
and English with equal ease and eloquence. 

,. 
During those days, Parliament had many outstanding parliamentarians 

with great debating skills and many of them were known for their ability "to 
put the heat on the Ministers. One of Babuji's sterling qualities was that he 
was not the one to be easily provoked by Opposition attacks. Armed with 
facts and figures, he faced the House, especially the Opposition benches with 
dignified confidence and when the occasion demanded, he displayed his 
toughness and even a pinch of sarcasm for the Opposition. One of his junior 
Ministers, Shri V.C. Shukla, remembers Jagjivan Ram in the following words: 

"A great quality of Shri Jagjivan Ram, one that instantly put him among 
the select few anywhere, is his imperturbability. He remains his 
unruffled, serene self, no matter what storm may be raging around. 
Many must no doubt have had the occasions to see the deft, confident 
manner in which he handles even the stormiest debates on the floor of 
Parliament. It comes out on such occasion that the unruffled, unhurried, 
even amicable man, is also capabJe of retorting hard, and woe betake 
the member who sought to underestimate this capacity of Shri }agjivan 
Ram. 

He was known for his unfailing courtesy to the House, taking due note 
of the opinion from all sections of the House and was also an effective 
spokesperson of the Government on the floor of the House. Recounting from 
his memory of Jagjivan Ram, Sardar Hukam Singh, former Speaker Lok 
Sabha said : ' 

~  would ~  out his case convincingly, taking criticism calmly, and 
~ back WIth force and redoubled vigour, without offending anybody. 

He IS not a dry bore. On the other hand, he can utilize wit and introduce 
humour at suitable occasions." 

a ~a  ~  was known for his calmness and composure even in the 
~  trying CIrcumstances. He would sit in the House fully in control of 
himself, composed and attentive, listening to the debate with rapt attention. 
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Dr. L.M. Singhvi, an eminent parliamentarian, very impressed by Babuji's 
parliamentary performance, said : 

"I have had the privilege of seeing Shri Jagjivan Ram functioning on the 
floor of the Lok Sabha as well as in the Committees and other meetings. 
I have always had the feeling that in tact, as well as in talent, in skill 
as well as in effectiveness, in exposition and in eloquence and in elaborate 
replies as well as in casual repartee, Shri Jagjivan Ram is one of our best 
parliamentarians of eminence"· 

One of the most effective parliamentarians, Jagjivan Ram made significant 
contributions to strengthen the parliamentary institutions of our country. In 
his talent and expertise, the successive Prime Ministers had put unflinching 
faith. Jagjivan Ram gave his best to the party, Government and Parliament. 
He formed part of the political elite that shaped and strengthened the working 
of parliamentary institutions in the country and ensuring people's faith therein. 
The esteem, goodwill and image of Jagjivan Ram and his wealth of experience 
combined to make him a unique . leader. Dr. Karan Singh, former Union 
Minister of Health and Family Planning, recalls Jagjivan Ram's parliamentary 
days in the following words: 

"Over the last 10 years I have been in Parliament. I had occasions to 
witness at close quarters Babu Jagjivan Ramji's performance in 
Parliament. His tremendous grasp over his portfolio in particular and 
national affairs in general, his imperturbability in the face of provocation 
and his effective delivery, both in English and Hindi, combined to make 
him one of our ablest Parliamentarians." 

A True Democrat 

Throughout his life, Babuji was a firm believer in democracy and 
democratic values. He stood by his principles and never compromised with 
values even during turbulent political situations. In spite of being one of the 
veteran Congress members and a close confidante of Smt. Indira Gandhi, 
Babuji did not hesitate to differ from her views. Jagjivan Ram tried to persuade 
Smt. Gandhi to revoke the Emergency and restore normalcy in the country. 
After failing in his effort to do so, he sent in his resignation to Smt. Gandhi. 
In his reSignation letter on 2 February, 1977 to Smt. Gandhi, Babuji 
wrote: 

"A fear psychosis has overtaken the whole nation. People are living in 
a state of constant fear and are silently suffering. This is bad for any 
country, more so for a democracy. Therefore, it is necessary that the 
emergencies are ended, all extraordinary laws are made inoperative 
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and freedom of the people restored, so that the entire nation can be 
rescued from the stage of impotence to which it has been reduced at 
present........... It is difficult for me to associate myself with such a 

dispensation any longer. I am, therefore, sending n.'Y ~ a~  
herewith from your Cabinet and request you for Its Immediate 

acceptance". 

After'resigning from Smt. Gandhi's Cabinet, he addressed the Press and 

said : 

'The motherland calls once again to guard and preserve democracy, to 

protect human values so that India and India alone becomes sttollg and 
" prosperous . 

Coalition Politics 

After quitting the Congress, the same day he formed anew party, the 
"Congress for Democracy". A man of the masses, he could sense the people's 
desire for a change and could foresee the results of the Sixth General Election. 
Indeed, he became a unifying force for the Opposition. As things unfolded, 

his assessment turned out to be prophetic. The multi-party alliance, which 

his party-the Congress for Democracy had joined, secured a landslide victory. 
When India's parliamentary system was entering a new phase of coalition 

politics, Jagjivan Ram was one of the key political actors in shaping national 
politics. There was a strong opinion and expectation that Jagjivan Ram should 
be chosen to head the first non-Congress Government at the Centre, but this 
was not to be. 

In the Janata Government, Jagjivan Ram took charge of the Defence 
portfolio on 25 March 1977. Soon after, Babu Jagjivan Ram merged his party, 
the CFD with the lanata Party. Babuji became the Deputy Prime Minister, in 
addition to handling the Defence portfolio. Later, as the Janata Party 

disintegrated and the Moratji Desai Government resigned in 1979, there was 
political crisis. Although Chaudhary Charan Singh was sworn-in as the Prime 
Minister, he could not prove his majority in the House. The first coalition 
experiment at the Centre thus came to a premature end. 

In the Seventh Lok Sabha, the Congress came back to power and the 
Janata Party succumbed to disintegration. Following the disintegration of the 
a a~ Party, Jagjivan Ram formed a new party, nameJy, Congress ffi. Though 
he .did ~ return to the Congress Party, he was always consulted by many 
of ~ a~ a r  People from various walks of life sought his advice on 
vanous ISSues, particularly related to Indian politics and administration. 
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Jagjivan Ram always remained the unquestioned leader of his long-term 
constituency-Sasaram in Bihar. In the Seventh and Eighth General Elections 
to the Lok Sabha, Jagjivan Ram won from the same constituency, unaffected 
by the changed political equations and other factors. 

An Accomplished Administrator 

Since the Interim Government in 1946, Jagjivan Ram had been a Cabinet 
Minister for more than three decades, except when he relinquished ministerial 
position and did party work under the 'Kamaraj Plan' during 1963-66. He 
enriched India's parliamentary system of governance, both as a Member of 
Parliament and as a Minister. Three decades as the Union Cabinet Minister 
speaks volumes of his administrative capabilities and acumen. He held 
important portfolios such as Labour, Railways, Transport, Communications, 
Food and Agriculture, Defence, etc. He had shown great political wisdom 
and understanding in dealing with the country's challenges, be it in Defence 
or Agriculture. He also demonstrated tremendous enthusiasm for India's 
development. Under his direction and guidance, various Ministries pursued 
development-oriented programmes and introduced services, which were 
highly appreciated and welcomed by the people. He took lead in the 
formulation of sound and result-oriented policies and programmes concerning 
the Ministries and Departments under his charge and implemented them 
efficiently. He was sensitive to the people's needs and development 
requirements and was prompt at taking appropriate measures to manage 
various crises in the country. He knew how to handle the bureaucracy and 
the art of getting the best out of it. In translating the untold dreams of the 
people into perspective planning and meeting the many challenges before 
the nation, Jagjivan Ram's expertise was invaluable. 

He was the Minister of Labour during 1946-52, a portfolio he held again 
in 1966-1967. Besides the Labour Ministry, the other Ministries he held were 
Communications (1952-56), Railways (1956-1962), Transport and 
Communications (1962-63), Food and Agriculture (1967-1970), Defence 
(1970-1974) and Agriculture and Irrigation (1974-77). When the Janata Party 
Government headed by Morarji Desai was formed in 1977, Jagjivan Ram 
joined it as a Cabinet Minister holding Defence portfolio. He also became the 
Deputy Prime Minister and held the Defence portfolio from 24 January 1979 
to 28 July 1979. 

As Minister of Labour 

Labour portfolio fell on the shoulders of Jagjivan Ram first in 1946 and 
later during 1966-67. When he became Labour Minister in 1946, it was a time 
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Labour welfare was receiving much attention-both nationally and 

internationally, to create more humane conditions for workers and ensure 

them remunerative wages and other rights. He was convinced that unless the 

problems of poverty, unemployment and low standard of living of the vast 

masses were successfully dealt with, it would be difficult to address labour 

problems. He laid the foundation for a new era of labour welfare, industrial 

climate and productivity with new policy measures and an enabling working 

environment. He was instrumental in bringing many progressive labour laws 

incorporating sound labour policy befitting a Welfare State, which provided 

the labour force in the country great relief and incentives to work. A number 

of labour friendly laws were enacted during his tenure, viz., the Minimum 
Wages Act, the Coal Mines Provident Fund and Bonus Scheme, The Coal 

Mines Labour Welfare Fund and the vast network of Employees' State 

Insurance Corporation. Such measures saved the labour force from pitiable 

and exploitative conditions and also ensured social and financial security 

and dignity. 

In 1947, he piloted the enactment of the Industrial Disputes Act, which 

was a landmark legislation heralding in an era of hope and mutual goodwill 

for settlement of industrial disputes. This was further modified with the 
Industrial Disputes (Appellate Tribunal) Act, 1950. In November 1947, he 

introduced the Dock Workers (Regulation and Employment) Bill in the Central 
Legislative Assembly. Another social secwity measure was the Workmen's 
State Insurance Bill that Jagjivan Ram introduced in November 1947. In 1948, 
the Factories Act was enacted which inter alia, prohibited the employment of 

women and children in dangerous occupations. The Act also regulated hours 

of work, payment of overtime wages, weekly holidays, leave. with pay, etc. 

Another major enactment was the Indian Trade Union (Amendment) Act, 

1946 seeking to strengthen the Indian Trade Union Act,l929 which had proved 

ineffective. This constant liaison with labour stemmed from his early 
association with the oppressed classes and he had made a bold and original 
contribution for the amelioration of their lot by his constant and untiring 
endeavours. Babuji was a champion for the cause of labour. But at the same 

~ ,  ~  reminded the labour force of their responsibility towards 
buildmg a vibrant and modern India. While addressing a convocation at the 
Banaras Hindu University he said: 

" .... .1 need hardly emphasise the importance of the new political role of 
the labour, except to say that increase in power means increase in 

~~  ~ ~  go together and cannot be separated. Power 
With rrresponsibility will lead to disaster, that may even spell the loss 
of liberty and the downfall of the State". 
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He further added: 

"I am myself a firm believer in the efficiency of negotiations, conciliation, 
and adjudication. It is only when all these avenues have exhausted that 
the last weapons in the armoury of labour may be wielded and that 
also only for economic reasons. A strike, as political weapon, is doomed 
to failure and will be resisted with all the energy and resources at 
disposal of the government." 

In June 1947, Shri Jagjivan Ram led the Indian delegation to the 
International Labour Organisation's (ILO) Conference. He had the honour of 
becoming the first Asian Chairman at the Conference of the ILO held at 
Geneva in 1950. By tackling issues on the labour and employment front and 
adding to industrial peace and productivity, Jagjivan Ram had contributed 
much to the productive potential of the country. He was always sympathetic 
to the cause of the labour and the poor workers. 

During his second tenure as the Labour Minister in 1966, he brought the 
Contract Labour Bill that was aimed at the abolition of contract labour from 
certain categories of trade unions and for regulating working conditions where 
the total abolition of contract labour was not possible. The welfare c;>f the 
labour class was always in his mind. He appointed the National Commission 
on Labour, headed by Shri Gajendragadkar, to review the changes in conditions 
of Labour since Independence and to report on their existing conditions. The 
report, submitted to the Government in 1969, provided a wealth of information 
and included many useful recommendations. Jagjivan Ram's term as Labour 
minister was indeed a boon for the working class in the country. 

As Minister of Communications and Transport 

Jagjivan Ram held charge of the Ministry of Communications from 
May 1952 to December 1956. He also held both-the Ministry of 
Communications and Ministry of Transport from April 1%2 to August 1963. 
Nationalization of air transport was one of the most significant developments 
of his term. He piloted the Air Corporation Bill, 1953 amidst great opposition 
and ensured its successful enactment. The Air Corporation Act provided for 
reorganization and development of the Civil Aviation sector and resulted in 
the genesiS of Air India and Indian Airlines as nationalized air carriers. There 
was tremendous expansion of civil aviation infrastructure during his tenure. 
On his behest, a number of aerodromes were built and auxiliary facilities 
were augmented. Equal importance was attached to the improvement of the 
existing aerodromes and completion of ongoing works. Though he attached 
great importance to Civil Aviation and regarded it as the second line of 
defence, he did not agree to the demand of handing over this Department to 
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the Defence Ministry. While replying to the Demands for Grants of the Ministry 

of Communications, he once said : 

"If Ovil Aviation is to be treated as a second line of defence, the very 
argument justifies that it should be separate from the Defence Ministry 
and should be allowed the fullest scope for development so that in 
times of emergency, it can function as an efficient second line of defence. II 

In the field of Communications, he took key initiatives and made radical 

changes. He laid the foundation for expansion of this vital service for the 
progress of the country. It was his policy decision that every village with a 
population of 2,000 must have a post office. For villages in far-flung areas, 
the provision was suitably relaxed, so that no one would be made to walk for 
more than two miles to utilize postal facilities. 

It was also his decision to have a telegraph office for every Tehsil town. 
As a matter of policy, he decided that telephone exchanges should be opened 

in all District towns and Public Call Offices at sub-divisional towns. Such a 
far-sighted step enhanced the communication network to a great extent. It 
also proved to be very useful for the educated unemployed of the nation. 

Realising the huge potential of the Shipping sector, Jagjivan Ram 
emphasized the expansion of its fleet and covered all the important trade 
routes of the world. Indian ports were modernized and developmental works 
were undertaken in major ports viz. Cochin, VJSakhapatnam, Kandla, Tuticorin, 
Mangalore and also at Calcutta and Haldia Dock Projects. All these initiatives 
resulted in substantial increase in the total cargo shipment and in tum gave 
a boost to foreign trade and increase in foreign exchange resource. 

This apart, he also took steps for the development of roadways during 
his tenure. The number of national highways and the total length of roads 
registered a significant growth. A Transport Development Council was set 
up. It made important recommendations pertaining to motor vehicle taxation, 
schemes for establishment of National Road Safety Council, framing model 
rules for the transport of goods by road and development of inland water 
transport. 

a~~ Jagjivan ~ was an ~  lover of Hindi language and literature. 
As a ~ ~~r , .he r ~~ the lDlportance of Hindi and encouraged the staff 
~  be llUtiated. into Hindi. During his tenure, a new practice WaI·aarted to 
~  . all the circulars and postal notices released by the Director-GeneraJ in 
~ , as ~  as .in English. Stamps and seals in Devnagari script were 

r ~ ~ the areles, where Hindi was used as an important language of 
commurucation. In other cities, bilingual stamps and seals were supplied.. A 
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number of telegraph offices were also fully equipped to handle telegrams in 
Hindi. 

As Railway Minister 

Jagjivan Ram was entrusted. with the Railway portfolio in December 1956. 
Indian Railways was under tremendous strain at that time. It was perceived. 
that by allocating the Railways portfolio to Babuji, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru 
brought the right man to ensure that the Railways attained. adequate growth 
to cater to the increasing passenger and freight traffic in the country. With 
wisdom, intuition and an unorthodox approach, he endeavoured to overhaul 
the Indian Railways which had come under strain and stagnation in growth. 
His efforts paved. the way for the accelerated. growth of Indian Railways, 
making it the fourth largest in the world and the largest in Asia. During his 
tenure, all areas like modernization, economy measures, better management 
practices, self-sufficiency in indigenous production of railway requirements, 
etc. received. special attention. Undoubtedly, the Railways took great strides 
forward. The Indian Railways network proliferated. under the dynamic 
leadership of Babuji. It was indeed given a facelift. Remarkably, this was 
achieved without raising the fares in all the five Railway Budgets, which 
were presented. by Jagjivan Ram in Parliament. 

Some other achievements during his term induded.-construction of about 
650 kilometres of broad-gauge line, 610 kilometres of metre-gauge line and 
doubling of about 1,500 kilometres of existing single line. With his vast 
experience, zeal and unparalleled innovative skill, Babuji introduced. a number 
of amenities for all classes of passengers without raising fares. 

He paid special attention to the welfare of the railway workers. The most 
noteworthy step was the introduction of a Pension Scheme in December 
1957, similar to one applicable to the Central Government employees. On his 
behest, several staff training schools were opened. and the existing ones were 
expanded to facilitate the Railway men to equip themselves for more 
responsible work and thereby improve their career prospects. It was during 
his time that reservations were made for departmental promotions of 
employees from Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes and these were strictly 
implemented. Attention of the recruiting authorities was constantly drawn to 
the necessity of filling all vacancies for the candidates belonging to the reserved 
category. 

As Minister of Food and Agriculture 

During his tenure as the Minister of Food and Agriculture, first from 
March 1967 to June 1970 and then again from October 1974 to February 1977, 
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he took up the responsibility of handling this Ministry at a difficult juncture. 
It was in the late sixties, the country was reeling under a severe food shortage 
following two years of drought. Jagjivan Ram concentrated on the growth of 
agriculture, food production and Public Distribution System (PDS). He ~ r  

hard and helped in enabling the country to ensure food secunty and 
availability of food at reasonable price for millions of people in the country. 

When fie began his tenure in this Ministry, India was dependent on 
foodgrain imports and was struggling to find some innovative measures to 
increase agricultural production. Babuji was convinced that the growth of the 
national economy rests heavily on the growth of agriculture. He was, therefore, 
of the opinion that self-sufficiency in India's agricultural economy should be 
achieved as quickly as possible, so that dependence on foodgrain imports 
could be eliminated. He initiated a number of new measures and reoriented 
agricultural policies and programmes to achieve record food production. 
Important among them were-acceleration of irrigation programmes, resolving 
inter-state water disputes, National Seeds Programme for production of quality 
seeds, promotional campaign for fertilizer use, etc. lhrough adoption and 
application of improved agricultural practices, cultivation of high-yielding 
varieties, increased use of fertilizers and pesticides, assured irrigation, 
improved water management practices, expansion of agricultural credit, 
development of marketing and storage, crop production was taken to new 
heights. 

To overcome the food scarcity situation in the country, due to the 
unprecedented droughts of 1965 and 1966, Babuji took several measures and 
dealt with the situation successfully. Large-scale feeding programmes were 
organized for the benefit of the vulnerable sections of the population. The 
distribution of foodgrains from fair price shops was maintained with a view 
to safeguarding the interests of the consumers. Vigorous efforts were made 

to maximize domestic procurement of foodgrains and to supplement the 
domestic supplies through imports. In 1970, when he switched over to the 
Defence Ministry, food shortage had been reduced to a mere bad dream. 

a ~ a  Ram realized that Public Distnbution System was an effective 
mechanism to ~  the supply chain of food grains to the common people. 
To ~ the requrrements of the Public Distribution System, increased 
~ a  was laid on domestic procurement and the country's dependence 
on Imports was progressively reduced. Public distribution of foodgrains was 
made a regular feature of food management in the country. 

Another important contribution of Jagjivan Ram was in the field of Land 
Reforms, to which he accorded much priority as an effective step to transform 

the rural economy. Following the Chief Ministers' Conference in 1976, 
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considerable progress was made in implementing land reforms. Development 
of animal husbandry and dairying, inland fisheries, improving the forest 
cover, procurement of foodgrains from domestic markets for public 
distribution, making PDS a regular feature for better food management in 
the country, building buffer stock, incentive prices for farmers, etc. were also 
given emphasis during Babujfs tenure. 

In 1975, during his second term as the Food Minister, there was a world-
wide shortage of foodgrains. India managed the crisis with effective policy 
measures such as de-hoarding campaigns, expansion and streamlining of the 
PDS and increased inputs of foodgrain production. In fact, the whole approach 
to food and agriculture policy under the leadership of Jagjivan Ram was of 
practical significance. They not only succeeded in meeting the crisis in those 
times, but also came to be part of the long-term policy framework on food 
and agriculture in the country. 

As Minister of Defence 

Jagjivan Ram was the Defence Minister of the country at an important 
juncture and proved to be a tough taskmaster. He took over the reins of this 
Ministry in June 1970, when the threat of war was knocking at India's eC\Stem 
and western fronts. By December 1971, India successfully fought and 
concluded a war against Pakistan in which our Armed Forces proved its 
might and capability. Given that, India had not emerged victorious in any of 
the wars fought previously, he had the uphill task of preparing the armed 
forces for the eventuality of a war and keeping them fit and war-worthy. 
With his unmatched ingenuity, he managed the affairs of the Defence forces 
at that critical juncture. He not only motivated the Armed Forces to fight for 
the liberation of another country, but also kept his promise to the people that 
the war would not be fought on Indian soil. 

In the build-up to the war, he visited the places where Armed Forces 
were stationed and also addressed civilians in other areas explaining to them 
the emerging situation. This helped in readying the entire nation to fight the 
war. In October 1971, when the Army was preparing for the war, 
Prime Minister, Smt. Indira Gandhi and Defence Minister, Shri Jagjivan Ram 
visited many Army divisions and units in Punjab and the border areas in 
other States. Lt. Gen. K.P. Candeth who was the Commander of the Army's 
Western Command during the 1971 war, has recounted their visit in the 
following words : 

"Shri Jagjivan Ram went down well with the soldiers. He is a wonderful 
speaker who can carry his audience with him and he never makes the 
mistake of talking down to them, but manages to convey the impression 
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that he is one of them ... .! had to brief him on the operational situation 

and war plans and was struck by ~ ~  and ~~~ grasp of 
the root of a problem. My admiration grew dunng the lnltial reverses 
we had .... He used to ring me, normally in the morning, and in his slow 
drawl ask me how it was going and if I could cope with the situation, 
and being told that there was no cause to worry and that I could deal 
with it, he used to wish me good luck and ring off. He never seemed 
excited, bothered or flunied and his phlegmatism did much to inspire 

confidence." 

The internal situation in the erstwhile East Pakistan had spilled over to 
India, with hundreds of thousands of refugees crossing over to the IRdian 
territory. He considered the refugee influx to India as a humanitarian problem 

and emphatically said, 

" .... which civilized country, least of all, one with the tradition like 
ours, could seal off borders and allow innocent civilians to face the 

bullets." 

His inspiring leadership galvanized the entire nation and. the Armed 
Forces to deal with the crisis in East Pakistan, which ended with the creation 
of a new country, Bangladesh. The moments of acute national crisis in 
December 1971, bear testimony to the quiet confidence, patience and immense 
courage of Babuji. Babu Jagjivan Ram displayed Wlparalleled resoluteness 
during those historic days. 

His 'warrior with a humane face' image is still fondly remembered by the 
Armed Forces. He proved a good samaritan for the men in uniform in several 
ways. He took steps for the rehabilitation of the families of the jawans who 
had laid down their lives to uphold the honour of the COWltry, or sustained 
grievous injuries, a new scheme of family pension for widows of the deceased 
officers and "sheltered" appointments for the disabled jawansand officers. 
The provision of 'War Injury Pay" was made for those who could not be 
accommodated in service. Several other welfare measures like free land and 

~  to war .widows, medical treatment for the families at military 
hospItals and education for children of martyred soldiers were also launched. 
He also extended such benefits to the servicemen and ex-servicemen disabled 
in the 1947-48, 1962 and 1965 wars. 

Showing his concern for the welfare of the Armed Forces senicemen he 
once said: 

'The members of our Armed Forces have proved to the world that in 
the final analysis it is the man behind the machine who counts. It is his 
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valour, dedication, determination, morale and skill which brought 
success to our arms. It is his conduct and his regard for human values, 
which earned us and our forces a good name from our friends in 
Bangladesh and from foreign observers. "14 

As the Defence Minister, Jagjivan Ram shouldered the crucial responsibility 
of strengthening the defence apparatus of the country. In his endeavour to 
ensure that the defence apparatus of the country was kept in perfect order 
with all defence requirements, he attached great importance to the research 
and development aspect of the Defence organizations. In this regard, while 
replying as Defence Minister to the discussion on the working of the Ministry 
of Defence in Rajya Sabha in 1972 in the wake of the 1971 Indo-Pakistan War, 
}agjivan Ram said: 

.. It is gratifying when my Ministry receives universal support from all 
sides of the House for strengthening our Armed Forces, for modernising 
the Army, for modernising the Navy and for modernising the Air Force. 
It gives me added strength. We are taking certain steps for modernising 
the three wings of the Armed Forces. We are producing some of the 
arms and military hardware that we require. But to think that so far as 
sophisticated weapons are concerned we have become self-reliant,.well, 
it will be far from the reality. It will take time. And in this connection, 
I would like to say that so far as our research and development are 
concerned, it will be my effort to see that the research and development 
activities are strengthened to the maximum extent in the Defence 
Ministry, and work will not be pennitted to suffer for want of requisite 
funds, and when I have got support of both Houses, I am sure it will 
be possible to provide adequate funds for research and development." 

On Intemational Relations 

Jagjivan Ram was keen on rebuilding and improving bilateral ties with 
Pakistan and developing friendly relations with other countries. After the 
war was over, he took several steps in this direction. 

On the issue of Indo-Pak bilateral relations, he said, 

"In our view, there is no dispute between our two countries which 
cannot be settled by friendly negotiations between ourselves .......... .It 
will now be our endeavour to forge, through bilateral negotiations, a 
new relationship with Pakistan, based not on conflict but on 

cooperation .......... assuring to the peoples of the. two countries ~  
from fear of recurring wars and an opportunity to devote their full 

attention to economic and social progress." 
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Jagjivan Ram also contributed to the growth of India's cooperative and 

friendly relations with other nations. It was ~  his tenure as the. ~  
Minister that India entered. into the indo-SoVIet Treaty of Peace, Fnendship 

and Cooperation. 

His Last Journey 

Jagjivan Ram passed away in New Delhi on 6 July 1986, at the age of 78 
after a period of illness. As a leader who shared his political career with 
many generations from Mahatma Gandhi to Rajiv Gandhi, he has left an 
indelible imprint on the polity of India. He was a stalwart among the leaders 
of his time and a doyen of Indian Parliament. Leaders, media, general public 
and the entire nation expressed grief over the passing away of Jagjivan 1tam. 
He was given a national honour, with his cremation being attended by 
President Giani Zail Singh, Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi, Cabinet Ministers, 
Chief Ministers, leaders of various parties and thousands of his followers. 

With Jagjivan Ram's passing away, came an end an era representing 
perhaps the most important phase of the country's transition from pre-
Independence to Independence and on to a vibrant, democratic society. He 
has left the legacy of a sincere and dedicated political leader, a committed 
public servant, freedom fighter, social reformer, revolutionary and a true 
humanist. He will be remembered for a long time to come for his varied 
contributions towards socio-economic development of the country. A democrat 

to the core and a conscientious political leader, he enriched Indian politics 
with his mature and principled positions. He was a pillar of strength for the 
Indian polity during periods of great challenge and transition. He played a 
significant role in the upliftment of the depressed classes, ensuring justice for 
the oppressed and the deprived, enhancing the country's infrastructure 
development and in accelerating India's march to emerge as a stronger power 
in the world. In his passing away, the country lost a unique leader, a patriot, 
a visionary and a great nationalist. His legacy will live on and continue to 

inspire the coming generations in social and political activities and in the 
continuous search for a better society. 
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MEMORIES OF BABU JAGJIVAN RAM 
-Pranab Mukherjee" 

Babu Jagjivan Ram was a valiant fighter in India's freedom struggle and 
a great inspirer and organizer of people against oppression. He was a powerful 
orator, a distinguished parliamentarian and an able administrator. 

Babuji was born in a poor Harijan family in a small village of Bihar on 
5 April 1908. His life is a story of rise from abysmal depths to great heights 
and exalted position which was not achieved with anybody's patronage but 
simply by sheer merit, competence, self respect and self sacrifice. As a student, 
he was meritorious right from the beginning. While studying in the Kolkata 
College, he was inspired by the ideals of Gandhiji and plunged into the 
freedom movement under the able leadership of Mahatma Gandhi and others. 
He got himself educated despite social and economic disabilities and qrronic 
poverty. This gave him a unique position in the prevailing political situation 
in the country. He recognized the need of freedom from political slavery to 
address the problems of untouchability, social discrimination and 
backwardness. To him freedom meant not just change in the colour of the 
leaders from white to black or so, but it encompassed freedom from political 
slavery, economic bondage and cultural stagnation. He participated actively 
in the Civil Disobedience Movement in 1930 and the Quit India Movement 
in 1942. By appearing before the Cabinet Mission in April 1946 as a 
representative of the depressed classes, he frustrated the designs of the British 
and other divisive forces to further divide India. Babuji had arrived on the 
political scene as the representative of the Scheduled Castes and the Congress 
leadership looked to him as an able spokesman of the depressed classes. 

Throughout his life, he worked for these ideals and tried to implement 
them through administration of various Ministries/Deparbnents over which 
he presided for a very long time. He was inducted. in Bihar Government in 
1937 as a parliamentary secretary under the premiership of Babu Sri Krishna 
Sinha. He joined the Interim Government under Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru in 
September 1946 and continued to be the Union Minister till July, 1979. 
However, Shri Jagjivan Ram resigned from the Council of Ministers under 
the Kamaraj Plan for revitalizing the party in 1963 and again became Union 

• He is the Union Minister of Defence. 
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Minister in 1966. In his long ministerial career, he proved to be one of the best 
Ministers the country had ever produced. He dealt with various portfolios 
ranging from Labour, Communications, Railways to Agriculture and Defence 
where he made his presence felt by sheer competence. 

As Defence Minister, he was always a source of inspiration to the officers 
and jawans. I still remember during the Bangladesh War when the US 
establishmenf threatened to send the 7th Fleet to the Bay of Bengal in order 
to embolden Pakistan, the bold and famous utterances of Babuji that the 
7th Fleet will be sunk in Bay of Bengal, which not only demonstrated courage 
and conviction of a nation, but also helped in the freedom struggle of a 
neighbouring country. This speaks of the courage and determination ,.of a 
leader of his stature. 

His legislative career is as illustrious as his administrative career. He 
represented Sasaram in Bihar from 1952 till his death which is unique. His 
popularity was so much that a couple of times he was elected unopposed in 
general elections. 

At the personal level, I had privilege of having his care and affection as 
a junior ministerial colleague. Whenever I wanted something from him for 
my State of West Bengal (Bengal was his second home state and he could 
speak Bengali flawlessly) he used to meet my request. After the formation of 
Congress Government in 1972, there was an acute shortage of foodgrains in 
West Bengal to support the Public Distribution System. Additional requirement 
was needed over and above the normal allocation to manage the situation. 
The request of the State Government to the Food Minister was regretted as 
the demands from all other States were equally acute. I met Babuji along 
with the then Food Minister of West Bengal, Satada ( Shri Praful Kanti Ghosh) 
and requested him for additional allocation. Babuji made specia'J provision 
for West Bengal when we explained the critical situation prevailing therein. 
Throughout my political career, till his death, I always received support and 
encouragement from him whenever I needed it. 



BABU JAGJIVAN RAM-PEOPLE'S LEADER 
-Sharad Pawar* 

Great leaders and personalities participated. in India's Freedom Movement 
and later shaped its destiny in the post-Independence period. One of the 
stalwarts amongst them was Jagjivan Ram-popularly known as IBabuji'. 
Born on 5 April, 1908 in a small village, Chandwa in Shahabad district, now 
known as Bhojpur in Bihar. He rose from a very humble beginnings to shape 
the political, social and economic future of our country. 

A true man of the masses, his simplicity and intelligence endeared him 
to all sections and strata of people of our country. He caught the attention of 
Dr. Rajendra Prasad who was greatly impressed by his oratorical skills and 
his forceful articulation of people's grievances and aspirations. With his 
initiation into the Indian National Congress, began the meteoric rise of one 
of the greatest personalities of our times. He emerged as the leader of masses 
and came to be looked upon as a representative of the millions of the people 
belonging to the Scheduled Castes, Backward Classes and the depressed 
sections of our society who had suffered socio-economic deprivation over the 
centuries. 

In the Congress, Jagjivan Ram emerged as a staunch supporter of Mahatma 
Gandhi and the principles which he stood for. His early social and political 
life was also refined and sharpened when he was nominated to the Bihar 
Legislative Council and later to the Legislative Assembly. In 1946, he became 
the youngest Minister in the Interim Government. In the Constituent Assembly, 
he actively participated in shaping the Constitution of our country. He 
remained a Member of the House of People (Lok Sabha) continuously from 
the First to the Eighth Lok Sabha. 

Babu Jagjivan Ram was also an important symbol of the struggle waged 
by the Scheduled Castes and depressed classes for equality and empowerment. 
As the Member of the Constituent Assembly, he ensured that free India would 
be rid of the pernicious practices such as untouchability and social 
discriminations based on caste consideration. Reservations provided to the 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes in Legislatures, public employment, 
education etc. were strongly supported by him to ensure economic progress 

• He is the Minister of Agriculture and Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Disbibution. 
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and socio-political empowerment for them. He ~  in ~~  the 
people in order to make them conscious of theIr nghts and pnvileges as 
citizen of a free country and enable them to lead a life of dignity and freedom. 
He worked ceaselessly for the unity and solidarity of the socially and 

economically depressed sections and led the All ~~ ~ Classes 
League while continuing to be in the Congress. In a sIgnificant dIvergence of 
views with L>r. Babasaheb Ambedkar, he urged the Scheduled Castes and the 
Backward Oass People to fight for the rights and dignity within the existing 
social set-up; he never wanted a schism between them and the forward classes. 
He was always in favour of social and communal harmony for the betterment 
of the society and for the growth and development of the nation as a whole. 

, 
Babu Jagjivan Ram had a deep and abiding faith in the efficacy of 

democratic polity, value-based politics and necessity for establishing an 
egalitarian society. He dedicated his life to strengthen such institutions and 
fight against casteism and bring about social transformation. His organizational 
skills, administrative capabilities were displayed at its best when he was 
entrusted with a variety of Ministries during his long political career in the 
Union Government. Among the Ministries which he held included: 

Communications, Railway and Transport, Food and Agriculture and Defence. 

Babu Jagjivan Ram was the Union Labour Minister from 1946 to 1952 
and again from 1966 to 1967. During his tenure some important legislations 
were enacted. Mention may be made of the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 and 
the Factory Act of 1948. The Industrial Disputes Act was a very important 
labour legislation which provided the mechanism for settling industrial 
disputes and creation of healthy work environment. The factory Act of 1948 
regulated the working conditions of children and women in the Factories 
and Industries in conformity with the Directive Principles of State Policy as 
enshrined in the Constitution of India. Other important labour legislations 
enacted during his tenure were the Plantation Labour Act, 1961 and the Bidi 
and Cigar Workers (Conditions of Employment) Act, 1966. His pro--labour 
attitude also saw the appointment of the National Labour Commission which 
made many a recommendation that resulted in improving the conditions of 
the workers in the industries-both in the organized and unorganized sector. 
~ ~ar r a  legislations went a long way in creating a congenial, 
mdustrial enVU"OllDlent, providing benefits to millions of workers, boosting 
production and putting the country finnJy on the road towards development 
of being a Welfare State. 

. ~  the Ministries on which Babu Jagjivan Ram left an indelible 
tmpresston. were the Ministry of Defence and Ministry of Agriculture and 
~  Earber as the Defence Minister and presently as the Minister for 
Agriculture and Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution, I have come 
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across the remarkable imprint he has left behind during his tenure. His 
dexterous handling of issues in these Ministries is still recalled with great 
appreciation and admiration. He was the Defence Minister during1970-71 when 
Indian Armed Forces proved their superiority and professionalism beyond 
any doubt by fighting a successful war against Pakistan. He managed the 
affairs of the Defence Forces during this period with great efficiency. He used 
to frequently visit the jawans posted in the far-flung areas and boosted their 
'morale by impressing on them that it was the man behind the machine which 
made a difference. Through his calm resolve and intelligent observations, he 
also won admirations of the Generals and Commanders of all the three wings 
of the Armed Forces while taking strategic decisions and policy formulations. 
He was very concerned about the modernization of the Armed Forces and 
laid great emphasis on achieving self-sufficiency in defence preparedness. He 
also encouraged indigenous research and development in the sphere of 
Defence and ensured that funds were never a restraining factor in this regard. 
The welfare of the jawans was also very close to his heart. He evolved many 
beneficial programmes for their reSettlement-like medical treatment at army 
hospitals and employment opportunities for the disabled, education and family 
pensions for the families of the deceased. He is still very fondly remembered 
by our officers and jawans. 

In January 1967, Babu Jagjivan Ram took over the charge as the Minister 
of Food and Agriculture, Community Development and Cooperation. The 
day he entered Krishi Bhawan to preside over one of the most vital Ministries 
of the Government of India, it rained heavily. The rain Gods also seemed to 
have changed their moods and it was a pointer of the shape of things to 
come. His years in this Ministry proved to be a boon for the country. He was 
responsible for formulation of new policies for food production and 
procurement. As a result of these policies, the production of wheat increased 
from 12 million tonne to 23 million tonne. Such near doubling of production 
in about four years' time was not witnessed even in developed countries like 
the United States and Canada. In fact, the total production of foodgrains 
increased from 74 million tonne to 98 million tonne during his tenure as the 
Food and Agriculture Minister. 

In order to improve the well beings of the farmers, he introduced the 
price support policy and issued instruction for fixing maximum price support 
in the case of wheat and paddy. Ouring his tenure, build up of the buffer 
stock of foodgrains was 8 million tonne. As a result of these policies of price 
support and procurement, the import of foodgrains was stopped. India became 
self-sufficient in foodgrains. Surely, a very proud moment for our country. 

To Babu Jagjivan Ram also goes the credit for providing a pragmatic and 
stable sugar policy which has stood the test of time. Under this policy, sugar 
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mills were allowed a definite and substantial free sale quota which increased 
the viability of the sugar industry and ensured ,higher ~a  price a~  to 
cultivators. At the same time, release mecharusm which was put m place, 
ensured that prices did not rise abnormally. The welfare of consumers was 
further protected by a stable policy of obtaining levy sugar from sugar factories 
and supply through the Public Distribution ~  ~  net result of these 
policies was' a substantial increase in sugar production In 1967-68 and record 
production in 1969-70. The policies also took care of the concerns of all 

stakeholders and placed Indian Sugar Industry on a firm path of growth. 

Another important decision taken by Babu Jagjivan Ram pertained to 
channelising the import of tractors through the state owned Agro Industrial 
Corporations. Thus, the huge profits which were being usurped by the 

importers at the cost of farmers were stopped. 

The various policy initiatives and programmes launched by Shri Jagjivan 
Ram during his tenure as the Food and Agriculture Minister(1967-70) 
improved the well-being of farmers as well as the consumers. However, his 
single largest contribution was to make India self-sufficient in foodgrains. 

He was a Cabinet Minister for over thirty years during which he was 
incharge of number of Ministries. As a pragmatic leader and person with 
vision and clear understanding he implemented policies and programmes 

very effectively and with great expertise. His sensitivities to people's needs, 
management skills and the uncanny art of getting the best from the civil 
servants were keys to his success. 

Babu Jagjivan Ram was an outstanding parliamentarian. His sharp 
intellect, oratorical skills, the ability to remain calm in the most adverse 
circumstances stood him in good stead. Since his entry into the Bihar 
Legislative Council in 1936 and later from the First Lok Sabha till the Eighth 
Lok Sabha, he remained a legislator till his last breath. He had the unique 
distinction of being not only the youngest but also the longest serving Minister 
in the annals of Indian Parliament. He was greatly admired by his colleagues 
in the Congress Party and also by the Opposition for his ability to carry them 
along ~~ .many ~  through his dignified approach and also caring for the 
~  of his opponents in the House. He was ever willing to discuss 
a ~ ~  ~ share infonnation with aU his colleagues and left them happily 
satisfied by his answers. He was a very qUick leamer, who had a tremendous 
grasp over the subjects handled by his Ministries. This enabled him not onlv 
to carry out the routine administrative work efficiently, but also offer ~ 
and innovative ideas and directions. 

Jagjivan Ram's abiding faith in democracy and freedom prompted him 
to leave the Congress when his effort to persuade the Congress leadership to 
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revoke the emergency failed. He formed his own political party called the 
Congress for Democracy which later joined the Janata Party to form the 
Government at the Centre. 

A great organizer, administrator and social crusader, Babu Jagjivan Ram 
carved out a special niche for himself in India's modem political history. In 
his long and remarkable political career he had become a legend during his 
lifetime. He earned respect and admiration from all sections of the society. 
His contribution to our nation-building is invaluable-in the political, 
economic and social sectors. His life and work will undoubtedly continue to 
inspire generations to come. 



MY FATHER'S CHILDHOOD 
-Meira KutlUlr· 

It is not easy for a daughter to write dispassionately about her father 
because the bonds are too dose, the sentiments too deep and the images get 
blurred. Ever since I remember, I saw him as a national figure, a performer 
at centrestage, bathed in limelight. He was called upon to meet tlte most 
difficult challenges facing the nation in his times and he met them all with 
devastating success. Equipped with remarkable grit, intellectual rigour and 
a strong commitment to moral and quintessentially human values, Babuji 
remained the longest in that rarefied atmosphere at the top where even the 
best survive only briefly. As a growing child therefore, I was naturally 
overawed by the aura of supermanship that always surrounded him. 

I loved him as my father. While the world was curious about his work, 
his influence and the power he wielded, I was only concerned about his 
person, his childhood, his youth, his struggles and his dreams. As a little girl, 
I loved to listen to the tales of his childhood pranks which grandmother 
narrated as bed-time stories. She narrated them in a style 50 picturesque that 
I see them before my eyes as paintings coloured in great detail by a very fine 
brush. Whenever, Barka Baba, my father's elder brother, twenty-four years 
his senior, came to Delhi, I would shower him with questions about Babuji's 
childhood. I have treasured every word that grandmother and Barka Baba 
spoke about Babuji and have used them painstakingly to reconstruct his 
early life. 

The earliest scene, then, is set in the first decade of the 20th century 
against the backdrop of Chandwa, a small, backward village in Bihar in a 
country reeling under the shame of being a British colony. Babuji was born 
here on 5 April, 1908 amidst poverty and untouchability. For thousands of 
years Indian society had treated the untouchables with utter scorn and 
contempt. The repression and exploitation had crippled their very psyche so 
that they could not even entertain the idea of protesting against the unjust 
social system. They were the disinherited ones, a casualty of history, too 
feeble and with wounded souls to fight back . 

. But Babuji was different. He was made of sterner stuff. It was against his 
gram to accept injustice. As life began to unfold and he felt the trauma of his 

• She is the Union Minister of Social Justice and Empowerment. 
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circumstances, he took the reins of destiny into his own hands and strode 
ahead unstoppable-to a new dawn. I can visualize him as an ill-clad, dusty 
little boy out to conquer the world. 

Babuji was admitted to the village school at the age of six. It was Basant 
Panchami day and after offering prayers to Goddess Saraswati, he was sent 
to school, attired in a new yellow dhoti and velvet cap, a piece of jaggery in 
his mouth for good luck and a slate tucked Wlder his arm. 

My grandfather Sant Shobi Ram had set great hopes in him-the YOWlgest 
of his eight children. Grandfather was tall, handsome and very upright. As 
a yOWlg man, he had resigned from his job in the British Army, to protest 
against their Wljust conduct. Thereafter, he worked in the Calcutta Medical 
College, but retired prematurely to settle down to a quiet, ascetic life in 
Chandwa. The produce of his land somehow sustained the family. As the 
priest of the Shiva-Narayani Sect, most of his time was spent in praying and 
writing the holy book II Anayas" in his beautiful, long hand to distribute 
among his disciples. He died yoUng, when my father was only six. His last 
words to my father were "I have taught English to your elder brother but I 
have not even taught Hindi to you. May you scale great heights in life". It 
was then that my grandmother Vasanti Devi, a lady of rare wisdom and 
courage, made a silent vow to her departing husband that she would spare 
no effort to give the best education to her yOWlg son. 

The village school was his temple of learning. There were new books to 
read and there was so much to learn. He had just learnt to spell his long 
name but one of his friends invariably spelt it wrong in order to tease him. 
Once the teasing led to a heated argument followed by fist cuffs. The friend 
went crying to Pandiiji, who not only scolded Babuji, but also thrashed him 
without giving him a chance to explain. This was his first encoWlter with 
injustice. Furious at the treatment meted out to him, he took a long stick and 
climbed atop a mango tree instead of going home for lunch. When 
grandmother made inquires, she was told that he was very angry and 
threatened to beat anyone who dared to go near the tree. When further 
inquiries revealed that he was beaten for no fault of his, she headed for 
Panditji's house. She told Pandiiji's wife in no Wlcertain terms that her 
husband was not only guilty of gross injustice to her little son, but was also 
responsible for beating him and keeping him without food. She made these 
charges in a manner so forceful and so appealing that she won instant support 
from the Panditani who joined her in her mission against injustice. The two 
accosted Panditji who was already suffering from pangs of remorse. The 
child he had wrongly pWlished was the brightest he had seen in his long, 
teaching career and he had the intuition that the little boy would do him 
proud one day. He apologized to grandmother and the Panditani, who were 
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still in a belligerent mood, and then proceeded to the mango ~ to beckon 
his favourite student. Babuji politely came down, but declared his refusal to 
study in Panditji's school. Panditji was finally able to pacify him, but the 
little crusader had won his first battle. 

The incident, which left a lasting impact on him, occurred when he was 
around 'seven. It was rainy season and the tiny rivulet Gangi, which criss-
crossed the eastern side of the village, had swelled. One hot afternoon Babuji 
and his friend went for a swim after school. The current was too powerful 
for the young swimmers. Being closer to the shore, the friend managed to 
come out, Babuji could not. Overcome by fierce mid-stream current he was 
fast drifting away when a woman spotted him. She had a long stick f()r 
driving her pigs. She rushed and extended the stick to rescue him. He saw 
the stick, outstretched his arm, held it tight and using all his might came out. 
It all happened in a flash, but it kindled a light within him forever. By accident, 
he had chanced upon the Moolmantra, the basic philosophy of his life, which 
he never allowed himself to forget. That the elderly lady thereafter was 
accorded the same respect, which was reserved for his mother, is another 
matter. What is significant is that the incident became a reference point in his 
life, one to which he referred again and again for sustenance, especially in 
trying moments. 

Perched on his knees as a little girl, or sitting by his side when I grew up, 
I often heard him talk of it. The elderly lady was, no doubt, a help, he would 
explain, but what really mattered was that he had the presence of mind to 
hold on to the stick and the strength within him to pull himself out. 

After finishing middle school, Babuji joined the high school in Arrah 
town. Although his reputation as a topper had already preceded him, it was 
eclipsed by the social prejudices prevalent at the time-prejudices that 
unfortunately exist even today. The most unusual reception awaited him 
upon his arrival at the school. To the school verandah which hitherto had 
accommodated two earthen pitchers, the Hindu and the Muslim pitcher, was 
added a third one-the untouchable pitcher. At the sight of this, his innocent 
face quivered in anguish and his young frame froze with incapacitating 
humiliation. He bent, picked up a stone and, as if in a trance, hurled it at the 
pitcher with all the force at his command. The next day the broken pitcher 
was replaced by a new one. Once again he aimed a stone, shattering it, as if 
~ shattered not the pitcher but what lay behind it, that age-old practice of 
inhuman discrimination which heaped untold hurt and insults on the likes 
of him. The breaking of the untouchable pitcher remained a mystery for the 
headmaster and the others in the school. But with every new pitcher meeting 
the same fate, the exasperated headmaster gave in and what followed can 
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only be termed revolutionary by all standards in the Bihar of 1920s. The 
school verandah thereafter had only one earthen pitcher for every one. 

At the age of ten when most of his classmates were content with the 
monotonous and uneventful life of that sleepy little village, Babuji was 
possessed by a strong urge to know what was happening outside its narrow 
confines. Reading the newspaper was one way, but the village provided no 
such opportunity. So, every morning without fail he would walk considerable 
distance to the Arrah railway station just to read a newspaper. While in the 
high school, he regularly spent two hours in the town library. Gandhiji's 
"Young India" and Bankim Chandra's "Anand Math", were of special interest. 
He specially learnt Bengali to read I Anand Math' in original. 

The coming of the monsoon was always welcomed in Chandwa, but that 
year it spelt disaster. Days of continuous and heavy downpour brought 
unprecedented floods. Babuji's humble mudhouse caved in. Barka Baba was 
in Calcutta on work. Babuji, then in his teens, spent the whole day moving 
the household goods and the stock of foodgrains to the tiny hillock nearby 
where he and grandmother took shelter along with the other villagers. Alone 
he had to make innumerable trips to and fro, carrying heavy items on his 
frail shoulders. By sunset when he had managed to retrieve almost everything, 
it suddenly occurred to grandmother that some silver coins, her savings of 
years buried in the kitchen wall had been left behind. Scared to send her son 
at that hour to dig out the coins she went herself. Babuji naturally followed. 
But they could not go far. The water level had risen erasing every trace of 
their home as also of the earthem pot which contained their modest savings. 
Bewildered and helpless, they returned. The water receded in a few days and 
the house was rebuilt. But the experience, as Babuji so often recalled had 
toughened him beyond his age. 

I must write about his eventful journey to Khopira where the family 
owned a small piece of land. 

Harvesting had begun in right earnest in the vast stretches of paddy 
fields, as lilting melodies of Bhojpuri folk songs filled the winter air. Soon a 
relative came from Khopira to inform Dadi that harvesting being completed, 
the paddy should be collected. Since the high school was dosed for winter 
vacations, Babuji volunteered himself for the task. The two proceeded to 
Khopira in a bullock cart which wound its way through the thicket and 
narrow pathways. There was chill in the air and dew drops shimmered in the 
golden light of the morning sun. Birds twittered and occasionally a stray hare 
darted from the bushes as they went swinging and swaying to the rhythm 
of their wagon. As they approached the village, the relative nudged Babuji 
to the side of the cart. 
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They were in the vicinity of the colony of the Babu Sahebs. According to 
the custom, untouchables had to get down from their bullock carts, take off 
their shoes, fold their umbrellas and walk through that part of the village 
with bowed heads. If they did not, they would attract abuse and assault. No 
one had ever questioned the demeaning custom. Some did not have the 
courage, others the conscience. 

Babuji decided to defy the custom. Refusing to fold his umbrella, take off 
his shoes, or get down from the wagon, he forced his relative to follow suit. 
The terror stricken relative trembled and quivered and begged him not to 
invite doom while Babuji firmly held him from falling off the cart. The Babu 
Sahebs were too taken aback to react and the cart slowly passed tfurough the 
narrow lanes and by-lanes, trampling over the outdated system they had so 
zealously guarded. They pretended not to look, but watched stealthily from 
the corners of their eyes a new era emerge from the trail of dust raised by the 
cart. The elan and panache of the fearless boy aboard the cart dazzled the 
inhabitants of Khopira and changed the course of their lives in the days to 
come. 

Of the myriad colours in the kaleidoscope of Babuji's childhood, I have 
brought into focus just a few. It is not that others do not deserve to be 
highlighted, but taken together, they all serve to point to the informing 
principle of his life, to instill courage, to fight for the oppressed and to take 
charge of one's destiny. 



BABU JAGJIVAN RAM: A GREAT VISIONARY 
-T. N. Chaturoedi* 

There are times in the history of every country when it seems that titans 
walk the earth. For India, that time came during the period when the country 
was fighting for its freedom from alien rule under the inspired and inspiring 
leadership and guidance of Mahatma Gandhi. But these stalwarts -Mahatma 
Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru, Sardar Patel, Dr. Rajendra Prasad, Maulana Azad, 
to name a few, vanished much too soon, leaving our country poorer. But, we 
were fortunate that some of the founding fathers remained with us for almost 
40 years after the dawn of freedom, giving us the benefit of their wisdom, 
experience and courage. Notable among these was Babu Jagjivan Ram, who 
was much younger and emerged as the indomitable champion of the poor 
and the downtrodden. Without a brief recapitulation of his life, it is well-nigh 
impossible to have an adequate and proper assessment of his a~  in our 

national life. 

The Life and Political Career of Jagjivan Ram 

Jagjivan Ram was born on 5 April 1908 in Chandwa, a small village in 
Bhojpur, in Bihar in a Scheduled Caste family. His grandfather, Shiv a Narain, 
was an agricultural labourer. Jagjivan's father, Shobhi Ram, was born in 1864. 
He lost his mother at a young age and was brought up by his grandmother. 
Shiva Narain died soon after, and Shobhi Ram was, more or less, adopted by 
an uncle, who worked in the army in Punjab. Shobhi Ram learned English 
and got a job in an army hospital. He had a spiritual bent of mind, and joined 
the Shiva Narayani Sect. He married Vasanti Devi, and had eight children -
three boys and five girls-of whom Jagjivan Ram was the youngest. 

Young Jagjivan's schooling began on Basant Panchmi in January 1914. 
He went to a pathsIuUa run by Pandit Kapil Muni Tewari. After passing the 
Upper Primary School Examination in 1919 he began to attend the Agarwal 
Middle School. Jagjivan became a proficient debater in school, a trait which 
was to stand him in good stead in later life. Jagjivan did not show much 
interest in politics at this time, but was quite aware of the momentous events 
that were taking place in the country. Those were the days of the Khilafat 
movement, and he read about it and its underlying causes in the newspapers 
that he used to devour vociferously-another habit that continued throughout 

• He is the Governor of Karnataka. Earlier he was a member of the Rajya Sabha and Comptroller 

and Auditor-General of India. 
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life. It was at this time that he began to wear a Gandhi cap, which became 
something of a trademark-he was probably one of the last Congressmen to 
wear it as part of his daily dress, well into late life, when the cap became an 
accoutrement, one wore only at party meetings. After a visit to Calcutta, 
where his elder brother lived, Jagjivan returned to Bihar. In 1925, he attended 
the Bihari Student's Conference as a delegate. He took away from the 
Conference a deep impression of the personality of Pandit Madan Mohan 
Malaviya, one of the early leaders of the Congress. This would soon prove 
to be crucial in his life. Greater contacts in future created strong bonds of 
mutual affection and respect between the grand old man and a young man 

of promise. 

Jagjivan passed the Matriculation Examination in 1926. He had taken 
Sanskrit and Mathematics as extra subjects, in addition to the cOlllpulsory 
subjects. He passed in the First Division, and with full marks in Mathematics. 
It so happened that Pandit Malaviya and Mohammad Ali paid a visit to 
Arrah the same year. An Address  was presented by the Scheduled Caste 
community, and read out by the young Jagjivan. Impressed, Malaviya urged 
him to come to Banaras and join the Banaras Hindu University and study for 
Intermediate Science, which Jagjivan did in July 1926. 

However, it was here that he began to face caste prejudice for the first 
time on a sustained basis. While there had been no particular discrimination 
at the pathshala, Jagjivan had faced some unreasonable prejudice in the Middle 
School, when he was forced to drink water from a pitcher meant exclusively 
for him, and not from the one used by the upper caste hindu boys. The 
situation in Banaras became frightful due to rampant caste prejudices and he 
moved out of the university campus and began to live in an area of the city 
known as Lanka. 

However, the situation did not improve and Jagjivan Ram organized his 
first campaign against untouchability. The provocation was the refusal of the 
barber to cut his hair after having discovered his caste. Jagjivan organized a 
boycott of all barbers by members of the Scheduled Castes. After six months, 
the barbers gave in. Jagjivan had won his first battle. 

At Banaras, Jagjivan Ram studied Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Hindi 
and English. He was a keen participant in the Student Parliament of the 
Banaras Hindu University, where he honed his already considerable skills. 
He was an inveterate sportsman and became a devotee of Hindi language. 
Banaras, at this time, had a number of eminent Hindi literary persons such 
as Shyam Sundar Das, Ramchandra Shukla, and Lala Bhagwan Din teaching 
~  He also attended meetings of the Arya Samaj and the Theosophical 

~ , ~  heard a number of Annie Besant's lectures. His was a searching 
nund trying to learn more and more and also ruminating all along as to what 
path or course of action he should take at that stage of his life. 
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But the matter that exercised his mind the most was that of prevailing 
caste prejudice. He undertook an extensive study of the Vedas, Brahmin 
Granths, and the 18 Puranas (in original Sanskrit), and their extensive 
commentaries in order to discover whether untouchability was divinely 
ordained. He concluded that it was not, instead it was an ugly manifestation 
of the stratification of Hindu society. He also understood that the only way 
for the community to break the barriers thrown up by caste prejudice was to 
assert its rights. The only way they could be assertive was through organizing 
themselves. A look towards the East showed him that a large number of 
members of his community, from his own home province, lived in Calcutta, 
working in hospitals and jute mills. Jagjivan, therefore, resolved to go to 
Calcutta and wake his community to their intrinsic power and create 
awareness of their potential strength and significance in national life. 

Jagjivan joined the Vidyasagar College at Calcutta in 1928. After Banaras, 
standard at the Vidyasagar did not prove difficult at all. In fact, in his third 
year, Jagjivan finished the curriculum for the next year. 1bis left him ample 
time for what he was determined to do in life i.e. to ameliorate the conditions 
of his people. He began to contact important members of the community in 
Calcutta, and began to organize Ravidas Sabhas in different parts of the city. 
A Meeting was also organized at the Wellington Park. Even Jagjivan was 
surprised by the presence of 15,000 people at the venue. The 25-year-old 
student was now seen to be an upcoming leader of greatest promise in his 
own right. 

Jagjivan took two further steps to consolidate his position. Within the 
community, he began to argue for social reforms. He worked against 
consumption of meat, and drinking of wine. 1bis brought him into touch 
with senior leaders of the community. Some of them treated him in a 
condescending fashion, others declared their adherence-but all found in 
him an emerging leader of ability and determination. 

He also established links with the leaders of the Congress party in Bengal, 
such as J .M. Sengupta, Dr. B.C. Roy, P.C. Ghosh and Subhas Chandra Bose. 
He also came into touch with the influential Marwari Community of Calcutta-
Jugal Kishore Birla, Sita Ram Seksaria and Basantlal Murarka, to name a few. 
Ironically, Jagjivan had entry into the highest ranks of the Congress leadership 
in Calcutta, much before he met any senior Congressman from his home 
province of Bihar. 

Jagjivan attended the Calcutta Session of the Congress in 1928 presided 
over by Motilal Nehru. He fell ill and was unable to give his examinations, 
which he finally did in 1932 and received his B.Sc. degree. He received his 
initiation into jail-entry when one day he observed some policemen 
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lathicharging a group of Congressmen near the Presidency College. Though 
an observer, he was hit by a policeman. His pride hurt, he immediately 
decided to court arrest and was taken to jail. 

The country was electrified by the fast of Mahabna Gandhi at the act of 
the British Government in separating Caste Hindus and Scheduled Castes in 
electoral representation. When the action was nullified after the Poona Pact I 
Jagjivan wrote an angry letter to the Mahabna, questioning his reasons for 
not permitting the Scheduled Castes from having seats reserved for them in 
the Assemblies. He received a reply from Gandhiji's Secretary, stating that 
the Mahatma believed that any separation of this kind would have a negative 
impact on the Scheduled Castes themselves. 

An Anti-untouchability League was set up with Shri G.D. Birla r as its 
provisional President. The Organization was later renamed the Harijan Ser.JQk 
Sangh. Its purpose was social and economic upliftment of the Harijans, as 
Gandhi now described the Scheduled Castes. However, due to his increased 
political activity, Jagjivan had to end his links with the Harijan Sevak Sangh 
later. Due to his burgeoning reputation, Jagjivan  Ram was also invited to 
attend the Leaders Conference in 1932 at Bombay. He also attended the Bihar 
Provincial Anti-untouchability Conference at Patna. Leaders of the Congress, 
Arya Samaj and Hindu Mahasabluz also attended. Jagjivan Ram was offended 
by the nature of the speeches being made, which cast the onus for 
untouchability on the scheduled castes themselves. He retorted that only the 
upper castes needed to reform themselves. This created a furore, but one of 
the Congress leaders present was Dr. Rajendra Prasad. He told Jagjivan Ram 
to devote more time to Bihar and he readily agreed to do so. He also became 
the Secretary of the Bihar branch of the Harijan Sevak Sangh. For the rest of 
his life, Bihar was to be the epicentre of his activities. Jagjivan Ram had 
married at an early age and his wife died in 1933. He married lndirani Devi 
in 1934. They had a son and a daughter. The son unfortunately, died at an 
early age. The daughter Smt. Meira Kumar after quitting the Indian 
Foreign Service followed the footsteps of her father. She joined politics, was 
elected to the Parliament and became a Minister in the U.P.A. Government 
in 2004. 

At the All India Depressed Classes Leaders Unity Conference in Kanpur 
in 1935, Jagjivan Ram proved to be the guiding spirit. He pointed out that the 
Harijans would not be able to advance their efforts at social and economic 
upliftment if they were not able to secure representation for themselves in 
elected bodies. Moreover, there had to be unity among them, as they would 
otherwise nullify their efforts by working through a number of different and 

~ ara  r a a~  He also emphasized that it was important to be 
linked to the mamstream of the freedom movement, as exemplified by 
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Mahatma Gandhi and the Congress. As a result of his efforts, the All India 
Depressed Classes League was formed, with Rasiklal Biswas as its President 
and P.N. Rajbhoj and Jagjivan Ram as Secretaries. He also became the President 
of the Bihar branch of the Depressed Classes League. 

A new and perplexing question arose, when Dr. Ambedkar threatened 
that the Scheduled Castes in the country would embrace a religion other than 
Hinduism in view of the blatant caste discrimination and Jagjivan Ram was 
opposed to this view. He attended the All India Mahasabha Conference at 
Pune in December 1936 with a 3O-member strong delegation. The Party 
President, Malaviya appealed that all the disabilities put before Harijans 
should be removed. All went well, until an amendment was moved that 
while Harijans could enter temples, they could not enter the main shrine 
room. Taking objection to it, Jagjivan Ram threatened to leave. Malaviya 
stepped in and the move was dropped. This goes to show the stature and 
prestige that Jagjivan Ram had acquired in just a few years. 

As noted, Jagjivan Ram had strongly opposed Ambedkar's views on 
conversion. He made his disagreement public and in the campaign for the 
Assembly elections in 1937, exhorted Harijans across the country not to cut 
themselves off from the national mainstream. 

A major event took place in 1936, when Jagjivan Ram was nominated to 
the Bihar Legislative Council. This followed the separation of Orissa from 
Bihar. As a result, the position of a nominated member from the Scheduled 
Castes became vacant, since the member was from Orissa and had shifted to 
the Orissa Assembly. Jagjivan Ram stunned everyone on the first day of the 
Council. As a nominated member, it was expected that Jagjivan Ram would 
normally vote with the Treasury Benches on all issues. However, Jagjivan 
Ram thought that the Opposition's demand that canal rates be cut was justified 
and voted against the rates. He had proved that he was his own man, a man 
with vision and determination. 

In the elections to the Bihar Assembly in 1937, the League contested all 
15 reserved constituencies and won 14 of them. The Congress had adopted 
all the 15 candidates as its own. The Interim Chief Minister of Bihar, 
Mohammad Yunus tried to get Jagjivan Ram to join his Ministry. He, however, 
declined the offer and even refused to consider any negotiations, making it 
clear that the League must support the Congress Party in the Legislature. 
Dr. Rajendra Prasad brought }agjivan Ram's stand to the notice of Gandhiji 
who publicly described him as a lljewel". He became a Parliamentary Secretary 
in the First Congress Ministry, later on with responsibility for Development, 
Cooperatives and Industries. During his brief tenure, Jagjivan Ram did 
pioneering work in organizing the Department of Rural Development. He 
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added an electrical and mechanical section to the Department of Industries. 
Even while he was Parliamentary Secretary, he organized the Khetihaar Mazdoor 
Sabha to uphold the rights of agricultural labourers. He was opposed by the 
socialists, who floated their own outfits. He left office when the Congress 
Ministries resigned to protest against the forced entry of India in the Second 
World War without consulting Indian opinion. 

In 1940, Jagjivan Ram was elected Secretary of the Bihar Provincial 
Congress, ani office he held till 1946. He was also elected to the All India 
Congress Committee, a position he was to hold until his departure from the 
party in 1977. He offered individual satyagraha and was arrested. After his 
release, he became involved in the Quit India Movement. He tried to organize 
resistance against the British, doing his best to ensure that at no point did it 
tum violent. He was finally arrested again, but released in 1943 due to illness. 

On 12 August, 1946, the Viceroy Lord Wavell, invited Jawaharlal Nehru 
to form a coalition government consisting of representatives of the Muslim 
League, Congress and other elements in India. The Muslim League refused 
to join, on the ground that all Muslim Ministers should be from their party, 
and, therefore, Maulana Azad could not be a Minister. The Interim 
Government was finally installed in September 1946. On 2 September 1946, 
Jagjivan Ram, at the age of 38 was sworn in as the Minister for Labour. He 
was to stay in office till the first General Elections of 1952. 

Jagjivan Ram was a Member of the Indian Government from 1946 to 
1979, with two short breaks. In 1963, he resigned under the Kamraj Plan to 
revitalize the Congress party. Again in February 1977 he resigned from the 
Government and Party to form the Congress for Democracy. He became a 
Minister again in March 1977. He was thus a Member of the Central 
Legislative Assembly and the Constituent Assembly (1946-50), a Member of 
the Provisional Parliament (1950-52) and also a Member of the first Eight 
Lok Sabhas. 

He was the Minister of Communications (1952-56), Minister for Transport 
(1956-57), Minister for Railways (1957-62), Minister for Transport and 
Communications (1962-63), Minister for Labour, Employment and 
Rehabilitation (1966), Minister for Food, Agriculture, Community Development 
and Cooperation (1967-70), Minister of Labour, Employment and Rehabilitation 
(1969-79), Minister for Agriculture and Irrigation (1974-77), Minister for 
Defence (1970-74 and 1977-79). He was also President of the Congress Party 
(1969-71). It has not been given to many in public life to have such a vast and 
varied experience of public affairs. 

He was also a Member of the All India Congress Working Committee 
(1948-77), Congress Economic Planning Sub-Committee, Central Parliamentary 
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Board (1950-77), Congress Central Election Committee (1951-56 and 1961-77), 
Chairman of the Reception Committee of the 67th Session of Indian National 
Congress at Patna (1962), Member of the Vallabhbhai Patel Trust and Gandhi 
Smarak Nidhi and Trustee, Jawaharlal Nehru Memorial Trust. 

Jagjivan Ram served with distinction in all the Ministries that he held for 
over 30 years. We will have a look at his brief achievements in this sphere. 

Nevertheless, it will not be out of place to refer to two major events here. 
First, as the Defence Minister during the India-Pakistan War of 1971, it was 
Jagjivan Ram who saw to it that the armed forces had all that they required 
for the task before them and was instrumental in keeping their morale and 
that of the country, at a high level. Secondly, Jagjivan Ram made a reference 
at one point of time on the need to have a "committed" bureaucracy. What 
he meant was that the bureaucracy should be committed to the implementation 
of the programmes of the Government of the day and the ideas and ideals 
of the Constitution without fear or favour. This was, however, interpreted in 
certain circles as calling for the. bureaucracy to be committed to the ruling 
party as that had come to prevail on the perspective of looking at 
administration in certain vocal political circles. It is necessary, therefore, to 
quote the relevant passage, as it is not easily available today. 

The following is what Jagjivan Ram said as the Congress President at 
Bombay: 

IIWe have had to depend all these years on an administrative apparatus 
which was set up for entirely different purposes. It was originally 
colonial and was meant to subserve British interests and perpetuate 
British rule. It did not then have the much-publicized civil services 
neutrality. It was very much a committed service-committed to the 
maintenance of British rule at any cost. In the post-Independence era, 
the administrative apparatus did undergo certain changes but the basic 
structure remained unaltered. The machinery, in the higher layers, is 
manned today by the best products of Indian universities and it swears 
by British principles and traditions. But, at best, it may be said to be 
only a pale imitation of its British counterpart. Neutrality of the services, 
in a country where social disparities are extremely glaring and where 
the privileged classes control all the levers of power, invariably operate 
to the advantage of the privileged and the disadvantage of the have-
nots. Moreover, in a country which has stagnated for centuries and 
where centuries of delayed progress are sought to be compressed into 
a decade, where the pace of economic change has to be accelerated 
beyond measure, the so-called neutral administrative machinery is a 
hindrance, not a help. The theory, moreover, of a neutral bureaucracy 
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is hardly relevant to Indian conditions. The society in which the concept 
emerged and got institutionalized was different and had a different 
background. To regard that development, therefore, as an integral part 
of the democratic structure is not wholly tenable, nor necessary. Has 
our bureaucracy, particularly at the lower echelons, that dedication to 
duty and that pride of work which characterizes its British counterpart? 
Does it have that impartiality which is another name for neutrality? We 
need, therefore, clearly and inevitably, an apparatus with a purpose, a 
mind. We need a service committed to the ideal of democracy, socialism 
and secularism. I know it calls for a major revolution in the thinking of 
the services, in the administrative procedures, rules, regulations. The 
recruitment policy and the recruiting agencies will have to be so 
re-oriented that the personnel manning the administrative maChinery 
at various levels will be helpful in effecting the social and economic 
changes required for the establishment of democracy, socialism and 
secularism on a firm and secure basis". 

After over 30 years of association in the Congress, Jagjivan Ram left the 
Party in 1977, just before the general elections were to take place. He formed 
a new party, the Congress for Democracy. The party allied with the Janata 
Party in the general elections and joined the new coalition of Janata Party 
Government, before merging into it. When the time came for the alliance to 
choose a Prime Minister to head the new Government, Jagjivan Ram was 
expected to be the clear front runner. However, the mantle finally fell on the 
shoulders of Morarji Desai and Jagjivan Ram went back to his old job as the 
Defence Minister to the great satisfaction of the Defence forces. From January 
to July 1979, Jagjivan Ram was also the Deputy Prime Minister. Many in the 
country, felt that a great injustice had been done to a political stalwart, one 
with unprecedented experience of public affairs in general and of 
governmental functioning in particular. 

When the Government of Morarji Desai fell in 1979, following the decision 
of a section of the Janata Party to move out, President N. Sanjeeva Reddy 
asked Charan Singh to form a Government Following Charan Singh's inability 
to prove his majority in Parliament, it was expected that the President would 
turn again to the new leader of the Janata Party, Jagjivan Ram and offer him 
a chance to try and form a Government. However, the President decided that 
any further attempt to form a Government was futile, dissolved the 
Lok Sabha and ordered fresh elections. Thus, the country found that Jagjivan 
Ram had, once again, been denied the chance to head a Government. Though 
he retained his seat in the subsequent election, he never again held office. 
Among his last work was the publication of a landmark sociological study, 
HCaste Challenge in India". He passed away on 6 July 1986. 
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HIS CONTRIBUTiON AS A MINISTER 

As Minister of Labour 

The selection of Jagjivan Ram as the Labour Minister in the interim 
Government from 1946 to 1950 proved to be the right choice. During his six 
years in office, he laid the foundations of labour welfare in India, which, after 
more than 50 years, still bear the imprint of his firm hand. Till this time, all 
the laws relating to labour were those which were heavily tilted towards the 
big business and factory owners. For the first time, the pendulum swung the 
other way and laws were now enacted in favour of labour. 

As the Labour Minister, Jagjivan Ram worked out a five-year plan, which 
he proceeded to implement. It was based on the promise made by the Congress 
that it would implement the recommendations of the Royal Commission, 
1931 and the Labour Investigation Committee, 1946. He put through laws 
that guaranteed the rights and privileges of labour. During his tenure, he 
ensured that the consultative machinery comprising the Government, the 
labour and the employers yielded results and did not stagnate. During this 
period, he also led the Indian delegation to the International Labour 
Organisation's Conference, where he was elected President of the Asian 
Regional Conference of the Organisation. 

The landmark laws that were passed during this period included 
Industrial Employment (Standing Orders) Act, 1946; Mica Mines Labour 
Welfare Fund Act, 1946; Industrial Disputes Act, 1947; Dock Workers 
(Regulation of Employment) Act, 1948; Factories Act, 1948; The Minimum 
Wages Act, 1948; Coal Mines Provident Fund and Miscellaneous Provisions 
Act, 1948; Industrial Tribunal (Appellate Tribunal) Act, 1950; Plantation Labour 
Act, 1951; Employees Provident Funds and Miscellaneous Provisions Act, 
1952. 

As Minister of Transport and Communications 

After the first General Election, Jagjivan Ram was shifted to the Transport 
and Communications, a charge that he was to hold twice. The transport and 
communication systems in India were still at a rudimentary stage, with the 
bare minimum possible having been done under the British rule. Whatever 
had been done was with a view to the firm and easy working of British rule 
and enhancement of trade favouring the British. The focus of Jagjivan Ram 
as the Minister was on developing the transport and communication system 
in the country in an integrated, holistic manner and as per the needs of India. 

Jagjivan Ram first turned to the question of civil aviation. An Air Transport 
Inquiry Committee reported in 1950 that the Sector should be left in private 
hands for five years. If, during that period, it proved unable to break even, 
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the Government should take it over. Another factor was the fact that the 
aircraft being used were antiquated and the industry was not in a position 
to buy new one. It was, therefore, thought prudent to take over the industry. 
The Air Corporation Act, 1953, took over eight air companies and combined 
them into two-Indian Airlines for domestic service and Air India for 
international services. New aerodromes were also built across the country. 
Jagjivan Ram also emphasized the improvement of meteorological services, 
realizing that they were important not only for aviation but also for river 
valley projects, Railways, Defence services, etc. 

Jagjivan Ram was the first to understand and enunciate the need for a 
National Transport Policy for independent India. He set up a Committee 
under K.C. Neogy to formulate such a policy. He understoos;! that a 
modernizing economy needed a comprehensive system of transport which . 
would also ensure that there was no wastage or duplication of efforts. Apart 
from air transport, he also placed shipping, ports and highways on a priority 
list for development during his administration. 

The Shipping Corporation of India expanded its fleet and covered all 
trade routes across the sea lanes. A programme was set up for the rapid 
expansion and modernization of ports. These included the Calcutta and Haldia 
Dock projects, the Wet Dock at Madras (Chennai), expansion of Mormugao, 
VISakhapatnam, Cochin, Tuticorin, Mangalore and Kandla. Apart from these, 
160 minor ports across the coast were also brought into use. 

The number of national highways went up and the total length of roads 
increased tremendously. In Delhi, the Delhi Transport Corporation's fleet 
was expanded The Border Roads Development Board was also set up. A 
National Transport Development Council was set up, which made important 
recommendations related to taxation, establishment of a National Road Safety 
Council and framing rules for transport of goods by road and development 
of inland water transport. 

The Ministry of Communications  covered a huge number of different 
organizations spread throughout the country. These included all the posts 
and telegraph organizations, as well as the Post Office Savings Bank, National 
Savings Certificates, Postal Insurance, collection of licence fee, and also, in 
later years, enterprises such as the Indian Telephone Industries (Bangalore) 
and Hindustan Teleprints (Chennai). 

One of the major achievements of Babuji was to bring post offices to 
rural areas. During his tenure, the number of post offices doubled. He laid 

~ a rule that ~ r  village with a population of 2,000 should have a post 
office. He also laId down that if there was no such village nearby, then the 
criteria should be that no one should have to walk for more than two miles 
to reach a post office. 
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Another innovation was to motorisemail services wherever possible, 
thus improving delivery time. He also emphasized ancillary services such as 
the Post Office Savings Bank, which brought the banking system to many 
parts of the country for the first time. He also considerably improved and 
expanded the service of the money orders, which proved to be extremely 
popular with people in rural areas. The quality of stamps was also improved 
with the aid of modern technology. He also set up the Regional Post and 
Telegraph advisory bodies, which gave inputs as to what was required in a 
certain area and the problems that were being faced by the public. Such 
advisory bodies ensured that there was no wastage of resources, improved 
efficiency and brought the public into the policy-making loop. He also focused 
on the expansion of overseas communications services, noting that it was an 
absolute necessity in a modernizing country. 

The telephone system in the country had expanded during the Second 
World War due to the need of the military for instant communication. During 
this time, the Government also took over a number of private companies, 
which were integrated to form ~ single, unitary, modern telephone system. 
By 1955, the number of telephone exchanges had gone up to 759, from 321 
in 1947. Long-distance Public Call Offices, Local Call Offices and Rural Public 
Call Offices sprang up all over the country. As a matter of policy, in 1955 it 
was decided that every district town should have a telephone exchange and 
every sub-division public call offices. Ninety per cent of district towns were 
covered by 1956. In the same period, 70 per cent of sub-divisions were also 
covered. 

To save valuable foreign exchange, it was decided to set up the Indian 
Telephone Industries to manufacture telephone instruments and other 
instruments needed by the telephone exchanges. A new trend began when 
instruments and exchanges began to be exported to countries such as Egypt, 
Nepal, Kuwait, Uganda, Sri Lanka, etc. 

Thus, in both transport and communications, the foundations for a modern 
India were laid early on, during Jagjivan Ram's tenure. At no point was there 
any slackness in the system. He also ensured that the morale of the employees 
in these crucial areas was never affected adversely, by taking into consideration 
all their needs and making provision for them. 

As Minister of Railways 

The Railways were the key to India's economic development during this 
time. Without a functioning Railways System, the integration of the States 
following Independence would have been difficult. However, there was a 
major difference between the Railway System before and after Independence. 
Before 1947, the Railways were geared to taking raw materials, minerals, etc. 
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from the interior to the coast for export. After Independence, the focus shifted 
to providing a viable transport system for both people and for the movement 
of goods and materials within the country, given the great distances which 

needed to be traversed. 

Moreover, the system had been shattered following Partition and had to 
be reconstituted. It was with this in view that in 1956 Prime Minister, 
Jawaharlal Nehru shifted Jagjivan Ram to Railways, a tribute to his effective 
handling of his earlier responsibilities with brilliant results. 

The basic objectives of the Railways' Five-Year Plan for rehabilitation 
was to provide the needed capacity for freight and coaches, while modernizing 
equipment, keeping financial constraints in view and to maximize efficiency. 

Major steps were taken towards the goal of self-sufficiency in elJuipment. 
and the basis for a rolling stock industry was laid. The Chittaranjan Locomotive 
Works made progress and a modem Integral Coach Factory was also set up 
and the Ganga Bridge project was soon underway. Jagjivan Ram placed great 
emphasis on the expansion of the existing network. New lines were laid, 
single lines were doubled and electric traction took place. A number of railway 
yards were remodelled. The Minister insisted that regular meetings took 
place of a Committee of railway engineers, public works department and 
irrigation and forest departments of State Governments in order to iron out 
problems. 

Shri Jagjivan Ram also initiated action for electrification of Railway on a 
big scale during his tenure. 

As in other Ministries that he had to look after, Jagjivan Ram in Railways, 
too, laid great emphasis on the welfare of Railway workers. For the first time, 
Railway wotkers got a Pension Scheme in 1957. He also examined ways and 
means by which promotions could be faster. He insisted on Joint Committees 
of Officers and Staff at all levels lito make the staff feel as partners in common 
endeavour". He also started a number of staff training schools to inculcate 
the necessary skills in an expanding workforce for an ever-expanding network. 
An interesting measure that he took for staff welfare was to start two holiday 
homes for rail workers at Srinagar and Pahalgam in Kashmir, after discovering 
that they were becoming favoured destinations. 

It was during Jagjivan Ram's stint at the Railways that reservations were 
made for promotion of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. More than 
that, he forced through measures which led to the building of new quarters 
for rail staff across the country. New railway hospitals and dispensaries were 
~ opened. ~  June 1959, some 500 primary schools were opened for the 
children of rail workers. Hostels were also set up in areas where staff were 
forced to send their children for education. All children were given a free 
uniform at these schools. 
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As Minister of Food/Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation 

The Ministry was usually looked upon as a graveyard for reputations. 
Jagjivan Ram took charge at a time when the country was reeling under 
drought. But, as was his wont, he faced the challenge and viewed it as an 
opportunity. As he once remarked: liThe growth of the national economy is, 
in a way, the growth of agriculture itself. And development of agriculture in 
a rational way is, to a considerable extent, the promotion of social justice for 
the weaker sections". 

The Green Revolution in the future brought by agricultural scientists 
would have been impossible without the unstinting support that Jagjivan 
Ram gave them from early days during his stewardship of the Ministry. This 
was possible only because of the new food policy initiated by Jagjivan Ram. 
Its basic components were as follows: 

"Domestic procurement must be always undertaken without fail, public 
distribution of foodgrains should be a regular feature of food 
management, a buffer stQCk needed to be built up, incentive prices 
needed to be paid to farmers and high-yield seeds should be used." 

He also elaborated on the need for introducing machinery in agriculture. 
It is this integrated approach which paid dividends and helped to tum the 
country from a food-deficient to a food-surplus nation. 

As Minister of Defence 

This, unquestionably, was Jagjivan Ram's finest hour. When refugees began 
to pour into India from East Pakistan, he made it clear that India would not 
stop them from coming in and it would also not force them into East Pakistan 
as long as President Yahya Khan was in power. As the rhetoric became more 
and more belligerent from the Pakistan side, the Defence Minister made it 
clear, time and again, that the armed forces were ready for any misadventure 
from the other side. He also noted that if any conflict took place, it would be 
on Pakistani soil. 

The changes in the nuances of Indian policy could be seen in the 
statements being made by Prime Minister, Smt. Indira Gandhi and the Defence 
Minister. Both naturally hardened their tone as time went by. But, the Prime 
Minister concentrated on diplomacy, while the Defence Minister made the 
country ready for conflict, all along maintaining and boosting the morale of 
the armed forces. He had the unstinted support of the Prime Minister and his 
colleagues and earned the confidence of the Defence forces at all levels. 

After the successful conclusion of the War, which ended with the creation 
of Bangladesh, Jagjivan Ram proved through his imagination and deft 
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handling as to why he had been given this job in the first place. He liberalized 
the pensions for the families of those killed in the war. The families received 
three-fourths of the pay which the officer was drawing at the time of his 
death, till the time he would have retired. After that, the family would receive 
the pension that he would have drawn otherwise after retirement. All those 
wounded would be employed in the anny in some capacity. Those who were 
disabled would receive their full pay for life. Other benefits were also extended 
to the families of those killed in action. These actions showed the extent of 

Jagjivan Ram's humanity. 

As the Defence Minister he made changes in the organization of the 
armed forces to make them more efficient. For one, he ended the system of 
recruitments to regiments on a caste basis and also ensured that rec,ruitment 
centres were spread all over the country, giving ample scope for all to join the . 
armed forces. He also focused on the indigenization of defence equipment. 
As part of this, the Defence Research and Development Organization (OROO) 
was given a major boost in the budget. 

Jagjivan Ram was rightly acclaimed with great enthusiasm in a public 
reception at Red Fort by his countrymen. 

The Political, Social and Economic Philosophy of Babu Jagjivan Ram 

Being a busy politician and a senior Minister he did not have enough 
time to express his thinking in any holistic and academic framework despite 
his intellectual sharpness, deep understanding and intensive as well as 
extensive experience of men and public affairs. He did not put his thoughts 
down in a systematic manner, except on the question of caste (in the book 
"Caste Challenge in India") at a later stage. However, it is possible to make 
a brief survey of his outlook and thinking by sifting through the numerous 
speeches, addresses and interviews that he gave, as well as the records of his 
debates in Parliament which bear testimony to a wide ranging mind and a 
keen observer with capacity to analyse every problem threadbare with an eye 
on constructive and practical solution. 

Political Philosophy 

Jagjivan Ram's political convictions came from certain observations that 
he made of society and his personal experience of politics in actual life. The 
first was that caste had been perverted from its original intention, into a 
social reality in which one group considered itself to be superior to another 
and ~r  it of all rights. The only way to end this was tor the oppressed 
~ ~~ a ~ ~  the strength of their numbers, bring to an end this 
dISCrlDUllation. Sunultaneously, the oppressed group must work with other 
sections of society and not against them. If it worked against other groups, 
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it was not likely to end discrimination, but might even end up increasing it. 
One discerns a sense of agony but no acrimony in his approach to this thorny 
problem. 

It was for this reason that the Depressed Classes League joined hands 
with the Congress. Jagjivan Ram maintained his strength through his own 
organizations, while simultaneously working in tandem with those he believed 
harboured a view of society similar to his. In this manner, he hoped to bring 
about harmony and cohesiveness in society. As a Minister, while he took 
particular interest in the welfare of the Scheduled Castes and Tribes, he did 
not confine himself to them. He looked after the welfare of the entire broad 
spectrum of those who constituted society. This could only be possible in a 
democratic system. He worked for a participatory democracy, as could be 
seen in the manner in which he tried to involve as many people as possible 
in the making of policies in many of the Ministries that he headed, consulting 
widely and deeply with sincerity and sensitivity. 

On Economic Issues 

Jagjivan Ram was a firm believer in a Planned economy. According to 
him, it was the only way in which not just the narrow interests of one section 
of society, who held all power in their hands, but the interests of all sections 
of society, could be served. It was also the only tool through which the 
wastage of scarce resources could be prevented. It is interesting to consider 
the lengthy reply that he gave to a question on whether the adoption of 
democratic socialism in India had been correct: 

"Ideologies and concepts do change from time to time. Gandhiji made 
the village the centre-piece in his concept of planning. He stressed as 
imperative of planning, the utilizing of the unutilized or under-utilised 
rural labour and their skill through organization of agriculture and 
village industries. He advocated the democratic decentralization and 
dispersal of economic and political power. All his constructive 
programmes were related to his ideal of making a new man in a new 
society. When power shifted into the hands of the people, the ideals 
took the shape of actions. Therefore, soon after independence, India 
embarked upon planned socio-economic development to transform 
quickly her colonial village economy, feudal agrarian pattern and 
backward rural technology into a highly developed or an economic 
society of an advanced nation, so as to cater to the social requirements 
of the masses and achieve the goal of democratic socialism". 

He always stood strongly for equity and egalitarianism in economy and 
society. 
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Views on Education 

Jagjivan Ram believed that education was one of the effective means for 
the downtrodden to stand up for their rights. He believed that if all had 
equal access to education, then their natural abilities would flower. He 
supported reservation for Scheduled Castes and Tribes in educational 
institutions, because it was the one way in which they could escape the 
burden placed upon them by their economic backwardness. Since they did 
not have adequate financial resources, they could not access education; since 
they could not access education, they could not get jobs-and so, the vicious 
circle continued. From his own personal experience as well as from his 
observations over the years of happenings within the country and outside he 
realised that education is a powerful tool of empowerment-a source'Of sure 
and steady socio-economic advancement. But he would also plead that the 
disadvantaged sections ought to develop a spirit of self-reliance and self-
respect through hard work thus averting the dependency syndrome. 

He also had strong views on the nature of education that was being 
provided in India. He once said: 

''The present education system is defective. The so-called upper middle 
class and affluent community have imitated the English ways and 
manners. We have introduced the public school system simply because 
it prevails in England. In the USSR, there is no public school system, 
nor is it in Japan, France, America, etc. But they have their own 
educational systems. When we talk of equality, democracy and socialism, 
then what is the need for such systems of education. What I wish to 
emphasise is that we must not sow the seeds of disintegration and 
inequality right from the primary and secondary a ~  Equality of 
opportunity is the soul of democracy. Where lies this equality when, on 
the one hand we see a promising child reading in an ordinary school 
and at home besides an earthen lamp, while on the other hand, a dull 
child of a rich family is reading in a public school. By denying due 
facilities of education to all those who deserve and by creating a situation 
where facilities of better education are available only to those, who 
afford enormous fees, we are doing nothing but creating inequality in 
society, establishing aristocracy, snobbery and spreading the feeling of 
disunity and disintegration." 

Social Thinking 

Though ample mention has been made to his social thinking, Jagjivan 
Ram's views on the prevailing situation on the matter of caste can better be 
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summarized in this extract from the speech that he gave as the Congress 
President at Bombay: 

"I have always maintained that the problems of the Scheduled Castes 
and Tribes cannot be fully appreciated much less solved except in the 
framework of a radical reorganization of the socio-economic order. That 
will take long. But even the scope of welfare projects and the manner 
of their implementation leaves much to be desired. It was to be expected 
that when the condition of these communities improved they would 
aspire to live as decent human beings. It was equally to be expected 
that with the growth of consciousness and an understanding of their 
rights, they would refuse to be treated as before. But wherever this 
trend has manifested itself, particularly in the rural areas, oppression 
and harassment have been renewed. It is an indication of the fact that 
upper caste psychology has not undergone any real change, there has 
been only some kind of a grudging adjustment. Even the so-called 
liberals share the same attitude; only its expression is different. How 
else would one explain the much-vaunted talk of pity, the much 
publicized desire to do sOme good to the depressed and suppressed 
communities. " 

Thus vividly and with deep sense of hurt as well as social sensitiyity he 
realistically portrays as to how the matter stood. 

His Personality 

Jagjivan Ram was no ordinary individual. He was endowed with a strong 
intellect, a stout heart, great strength of character, firmness of conviction and 
purpose and an astounding capacity for sustained hard work. He had a 
vision along with capability and clarity of approach towards its realization. 

As a young boy, he was deeply involved in his studies. He enjoyed going 
to school, but he had one great regret. That the other boys had books to carry, 
while he had none. Thus, one day he carried to school a few books belonging 
to his elder brother, given to him by his father. 

Jagjivan Ram was a deeply religious person throughout his life. The 
Ramayana was a great favourite. When Ramayana Paath, took place at his 
house on Sundays, he would read out to the gathering the meaning of each 
verse in the epic. Probably, this was not only a source of delight and wisdom 
but also of spiritual strength. 

Jagjivan Ram was also a great sports enthusiast. During his school days, 
he used to wrestle and play football. His favourite sport was swimming and 
at times, he would swim across the river and back, with apparent little effort, 
at Banaras. 
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He was also a voracious reader of newspapers, a habit he imbibed at 
young age and continued. While he was still in High School, he began to 
subscribe to Gandhiji's Young India. Once he came across a few Hindi 
translations of books written in Bengali. Jagjivan Ram was so impressed that 
he decided to read them in the original. He, therefore, learnt Bengali and was 
soon reading the works of Bankim Chandra, Sarat Chandra, Rabindranath 
Tagore and others. It is not generally known that Jagjivan Ram was a great 
enthusiast and devotee of Hindi. In the Constitutent Assembly, he said that 
merely enshrining the language in the Constitution was not enough. Much 
work would have to be done to popularize the language with sympathy, 
understanding and meticulous hard work. As Minister for Communications, 
he was instrumental in bringing out an in-house publication in Hindi, IIDak 
SamllCMr", which was a bulletin carrying news of the important actions taken 
in the Ministry. 

Jagjivan Ram had a quiet and dignified air about him. He never lost his 
temper, in public, in Parliament or with his ministerial staff. He would evoke 
loyalty from his subordinates at various echelons and he would also stand by 
them. His composure even in troubled times was remarkable. With his wit 
and humour and charming smile he could disarm his vocal opponents. But 
he was always logical and dear in his arguments and exposition. He was the 
embodiment of old world courtesy. After having voted against the Bihar 
government on canal rates, as a nominated member in the Assembly, Jagjivan 
Ram went on to receive the Governor at the railway station. When some 
elements criticized him for this step, he said that common courtesy and 
decency should not be given the go by. This same politeness was witnessed. 
in Parliament, where he always made it a point to thank members who had 
raised an important point or made a valuable suggestion. 

Jagjivan Ram was not only an astute politician, an outstanding 
parliamentarian but also a great administrator. He combined idealism and 
pragmatism in his approach to problems. He would give opportunity to aU 
of his advisers or officers to express freely and frankly their reactions or 
views and listen to them quietly and intervene occasionally to seek 
clarifications or elaboration of some vexed points. Having done this he would 
succinctly and dearly give his definitive opinion or decision. There was a 
finality about his decision and his personality was such that those responsible 
for execution of the decision would do so without demur or doubt as they 
always were confident of guidance and support as and when necessary. He 
could therefore produce results as desired by him in his various exacting 

~~  of ministerial responsibility. His memory was phenomenal and his 
decISIVeness was proverbial In any discussion or debate he would manage 
to his final say persuasively and logically. He had an uncanny sense of humour, 
capacity for repartees and thorough grasp or mastery of the subject in detail 
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and in depth. The happy blending as those qualities made him a front rank 
parliamentarian whom everyone would like to listen to with attention and 
respect. 

Jagjivan Ram was highly and widely respected as a person and a 
statesman. This is what H.M. Patel, a former member of the Indian Civil 
Service and later Union Home and Finance Minister, had to say about Jagjivan 
Ram in 1977: 

"I had occasion to see him in action in Parliament. He was called upon 
to express Government's case on more than one occasion and on each 
occasion he gave a dazzling display of eloquence and wit on the one 
hand and a superb mastery of the subject matter under discussion on 
the other. From the opposition benches, I could not but admire such 
skill. No one else could have put up a better justification and defence 
of Government's policy and actions. But Shri Jagjivan Ram has a claim 
to recognition for more solid achievements. He has undoubtedly proved 
himself to be one of the most successful ministers. He has a real 
understanding of the problems of the rural areas and has shown that 
he is capable of seeking solutions for them in a realistic manner. Even 
when we in the opposition do not agree with his policies, we know that 
he is sincere and not motivated by political considerations." . 

And Dr. V.K.R. V. Rao, the economist and once a Cabinet colleague wrote: 

"I found him always alert and with the vast experience he has had of 
many· portfolios and his quick grasp of the essence of every problem he 
tackled, he could always make a valuable contribution whenever he 
chose to intervene in Cabinet discussions. He commands the respect of 
the bureaucracy in whichever portfolio he functions and at the same 
time, there is no doubt that he is in command". 

To sum up, Jagjivan Ram had a chequered, purposive and a remarkable 
career as a public man. )agjivan Ram participated in the freedom movement, 
became a member of the Bihar Legislative Assembly and then the Central 
Legislative Assembly and from 1946 onwards, till almost his death, he served 
as a member of the Government under every Prime Minister from Jawaharlal 

J 

Nehru to Morarji Desai. During this time, he made varied and lasting 
contributions to the political life of the nation and its economic and social 
development the likes of which we rarely see and are not likely to see easily 
in future. 

Jagjivan Ram fought against caste prejudices all his life. But while 
deploring the conduct of those who practised caste prejudice, he never directed 
his ire against them, he never harboured hate or animus for them. He was 
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keen for social solidarity and social progress and amity and for removal of 
social inequity of every kind and complexion. Like Gandhiji, he hated the 
sin, not the sinner. He did not want to pit caste against caste, prejudice 
against prejudice, hate against hate. He wanted, quite Simply, equality for all 
and harmony between everyone. Is it a wonder that his birth anniversary is 
observed throughout the country as Samta Diwas? Though profoundly 
concerned with the problems of the Scheduled Castes and deprived sections 
in society throughout his life he transcended the narrow frontiers of caste, 
community, religion and region and rose to be a popular mass leader interested 
in the welfare, progress and future of all of his countrymen. 

Though I did not have the opportunity to serve directly in any Ministry 
presided over by Jagjivan Ramji while in office, he having been a witness to 
those times, particularly 1946-50 as a university student and subsequently as 
an officer did have the opportunity to see him in action and meet him during 
his visits to States for political as well as official reasons. One thing which 
was particularly noticeable was the silent authority that he carried with him 
with ease while in office or out of it. Whether party workers, common people 
or officers everyone will defer to him and try to gather around him and carry 
out his wishes as if he was one in office even when he had left the Government 
under Kamaraj Plan. It seemed quite natural that his equanimity, his habitual 
courtesy, his prodigious memory, his capacity to explain in simple language 
the most difficult issue would leave a mark on everyone around him. The 
brief or occasional opportunities that I have had to meet him would leave 
their mark on me. As chance would have it, I came in fairly close and personal 
contact with him on a continuing basis when Shri Ashok Mehta could persuade 
him to accept the Chairmanship of the Indian Institute of Public 
Administration (llPA), New Delhi. Shri Ashok Mehta had expressed his desire 
to relinquish the office for his personal reasons during early seventies. As a 
member of the Executive Council or its Committees or for about two years 
as Director of the lIP A, I had to be in touch with him on a regular basis. One 
could see how he would steer through smoothly and with good humour the 
heated discussion in some of its very controversial meetings. His word would 
be final. As Director, when even I sought guidance on any matter his sagacious 
advice and adequate response would come with utmost promptness and 
clarity. His old world charm and consideration for all and sundry would win 
over people easily. Thus I invariably enjoyed his confidence and his 
~ ra  and once I came to know him well enough since early seventies 
till ~ passed away. Such memories I do cherish along with many of his 
admirers. It has been a rewarding experience to have met him and known 
Jagjivan Ramji. I deem it a privilege to pay my humble tribute and homage 
to his memory. 



JAGJIVAN BABU: A DYNAMIC LEADER AND 
A TRUE STATESMAN 

-Bali Ram Bhagat" 

Jagjivan Babu whom I had known and admired. and with whom my 
association is spread over for almost four decades, was one of the shining 
and seasoned parliamentarians with a rare distinction of winning eight terms 
consecutively from First to the Eighth Lok Sabha (1952-84) that also from the 
same parliamentary constituency. In true sense of the tenn, he was a statesman. 
The difference between a politician and a statesman is that a politician places 
the services of the nation for his own self whereas a statesman places his 
services for the nation and its people. By any yardstick, Jagjivan Babu was a 
proven dynamic leader of the 20th century. He was a force to be reckoned 
with on the national scene till his demise in July 1986. He spoke the voice of 
the masses and often mooted original ideas for solving the problems. He 
joined the Indian National Congress in 1933 and plunged into the freedom 
struggle. He began his political career as Parliamentary Secretary to the Bihar 
Vidhan Sabha in 1937 and rose to the post of the Deputy Prime Minister in 
1979. His services to the people as Deputy Prime Minister and Union Minister 
with different portfolios speak volumes of his administrative acumen. His 
ability to understand and judge the issues quickly was superb. Some of the 
social service measures, which he initiated, are milestones in our march 
towards achieving a cherished goal of Bapu - that is wiping tears from every 
eye. 

Our Enduring Association 

My association with late Jagjivan Babu lasted for almost four decades, 
which could be divided into two phases. The first phase began in 1950 when 
I became member of the Provisional Parliament coming into direct contact 
with him and this came to an end in 1977 when he quit the Congress and 
formed his own party, Congress for Democracy (CFD). During this first phase 
both of us were the members of the Treasury Benches and were in the Council 
of Ministers of the first three Prime Ministers holding different portfolios as 
well as occupying various positions in party. I gained immensely from his 
rich and varied experience. We had had the distinction of working under the 

• He is the former Speaker of Lok Sabha. 
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first Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru succeeded by Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri 
and Smt. Indira Gandhi. Both of us also belonged to the same region of Bihar 
and his Parliamentary constituency 'Sasaram' and my constituency I Arrah' 
were neighbouring and contiguous. Both of us worked together with shared 
perception and used to campaign jointly for the success of the party. As a 
result, we won all the elections from First to Fifth Lok Sabha comfortably 
with massive majority. He was my senior in terms of position, age and 
experience. I had a great respect and admiration for him. He was a towering 
personality and achieved a nation-wide fame. Despite achieving all the success 
and occupying high offices in Government, he remained very humble and 

down to earth. 

A Oash of Personalities: Jagjivan Babu versus Morarji Desai .. 

I vividly recall an event of 1%1, which could be considered as a very 
significant event in the destiny of our country. When the nation had a towering 
leader of Nehru's stature, a question always confronted many as to what 
would be the nation's future when he would disappear from the scene. The 
question was raised even when Nehru was alive. It was the period of Nehru 
who was at the apex of the governance with considerable influence over the 
rank and file of the party. But a debate had already begun on "After Nehru 
Who"? After the demise of Govind Ballabh Pant, the then Union Home 
Minister, the seat of the Deputy Leader of the Congress Parliamentary Party 
in Lok Sabha became vacant. During those days, the post of the Deputy 
Leader was considered most important. VIrtually it was second to the Prime 
Minister who himself was the Leader of the House. Consequently, a vigorous 
tussle and search for this post began. Both Morarji Desai and Jagjivan Babu 
who were aspirants for the post, decided to contest the election and started 
lobbying. It was very difficult for me to take a stand. I was a colleague of 
Morarji Desai in the Ministry of Finance. He wanted that uI must take his 
side openly". On the other hand, Jagjivan Babu was from our State and the 
District then known as 'Shahabad'. It was his gentlemanliness that he did not 
pressurize me to extend him my support. I remained neutral and my stand 
was appreciated by }agjivan Babu. Finally, with the intervention of Nehru, 
the issue was resolved amicably. The post of the Deputy Leader of the House 
was given to a non-Minister. Later, the post was further devalued as provision 
of separate Deputy Leader was made for each House. I was happy that 
Jagjivan Babu praised and appreciated my stand. The chapter was dosed for 
the ,time ~  .. The clash of the two personalities and struggle for supremacy 
revIved agam m 1971 but at that time both were not in the Congress Party. 

Wmning 1971 War: Pinnacle of his Career 

.,Keeping in ~ his superb administrative skill and leadership qualities, 
Jagpvan Babu was gwen the portfolio of Defence by Smt. Indira Gandhi in 1970. 
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It was a period, which witnessed the gradual deterioration of our relations 
with Pakistan and finally a war broke out in December 1971. Under his 
inspiring leadership the Indian Defence forces fought against Pakistani 
aggression and liberated the oppressed people of Bangladesh. During the 
events of December 1971, Shri Jagjivan Ram displayed unparalleled 
resoluteness and immense courage and added a golden chapter and made us 
proud. 

No doubt, it was Jagjivan Ram's superb leadership and his able and 
masterly handling of the Defence Affairs of the country which won us the 
war in 1971. This is perhaps the greatest contribution a Defence Minister can 
make to the motherland. Jagjivan Babu always showed his worth in the 
midst of bitter crisis, conflict and challenge. During mid-70s when there was 
drought and shortage of food, he was given the charge of Agriculture. In the 
field of agriculture he did a marvellous job. With his dependable leadership 
he served the nation and guided the people like a friend and philosopher in 
moments of crisis and calamity. 

Parting with the Congress 
The second phase of our relations began in 1977 and continued till his 

demise. The National Emergency was imposed in June 1975. It was the period 
of turmoil. I became the Speaker of Lok Sabha. After Emergency was lifted 
in January 1971, General Elections for the Sixth Lok Sabha were announced. 
All the major Opposition parties came together and decided to fight jointly 
against the Congress. Jagjivan Babu and H.N. Bahuguna decided to quit the 
Congress and joined the Opposition. Jagjivan Babu approached me and tried 
to prevail upon me to quit Congress. I did not agree with him on the issue 
of deserting the Congress Party. I told him in clear terms that, limy conscience 
does not permit to do SOli. Whatever I am today including the prestigious 
Constitutional post of Speaker, I got from Congress. In principle and spirit I 
turned down his proposal. In fact, I reminded him that it was he who played 
a key role on the Floor of the House for getting the parliamentary approval 
for the Emergency. But he was not pleased and he threw an open challenge 
to me that he would see that how I would win the election. In the election, 
he campaigned vigorously in my constituency and I lost the parliamentary 
election for the first time. Although, there was a wave against the Congress 
in the wake of some excesses during the Emergency and the Congress lost all 
the seats from Bihar and Uttar Pradesh. Even if he had not campaigned, I am 
sure, I would have been defeated. What I could not appreciate was his personal 
campaign against me. When I look back I feel proud even today that I took 
a principled stand. 

A Missed Opportunity 
A new party, Congress for Democracy, was formed by Jagjivan Babu and 

it became a constituent of the Opposition and later on it merged with the 
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Janata party. His party did well in the election and he rose to the post of 
Deputy Prime Minister with Defence portfolio. But the Janata regime did not 
treat him well. He never got the due respect, that he was getting in the 
Congress. He was considered as one from outside the Janata Party. When 
Morarji Desai's Government fell in July 1979 due to infighting within Janata 
Party, Jagjivan Babu emerged as a strong candidate for the post of 
Prime Minister. But he could not achieve as other partners of the Janata Party 
were inimical. So, despite his ability and superb quality of leadership, he 
could not become the Prime Minister. Even today, I think Jagjivan Babu was 
the most suitable for the post of the Prime Minister. In private conversation, 
he admitted time and again the uneasiness of quitting the Congress. When 
Rajiv Gandhi came to power in 1984, he wanted Jagjivan Babu to rejoin the 
Congress Party. I was also in favour of his rejoining the r ~ We also 
sent such feelers to him. But he declined saying that he had gone far away 

from the Congress. 

A Quality Administrator 

The qualities of a good administrator differ according to the nature and 
form of the governance. In colonial days, or in a dictatorship, or in a dynastic 
rule, execution of orders is the prime consideration of an able administrator. 
What distinguishes a good administrator from others in a parliamentary 
democracy, in a country trying to modernize the tradition-ridden social 
structure and in a developing economy, definitely calls for a different character. 
In such a set of circumstances, Jagjivan Babu was a representative of not 
merely a territorial constituency he hailed from, but he represented the hopes 
and aspirations of the entire nation. He was the leader to whom the country 
and the masses looked up to. He gave expression to their aspirations and 
hopes, to the unspoken thoughts of the less articulate and the less fortunate 
people and to their dreams for a better social order. He was a man of vision. 
The vision extended beyond the immediate future, to perspective planning 
for decades ahead. While he was a great planner, he was firm in the execution 
of the policies as well. He used to think, consult and discuss but once a 
decision was arrived at, he was quite firm. The position he had come to 
occupy did not distance him from the masses. He always sought to maintain 
a close rapport with the people. 

A Down to Earth Man 

a~ a  Babu was born of poor parents in the village 'Chandwa' near 
Arrah m 1908. The family, though, belonged to Dalit community, was endowed 
with high spiritual values. He knew what poverty and hardship were. He 
understood the social impediments, and constraints one had to face in life. 
His a~  ~  and the struggle paved the way for him to rise up in life, 
moulding his character. His simplicity and mild manner hid an iron-will and 
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strong determination: His success which began rather early in life endowed 
him with self-confidence. His unique and characteristic smile made him most 
lovable. Mahatama Gandhi wanted Indians to walk erect and have self-respect. 
He felt he could help achieve this dream only when he was able to make 
Indians self-reliant and revive their moral fibre. 

A True Gandhian 

Jagjivan Babu was a true Gandhian. He not only had great respect for 
Gandhiji but he also practised Gandhian principles in letter and spirit. He 
believed in non-violence and Satyagraha. Jagjivan Babu's approach to the 
Harijan problem was almost identical to the thinking of Mahatma Gandhi. 
Many people are mistaken when they consider him as a leader of Dalits. His 
appeal had nationwide effect. He wanted the upliftment of Harijans and 
backward classes and worked towards the restoration of a rightful place for 
them in society. It was a gargantuan task. But Babuji's determination was 
equally strong. He did not believe in any melodrama or a magic wand for 
their amelioration. He was confident that it was by making them realize their 
potential rights, by infusing in them confidence and by removing first the 
shackles that bound their mental horizons that the Harijan problem could be 
solved. This clearly showed his farsightedness as a leader and also his sensing 
rightly the general attitude of the suppressed masses he was spearheading. 

Organising Capacity 

Jagjivan Babu displayed his organising capacity and administrative 
capability rather early in his life. Even in his student days, he organised Ravi 
Das Sabhas in order to bring under one platform the leaders and men of his 
community. He began reforming the community, trying to rid it of some 
pernicious habits and had to face on that count opposition from the people 
of the sect. He was dictated by what was right and did not fear the opposition 
and could carry on his task relentlessly with patience and perseverance even 
under heavy odds. He soon came to be recognized as a leader in his own 
right to be reckoned with. 

The first opportunity for real public work as a leader which would put 
his administrative acumen, his organising capacity and leadership to test, 
during the relief operation following the Bihar earthquake of 1934, which 
caused enormous misery to the people and heavy damage to life and property. 
He came in close contact with Rajendra Babu during the relief operation and 
toured with Mahatma Gandhi in Bihar in providing the much needed succour 
to the affected people. Both Mahatma and Rajen Babu recognized the great 
potentialities in young Jagjivan. 
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His First Political Assignment 

The year 1937 saw the Congress entering the Legislatures and fOrming 
Governments in the Provinces. By that time Jagjivan Babu was the recognized 
leader of the Harijans in Bihar. Though everyone recognized his right to be 
included in the Bihar Council of Ministers headed by Late Shri Krishna Singh, 
he conceded the place to a senior leader-Shri Jaglal Choudhary. As long as 
one is spurred by an ardent desire to serve the people, the position one holds 
makes only relative difference. He showed that when the cause is right he 
need not bother about opposition to his work, but with determination he 

went ahead, leaving the opposition to realize their mistake in time and 
recognize the beneficial results of the measures taken by him. 

The same attitude we find in Shri Jagjivan Ram when he occupied the 
position of Minister of Labour in the Interim Government also and later in 
his long parliamentary career. The period of six years when he was the Labour 
Minister saw the laying of firm foundations of a sound labour policy. Many 
of the labour legislations aiming at the amelioration and welfare of the workers 
were piloted by him and found place in the statute book. 

A Versatile and Dynamic Personality 

Since his entry in the Union Cabinet in 1946 Jagjivan Babu had the 
opportunity to give his versatile and dynamic leadership in many and varied 
fields. Whichever portfolio he was called upon to shoulder he did so with 
dedication and determination. He proved that he was a rebel against injustice, 
a fearless fighter for the weaker and vulnerable sections of the community. 

One of the astute qualities of an able administrator is capacity to take the 
officers and staff along with him. Jagjivan Babu always carried and enthused 
his officers with his point of view. He felt that this was absolutely necessary 
if the policy were to be implemented not only in letter but in the spirit in 
which it was laid down. The officers who had the opportunity to serve under 
him always spoke highly of him, his open-mindedness and free and frank 
discussion to which he patiently listened. 

Jagjivan Babu was not satisfied merely by the civil servant carrying out 
the orders or policies laid down as a matter of course. He desired them not 
merely to be the implementing authority but wanted them to be active 
participants in the socio-economic transformation process. Towards this end 
he wanted them to be dynamic in their thinking. He desired a sense of 
participation on the part of the civil servants in the nation-building activities. 

Seasoned Parliamentarian 

~ dynamic leader need not necessarily be a successful one as well. But, 
JagJIvan Babu had been a uniquely successful administrator whichever 
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. 
portfolio he held. Ina parliamentary democracy, the Parliament is the testing 
ground for a parliamentarian. It is the forum to testify how able and articulate 
a people's representative is. But more than that this success depends on the 
type of leadership he is able to provide for his Ministry in Parliament. Many 
an otherwise able and experienced administrator flounder when facing the 
vigilant Opposition in the House. Parliament is a training ground and helps 
the Minister in many ways. It enables him to understand more intimately the 
working of his own Ministry. He is in a position to assess the impact of its 
functioning on the masses. In other words, it serves as a spring board for the 
measures he may have in mind. He is able to feel the pulse of the people. 
Secondly, by his performance in the House, by his ability to face Opposition 
and answer their criticisms, he is able to command the respect and regard of 
the bureaucracy. The administrators know that no amount of briefing will 
alone be enough for a Minister. It is only the personal ability and skill that 
will sustain him. Here his sense of proportion and judgment is often on test. 
Jagjivan Babuji was one of our ablest and seasoned parliamentarians. Effulgent 
with self-confidence, he used to remain fully composed with that familiar 
smile on his face, patiently following the proceedings of the House. He was 
never to be seen in ruffled tempers. When some unjustified remarks were 
made, he did not jump up to counter it. He used to get up when his turn 
came and answered all points squarely with clarity and composure. He .fully 
met the criticisms voiced by the Opposition. He answered them in a matter-
of-fact way giving full information and justifying his stand. In his long 
cherished parliamentary career hardly can we cite an instance when he had 
not risen to disarm the criticisms with his logical and precise arguments. He 
was not a flowery orator but whatever he spoke was full of wisdom and 
logic. As a colleague I may conclude, "whatever he said, he meant, and 
whatever he meant he did". Members knew this and admired him. 

Disciplined Political Worker 

Yet another character which goes to mark Jagjivan Babu as a successful 
dynamic leader was the close rapport he maintained with his leader and the 
deference he showed to the leadership. He was a disciplined soldier. He was 
a man of strong convictions and firm commitments. When he was in the 
Congress, he remained committed to the principles of the party. When he 
quit, he never looked back. In the Congress split (1969), he instinctively 
recognized the leadership that was likely to take control and lead the country 
onward on the way to socialism. He aligned himself with the progressive 
forces under the leadership of Smt. Indira Gandhi. I was fully with him on 
these issues. 

It is a pleasure for me and as well for millions of Jagjivan Babu's followers 
and admirers to learn that Lok Sabha Secretariat is bringing out a 
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commemorative volume on his life and works. Though it is being brought 
out after two decades of his demise, it is indeed a very laudable step. Definitely 
the publication would be a guiding force for younger generations in the 
years ahead and they will be able to understand the vision and wisdom of 
Jagjivan Bahu and his invaluable contribution to nation-building. Here my 
reminiscences go back to 1976-77 when 'Smriti Granth' was brought out by 
his colleagues to mark his glorious four decades in Parliament. I am happy 
that then as the Speaker, Lok Sabha, I was associated with that publication 
and after 28 years today, I am able to pen my reminiscences of our long-
cherished association. Among the galaxy of leaders of the 
20th century, Jagjivan Bahu definitely is one of them. I feel proud to say that 
Jagjivan Babu possessed numerous noble qualities but I was highly impressed 
by his simplicity from core of the heart and his dedication to the 1Vell-being 
of the people at large. 
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BABU JAGJIVAN RAM : A STATESMAN 
WITH RARE QUAUTIES 

-Dr. MohDn DhDriJl-

Babu Jagjivan Ramji was perhaps a privileged person to be a Central 
Minister in the Government almost continuously from 1946 to 1979. He was 
in the Council of Ministers in 1946, as the youngest Minister in the Interim 
Government. Since 1952 he got elected from Bihar for Lok Salfua and 
represented his Constituency (Sasaram, Bihar) from 1952 to1986. Babu Jagjivan 
Ram belonged to a backward family. Though he was persuaded to join hands 
with Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar, as a freedom fighter he preferred to remain 
with the Congress Party till 1977. Babu Jagjivan Ram was incharge of several 
Central Ministries like Labour, Agriculture, Defence, Railways, Transport, 
etc. and in all his Ministries he has left permanent impression as one of the 
most able Ministers. Babu Jagjivan Ram was an able Parliamentarian and an 
efficient administrator, who had unprecedented skill to handle all officers. 
Though he always used to take them into confidence, he was never swayed 
away by the bureaucrats. He had his own opinion on every issue and every 
time through his persuasive skill he prevailed upon the bureaucrats to the 
extent that after his retirement from the Ministry there was always a word of 
praise even from senior bureaucrats. Babu Jagjivan Ram was, many a time, 
instrumental in changing the policies of the Government to serve the weaker 
sections. Babu Jagjivan Ramji never forgot that millions of his fellow people 
were looking at him as their saviour. Whenever necessary he used to raise his 
voice to protect the interests of the poor in the country. 

When we had raised our voice in Parliament for politics of commitment 
as against the politics of convenience, Babuji in his own style supported the 
cause that we were serving. He was well aware of our concern for the poor 
and extended his support both directly and indirectly. His existence in 
Parliament and in the Council of Ministers was itself a great strength for 
many. 

Babu Jagjivan Ram was not only a politician. As a Minister he led several 
delegations to various countries and during negotiations or deliberations he 
succeeded because of his capability of convincing. He had coDunand over 

,. He is the former Union Minister and former Deputy Chairman, PlaIn'S Commission. 
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Hindi, Bhojpuri and' English languages and was always fond of Tulsi's 
Ramayana. 

In Parliament, whenever serious issues were discussed, Babu Jagjivan 
Ram was known for his wit and wisdom in giving a befitting reply. He 
commanded respect from all sections of the House particularly from the 
Opposition parties because of his modest behaviour. He was a great 
humanitarian. He firmly believed that a society based on caste has no place 
in modem secular India. It is not a crime to take birth in a particular family, 
belonging to any caste, sub-caste or religion. It is all decided not because of 
the faith of the individual-but because of his or her birth in a particular 
family. For such an act beyond the control of any individual, a society that 
penalizes the individual cannot be a just society; it is tantamount to penalizing 
the humanity itself. Throughout his life, Babu Jagjivan Ram stood firmly so 
that one's fate should not be decided on the basis of birth. 

Babu Jagjivan Ramji represented India's Civilisation and Culture. He was 
a lover of music and art. Every year, Holl was celebrated at his residence 
where hundreds of people used to come and join the gala function. Being his 
neighbour I participated in the function and enjoyed it. Both of us mixed 
with the people forgetting our Ministerial status. That was a rare quality of 
Babu Jagjivan Ramji. Unfortunately, he had not written much, but his speeches 
in Parliament speak volumes about Babu Jagjivan Ram and about his capacity, 
ability, understanding and humane nature. 

Many are tempted to compare Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar and Jagjivan 
Ram. I believe that such a comparison is not fair as both of them had their 
unique personalities and different approaches. While Dr. Ambedkar was a 
rebellious revolutionary, Babu Jagjivan Ram who as a freedom fighter was 
grown in the non-violent movement believed in the process of evolutionary 
reforms. He always felt that without converting the minds of the majority of 
citizens and securing their support, minorities would not be able to enjoy 
sustainable social justice and lead honourable life. Both of them had dedicated 
their lives for the upliftment of the downtrodden. Dr. Ambedkar was the 
founder of the Republican Party and Babu Jagjivan Ram was the creator of 
the All Indian Depressed Classes League. Both of them prevailed on whole 
of the society to recognize the agonies and injustices suffered by the depressed 
classes and set a role model through their leadership. 

On the occasion of his Anniversary, I sincerely pay my homage to the 
memories of Babuji, a great son of mother India. 



JAGJIVAN RAM : THE CHAMPION OF 
THE POOR AND DOWNTRODDEN 

-K.C. Pant-

Babu Jagjivan Ram carved out a special place for himself in the public 
life of India. After a brief stint in Bihar, he came to the Centre at a young age 
and made his mark as a skillful parliamentarian and an efficient and effective 
Minister. As his stature continued to rise in national affairs, the pOor and 
downtrodden found in him a powerful champion of their cause. He raised 
his voice against injustice and exploitation. He did so uncompromisingly but 
persuasively, and without generating hatred. That is why his words had an 
impact on all segments of society. 

Babu Jagjivan Ram was a formidable figure in Parliament. His grasp of 
men and matters, apart from his thorough, knowledge of his Ministry enabled 
him to handle Parliament with ease. He was equally forceful in English and 
Hindi. One speech of his, which I particularly enjoyed, was when he 
intervened on behalf of the Government in the course of a heated debate on 
a No-Confidence Motion. The opposition was building up case accusing the 
Government of wanting to stay in power inspite of the litany of failures 
compiled by the opposition. Babuji's reply was disarming. He asked the 
Opposition whether the purpose of the No-Confidence Motion was not for 
the opposition ,to displace the Government and come to power itself. What 
struck me was not just the repartee but the friendly and pleasant manner in 
which he spoke. As I came to know him better, I realised that he enjoyed a 
fund of goodwill in all Parties, and had cordial relations with Opposition 
leaders. I also saw that, regardless of party affiliations, caste, community or 
region, his approach was helpful and sympathetic. 

I also had the occasion to see Babuji as a senior Minister in the Cabinet 
as well as in the Political Affairs Committee during the seventies when many 
momentous events took place. His contribution is now a part of history. 

Another event which is still fresh in my mind is a Holi Milan at PM's 
r ~  about forty years ago when I was a young MP. Panditji was 
sprinkling rose water on his guests while Babuji was regaling the audience 

of He is the former Defence Minister and former Deputy Chairman. Planning C0m.rniJ5ion. 
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with a string of good natured barbs, sparing no one. It was a sophisticated 
version of a common feature of Holi revelries, a wonderful example of ready 
wit, delivered extempore, capturing the Holi spirit in a polished form. 

Babu Jagjivan Ram treated me with great affection. Regardless of political 
changes, I always kept in touch with him and found him invariably 
preoccupied with national affairs and deeply worried about some trends 
which he saw coming and which are now very much in evidence in Bihar. 
My saddest memory was when his son Suresh died. On receiving the 
information, I rushed to his house and found him all alone. 



JAGJlVAN RAM : THE MAN OF WISDOM 
-Dr. (5mt.) 5arojini Mahishi-

It was jUst the beginning of the 20th Century that saw the rise of the 
great son of Bihar, Shri Jagjivan Ram. He was born in 1908, in Sasaram 
district. His father was Shri Sobhi Ram. Jagjivan Ram, though born in a 
Scheduled Caste family, had the rare opportunity of getting higher education 
in Banaras. He had completed his B.Sc. under difficult circumstances. 

By that time, the British people had already started collecting cheap labour 
from Bihar and eastern Uttar Pradesh to Fiji and Mauritius. Gandhiji's 
movement had also gained momentum at that time. Hazaribagh, Motihari 
and Champaran in Bihar had occupied a very important place in the 
movement. Gandhiji started walking and gained the moral support of the 
farmers fighting for indigo production and protection. 

Dr. Rajendra Prasad and others in Bihar had already entered in the 
Congress movement for freedom. The movement had attracted a large number 
of younger people and Babu Jagjivan Ram was one among them. 

In response to the demand for 'Home Rule' made by the Congress, the 
Imperial Government had brought out number of reforms in India and had 
also sent a number of Commissions to India. They ultimately called the Round 
Table Conferences and invited Mahatma Gandhi and a few others to participate 
in the discussions at the Round Table Conference. 

Physical participation was accompanied by mental reservations on the 
part of the Indian representatives. To overcome all these obstacles, the Imperial 
Government introduced, in 1937 "Provincial Autonomyll at the State level in 
India. Shri Jagjivan Ram found himself a fitting candidate and he was elected 
to the Legislative Assembly of Bihar unopposed. He continued to serve 
through the Legislative Assembly in Bihar till 1940. He came to Centre as a 
Member of Central Legislative Assembly and Constituent Assembly of India, 
1946-50 and Provisional Parliament, 1950-52. He made substantial contribution 
in framing the Constitution along with top national leaders. 

From this period onwards until 1979, when the Janata Government under 
Shri Morarji Desai's leadership fell, Shri Jagiivan Ram continued· to be in 
power. In fact, he was the Deputy Prime Minister in the Janata Government. 

• She is the former Member of Parliament and former Union Minister of State. 
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Shri Jagjivan Ram 'had held almost all important portfolios from 1946 to 
1980. When he was the Cabinet Minister for Food and Agriculture, I had an 
opportunity to contact him for some work in my State. I had already 
communicated the problem to him. When I approached him, the concerned 
officer was sitting with him. Babu Jagjivan Ram asked him as to why he had 
not attended to the concerned work. The officer was trying to give him some 
excuse which the Minister did not like. The Minister immediately said, "I can 
afford to lose you but I cannot afford to lose her-a talented Member". 

I was taken aback by his remark! 

His birthday was being celebrated in all pomp and glory in New Delhi. 
When well-known sweetmeat sellers also used to gather there with their 
contribution of sweets. Once when I was invited by my friends to attend the 
same, I did so when I was asked to speak on the occasion, I spoke a few 
sentences in Sanskrit, concluding by saying 

~~: lRf1\1 
(may he live for hundred autumns) 

Within a few minutes, I heard him speaking a few sentences quoting 
from Upanishads and looking at me, indicating his knowledge of a ~  at 
the same time. 

In 1971, when he held the portfolio of Defence he used to say in public, 
"From now onwards, if there is any war between India and Pakistan, it will 
not be on our soil but it will definitely be on their soil." 

And he would immediately tum to his right and smile to his satisfaction. 

War in Bangladesh where India participated in favour of Mujibur Rehman 
and against Pakistan ended in fourteen days. Smt. Indira Gandhi, the then 
Prime Minister of India was crowned with success and she was awarded the 
'Bharat Ratna' title immediately. But the question remained hanging before 
some people "Why should not the Defence Minister also be awarded this 

title". 

The whole of India, rather, the whole world was an open book for him. 

Off and on he read the same. 

And Shri Jagjivan Ram, there, was the "Man of Wisdom." 



JAGJIVAN RAM : A BORN LEADER 
-Avtar Singh Rikhy· 

I had the privilege of observing the finesse and the rare administrative 
acumen with which Hon'ble Shri Jagjivan Ram discharged the onerous 
responsibilities as a leading Minister of the Government for nearly 30 years. 

He was a born leader who nurtured his team of senior administrators ,. 
with a dear vision of the goal. He was a strategic thinker and inspired 
confidence in the team players to contribute their best in national interest. 

Two instances come to my mind. 

The first one goes back to his taking over in December 1956 as a Railway 
Minister after Hon'ble Shri La} Bahadur Shastri resigned over the tragic loss 
of lives of a large number of passengers in a railway accident due to sudden 
caving in of railway bridge near Ariyalur in Tamil Nadu. Hon'ble Shri Jagjivan 
Ram on taking charge of the responsibility, did not start any witch hunt to 
penalise the top railway officials etc., instead he took to a calm and in-depth 
analysis of the systemic causes of failure specially inadequate maintenance of 
railway bridges, railway track, signals etc. so as to initiate concerted measures 
on priority basis to rectify the deficiencies. He gave the railway men, 
numbering over a million the reassuring feeling that they were doing a great 
job in running the life line of the nation and that the deficiencies and 
shortcOmings had to be recognized and tackled effectively on a programme 
basis within an accelerated time-frame. 

He showed mature statesmanship in steering the Railways-one of the 
largest undertakings in the world-out of the psychological shock and 
galvanizing them to improve the operations. 

The second instance relates to a persistent demand voiced in t 978 in 
Lok Sabha to increase the number of languages in which simultaneous 
interpretation facilities were provided in Parliament. This was a sensitive 
matter. He appreciated the concern of those who had raised the issue, at the 
same time he was cognizant of the logistic and other problems ~  could 
arise. His approach as Chairman of the Parliamentary Committee, appointed 

• He is the fonner Secretary-GeneraJ of 10k Sabha (18 June 1977-31 December 1983). 
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for this purpose, was to hear out the viewpoint of all sections of the House 
with sympathy but also in the process make them aware of the practical 
implications particularly in respect of the logistic. 

The sudden unexpected fall of the Govt. in 1979, followed by dissolution 
of Lok Sabha, deferred the sensitive issue to a later date. It goes however, to 
the credit of Hon'ble Shri Jagjivan Ram that he could contain the issue and 
channellse it into the orderly proceedings of a Parliamentary Committee. 

He had phenomenal patience, a retentive memory, an analytical and 
constructive approach. He had a persuasive way of articulating sensitive 
issues. 

While he was truly nationalistic in his approach his deep sympathies and 
commitment was there to better the lot of the underprivileged particularly 
the Scheduled Castes. 

He was a gifted man of destiny endowed with diplomatic finesse who 
understood the limits of ra ~  politics and managed to stay within the 
acceptable norms of democratic functioning. He understood the finer nuances 
of the Constitutional provisions for reservation of jobs for the Scheduled 
Castes etc. and persisted with its implementation in an orderly manner. That 
is why there was no back-lash despite these radical but essential reforms of 
the polity. This surely was a unique achievement for one truly dedicated to 
the cause of bringing the under-privileged into the mainstream. 
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Signatures of members of the Interim Government of India including
Babu Jagjivan Ram's signature after taking oath on 26 October 1946



First Council of Ministers of Independent India in 1947
(Sitting-left to right)-Shri Jagjivan Ram, Shri John Mathai, Smt. RajkurnariArnrit Kaur,
Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, Chakravarthi Rajagopalachari (Governor-General),
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, Sardar Baldev Singh
and Shri Rafi Ahmed Kidwai
(Standing-left to right)-Shri Jairamdas Daulat Ram, Shri N. Gopalaswami Ayyangar,

Dr. Shyama Prasad Mookerjee,Dr. B.R.Ambedkar, Shri K.c. Niyogi and Shri NV Gadgil

Minister of Labour, Babu Jagjivan Ram felicitating Dr. Rajendra Prasad, President of
the Constituent Assembly on adopting the Constitution of Inclia in the Centrall Hall,

Parliament House on 26 November 1949



Shri Ganesh Vasudeo Mavalankar, first Speaker of 10k Sabha presenting a silver plaque
signed by 75 MPs representing the Scheduled Castes to Babu Jagjivan Ram, Minister of
labour, on his 46thbirthday on 5 April 1953at the ConstitutionClub, New Delhi.Also seen
in the picture is Shri Kajrolkar, MP and President, Depressed Classes League

Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, Vice-President of India greeting Babuji
on his 46th birthday on 5 April 1953



\

Dr. Rajendra Prasad, President of India expressing his grief on the death of
Babu Jagjivan Ram's mother, Smt. Vasanti Devi in 1958



With Dr. Rajendra Prasad, President of India (also seen in the picture is
Ms. Meira, daughter of Shri Jagjivan Ram) .

With Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, the First Prime Minister of India



Shri Jagjivan Ram with Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, Shri Y.K.Krishna Menon
(extreme left) and Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri (extreme right)

Oath taking ceremony of the Council of Ministers on 10 April 1962 (seen in the
picture are-Dr. Rajendra Prasad, President of India, Pandit [awaharlal Nehru,
Prime Minister of India, Shri Jagjivan Ram and Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri)



Smt. Indira Gandhi, Prime Minister of India with Smt. Indrani Devi
at the residence of Babu Jagjivan Ram in 1966



I J

Discussing the strategy with Smt. Indira Gandhi and Shri YB. Chavan to fight
elections under the new symbol of Congress Party 'Cow and Calf' in 1971

Babu Jagjivan Ram with Shri K. Kamaraj and Shri Atulya Ghosh
at his birthday celebrations on 5 April 1969



Felicitating Shri V.v. Giri, President of India after winning the
Presidential Election in August 1969

Babu Jagjivan Ram after his election as the Congress President in Bombay, 1969



Dr. Shanker Dayal Sharma, General Secretary of Congress Party greeting
Babu Jagjivan Ram, the President of Congress Party in 1970

Exchanging greetings with Smt. Indira Gandhi,
Prime Minister of India in 1971



Oath taking ceremony of the Council of Ministers in 1971
(Seen in the picture are Shri v.v. Giri, President of India; Smt. Indira Gandhi,

Prime Minister of India and Babu Jagjivan Ram)

Frontier Gandhi Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan and Babuji- Two stalwarts
of the Freedom Movement in New Delhi, 1970
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The last public function of Babuji-a devotee of the Great Saint Guru Ravidas-at
Rashtrapati Bhawan on 6 April 1986.At the function,Giani Zail Singh,President of India
released the book titled 'Ravidas', Also seen in the picture is Smt. Meira Kumar, M.P

Shri Rajiv Gandhi, Prime Minister of India greeting Babuji on
his 79th birthday, New Delhi,S April 1986



PART-III 
HIS SELECT SPEECHES IN PARLIAMENT 



LABOUR WELFARE 



INDIAN TRADE UNIONS (AMENDMENTI BILL, 1946& 

Sir, I beg to move: 

'7hat the Bill further to amend the Indian Trade Unions Act, 1926, be 
referred to a Select Committee consisting of Shri N.M. Joshi, Prof. N.G. 
Ranga, Pandit Balkrishna Sharma, Shri Vadilal Lallubhai, Shri T.A. 
Ramalingam Chettiar, Sreejut Rohini Kumar Chaudhuri, Mr. P.J. Griffiths, 
Mr. A.C. Inskip, Sardar Sampuran Singh, Shri S.C. Joshi, Miss Maniben 
Kara, Shri S. Guruswami, Shri Muhammad Nauman, Shri Ahmed E.H. 
Jaffer, Seth Yusuf Abdoola Haroon and the Mover, and that the number 
of members whose presence shall be necessary to constitute a meeting 
of the Committee shall be five.1.I 

Sir, I do not want to make a long speech on this subject. The Bill deals 
with a subject which is not altogether new. It has engaged the attention of the 
Central Government since 1940 when it was discussed at a meeting of the 
Provincial Labour Ministers. Thereafter, the Provincial GovernmentS were 
formally consulted and the views expressed in reply were rather divergent. 
After considering the replies and discussions in the Second Labour Conference 
in January 1941 it was decided to proceed with legislation and the Provincial 
Governments and organisations of employers and workers were consulted in 
the form of a draft Bill. In the light of replies received, a revised Bill was 
prepared and circulated to Provincial Governments in August 1943 and a 
Motion for circulation was adopted by this House the same year. That Bill 
was not however proceeded with and was allowed to lapse. The Provincial 
Governments were again consulted on some substantial points and a new 
Bill was ultimately prepared. This is the Bill which is now before the House. 
I think it will be agreed that voluntary recognition of Trade Unions though 
commended by the Royal Commission on Labour has not proved successful 
and in many disputes which have come to the notice of the Central 
Government, one common point in dispute related to non-recognition of a 
particular union of workers. It was difficult in many cases, in the absence of 
statutory provisions to compel the employer to recognise the Union, while it 
would have also been embarrassing to do so by persuation when no rules or 
conditions have been laid down subject to which a Union will be entitled to 

• OmhYIJ lLgisIIItiue AssmrbIy Deb., 29 and 31 October 1946. 
£ Making a Statement as the Minister of Labour while moving the Indian Trade Unions 

(Amendment) Bill, 1946. 
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recognition. We have therefore come to the conclusion that the time has come 
for a statutory provision by which trade unions fulfilling certain conditions 
should be entitled to be recognised by the employers. The Bill provides for 
such a statutory recognition by the appropriate Government which in the 
case of Unions in the central sphere will be the Central Government and the 
Provincial Governments concerned in regard to trade unions in the provincial 
spheres. The principal object of the Bill is that a trade union fulfilling the 
conditions iProvided in clause 2S(d) will be entitled to recognition by the 
employer and one of the important conditions is that the Union should be a 
representative trade union. Another important condition is that the Unions 
seeking recognition must have been registered under the Trade Unions Act 
for at least twelve months prior to its application for recognition. This salutary 
provision will prevent too many trade unions being formed hastily and 
applying for recognition straightaway. Opinions have been expressed that a 
trade union seeking recognition must contain not less than a prescribed 
percentage of workers in the undertaking or industry. In a Central Act which 
should meet the requirements both of the Central and the Provincial 
Governments, when conditions may be different in different areas, some 
elasticity is most desirable. For instance, where the Union is of workers of 
one single factory, it may well be desirable to provide for membership on a 
larger proportion of workers than in an industry scattered in different areas. 
For this purpose provision has been made that a trade union shall be deemed 
to be representative trade union only if it satisfies such conditions as may be 
prescribed by the appropriate government. The ultimate ideal to be aimed is 
to have one strong single union truly representative. But it may not be 
practicable to achieve it immediately. For some time to come, there might be 
more than one recognised Union. But Provision has been made in clause 
28(g) of the Bill by which among others, the industrial court set up for the 
purpose will have the power to withdraw recognition of a trade union if 
satisfied that it has ceased to be a representative trade union. This provision 
along with that of clause 38(d) will give power to the appropriate Government 
to impose suitable conditions so as to ensure that a large number of rival 

trade unions do not spring up thereby damaging the cause of workers instead 

of furthering it. H  a statutory provision is made for recognition of trade 
unions and for giving such recognised unions certain rights and privileges, 

it is equally essential that such unions should also realise certain fundamental 

obligations. Therefore certain practices by the trade unions have been defined 

as unfair practices and any recognised trade union guilty of unfair practice 
will be liable to have its recognition withdrawn. The unfair practices will be 
for a majority of the members of the Union to take part in an itn!gular strike 

?r for the ~ ~ of the Union to advise or actively to support or to instigate 
rrregular strike. It IS not of course the intention to forbid declaration of strikes 
in a regular way in conformity with rules made by the Union laying down 
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the procedure for declaring a strike. Also it will be unfair practice if the 
officer of a recognised union submits any return containing false statements. 
It is realised that while some responsibility and obligations are put on the 
members and executives of recognised trade unions, some essential conditions 
should be imposed on the employers also in regard to their dealing with 
such Union. Therefore interference with the rights of workmen to organise, 
form, join or assist trade unions, interference with the formation or 
administration of any trade union, encouraging or discouraging membership 
of any trade union by discrimination against the employees concerned, 
penalising workmen for making allegations or giving evidence in enquiries 
or proceedings relating to matters connected with dealings of recognised 
trade unions or any failure to comply with the mandatory provisions relating 
to rights of recognised trade unions have been declared as unfair practices by 
employers. Provision has been made for punishing with fine an employer 
who is guilty of an unfair practice. The punishment should fit the crime and 
a provision has been made that a union whose recognition has been withdrawn 
can apply de novo for recognition on the expiry of not less than six months 
from the date of withdrawal of its recognition. To inspire the utmost confidence 
of both parties the Bill provides that except where there is agreement, the 
ultimate decision regarding recognition will be settled by the appropriate 
government after receiving the recommendations of the industrial court to be 
set up for the purpose. The industrial court will consist only of persons who 
are qualified for appointment as Judges of High Courts. 

Sir, some might criticise that the provision in clause 28(d)(h) which allows 
the appropriate government to prescribe further conditions to be fulfilled 
before recognising trade union gives rather wide powers to the appropriate 
government. Here, again, as I have said before, the Central Act should be 
reasonably elastic so that the appropriate Government will be empowered to 
frame rules on various matters the nature of which may vary in order to meet 
local requirements in any particular province. Quite apart from the obvious 
desirability for legislation for statutory recognition of trade unions, there is 
another important factor which makes such a legislative enactment essentially 
necessary. A Bill for dealing with industrial disputes has already been 
introduced in this Session and one main feature of it is that the provisions 
will go to operate where the appropriate government is satisfied that in 
regard to a dispute by the workers, the workers making the application 
really represent those employed in the industrial undertaking concerns. A 
system of statutory recognition of trade unions would considerably assist in 
judging whether a body of workers making an application do really represent 
the majority or a sufficient percentage of workers in the industrial undertaking 
concerned. In fact one Provincial Government in its Industrial Relations Bill 
which was recently passed has included provisions relating to the recognition 
of unions in the Industrial Relations Bill itself. It is, however, a matter mostly 
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of convenience whether this would be more suitable than an amendment of 
the Trade Unions Act as proposed in the present Bill. The Government of 
India has come to the conclusion that in the matter of centrallegisJation the 
procedure we propose will be more convenient 

Sir, with these words I commend that the Bill be referred to a Select 
Committee. 

••• ••• .. ... 
••• .... . ... 
Mr. President, Srr-£, I do not want to enter into a lengthy debate at this 

hour in the House. Different speakers from different parts of this Honourable 
House have expressed their opinion on the different aspects of the measure 
before the House and the objections raised by certain sections have been met 
by other sections of the House and my task has been rendered less difficult 
to a very great extent. As regards the salient features of the Bill, I shall never 
take credit for the same, because, the Bill was introduced by my predecessor. 
I shall readily agree that there is sufficient scope for the improvement in the 
Bill and I shall try my best to meet all reasonable points, that have been 
raised now, in the Select Committee. But, there are certain points on which 
I think, if Government were to yield, it will be detrimental not only to labour 
but to the industry as well. On those points, I am afraid I am not going to 
yield. The purpose of the Bill as I conceive it, is not only to give some benefit 
to labour alone but to industry as well. Labour and industry are in separable 
factors, the one depends upon the other. One cannot work without the other, 
and therefore, each has got to look to the interest of both. If industry looks 
to the interest of labour, it is in the interest of industry itself. Similarly if 
labour looks to the interest of industry, I may say, it is not merely in the 
interest of industry but it is in the interest of labour as well. Sir, the very idea 
of collective bargaining, if I may be permitted to say SO is not only in the 
interest of labour but it is also in the interest of capital it is also in the inl2reSt 
of industry. 

My honourable friend Mr. Griffiths, when he was very analytically 
criticising the various points in the Bill made a remark that I may feel 
distressed by his remarks. I may assure my honourable &iend that I did not 
feel distressed in the least But I may very well urge upon him that the 
industrialists should mark the signs of the time, they should realise that the 
time has come when they cannot afford to ignore the demands of labour.. The 
time has come when they cannot affonI not to recognise the OJPNsation of 

• CmtnIIl..tfisJ.tit1r ~ DdJ," 31 Octobe 1946-
£ Replying during the Debate Oft the Indian '&ad. Unions (Amendment) Bill. 1946. 
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. 
workers unless they are forced to do so. If I may say so, Sir, many of the 
disputes that arise between labour and industry and between employers and 
employees are on this issue of recognition of unions. If one were to analyse 
and study the large number of strikes that have become a common feature 
of the day, one will admit the fact unhesitatingly that in the majority of cases, 
the dispute arose on this question. Where the workers are organised 
sufficiently, the management is forced to recognise them, but after the relation 
between them has deteriorated to a very great extent. That ultimately results 
not only in strike, but it leads to great suffering to labour and also entails 
great loss to capital and over and above that great inconvenience to the 
consumers at large. So, Sir, the Government of today cannot afford to be 
silent spectators of the disputes between employers and employees because 
it is not only these two parties who suffer but it is the public at large, the 
nation at large and the consumers at large who also suffer. Sir, the Government 
have got to interfere in these matters. I am afraid, Sir, this measure ought to 
have been on the statute book long before. H some objections are raised today 
by one party or the other I have to say that they are not realising the signs 
of the times. 

With regard to the motion for circulation moved by my honourable friend, 
Shri Ishaq Seth I submit that the Bill has been before the country for the last 
six years,-though not in this identical form,-and its principles have been 
discussed more than once. They have been discussed by the various Provincial 
Governments, by employers' organisations and Workers' organisations, and 
other bodies. On certain points, of course, opinions are divergent as they are 
here, but on a measure like this we cannot-at least I cannot-conceive of 
complete unanimity. And the fact that from this measure neither the workers 
nor the employers are fully satisfied shows that the measure is not partial to 
one ~ or the other. The measure is one which seeks to give certain rights 
to labour but at the same time it also wants that industry should not be 

placed at a handicap. 

While initiating the debate my honourable friend, Dr. Zia Uddin Ahmed 
introduced certain fundamental things. I,-and, as he reminded me, the class 
I come from,-feel that it will be a happy day indeed when these principles 
would be adopted in this country and the economic set-up of the country 
started on these lines. He talked of nationalisation, failing whirl\. national 
socialism. I do not want to express any opinion on these two principles. But 
I may say that if any change in the economic set-up were to be effected, the 
class I come from and the community I represent will not lose anything. It 
is the community which stands to gain by any such economic reconstruction. 
But we have not got to look at these things and wait for such times as the 
differences between employers and workers, between capital and labour and 
between the exploiters and the exploited. are removed. We cannot afford to 
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wait till then and let things take their own course. And, therefore we have to 
devise some measures in the existing circumstances in the four comers of the 
economic structure of our present society to safeguard the interests of labour 
and also to see that the industries prosper with a view to catering to the 
needs of the country. And, this is a measure which seeks to improve the 
relation between the employers and the workers. I believe many of the 
differences which arise between the employers and their workers can be 
resolved if, chances were taken for mutual negotiation, discussion and 
conciliation 'between them. And for that we have got to devise some machinery. 
The employers employing hundreds and thousands of workers cannot afford 
to discuss questions with each and every one of them, and it will not be 
expedient on the part of labour to allow negotiations between each worker 
and the management. Therefore, it is to the interest of the employers'as well 
the workers to have an organisation and an agency which may in case of 
differences carry on negotiations and settle these differences. After all, that is 
the object which this Bill seeks to achieve. It wants that recognition should 
be given to organisations of workers, so that in the long run they may have 
an opportunity of negotiating and settling any differences that may arise; 
and there should not be any difficulty on that score. As I have urged, it is in 
the interest of both employers and the workers. 

A point has been made that there is a germ of compulsion in it. Of course 
that is one of the salient features of this Bill and it has got to be there because 
industrialists and employers by taking advantage of their strength and 
influence have tried not to recognise organisations and unions of workers 
serving under them. There have been occasions when employers would like 
to negotiate with persons at the helm of affairs in the unions unofficially 
rather than deal with them, officially. They are afraid that if they negotiate 
with them as presidents or secretaries of labour organisations they will be 
recognising these labour unions they therefore negotiate with the office-bearers, 
if they happen to be public men of influence, in their unofficial capacity 
because they are afraid that if they do not negotiate with them they will have 
to suffer badly. And ultimately when the workers are compelled to take 
recourse to certain steps, most of the employers are forced to recognise the 
unions. And this Bill intends that this initial friction between the employers 
and the workers may be obviated. Therefore, Sir, I feel that there should be 
no ground for any objection on the part of employers to this measure. 

Some complaint has been made here by the representatives of the workers 
that ~ terms and conditions which have been laid down for the recognition 
of uruons are unnecessary. I hold the contrary view because I feel that these 
terms and conditions are necessary in the interest of the workers# organisations 
themselves. I want the workers organisations-their trade unions-to be 
efficient and above board. And for this purpose these terms and conditions 
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are necessary. I have sOme personal experience of the working of trade unions, 
not so big of course as my honourable friend, Shri Joshi and other friends 
and I know the drawbacks and defects of those unions. If these terms and 
conditions are carried out faithfully it will make the unions stronger and 
more efficient, and therefore I hold, Sir, that these conditions are necessary. 

One point that has been made here with some force is that the Bill has 
not given any definition of a 'representative union'. That has been purposely 
done. In a Bill like this to which several Provincial Governments have to give 
effect, some elasticity is necessary. The conditions of labour movement in 
different provinces are not similar. Some provinces are much more industrially 
advanced than other provinces, and in those provinces the organisation of 
labour, the organisation of working classes, as well as the Government 
machinery which deals with them, are elaborate. In other provinces the 
machinery of the Provincial Governments is just in the initial stages. The 
organisation of workers in many provinces and in many industries has not 
started as yet. I am afraid we cannot lay down any universal condition for 
the unions of workers to be representative in different parts of the country. 
They have to be different in different parts of the country and even in different 
industries. If I were to make this point or to develop this point a bit further. 
I may submit that the same percentage of workers in a union for the union 
to be really representative can not be insisted upon in the case of the workers 
working in the Tatas' and in the case of the workers working in the coal 
fields. The percentage has to be fixed differently in these two cases. And 
similarly many examples may be given in which that percentage has to be 
different in different industries, and that is why no percentage has been fixed 
in this case. I still hold that we should not lay down any hard and fast rule 
here. We should give some opinion to the Provincial Governments to prescribe 
these things in the rules which may suit the conditions obtaining in their 

respective areas. 

One thing which has been said and which I frankly admit has got to be 
provided in the Bill is that the Bill has not given any definition of industry. 
That will I think be rectified in the Select Committee. 

There are other minor points with regard to some defects in drafting or 
some changes in wording here and there which may very well be rectified in 
the Select Committee, and I do not think there is any reason for me to raise 

any objection on that score. 

Then, Sir, there is another point which generated some heat yesterday,-
I do not want to enter into greater details on that point-and that is a~  

the non-recognition of unions formed on communal lines. Personally, Sir, I 
hold very strong views on this point. Unfortunately we cannot afford to 
stretch this point too much. I shall request my honourable friends who hold 
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this view that Communal unions should be given recognition or communal 
unions should be formed, to conceive the consequences which this step will 
ultimately lead to. Today we may think of two or three communities, but 
what will be the ultimate result in future is simply staggering. I will give 
some examples from the Hindus themselves. There have been cries that in 
the Hindu Society there are the upper caste Hindus, the backward 
communities and the scheduled castes. So far as the broad two divisions-
the caste Hindus and the scheduled castes are concerned, I do not want to 
touch them. t am taking the caste Hindus. Some cries were raised by the 
backward communities which communities are not educationally, 
economically and socially well-advanced as a few selected castes at the helm 
of the Hindu society. So the cry was that something should be given to them, 
some reservation should be made for them. Well, reservations were not made, 
but in giving representation in certain local bodies, or in setting up candidates 
from different communities it was kept in view that some representation 
should be given to those castes which are called the backward communities. 
But the matter did not end there. Among the backward communities there 
are so many castes and all those castes are not equally developed or equally 
backward. Now the cry arose that a certain caste had got more and a certain 
caste had got less. So ultimately you have to face a cry where every caste will 
come forward and will say some provision has got to be made for this caste, 
and I do not know where this will lead to. Similarly, if I were to give an 
example from the Muslim community, I may say that there is a cry from the 
Momins today .. there is a cry from the Rayones, from a number of functional 
castes that they are backward educationally, socially and economically and 
they require protection. If we were to allow such considerations .... 

...... . ... . ... 
.. .1 am afraid, Sir, I do not know where these things will1ead us to. You 

may take any religion, any caste, any community. I may give an example of 
Christians. They have no untouchability among them. But what is there in 
actual practice? I know a large number of untouchable Christians. Though 
among Sikhs such things are not permitted. I know a large number of 
untouchable Sikhs. Everywhere this division is present. If we are to stretch 
it there will be no end to it We may have communal unions today. We may 
have Hindu, Muslim, Christian and Sikh unions. We may be thinking of 
these four particular divisions today, but tomorrow, I am afraid, there might 
be a thousand divisions in each of these four divisions. Therefore, I do not 
feel inclined to think that in such matters which are purely economic we 
should introduce communal considerations need not dilate upon thoee points 
which have been advanced by some friends or other in this House that trade 
unionism conceives a class organisation and repeat the same arguments. 
Therefore, there is neither Hindu nor Muslim neither a Ouistian nor a Sikh 
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in Trade Unions. Theie are only two classes-the class of the employers and 
the employed, the workers and the employers, and the workers be they 
Hindu or Muslim, Christian or Sikh, or of any other denomination, they have 
their common interests. Well, Sir, I do not want to dilate upon this point to 
any great extent. But this is my personal view. I hold it very strongly. In these 
matters where workers have got their common interests we cannot introduce 
communal considerations. 

Then, Sir regarding the motion of my friend for circulation. As I have 
already submitted, the Bill has been before the country for a long time. Public 
opinion has been expressed upon it more than enough and there is no reason 
for referring it again to the public for giving their opinion upon it. I do not 
feel inclined to accept that motion and I rather oppose it. 

I have to say nothing more than what I have said. The measure is one 
which is in the interests of the labourers as well as in the interests of the 
employers, and it has been before the country for a long time and it does not 
require to be circulated for eliciting public opinion thereon. Therefore, I 
commend that my motion be actepted. I may very well appeal to my friend, 
the mover of the amendment to be kind enough to withdraw his motion 
because no useful purpose will be served by sending the Bill into circulation 
for eliciting public opinion. 

I am, however, proposing one slight change in the personnel of the Select 
Committee: instead of Seth Yusuf Abdoola Haroon, the name of Syed Ghulam 
Bhik Nairang be substituted. 

With these words, Sir, I appeal to my friend to withdraw his motion and 
I appeal to the honourable members of the House to accept my motion. 

Later, the motion was adopted. 



INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES BILL, 1946·£ 

Sir, I move: 
i 

'That the Bill to make provision for the investigation and settlement of 
industrial disputes, and for certain other purposes, be referred to a 
Select Committee consisting of Shri N.M. Joshi, Shri S. Guruswami, 
Shri R.C. Morris, Sir Cowasjee Jehangir, Prof. N.G. Ranga, Shri T.Y. 
Satakopachari, Shri D.P. Karmarkar, Shri Vadilal Lal(ubhai, 
Shri Sreesatyapriya Banerjee, Shri Sreejut B.S. Hiray, Shri Abdur Rahman 
Siddiqi, Shri Abdul Hamid Shah, Shri Muhammad Rahmatullah, 
Shri S.C. Joshi, and the Mover, with instructions to report by 7 November, 
1946, and that the number of members whose presence shall be necessary 
to constitute a meeting of the Committee shall be five." 

Sir, this Bill is only an amendment Bill introducing certain changes in the 
Trade Disputes Act, 1929 and I shall, therefore, confine myself to tendering 
a brief explanation of the basic principles underlying the more substantial 
changes introduced in the Act. The provisions of the Trade Disputes Act, 
1929, have in the main been reproduced in the Bill. But, as the arrangement 
of the Act would become disjointed if amendments are introduced ad hoc, we 
have considered it would be appropriate to re-enact the Act, as in this Bill, 
setting out the various provisions in their proper context. 

The institutional changes introduced in the Bill relate firstly to the 
constitution of Works Committees consisting of representatives of employers 
and workmen, and secondly to the constitution of Industrial Tribunals 
consisting of independent persons who possess qualifications ordinarily 
required for appointment as Judges of a High Court. The functions of the 
Works Committees will be to remove causes of friction between the employers 
and workmen in the day-to-day working of the establishment and to promote 
measures for securing amity and good relations between the employer and 
workmen. The function of the tribunals will be to adjudicate on disputes 
referred to them. These two institutions I may point out, will supplement the 
machinery already provided for in the Act of 1929 for the settlement of trade 
disputes, namely, Conciliation Officers, Boards of Conciliation and Courts of 
Inquiry. 

• Central LegislRtivt Assembly Deb., 1 November 1946. 
£ Making a statement as the Minister of Labour while moving the Industrial Disputes Bill, 1946. 
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The two new modes of settlement of industrial disputes which will be 
effected by these two new institutions of Works Committees and Industrial 
Tribunals will be unaided voluntary negotiation and adjudication. Reference 
to an Industrial Tribunal will lie not only where both parties to a dispute 
apply for such reference but also where the appropriate Government considers 
it expedient, in public interest, to make such reference. Voluntary negotiation 
is not only by far the most satisfactory method for settling the differences 
between employers and workmen but, I am sure, you will agree should also 
be the normal method of settlement. As regards the other new mode of 
settlement of disputes, namely, adjudication, I venture to imagine that none 
in this House will raise a controversy in so far as it is to be optional. But, as 
regards compulsory adjudication as a method of settlement of disputes, I 
apprehend that opinion in this House may well be divided. The issue involved 
is fundamental and that is whether, and if so to what extent, Government 
should intervene in industrial disputes. This, in turn, will raise the further 
question whether industrial disputes are purely a matter of private law of 
contract between the employer and his workmen. My answer, Sir, is that 
inasmuch as the parties to industrial dispute are no longer limited to the 
aggrieved workmen and the aggrieved employer, and inasmuch as the causes 
of the industrial dispute are not limited to breaches of the express or implied 
terms of the contracts of service, industrial disputes cannot be treated as 
matters purely within the confines of the private law of contract. Trade 
disputes, Sir, I submit, are in reality a recrudescence of the economic warfare 
between capital and labour, and in this warfare the community at large is no 
less affected than the employer and workmen engaged in the industry. Though 
trade disputes are ostensibly bipartite engagements between capital and labour 
the public at large is a necessary party to them especially where they affect 
supplies and services essential to the well being of the community. To put it 
concretely, Sir, a strike in a public utility service will involve not only loss of 
production and profit to the employer and loss of employment and wages to 
workmen but will also involve loss of services and supplies to the community. 
Government being responsible for the maintenance of services and supplies 
essential to the health, safety and welfare of the community and the 
maintenance of national economy, it becomes imperative for Government to 
intervene in industrial disputes, especially where in consequence any severe 
hardship is entailed on the community. The case for Government's intervention 
in industrial disputes with a view to promoting public interest is, I submit, 
incontrovertible. 

The question, then, arises within what limits should Government's 
intervention be circumscribed? Should Government content itself merely with 
providing machinery for the settlement of industrial disputes as in the Act of 
1929 and leaving it to employers and workmen to make such use of it as they 
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may wish to, or should Government go a step further and attempt to 
authoritatively regulate the relations between the employer and workmen 
where they have themselves failed to settle their differences? 1he Act of 1929 
does not provide for the enforcement of the findings of any authority that 
may be appointed for the settlement of trade disputes but leaves it to public 
opinion as the ultimate forum to express itself on the merits of the dispute. 
Pronouncements of public opinion on the merits of industrial disputes, 
valuable as they may be for promoting industrial peace, will not often prove 
effective in regulating the relations between employers and workmen. 

Whenever industrial relations are disturbed, the solution lies not in the 
imposition of artificial peace by prohibition of strikes and lockouts, but in 
effecting a speedy readjustment of the relations between the employers and 
the workmen either by agreement between them or, where no agreement 
could be reached by compulsory adjudication. If, as I have submitted, 
Government must have power to intervene in industrial disputes, it will 
hardly be contested that that power must extend to enabling the Government 
to authoritatively regulate industrial relations where the employers and 
workmen concerned are unable to settle the disputes themselves. The principle 
underlying compulsory arbitration, is, thus, I submit, clear the unimpeachable. 
I may mention that more than anything else, the provisions of rule 8lA of the 
Defence of India Rules, empowering the Central Government to refer dispUtes 
to adjudicators and to enforce their awards, have enabled Government to 
deal effectively with industrial disputes during the war. And what is more, 
the results of the adjudication proceedings have in most cases proved 
satisfactory both to the workers and employers. The present Bill embodies 
the principles of the rule BlA, but in a more liberalised form. My submission, 
Sir, is that neither the employers nor workmen have an unrestricted right to 
wage trade disputes if in consequence public interests are jeopardised. And 
where public interests are jeopardised, I maintain that it is incumbent on 
Government to intervene with a view to securing readjustment of the relations 
between the employer and workmen, if possible, by private negotiation and 
conciliation and, if necessaIY by compulsory adjudication. 

In this connection, I must explain why the enforcement of the awan:ls of 
the Industrial Tnbunals has been left to the discretion of the appropriate 
Governments. Adjudication proceedings are essentially judicial proceedings 
involving determination of the relative merits of the matters in dispute. Being 
judicial proceedings, the decisions of the Tribunals are entitled to the fullest 
consideration. But it is necessary to ensure that the enforcement of the decisions 
of the Tribunals do not involve any disturbing effects on national economy; 
otherwise adjudication, instead of allaying, may result in accentuating 
industrial strife. It would, therefore, be saJutaIY that the Government who 
are in a better position than Industrial Tribunals, to assess the possible effects 
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of the enforcement of the awards of Tribunals on national economy should 
have discretion to decline to enforce such awards as are opposed to public 
interest or will have upsetting effect on national economy. I must warn that 
it would be wrong to assume that because the Government have the power 
to reject the awards, they would not give the fullest consideration to the 
decisions of the Industrial Tribunals. 

I must make it clear that in providing for compulsory adjudication our 
intention is not to oust or in any way minimise the importance of the methods 
of voluntary negotiation and conciliation in the settlement of disputes. 
Industrial disputes being disputes on interests rather on rights, I need hardly 
stress that voluntary negotiation will offer more effective and lasting solution 
than conciliation or arbitration. Of all the institutions for the settlement of 
disputes provided for in the Bill, I would myself attach the greatest importance 
to the Works Committees. But some others might urge that in Works 
Committees, the possible danger of exploitation to the betterment of workmen 
by association with such Committees of persons not true representatives of 
the workers but who are under the influence of the employer. It is for this 
reason that I have not made a mandatory provision for setting up Works 
Committees but only an enabling provision by which the appropriate 
Government could set up such Committees and this will doubtless be done 
only where the appropriate Government is satisfied that conditions exist for 
proper functioning of the Committees. Next to Works Committees, I would 
place reliance on the conciliation machinery for promoting industrial peace. 
It is only where conciliation has no reasonable chance of success, that disputes 
will be referred to adjudication as being a necessary expedient for securing 
readjustment of industrial relations in establishments where disputes have 
broken out. 

The importance we attach to conciliation as a mode of settlement of 
disputes is reflected in the provision that it will be compulsory in the case of 
all public utility services. Lest advantage be taken of the reference of disputes 
to conciliation machinery to procrastinate with a view to wearing out the 
opponent or tu maintaining unjustly the state of affairs as existed before the 
dispute broke out, time limits have been fixed for the conclusion of conciliation 
proceedings-fifteen days in the case of Conciliation Officer and two months 
in the case of Boards of Conciliation. 

The principle has been well established, to quote from the statement of 
objects and reasons of the Trade Disputes Act, 1929, that 'persons whose 
work is vital to the welfare of the community generally, should not be entitled 
to enter into a strike before sufficient time is given to examine the merits of 
their grievances, and to explore the possibilities of arriving at a peaceful 
settlement'. It would, I submit, be both logical and legitimate to extend this 
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principle so as to prohibit strikes and lockouts during the pendency of 
conciliation and adjudication proceedings. This Bill prohibits strikes and 
lockouts during the pendency of conciliation proceedings and 14 days 
thereafter, as also during the pendency of adjudication proceedings and two 
months thereafter. Power has also been given to the appropriate Government 
to prohibit continuance of strikes and lockouts as soon as a reference is made 
to a Board of Conciliation or an Industrial Tribunal. No elaborate explanation 
for these provisions seems necessary. It would suffice to say that the 
justification for these provisions lies in that the chances of settlement of dispute 
by conciliation or by speedy determination by adjudication will be gravely 
imperilled, if during the pendency of conciliation and adjudication proceedings 
the normal state of affairs as existed at the commencement of the dispute was 
not restored. Lest these provisions should prove detrimental to the .. workers, 
a safeguarding provision has been made prohibiting alteration during the' 
pendency of conciliation and adjudication proceedings of the conditions of 
service to the prejudice of the workmen. 

I feel, I must pointedly invite the attention of the House to the enlargement 
of the definition of public utility service attempted in the Bill by empowering 
the appropriate Government to declare for a specified period any industry to 
be a public utility service provided that public interest or emergency so 
requires. The definition of public utility service as contained in the Act of 
1929 being enumerative in its character is necessarily inelastic. The definition 
of a public utility service will to an extent depend on the state of national 
economy at any given time. For example, at present, when there is an acute 
shortage of cloth in the country, it would I submit, be legitimate to treat the 
textile industry as a public utility service, but when conditions return to 
normal and cloth is no longer in short supply, it would probably be difficult 
to justify inclusion of textile industry within the category of public utility 
services. 

The industrial unrest through which the country is now passing is of 
unprecedented magnitude. Before we could embark on any large scale 
industrialisation, we must establish conditions that will ensure industrial 
peace. The urgency of the proposed legislation is, I submit, therefore 
unquestionable. I am aware of criticism often expressed that the remedy for 
restoring industrial peace is the amelioration of working living conditions of 
industrial labourers rather than any attempt to restrict the rights of the worker 
to go on strike. I am fully conscious of the great importance one should 
attach to improving the working and living conditions of labour and the 
Central as well as Provincial Governments are actively engaged. examining 
and enforcing all possible measures in this direction. We have already effected 
by legislation reduction in working hours in factories to bring this to the 
level enforced in countries much more advanced industrially. Other measures 
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relating to welfare ana wages of industrial and other classes of workers are 
also under active consideration. It will be appreciated that such measures 
cannot be hurried through in a day but every effort is being made towards 
rapid progress. 

It is my belief, Sir, that the machinery provided for in the Bill will while 
protecting the public at large from the ill effects of industrial disputes, facilitate 
speedy redress of the legitimate grievances of the workmen and employers 
and thereby promote the progressive adjustment of industrial relations 
between the employers and workmen. 

This Bill has been the result of considerable discussions between the 
representatives of employers, workmen and of Governments, Central and 
Provincial. The subject was discussed by our Tripartite Standing Labour 
Committee at its eighth meeting held in March 1946. A small sub-committee 
of the standing Labour Committee was appointed to examine the proposals 
in a greater detail and this sub-committee examined the proposals in 
June, 1946. The honourable, Shri N.M. Joshi, our veteran Trade Union Leader 
participated in the discussions of both the Standing Labour Committee and 
its sub-committee and I must acknowledge that we have had the benefit of 
his views in finalising our proposals. Recently, I convened a Provincial Labour 
Ministers' conference for finally vetting the proposals. The Bill as it is presented 
to you represents a reasonable synthesis of the various view points expressed 
on the subject by the various interests concerned. I commend to the House 
that my Motion be accepted. 

..... ...... .. .... 

.... ...... .. .... 
At the very outset· I must express my appreciation of the attitude of the 

honourable Mr. Griffiths (who is not here at present) who rose to oppose the 
motion for reference to Select Committee but as soon as he came to learn that 
the date has been extended, he readily withdrew his objection and supported 
the motion for reference to Select Committee. 

When my honourable friend, Shri Joshi, who is no doubt a veteran trade 
unionist rose to move his amendment for circulating the Bill for eliciting 
public opinion thereon, I was very anxiously listening to his speech. But, I 
must admit that I was disappointed. Shri Joshi has grown old and so his 
ideas have become antiquated. All the arguments which he put forth in 
opposing the Bill were rather antiquated. I will not examine every point that 
has been urged by him but if I were to take only a few as examples, I may 

It Replying to the Debate on the Industriall)jsputes Bill on 14 November 1946. 
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say that his objection to a number of industries and r ~ to be counted 
as public utility services was rather beyond my understanding. If anybody 
was to raise the objection at this stage that railway transport, steam service, 
electricity and other things are not of public utility or that these are not 
public utility services, because they happen to be owned, possessed or run 
by private individuals, I for my part do not understand it. The utility of a 
service or an industry does not depend upon its ownership but upon its 
utility to ~  public, upon its catering capacity for the service and the utility 
to the community. Everybody in the House will agree with me that electricity 
is a public utility service, whether it is owned, possessed or run by a private 
individual or by a public corporation. That does not make any difference. 
Similarly, the railways and other things are public utility services. These are 
the points on which my friend, Shri Joshi laid great stress. I am not going to. 
lay as much of stress on those points. 

The main point of this Bill is conciliation, voluntary and mutual, if posstble, 
and compulsory, if necessary. These are the two main features of this Bill. 
Shri Joshi's objection was that it is not possible to find impartial arbitrators 
and rather it is not possible to find impartial governments. 

...... ....... . ... 
If it is true for the present, it is true for the future also. But I say, Sir, it 

is not true and it cannot be true. Government as representative of the 
community is impartial and whether you admit it or not, GOvernment thinks 
that it is impartial. Similarly, it is not impossible to get impartial persons. The 
honourable, Shri Joshi said and my honourable friend, Shri Vadilal Lallubhai, 
who represents the employers, has been rather emphatic too, that persons are 
biased one way or the other. These are points which I do not think really 
have any weight. The main features of the Bill, as I said in my opening 
speech, are voluntary arbitration and conciliation if possible, and compulsory 
if necessary. Sir, Government as representative of the community has got to 
look to the interests of labour and to the interest of the consumer as well. 
Government cannot afford to be silent spectator when labour and capital are 
fighting among themselves to the detriment of the interest of the community 
and had it been the fact that when they fight among themselves, it is they 
and they alone who lose, ofcourse. Government would have considered 
whether they could afford to stand aside and let them fight among themselves. 
But, when they see that the whole of the community suffers, the whole country 
suffers and the whole nation suffers, the Government cannot afford to be a 
silent spectator of this struggle. And this Government can never admit and 
Ion my part will never admit that there are persons and persons alone who 
can look after the interests of labour. My honourable friend who has just 
preceded me has been very emphatic that labour will rather break than bend. 
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My friend may rest assured that from this side there will never be any effort 
either to bend labour or break it. I may assure my friend that labour will 
have every reasonable encouragement from the Government, but Government 
will also see that everybody gets a fair trial. I would request my friend to 
have patience and he will have everything relevant from me. So far they have 
been very emphatic in explaining to the labour their rights. We must also 
explain to them their obligations and their duties. I do not find, here anything 
which need perturb our labour friends so much. Where is the political motive? 
I have not been able to read it in any of the clauses of the Bill, unless one 
chooses to import it from his own brain or from his own reading. Reading 
between the clauses of the Bill and reading between the provisions of the Bill, 
there is nothing to be found which can import any political motive into the 
provisions of this Bill. 

My honourable friend, Miss Maniben Kara was very emphatic. I can 
understand her. She is for opposing the Bill right through, whether it is 
reasonable or whether it is unreasonable, whether it is desirable or undesirable. 
She sees everything black. I remember a couplet from the Ramayana-

Jakee rahee bhavana jaisee, Prabhu moorat dekhee tin taisee-

if she can see this Bill black, she will see everything black. I cannot help it; 
the Government cannot help it; if she is determined to oppose this Bill, she 
must take it from me that Government is determined to see the Bill through. 
I must assure my friends who claim to represent labour, who claim to speak 
on behalf of labour, that we also have got some experience of labour. They 
alone cannot claim it as a monopoly to see to the welfare of labour. We have 
also to see to the welfare of labour; and we have to see to the welfare of the 
community as well. Seeing to the welfare of labour will be seeing to the 
welfare of the community as a whole. 

I do not want to examine every point and to reply to every objection that 
has been raised. Most of the points have been replied to by my honourable 
friends who have supported the motion, and at this late hour of the day I do 
not want to prolong my speech. If I were to examine every point, I have got 
very relevant and cogent reply to every objection that has been raised here. 
If any relevant points have been raised they may very well be considered in 
the Select Committee; and I shall have no objection in considering them there 
and in making the Bill as useful as possible for the purposes for which it is 
meant. With these words, Sir, I oppose the motions for circulation and appeal 
to all honourable members to accept my motion for referring it to Select 
Committee. 



FACTORIES BILL, 1948-£ 

Sir, I beg to move: 
I 

"That the Bill to consolidate and amend the law regulating labour in 
factories be referred to a Select Committee consisting of Shri I<handubhai 
K. Desai, Shri B. Shiva Rao, Prof. N.G. Ranga, Smt. Renuka Ray, 
Shri Gokulbhai Daulatram Bhatt, Shri Sundar Lall, Shri Nandkishore 
Das, Shri T.A. Ramalingam Chettiyar, Shri Harihar Nath'Shastri, 
Shri Naziruddin Ahmad, Shri H.V. Kamath, Shri K. Santhanam, 
Shri Arun Chandra Cuba, Pandit Balkrishna Sharma, and the Mover 
with instructions to report on the opening day of ~ next Session and 
that the number of members whose presence shall be necessary to 
constitute a meeting of the Committee shall be five." 

This Bill was introduced at the last Session. It has been circulated by 
executive order for eliciting opinion. We hope to receive the opinions before 
the end of April. The Select Committee can meet sometime in Mayor June 
as may be convenient, and submit its report to the House in the next Session. 

The object of the Bill is not only to consolidate the law relating to working 
conditions in factories, but also to introduce certain important new features. 
With your permission, Sir, I shall briefly explain the important changes that 
have been proposed in the Bill. 

The existing law applies only to industrial establishments where 
manufacturing process is carried on with the aid of power and where 20 or 
more persons are working. There is an enabling provision authorising 
Provincial Governments to extend the provisions of the Act to establishments 
using power and employing ten or more workers. But this enabling provision 
has been made used only to a very limited extent. With the result that the 
Factories Act may be said to apply only to industrial establishments using 
power and emplOying 20 or more persons. A few Provinces have enacted 
legislation to regulate factories where power is not used. But, even such 
legislation is applicable only to the establishments where 50 or more workers 
are employed. 

• ConsHtuent Assembly of IndiA (Legis/IltWt) Deb., 30 January, 1948. 
£ Making a Statement as the Minister of Labour while moving the Factories Bill, 1948. 
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It is now proposed that the law relating to factories should be made 
applicable to all industrial establishments employing ten or more workers 
when power is used and 20 or more workers in all other cases. As a result 
of this change the number of establishments subject to control is likely to be 
trebled. The number of workers to whom the protection of the Factories Act 
will extend will increase immediately from 25 to 35 lakh. The country is now 
setting upon an era of industrial expansion. We are all agreed that, as far as 
possible, this industrial expansion should not take the form of a limited 
number of big factories, but rather of a large number of small industrial 
establishments dotted all over the country. It, therefore, becomes necessary 
that our law relating to factories should be made applicable to the smaller 
establishments also. It is with this view that the definition has been widened. 

The present Act makes a distinction between seasonal and perennial 
factories. Because the seasonal factories work for only a part of the year, there 
is a tendency to be somewhat lenient in the enforcement of standards relating 
to safety and health. This is not a satisfactory state of affairs. Whether a 
factory works for a part of the year or for the whole year, provisions relating 
to safety, health and welfare shoUld be equally applicable. We have therefore, 
done away with the distinction between perennial and seasonal factories. 

Even with these changes, the new definition will not cover all workers. 
I feet and I am sure the honourable members will agree with me that 
regulations relating to cleanliness, ventilation, lighting, supply of drinking 
water, the provision of sanitary conveniences, fencing of machinery, hours of 
work, weekly day of rest, prohibition of the employment of children, reduced 
hours of work for adolescents should be applied to all work places, irrespective 
of the number of people employed. The difficulty in extending these essential 
provisions is mainly an administrative one. As I have said, the new definition 
of factories will treble the number of establishments subject to control. The 
Inspectorate will need considerable strengthening. Provincial Governments 
should be given some time to organise a bigger Inspection service. As soon 
as satisfactory arrangements are made to secure a proper enforcement of the 
Act to establishments covered by it, Provincial Governments will be in a 
position to extend the essential provisions relating to health, safety, welfare, 
hours of work and age of entry into employment to other work places. To 
enable them to do so, a provision (Section 86) has been added giving power 
to Provincial Governments to apply these provisions to any premises where 
a manufacturing process is carried on, with or without the aid of power, 
except where the work is done by the worker solely with the aid of his 
family. 

The elaboration of the provisions relating to health, safety and welfare 
deserve attention. The existing Act leaves far too many things to be covered 
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by rules or to be done at the discretion of the Inspector. The rules are not 
always uniform, and the discretion cannot be exercised in a uniform way, 
with the result that there are considerable variations in the standards applied 
to different factories and in different parts of the country. Another serious 
defect in the existing legislation is that it leaves many matters to be attended 
to only at the instance of the Inspector. There is no obligation on the factory 
owner installing new machines not specifically covered by the rules or notified 
by the Inspector as dangerous to take any measures for the safety of their 
workers. With the rapid technological advancements that are taking place, 
installation of new types of machinery and the introduction of new processes 
will be of frequent occurrence. The adoption of safety measures cannot be 
postponed till provision is made for them in the rules. The only satisfactory 
method is to lay on the factory owner a clear and definite responsibility for 
taking all measures necessary to secure the safety of workers in his a~ r  

If we are to lay this responsibility on the owner, the precautions to be taken 
and the standard to be observed in regard to health and safety measures 
should be clearly prescribed in the Act itself. This is precisely what has been 
attempted in the Bill. An additional and no less important advantage of this 
procedure will be the enforcement of a definite and uniform standard in all 
industrial establishments and throughout the country. Sections relating to the 
casing of new machinery, hoists and lifts, cranes and other lifting machinery, 
pressure plant, precautions to be taken against dangerous fumes, explosive 
or inflammable gases are all new. The obligation relating to the casing of new 
machinery, has been imposed not only on the factory OWRer, but on the 
manufacture of the machinery or his selling agents as well. In the Chapter 
dealing with the disposal of wastes and effluents, the specific provisions 
relating to ventilation and temperature are new. Similarly, the sections relating 
to the provision of cool drinking water, during hot weather, the employment 
of cleaners to keep the water closets, clean, the obligation to provide sanitary 
water closets in all establishments are new provisions. In the chapter relating 
to welfare, we have made provision that in every factory where workers are 
obliged to work in a standing position, suitable arrangements for seating 
should be provided so that they may rest, whenever they get an opportunity. 
Where a worker can work efficiently in a sitting position, then seating 

arrangements should be provided for him. The sections relating to facilities 
for storing and trying clothing is also new one. If the arrangements for the 
welfare of workers are to be successfully managed, it is essential that workers 
must realise their responsibilities in the matter and should be actively 

associated in their management. Section 50 of the Bill provides for such 
association. An enabling provision has also been made under which the owner 
of any factory, employing 500 or more workers may be required to appoint 
a suitable Welfare Officer, whose specific duty will be to look after the welfare 
of the workers. To ensure that the right type of people are appointed and to 
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give them a measure of security and independence Provincial Governments 

have been given power to prescribe the duties, qualifications and conditions 

of service of these officers. Honourable Members will appreciate that this is 
an important provision. 

Another important provision, to which I would like to invite attention of 

the House, Sir, is the one embodied in Section 7 providing for the scrutiny 
of the plans and specifications of factory buildings and their layout by the 

Factories Inspectorate. In quite a number of buildings, walls and roofs have 

not been so constructed as to maintain the temperature. Again, even such an 

elementary thing as proper flooring is not done according to the requirements 
of the processes carried. Then again, rest sheds, washing and bathing places, 

water closets have all to be located at convenient places. The layout should 
be such as will promote, to the maximum extent, the safety and health of the 

workers in the factory. Where the manufacturing process in such as will 

throw out considerable quantities of wastes and effluents, it is of great 

importance that proper arrangements should be made for their disposal, so 

that they may not affect the public health of the neighbourhood. Very often 

buildings are put up without proper consideration being given to these aspects. 
Later on, it becomes difficult to rectify the defects. We have, therefore, 

introduced a section so that before the buildings are erected the ~ and 
specifications are examined with a view to seeing whether the provisions of 

the law relating to matters of health, welfare and safety have been complied 

with and proper arrangements will be made to dispose of the wastes and 

effluents. 

In regard to employment of workers, we are raising the age of entry from 

twelve to thirteen. Young persons who have not attained the age of 18 years 
instead of the present limit of 17, will be considered as adolescents. If they 

have not reached sufficient physical maturity to be classed as adults, their 

hours of work will be only four and a half hours instead of the present limit 

of five. The provisions relating to medical examination of young persons are 
also being strengthened. Hereafter, they will be examined not merely before 

initial employment, but every year. 

The Chapter dealing with holidays with pay has been revised to provide 

for the grant of holidays to workers who have done six months' service. This 

is a new provision. The definition of authorised leave has also been revised 
to provide for unauthorised absence upto a limit of twenty days in a year. In 

regard to casual absence due to illness or other reasonable cause it would be 

sufficient if the workers give the reasons for his absence within three days 
from the commencement of such absence. These provisions will remove a 

source of dispute between employers and workers whether a particular 
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absence is authorised leave or not, and if it is not an authorised leave, whether 
the worker is at all entitled to leave in respect of any preceding period. 

Information in this country regarding occupational diseases is some what 
scanty. The factory owner and the medical practitioner attending upon factory 
employees are the persons who can give useful information. Provision has 
been made requiring these people to give information regarding accidents in 
factories causing death or serious injury or of diseases treated. Power has 
also been given to take samples of substances used in the manufacturing 
process, if its use is either contrary to the provisions of the Act or likely to 
lead to injury or cause disease to workers, and for their examination. Certifying 
surgeons have been authorised to exercise medical supervision in any factory 
where the occurrence of occupational diseases have come to notice or is 
suspected. These provisions, which are new, are designed not only to obtain 
a knowledge of occupational diseases, but also to arrange for such remedial 
measures as can be taken to prevent their occurrence or reduce their incidence. 

Changes have been made in the Penalties Chapter also. The existing law 
only provides for a fine for contravention of the provisions of the Act. To an 
employer, a fine is no detenent. We have, therefore, provided for imprisonment 
as well, upto three months for the first offence and upto six months for the 
second and subsequent offences. 

Briefly, these are the main changes that have been introduced in the Bill. 
We have tried to implement as many of the provisions of the International 
Labour Organisation Code of Industrial Hygiene as are practicable under 
Indian conditions. The provisions relating to periodical medical examination 
of young persons and the submission of plans of factory buildings are also 
from I.L.O. Conventions. We have also freely drawn upon the British Factories 
Act, one of the most comprehensive pieces of legislation on this subject. 
When this Bill is passed into law, we would have placed on ~ Statute Book 
a Factory law which, if properly enforced, will secure a marked and distinct 
improvement in working conditions. I am aware, and I have no hesitation in 
confessing it to the House, that the administration of the law requires 
considerable tightening up. Ever since I took charge, I have kept this question 
prominently in view. In every one of our half yearly conferences with 
Provincial Labour Ministers, this question is discussed in some form or the 
other. The Provincial Governments have their own difficulty, mainly of finance. 
Although we, at the Centre, have no executive, responsibility in this matter, 
we have set up an advisory organisation to study the various aspects of 
Factory administration in this country and elsewhere and advise the Provincial 
Inspectors. This organisation is also running training and refresher courses 
for. the Provincial Officers. I hope, before long, we shall have a corps of 
trained officers, adequate in number, to secure, a strict enforcement of this 
legislation in order to improve the working condition of the working classes. 
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With these r ~ Sir I commend the Motion to the House . 

..... .. .... 

Sir, I do not propose to give a reply to all the points raised by various 
speakers. I may say that I do not claim the Bill to be a revolutionary measure 
but I feel that it is a modest beginning towards a great object. I may assure 
my honourable friend, Shri Sidhva that I was all attention when he was on 
his legs and I was noting down the suggestions and criticisms that he was 
making. I may assure him that in the Select Committee we will give earnest 
consideration to his suggestions and criticisms and we will try to accommodate 
his view point as far as possible and practicable. But I am afraid that some 
of his suggestions are not practicable while some, though desirable, might 
not be possible ta incorporate in the Bill at the present stage. So even though 
he may feel disappointed with the report of the Select Committee in certain 
respects I may again assure him that his criticisms will have our earnest 
considera tion. 

I find my honourable friend, Shri B. Das is not here; I wish he were here. 
I may say that the measures of labour legislation which this Government are 
bringing forward are neither due to sentimental reasons nor to the a~ a  

that might be carried on by interested persons or groups in the country 
among the workers. These are brought forward because we genuinely feel 
that labour in this country deserves sympathetic consideration: not because 
they are agitating for their rights but because they have so long been denied 
the minimum human rights. And, therefore I wish to emphasise that it is not 
due to any sentiment for labour or to a coerced feeling due to agitations, but 
it is from a genuine feeling for doing some great thing for the working 
classes that we are bringing these measures forward. I may point out that we 
never intend to blindly copy western methods. But one should not be 
conservative and say that everything that comes from the west is detestable. 
There are things which we should be proud to copy and there are things 
which we should not imitate. And in our legislative measures and in this 
factory legislation as well though we have taken advantage of the experience 
of the western countries-of a person who was a very experienced Factory 
Inspector in the United Kingdom-we have not blindly copied their legislation. 
Of course a country which begins industrialisation at a late stage has the 
advantage of avoiding the difficulties and defects of those countries which 
started industrialisation earlier and made mistakes. If we have those examples 
it is not wise on our part to repeat those mistakes and then come to that 
stage. It was for them to make mistakes; it is now for us to take note of those 
mistakes and avoid them. And that is what we are trying to do in our Factories 

Act. In western countries, in Great Britain when they started constructing 
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factories, when they had their Factory Acts they made mistakes and it took 
them a century to rectify those mistakes and defects. It is not wise on our 
part to take another century to make those mistakes and rectify them again. 

Then my honourable friend, Shri Das said that these provisions might 
strangle the development of industry. That is a platitude in which industrialists 
of this country are given to indulge. But, I am sure these provisions are 
meant not to prevent the growth of healthy industrialisrr. of this country, but 
I feel, on tbe contrary, that they will help the growth of industry in this 
country, on sound and scientific lines. He spoke of overburdening the industry 
with responsibilities, he talked. of cost of production increasing. I think that 
if we are going to be fair to the working classes the cost of production may 
slightly increase; but that is no reason why we should not give the workers 
their due. Even if we are afraid that the cost of production will go uf--u we 
reduce the working hours and if we are to pay fair wages to the workers 
certainly all this will add to the cost of production,-we have still to put the 
whole thing on a rational basis; and I think there are other items by which 
the cost of production might be reduced. And I should like to suggest to my 
honourable friend, Shri Das whether he has given the consideration it deserves 
to the question of how much profit the industrialists in this country are 
making. Does it not add to the cost of production? Is it not necessary in the 
interest of the consumer and the country as a whole to have a check on that 
as well? I hope when my honourable friend, Shri Das gets another opportunity 
he will enlighten the House on these points also. 

Another point has been raised, Sir, that certain powers have been given 
to the Provincial Governments to exempt certain categories of factories from 
the operations of certain provisions of this Act. I do admit, that a provision 
has been made to that effect and I do feel, Sir, that the provision is necessary-
necessary in the sense that we here in the Centre have the power and authority 
only to legislate. The effect to this provision is to be given by the Provincial 
Governments. Well, I wish I had the power to give effect to this provision as 
well, but there are limitations and we have to depend upon the Provincial 
Governments. I do not understand why there is so much mistrust of the 
Provincial Governments. After all they have to put these provisions into 
effect and we will have to give some latitude to them to see whether they 
have got sufficient machinery to check the provisions which may be put into 
operation. It is no use having something on the Statute Book unless there is 
sufficient agency to see that these provisions are being given effect to or not, 
and that is why we have given this option to the Provincial Governments. I 
know, Sir, from the little experience that I had of the working 01 the factory 
inspectorate in this country in the various provinces that the Provincial 
Governments in spite of their anxiety to strengthen the inspecting staff have 
not been able to strengthen or to increase the number of inspectors for the 
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inspection of factories. They have their own limitations-financial and 
otherwise-and to expect them that as soon as we have this legislation on the 
Statute Book all the Provincial Governments will overnight set up sufficient 
machinery for the inspecting services, will be too much to expect from the 
Provincial Governments and therefore, naturally they will require some time 
to strengthen their factory inspectorate staff. 

Apart from the financial consideration, there is another consideration as 
well. We have not got the necessary technical personnel suitable for this 
purpose and it has been my sad experience, Sir, that sometimes when we 
advertise the posts the Public Service Commission simply inform us that 
suitable candidates fulfilling the conditions and qualifications prescribed by 
Government are not available. These are the limitations under which we 
have to work. Though, I personally wish that we had been in a position to 
give effect to all the provisions of this Act in all the factories, regulated or 
unregulated these limitations stand in our way. 

As I said, Sir, I do not propose to give a reply to all the points raised by 
various honourable members. All that I can assure them is that though I have 
not been able to go into the draft of the Bill as it stands, though I have not 
been able to give it much of my personal attention, I will consider all these 
points in the Select Committee and I think the House will support my motion 
for referring it to the Select Committee. . 

...... ...... ...... 
Sir, I beg to move:" 

"That the Bill to consolidate and amend the law regulating labour in 
factories, as reported by the Select Committee, be taken into 
consideration. " 

Sir, in moving that the Factories Bill, 1948, as amended by the Select 
Committee be taken into consideration, I may be permitted to place before 
the House the salient features of the Bill and the more important changes 
sought to be made in the Factories Act, 1934. 

The House will, no doubt, recall what I mentioned in the Statement of 
Objects and Reasons, that compared to the provisions of the Bill submitted 
to the House, the Act of 1934 was not only limited in scope, but left many 
essential and vital matters to the rule making powers of Provincial 
Governments. This defect has been remedied in the Bill, and all minimum 
requirements, particularly in respect of health, safety and welfare in regard 
to which uniformity is most essential have been provided for in the Act itself. 

• Constitunrt Assembly of IndM (ugislatit't) Deb., 20 August 1948. 
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The rules framed by Provincial Governments will hereafter be confined to 
their legitimate role of making provision for the less important and incidental 
and procedural matters. The Bill differs from the 1934 Act in another important 
respect also and that is as regards the responsibility for deciding whether the 
requirements of the Act have been complied with by an occupier or not. The 
1934 Act leaves far too much to the discretion of Inspectors which in view of 
the specialised and hazardous nature of many processes, they are not able to 
discharge effectively. The Bill contains detailed provisions which will lift this 
burden off their shoulders. One of the main principles sought to be emphasised 
by the new provisions is that an occupier who takes upon himself the 
responsibility for a manufacturing process must also bear the responsibility 
for ensuring that it is carried on with due regard to the safety, health and 
welfare of the workers. He can no longer excuse himself from responsibility 
for defects by shifting it on to Inspectors. The scope of the Factories Act has 
considerably been enlarged and the distinction between perennial and seasonal 
factories done away with. A further important provision relates to the 
compulsory registration and licensing of factories. The previous permiSSion 
in writing of the Provincial Government or the Chief Inspector is required for 
the construction and extension of any factory and plans and specifications 
have to be submitted and scrutinised before such permission is given. 

I may remind the House that this comprehensive amendment of the 
Factories Act of which I have mentioned only a few salient features has 
received the very careful consideration not only of Government but of the 
Standing Labour Committee and the Indian Labour Conference, both of which 
are tripartite bodies fully representative of employers and labour. While 
agreeing generally with the lines on which the Act was sought to be amended 
the employers representatives were opposed to certain details such as the 
extension of the scope of the term II factory", the elimination of ~ distinction 
between seasonal and perennial factories, the pre-licensing of factories, the 
making of compulsory provision for the maintenance of canteens and the 
making of provision for accommodation for the storage of clothes and seating 
facilities. The workers representatives disagreed with the· employers' 
representatives on most of these points. They expressed satisfaction at the 
comprehensive nature of the amendments proposed by Government but were 
anxious that Government should be responsible for the treatment of sick 
workers and their maintenance during illness-matters which have since 
been taken care of by the Employees' State Insurance Act. They were also of 
the opinion that three kinds of Factory Inspectors, viz., technical, medical and 
welfare, should be appointed and that children below the age of 15 should 
not be employed in factories. All these and a large number of opinions received 
from experts as well as the public were taken into consideration by the Select 
Committee. 
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As honourable members will see from the amended Bill placed before 
the House, the Select Committee made a number of important changes which 
have added materially to the usefulness of this important enactment. The 
new Act will be applied to all States acceding to the Centre in respect of 
labour legislation. The provision of a minimum standard of 500 cubic feet of 
space per worker in case of new factories, effective arrangements for the 
supply of wholesome drinking water and the provision of lunch rooms are 
some of the amenities which the Select Committee thought should be provided 
to add to the physical comforts of workers. The daily and quarterly limits of 
overtime have been fixed and the extent of the annual leave with wages has 
been raised from 10 days per year to one day for every 20 days of work in 
the case of an adult and to one day for every 15 days of work in the case of 
a child. Work shops belonging to Federal Railways have been exempted from 
the provisions of Chapter VIII in view of the fact that the leave rules of 
Federal Railways are more liberal than the provisions contained in the Bill. 



MINIMUM WAGES BILL, 1946·£ 

Sir, I beg to move: 
I 

"That the Bill to provide for fixing minimum wages in certain 
employments, as reported by the Select Committee be taken into 

consideration. " 

This Bill, Sir, had a very chequered career. It was introduced by my 
predecessor, honourable Dr. Ambedkar, in the old Legislative Assembly in ' 
the year 1946. It was referred to a Select Committee the same year, but in the 
meantime the old Legislative Assembly ceased functioning and the Bill had 
again to be referred to a Select Committee or rather the Select Committee had 
to be reconstituted in November last. The Select Committee since then has 
considered the Bill and reported as I presented on the 28 January 1948. The 
necessity for a piece of legislation of this nature is paramount in our country, 
especially in those employments where the workers are not in a position to 
organize themselves and get their grievances removed and their legitimate 
demands fulfilled by the employers. In those industries where a large number 
of workers are employed or where there are facilities and conveniences for 
trade union workers to organize the labourers in those concerns, it is not so 
desirable as in the case of those workers who are scattered mostly in the rural 
areas where the trade union workers do not find it convenient to go and 
organize them and do something tangible for them. The inevitable result of 
all this has been that the workers in a very large number of industries, mostly 
situated in rural areas or in small towns, get wages which are not at all 
consistent with the labour that is put in the operation of their work, and 
these industries are popularly known as sweated industries. The Bill proVides 
that something might be done to improve the lot of the workers in these 
sweated industries. The Schedule in which certain industries have been 
enumerated is not exhaustive. I would say the Schedule is simply illustrative. 
But while including the various industries in the Schedule, we had to take 
into consideration the factor that many of the provincial governments will 
not be in a position to take many industries at the same time, more so when 
we are limiting the period for the provisions of this Act to be put into execution 
only to two years in respect of Schedule I and to three years in respect of 
Schedule n. But there is provision that the Provincial Government concerned, 
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if they so choose, may include in the schedule any number of industries 
which they may find they are in a position to take into their hands as early 
as possible. The provisions of this Bill are not so complicated and there have 
been definite improvements made in the Select Committee over the original 
Bill. The Provincial Governments will set up Advisory Committees which, 
after making investigations, will make recommendations to Provincial 
Governments for the fixation of minimum wages in the industries given in 
the Schedule. The Provincial Governments may, on their own initiative, also 
fix the minimum wages. This piece of legislation is very necessary. As a 
matter of fact, Sir, this should have been on the statute book long before. I 
hope that the House will unanimously adopt this legislation . 

.... . ... .. ... 
Sir, the measure before the House has been so closely analysed that my 

task of giving a reply has been lightened to a very great extent. There are 
some people in this world who are superhuman, in the sense that it is human 
nature that if somebody tries to do good to a person, that person tries to do 
good to him. But, there are some persons who even if they are harmed by 
some one, they try to do good to him. My honourable friend, 5hri Das belongs 

to this latter category of superhuman beings. He began by saying that the Bill 
tries to bring in Utopia. I do not know how to characterise my honourable 
friend, Shri Das, whether he is after, Utopia or Utopia is after him. But in any 
case he has not only realised Utopia but he has begun to give proofs that he 
is living in Utopia. I am justified in saying so because my honourable friend, 
Shri Das comes from Orissa; I wish he had some knowledge of the condition 
of labourers in his own province and of the anxiety of his own Government 
to do something in the matter; specially of his Labour Minister who is so 
anxious to do something for agricultural workers, more so because agricultural 
operations in a large portion of his province have practically come to a stand-
still. I wish my friend, Shri B. Das has realised that position before blaming 
the Government off and on for bringing measures before the House which 
are likely to affect the industrialisation of this country. Some honourable 
friends have remarked, and Shri Das himself said, that he is not an industrialist; 
therefore, when 5hri Das gives proof of his overflowing sympathy for the 

industrialist class, I place him in the category of superhuman beings. 

Anyway, Sir, how is this Bill going to effect the expansion of either industry 
or agriculture in this country; one must analyse that. Some friends remarked 
that my colleagues who are incharge of the employing departments of the 
Government are not here. But let there be no misunderstanding that this Bill 
does belong only to the Labour Minister. It is a Bill of the Government of 

India. Let there be no misunderstanding that any particular Minister, who 
brings in a Bill is alone ~  for it. The entire Government and all the 
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Ministers are responsible for that. And, if today, I am in charge of this Bill, 
it does not mean that it belongs to the Labour Minister. It belongs to all the 

Ministers. 

The Labour Minister's responsibility is not only to see that the condition 
of the labourers are improved. His responsibility is equally with the other 
Ministers, who are in charge of the employing departments, to see that the 
industry in this country expands, and I may assure my friends, that it is 
equally my responsibility to see that the wealth of this country increases 
because unless the wealth of the country increases, I will not be in a position 
howsoever might be my concern and anxiety to improve the lot of the working 
classes to do anything concrete in that direction. So I will be going against 
my profession and my interest and anxiety for improving the ~  of 
the working classes if I bring forward any measure which is likely even in· 
the lowest degree, to adversely affect the expansion of either industry or 
agriculture in this country. But when I support this measure, I am doing this 
because I am convinced that this measure is bound to help in the industrial 
expansion and in the increase of products and I wish those friends who are 
sceptical about it to realise that position. They should appreciate that position. 

How is it going to affect industrial expansion? Today, there is a cry for 
more production. For production certain conditions are necessary. We require 
efficient machinery; we require implements; we require capital and above all 
these things one special factor without which all these factors will be useless, 
is the human factor. You cannot ignore it. Up till now, even in the matter of 
agriculture, we have been insisting that there should be facilities for rr a ~ 

there should be facilities for improved implements: there should be facilities 
for procuring manures for the cultivators: there should be facilities for 
procuring better seeds for the cultivators. But nobody has so far taken into 
consideration that human factor without which all these facilities to the 
cultivators will not add to increased production of agricultural goods. 

I wish my friends who raised the question of various tenancy legislation 
in the provinces could realise one factor which is so important-more 
important than the products which we manufacture here either for our own 
consumption or for exports. We can do without export. We can do without 
certain other manufactured products which contribute to our luxury. But we 
cannot do with out increasing the produce of foodgrains, without which we 
cannot survive. I do not want to labour this point in greater detail but in 
passing I may say that we cannot depend for all times to come on import of 
foodgrains from other countries. We will have to increase our agricultural 
products to maintain our country and to survive. 

And how is that to be done? I would ask my friends interested in 
agriculture and who have opportunities to live in villages watch two plots of 
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land, one belonging tb the person who works in the field himself and the 
other belonging to a man who engages hired labour to do his cultivation. If 
statistics were to be collected and if it were to be computed that per acre 
there is an additional yield of at least one maund in the plot which is cultivated 
by the owner himself one cannot imagine what a colossal loss of food grains 
we are incurring every year. 

And how and why does it happen? Because the wages we still pay to the 
agricultural workers it inconcievably low, because he is not interested in the 
field. He has nothing to do with the produce in that field, he knows whether 
there is a bumper crop in the field or a famine he is not going to get more 
than 2 or 1.5 seers a day for his hard labour in that field. And in cultivation, 
if a plough goes a few inches deeper there is naturally more yield than if you 
simply scratch the field. And what interest has the labourer to utilise all his 
strength in order that the plough share may go a few inches deeper? He 
knows that even if he scratches the land he will get the same wages. Then 
why should he work harder? Thereby we are losing thousands and thousands 
tonne of food grains every year and this is a measure, not in the interests of 
the agricultural interests of the agricultural labourers themselves, but it is a 
measure in the interests of the entire nation. I may say, Sir, without any 
disrespect to any friend in any side of this House that anybody who opposes 
this measure is not an enemy of the agricultural labourers alone but of the 
entire nation. 

In this view of the matter I think this Bill is a revolutionary one. Other 
friends have called it a revolutionary Bill from the point of view that for the 
first time something concrete is conceived in this Bill for the welfare of the 
agricultural labourer. But, I call this Bill a revolutionary one not because it 
conceives something which will contribute to the betterment of the lot of the 
agricultural labourers but it is a revolutionary one because it conceives of a 
situation in which India may be made self-sufficient in the matter of 
foodgrains. 

Similarly, you can argue for all the industries that have been included in 
the Schedule. Some friends have raised the question whether agricultural 
cultivators will be in a position to meet the minimum wages for the workers. 
Well, I have always taken the view that the minimum wage for a labourer 
should not depend upon the capacity of any employment to bear that burden. 
If you find that agriculture cannot bear that burden it is better that one 
should not engage in agriculture. If a cultivator finds that he is not in a 
position to pay even the barest minimum wage to his worker, why should 
he engage himself in agriculture? Why should he carry on that business? You 
cannot go on carrying on any business or industry on the exploitation of 
other persons. Are we going to accept this principle? I think this will be 
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lowering the dignity of this House if you were to propound this theory and 
principle-that because a certain person is not in a position to pay reasonable 
wages to his employees he should not pay those wages. It means we are 
putting a premium on the exploitation of a helpless man by a resourceful and 
more influential person. That is not fitting for any legislation, more so of a 
Legislature of a country which hopes to give the message of justice and 
equality to other countries. I think Sir that any friend who opposes this Bill 
under ~ misunderstanding that this will be instrumental in putting an end 
to the expansion of industry of agriculture because it envisages the payment 
of minimum wages to the workers will not be fitting to this House. 

H the industries are not in a position to bear that burden, let them close 
their shops. H it is found that they are necessary in the interest of the state 
and the country, it is open to the state and the country to subsidise those 
industries. H the country and the nation think that agriculture is indispensable 
it is up to the general taxpayer and the Government to subsidise agriculture 
but in no case any industry or agriculture should be allowed to exist and 
subsist or the exploitation of the workers or the masses. I trust, Sir, the House 
will accept this Bill. 

Sir"", I did not expect that on part (c) of sub-clause 2 of clause 3 there 
would be so much discussion. The principle in that part of the sub-clause 
lays down that even for the workers who are engaged in piece work some 
remuneration may be guranteed on a time scale basis. It may be said that 
some piece workers, if they do a specified pieces of work, get Rs. 3 or 
Rs. 4 per day. But, when we calculate we find that they get the Rs. 3 or 4 after 
they work for, say, 12 or 13 hours. The intention of this part of the sub-clause 
is that the piece rates may be so fixed as to conform to the minimum time 
rate. Therefore, I do not find any difficulty in that. I, of all persons, have 
always been insisting that the labour leaders should make the workers realize 
their duties and responsibilities and not only their rights. I for one always 
maintain that the workers should conscientiously do their work. 

...... .. .... . ... 
The point that has been raised by my friend, Shri Shibban Lal Saksena 

deserves consideration. I may state for the information of the House that all 
the Provincial Governments are anxious to put this Bill into execution as 
soon as possible. Only recently I had a conference with the Provincial Labour 
Ministers at which this Bill was considered, apart from the opinions that we 
received from the Provincial Governments when the Bill was circulated. All 
these Ministers expressed their anxiety that the passage of this Bill should be 
expedited. About Orissa I may say this. Of all the Ministers that were present, 
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the Labour Minister of Orissa was most anxious in this matter because Orissa 
today is facing more trouble in agricultural a r~  more acute than 
what they are facing in Madras. These are the two Provinces where the 
question of agricultural labourers has assumed a very acute form. I am sure 
the Provincial Governments will take up this question as soon as the Bill is 
passed into an Act. 

As regards the question of revision, a period of five years has been fixed. 
But that is only the maximum period. It is open to the Provincial Governments 
to review the position when they find that there has been either a steep fall 
or a steep rise in the cost of living. It is open to them to revise the wages even 
after a period of six or three months. As I said, five years is only the maximum 
period. 

I hope the clause will be passed unanimously . 

...... .. .... .. .... 

...... .. .... .. .... 

Sir, after hearing all the ~ of my learned friends I am more and 
more convinced that the retention of clause 23 is absolutely necessary. My 
friend Pandit Thakurdas Bhargava has so closely examined this clause that 
the arguments that he has urged in favour of the amendment or in favour of 
the deletion of this clause have simply convinced me about the necessity of 
its retention. I would invite the attention of my friend Pandit Thakurdas 
Bhargava to read the clause once more, especially the words "shall be entitled". 
It gives some scope to the employer who is charged with an offence: it does 
not place a burden upon him that he shall have to produce another person 
who has committed the offence. He may produce another person who has 
actually committed the offence, if he so desires. The burden is not put upon 
him by this clause; he has only been given an opportunity to prove his 
innocence and to point out to the court that the offence was committed not 
by him but by another person. 

Then I will again invite his attention to the definition of Uemployer" 
which is very wide in scope. In spite of the fact that a definition of "employer" 
is very wide in scope it is just possible that in so many cases the principal 
employer himself may not be responsible for any offence. It is not possible 
in the definition itself to embrace all people who may be responsible for the 
actual offence, for example, as pointed out by you, Sir, an accountant or a 
clerk. It is not possible to embrace all those people in the definition of 
'employer' itself. Another alternative may be that a provision in the Act itself 
may be made that every principal employer will nominate a person who will 
be responsible for the payment of wages and the observance of the provisions 
of this Act. That is also not a practical proposition from the administrative 
point of view. That will require a huge staff of inspectors, more so when we 
are thinking of brining agriculture in the scope of this Act. Then I will place 
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for the consideration of my honourable friends this question as well, that 
when this Act comes into operation and is made effective for agricultural 
workers, this provision, namely section 23, will be necessary in order to 
safeguard genuine employers who might not have committed any offence 
and I look at it from that point of view and find it is very necessary. This 
provision has been attacked as if it was a novel provision in criminal 
jurisprudence. I am not myself a lawyer, but it has been brought to my notice 
that this provision finds a place not only in labour legislations but in other 
legislations as well. I have just looked into the Food Adulteration Act and I 
notice the clause finds a place there word for word and that Act was passed 
as far back as 1918. I do not agree that it is a novel provision: neither do I 
agree that it is a provision only in labour legislation. It finds a place in other 
legislations as well. Therefore I do not know how my friend Pandit 'I1).akurdas 
Bhargava, who is an experienced lawyer, says that it is a novel provision or 
it is against criminal jurisprudence. The whole intention is that an employer 
who does not wilfully commit the offence may place the burden of the offence 
on the actual offender. It has been attacked from two points of view. One 
point of view was voiced by my friend, Dr. Pattabhi Sitaramayya. Well, I do 
not agree that the example of illicit distillation bears any analogy to this 
section. In the case of illicit distillation the offender or the person who commits 
the offence may point out anybody after giving him some money, but here 
the employer, if he points out the actual offender, he will have to prove that 
the person whom he points out has been connected with him or was 
responsible for him. He will have to prove it from his records that the person 
whom he charges for the committal of the offence was actually responsible 
for that offence and was in his employ or was entrusted by him for the 
carrying out of that work. These are the two points. 

It .... .. .... .. .... 
I will not take much time. These are the two points of view one that the 

employers may be unnecessarily harassed and another that the employers 
may take advantage of this provision and go scot-free. I do not agree with 
any of these views. On the one hand it will safeguard genuine employers 
who might not have committed an offence, and on the other it also gives 
some safety to those persons who may be named by the employer as offenders 
to prove their innocence as well, I think the amendment if accepted, will be 
worse than the deletion of this clause, and I think the retention of this clause 
is very necessary. I, therefore do not accept the amendment and I do not 
agree with the view that the clause be deleted . 

...... .. .... .. .... 
Sir, I had no intention to make a speech at this stage but the few remarks 

that have been made make me say a few words in reply thereto. I will not 
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say much about this clause 23"'. As I said on a previous occasion, I am not a 
lawyer. But as a layman I have tried to read clause 23 many times. Accepting 
for the sake of argument what Mr. Naziruddin said, that the word commission 
does not mean that the employer is involved there, the employer will have 
every apprehension that the commission of the offences under this Act will 
be prima facie against the employers. And naturally if the employer has not 
actually committed an offence he will try to bring to book the real offender. 
If the offence, however, is proved against him he is even then given the 
option to point out the real offender. That is what I as a layman read in this 
clause. 

The next point is about agricultural labour. I do not want to go into detail 
of that; but I may make it clear that I can speak with some authority on that 
question. The apprehension is that small landholders or cultivators owning 
some small holdings will be put trouble. I realise that difficulty and I 
sympathise with my honourable friends who hold that view. But, I made it 
clear on that day and I want to make it clear today also that we are incurring 
a colossal loss of food grains every year on account of that system. I realise 
that the middle class people may be put to difficulty if minimum wages are 
fixed under this Bill; though it is never the intention that there should be 
uniform minimum wages both in agriculture and industry. Even in industry 
and agriculture, as the Bill provides there may be different minimum wages 
for different areas and different localities. It is just possible that even- in the 
same districts there may be two or three kinds of minimum wages in 
agriculture. But, apart from that I take another view; that if a middle class 
man is holding only five acres and he finds that the yield from his land is not 
enough to meet the expenses necessary for giving his labourers the minimum 
wage, I must emphasise that the man has no right to engage himself in 
agriculture if he is to live simply on the exploitation of agricultural labourers. 
My honourable friend, Shri Das points out that because the Finance Minister 
is here Government should make it clear as to how many industries and 
agriculture we are going to subsidise. I never said that we are going to 
subsidise all the sundry industries. I said that if an industry is not in a 
position to pay even the barest minimum wages to the employers it is better 
that the industry is closed. If that industry is found indispensable in the 
national interest it is for Government and the general public to subsidise that 
industry. And that view I again reiterate, and I hold the same view in respect 
of agriculture as well. 

With regard to our present system in agriculture, I want to say this, I also 
happen to be an employer in respect of agriculture. I have always asked 
myself what right I have to possess land, if I am to exist only on the 
exploitation of the labourers whom I engage. 

It Clause 23-when any employer is charged with an offence against this Act he shall be entitled 
to prove that he has used due diligence to enforce the execution of this Act. 
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I know for certain that if the land which I possess were in the hands of 
those persons who actually worked on the land, the yield in my fields will 
be greater, and to that extent the loss every year that is accruing is a national 
loss and I feel that I am responsible for this national loss, and everybody like 
me, who is an absentee, who is not in a position to work in his field, is 
adding to the national loss in the matter of foodgrains for which we are so 
hard pressed. That is the view I take. If we are to ensure minimum wages, 
it may be possible that parasitic people like myself will be eliminated from 
agriculture and thereby we will add to the national wealth. It is never my 
intention that there should be uniform minimum wages in industry and 
agriculture at present. I am not pressing for a living wage. I am not pressing 
for a fair wage. But, I do not think that if agriculture and industry cannot 
afford to pay the minimum wages we should sanction exploitation of the 
working class for the sake of continuing those industries, or for tile sake of 
the middle class. With that view I can never agree. I hope the House will 
unanimously adopt my motion. 



RESOLVING LABOUR ISSUES·£ 

Sir, I am thankful to the honourable Members for making constructive 
suggestions for improving my Ministry. I am also thankful to them for this 
reason that these cut motions are not meant for any reduction in the demand 
but, as has been made clear by the previous speaker. They feel that the 
demand under this head should rather have been increased. I do feel, Sir, 
that the House might have been given some more time for discussion under 
this demand, but we cannot help it at this stage. 

At the very outset I want to make it clear that we are functioning here 
not without any labour policy. We do have a definite labour policy and every 
action that we in the Ministry of Labour take is guided by that policy. My 
honourable friend, Shri Shibban' Lal Saksena said that because the Industrial 
Policy or the Economic Policy of the Government is not clear, the Labour 
Policy is also not clear. I do not agree with that view. Whether we finally 
decide upon nationalisation or not, whether we decide upon a purely 
nationalised economy or a mixed economy there will not be very much change 
in the labour policy in the near future. So, we have a definite policy, and if 
my friend, Shri Saksena will care to follow the trend of the labour legislation 
and the administrative actions that the Labour Department has been pursuing 
he will find for himself that there is a definite policy. 

I do agree with my friend, Shri Shiva Rao that the inspection under the 
Factories Act has not been very efficient. The reason is quite obvious. As 
honourable Members in this House are aware, the Factories Act or the factories 
find a place in the list of subjects assigned to Provincial Governments. It is 
not a direct responsibility of the Central Government and our handicap lies 
there. In spite of that we have maintained here a Chief Advisor of Factories 
and his Staff who not only advise the Provincial Governments but also take 
up the training of the factory inspectors of the Provincial Governments. We 
are running, so to say, a regular course of training for training the factory 
inspectors of the Provincial Governments. But, I admit, Sir, that the cadre of 
the inspectors which the Provincial Governments maintain is not sufficient 
for enforcing the Factories Act, not only in remote and far off small towns but 
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also in the big centres of industries. We have always been insisting upon 
Provincial Governments to increase the strength of their factory inspectors. 
But, as Shri Shiva Rao is already aware, the bottle-neck lies in the fact that 
we are so short of the requsite personnel. In spite of the fact that we create 
posts and advertise for them we do not find suitable persons, i.e. trained 
persons, to take up these posts. That is why we have started a short course 
or a refresher course for training the factory inspectors. It is under my active 
consideration whether we can establish a Central institution for the training 
not only of/factory inspectors but for the training of factory inspectors, welfare 
workers and other categories of officers and staff that may be required for the 
inspection of factories and for welfare activities. 

As regards child labour, the same difficulty arises. There are certain 
subjects for which we have in this Parliament can legislate 'but the 
administration and enforcement of those Acts is a responsibility of· the 
Provincial Governments. Though child labour is still to be found in spite of 
the Act, it is on the decrease. Recently we have enforced the Employment of 
Children Act in the mica mines and mica factories where child labour was 
much prevalent, and we have already requested the Provincial Government 
of Bihar to take necessary measures in this direction. We are thinking of 
starting some welfare activities in the mica mines and we will have welfare 
officers and inspectors for the welfare work. I am examining the question 
whether I can empower my welfare officers and inspectors under the 
Employment of Children Act and give them power to see that no child labour 
is employed in those factories. So it cannot be said that we simply pass pieces 
of legislation here and do not enforce them. We make every honest endeavour 
to enforce them with the material that we have got at our disposal at the 
present time. ~ must however frankly admit that these are not so strictly and 
so thoroughly enforced as they ought to have been. But there are limitations. 
The first limitation is about personnel, that is finding the qualified staff for 
the purpose. The second difficulty is about the financial resources of the 
Provincial Governments. That consideration has also to be taken into account. 

Another suggestion has been thrown that periodical bulletins may be 
issued, giving in brief the gist of the various measures or pieces of legislation 
that are passed here. That proposal is also under my consideration and I 
want to give effect to it in the near future . 

...... .. .... . ... 
As regards the mica mines, in mica fields we have got our Welfare Fund 

and from the Welfare fund we may start some institutions for training the 
children either in general education or in some art and craft. But for other 
places I am afraid the responsibility as regards education is a provincial 
subject and I cannot give any undertaking here on that point. 
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Prof. Shibban Lal Saksena has raised the question of alternative 
employment for the staff which is likely to be retrenched by the Central 
Government. Sir, it becomes very difficult for any spokesman of the 
Government to reconcile the two views of this House-the view of 
retrenchment and economy on the one hand and finding employment for 
every able-bodied person in this country on the other. I do realize that it is 
primarily the responsibility of this Government-or as a matter of fact for 
any Government-to find suitable opportunities of employment for every 
able-bodied person in the country. That is a principle which cannot be disputed 
and we do not say that we do not stand by that principle. But it will take 
some time of the House if I were to explain how in spite of our best efforts 
and determination to find employment for every person in this country we 
are not in a position at present to fulfil that obligation. It is a matter of 
common knowledge that during the war very large number of people were 
engaged in government service and in other industries as well and with the 
restoration of nonnal conditions very large number of people have got to be 
retrenched. Howsoever unpleasant and painful the situation might appear to 
be, the Government cannot afforq to continue all those people in employment. 
They will have to retrench them. 

......... .. ..... ... .... 

As I have explained just now, howsoever we wish that we could find 
employment for every person, we are not today in a position to fulfil that 
obligation and it will become very difficult when people insist that those 
who are retrenched from Government service should be given alternative 
employment in the government department itself. That is another difficulty. 
We cannot do that. He has given the example of the railways. It was not due 
to the pressure of the railway employees that government agreed to continue 
their services but because there were other considerations as well. The 
considerations were that in the railway services there are many persons whose 
hours of work are not regulated and it is just possible that if we were to insist 
on statutory working hours being observed as in the case of all other workers, 
a very large number of additional staff will be required in the railways. That 
was the main consideration which actuated the Railway Board to continue 
the services of those employees till the final examination of all those questions. 
So I do not agree with that view. Rather I repudiate that it was under pressure 
from railway employees that we agreed to continue them in service . 

....... ...... ....... 

The question of works committees was raised. If he will carefully go 
through the Industrial Disputes Act and the Industrial Truce Resolution which 
was adopted. in December, he will find that works committees are to be 
fonned with duly elected representatives of the workers. The question of 
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unions does not arise at all. I want to make it clear here. Sir with all the 
emphasis at my command that in the formation of works committees, I am 
not going to recognize any unions. The workers will have full liberty to chose 
their own representatives. I want to develop workers unions on very healthy 
lines so that outsiders may not go on spoon-feeding workers for all time to 
come. I want workers to be represented on the works committees so that they 
can realise their duties and responsibilities, and so that they may be in a 
position to negotiate with their employers and settle their differences without 
the interference of labour leaders whose considerations in settling and 
negotiating these matters are not purely trade unionism but some other 
considerations as well. This sometimes leads to unpleasant situation which 
today is impeding production to such a great extent. So I think that his 
complaint is unjustified and unjustifiable. ,. 

Shri Sahu has raised the question of our conciliation machinery. I may 
inform the House, Sir, that there exists a conciliation machinery in the Ministry 
of Labour headed by the Chief Commissioner of Labour. We are strengthening 
that machinery. For long there were posts of only three Regional 
Commissioners. We have raised that to five, and I am soon going to increase 
the number to seven. One Regional Labour Commissioner will be posted 
each at Calcutta, Dhanbad, Cawnpore, Madras, Bombay and C.P. I am going 
to increase the number of railway inspectors, as he has suggested, from 20 to 
36. We have also increased the number of conciliation officers who come in 
between the Regional Labour Commissioner and the inspectors. Since the 
passing of the industrial truce resolution, Sir, I have taken up this question 
with the provincial governments and the organizations of the workers as to 
how best to implement the industrial truce resolution. I propose to set up a 
number of Regional and Central Committees. These committees will study 
the questions which have been raised by my friend, Prof. Saksena namely 
what profits should be given to industry, what wages should be given to 
labour, and how the surplus of profits should be distributed. between labour 
and capital or between labour, capital and government. lbat will be the 
function of these various committees to study and suggest a formula to us 
which can be given effect to by legislation or executive action as may be 
deemed necessary. So we are very anxious to implement the industrial truce 
resolution. I may inform the House, Sir, that I have already finalized the 
proposal to set up five permanent Adjudicators or Tribunals at Calcutta, 
Bombay, Madras, Dhanbad and Cawnpore, and one of them has already been 
appointed at Dhanbad and has started. its work. So, as far as Government is 
concerned, we are very anxious to implement the industrial ~ ,resolution. 
I hope the same response would be made to that resolution by capital and 
labour; but I may take this opportunity, Sir, to say that so far as labour is 
concerned, a section of the labour leaders-I will not say labour-a section 
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of the labour leaders' have not behaved properly or in the same spirit in 
which they accepted the industrial truce resolution because they are not 
working in the labour field with the sole view to advance the cause of the 
workers but with a view to advancing their own political motives and party 
politics. I want to make it clear at this stage, Sir, that in the present conditions 
when the country is faced with a shortage of every type of consumers' goods, 
Government cannot afford to tolerate the interference in production by any 
group or party or leaders, and if we will have to take severe actions, we will 
not falter in that. 

The question of housing is really a very important question. My friend, 
Shri Shiva Rao has quoted and made it clear that no amount of health 
insurance or health measures will improve the conditions of the workers 
unless concentrated attention is given to solving their housing problem. Sir, 
the time at my disposal is very short. I would have liked to deal with this 
important problem in some detail, but I may inform the honourable Members 
in this House that we are determined to solve this problem. 

The first question is of the'shortage of building materials like cement, 
iron and steel and coal. Some of the materials are in short supply, for others 
transport is the greatest bottleneck. Wherever we have to launch any building 
programme, the first thing that we require is coal for burning bricks. Though 
I am glad to inform this to the House the labour force in the coal fields has 
been stabilised to a very great extent and today we are not faced with that 
scarcity of labour in the coal fields as we were in the past years and though 
we are producing coal the one bottleneck is the transport; the coal that is 
being produced in the coal fields is not transported in time with the result 
that the space for stocking and stacking is overflooded and production has 
to suffer. 

The other question is about cement and iron and steel. The members in 
this House are already aware that we are in short supply in iron and steel 
and cement as well. I am not putting forward all these difficulties, Sir, with 
a view to say in the end that faced with all these difficulties, faced with all 
the shortage of building materials, we are not in a position to launch upon 
any big housing programme,-that is not my view; rather I have pleasure to 
announce that we recognise that it is the primary responsibility of the State 
to house the workers and I accept that responsibility. I may inform the House 
that I am soon going to constitute a Housing Board which will examine in 
detail the possibility of overcoming the difficulties of shortage in building 
materials and launch upon a big programme of industrial housing. I may 
take this opportunity to inform the House that we have fixed a target of ten 
lakh of houses to be built during the course of the next ten years for the 
working classes in this country. It is possible that in the initial years the 
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progress may not be very satisfactory due to want of building materials. All 
these questions will be examined by the Housing Board and this Housing 
Board will fix the quota of houses that may be urgently required in Provinces 
and industrial centres in consultation with the Provincial Governments and 
Provincial Housing Boards. 

The one handicap that may face us in giving effect in its entirety to this 
programm,e will not be any want of funds on the part of the Central 
Government, but want of building materials which we want to overcome by 
the substitution of alternative building materials such as timber in place of 
iron and steel, mud-pIaster and other things in place of cement. That will be 
a question for the Housing Board to examine in detail, which will be very 
soon constituted and will be associated with two or three expert engtneers to 
investigate all these things. 

So, as regards housing I may announce that Government is very anxious 
to do away with the shortage of housing accommodation for the workers and 
with that end in view we have a programme of housing to build at least ten 
1akh of houses in the course of the next ten years. 

As regards the last point that has been made by my honourable friend, 
Shri Gokulbhai Bhatt about the Central Institute of Labour I could not quite 
follow what he meant by the Central Institute of Labour and for what purpose 
he wanted this institute to be set up. If his intention was that workers or 
welfare workers should be trained in those Institutes, I may inform the House 
that we are taking advantage of the existence of the Tata School of Social 
Sciences and a short course in the Calcutta University on Social Science and 
Social Services and we are training some of our workers in these two institutes 
for doing welfare work among the labourers, in the various employing 
Departments of the Central Government as well as by private employers . 

...... .. .... .. ... 

...... . .... .. .... 

Sir, I have not many things to say. The House and the speakers have paid 
compliments to me for which I feel thankful to them. With their cooperation 
we may do something for the workers. It is not a question of doing something 
for the workers, as I have remarked on previous occasions; it is not alone 
capital, it is not alone the improved variety of machinery, that is going to 
help production; unless we pay due attention to the human material that is 
required, it is not possible to increase production. The human material is the 
a~  Let capital realise that, let Government realise that, let everybody 
realise that, that they owe something to the human material that adds to the 
prosperity of the country. Let labour, on the other hand, also realise that they 
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have not only their rights, they have not only their privileges, but they have 
their duties and responsibilities not only to the employer and to the capitalists, 
but to the country and the community at large. So long as this Government 
is here-the Government which is pledged to a party which stands for 
ameliorating, not only ameliorating the condition of the common man, but of 
raising his standard of life, I may assure the House that every action which 
this Government takes will be in pursuit of that object. 

I hope, Sir, the members will be good enough to withdraw their cut 
motions. 



Sir, I beg to move: 

COAL MINES PROVIDENT FUND AND 
BONUS SCHEME BILL, 1948t£ 

"That the Bill to make provision for the farming of a Provident Fund 
Scheme and a Bonus Scheme for persons employed in coal mines, be 
taken into consideration." I' 

As stated in the Statement of Objects and Reasons this Bill is primarily 
meant to put on the statute-book an Ordinance which was issued in April 
last. In 1946 the condition in the coal mines was very disturbing and we had 
a series of disputes between employers and employees. Coal being the basic 
industry on which existing industries mostly depend and on which also 
depends the future industrial development of the country, Government were 
very anxious to stabilise the labour forces in the coalfields. With that end in 
view we appointed in 1947 a Conciliation Board. The Board gave an award 
which was accepted unanimously by the employers and the workers. We 
then proceeded to give effect to the recommendations of that award. One of 
the items recommended in that award was the introduction of provident 
funds for the coal miners. It also recommended that a bonus linked with 
attendance and production should be paid to the employees. The employers 
agreed to pay the bonus as well as to create a Provident Fund for the coal 
miners. In order to have legal sanction to this agreement we issued an 
Ordinance and under that Ordinance we have already formulated a bonus 
scheme which is working. We have also under our examination a provident 
fund scheme which will be soon issued. The bonus is being regularly paid to 
the employees there, and we have also asked the employers to deduct the 
amount of the provident fund contributions from the bonus of the qualified 
workers. We have also asked the employers to contnbute their share of the 
Provident Fund. It will amount approximately to one anna in a rupee of the 
basic earning of the employees and the employers will also contribute an 
equal amount. The very important features of the Provident Fund Scheme 
are that it is being experimented in an industry where the workers are not 

• Constituent Assembly of Indill (ugislative) Deb., 20 August 1948. 
£ Making a Statement as the Minister of Labour while moving the Coal Mines Provident Fund 

and Bonus Scheme Bill, 1948. The Bill became the Act (46 of 1948) on 3 September 1948. 
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organised. It is easier to introduce any Provident Fund Scheme in a factory 
where regular registers of workers are maintained. 

But those who have any knowledge of the working conditions in the coal 
mines will agree with me that a vast majority of the employees in the coal 
mines are casual workers. At intervals they return to their native homes 
where they are engaged in harvesting or other works connected with 
agriculture. It is only for short periods in the year that they go to the coalfields 
in order to supplement their income from agriculture by what they can earn 
in the coalfields. So the employers have taken the view that it is a tough job 
to introduce such a Provident Fund scheme for casual workers. But all the 
same, in spite of all these difficulties, we are determined to make it a success 
because on the success of this scheme depends the introduction of provident 
funds for the workers in this country in various unorganised industries. 

Sir, I do not want to make any long speech. This Bill is a simple one but 
it has great potentialities and I hope the House will unanimously accept my 
motion . 

...... .. .... .. .... 

...... .. .... .. .... 
Sir, I had no intention of giving any comprehensive reply to the debate", 

but a few questions have been raised which demand a reply from me. 
Complaint has been made that such measures encourage absenteeism and 
reduce efficiency, whereby production suffers. This is an idea, Sir, which has 
been created by the employers in this country in order to condemn the working 
class. If one were to analyse, one will find that the workers in India are not 
less efficient than workers in other countries. As regards the coal industry I 
may inform the House that the employers experimented with imported labour 
from England and Canada and they found that the Indian miner was more 
efficient than others .... Some friends here compare the production per man 
hour. It is very easy to compare the figures of production, but I would ask 
those friends to compare the figures of earnings as well. If a miner in England 
produces one-quarter of a ton and if a miner in }haria or Dhanbad produces 
one-eighth of a ton naturally one will say that the production of the Indian 
miner is 50 per cent of the English miner or that the efficiency of the Indian 
miner is less than that of the English miner, but if one were to know that the 
wages of the English miner is four times that of the Indian miner, one will 
come to the conclusion that the Indian miner produces double what the 
English miner produces and thereby the efficiency of the Indian worker is 
hundred per cent more than the English worker. This is a very simple fact, 

• Replying to the Debate on the Bill. 
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Sir, but it has always been ignored because the employers, having all the 
possible vehicles of propaganda under their control, have created a fog by 
which the realities have been screened. 

As regards production, it has been a cry that production is suffering. Is 
only the labourer responsible for the fall in production? Are there not so 
many other factors which contribute to increased production? Have we been 
able to remove all the defects by which production is suffering? If production 
is suffering we cannot throw the entire blame on the working class. So far as 
my experience goes, Sir, after the Industrial Truce Resolution I can say with 
some pride that the working class has responded very manfully and very 
courageously to our call, and if we have been deceived and disillusioned, we 
have been disillusioned by a large section of the employers. PrOduction in 
textile industry has increased. Today production in coal industry has increased 
and I am faced with a large number of retrenchments and dismissals in the 
coalfields because there has been overproduction in the sense that there are 
no transport facilities and raising has to be stopped. If production suffers on 
that account, that is not fault of the worker. So we cannot say today that 
production is suffering on account of the workers. Our machineries in factories 
have grown old; we have not been able to repair and replace them for the last 
eight or ten years. Have not all these factors contributed to a decrease in 
production? The cost of living is soaring very high. Only this morning, I was 
examining how many strikes were declared due to non-implementation of 
Awards recommending increase in dearness allowance and I was surprised 
to find, sir, that most of the strikes were due to this factor or due to demand 
for increase in dearness allowance. Most of the stoppages of work were due 
to this reason and considerable mandays were lost. So when we stand up 
and blame the workers for a fall in production, we should also look to the 
other factors which contribute to a decrease in production. And if we are to 
examine that we will not blindly blame the workers alone. 

As regards absenteeism, when last year, we were insisting for increasing 
the wages of the coal miners, the same plea of absenteeism was urged by the 
employers that if the earnings of the workers were increased, there will be a 
tendency on their part not to work for more days in a week than they were 
working before. But the employers have been disillusioned. The attendance 
has increased. We took particular care to link bonus with production and 
attendance, and I may inform the House, Sir, that we are going to link this 
Provident Fund with attendance as well. 

My honourable friend, Shri Sidhva was anxious that Provident Fund 
should be introduced for all industries and that the employers should 
~ ar  do. this in their concerns. Shri Sidhva during the last session 
mtroduced a Bill to that effect. I do not agree with that view. I do not want 
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individual employers to institute provident funds for their employees alone. 
I want provident fund on an industry basis or on a regional basis. H the 
Provident Fund is on an industry basis, as it is proposed today here, the 
workers stand to gain. Today the employers are decidedly in a better position 
than the workers and if the Provident Fund is only for a single unit of an 
industry and if the worker is discharged or dismissed from that factory, he 
loses the benefit of a Provident Fund. But here even if a worker is discharged 
from one colliery and if he gets employment in another colliery, his Provident 
Fund is not forfeited. His name exists on the register of the provident fund. 
The only difference is that the employer's share of the contribution will be 
realized from the new employer, but the worker will all along remain on the 
register and he will have the benefit of the Provident Fund. And, therefore, 
I will request my honourable friend, Shri Sidhva to revise his idea and he 
should always insist that the provident fund should be either on industry-
wise basis or region-wise it should not be factory-wise? 

Another point has been raised and that is, that the employer's share 
should have been greater than the employee's share. Sir, as I said in the very 
beginning, this scheme is based on an award of the Conciliation Board, which 
was voluntarily agreed to between the employers and the employees and 
one of the terms of that agreement was, that Compulsory ContriQutory 
Provident Fund will be instituted in the coalfields, the contribution of the 
employers and the employees being equal. It does not look dignified on our 
part to alter the terms of that agreement. It is to give effect to an agreement 
and therefore the contribution from the employers and the employees will be 
equal. 

As regards introducing or instituting Provident Fund in other industries, 
we stand committed to that. There is no shirking that responsibility. H our 
country has not reached a stage where we can think of old age pension in the 
near future this is the least that we can do at this stage and we have to do 
it. And when I said. Sir, that this is an experimental measure, I did not mean 
that a provident fund is an experimental measure. What I mean to say is that 
we have to gain experience of its working before we introduce it in other 
industries; not that I mean to say that if this experiment fails, the future of 
provident fund in this country is doomed; that is very far from my conception. 
I have been working on this scheme for the last six months. I know what 
difficulties we have to face. Dr. P.S. Deshmukh suggested that all the employees 
in the coal fields should have been brought on the register and this scheme 
should have been introduced to all of them. Had he some idea of the working 
of the coal fields, he would not have said that. The worker goes to a coal 
field, works for a few weeks, finds the work un-congenial and returns to his 
village and will never go to the coal fields again for his whole life. Do you 
propose that his name should be registered, that all the formalities of instituting 
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a provident fund on his behalf should be done with no benefit to him and 
a lot of botheration to the employer and to the staff that we maintain there? 
No. You cannot compare the workers in the coal fields to the workers in the 
factories and therefore, we have not brought a comprehensive measure before 
the House, because we have to prepare a scheme in consultation with the 
employers and the labourers there. For the last six months we have been 
formulating one thing and revising it again in consultation with the workers, 
their leaders, their unions and the employers and it is after these processes 
that we have been able to devise something by now. 

As regards interest ...... the workers will get interest; they will get 
compound interest the money that we will get, we will certainly invest 
somewhere where the money can earn; we will not allow the m6ney to lie 
idle. It is, of course, a simple thing. 

This, as I said, Sir, is a very simple Bill, but I visualise it has great 
potentialities, in the sense that it is for the first time not only in this country, 
as far as my information goes, throughout the world, that a provident fund 
has been instituted for casual works, I wish to say a word about dock workers. 
My honourable friend, Shri Sidhva is aware that last year we passed a Bill 
for the de-casualization of the Dock workers and the Act contains a provision 
that a scheme will be formulated. for the welfare of the workers. That scheme 
may very well contain a provision of provident fund for the dock-workers. 
But quite apart from that, I may assure the House, Sir, that we are very 
anxious to institute provident fund for workers in various industries. It may 
not be possible to bring that Bill in the Budget Session because, as my 
honourable friend, Shri Khandubhai Desai knows, our hands are already full 
for the Budget Session. He knows that we have already certain measures 
which the Government proposes to introduce in the Budget Session and it 
may not be possible to bring those measures in the Budget Session. But, it 
will not take a long time. Before a measure is brought before this House, it 
takes as you are very well aware, a good deal of time of our staff to prepare 
that Bill. It is not simply the drafting of the Bill; before that, we have to work 
out the details and so many other things. I may not promise that I will bring 
the Bill in the Budget Session. But we are anxious that we should try to 
institute Provident Fund for other Industries as well. I hope the House will 
accept the Bill. 



PREVENTION OF FREE OR FORCED OR 
COMPULSORY LABOUR BILL, 1949*£ 

Sir, I just want to give a brief history of what the Labour Ministry has 
been doing in this matter. 

The question regarding investigations into the existence of forced labour 
was initiated by my predecessor, the hon. Dr. Ambedkar. His idea was to 
have an Enquiry Committee which will tour round the country and submit 
its report and then to take such legislative or administrative action as may be 
necessary in the light of the report of that Enquiry Committee. 

When I assumed charge of o.ffice I also took up that question. When the 
question of setting up an enquiry committee was under examination or rather 
the final decision was taken on it, as the House is aware, the partition of the 
country came about and conditions in the country became unsettled. After 
1947 I again took up this question and I thought that as the incidence of 
forced labour in the Indian States was more than it was in the provinces it 
would be better to include the States also within the scope of the enquiry. But 
the question of the unsettled condition of the States was taken into 
consideration and it was thought that it would not be wise to start an enquiry 
either in the States or in the provinces in the unsettled condition of the 
country. Therefore the idea of a Committee was postponed. But I thought 
that as the matter was very urgent the whole question should not be postponed 
and some action in the matter was necessary. So a Special Officer was 
appointed, not for the purpose of going round the country but for the purpose 
of examining the existing legislation, both Central and provincial, in this 
regard and to suggest such amendments as were called for, for doing away 
with forced or compulsory labour wherever it has been permitted by 
legislation. That Officer examined a mass of literature and legislation and he 
has submitted his report. After we received the report of the Special Officer 
we thought that the appointment of a Committee will unnecessarily delay 
the matter, because on the basis of the material that we have received from 
the Special Officer it is clear to us that forced labour is prevalent in the 
country. It is also clear to us that mere legislation is not going to eradicate 
this evil. A strong social consciousness among the people from whom forced 

It Constituent Assembly of India (Ltgisiatillf) Deb., 16 December 1949. 
£ A Private Members' Bill moved by Shri R.K. Sidhva. Later, the Bill was withdrawn. 
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labour is taken and also among the people who 'take the forced labour is 
necessary before the evil can be totally eradicated. By the way, Sir, I can 
mention that there are various pieces of legislation already existing in the 
provinces which ban the taking of forced or compulsory labour. But the 
experience of any social worker or of any person who has worked in the 
rural areas is that in spite of the existence of these Acts forced labour is 
rampant. So, the mere enacbnent of a law is not going to eradicate forced 
labour. B1;1t apart from that, in the light of the report that we have received 
from the Special Officer, we have already taken up with the Provincial and 
State Governments concerned the question of amendment or repeal of such 
legislation as permits the compulsory or forced labour. That is one action 
which we have already taken. 

The second point is that forced labour in different shapes and forms is 
prevalent in various parts of the country. Some of them have legal sanction. 
But the forced labour differs in form and shape in different parts of the 
country. As the House is aware, we have started an inquiry to investigate 
into the condition of the agricultural labour, and in that inquiry we are 
collecting details about the extent of forced labour in rural areas. We hope to 
complete this Inquiry during the course of the next year and then we will get 
some reliable and detailed data about the extent of the prevalence of forced 
labour in the rural areas. In the light of that material we will be in a position 
to decide whether some legislative action will be necessary or whether by 
administrative action these defects can be removed. Of course, the Constitution 
has provided that the exaction of forced labour will be illegal. But as I have 
already said the mere enactment of a law is not going to eradicate forced 
labour. And so the simple provision in the Constitution itself is not going to 
eradicate forced labour. Shri Sidhva says that anybody can approach the 
Supreme Court for redress. But the people from whom forced labour is taken 
are not in a position to approach even the police stations. How can they 
afford to go to the Supreme Court? Had they been in a position to approach 
even the police court ...... and make their voice effective there, I think this 
forced labour would have been a thing of the past. But what is required 
today is not a simple provision in the Constitution, not an enactment but 
social consciousness--a consciousness among the people not to submit to 
forced labour at any cost. I can assure hon. Members of this House that if 
legislation is necessary I will bring it, not to oblige anybody but to oblige 
myself. And I can assure my friend, Shri Sidhva that I am not less enthusiastic 
in this matter than anybody else. But I am afraid the present Bill is not going 
to solve the problem. Therefore I am assuring him that as soon as the 
Agricultural Labour Inquiry is over and as soon as we are in possession of 
the materials we will take such action as will be deemed necessary in the 
light of those materials. I hope, Sir, my friend, Shri Sidhva will withdraw the 
Bill. 



NEED FOR ATIAINING ECONOMIC EQUALITY 
AND SOOAL JUSTICEti: 

After a great prolonged world war, the position of Labour Minister in 
any country is unenviable and, if my friend, Shri Shastri is not prepared to 
congratulate me, it would not come to me as a surprise . 

...... .. .... .. .... 
As a matter of fact, I was prepared for greater criticism. But I know that 

there was not much scope for it, not because there was not enough time, but 
because there was not enough justification and material for levelling those 
criticisms which may be justifiably levelled against Labour Ministers in other 
countries. I have good reasons for saying this. You compare the industrial 
unrest in far more industrially advanced countries of the West with that in 
India. You compare the level of wages, the social security facilities that are 
available to the working classes in this country with those which are avcillable 
to the working classes in other countries. If you compare also the strikes and 
the man-days and man-hours lost in those countries with that in India, I am 
sure you will agree that I deserve some credit. 

But I do not want to take this credit entirely to myself. I must take this 
opportunity to extend my hearty congratulations and sincere thankfulness to 
the sense of patriotism and duty of the working classes of this country. That 
is the one thing that has sustained us and our strength. I do not claim any 
credit for having done anything substantial for them. Their sense of patriotism 
was amenable to appeal. In spite of rise in prices and a number of other 
difficulties they have maintained, and very sincerely and scrupulously too, 
the ind ustrial truce. 

Our objective and policy are well known. That has been laid down in the 
Constitution itself. My task has become therefore easier. I have only to make 
some efforts to follow the line chalked out in the Constitution. We stand for 
a co-operative commonwealth and we have to strive for industrial democracy, 
nay economic democracy. That is the line on which I am trying to take the 
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working classes of this country. Today, if sometimes people find, that I am 
occasionally a bit harsh to the working classes, it is because I want to make 
them responsible and I want to make them realise the responsibility that 
awaits them in the future. A few amenities, a few facilities or a slight increase 
in wages are not the solution for the problems of the working classes. These 
are only palliatives. We have to develop economic democracy and we have 
to make the working classes fully equipped for that. That is where I want to 
lead the working classes of this country to. That in a sentence is the labour 
policy of the Government of India. 

There has been some criticism regarding the implementation of the various 
legislations passed by this House. In this connection I want, just in passing, 
to refer to the constitutional provisions themselves. The responsibilities have 
been divided between the Centre and the States by the Constitution. Though 
in respect of the subjects included in the Concurrent List this House is 
competent to pass legislation, I am not competent to implement the provisions 
of those Acts. There lies the difficulty. Though in the Constitution there is a 
provision that Parliament may specifically, in respect of certain matters, 
empower the Central Government to look to the administration of those 
Acts, that power has to be utilised very sparingly. In a vast field of labour 
activities the administrative power lies with the States. I am not saying this 
to shirk my responsibility but only to indicate to hon. Members who have 
raised this question, namely that more and more emphasis should be laid on 
education, sanitation and other facilities for the working classes from the 
Centre. I do not know what answer to give to that question but I want to 
point out that these subjects are exclusively the charge of the State 
Governments and it will not be possible for the Union Government to do 
anything substantial in these respects. 

All the same I am quite aware that the staff at the disposal either of the 
Union Government or the State Governments is not enough to cope with the 
burden of work that has been thrown upon them. The reason is well known, 
namely the financial difficulty. 

My colleague, the hon. Finance Minister, in this Budget has tried his best 
to restore confidence in that section of the community which fortunately has 
managed to control those resources which if made available to the Government 
will be helpful in surmounting our difficulties. It is to be seen how far the 
hopes of my colleague will be realised. My task becomes difficult, because I 
have to work between two parties, the employer and the employee, and it 
has become more difficult because both sides appear to be displeased with 
me. I cannot help it. ..... . 

...... .. .... .. ... 
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• 
I frankly admit that I believe in holding the balance, but I do also believe 

at the same time that holding the balance even meant giving weightage to 
the weaker party and I try to do it. How far I succeed I cannot say. 

I was saying that if we have not got enough of staff it is not that we do 
not realise that the staff is insufficient but we find that the financial resources 
at our disposal are not enough. 

My friend, Shri Sarangdhar Das (of course, I do not claim to be as versatile 
as he claims to be) complained that the awards of the Industrial Tribunals are 
not implemented or enforced. There are some complaints but not to the 
extent he tried to make out. We found that there were some defects in our 
existing Industrial Disputes Act and that is why we have taken this 
opportunity to make up these defects and we have already introduced the 
Labour Relations Bill, which seeks to give us more and more power for the 
enforcement of the awards of the Tribunals. One particular instance he quoted, 
that, of the Talcher Colliery. I know that in the Vellies' Colliery the award has 
not been implemented fully. The workers not only threatened but actually 
went on strike . 

........ .. ...... .. .... 

........ .. ..... ... ..... 

The difficulty arises somewhere, where the employer says "I have no 
capacity to implement the terms of the award and I will rather close down 
than implement the award." In that case we find ourselves helpless. Either 
we allow the employer to close down his establishment, and thereby throw 
the workers to face unemployment, or, we have some arrangement in order 
to run that concern or establishment. These are the only two alternatives, and 
the latter powers we are taking in the Labour Relations Bill. 

The third alternative, as at present provided in the Industrial Disputes 
Act, is the prosecution of the employer. 

....... ....... .. .... 

Prosecution of the employer. That is not going to solve the problem. Of 
course, in that particular colliery our officers are looking into the matter and 
further inquiries are being held. But I do feel that prosecution of the employer 
is not the remedy which will remove the grievances of the workers. Even the 
provisions under the Industrial Disputes Act are not quite effective. I do 
frankly admit that, and that is why we are going to amend that. 

As regards the welfare activities in the coal mines, as has been stated by 
Shri Das himself, ralcher was in the so-called Native States and the Fund was 
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being managed by the Ruler of that State. Of course, the account was not 
Very well maintained, but we have taken the administration of the Welfare 

J 

Fund in Talcher area also. We are going shortly to appoint an Advisory 
Committee for that area. As a matter of fact, we have already requested the 
Orissa Government to give us the names of the representatives of workers so 
that we may form a local Committee there to advise in the matter of welfare 
activities in those areas. The conditions in mines were not very good in those 
States which were known as the Native States. As a matter of fact, we are 
going to take over the administration of those mines from the first of April 
next. After that only will our officers be going to those areas, and we will try 
as far as we can to enforce the provisions that are laid down either in the 
Mines Act or in the Factories Act. 

, 
The money that has been realised on account of the Welfare Fund has not 

J . 

been spent completely. There are some balances because we have not been 
able to spend on housing as much as we ought to have. But there are other 
activities on which we are spending some money. Even in the coal fields of 
Orissa we have an anti-malaria campaign which is very useful, and it has 
been admitted both by the workers and the employers and others that it is 
doing good work. Other activities we are soon going to start in the Orissa 
coal fields also as we have started in the coal fields in Bihar, West Bengal and 
Madhya Pradesh. Housing programme also we are going to take up, and I 
think we are going to have some hospitals also there. 

Shri Venkataraman has raised one or two questions. As regards our labour 
relations machinery, though we have got in the Centre a number of staff and 
officers, our responsibility is growing with the growing consciousness among 
the workers,. not that the situation has deteriorated, but because the 
consciousness among the workers is growing and there is greater demand 
and greater pressure on our labour relations machinery, and our officers find 
that they have to handle a large number of cases now than they had to do 
in the past. It is a happy sign. The implementation and enforcement of any 
Act cannot be left entirely to Governmental machinery. The enforcement of 
any Act also depends upon the social consciousness among the workers and 
as to how far they want to take advantage of the provisions provided by law. 
H they are not in a position to take advantage of the provisions contained in 
the law, only Governmental machinery cannot give them all the advantages 
and benefits that are provided in the Acts. They will have also to make an 
effort to take advantage of those provisions. That is where the usefulness ot 
labour workers and trade unions comes in. Our trade unions will have to be 
more and more alert, more and more active, mOre and more constructive, on 
the lines of pure and simple trade unionism. Then they will be able to place 
the workers in a position where they can take more and more advantage 
even from those provisions which exist in our Acts. 
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About lengthy procedure and lengthy awards, Shri Venkataraman has 
given the example of awards in other countries which are very summary in 
character. But he forgets that in the U.K. and the U.S.A. the workers are so 
united and their unions are so developed that there are very rare occasions 
for compulsory adjudication. They settle everything by collective bargaining 
and mutual negotiations, and that is why if on some points of difference the 
matters are referred to arbitration, the arbitrator has to give a very summary 
award. For, the issues there are very limited and the differences are crystallized. 
But here we have embarked on a new venture. If in a judicial court-in a civil 
or criminal court-where the award or judgment of the presiding officer 
affects the relations of two individuals or two parties, where it is not going 
to have any effect on the social structure, judgments can be written in hundreds 
of pages, certainly in those cases where the awards are going to lay the 
foundation of a new social order or change the social outlook or change the 
precedents already existing, if the awards take more than a hundred pages, 
I will not grumble. This distinction should be realized, this distinction should 
be appreciated that the judgment of a High Court judge in a criminal or civil 
case between two parties will affect two persons or three persons or at the 
most half a dozen persons, but the award of a tribunal will not only affect, 
say, a thousand or hundreds of workers but it may affect the whole society. 
Therefore, the judge presiding over a tribunal will have to bestow. greater 
care, greater vigilance, and examine in greater detail as to what repercussions 
his award will produce on society, or whether the trend that he will indicate 
for a social change is in the right direction or in the wrong direction. 

As regards the Workmen's Compensation Act, I think I told the House 
yesterday that the amount of compensation also arises, as it is linked up with 
dearness allowance and basic wages. All the same, I have myself found that 
there are certain difficulties apart from this point which require to be 
considered and I have already ordered that the Act should be examined from 
that point of view. 

Regarding agricultural labour, it is heartening that the country is realising 
more and more that, if food production is to be increased, something 
substantial has got to be done for the agricultural labour. It is heartening that 
in this House also a larger number of hon. Members are taking interest in the 
problem of agricultural labour. I was analysing the cut motions and I found 
that no less than fourteen hon. Members have given notice of cut motions to 
discuss the problem of agricultural labour, and the distribution of these 
hon. Members among the various States in the country is also enlightening-
they hail practically from every State. So, it appears that the problem ,of 
agricultural labour is assuming serious proportions, not in one State only, but 
practically in all the States. When we talk about production, it is unfortunate 
that some persons feel that it is only capital, or implements, or machinery 
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which is going to increase production, but they forget that there is the human 
factor which neither capital nor implements nor machinery can produce. The 
earlier we realise this fact, the earlier we realise that the human element is 
indispensable for increased production, the better it will be for the country ..... . 
Howsoever we may placate capital howsoever we may try to import improved 
machineries, howsoever we may try to give better facilities for irrigation, 
improved varieties of seeds and implements, production is not going to 
increase appreciably so long as we ignore the human element. Whether it is 
industrial production or agricultural production, whether it is production of 
goods or whether it is increment of efficient services, one cannot afford to 
ignore the human side of it ....... Unfortunately, until now enough amount of 
attention has not been paid to those vast masses of people who, by their hard 
labour, sustain the society-l mean, agricultural labour. Their number "is vast; 
their problems are varied; their difficulties and problems are sometimes 
baffling. I remember once, some fifteen years ago, when I .raised this question 
of agricultural labour, a friend of mine said that I was raising the hornet's 
nest. I said that I knew that. Sometimes, as you know, it lies in some persons 
just to discover the problem, to place it before the society, the thinkers and 
the doers, and when the problem comes in the forefront, we will have to 
think of the solution too. It is gratifying to me personally that the question 
which I raised a decade ago-at that time, mine was perhaps a solitary voice-
has now gathered momentum and today hon. Members of this august House 
also feel that there is a problem like the problem of agricultural labour in the 
country. Ten years ago, nobody knew that there was such a problem, and 
when it has been brought to our notice that there is that problem, I have no 
doubt that it will be solved today, or tomorrow . .... . ... . ... 

I want to take this opportunity to express the hope that the State 
Governments who have directly to face this problem will expedite the 
implementation of the Minimum Wages Act, which is their responsibility. 

I want to mention one or two more points in this connection. We have 
taken up the enquiry, but at the same time, wherever we have started the 
investigation into the condition of agricultural labour, our officers have 
persuaded the Governments of the States concerned to extend the welfare 
activities of their Rural Development Departments in those areas, so that the 
agricultural workers there may get some benefit of the welfare activities. It 
is heartening that many of the State Governments have agreed to do this and 
have made some modest beginning. I am sure the enquiry will be expedited 
and the minimum wages will be fixed, but more than that,-more than the 
fixation of the minimum wages, more than the solution of their problem by 
Acts and Statutes/-their problems will be solved by the growing social 
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consciousness amongst social and welfare workers, and I expect more from 
that, because no social problem of any appreciable dimension can be solved 
by legislation and Statutes alone. It requires the active cooperation, help and 
service of public-spirited people, and I hope India has still got a host of such 
public-spirited social workers, who will devote their services and attention to 
the problem of agricultural labour with which we have to reckon at every 
stage in our drive for food self-sufficiency. 

As regards fair wages, the report of the Committee has been received. A 
Departmental draft has been prepared and a Bill is being drafted by the 
Ministry of Law and I may assure my hon. friend, Shri Harihar Nath Shastri 
that the earliest opportunity will be taken to introduce it. 

As regards housing, my hon. friend, Shri Harihar Nath Shastri said that 
we have not implemented the terms of the Industrial Truce Resolution. I 
have no hesitation in admitting that there has been no progress in this respect. 
The real difficulty has been, not one of building materials but of money. I 
hope that as a result of the concessions proposed in this Budget Government 
loans will meet with greater response from the investing public and my 
colleague, the hon. Finance Minister will be able to raise more capital and 
give a substantial amount for the housing programme. In that respect I have 
to say only this much that we have not abandoned that scheme and there is 
a provision of one crore of rupees in the present Budget. But that is not very 
encouraging. Let us hope that the employers and industrialists of this country 
will also realise their responsibility and feel that while they have to look after 
their machinery, they have also to look after their labour. They feel that it is 
cheaper to replace a worker than to replace a part of the machinery. The 
sooner they give up, the sooner they banish this notion from their mind, the 
better it is for them and for the country. It is a fact that in India even at 
present it is cheaper to replace a worker than to replace a part of the machinery. 
But let the employers realise that human life has greater value and greater 
utility than the machinery. 

As regards profit-sharing as my hon. friend, Shri Shastri himself is aware, 
there was no unanimity in the detailed scheme. The employers who themselves 
agreed to this idea of profit-sharing in the resolution which was unanimously 
adopted at the Industrial Truce Conference, at which the employers of this 
country were amply represented in a very large number, when it came to the 
question of brass tacks, backed out-I will have to use that phrase. They 
brought in the plea that this was not the proper time to give effect to the 
scheme of profit-sharing. Some of them frankly admitted that they were ~ 
a tight comer because labour troubles were increasing and so they had to 
promise something in order that labour troubles would abate. When the 
troubles abated and when better days came they brought forward the plea 
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that this was not the proper time to give effect to any scheme of 
profit-sharing. Government will examine the scheme which has been 
submitted to them and will come to certain decisions. That is all that I have 
to say in that respect. 

Retrenchment is another question-a great problem at present and the 
causes of retrenchment are manifold. In some cases it is shortage of raw 
material; in other cases it is accumulation of stock. In yet other cases it may 

I 

be rationalisation or shortage of finance. Whatever may be the cause of 
retrenchment, the fact remains that it increases the difficulties of labour. Where 
we find that the difficulties of the employer are genuine, where the employer 
wants to keep his establishment running but is forced by circumstances quite 
beyond his control, we cannot ask him to keep his workers in employ whether 
his establishment pays or not. This is the dilemma with which we are faced. 
We have been considering a scheme of limited benefits to retrenched workers 
so that for a short duration they may be able to maintain themselves and be 
able to get some sort of subsistence allowance for the period they are without 
employment, so that the rigours of unemployment may be lessened to some 
extent. We are considering that scheme and I hope that we will come to 
certain decisions in the near future. 

The other measure that we are considering is some sort of training in 
some trades, vocational trades, to the retrenched workers, so that they may 
be able to earn their livelihood even if they go to the countryside. Such trades 
are carpentry, black smithery, etta We have got a number of training centres 
for adult civilians where we are giving training in various technical and 
vocational trades. We are trying to utilise those centres for imparting training 
to retrenched persons in the morning and evening shifts and the period of 
training may be shortened to three or four months. We have already taken 
up this question with the Governments of the States and I hOpe we will be 
able to do something in this direction as well. So, these are the two schemes 
we are considering in connection with retrenchment and unemployment. But 
I want to make it clear that placed as we are at present, it may not be possible 
in the near future to solve the unemployment problem in this country . .... .. .. • •• 

Working parties are going to be set up and my hon. colleague, the Minister 
of Industry and Supply, has already taken up this question. I hope working 
parties will be set up very soon. 

My hon. friend, Shri KanhaiyalaJ Balmiki has raised the question of 
municipal labour, the scavengers or mehtar5. I may at once teU him that we 
are not making any distinction in our labour 1egislation between the other 
type of workers and municipal workers or scavenging staff. Whatever benefits 
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we are giving to other workers in the factories, if there are scavengers in 
those factories, they get the same benefits. In the coal fields where we have 
introduced the provident fund and bonus schemes, the scavenging staff get 
the same benefits and advantages as other industrial labour. The scavenging 
staff and the other types of workers are treated on the same footing. Even 
under our Industrial Disputes Act, scavengers are treated on a par with any 
other workers. A worker is a worker, irrespective of the fact that he is a 
sanitary worker, technical worker, manual worker or a clerical worker. They 
are to be treated on the same footing. 

.. .... 

I know that the various State Governments have already appointed 
Enquiry Committees to investigate into the condition of municipal labour in 
their States and it may not be necessary to have an All-India Roving 
Commission like that but all the same I will get that point examined. I may 
assure my friend that in all our labour legislations we are not making any 
distinction. If you will look into the definition of 'worker' or 'employee' in 
the Acts passed in this House, you will find that no distinction has been 
made between the various categories of workers in this country. 

As regards the special question which has been raised by my friend, 
Shri Sonavane, it was brought to my notice sometime last year and then I 
took that question up with the Bombay Government and from the statistics 
that were submitted to us it appeared that in certain departments of the 
textile mills in Ahmedabad the number of Harijans were negligible. From the 
reading of those statistics it might have led one to the conclusion that the 
Harijans were debarred from those Departments. We further took up that 
question and it appeared that in certain Departments, Harijans were 
predominantly employed and in those Departments others were rarely to be 
found. 

Whereas in the Weaving Department others were predominantly 
employed and Harijans were few. The reason that was given to us and which 
appeared to be quite sound, was-of course I took up that question with 
Shri Khandubhai Desai as well and he is trying his best-that in particular 
Departments some groups of particular castes have entered from the very 
beginning and they don't relish the idea of allowing any other person, be he 
a Harijan or a non Harijan, in that Department. There is some sort of a guild 
monopoly system in those Departments and especially in the Weaving 
Department of Ahmedabad where a particular community-I forget the 
name-has created a sort of guild for themselves and will not allow Harijans 
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or any others in that Department. All the same we have taken up this question 
with the State Government of Bombay and also with Shri Khandubhai Desai 
who is the prominent labour leader in Ahmedabad also. 

I was surprised to learn that in some of the mines in Orissa female 
workers were working underground. I cannot say anything authoritatively 
but under the Act, the employment of female workers underground is 
prohibited I and if they are allowed, they are allowed only for works in 
connection with surface works. I will get this point investigated and if it still 
persists, I will see that it is eliminated. 

One point also has been raised that the control of Labour Welfare Officers 
and Medical Officers in the factories should be under Government. 
Hon. members who are acquainted with the two Factories Acts, the. one 
which existed before 1948 and the one which was passed in 1948, will see the 
distinction between the two Acts. In the previous Act, of course, there was no 
compulsory provision for Labour Officers and there was no control by 
Government on the conditions of service of the Labour Welfare Officers 
employed by the Factories. There were a number of complaints that Welfare 
Officers in the factories could not exercise their independence and do anything 
substantial for the labourers because they had always to please the 
management and could not afford to displease them. That is why we have 
included a provision in the Factories' Act that the conditions of service of the 
Labour Officers will be determined by the State Government concerned and 
this has provided a sense of security to Labour Officers and also the Medical 
Officers. Let us wait and see. If by experience we find that this provision is 
also not satisfactory, we will amend that. I have a feeling that this will work 
when the employers know that they cannot dismiss Labour Officers or Medical 
Officers at their sweet will and that they will have to satisfy the Labour 
Commissioner or some officer of the State Government. In that case there 
will be greater sense of security among the officers concerned and the 
employers will not be allowed to play with them. This is what I have to say. 

I know that there is a very difficult situation ahead of us, when there are 
contracting chances of employment. When the country is faced with 
retrenchment, when there is growing volume of unemployment, the task of 
any Labour Minister cannot be easy and I know my difficulties and troubles. 
I want cooperation from this House and also from friends, outside-enployers 
and employees. It is in the interest of the employers also to try to maintain 
the existing volume of employment. Not only in the interest of the country 
and community but even from a narrow selfish point, it is in their interest 
not to alienate the sympathy of the vast masses of population. Let us hope 
that the working classes and their organisations will continue to extend that 
amount of cooperation and help to our requests and appeals which they have 
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hitherto extended to us. Let me take this opportunity to congratulate the 
employers also. They have, in spite of the difficulties that they had to face, 
tried to maintain the wheel of production though it has not been as efficient 
as it ought to have been. I hope that when they realize that the Government 
is trying to satisfy them as far as possible, they will also play their part. Let 
them show to the country that the game is not one sided and they are also 
prepared to respond to the call from the Government. Let them show that 
they are also prepared to grasp the hand of cooperation which has been 
extended to them. That will amply repay them, otherwise, it is very difficult 
to say what will happen. 



LABOUR RELATIONS BILL, 19. 

I beg I to move: 

~  the Bill to provide for the regulation of the relationship between 
employers and employees, for the prevention, investigation and 
settlement of labour disputes and for certain matters incidental thereto, 
be referred to a Select Committee, consisting of Shri Harihar Nath Shastri, 
Shri R. Venkataraman, Shri Satyendra Narayana Sinha, Shri Sarangdhar 
Das, Shri Hari VIShnu Kamath, Shri M.R. Masani, Shri B.L. Sondhi, 
Dr. Panjabrao Shamrao Deshmukh, Shri V.C. Kesava Rao, Shri Gokulbhai 
Daulatram Bhatt, Shri T.A. Ramalingam Chettiar, Shrimati Sucheta 
Kripalani, Shri Sadiq Ali, Shri V.S. Sivaprakasam, Shri R. Velayudhan, 
Shri Sita Ram S. Jajoo, Shri Khandubhai K. Desai, Prof. Shibban La! 
Saksena, Shri M. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar, Shri Prabhu Dayal 
Himatsingka, and the Mover, with instructions to report by the last day 
of the first week of the next session." 

At this stage I do not want to make any long speech. The intention of this 
Amending Bill has been made clear in the Statement of Objects and Reasons 
itself. The most important provision in this Bill is that we have tried to lay 
the greatest stress on negotiations, collective bargaining and conciliation and 
settlement of disputes by methods other than cessation of work. The other 
defect we noticed in the existing Industrial Disputes Act was that we did not 
have enough power for the enforcement or the implementation of the awards 
given by tribunals. Powers have been taken in the Bill to see that the awards 
of the tribunals are implemented. 

There are other important provisions also in this Bill which have been 
enumerated in the Statement of Objects and Reasons, and I do not propose 
to repeat them. I may inform the House that very recently we had a meeting 
of the Indian Labour Conference on which employers, employees and the 
various State Governments were represented. That Conference considered 
this Bill in great detail and opinions of employers' and workers' representatives 
were expressed on the various provisions embodied in this Bill. The 
Government will consider those suggestions in due course and we propose 
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to bring to the notice of the Members of the Select Committee the various 
suggestions made in this behalf. 

The Press in this country has also taken considerable notice of this measure 
and there had been comments practically in every paper in this country. We 
can safely presume that we have a fair measure of public opinion before us 
on this measure. We will take this public opinion into consideration in the 
Select Committee and we will try as far as possible to accommodate the 
public opinion as well. As I said in the beginning, I do not propose to make 
any lengthy speech and I commend the motion for the acceptance of the 
House . 

...... .. .... .. .... 

...... .. .... 

I will not try the patience of the House by quoting the analogy from 
other countries because I do believe that while taking advantage of the 
experiences of other countries, we cannot afford to copy those procedures in 
the case of our country. Even where we have to copy them, we will have to 
adapt them to the conditions and circumstances which exist in this country 
and therefore I will not quote examples from U.5A., U.K., New Zealand, 
Canada or Australia though we have tried to examine the legiSlations 
prevailing in those countries. The amendment that has been moved by my 
friend, Shri Sarangdhar Das has arisen out of some misconception and 
misunderstanding of the principles of this Bill. I would request him to further 
examine the provisions embodied in the Bill and he will be convinced that 
the arguments that he has urged are not justified by the provisions in this 
Bill. The importance he has attached to the banning of strikes or to the 
deprivation of the working class of their right of strike is based on the fact 
that he has not tried to understand the spirit underlying the provisions of 
this Bill. Nowhere in this Bill even a feeble effort has been made to deprive 
the working class of its rights to strike. That right is there. What has been 
tried to be done in this Bill is this that certain limitations have been sought 
to be placed upon their right to strike. And what are those limitations? Here 
we come to the fundamental question whether in a dispute between the 
employers and employees Government should intervene or not and if we 
give a satisfactory answer to this, the entire question of whether some 
limitation should be put on the working classes right to strike or not, whether 
compulsory arbitration or adjudication should be given or not will be 
satisfactorily answered. When a dispute between an employer and employee 
arises is it the concern of the two parties alone? Do those two parties alone 
stand to lose or suffer or is it that the repercussions of that is going to affect 
the SOCiety and the community as a whole? I do not want to elaborate this 
point. You may remember, Sir, when two years ago in this very House the 
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Industrial Disputes Bill was being discussed and when that veteran trade 
union leader-I will not hesitate to call him the Father of Trade Unionism in 
this country-Shri N .M. Joshi-raised the very objections which Shri Das has 
now raised. All the points were discussed in very great detail and I will be 
simply repeating those arguments if I try to meet the points raised by 
Shri Das. I will refer him to the proceedings of this House for the year 1947 
and he will find in them a very satisfactory and convincing reply to the 
objections he has raised. In passing I may say that a dispute between an 
employer and an employee does not have an affect only on those two parties. 
It affects the community and so long as you believe in the principle that the 
Government represents the community and the Government has to safeguard 
the interest of the community as a whole, Government cannot afford to be a ,. 
silent spectator to the disputes between them. If this principle is conceded, 
he will have to concede this principle also that in a dispute between employers 
and employees, Government's intervention is necessary in order to safeguard 
the interests of the community as a whole. So when Government's intervention 
becomes necessary, we intervene but there is another aspect of the question 
which I wish friends like Shri Das could appreciate. There is a dispute between 
employer and employee and in any struggle or fight, it is the weaker party 
which always stands to lose. Shri Das himself has admitted that the working 
classes in this country are weaker, in comparison with the employers. Do you 
want Government to let them fight and decide among themselves? I do not 
agree with that. I certainly believe that Government will have to protect the 
weaker section, and where it is a fight between the employer and the employee 
and where it is found that the workers are going to suffer by continued 
struggle and strike, it becomes incumbent upon Government to refer that 
matter to adjudication whether the employer agrees or not. Similarly if a 
section of recalcitrant labour wants to hold the community at ransom, is it his 
proposal that I should be a silent spectator to that spectacle? No Government 
can afford to be that. We will have to refer that to adjudication whether 
labour agrees or not. Shri Das has quoted the Taft Hartley Act in America. I 
have also tried to know something about that Act and see how it is functioning 
and I wish Shri Das will carefully read that Act and also the application of 
that Act by President, Truman and the circumstances in which that Act has 
been applied. If he will try to analyse it, he will realise for himself that 
compulsory adjudication in the conditions prevailing in this country is 
necessary not only in the interest of the working classes but also in the 
interest of India as a whole. 

Another point raised was that the Bill should be circulated to elicit the 
opinion of a large number of trade unions in this country. Even if this Bill 
were translated into the regiona1languages of the various parts of this country, 
I put a very straight question to my friend Shri Das what percentage of the 
workers of this country are in a position today to understand this Bill? Will 
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it not amount to this: that if they have to express any opinion on this Bill they 
will have to depend upon the views or opinions of their leaders like Shri Das? 

••• .. .... .. .... 
You· may not think so but I also claim to know something of the workers 

of this country ...... . 

I also claim to know something of the working classes of this country 
and if Shri Das thinks that the workers in the country will really be in a 
position to express their opinions on measures that are to be discussed in this 
House it should then be possible that they-the leaders-should sooner 
withdraw themselves from the working classes than continue there. Then we 
will not have to depend upon the opinions or views of friends like him, for 
we could approach the workers directly. But today whether we send this Bill 
to the Central Organisations or to the unions directly, it makes no difference, 
because even in that case the opinions, that will come to us will be the 
opinions of the office-bearers of the unions and of leaders like Shri Das. 

But we have tried to ascertain the opinion of the workers of this country. 
As I have explained we placed this measure before the Indian Labour 
Conference where the three Central Organisations of the workers were 
represented. We have also done something more. We supplied a very large 
number of copies of this bill to the Central Organisations for being circulated 
among their constituent units. I am not sure whether Shri Das is connected 
with any Central Organisation or not. I am not sure whether he is aware of 
the working of the Central organisations or not. But what they did was this. 
I wish Shri Shastri had narrated it for the enlightenment of Shri Das. What 
they did was that they obtained a very large number of copies of this Bill and 
circulated them among their constituent units, invited their opinions and 
suggestions and with the opinions of their Constituent Unions they came to 
the Indian Labour Conference to place them before the employers and the 
Government. ... 

...... ..... .. .... 
It is for the Hind Mazdoor Sabha to decide, because though they speak 

one thing in the Conference it might be that they have said another thing to 
Shri Das. I cannot help it, ...... I have a fair measure of the opinion of the 
working classes before me. When I talked about the comments of the 
newspapers I did not say whether they were in favour of or in opposition to 
this Bill. What I said was that practically all the newspapers in this country 
had commented upon this Bill and to be honest I must frankly admit that the 
Bill has received a mixed reception. I did not mean to say that the Bill had 

• Shri Sarangdhar Das who said, "I do not think so". 
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been SUpported by all the newspapers. What I meant to say was that we had 
before us the reactions of the leading newspapers of this country and we 
could safely presume that we had before us the opinions of a fairly good 
amount of the influential public before us and therefore it was not necessary 
to circulate the Bill for eliciting public opinion, unless Shri DaS' s intention is, 
as has been pointed out by Shri Shastri, that the Bill should be delayed. If 
that is the intention I cannot help it but I do feel that there is no necessity for 
circulating the Bill at all. I agree with him that the opinion of the workers 
should be ascertained but the method he suggests will not help us to ascertain 
the opinion of that section of the working class which Shri Das wants should 
express their opinion, because they are not given the opportunity to express 
their opinions and the leaders who approach them to get their opinions 
certainly influence their opinions and they do not want to take their real 
opffilon. 

Another thing that Shri Das urged was that this Bill is weighted in favour 
of the employers. If an impartial person goes through this Bill, he will find 
that it is not weighted in favour of either the employers or the workers. What 
I have tried to do is to hold the balance even as far as possible. If it is 
weighted here and there, it might be that it is weighted in favour of the 
workers but that weightage I do not regard as weightage. When you put 
some additional weight in favour of a weaker party it means that you are 
trying to balance it. Even where an effort has been made to place some 
weightage in favour of the workers, it has been done only with a view to 
maintain the balance. 

I now come to Shri Shastri. For the most part he has tried to meet 
Shri Das and also he has quoted. examples from various foreign countries in 
order to prove that compulsory adjudication is not a novel experiment in this 
country but has been tried in far more industrially advanced countries as 
well. As I have said, I do not want to go into that question in any great detail. 
I hold that so long as conditions in this country are such as to make 
Government intervention necessary, we will have to intervene and we will 
have to order compulsory adjudication or arbitration. What is our objective? 
Our objective is quite dear from the provisions of this Bill The principle on 
which this Bill is based is that more and more scope should be given to the 
employers and employees for settling their disputes among themselves 
without any intervention from the Government. That is why we have 
introduced negotiation, which is compulsory. We have introduced conciliation 
and we have introduced arbitration and failing all these three voluntary 
processes if we find that the dispute is not likely to resolve we have introduced 
compulsory arbitration or adjudication. But the objective is quite clear: it is 
to gradually reduce Government intervention and when the relations between 
the employers and the employees develop on such lines that Government 
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intervention becomes unnecessary, Government may withdraw itself 
completely. No useful purpose will be served by quoting examples from the 
U.K. and the U.S.A., I mean examples of collective bargaining. We want to 
encourage that but we cannot shut our eyes to the realities of the situation, 
namely, the condition of the working classes of this country and the magnitude 
of the illiteracy and ignorance that is prevalent among a very large section 
of them and more than all these the fact that so long the working class 
movement in this country has been a movement for the working class but 
not by the working class. As soon as the working class movement in this 
country becomes a movement of the working class by the working class and 
for the working class, it will be possible to encourage collective bargaining 
and it will be possible for Government to withdraw itself completely from 
the disputes between the employers and employees. In the present stage 
Government intervention and interference is necessary, necessary even from 
the point of view of the workers themselves. 

Shri Shastri has raised serious objections to the provisions in this Bill 
regarding civil servants. I wish. he had appreciated one thing. Responsible 
and sensible as he is, and as he represents a very sensible and responsible 
organisation, I wish he had given more thought to this question of civil 
servants. What is it that a man wants first of all things? He wants security 
above everything else. I will go to the extent of saying that he wants security 
even in preference to food and the bare necessaries of life. What a worker 
wants is security of service. Have we not provided ample security of service 
to the civil servants? Whatever this right of association and strike and other 
things may mean, in the case of the working class, the security of service has 
greater importance than some increase in wages. I wish trade union leaders 
would appreciate this point in greater measure. What is the fight for? The 
provisions that have been made for the maintenance of security of service in 
the case of civil servants are such as will take many years for the workers in 
industrial concerns to attain. The I.L.O. Convention has been quoted; its 
authority has been adduced. As if we are ignorant of that Convention, as if 
we are trying to violate that recommendation! What is that recommendation? 
I do not want to read that recommendation, but it guarantees freedom of 
association in the case of Government servants also. Have we tried to deprive 
the civil servants of their freedom of association? We have not. If my friend 
will refer to the Trade Unions Bill, he will find that civil servants can organise 
themselves in their own unions. So, we conform to the I.L.O. Convention; we 
do not infringe upon their right of freedom of association. They can organise. 
The only thing that we deprive them of is the right to strike. And I firmly 
believe that apart from anything else, from the point of view of the secur1-ty 
of the State this right should never be given to civil servants. I do not know 
whether my friend, Shri Shastri wants the civil servants of this country to 
have the right to strike-he was not very clear on that point. But I for one 
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do firmly hold that no Government can afford to give this right to their civil 
servants, and what we have proposed in this Bill is this much and nothing 
more. 

Then he has raised several points about retrenchment. I agree with him 
to a very great extent and I may categorically say that the question of 
retrenchment is still under consideration of Government. We hope that when 
we take a decision the provisions in this Bill will be modified in the Select 
Committee' according to that decision. 

About supervisory staff, the question requires to be looked into further, 
but I may inform the House that the conditions as they exist today are that 
supervisory staff cannot form their unions and they cannot join ~ unions 
of workers, with the inevitable result that they cannot have collective 
bargaining, they cannot have negotiations with the employers, they cannot 
form their organisations, trade unions or associations, and even if they form 
them they do not become a legal entity under the terms of the Trade Unions 
Act. And unless they become a legal entity they will not carry any weight 
either with the employer or with the Government. So, what we have done is 
that we propose to give them the power to organise themselves in their own 
unions so that they can secure the status of a legal entity under the Trade 
Unions Act and may be in a position to negotiate with the employers and 
also to represent their grievances to the Governments concerned. But there 
may be certain complications. It was not possible to lay down definite 
categories of supervisors. It requires examination and it will be examined in 
the Select Committee as to how we can safeguard the interests of that 
category of supervisors who are nominally supervisors but who are not in 
any way superior to the manual workers just like the jobbers and others he 
has quoted. That question, therefore, can be examined in the Select Committee 
and set right. 

Similarly, in the case of certifying agents, federation of trade unions, 
change of conditions, and standing orders, these are small points which do 
not involve principle and they will be examined in the Select Committee and 
we may try how far we can improve them. 

Then I come to the question of appellate tribunal. This is a question 
which involves some principles. This question has a history behind it. As my 
friend Shri Shastri himself also is aware we are having a number of awards 
which differ on the same question. Different principles are being laid down 
by different Judges in different States on the same question. Take even the 
question of bonus. There are so many conflicting awards that if a person has 
to argue a case before a tribunal and he searches for precedents and case-
laws, so many conflicting precedents and case-laws come before him that he 
becomes confused and perplexed. What is the remedy? My friend, Shri Shastri 
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has not taken the pains to suggest a remedy for this difficulty. The only 
remedy is to set up some authority which will revise these conflicting awards 
and will lay down case-laws and precedents for this country. The Civil and 
Criminal Laws in this country have been practised for so many years that a 
very formidable quantity of case-laws has developed. In the case of labour 
legislation our experiment has started just in the recent past and we have not 
before us any appreciable amount of case-laws or precedents. Therefore, we 
have to create case-laws and precedents. These are more important than the 
civil and criminal case-laws, because what labour legislation seeks to do is 
something more than what the civil and criminal laws seek to do, and if 
precedents are necessary even in the case of the latter, they are all the more 
necessary in the case of labour legislations. So what we attempt here is that 
the Appellate Tribunal will coordinate. They shall lay down some uniform 
principles on which important matters concerning labour-management 
relations may be decided. From that point of view, we attach great importance 
to the setting up of the Appellate Tribunal. Of course, it is for the Select 
Committee to see, in matters of detail, whether something could be done to 
satisfy some of the wishes of friends like Shri Shastri. 

On the question of 'go slow' policy, the provisions lay down that if it is 
proved by a Tribunal that either the labour or the employer has indulged in 
a 'go slow' policy, then that action will be treated as an illegal strike or an 
illegallock-out as the case may be. I do not find anything in this proposition 
to which serious objection can be taken. 

The other question that was raised was in regard to the power of 
Government to modify the Award. This House is a sovereign House. Nobody 
can question its sovereignty. 

...... ...... .. .... 
This House has been set up under the authority of the Constitution itself, 

and the Constitution has provided that this House is sovereign and this 
Government will be here as long as the House wishes it to continue. So, if 
power is given to Government to modify or change the Awards, I personally 
do not see anything wrong in it. It means that the power has been given to 
this sovereign Parliament, or to the sovereign Legislature in the State, to 
modify or interfere with the Award of the Tribunal. I do not think that it can 
be termed as 'riding roughshod' on the decisions of the judiciary. 

Now, let us see what is the necessity for this provision. Hon. Members 
will realise that in some cases the Awards that are given by the Tribunals are 
decided. on the merits of the case before them, without realising what is 
going to be the repercussion or reaction of the same on other industries or 
even on some Departments of the Government itself, or on the society as a 
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whole. When Government which has the overall picture before it feels that 
some amendment, or even repeal, or modification of the Award is necessary, 
I think that it is necessary that it should have the power in its hands. 

I do not want to take more time of the House. I want to assure 
hone members this such, that it is never the intention of this Government to 
intervene unnecessarily in the relations between labour and capital. On the 
contrary, it is our intention to develop the labour movement in this country 
on such lines that a time may soon come when labour will feel sure of its 
ground and will be in a position to hold its own with the employers and get 
satisfactory terms and conditions of service, so that Government intervention 
may not be necessary. 

With these words, I commend my motion. 



INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES (APPELLATE TRIBUNAL) BILL, 195()*£ 

I beg to move: 

"That the Bill to provide for the establishment of an Appellate Tribunal 
in relation to industrial disputes and for certain matters incidental 
thereto, as reported by the Select Committee, be taken into 
consideration. " 

This is a very small measure and it forms part of the comprehensive 
Labour Relations Bill which this House only a few days back referred to the 
Select Committee. While that motion was being considered, the question of 
appellate tribunal in relation to the Labour Relations Bill was also discussed. 
So I do not want to repeat those very things here. But, I may say that as the 
Labour Relations Bill is likely to take some time before it is passed into an 
Act, it is thought desirable to get this Bill passed so that we may be in a 
position to set up an Appellate Tribunal in order to lay down some Q.efinite 
uniform principles on certain vexed questions with which, today, labour and 
management are concerned. Opportunity is being taken to amend section 33 
of the existing Industrial Disputes Act, so that during the pendency of 
adjudication either before a Tribunal or before the Appellate Tribunal, 
discharge or dismissal of workmen may not take place. That will go a long 
way in reducing industrial disputes which are taking place today due to 
discharge or dismissal during the pendency of adjudication. Now, we want 
to provide that, whether the matter is connected with the matter before the 

adjudication or not, no workmen can be discharged or dismissed during the 
pendency of adjudication proceedings without the prior approval of the 
Tribunal or Appellate Tribunal. I hope the House will consider this motion 

and pass the Bill. 

...... ...... .. .... 

...... ...... .. .... 

This motion has been fully discussed .... and very wide fields have been 
covered during the discussion.  Right from the conception of judicial justice 
or rather ethics of judicial justice, inviolability of decision of judicial bodies 

It ProvisiomU ParliDment ~ , 8 and 10 April 1950. 
£ While moving the Industrial Disputes (Appellate Tribunal) Bill as the Minister of Labour . 

.... Replying to the points raised by members. 
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and the undesirability of interference by Government in decisions of judicial 
authorities, all these principles have been discussed, and if I were to give 
reply to all these points in detail, I am afraid the time at the disposal of the 
House will not be sufficient for the purpose. But I will not go into the details 
of all these points. If I were to broadly analyse the points that have been 
raised, it will boil down to two or three broad categories. The most 
objectionable feature of the Bill from the point of view of friends who have 
claimed to represent labour in this country is that there should be no reserved 
power for I Government to change or modify the awards of the Tribunals. 

The second objection is that there is no necessity for an appellate authority, 
because it will lead to delay in adjudication and harassment of the workers. 
At the very outset I would urge that some distinction should be madebetween 
judicial justice and social justice. At present whenever we think about justice 
we think only about judicial justice. We forget that labour legislation is not 
meant for judicial justice: it is meant for a social justice. If we make that 
distinction between judicial and social justice it may be helpful to us in 
appreciating that some sort of interference by Government in cases where 
such interference is necessary becomes inevitable. What is the effect of judicial 
justice or a judicial judgement or a judicial award? As I remarked on a previous 
occasion, it affects two individuals or two groups of individuals at the most 
but it does not affect SOCiety as a whole. It does not purport to make any 
change in the existing social order, whereas in social justice, whether it is 
apparent or not, the intention always is to effect some sort of change in the 
existing social order. If any labour legislation does not aim at that, it does not 
fulfil its objective. Judging from this angle we will have to admit that our 
intention is to administer social justice with a view to change the existing 
social order, so that justice may be ensured to that section of society which 
so long has been deprived of it. Without meaning any reflection on the 
judiciary of the country, if an award is given by the judiciary or a tribunal, 
where Government feels that the social objective, which is the goal of 
Government, has not been kept in view by the judiciary or the tribunal while 
giving the judgement or award, do you not think it is incumbent on 
Government to interfere with the award and modify it in order to make it 
amendable to the objective before the Government? I put this straight question 
to the House. If you feel that Government has certain social objectives, then 
where Government feels that a social objective has not been kept in view by 
the tribunal, I think Government will be failing in its duty if it does not 
modify the award to conform to its objective. From that point of view the 
power in the hands of Government to change, modify or even annul the 
award of the judiciary or a tribunal becomes inevitable. 

Now there is the question, where is the sanctity of the judiciary, as if it 
were a very novel provision that we are making here. I am myself not a 
lawyer: it may be a handicap but sometimes it is an advantage too. You, Sir, 
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are an accomplished lawyer. May I request you to say whether I am correct 
or incorrect when, I say that it is the prerogative of Government even at 
present to interfere with the judgement not only of lower courts but even of 
the highest court and to commute sentences in criminal cases? It has stood 
the test of time. And if inspite of the fact that Government has got the power 
to change the judgement of the High Courts, we can get gentlemen of integrity, 
honesty and character to be our judges in the High Courts, I have not the 
slightest doubt that knowing full well that Government has got the power to 
modify or change the awards we will get persons of integrity, honesty and 
character to be judges to man our tribunals, because we do not interfere in 
their administration of justice. Interference means that before the award or 
judgement is given we try to influence it. In this whole Bill can any 
hon. Member point to even a comma which permits the interference by 
Government with the dispensation of justice by a tribunal? H there is anything 
to that effect, I am prepared to withdraw the whole Bill. Our interference 
comes when the tribunal has completed its deliberations and given the award. 
We do not influence their deliberations and when we find that their award 
may adversely affect the social objective which we have as our goal, then we 
interfere. Much has been said about that and I do not want to argue-though 
I can by quoting examples-whether it will be in the interest of the worker 
or in the interest of the employer, whether Government will be influenced by 
the workers or by the employers. I do not take into consideration these petty 
matters, because I regard them as petty. I have a broader objective before me 
and from that point of view I feel that interference by Government is inevitable 
and necessary. 

The question was asked whether it is necessary to have an Appellate 
Tribunal at this stage. That question has been effectively replied to by previous 
speakers. I feel it is necessary. But I have to point out one thing to my friend 
Shri Harihar Nath Shastri. I would not be mentioning this had he not pointedly 
stated that he represents an organisation which has successfully maintained 
the industrial peace of this country and that he was speaking on behalf of 
that organisation. Here I have got the report of the Select Committee. In the 
list of the signatories appears one name, the name of Shri Khandubhai Desai. 
The House is aware that Shri Khandubhai Desai ....... I am pointing to one 
name appearing among the list of signatories to this Bill. It is that of 
Shri Khandubhai Desai. I know that Shri Shastri is at present the General 
Secretary of the Indian National Trade Union Congress but Shri Khandubhai 
Desai happens to be the President. Here is the signature of the President of 
the I.N.T.U.C. to the report of the Select Committee without any minute of 
dissent. What am I to understand from it? I leave the inference to be dra\\1fl 
by my friend Shri Shastri himself. I go a step further. Their apprehension is 
that by this Appellate Tribunal it is only the employers who are going to 
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benefit. I hold the other view and I have my reasons for it. What is the 
position today? During the war we had an expanding economy. Industries 
were springing up: they were expanding with a view to meet the demands 
of the war. But what is the position today? Our economy is contracting. 
When the economy expands even the most unsympathetic person wants to 
give Something liberally to the workers but when the economy contracts 
even the most sympathetic person will not be able to do that. Who then will 
have to go to the Appellate Tribunal then? The workers will have to. 

Apart from that, whether the workers stand to gain or the employers 
stand to again, I look at this piece of legislation from another point of view, 
the uniformity point of view. ' 

Shri Shastri suggests that there cannot be uniformity even in one 
establishment ... even in one industry because conditions differ from region 
to region, from State to State. I am also aware of that. When I talk of unifOrmity, 
I do not mean that there will be uniform rates of wages, I do not mean that 
there will be uniform dearness allowance, and I do not mean that there will 
be the uniform conditions of service. What I do mean is that there should be 
uniform principles for fixation of wages, that there should be uniform 
principles for fixation of dearness allowance, that there should be uniform 
principles for determining conditions of service.... ' 

......... ... ..... 

By upiformity ..... we are going to have the same rates of wages in Madras 
and Punjab, or the same rates of dearness allowance in Delhi and Mirzapur, 
well it is the negation of all principles. That we cannot concede; it is not 
possible. No sensible person can conceive of the stage coming in India where 
we can enforce the same rate of wages, even in the same industry ..... . 

....... ......... .. ..... 

The details will have to be examined: what are the factors on which a 
particular judge of a particular tribunal in a particular State has determined 
certain rights? Also, whether he has adhered to those principles or not and 
whether the materials that were before him would have led him to decide on 
those principles or not. So, I am quite clear in my conception, but the facts 
will have to be examined. My friends want social justice, but at the same time 
they want that the social justice should be administered through judicial 
processes. They want that there should be an Appellate Tribunal, but only to 
decide principles of law, only to go into the question of law. If you go into 
the question of law alone, I am afraid the Appellate Tribunal will not be able 
to deliver social justice to the workers . 

......... .. ..... . .... 
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Therefore, the facts will have to be examined; it is not a question of law 
alone. Unless the facts come before them, they can't decide, and that is why 
we are providing that the Appellate Tribunal will not go only into the niceties 
of law but will have to go into the facts also; unless they go into the facts they 
will not be able to do the task entrusted to them. 

Examples have been quoted saying that nowhere in the world is this 
institution of Appellate Tribunal to be found or that wherever it is found it 
is only for the interpretation of the awards, or to examine points of law, or 
to settle differences regarding collective bargaining. Well, I wish the labour 
management relation in this country had developed on the same lines as in 
those countries from where analogies have been quoted. Had that stage existed 
here, it might not have been necessary for me to approach this House with 
this Appellate Tribunal Bill. If that stage develops, perhaps I will be the first 
man, if I am here at that time, to move for the withdrawal of this Bill or for 
the repeal of the Act. I wish that that stage may come soon, that it may come 
at the earliest opportunity. But it is for my friends like Shri Shastri and Shri 
Venkataraman to work for that stage. Let them develop the working class on 
those lines so that collective bargaining may be possible. Let. them develop 
the working class of the country on those lines so that nowhere will it be 
necessary to refer matters to adjudication, and hence to an Appellate Tribunal; 
let the matters be decided by collective bargaining. But am I not justified in 
saying that that stage is still to come, that it will take some time before that 
stage comes in India? Till that stage comes we will have to provide some 
institutions, some machinery, for the resolution of disputes and also for the 
laying down of certain principles which may prevent the estrangement of 
labour-employer relations. 

About assessors, Shri Venkataraman is very emphatic that they should be 
appointed only with the consent of the parties. The words, "after consulting" 
are already there. So, I do not want to labour that point, but he will himself 
realise that the provisions as it has been worded in the Bill is quite appropriate. 

Shri Ajit Prasad Jain's grievance is that the constitution of the Tribunal is 
just a replica of the judicial courts. I do not agree with him. I do not agree 
because he has himself quoted that sub-clause of clause 9 by which it is quite 
clear that we do not want to follow the procedures of the civil courts ..... 

*** *** * ... * 

Let me read the clause: 
liThe Appellate Tribunal shall follow such procedure as may be 
prescribed, and subject thereto, it may, by order, regulate its practice 
and procedure and the provisions of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 
(Act V of 1908), shall so far as they are not inconsistent with this Act 
or the rules or orders made thereunder, apply to all proceedings before 
the Appellate Tribunal." 
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The intention here is quite clear. We do not follow the Code of Civil 
Procedure but we prescribe our rules and our regulations, and we may follow 
the provisions of the Code of Civil Procedure so long as they are not 
inconsistent with the rules and regulations framed under this Act by the 
Appellate Tribunal. So, my reply to him is in the very clause which he read. 
The I intention is quite clear. 

As regards the personnel of the Appellate Tribunal, I agree with him to 
some extent that it would have been better if we could develop a cadre of 
labour service. I agree with him. As a matter of fact, my Ministry examined 
some time back as to how we could constitute a cadre of Labour service 
which will be able to man our executive personnel and also man the various 
labour courts and tribunals that we will be constituting in the country. That 
question is still under consideration, but financial considerations have stood 
in the way. 

As regards the point regarding financial help in case of illegal strikes and 
lockouts, Shri Gokulbhai Bhatt has given the reply and I don't want to say 
anything on that point. 

...... .. .... ...... 

Then he" grudges the right that has been given to employers to be 
represented by some employers in that industry. The whole intention was 
this. The original clause was that where the employer with whom the dispute 
has ariSen, is not a member of any employers' association, he may nominate 
anybody to represent him. What the present amendment seeks to do is this: 
he may nominate any person but one who is in that industry or who is a 
member of an association of employers in that industry. 

I do not think there is anything unreasonable in this . 

...... ...... .. ... 
The hon. member has quoted Lala Shri Ram. He can well represent 

himself. But there are poor employers-smaller employers-who cannot 
represent themselves, who cannot plead their case. Just as in the case of 
workers, the worker affected may not be in a position to have the necessary 
mental equipment to argue his case before the Tribunal similarly in the case 
of employers there are employers who cannot argue their case. There are 
employers and employers. . 

........ .. .... .. .... 
.. Hon member, Shri Ajit Prasad Jain. 
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I think Lala Shri Ram may not like to be represented by Lala Padampat, 
but there are others who would like to be represented by Lala Shri Ram. So, 
I want to make them class-conscious. I have my reasons, but I do not want 
to go into them. Let them be class-conscious. 

I now come to the points made by my friend Shri Himatsingka. He has 
taken a quite distinct line of argument from other Members of this House . 

...... 

His first point was in connection with the issues referred to Arbitration 
Tribunals. He wanted that the employer should be free to deal with the man 
as he liked. He quoted an example. He said: What happens where a Manager 
is assaulted by some worker? I wish that he had quoted some cases where 
the workers have been assaulted by employers. He can quote examples like 
this, but from the experience of the administration of the Industrial Disputes 
Act, I have to say rather reluctantly that there have been a large number of 
unscrupulous employers who have taken undue advantage of the provisions 
of the existing Industrial Disputes Act to punish workers. It is so easy to 
prove, when no proof is needed,-that the misconduct was unconnected 

with the issues before the Tribunal. If the issue is unconnected with the 
Tribunal and if you are convinced that the offence is so obvious that the 
worker should be punished, why are you afraid to place that matter before 
some impartial authority and get its approval that the action that you are 
proposing is quite all right, quite justifiable and quite just? The Bill at present 
seeks this much and nothing more. The extreme case that he has quoted 
where a Manager or an employer has been assaulted by a r r~  you 
think that it is by Labour Acts that that sort of disorder and unruliness is 
going to be dealt with? There are laws and Acts in the country-and my 
friend Shri Himatsingka is a lawyer of standing; I have got regard for his 
legal acumen-he knows that this sort of disorder cannot be dealt with by 
labour legislations. At the most, what can you do? You can suspend the 
worker, or dismiss him or discharge him, but if the worker is determined 
upon assaulting a Manager or an employer do you think that dismissal or 

discharge will deter him from doing that? 

...... ...... 

Rather, it may aggravate the thing, as my friend points out What is 
required is that the ordinary law of the land should be effective to deal with 
such recalcitrant people, whether they be workers or they be employers. Let 
the ordinary law of the land take care of them. Why do you want to confuse 
it with labour legislation? Why do you want labour legislation to perform the 
functions of the Criminal Procedure Code or the ordinary law of the land? 

...... ...... ...... 
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The ordinary law of the land is that a man who assaults should be 
prosecuted. That is what a layman understands of the law. But if you think 
that he should be dismissed, why are you afraid that a judge of the Tribunal 
who could be safely presumed to know the law will stand in the way of the 
employer and ask him not to discharge of punish the man who has committed 
some such offence? 

...... ...... ...... 
Now the question of discipline comes. On this question, the employers 

of this country, unfortunately, feel that they can enforce discipline only if 
they have the Damocles' sword hanging over the heads of the workers all the 
time. That is not the way of enforcing discipline. They think that they can 
enforce discipline by making the worker realise that he can be fired at any 
moment. On this basis, I am afraid they can never enforce discipline. You 
cannot enforce discipline, you cannot create confidence, you cannot create 
loyalty, in the workers so long as he feels that he has no security of service. 
I wish that the employers in this country had come forward and said that 
they want Government to make stricter provision for the security of service 
of the workers. Then it would have been possible to enforce discipline to the 
maximum possible extent, and they would have in that case received the 
maximum possible support from Government too. But what they are doing 
is not the way to enforce discipline. There is another way. Uptill now the 
workers were not conscious and the employers behaved with them as they 
liked. Now that the workers are conscious, now that the feeling of self-respect 
has been created in them, they are not prepared to put up with that sort of 
behaviour and treatment. When they resent and protest, the employers feel 
that there is a sense of growing indiscipline among them. That is not, I may 
tell them, a sense of growing indiscipline. But if you feel that there is that 
sense, why don't you tackle it? I have had talks with some enlightened 
employers and they have admitted-and I think this should be a lesson for 
others-that when they treat their workers as persons with whom lies their 
interest, the workers are very prompt in responding and they try to return 
many times more. 

Another point that my friend raised was about lawyers. But I think that 
the provision that I seek to make by my amendment is quite enough . 

...... .. .. . ... ...... • •• • •• 
On SaturdayJt last when I was replying to the various points raised by 

hon. Members, I was practically on the point of finishing my speech when 

.. Continuing his reply to the discussion on the Industrial Disputes (Appellate liibunal) BiU, 
]950 on 11 April 1950. 
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the House rose. I have only one point to answer which was raised by my 
hon. friend Shri Himatsingka. He raised the question that the clause throwing 
responsibility on the various directors of a limited company which amounted 
to vicarious liability should be modified on the lines of a similar provision 
in the Factories Act. I would like to point out, that the responsibilities thrown 
on the employers under the Factories Act and the responsibility that may fall 
upon the employers as a result of an award by the tribunal are quite different. 
Whereas the liabilities under the Factories Act may be given to a person to 
be nominated by the Board of Directors-it may be given to the Manager-
but here it is not possible to fix that liability on a person to be nominated by 
the Board of Directors or even on the managing agents, because the award 
may entail heavy financial commitments and those commitments may run 
into lakhs and where as a result of an award by an adjudicator the rates of 
wages or the rates of dearness allowances as also bonus is awarded to the 
workers, the commitment may run into lakhs and sometimes it may run into 
crores. No Board of Directors would like to give this much power to their 
manager or one individual director or even to the managing agent to commit 
the company to a liability amounting to lakhs and crores without consulting 
the Board of Directors. So the man on whom the responsibility will be fixed 
will be simply helpless and in actual practice it will not work. Therefore the 
Board of Directors and others have got to be made responsible for breach of 
the award given by the tribunals. That is what I have to say in reply to the 
point raised by my friend, Shri Himatsingka. 

I have more or less covered all the points that have been raised and I do 
not propose to take up any more time of the House. 

*** ......... ... ..... 

I have only to assure my friend, Shri Venkataraman. He knows that we 
have constituted a National Banks Tribunal to go into the disputes between 
the banks and their employees. Though it is one Tribunal, it has toured round 
the country and visited all the important centres in order to avoid the cost 
and trouble to the workers. They went to Madras, Calcutta, Bombay, 
Allahabad, Kanpur, Patna, and elsewhere; instead of calling the workers and 
the employers to one place, I decided that the Tribunal itself move round the 
country and collect evidence and things like that. Similarly, in this case of the 
Appellate Tribunal, we have already worked out details that there will be at 
least three centres where we will post these Appellate Tribunals permanently. 
So, on that score, I give him the assurance that it is the intention of the 
Government to expedite the proceedings as far as possible. 

About non-interference by Government, well, I cannot, give any categorical 
assurances. According to some friends this is the obnoxious provision in it 
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and if, according to their lights, it is obnoxious. It may work, according to 
their lights, in an obnoxious manner. It cannot be helped. 

To my friend, Shri Rohini Kumar Chaudhuri, I must reciprocate. I do not 
know how many times he has been engaged and in how many capacities he 
has been engaged. I congratulate him for that versatility . 

......... ......... ... ..... 

To my friend, Shri Harihar Nath Shastri, I have only one word to say. In 
the telegram that he has read just now the words 'occur, "mature 
consideration". That was after mature consideration by Shri Shastri. I think 
when time will pass, he will reach to mature consideration and he may find 
that this Bill is not obnoxious but to his benefit. 



CONTEMPORARY LABOUR ISSUES·£ 

At the very outset, Mr. Speaker, I wish to express my thankfulness for the 
kind words and encouraging references that have been made to me by various 
sections of the House. I am quite alive to the difficult charge that I have been 
entrusted with, and the confidence and faith that has been reposed in me will 
prove to be of great strength in discharging those responsibilities. 

Rehabilitation and Labour, both are difficult. There is much similarity 
between the two departments. One has to deal with that unfortunate citizen 
of society who has been the casualty of our independence, I mean the displaced 
person. Labour, though it produces all the goods and services required for 
the sustenance of the society, is the most deprived section of the society. In 
that way there is much similarity between the two departments under my 
charge. 

It was suggested by some hon. Members that Labour Ministry being the 
major ministry, perhaps I will not be able to devote as much time to the 
Rehabilitation Department as was required by it. I may assure the House that 
I will not in the least neglect the responsibility of the Rehabilitation Ministry. 
Therefore, I propose to deal first with the Rehabilitation Department, and 
I will come to the Labour Ministry later on. 

...... ...... .."'''' 

... We have several categories of displaced persons. In the wake of 
independence of the country following partition, there was large-scale exodus 
of persons from the east and west of the country. The number of displaced 
persons from the western zone of the country, Sind, Punjab and North West 
Frontier Province was nearly 47 lakh. The number of displaced persons from 
East Bengal was of the order of 41 lakh. Then, again, during these last 
17 years following partition, due to the communal tendency in Pakistan, the 
flow of refugees from East Pakistan has continued till the end of 1963. Again, 
due to the communal orgy in East Pakistan there was a great influx of refugees 
in 1964 to the tune of nearly 8 lakh. Then we have the third category of 
displaced persons. When Pakistan attacked India unprovokedly we had 

.. L.S. Deb., 19 April 1966. 
£ Participating as the Minister of Labour in the discussion on the Demands for Grants-Ministry 

of Labour Employment and Rehabilitation. 
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displaced persons of nearly 2.5 lakh in Jammu and Kashmir, nearly 52,000 in 
Punjab and 6,000 in Rajasthan. I shall deal with these three categories of 
displaced persons separately. 

So far as the displaced persons of the partition period are concerned, 
I 

those coming from Western Pakistan, the problem is more or less solved by 
the assistance of the Government and by the enterprise of the displaced 
persons themselves, they have been able to rehabilitate themselves. One feels 
proud of their enterprise and energy, their industry and the perseverance 
with which they have been able to eke out an honourable iife in the society. 
In certain respects they have set an example of hard work and industry, of 
perseverance and tenacity, by rehabilitating themselves and by opening new 
avenues of prosperity and employment. So, what now remains of the refugees 
from West Pakistan of the partition period is the residuary problem and we 
hope that we will solve that in the next few months and we will be in a 
position to say that the problem of displaced persons from West Pakistan has 
been solved. 

One advantage that we had in the solution of the problem of displaced 
persons from West Pakistan was the compensation pool where from we have 
been able to satisfy the claims of the displaced persons from the properties 
left behind by the Muslims who migrated to Pakistan. We have paid 
compensation to the tune of more than Rs. 188 crore. Settlement of claims 
only to the tune of Rs. 1.6 crore or 1.7 crore remains and I am sure the 
problem will be finalised during the course of the next few months. 

The problem of the East Bengal refugees has been a difficult one. West 
Bengal itself was a truncated province. We had to resettle and rehabilitate 
nearly 41 lakh of refugees of which nearly 33 lakh have been settled in West 
Bengal itself. A vast majority of them have been reasonably rehabilitated. 
Nearly 9 lakh of them have been settled outside West Bengal, in the 
neighbouring States of Bihar, Orissa, Uttar Pradesh and other States. About 
them also it can be said that they have been reasonably rehabilitated. 

There is a large number of widows, infirm and unattached persons, who 
are still in permanent liability camps. Shrimati Renu Chakravartty painted a 
gloomy picture of those camps. I do not propose to contradict her. There is 
much that requires to be improved. My difficulty is that the charge of 
permanent liability camps has been taken over by the Department of Social 
Security. But, all the same, I may assure her and the House that I propose to 
look into the matter and expedite whatever can be done to improve 
them . 

••• • •• 
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Out of the new persons who have come from East Bengal after 1963, 
numbering about 8 lakh, most of them are agriculturists and they require to 
be settled on land. We are making efforts to secure land for them in various 
parts of the country. 

I do not want to take the time of the House in giving statistics and 
figures which are available in the printed annual report of the Ministry. But 
I shall broadly state what the schemes are and what I propose to do in the 
future. For the resettlement of the new displaced persons we have the 
Dandakaranya project. We are investigating the possibility of large-scale re-
settlement in Andaman and Nicobar Islands, where we have already sent 
about 350 families. I may inform the House that they are very happy there. 
We have undertaken the development of large areas in Chanda district in 
Maharashtra and Betul in Madhya Pradesh. Recently, a decision has been 
taken to develop some. area in Phulbani in Orissa. Our expectation is that 
immediately we will be able to develop 12,000 acre and, after some time, 
nearly 50,000 acre. The agreement with the Government of Orissa is, that 
Phulbani being an entirely Adivasi area, 50 per cent of the land developed 
will be allotted to the local Adivasis and 50 per cent will be available for the 
East Bengal displaced persons. Our expectation is that we will be able to 
resettle nearly 6,000 displaced families there. 

In Assam also we have allocated areas for development where the 
displaced persons who have come over to Assam from East Bengal will be 
rehabilitated. At present, We have nearly 40,000 families in camps out of the 
new displaced persons. The camp life is not a desirable or happy life. So, it 
shall be my endeavour to move these persons from the camps at the earliest 
possible opportunity. Because, in camps their energy is wasted and they are 
living idle and a man wasted is a national loss. So we have examined the 
possibility of starting a large number of small-scale industries in which we 
can absorb 20,000 families. I have asked the officers of the Rehabilitation 
Department to ascertain from the various State Governments about certain 
areas where there is paucity and shortage of agricultural labour and whether 
we could immediately disperse some of the persons in the camps to those 
areas so that gradually they might be absorbed in the society there . 

,.,.,. ...... ... ,.,. 

I am saying that this will be my endeavour to disperse them from the 
camps so that instead of remaining idle in the camps and wasting themselves 
they will be gainfully employed either in industry or in agriculture. 

We have also taken up with Government and private undertakings to 
give preference to the employment of displaced persons from East Pakistan 
in those industries. .. ,.,. ,. .... ..,.,. 
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Wherever we carry displaced persons for resettlement and rehabilitation, 
arrangements for shelter are made and if the hon. Member will take the care 
and trouble to go through the reports that have been circulated, he will find 
the scales of the various grants for the various purposes that are permissible 
to ,the displaced persons. 

Then, there are certain difficulties that have been pointed out as existing 
in the camps as also in the colonies. I am talking about the early displaced 
persons. The residuary problem in West Bengal is to the tune of Rs. 22 crore. 
I want to inform the House that we have already sanctioned ~ worth 
Rs. 14 crore. We have delegated financial authority to the West Bengal 
Government to sanction schemes to the extent of Rs. 5.15 crore, and schemes 
worth of Rs. 1 crore or Rs. 2 crore are actively under examination. I hope to 
finalise all the schemes of the residuary work of East Bengal during the next 
one or two months. Therefore, so far as the early displaced persons of the 
partition period and the years following that are concerned, I hope to finalise 
all the works relating to that during the course of the next two or three 
months. 

So far as the execution and implementation of those schemes are 
concerned, they are, as the House is aware, the responsibility of the 
West Bengal Government. The other day I discussed with the West Bengal 
Chief Minister and again I will request him to expedite the implementation 
of the residuary works so that we can say that so far as the early displaced 
persons are concerned we have succeeded in reasonably rehabilitating them. 

I am not going into the details. Wherever we start colonies, we make 
provision for schools, technical training, vocational training, high schools 
and even colleges. I am not going into those details because they are provided 
in the report itself. 

The third category of displaced persons is of those who were displaced 
from their homes and hearths as a result of the unprovoked aggression by 
Pakistan. After the cease-fire nearly 1.9 lakh of displaced persons moved to 
their houses in Jammu and Kashmir area . 

...... .. .... .. .... 

Where houses were intact, where there was not much damage and where 
they were evacuated out of panic or in the exigency of the requirements of 
our armed forces. After the cease-fire these persons were moved to their 
villages. They have employed themselves in their normal avocations. 

After the Tashkent Agreement, which it appears now has a very slender 
chance of implementation, new hopes were aroused that the relations between 
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Pakistan and India may improve, may become friendly and the chances of 
displaced persons coming in future may not arise. 

After the Tashkent Agreement, when the withdrawal of armed forces 
took place on both sides, displaced persons have been moving to their villages 
but the movement has been rather slow because as the House is aware the 
Pakistani forces when they withdrew indulged in the scorched earth policy. 
They not only destroyed many things, but they also spoiled the sources of 
drinking water. 

At many places mines and unexploded bombs were lying. Therefore all 
precautionary measures had to be taken before we asked the civilian 
population to move to that area. Shri Buta Singh and some hon. friends said 
that there has been abnormal delay in permitting people of the Khem Karan 
sector to return to their villages. The reason for the delay is that all the 
sources of drinking water had been spoiled and we could not take any risk. 
Unless the Army cleared everything and gave a clearance certificate, the 
civilian population was not to enter that area. In the ~ Karan sector 
specially we have sunk a number of tubewells with a view to providing 
drinking water facility in the town itself and also in the rural area before we 
can permit the civilian population to enter that area. Now the population in 
Punjab is also moving. The movement in Jammu and Kashmir has been 

rather encouraging. 

Again, I am not going into details of the assistance that we are giving to 
these people because that also is available in the report circulated to Members 
by the Director-General attached to the Cabinet Secretariat. But, I would like 

to give a few figures. 

So far as relief is concerned, we spent nearly Rs. 50 lakh in Punjab, nearly 
Rs. 2 lakh in Jammu and Kashmir and Rs. 4 lakh in Rajasthan. Now, we have 
taken up the work of rehabilitation. Where the houses have been destroyed 
or dismantled, we have to give assistance for the repair and reconstruction 
of houses. We have again to give assistance for the agriculturists to carry on 
their agricultural pursuits. We have to rehabilitate the industries and for that 
industrial loans and grants have to be given. So, for rehabilitation purposes 
it is our estimate that Rs. 8 crore to Rs. 10 crore will be required in Jammu 
and Kashmir, nearly Rs. 3 crore to Rs. 4 crore in Punjab and Rajasthan. 

In Punjab we have already advanced to the Punjab Government to the 
tune of Rs. 1.11 crore for the repair of roads, assistance to municipalities, 
rehabilitation of the small scale industries, rehabilitation of industries and 
assistance to agriculturists. We are trying to expedite the rehabilitation of 

displaced persons arising out of the recent aggression by Pakistan. 
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We have another category of displaced persons, the repatriates from 
Burma. 

...... ...... .. .... 

...... .. .... 
Then, we have another category of repatriates from Burma arising out of 

the Agreement with Burma Government consequent on the attitude of the 
Burmese Government so far as the Indian settlers were concerned there. 
Many repatriates who were in an affluent condition in BUI'Qla are returning 
to this country as paupers. Nearly 1,25,000 of them have already come: Quite 
a large number have come by air about whom we do not have much 
information. Most of the repatriates have come to Madras, Andhra Pradesh 
and some to Bihar and U.P. Many of them are agriculturists. So far as those 
who were traders or businessmen or shopkeepers are concerned it has not 
been very difficult for them to rehabilitate themselves by their own enterprise 
and by the assistance which they received from the Government in the shape 
of grants and loans. So far as the scale of the grants and loans is concerned, 
all that is given in the Report of the Ministry. 

...... ...... .. .... 
There is difficulty about the agriculturists. It has not been possible to 

induce the State Governments to find sufficient land on which we can resettle 
the Burma repatriates. I have taken up the matter with some of the Chief 
Ministers at a personal level and I hope, if I succeed, it will be possible to 
resettle these Burma repatriates on land also. 

Then, in the wake of these repatriates from Burma, as the House is aware, 
an exodus of repatriates from Ceylon is to follow. Consequent upon the 
Agreement between the late Prime Minister of India and the Prime Minister 
of Ceylon, more than half a million people are to come from there. The 
exodus will start from next year. We have requested the State Governments 
so that we can secure their willing and enthusiastic co-operation in solving 
the problem of these repatriates from Ceylon. 

So, the House will appreciate that the problem of displaced persons is 
going to be a continuing problem and the Ministry of Rehabilitation will be 
faced with one problem or the other of displaced persons. The House would 
also keep it in view that in Pakistan we have still nearly 80 1akhs of minorities 
which constitute nearly 23 per cent of their population. When the spirit of the 
Tashkent Agreement is hanging in a precarious condition, it is very difficult 
to say when there will be an outburst of communal frenzy in East Bengal, 
and though we have sealed our borders, it is very difficult to say whether a 
large number of minorities will not percolate even through the sealed borders. 
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The problem of displaced persons, therefore, appears to be a continuing 
problem which the country will have to face. It will require all the resources, 
energy and skill not only of the Central Government but also of the State 
Governments to cope with the problem. Their willing, enthusiastic and 
generous cooperation is expected to solve this problem and in this the 
assistance and cooperation of the Members of this House also will be necessary. 
I propose to take the assistance of social organisations. Only the other day, 
I got the list of all the social organisations which can assist me in solving the 
problem of West Bengal, specially the social oganisations from Calcutta, many 
of which are known to us. I want to enlist the cooperation of the State 
Governments and the non-official organisations so that we can bring some 
happiness to these unfortunate persons who have been a casualty, as I have 
said, of our Independence. I think, I have done so far as rehabilitation is 
concerned . 

......... .. ..... 

So far as the Mozambique people are concerned"', I have not touched 
upon them because I know with the assistance of the philanthropic people of 
that area, the displaced persons from Mozambique have been reasonably 
rehabilitated in Bombay and Gujarat area . 

........ .. .... ... .... 

Now, I want to take Labour. It was my good fortune to be the first 
Labour Minister of Independent India. It was again my good fortune, with 
the co-operation of the then Parliament, the labour organisations and also the 
capitalist friends of the country, to lay down the future labour policy of the 
country. Again, it was my good fortune, with the cooperation and the 
assistance of the members of Parliament of that time, to lay down the policy 
so far as the wages, conditions of work, welfare measures, social security, 
conditions of service, unemployment benefit, sickness benefit, etc., are 

concerned. 

Long before we envisaged planning in our country, during the interim 
Government in the Centre, I formulated a Five Year Plan for labour and it 
was according to that Plan that all this legislation was undertaken. My idea 
at that time was to have the five-year period for intensive legislation. I am 
grateful to Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar and I feel very much flattered when 
he called me as the father of the labour legislation in India. My Scheme at 
that time was to have intensive legislation during those five years and then 
to have a period of ten years for the consolidation of the gains of those 

.. Replying to the intervention raised by Shri ~ar ra Singh a ~a (Anand) : ~a  ,~  the 
conditions of displaced persons from Zanzibar, Portuguese, Africa and East Africa. 
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legislations so that the country could be prepared, the machinery could be set 
up, for the efficient implementation of all the provisions of those labour Acts. 
When I come to this Ministry after a spell of nearly 15 years, I find that the 
state of implementation has not progressed much . 

...... 

When I was listening to the debate and the criticism of the hon. members 
about the implementation of the various labour legislations, I was feeling 
tempted to go into the proceedings of the debate of 1946-52 and find out 
some of the sentences from my own speech and tell membirs whether they 
have not quoted them from my speech itself. 

.. .... 

I was thinking whether there was something wrong in the labour policy 
that I formulated at that time; whether the weakness has been in the provisions 
of the Acts themselves or whether it is because of the backward trend in the 
society that the provisions of those Acts have not been efficiently implemented. 
I can say without the least hesitation that, so far as the labour policy is 
concerned, it is a very sound policy. So far as the provisions in the Acts are 
concerned, it may be necessary to retouch them here and there in the light 
of the experience gained during these periods, in the light of the economic 
and technological progress that has been made in the world and in the country, 
but it requires a social consciousness to see that whatever is provided for this 

~ of the society is honestly and effectively implemented. But that has 
not been done. 

Then again while talking of labour policy, one should not forget that, 
apart from the five-year programme that I laid down, apart from the policy 
that I enunciated, we have developed a tripartite pattern in this country 
where employers, workers and Government are represented, and all major 
policy decisions regarding labour are taken in that tripartite body . 

...... .. .... 

Again we should not forget that the labour policy and the condition of 
labour are a necessary concomitant of the economic policy of any Government, 
of any country, and the prosperity or otherwise of the working class depends 
upon the general prosperity of the nation subject, of course, to one condition 
that the fruits of labour are equitably distributed among the various sections 
of the society. I have taken the responsibility of this Ministry at a very difficult 
time, the time when it appears that economic difficulties are pursuing all 
round; the economic growth has been rather scanty; the distribution has not 
been rational; the monopolies have been powerful; and the concentration has 
grown. I would like to give some figures. 
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The best available estimates of national income show that the total 
additional income earned during the ten year period covered by the first two 
Plans was Rs. 190 billion, of which Rs. 25.5 billion were used in increasing 
Government expenditure and Rs. 25.5 billion are estimated as domestic savings 
effected for investment. The balance available for distribution for increasing 
private consumption was Rs. 139.3 billion for the entire ten years. Since the 
population itself was growing at roughly 2 per cent per year, roughly 7 to 8 
million mouths were being added every year and as much as Rs. 85.6 billion 
was absorbed to provide the new entrants into the population with the average 
level of living of 1950-51, with the result that only Rs. 53.7 billion, out of the 
total increase of Rs. 190 billion during the ten years, were available to increase 
the level of living of the entire population. If this amount is distributed over 
the total number of persons, a simple arithmetical calculation will show that 
this gives Rs. 2.5 per head per year as the amount available for increase in 
consumer expenditure; over the average consumer expenditure level of 
Rs. 219 per head in 1950-51, this will enable only an increase of 1.1 per cent 
per person per year. Please mark this. This will mean only an increase of 
1.1 per cent per person per year. Similar figures are not yet available for the 
Third Five-Year Plan period which has ended just now, but the position is not 
substantially different. These figures would show that, to effect any real 
improvement in the standards of living of the masses of people, it is most 
essential to have effective means of restraining consumption by the higher 
income groups and even drastically reducing the flagrant conspicuous 
consumption by large numbers of persons at the highest expenditure levels, 
whether they are financed by their own earnings or by expenditure accounts 
of commercial undertakings. The reports of the Mahalanobis Committee and 
the Monopolies Commission have already underlined the importance and 
urgency of action on these lines and it is not possible to lay down any effective 
labour policy except in support of planned action on these basic matters. 
Therefore, I have said that the labour policy depends upon the economic 
policy. The rise in the standard of living depends upon the percentage of 
economic growth and the percentage available from that economic growth 
for the consumption expenditure which will thereby raise the standard of 
living. I wanted to emphasize this aspect, especially to friends who say that 
there is no rational labour policy of the Government of India. 

In this connection, I should also like to emphasize another aspect. We 
should not forget that we are functioning under a federal set up in the country. 
Labour is a concurrent subject. So far many legislations have been enacted. 
The implementation and enforcement of those legislations lie in the sphen: of 
the appropriate Government, i.e., the State Governments. I have been trying 
to co-ordinate the activities of the State Governments. I cannot reasonably 
say to the House that I have been able to lay down any effective machinery 
for that co-ordination or that I have been able to persuade the State 
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Governments for effective enforcement of all the legislations that are under 
their charge. 

As the House is aware, as soon as I took over, I had to face the problem, 
atiSing out of the difficult economic situation, of closures, lay-offs and 
retrenchments. On a previous occasion, in reply to questions or call-attention 
notices, I have said something about this subject and, therefore, I do not want 
to dilate on this. But it shall be the endeavour of my Ministry to see that, 
where there are closures, efforts are made to avoid such closures, and where 
the closure becomes inevitable, the labour is assured of liberal ~  for 
lay-off and retrenchment. There are several factors for closures. Some came 
in the wake of the Pakistani aggression while some have arisen out of the 
non-fulfilment of the planned targets due to various reasons into which I do 
not propose to go. Nor is it my legitimate jurisdiction to go into. But, due to 
various causes where the planned targets have been falsified, industries in 
certain sectors have been adversely affected. Where stocks have accumulated; 
financial accommodations are not available, closure or lay-off becomes 
inevitable. So, you can think only of the liberal benefits to the workers. But, 
as I have said, where it is not within the competence of the Labour Ministry 
as such to remedy all the defects that lie there. 

So far as closures consequent to Pakistan aggression in Punjab were 
concerned, we have given assistance to the industries and by and large, these 
industries have re-started their working. 

Then, when the prices rise, inflationary tendency follows, the workers' 
real wages get eroded. There, we shall, of course, lay down conventions that 
whenever there is a rise in the consumer index, the loss will be made good 
by the employers. There were some defects noticed in the consumer price 
index and we are trying to rectify that. In certain centres, they have been 
rectified. 

So far as the application of labour legislation is concerned, I may assure 
some of my hon. friends who raised this question that there is no 
discrimination in so far as public sector and private sector are concerned. 
But, when the question comes of referring a certain dispute to arbitration, I 
think the public sectors have been more responsive to arbitration than the 
private sectors. You will find in the report circulated that quite a number of 
disputes in the public sector undertakings have been resolved by recourse to 
arbitration. The private sector has not been very willing to refer disputes to 
arbitration; they prefer adjudication. Wherever the question of adjudication 
comes in the public sector-Shri A.P. Sharma raised that question-we take 
time to discuss the matter with the concerned ministry and try to resolve the 
differences without recourse to tribunal It has been my experience of some 
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of the major employing ministries that whenever there are such disputes, 
discussions do take place between the Labour Ministry and the employing 
ministry and in all the cases, we have been able to resolve those disputes to 
the satisfaction of the parties concerned . 

...... .. .... .. .... 

The Government, as a representative of the society, can legitimately claim 
to safeguard the interests of all sections of the society. There is nothing wrong 
indeed and that is the distinction one has to make between the public and the 
private sectors. For the public sector, Government as representative of the 
Society as a whole will have to see that they protect the reasonable and 
justifiable interest of all sections of the society in the context of the social 
objective that the Government has placed before itself. But so far as labour 
legislation is concerned, there is no discrimination between the public sector 
and the private sector. But, I would like to be very frank with the House that, 
in certain matters, public sectors certainly will have to be shown a special 
consideration in preference to the private sectors because, we have to expand 
the public sectors as far as possible. Though, to-day, the investment in the 
public sector is said to be nearly 58 per cent and 42 per cent in the private 
sector yet, I think, that investment in the private sector is really more than 
42 per cent because there are large sectors about the investment in which no 
statistics or information is available. Therefore, that also is a matter for 
consideration for the workers of this country. The expansion of the public 
sector will create a condition in the society where, today or tomorrow, the 
workers can legitimately think of taking effective participation in industries. 

So far as private sector is concerned, there also, we have begun the process 
of participation of the workers in management though the progress has not 
been very satisfactory. Only recently we had a conference of the managers 
and managing directors of all the undertakings under the Ministry of Mines 
and Metals-I attended that conference-with a view to emphasizing the 
necessity of enlightened labour relations in the government undertakings. I 
propose to have similar conferences of managers and managing directors of 
other public sector undertakings. I wish to emphasize the special importance 
of such meetings. I may inform the House that it was a pleasant surprise for 
me when I found some of the General Managers in charge of public sector 
undertakings expressing very progressive and enlightened views about labour 
relations. They themselves were proposing some welfare measures for the 
workers and were complaining that whenever the question of economy come, 
the first cut is applied to the welfare activities I say that it was a pleasant 
surprise to me that how, in the context of our social objectives, the General 

Managers and Managing Directors of government r a ~ are bec0n.ung 
more and more aware of the importance of a happy and amIcable relations 

with their boys, i.e., the workers. 

...... ...... .. .... 
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Regarding the question of wage boards, of course, it is an important 
thing for the workers, we have developed the pattern of wage boards where 
the representative of workers, employers and independent persons discuss 
and make recommendations. We have set up wage boards for quite a large 
n4JIlber of industries. I was examining the time consumed by them. Some of 
the wage boards have taken quite a long time. I shall look into the matter as 
to how to expedite that. 

A question was raised by my hon. friend Shri Mohammed Elias about 
the non-implementation of the interim award of the wage board for the 
engineering industry. I may inform the House that the opinions of 'the two 
sides were forwarded to Government without any opinion of the chairman 
himself. What we have done is that we have referred it to the chairman, and 
as soon as we receive his opinion, we shall take proper action on the 
recommendations. 

...... .. .... .. .... 

Some hon. friends have raised the question of agricultural labour. That 
is one unfortunate section. Whether it is the landless labour or the small 
peasant, the lot of both is very difficult. With all the progress in our rural 
areas and all the facilities provided by Government through loans, assistance, 
community development projects etc. the benefits have been intercepted by 
the resourceful influential big cultivators and it has not been permitted to 
percolate to the smaller peasants, artisans and landless labourers. 

We have the Minimum Wages Act. Some hon. Members had raised this 
question. I may inform them that when I got the Bill passed in 1948 it was 
mainly for agricultural labour; the Minimum Wages Act was passed mainly 
for that purpose. But this Act has had a very chequered career. In most of the 
States, minimum wages for agricultural labour had not been fixed for many 
years and the Labour Ministry has had to come ·toParliament for extension 
of time year after year. The same has been the fate in most of the unorganised 
industries where minimum wages had been fixed once but a revision has not 
been made for years. I have no cut-and-dry remedy to suggest to improve 
the lot of the agricultural labour. Their fate is intertwined with the general 
prosperity in the rural areas and our progress towards the socialistic society . 

...... .. .... .. .... 
There are certain professions in our society which are looked down upon, 

forgetting that the people engaged in them are engaged in productive labour, 
the produce of which sustains the society. As I have said, I have no cut-and-
dry remedy for improving the lot of the agricultural labour. But one way will 
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be that if the leaders of the workers' movement take a little interest in 
agricultural labour also, if some organisations of theirs are formed, they will 
be able to exercise some pressure for the improvement of their conditions. As 
in industry, in agriculture it does not depend upon the capacity of the cultivator 
to pay; it is not that the capacity determines the wages in the rural areas. In 
the rural areas, the wages are conventional and traditional. Whether the man 
possesses 50 acre or 5 acre, the wages paid to him are more or less the same. 
There are several difficulties. But I am thinking over the matter, and my 
Ministry is also considering what special action is possible to do something 
tangible for the agricultural labour. 

Along with them, we have a special kind of labour in this country, namely 
the scavenging labour, sweepers and scavengers. Shri Buta Singh and 
Shri Balmiki had pleaded their cause. I have been intimately connected with 
the scavengers of this COl:ffitry. For the last 30 or 35 years I have been devoting 
some of my attention to how we can improve their lot. There have been 
several enquiries into the various aspects of scavenging labour. Whether a 
wage board will be a reply to the various problems is something on which 
I have not been able to make up my mind. But, I am certainly thinking 
whether a study group or even a commission will be necessary to go into this 
problem. 

...... .. .... .. .... 
I shall take a decision during the course of the next few days whether to 

have a study group or a commission itself. I think it was Dr. Melkote who 
had raised the question of a President's Commission. 

...... ...... .. .... 

It was a Royal Commission on Labour which some 35 years ago had 
gone into the question of labour in this country. I have been thinking ever 
since I took the responsibility of this Ministry, whether it has not been too 
long since we investigated in an overall and comprehensive manner the 
condition of labour in this country. I have not made up my mind but I am 
working on this line whether some comprehensive survey of the labour 
conditions in this country is not called for. 

...... ...... .. .... 
Then I come to the question of bonus about which some hon. friends 

have been exercised very much. The matter is very simple. In certain industries 
or in certain undertakings, bonus was being paid even before, and there was 
no statutory provision for that. What was done under the Bonus Act was that 
whether the undertaking made a profit or a loss, a minimum of 4 per cent 
bonus was to be paid to the employees in those undertakings, and then 
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again, a higher percentage of bonus dependent upon the prosperity of that 
undertaking, up to a maximum limit of 20 per cent was payable. What has 
been done is this. In many undertakings prior to the enforcement of the 
Bonus Act they were paying a higher percentage and this year a lower 
percentage was offered; that created difficulties. I think that in some industries 
v.Je have been able to settle that amicably and wherever it has not been 
possible to find an amicable solution the matter has been referred to a Tribunal. 

Another thing I might mention in this connection is that there was 
reluctance on the part of the employers-among a large number of 
employers-to implement this, because some of the provisions of the Bonus 
Act have been challenged in several High Courts and also in the Supreme 
Court. At present the Supreme Court is seized of the problem and the hearing 
is proceeding. That was perhaps another cause why many of the employers 
were reluctant to make the payment of the bonus; I may assure the House 
that I have been trying in my own way, apart from the Act, wherever possible 
to persuade the employers to see reason and offer a reasonable quantum of 
bonus to the workers, and at several places I should say that my endeavour 
has met with success. At this stage, when the whole matter is pending before 
the Supreme Court, the House will agree that it will not be discreet on my 
part to say much about it. 

Then, as regards the question of employment, I will not give any figures 
because you all know everything about it has been supplied in our annual 
report. With the rate of growth of population, as I have just now indicated 
to you, I do not see any possibility in the very near future of our touching 
even the fringe of the unemployment problem. I am very frank about it. 

...... . ... . ... 
It will require a higher rate of investment for solving unemployment 

problem. It will require a higher economic growth and it will require a self-
reliant economy before one can dare say that he will solve the unemployment 
problem. Therefore, we have undertaken a large scale technical and vocational 
training programme and during the Fourth Plan we have provided one lakh 
of seats extra for this purpose. My endeavour will be to provide such type 
of training which will have ready market. There has been something wrong 
somewhere. On the one side we complain that there is a shortage of technical 
personnel, and on the other side I have found mechanical engineers, electrical 
engineers and chemical engineers seeking jobs for months together. We cannot 
think of immediately absorbing 100 percent of all the technically trained 
staff. But there is something seriously wrong somewhere when we find that 
such technically and highly trained personnel like engineering graduates are 
searching for jobs for over two or three years. So far as our ITIs are concerned, 
I shall go into detail in such matters and see that we encourage only those 
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trades for which there is great demand and our training is so oriented that 
the industries will have the satisfaction of absorbing the trainees from the 
ms . 

...... .. .... .. .... 

A point was raised about the compulsory recognition of Unions. I was 
responsible for that piece of amendment to the Trade Unions Act, when I was 
the Labour Minister some 14-15 years ago. This question was raised yesterday. 
To be very frank with the Members of this House, I have not applied my 
mind to this problem and therefore I am not in a position to give a categorical 
answer, as to whether I am going to undertake any amendment of the Trade 
Unions Act for compulsory recognition of Unions. But I am told that the code 
of discipline in industry which was formulated by Nandaji when he was the 
Labour Minister lays ~ also certain criteria for the compulsory recognition 
of trade unions. We have to see whether we can enforce this code of discipline 
equally to the workers and the employers. In a planned economy discipline 
is required from all sides. Discipline is required from the workers; discipline 
is equally required from the employers. Unless the variouS sectors of the 
society subject themselves to the overall discipline for the achievement of the 
new objective, discipline in only one sector of the society will not prove 
effective to achieve that objective. Discipline is required from the workers 
and discipline is also required from the employers. I think I have covered all 

the points raised. 

...... ...... .. .... 

Now, I would like to place before the House a few steps that I am going 
to take in the near future. I have set up one or two wage boards. There has 
been a demand for a wage board from the road transport workers. The 
transport industry is a growing industry and it is also a very important 
industry. It presents certain very difficult situations for the workers engaged 
in it. We have recently had a tripartite conference after which I have decided 
to set up immediately a wage board for the road transport industry. A similar 
situation is noticeable so far as the workers in electricity are concerned. I 
have decided to set up immediately a wage board for electricity workers . 

......... ...... ...... 

There are several other sectors where legislations may be necessary. In 
our country legislation is required not only to regulate the relation between 
the employer and the employee but for other purposes also. I do not want 
to make it a secret that legislation is very necessary to protect the labour from 
exploitation, especially in various unorganised sectors of industry. I may 
assure the House that in course of time the Labour Ministry will be coming 
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forward with legislations, especially with a view to provide protection to the 
workers in the unorganised sectors of industry . 

...... ...... .. .... 

f It was my good fortune to introduce the Provident Fund for the workers, 
both the Employees Provident Fund and the Coal mines Provident Fund. 
Since then the account of workers on register has increased very much. We 
have a proposal to have a pension scheme from the provident fund for those 
retiring. Details are being worked out. I hope to r ~ it at the earliest 

possible opportunity. 

One thing is exercising me very much. There have been some 
unscrupulous employers who take the workers' contribution and their own 
contribution, and they have not been able to pay it to the provident fund. 
The arrears are more than Rs. 4 crore. The workers suffer as a result. When 
we find that the contribution in respect of a particular worker has not been 
received and when the worker is retiring, what we have done is that out of 
the reserve fund, an amount equivalent to the worker's contribution is paid 
to him, even though neither the worker's contribution nor the employer's 
contn'bution has been received by the Provident Fund Commissioner. 

As regards the Employees' State Insurance Scheme, nearly 30 lakh persons 
have been covered. I am now trying to see that the benefits provided to them, 
both medical and cash, are up to the standard and the workers have no 
ground for complaint. 

I think I have reasonably covered all the pointS raised. 
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CHALLENGES OF COMMUNICATIONS 
AND CIVIL AVIATION 



DEVELOPMENT OF UTILITY SERVICES·£ 

I must congratulate the hon. members who have paid compliments to 
my Ministry for its efficient working. There have been some discordant notes 
and I shall take notice of them at the proper time. As has been rightly 
remarked, the Posts and Telegraphs (P.& T.) Department happens to be a 
Department which is said to be a commercial one, but it has actually to serve 
the purpose of a utility department. Herein lies its difficulty. Some hon. 
Members have raised the question of separate financial arrangements for it. 
They have said that its revenues should be separated from the general 
revenues, so that it may be in a position to create several types of funds for 
the development of the postal and telegraph services even in places where 
these might not prove self-supporting. That is a question with wide 
implications and I shall not proceed forthwith to give any categorical reply 
to it. It will have to be examined in detail in consultation with my hon. 
colleague, the Finance Minister. 

Being a utility service, the P.&T. Department should see that there are, as 
there ought to be, postal facilities in every part of the country. In spite of the 
phenomenal developments that have taken place in regard to the opening of 
new post offices and telegraph offices, there exist in our country large tracts 
where these facilities are not available for miles together, and naturally there 
is greater demand for them. Every village wants a post office, and that demand 
is quite understandable. But, however much we might like to increase the 
number of post offices, certain obvious limitations come in our way. When 
I say 1I0bvious limitations", I do not refer only to financial limitations. There 
are physical limitations as well. There are vast areas where we have not as 
yet developed facilities even for the travelling of mail runners. Only the 
other day I examined why we have not been able to open extra-departmental 
post offices in certain areas of Orissa, and I found that those areas were 
infested with wild animals and no runner would undertake a hazardous 
journey through them. Therefore, it is not possible even if we are able to 
provide the necessary finance, to cover the villages in such areas. I do not 
want to quote elaborate figures. If hon. members would refer to the booklets 
which has been supplied to them concerning the activities of the P.&T . 

.. L.S. Deb., 23 June 1952. 
£ Speaking as the Minister of Communications and Civil Aviation on General Budget-Demands 

for Grants for 1952-53 for the Ministry of Communications and Ministry of Civil Aviation. 
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Department, they will see how phenomenal has been the increase in the 
number of rural post offices. During the current year, we have a programme 
for covering all the remaining villages with a population of 2,000 and above, 
so that all of them will have post offices. If the obvious limitations to which 
I have referred can be overcome with the co-operation of the State 
Governments and the other concerned Ministries here, we may go a step 
further and cover villages with a population of less than 2,000. 

This applies to telephone offices also. Some hon. members remarked that 
there are still district headquarters where no telephone excRanges exist. That 
is true. I think that at 46 district headquarters, we have not got telephone 
exchanges or public call offices as yet. But most of these district headquarters 
are in States which were previously known as the "Indian States" and which 
have joined the Union recently. Shri Raghubir Sahai referred to his own 
district in U.P. Perhaps his and one other district are the two districts in U .P. 
which have not got telephone exchanges as yet out of a very large number 
of districts in the Uttar Pradesh. I think during the course of the year we will 
make every possible effort to cover at least the district headquarters either 
with a regular telephone exchange or with public call offices. 

Then points have been raised regarding the grievances of the workers or 
the employees in the Posts and telegraphs Department. When my hon. friend, 
Shri Vittal Rao was speaking on the subject, I was thinking that he would 
raise some important points; but he has not. He said something about the 
shortage of staff, and heavier workload consequent thereupon. He complained 
of the lack of accommodation; he went further and made some complaints of 
some broken pieces of furniture in some post offices·in his part of the country. 
Had he referred to the Budget provision, perhaps he would not have raised 
these two questions, regarding the shortage of staff and the shortage of 
accommodation. 

Accommodation is a very big problem-especially in a department which 
covers, at least tries to cover, every portion of the country treaded upon by 
any human being. Obviously there will be difficulty of accommodation. 

Some of our post offices were constructed long long ago. Let us imagine 
the conditions of postal communications and the pressure on the post offices 
at that time. With the increase in literacy, with the development of industries, 
with the mobility of population, the pressure on our communication services 
has increased. Unfortunately, the expansion in accommodation has not kept 
pace with the increase in the pressure on the services. It is true, and I must 
frankly admit, that I myself feel that unless we provide proper accommodation 
in our offices, efficiency to a great extent will suffer. But at the same time, 
when I examine it, I find that it is a colossal problem. For the last so many 
years-in some cases for the last one hundred years-the accommodation 
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has continued to be the same though it should have expanded. So, we are 
trying to make liberal provision in the Budget; though, I must admit that it 
is only a fraction of our requirements at the present moment. 

The same applies to workers' housing. We have a very large number of 
employees to whom we have not been able to provide residential 
accommodation, though we have made some provision for it in the Budget. 
But I have no hesitation in admitting-and admitting very frankly-that it 
will meet only a fraction of our present demands. We have a developmental 
scheme for the next five years and I will try my best to expand office 
accommodation and to provide greater and greater residential accommodation 
to our employees . 

...... 
..... .1 frankly admit that whatever we are providing is only going to 

meet a fraction of our requirements. We know our responsibility. We know 
that we have not only to make promises, but that we have to implement 
them. I know the difficulties of our staff and our employees. I know of offices 
where there is so little of accommodation that there is not space enough for 
the employees to move about. That condition has to be improved. It will take 
time in spite of our best efforts. 

Regarding shortage of staff, I may assure the House that in our own 
interest, in the interest of the efficiency of the Department, we will have to 
provide an adequate number of staff. Regarding the report of the Expert 
Committee, two hon. members have made a grievance and rightly so, I think. 
But I may inform the House that the report of the Expert Committee has been 
examined and those portions of it which did not entail any financial liability 
have been implemented. The other portions of the Expert Committee's report 
have also been examined by the Department and are under the consideration 
of the Government and I may assure the House that I am going to reach a 
decision at a very early date. 

Regarding Hindi telegrams, I myself attach great importance to that. 
From the information that I have collected regarding introduction of facilities 
at telegraph offices for Hindi telegrams, I find that the result has not been 
very encouraging. We have made provision at a number of places for the 
despatch of telegrams in Hindi. The charges have been liberalised, but still 
the response from the public has not been very encouraging I may assure the 
House that I will do my best to encourage the use of Hindi in telegraph 
offices more and more ...... . 

..... 
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The Charges are calculated on the same basis as in English .... 

We are not charging for prepositions. We are charging on the same basis 
as, in the case of English--one anna for one word . 

I ...... ...... .. .... 

.. .1 do not think there is any possibility of reduction in the charges, 
though we may liberalise the facilities provided in respect of these telegrams. 

I think these are the points which were raised regarging the Posts and 
Telegraphs Department. I may add one or two things. Something .was said 
about the uniforms-late supply of uniforms, winter unifonns being supplied 
during summer and summer unifonns during winter, and the uniforms not 
fitting quite well on the persons for whom they are meant. I do not know 
how far this criticism about late supply is justified. But I have myself been 
examining whether we can further decentralise the making of these uniforms 
so that they can be supplied more in time and also they may be more suitable. 
I am still examining that question. I cannot say more at this stage. 

As regards a number of grievances of the employees, I may here declare 
that it will always be my earnest endeavour to secure all possible facilities 
and amenities for the employees in the Department. I have got before me 
some figures of the amenities that we are providing for the employees in the 
Posts and Telegraphs Department and also of the amount that we are spending 
on those amenities. I do not want to quote those figures. I myself feel that 
those figures should increase several fold. We have a number of canteens. I 
am not quoting the figures because those figures ~r  available in the booklet 
that we have supplied. I myself feel that we can increase the number of 
canteens. We can increase the number of co-operative societies among the 
Postmen so that my friend Shri Ram Das will not have the opportunity to 
complain about the late supply of unifonns. We may very well hand over 
this work to the co-operative of the Postmen themselves. But it will take 
time. 

Today when I find the multiplicity of trade unions among the postal and 
telegraph employees I am perturbed, not because I have to deal with so 
many trade unions but because there is so much of rivalry among the trade 
unions, one demand of one trade union being contradicted by another demand 
of another trade union. So in their own interests it will be better if some sort 
of alignment is sought among themselves so that they can strengthen their 
unions, increase their membership and speak with a more united voice 
when they have to put forth any grievances or demands before the 
Government. And that will help some constructive activity among themselves 
as well. Enlightened as they are, the postal and telegraph unions should 
consider this seriously whether it should be their only function to ventilate 
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the grievances of the employees or they should engage themselves in some 
constructive activities, which will better the condition of their employees in 
other respects. And that will be possible only if the number of trade unions 
is reduced and if there is no multiplicity of trade unions competing with one 
another, putting forward demands only with a view to placating the workers 
and increasing their membership and not functioning purely on trade union 
lines. So I am making this suggestion in all earnestness. 

My friend, Shri B. Das has remarked that from labour I have become an 
employer. Rightly so. That is our objective: we have to lift the worker from 
his present position to the position of an employer. 

Of course in the present context, as an employer it is always advantageous 
to have a large number of unions and rival unions in one's undertaking. So, 
if I have to function purely as an employer I would welcome a multiplicity 
of unions in my r ~ , and that would facilitate my work by setting 
one union against the other. But I do not want that. I want a genuine trade 
union to develop among the employees in the Posts and Telegraphs 
Department, and therefore, I make this suggestion in all earnestness, let the 
union leaders who are organizing trade unions of the employees of the Posts 
and Telegraphs Department think seriously whether it is not in their interest 
to have a smaller number of unions, either on a functional or regional basis, 
which will have a larger number of employees as their members thereby 
adding to their strength. So much as far as Posts and Telegraphs are concerned. 

Now I will have to deal with Civil Aviation and in that connection I will 
have to take notice of my friend Shri Jaipal Singh. Shri Jaipal Singh happens 
to be the President of the Delhi Flying Club. He was bitter in his remarks. I 
shall not reply to him in that way. But I know the cause of his bitterness. 
Unfortunately, he happens to be the President of a Flying Club situated in an 
area which was known as 'Centrally Administered Area' till a few months 
back. His sense of frustration is largely due to the fact that he is the President 
of a Flying Club situated at Delhi where no subsidy or grant is available from 

the Delhi Government. 

...... ...... ...... 

He" has attacked the policy and the direction of the Civil Aviation 

Department. He has said that since the appointment of a non-technical Director 
the work of the Civil Aviation Department has deteriorated and that there 
has been a larger incidence of accidents during that time. He has gone a step 
further. I was thinking that he was speaking with a sense of responsibility, 
but he has laid the blame for all the accidents at the door of the Civil Aviation 
Department. I was listening to him with all my attention and I was waiting 

... Hon 'hIe Member, Shri Jaipal Singh. 
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to see whether he was going to give any instances of any slackness, any fault, 
any mistake on the part of the Civil Aviation Directorate which could be 
directly connected with any of the accidents that have occurred during the 
recent times. But I failed. He has not given any. 
I ...... ...... .. .... 

...... ...... .. .... 
Except mentioning that the Directorate has been responsible he has not 

given any instance which could in any way, directly or indirectly, be linked 
with any of the accidents. .. 

Not only that. These accidents were inquired into not by officers of the 
Ministry only. The recent accident at Delhi was inquired into by an 
hon. Judge of the Supreme Court of India, and what are his findings? Has he 
anywhere in the report of the inquiry said that this accident has taken place 
due to any laxity, due to any fault, due to any mistake on the part of the 
Ministry or the Directorate concerned? It is not that. I am very sorry and any 
human being will be sorry for the quick succession of accidents in recent 
times. One cannot have the consolation by comparing them with similar 
cycles of accidents in more advanced countries. One cannot remove the 
psychological apprehension by comparing them with the figures of accidents 
in U.K. or the U.s.A. Though I have got the figures with me, I am not going 
to quote them. I can quote that there are cycles of accidents in the life of 
certain airlines and for which it is very difficult to attribute a rational cause 
and that may be adduced in the case of these accidents as well. But I am not 
going to do that. Unfortunately, those pilots who were flying those planes are 
no more. Any person who holds an inquiry into the causes of the accidents 
has to proceed on circumstantial evidence and inferences. Nothing more than 
that. What was the actual cause of the accident, nobody is in a position to say. 
Even in the recent inquiry, the report of the hon. Judge of the Supreme Court 
is very cautious, though he has tried to find certain causes for that. Not only 
out of modesty, because of the fact that he had not much of a reliable data 
before him, he has not finally or conclusively said that this is the one or the 
other cause for this accident. Ultimately, we come to that side where human 
frailty is concerned. I have been very closely examining whether there was 
any factor which can be directly connected with our Civil Aviation Director 
or which can be directly connected with the management or inexperience or 
insufficient number of flying hours or fatigue of the pilots or any defect on 
the part of the management of the Company. I have made a very thorough 
and searching scrutiny of the qualifications of the pilots. I am not in a position 
today to directly connect these accidents with any laxity on the past of my 
Directorate or on the part of the Company. Unfortunately, these accidents 
have taken place and we have to take all possible precautions to guard against 
future accidents. That I am going to do. 
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As regards the Flying Clubs, I must say a few words. The Flying Clubs 
were started with a view to encourage a love for flying among the citizens 
and we have been encouraging that. I do not want to go into the details. That 
is also to be found in the booklet circulated. We have also answered on 
several occasions on what basis we give grants and subsidies to the Flying 
Clubs. In other States the Flying clubs have received subsidy and grants from 
the Central Government as well as the State Government. Delhi, unfortunately, 
having been situated in a Centrally Administered Area, could receive subsidy 
and grant only from the Central Government and not from the State 
Government and that of course, landed the President and members of the 
Delhi Flying Club in some financial difficulty. We have been liberal to them 
and whenever they have approached us, we have given them extra subsidy 
and extra grant for the last three years. Even this year we have been 
approached, and of course, I will sympathetically and favourably consider 
that request. But I must.tell my friend, Shri Jaipal Singh that the policy of the 
Flying Clubs as regards turning out or producing commercial pilots and 
Class A Pilots has been without any objective. As the subsidy is linked to 
some extent with the flying hours of these trainees, efforts have been made 
by some flying clubs to increase the number of trainees by assUring them that 
as soon as they get their licence they will get a job of Rs. BOO, or 900 or 1,000 
per month, with the result that a number of pilots have been produced and 
this bears no relation to our requirements, to the requirements of the various 
Air Companies in this country and today if we find that a large number of 
pilots are unemployed, the Flying Clubs are more responsible than anybody 
else. I have got figures before me and I do not want to quote them here. I 
know that whereas the training centre started at Allahabad by Government 
has produced half a dozen or so pilots, the Flying Clubs have produced 196 
in one year and this bears no relation to our requirements. I do not want to 
say anything at this stage. I have been very seriously examining the question 
of these Flying Clubs and the training of pilots by them. I want to have a 
rational basis for the training of pilots which will be related to our 
requirements, so that unemployment may not be caused among a class of the 
middle class people who spend every possible asset with them in order to 
secure the licence after a costly training. As the whole question of Flying 
Clubs has been referred to a Committee on which are represented some 
veteran supporters of Flying Clubs, who want full autonomy and freedom to 
the Flying Clubs without the slightest degree of control from Government, I 
leave the matter to that Committee. I will come to certain decisions only after 
the report of that Committee has been received. 

I want to say only one point. Our Director General of Civil Aviation is a 
non-technical man, no doubt. This is not the only country where the Director 
General of Civil Aviation is a non-technical man. In other countries also they 
have non-technical men. In U.K. and U.S.A., the Director General is a 
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non-technical man. It is purely an administrative work and if you give 
technical advisers to the Director General, there is no cause to feel that a non-
technical Director General will not be able to discharge his responsibilities. 
For every technical deparbnent you cannot have only a technical man as its 
head where most of his work is concerned with administration. 

J 

In the matter of Civil Aviation and Flying Clubs, we have got a definite 
policy namely to encourage Civil Aviation. Shri Jaipal Singh suggested that 
Civil Aviation should be given to the Defence Ministry and that there is 
constant friction between the two Ministries. In the first instance, I repudiate 
that insinuation, that there is any friction between the two Ministries. We 
have developed a machinery to ensure the fullest possible co-operation 
between the two Departments. Shri Jaipal Singh will agree that if you want 
to develop Civil Aviation in this country properly, if you want to develop 
Civil Aviation in the country as a second line of defence, as a means of 
communication in cases of emergency, internal or external, you will have to 
develop it on its own lines, as has been done in other countries . 

,.,.,. ... ,.,. ,.,. .. 

As regards Flying Clubs, I will not say anything more than what I have 
said. As regards Curtis Commandos, in the first place, it does not concern the 
Ministry of Communications. They are with the Ministry of Works, Housing 
and Supply at present. With a view to dispose of these Curtis Commandos, 
they have already advertised again. There is a past history which I need not 
go into now. Perhaps Shri Jaipal Singh knows how they were disposed of, 
and how the man backed out. Now, again, they have been advertised and 
they will be disposed of. At least, my Ministry is not concerned with it. 



AIR CORPORATIONS BILL, ~ 

I beg to move: 

"That the Bill to provide for the establishment of Air Corporations, to 
facilitate the acquisition by the Air Corporations of undertakings 
belonging to certain existing air companies and generally to make further 
and better provisions for the operation of air transport services, be 
referred to a Select Committee consisting of Pandit Thakur Das Bhargava, 
Shri N. Somana, Shri N.P. Nathwani, Pandit Munishwar Dutt Upadhyay, 
Shri Venkatesh Narayan Tivary, Shri C.D. Pande, Shri Mathura Prasad 
Mishra, Shri Banarsi Prasad Jhunjhunwala, Shri Satis Chandra Samanta, 
Shri Rohini Kumar Chaudhuri, Shri Ghamandi Lal Bansal, Sardar Amar Singh 
Saigal, Shri Yeshwantrao Martandrao Mukne, Shri M. Muthukrishnan, 
Shri T.N. Viswanatha Reddy, Shri C.P. Matthen, Shri H. Siddananjappa, 
Shri Pannalal R. Kaushik, Shri Nityanand Kanungo, Shri Vaijnath 
Mahodaya, Shri V. B. Gandhi, Shri Shivram Rango Rane, Shri Jaipal 
Singh, Shri K. Ananda Nambiar, Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee, 
Shri Girraj Saran Singh, Shri Rayasam Seshagiri Rao, Shri M.S. 
Gurupadaswamy, Shri K.A. Damodara Menon, Sardar Hukam Singh, 
Shri S.V.L. Narasimhan, Shri Radha Raman, Shri Raj Bahadur and the 
Mover, with instructions to report by the 30 April, 1953." 

I shall begin by giving a brief history of the development of commercial 
air transport in this country. The credit of taking the first really effective step 
to bring this youngest form of transport to India goes, as in the case of 
several other key enterprises, to the house of Tata. In 1932, Tata Sons organised 
the first Indian Air Service between Bombay and Madras. This was gradually 
extended to Karachi in the North and Colombo in the South. In 1933, Indian 
National Airways was established by another enterprising industrialist (of 
the time) to operate an air service between Karachi and Lahore. These services 
were operated with light single-engined aircraft and were almost exclusively 
engaged in the carriage of mail. They relied for their financial ,support on 
payments made by Government for the carriage of mail. The Government of 
India, through the Civil Aviation of India, through the Civil Aviation 

.. L.S. Deb., 20 April 1953 [Shri Jagjivan Ram as the Minister of Communications also replied to 
the points raised bv Members on 21 April and 6-8 May 1953]. 
£ The Bill became the Air Corporation Act, 1953 (27 of 1953) on 28 May 1953. 
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Department, provided the ground organisation, which, according to the 
present standards, was rudimentary. 

The first significant spurt of development came when what was known 
as the Empire Air-Mail Scheme was introduced. Under this scheme, all first-
class mail between the British Commonwealth countries were to be carried 
by air. This involved the strengthening of the two feeder services in India, 
t'iz., Colombo-Karachi and Lahore-Karachi. New contracts were entered into 
with Tata Sons and Indian National Airways for this purpose. These provided 
for payment of financial assistance on a larger scale which included a margin 
of subsidy to enable the companies to operate these r ~ witft bigger 
aircraft and to greater frequencies. This gave them the first opportunity to so 
organise their services as to attract passenger and freight traffic in some 
significant measure. Between 1937 and 1939, a third company, Air Services of 
India, came into the field and operated' short-haul services in the Kathiawar 
area. Theirs was a bold experiment to attract traffic by offering substantially 
low fares. They, however, could not keep it up and had to cease operations 
in the absence of direct Government assistance. 

When the World War broke out in 1939, it could be said that the two 
pioneering companies had made slow but steady progress. The war drastically 
altered the situation. All civil air transport had to subserve the war effort. 
The two companies were required to operate services in support of the Air 
Force Transport Command. Their fleet of aircrafts was strengthened by the 
loan ,to them of lease-land aircraft. The payment for services rendered on a 
Icost plus' basis helped the companies on the financial side. The result of this 
was that at the end of the war, there were air services in India operated with 
advanced types of aircraft on a daily frequency basis linking most of the 
important administrative centres. Above all both Tata Airlines and Indian 
National Airways emerged with a strong financjal position. 

One important result of the war was that Aerodromes and air-fields had 
been constructed at a very large number of places, though not all of them 
served centres of traffic potential from the civil air transport point of view. 
Equally important result was that the advantages of air transport had been 
prominently brought to the attention of the public in India. Developments in 
the technique of flying and radio communications had  made flying very 
much safer than was the case in the past. The Government had anticipated 
that after the end of the war there would be rapid expansion of commercial 
air transport. In order to regulate and control such development so as to 
ensure that it proceeded along healthy lines, legislation was enacted that no 
air transport service might be operated except under a licence. An Air 
Transport Licensing Board was set up with power to license scheduled air 
services. Government also drew up what were called "post-war plans" for 
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the development of Civil Aviation. These provided for the strengthening of 
the Civil Aviation Department, provision of extensive ground organisation in 
the shape of well-equipped air-fields, communication services, etc. Particular 
attention was given to the lines on which development of scheduled air 
transport, both in the internal and the external fields, should take place. 

Thus when the war ended, the position was that flying had been firmly 
established as a safe, efficient and comfortable means of transport. The trend 
of traffic, both passengers and freight, was steeply rising. In regard to 
equipment, the surplus stocks made available included a large number of 
twin-engined Dakota type aircraft which had proved their worth as most 
reliable machines. Coming from Disposals, they were available at astonishingly 
low prices. In this general optimistic atmosphere, a number of airline 
companies were formed which acquired these aircraft and applied to the 
Air Transport Licensing Board for licences for operation of air service. The 
Board did considerable' weeding out amongst the applicants and eventually 
gave licences to ten or eleven companies. Traffic continued to rise, but costs 
also rose. Petrol prices were going up progressively. Though operationally 
the airlines were doing a good job of work, the Government of India saw that 
all was not well from the financial point of view. One or two companies had 
been forced to go into liquidation. Air companies were requesting for 
governmental assistance and the Government also felt that some assistance 
from them was necessary. Accordingly Government adopted a scheme of 
financial aid in the shape of rebate of a portion of the duty on the petrol 
consumed by the airlines. At the same time, they set up a Committee under 
the Chairmanship of Justice Rajadhyaksha to investigate into the working of 
the airlines and make recommendations to Government as to the measures 
to be taken to put the air transport industry on a stable basis and to ensure 
that future development took place on healthy lines. As the House is aware, 
the Committee investigated the matter thoroughly. There main conclusion 
was that the number of operating units in the country was much greater than 
that required to conduct the volume of air transport available on an economic 
basis. They also found the costs of most of the companies excessive. They 
worked out certain "Standard costs" of operations to which, they suggested, 
the airlines should gradually bring down their costs. Subject to such reduction 
of costs and some reorganisation which they outlined, the Committee 
suggested that the system of operation of airlines by private enterprise should 
be allowed to continue. They also recommended that after the end of 1952 
there should not be any need for Government continuing to give financial 
assistance to the air companies in any shape. 

During the two years and more since the Air Transport Inquiry Committee 
reported, the financial position of the companies has not improved. On the 
other hand, I cannot help feeling that the position of the industry as a whole 
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should go and which should continue. There is also the over-riding national 
interest. Taking all this into account, Government came to the conclusion that 
the new units of operation should be owned by the State, more so when the 
State has to find the money required for replacement of aircrafts and also for 
future development of the industry. This will require that the undertakings 
of the existing air companies should be acquired by the Government and 
entrusted to the new units for operation. 

I shall here briefly recount the advantages of operation by a unified 
organisation: .. 

(a) The available resources in equipment, workshop capacity, technical 
personnel etc., could be used to the maximum advantage. 

(b) From the point of view of Defence requirements, operation of all 
air services by a State organization would obviously be the most 
desirable arrangement as, in an emergency, it would be easier to 
make arrangements for meeting the requirements of the Defence 
Services than it would be if the operation of the services were in 
the hands of private airlines. 

(c) There is the important factor that air transport is a public utility 
and ought to be developed in the national interest unhampered by 
the paramount necessity of making a profit, which would be the 
overriding consideration in private enterprise. 

(d) A State organisation would also be able to plan the future of the 
industry in a more comprehensive way. Rapid developments are 
taking place in the technique of civil air trarisport and only a State 
organisation would be large enough and have the resources to take 
full advantage of such technical developments. 

We found that the acquisition of the undertakings of the existing air 
companies could be secured only by enacting legislation in Parliament. The 
Bill which is now before the House embodies Governmenfs proposals on the 
matter. I had extensive discussions with the representatives of the companies 
on the method of taking over their undertakings and on the principles of the 
compensation to be paid to them. I think I can fairly claim that there is good 
measure of agreement over a very large area of the provisions included in the 
Bill. i 

You will observe that the Bill provides for the setting up of two 
Corporations, one for the operation of long distance international air services 
and the other for domestic air services and for services to neighbouring 
countries, such as Pakistan, Ceylon, Bunna etc. It could be argued that there 
need be only one Corporation for operating all services, international as well 
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as internal. We very carefully considered the pros and cons of this matter. It 
is universally admitted that Air-India International which is the company 
now operating our international services to the West, has established an 
enviable reputation. We felt that the good-will and traffic which had been 
built up by Air-India International were likely to be somewhat affected if 
there were a change in its name. A change in name would also necessitate 
immediate revision of the various contracts which had been entered into by 
Air-India International in foreign countries in most cases with private parties. 
This might lead to complications of various kinds and prolonged negotiations. 
A separate Corporation bearing the same name, viz., Air-India International, 
would get over these difficulties. 

There is another point. The proposed scheme envisages the unification of 
the different operating units in the internal field. This will involve large-scale 
reorganisation and readjustments. Many problems would arise in relation to 
standardisation of the terms and conditions of service of staff etc. A separate 
Corporation for international services would have the very important 
advantage of ensuring that the international operations and arrangements 
are not dislocated by these problems of reorganisation in the Internal field. 
Finally, the economy which is likely to be effected by having only one 
Corporation instead of two is not considered to be so high as to out-weight 
the possibility of the high reputation built up by Air-India International being 
affected. 

In order to ensure a smooth changeover without dislocating the existing 
services, it is proposed that the two new Corporations should take over the 
undertakings of the existing companies as going concerns. The undertakings 
so transferred would comprise the properties of the air companies as well as 
their liabilities. All personnel of the air companies who were in service on the 
30 June 1952, would be transferred to the two Corporations on their existing 
terms of service. Bona fide employees after that date, may also be transferred 
to the service of the Corporations. The Corporations will afterwards frame 
rules for regulating the service conditions of their employees and will make 
such adjustment as may be necessary in view of integration and rationalisation. 

The question of the compensation to be paid to the companies for their 
undertakings was the subject of the most careful consideration by Government. 
As I stated earlier, I had more than one discussion with the representatives 
of the air companies. There were two broad alternatives before us. One method 
was to acquire the undertakings of the companies and pay them compensation 
calculated on the average market value of the shares of the company concerned 
quoted in the open market during the past few years. The other was that 
compensation should be paid on the basis of the valuation of the assets of 
each company making allowance for their liabilities. After considering fully 
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every aspect of each method, we decided in favour of the latter. The main 
arguments which weighed with us in not adopting the first method are these: 

(1) The market value of the shares of the air companies had been 
unduly low during the last few years. This was, doubtless, due to 
the lean years through which they had been passing and the poor 
prospects of any dividend being declared in the near future. The 
market prices of shares, did not, therefore, ~  reflect the value 
of the assets held by the companies. Thus, compensation paid on 
that basis would not be fair to them. 

(2) The shares of some of the companies have never been quoted in 
the share market. It would, therefore, not be possible to decide 
what the average market price of the shares of such companies is. 

(3) In some companies, there are preference shares, besides ordinary 
shares. Such preference shares have not been quoted in the market. 
It will be difficult to determine the price of these preference shares 
as they have the first claim on the assets of the company to the 
extent of their full face value. 

The method of valuation on the basis of market prices of shares, therefore, 
involved complications and we did not consider it a· good method to adopt 
in the case of Air Companies. We preferred the second method of paying 
compensation on the basis of valuation of assets, making allowances for 
liabilities. 

In working out this method, a number of problems arose, in view of the 
special nature of some of the assets involved, viz., aircraft engines. The general 
principles that has been proposed in the Bill for the valuation of assets is that 
it should be based on the cost which a company incurred when it acquired 
a particular asset and deducting therefrom depreciation, based mainly on the 
provisions contained in the Income-Tax Act. In the case of aircraft deduction 
for depreciation at the full rate, provided in the Income-Tax Act, was found 
to result in an exceedingly low figure of compensation. This is mainly because 
the rate of depreciation for aircraft prescribed. in the Income-Tax Act is 
comparatively high. Aircraft, I said, are special category of property. This is 
because they are renewed practically completely, say, every year, under the 
system of Certificate of Air worthiness. They are thus different from other 
kinds of  property, such as machinery, equipment, etc. The Bill, therefore, 
proposes that the rate of depreciation for aircraft should be not the full Income-
Tax rate, but a percentage of that rate. We have proposed that in the case of 
Dakotas and Vikings, it should be 60 per cent. of the Income-Tax rate. In the 
case of the four-engined Constellations and Skymasters, the elements of 
obsolescence is much less. The rate of depreciation has, therefore, been put 
at 50 per cent of the Income-Tax rate. In respect of all other properties, the 
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rate of depreciation would be the same as allowable under the Income-Tax 
Act. There would however, be a few exceptions, such as cash and investments 
in other undertakings. The Schedule to the Bill details the principles of 
compensation to be paid to the companies. 

The Bill provides that Government will negotiate with each operating 
company in order to arrive at an agreed figure of compensation on the basis 
of the principles embodied in the Schedule. In order to resolve differences 
between the Corporation and any Air Company regarding the amount of 
compensation provision is made for the setting up of a Tribunal. The Tribunal 
will consist of three persons, one of whom will be a High Court Judge. 

Of the compensation amount, a proportion is to be paid in cash. The 
remaining part of the compensation would be given in the form of bonds to 
be issued by the Corporation concerned. These bonds would bear interest at 
the rate of 3.5 per annUm, and the value of the bonds and the payment of 
interest would be guaranteed by Government. The bonds would be negotiable 
in the market. Government would undertake to pay the value of the bonds 
to the holder in cash after five years from the date of taking over of the 
undertakings, provided such payment is demanded by him within six months 
of the expiry of this period of five years. H he makes no such demand, 
payment will be made only at such time as Government may decide. 

Each of the two Corporations would consist of a Chairman and not less 
than four and not more than eight members. The Chairman and the members 
would be appointed by Government. Provision is made in the Bill permitting 
common Chairman and common members for both the Corporations. 
Provision has also been made giving power to Government to issue directions 
to the Corporations in the national interest. The Corporations would have to 
submit to Government in advance· their annual programme of operations, 
with financial estimates. Their accounts would be subject to audit by 
arrangements made by the Comptroller and Auditor-General. The accounts 
and the report of the Comptroller and Auditor-General thereon would be 
placed by Government before both Houses of Parliament. 

The Bill includes provision for setting up an Air Transport Council in 
order to achieve co-ordination in common fields of activities between the two 
Corporations and to resolve any differences between them. The Council will 
be an Advisory Body, and will also consider all matters referred to it by 
Government, such as fares and freight rates, charges for carriage of man, 
adequacy and efficiency of the services, etc. 

It also provides for the setting up of an Advisory Committee for each 
Corporation, on which the idea is to give representation to the users of the 
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service with a view to suggest improvement and provide facilities for the 
passengers. 

An important feature provided in the Bill is the establishment in each 
Corporation, of Labour Relations Committee, on which representatives of 
Corporation and its employees will be represented in equal number. The 
main functions of the Committee will be to maintain good relation and also 
give opportunity to the employees to tender advice not only in matters 
connected with labour relations but in other matters also such as efficiency, 
economy etc. '" 

When the Corporations are formed and have taken over the Undertakings 
of the existing air companies, the operation of scheduled air transport services 
will become their monopoly. In other words, it will not be lawful for any 
other body or person to engage in scheduled air transport. Our idea is that 
the two Corporations should function as public utilities and also essentially 
as business concerns. I see no inconsistency in this. As I stated on another 
occasion, in regard to a different field of activity, a public utility can be so 
worked as not to be a burden on the tax-payer. In other words, it should pay 
its own way. 

I shall now sum up. I must acknowledge that the operating companies 
have done a good job of work. From the purely operational point of view, 
their record is good. Any country could be proud of the performance of some 
of our Air Companies. The air Transport Inquiry Committee recognised this. 
They, at the same time, prominently brought to attention the serious 
weaknesses on the economic side. During the last two years, there has not 
been much encouraging sign of improvement. Not, only has the air transport 
industry to maintain its present scale of operations on a reasonably economic 
basis, it has to plan for future development and implement such plans. It is 
clear that in regard to both these aspects, the air transport industry as it is at 
present organised will not be able to show results. Government have put 
forward their proposals which are embodied in the Bill before the House. I 
am firmly of the view that they would secure our objectives both immediate 
in the matter of putting the industry on its feet and long-term, viz. development 
and expansion. 

As in all such cases the full success of the scheme depends on the whole-
hearted co-operation of all concerned and their readiness to subordinate 
personal and private considerations to national progress most particularly 
the co-operation of the employees in all the grades. Among the employees in 
the existing Air Companies, we have got brilliant men, who in their technical 
skill and performance can hold their own in comparison to the same category 
of personnel from any other country. This applies equally to our pilots, 
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engineers and all other technical staff who function either in the air or on the 
ground. I have met representatives of the employees on more than one 
occasion and have held very frank discussion with them on the question of 
nationalisation. They have enthusiastically welcomed the proposal. As a matter 
of fact, the enthusiasm and patriotic zeal shown by them have encouraged 
me in my resolve to expedite the nationalisation of Air Transport Industry. 
Our pilots, our engineers, our communication officers and the officers and 
staff of the administrative traffic side have impressed me as persons imbued 
with that sense of duty, that spirit of service and patriotism which our country 
demands from every citizen in the present stage of her development. They 
have assured me of their sincere co-operation in making the venture a great 
success, in improving its efficiency and economy. I value this co-operation. I 
have no doubt such co-operation will be forthcoming to the fullest extent. I 
have no doubt also that commercial air transport in India can look forward 
to a very bright future .. 

With these words, Sir, I commend my motion. 

*** 

It gave me great pleasure to see* that the Bill has been welcomed from 
all sides of the House. If there have been some discordant notes here and 
there, that was also I presume with a view to see that when we assume this 
responsibility, we discharge it properly. It is rather too late in the day to 
discuss why this industry should be nationalised. Even those hon. Members 
who have agreed that the industry should be nationalised have posed a 
question whether this is the opportune time for its nationalisation or not or 
whether it deserves the priority which is given in comparison with the other 
pressing needs of the country. One hon. friend went to the extent of saying 
that because it is a losing industry, because the Government knows it is a 
losing industry, it should not be nationalised. That argument might apply to 
that type of industry which might be engaged in producing some unimportant 
kind of consumer goods. But, we cannot apply it to this industry. It is not an 
industry which we can see as a silent spectator losing day by day and 
ultimately going to the dogs. It is not to be looked at from the point of view 
that this service provides some luxury to the aristocratic classes of the country, 
but it has to be looked from this angle as well that it is a service which has 
got to be maintained in the interests of the defences of the country, in the 
interests of the maintenance of law and order in the country, in the interests 
of supply of goods and services in cases of emergency and natural calamities. 

*** ...... 

• Reply to the points raised by Members on 21 April 1953. 
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Then, I have not looked at my hon. friend, Seth Govind Das as yet. He 
refers to a question of priority. I will look at that and take notice of him a 
little later. 

I It is very difficult, human nature as it is, to break away from a status quo. 
And whenever any proposal comes, which wants to break away from the 
status quo, persons who are advanced in life, persons who are advanced in 
their way of thinking, persons who have formed some sort of set ideas, it is 
very difficult for them willingly to fall in line with the change . 

......... ........ .. ...... 

So, one question that has been raised is about priority: whether this is the 
opportune time. Another question is: why should we take over a losing 
concern? Now, as regards the question of the opportune time, would my hon. 
friends wait for some time and see that we liquidate the air services and the 
air transport in our country, and then, once again start from scratch and 
invest more money? I do not think that would be the wiser course. This is 
the most opportune time when we have to replace our aircraft. At least we 
have to place the order for the replacement of these aircraft. We have to take 
a quick decision in this matter. We are not manufacturing our own aircraft in 
this country. That will be a happy day indeed for our country when we will 
manufacture our own aircraft. But that will take some time. The condition in 
the world today is such that even if we place the order today, it takes years 
before we get the aircraft. So, we have to take a quick decision. There is no 
question of priority here, and if hon. Members will devote a little of their 
attention, they will agree that it cannot brook any further delay and this 
industry has to be nationalised immediately. 

I was rather amazed when friends from that side asked: why not have 
complete nationalisation? Perhaps, they have been accustomed to slogans 
only. I do not know whether they know what nationalisation is, or not. If this 
is not nationalisation, then what is nationalisation? Is only a slogan 
nationalisation? I do not know what nationalisation is if this is not 
nationalisation. Where is the private interest in it? If my hon. friend will be 
a little patient, which he is not usually, he will see the point. What is the 
difference? Where is the private interest in it? Are we going to allow any 
private individuals to subscribe to the capital of this Corporation or 
Undertaking? Is the capital not entirely subscribed by Government? If we 
take any non-official in the Corporation, has he got any interest in the profit 
or loss of the industry? I am afraid my hon. friends have not cared to go 
through the Bill. They have been carried away by the slogan of nationalisation 
that they always raise. If this is not nationalisation then I say that they have 
not understood what nationalisation means, and I would request them in all 
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humility and earnestness to try to understand whether this is nationalisation 
or not. I do not want to labour this point any more. 

Now, I come to this question: why a Corporation? What is the harm if 

there is not a Corporation? That is the question posed. They say: why not run 

it just like the Railway Board? Or, why not run it departmentally? Why not 

put the Secretary of the Communications Ministry in charge of this 
undertaking? 

......... ... ...... ... ..... 

As I pointed out earlier, during my opening speech on this Bill, there are 
certain advantages in managing these undertakings through Corporations. 

We have been progressively assuming responsibilities of several undertakings, 

and we have been ~  two patterns-either managing them 

departmentally of through limited companies. We have found certain 

difficulties, in both of them. Now we are trying to develop a pattern for the 

management of all governmental undertakings which is likely to stay 

ultimately and that is the pattern of statutory Corporations, where the 

Corporations, subject to statutory control and direction of the Government, 
will have comparatively more freedom in the management of their business. 

Those who have the slightest knowledge of the working of business concerns 

will agree that business management requires greater freedom than what we 

have in our Government departments. Of course there should be enough of 
control by the Government. It should be seen that in matters of policy and 

broader details we can issue instructions and directions to the corporation, 

we exercise enough of vigilance and control to see that its funds and finances 

are not being wasted. Subject to such controls a fair measure of freedom will 

have to be given to these corporations so that the business can be managed 

efficiently and without any hindrance and impediments. That is why we 

have decided upon these Corporations. But I fail to understand their criticism 

and I still hold that it is cent per cent nationalisation-unalloyed 

nationalisation, if you like to call it. 

A number of minor points have been raised. But the two very important 

points which have been raised by quite a number of hon. Members of this 

House were regarding the principle of compensation and on ~ question 

whether there should be only one Corporation or whether there should be 

two Corporations. I will come to them a bit later. 

Comparison has been made with the Railways and it is asked: why not 

manage it exactly as the Railway Board? To that point I think I have given 

a reply briefly. 
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The other question was about efficiency. Many Members have alluded to 
the lack of efficiency or lack of honesty in the railway department. I am not 
here to speak on behalf of the Railway Ministry. But I would only like to 
point out that it has been admitted on all hands that the efficiency and 
regularity of the railways have tremendously increased since the war years. 
There have been occasions in this House also when Member after Member 
has paid glowing tributes to the Railway Minister for stepping up the efficiency 
of the Railway administration. But one thing I must say. Any means of 
transport which functions on the ground can afford for sotne time to neglect 
the repairing or overhauling of the machine but any system which functions 
in the air can do so not only at the risk of the passengers but at the risk of 
the personnel engaged in it. Therefore, to presume that the services or the 
management will neglect the upkeep of the aircraft is to presume a thing 
which will go beyond human nature. Nobody wants to risk his life himself 
and our ground engineers or pilots, as I have said yesterday, are a fine lot of 
people. They will never fly with a machine which is not properly maintained, 
which is not properly repaired or the worn-out parts of which are not properly 
replaced. I am saying these things because even if there is some slackness on 
the part of the management those who are directly in charge of those machines 
will not allow the repairs or replacements to suffer even for a moment. So the 
comparison in that respect with the railway or with the road transport or I 
will say even with the river transport does not hold good. 

My friend, Shri Alva said that we have enumerated quite a number of 
functions for the Corporations but the production of aircraft has not been 
enumerated there. I may point out to him that Hindustan Aircraft is already 
engaged in that work and we do not want to duplicate that. A Government 
undertaking has already taken that work and let us hope and see that our 
experts in the H.A.L. will expedite the production of our own aircraft in that 
factory. 

My friend, Shri Sodhia perhaps has raised the point that we are going to 
sink this money in this Corporation and what return Government is likely to 
get? Perhaps he is not aware that in all the nationalised undertakings which 
we are managing as private limited companies or Corporations, our intention 
is to charge income-tax from them as from private industry. Apart from that, 
we will be charging interest at the usual rates from the Corporation also . 

...... • •• • •• 
When we find that there is going to be no profit at all-of course it is a 

sort of a public utility service-we have to consider whether to write it off 
or not but if, in a particular year, there is loss-if such a contingency should 
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arise which I hope will not-it will be carried forward and the Corporation 
will have to pay it. We are bound to make profit though our motive is not 
to make profit. Our motive is to give best service. As I said yesterday, in all 
these public utility service, our efforts would be to see that the service should 
not be a burden on the public exchequer. It should not be a burden on the 
taxpayer but it should earn its way . 

...... .. .... .. .... 

The question has been raised that as soon as Government takes over any 
commercial undertaking, it is bound to go down and my friend, Seth Govind 
Das tried to fall in line with Dr. Jaisoorya. I think it was a strange thing when 
Seth Govind Das tried to corroborate ....... 

...... ...... .. .... 

Dr. Jaisoorya, when he named Tulsidas I thought he was referring to my 
friend Shri Tulsidas Kilachand. But he meant Tulsidas the writer of the 

Ramayan, and quoted a couplet from there. 

He quoted: 

~ fiTft ~ ~ ~ , 

;ffia m '1Jr ~ gtn lilt 

But, my friend forgot another couplet. 

...... ...... 

I said, he forgot another couplet which follows very soon: 

"fiTft ~ ~ ~ ~~, 

~ ";f ~ 31ftf ~ fcro1fi I" 

.. .... 

It is not that every mountain on which Hanuman climbed, went down. 
It did when he so desired. When he had to prepare to defeat Ravana, when 

he had to prepare himself to conquer evil forces, he just climbed up a mountain 
and surveyed Lanka, the capital of Ravana. That mountain did not go ~, 

did not sink. It provided a base for him to fight evil forces. I wlsh 

Seth Govind Das had remembered this couplet. 

...... ...... ...... 

I am presenting this couplet not only to my hon. friend, ~ Govind 
Das, but also to my hon. friend, Dr. Jaisoorya and say that this will be the 
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base to fight the elements which have up till now brought disrepute to the 
Government. We will show that we can manage efficiently and make it a 
success. 

...... .. .... .. .... 
Apprehensions have been expressed that as soon as this service is 

nationalised, there will be a tendency to raise the rates of fares and freight 
that the number of frequencies may be curtailed that efficiency may go down, 
etc. I can only assure them that it will be our earnest endea.vour to see, unless 
some abnormal circumstances arise which are entirely beyond our control, 
that the rates of fares and freights are not raised, that frequencies instead of 
being curtailed are increased and that efficiency is increased. In the matter of 
nationalisation, I would go a step furthet and say that even if after 
nationalisation there is a likelihood of efficiency suffering slightly, it is worth 
trying as a great social measure. 

Then, I come to the question of employees. 
...... ...... .. .... 

About the employees, apprehensions have been expressed and naturally 
too, that after the integration of the air companies, there is a likelihood of a 
certain category of staff being surplus to the requirements of the Corporations. 
Then, an apprehension has also been expressed that whatever assurance has 
been given will not be fulfilled. I want to make it clear what assurances have 
been given. The provision in the Bill and the statements which I have made 
on more than one occasion are to the effect that our intention is that the 
Corporation takes over these companies as going concerns. And when. the 
Corporation takes over these companies as going concerns on an appointed 
date, in order that there is no dislocation in the service, we take over all the 
employees of those companies. So, on the day the Corporation takes over 
from the companies, there is no retrenchment. But after taking over, the 
Corporation will have to integrate all the companies, they will have to integrate 
the staff as well, and after the process is completed-it may take six months; 
it may take nine months, it may take even longer-it may be found that 
certain categories of staff are surplus to the requirements of the Corporation. 
Now, if the Corporation is to run econOmically, if it is to maintain a reasonable 
rate of fare and freight, if it is to maintain efficiency as well, nobody will 
advise that the Corporation should carry on with a staff surplus to its 
requirements. There are however, two alternatives: either we retrench the 
staff surplus to the requirements of the Corporation, or we find some 
additional avenues of employment for them. I will be the last person to 
follow the first alternative. I will try my utmost to expand the activities of the 
Corporation in order to absorb the staff which is found surplus to the 
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requirements of the existing routes. That is the one assurance I can hold out 
at present. Expand we will have to and we will have to run new routes. We 
will have, in course of time, and as early as possible, to run a number of 
feeder services to connect even centres of lesser importance with our trunk 
routes. We will have to increase the activities of our workshops so far as 
repairs and manufacture of small parts of aircrafts are concerned, and we 
will try by increasing the activities of the Corporation to absorb the staff that 
may be found surplus to our requirements. As I have said, it pricks one's 
conscience in the present state of our society when we have to throw anybody 
on the streets. And I will try my best to see that those who are found surplus 
to the requirements are absorbed either by expanding the activities of the 
Corporation or in some other governmental activities or undertakings. 

Smt. Renu Chakravartty raised-perhaps she or somebody else-the point: 
what about the awards given by the tribunals in respect of the employees in 
certain companies? As I have said, we are taking over these companies as 
going concerns and we do inherit those awards also. So the Corporation will 
inherit the liabilities or privileges of those awards of the tribunals. 

My friend, Dr. Satyanarain Sinha, and of course, Shri Aiva also, raised 
the question of the Curtiss Commandos. My friend, Shri Joachim Alva raised 
many other things which concern directly the Defence Ministry, and not the 
Communications Ministry. So I will not take notice of those points. 

...... ...... .. .... 

The Curtiss Commandos have a long-drawn-out history, and perhaps 
you are aware of their position. In recent times, it has been examined on 
more than one occasion, whether it can be utilised by the Defence Ministry 
or the Communications Ministry. Up till now, the Communications Ministry 
did not directly possess aircraft, excepting a few which are necessary for our 
training centre. On all the occasions when this question was examined, it was 
found that they were not required by the Defence Ministry, and the 
Communications Ministry was not in need of aircrafts. Apart from that, the 
question was examined whether it will be economical to get these aircrafts 
repaired and run them. In the first place, I am not an expert. So, we have to 
go by the advice we get from our experts. We are told that all these aircrafts 
are not fit for passenger traffic, and that they can be utilised only for freight 
service. 

...... ...... .. .... 

And this opinion is not held by our own experts only, but by experts who 
came from outside the country also. It is the advice of the experts that these 
aircrafts are not fit for passenger traffic, and that they can be utilised only for 
freighter service. They are about 70, and their book value, perhaps as you are 
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aware, Sir, is rupees seven and a half crore. There is a large number of parts 
also. I understand their book value is rupees two and a half crore, but that 
is only the book value. On one occasion,-again I say, you are aware Sir,-
there was an offer of Rs. 50,000 for all these aircrafts, and spare parts . 

...... ...... .. .... 

It was Rs. 50,000 at the initial stages. Then it came to Rs. 35 lakh but then 
again, the contract did not materialise. Again, a few months back, when 
world tenders were invited, no tender was given by any party, and the only 
tender which came, came perhaps after the expiry of the a ~  "date. On 
that occasion also, I got this question examined by the experts of the Civil 
Aviation Department. Then also, I was advised that we are not interested in 
these aircrafts. I rang up my friend the Minister of Works, Housing and 
Supply on another occasion and requested him to delay the disposal of these 
things till I had the question thoroughly examined. After I received the advice 
of my experts, I said 'You can go ahead'. We were afraid moreover that if we 
delayed the matter, we may not get even that amount. Again, a few days ago, 
some Members of Parliament brought this matter to my notice, and said 'Can 
we not take these planes and get them renovated and reconditioned so that 
they may be used by the Corporations?' It is too early for us to decide 
whether all these 'planes' will be required by the Corporations or not. After 
the amalgamation of the companies and integration of the services and routes, 
my idea is that we will have quite a number of Dakotas which will be surplus 
to our requirements and which we can utilise even for freighter service .... 

...... ...... .. .... 

I have already got a note from my friend, the Deputy Minister of Worles, 
Housing and Supply. Within the next two or three days I will get it further 
examined and if we find that we can advantageously utilise these aircrafts 
after they have been repaired, we will do the needful in the matter . 

...... ...... .. .... 

We must not forget that these are very old type of aircrafts which are not 
being manufactured now. I am told if we want any spares and stores we 
cannot approach certain firms or manufactures and indent these from them, 
but we will have to hunt out throughout the whole of America to find spares 
and stores. We have some spares with us also. So there are some obvious 
difficulties. My friend says that they fetch very good price. Well, the proof of 
that is that we invited tenders on a world-wide basis and till the appointed 
date there was not a single tender for these spares and aircrafts. That proves 
how much they are in demand in the world. But an the same, as I said, I will 
get this question further examined and do the needful in the matter. 
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Then a few Members raised the question as to why we should leave non-
scheduled operations in private hands. They are perhaps apprehensive that 
this may be a channel through which the custom of the Corporation or the 
scheduled services may be affected. There should be no apprehension on that 
point because even if you allow private operators to operate non-scheduled 
services, it does not preclude the Corporation from undertaking non-scheduled 
operations. Wherever the Corporation will find that we are in a position, or 
it will be advantageous for the Corporation, to undertake non-scheduled or 
charter operations, it will do so. Thus there is no question of our revenue 
being affected, because usually we do not allow any large number of charter 
flights between any two points on which there is a scheduled service or on 
which the Corporation will be running a regular service. The charter flights 
will be mostly between points in which there is no regular service of the 
Corporation. Even there my idea is that the Corporation will have to engage 
itself greater and greater in non-scheduled or charter operations also. 

Now, I come to the question of compensation. There have been two sets 
of opinion. One is that we have been very generous and liberal; the other is 
that we are not even fair and it cannot be said that it is compensation. I may 
tell you, Sir, that during all these times that we have considered this question 
of principle of compensation,-I mean with my friend, the Finance Minister-
we have been very careful in the matter to see that we are fair. We determine 
principles of compensation in such a way that it will not produce serious 
adverse repercussions on future investments in private industry. That has 
been one consideration also. But due to that consideration, we have neither 
been generous nor tried to pay something more than what the companies 
deserve on the basis of their assets. 

My friend has raised the question that these aircrafts were purchased 
from the disposals at a very cheap rate. But my friend forgets that that very 
cheap rate is going to be taken into consideration while assessing 
compensation for those aircrafts. We are not taking market value into 
consideration. If an aircraft was purchased for, say, Rs. 40,000 and Rs. 60,000 
were spent in reconditioning it and making it 'flyable', only these two things 
will be taken into consideration while determining the compensation or price 
of the aircraft today. So it does not matter if they were purchased very cheap. 
Their value will be assessed today on the basis of that price which was paid 
by the company. The whole principle involved in this question is that a 
person has spent something out of his pocket, he has enjoyed the fruits of it 
to some extent and .... 

..... ...... .. .... 

Then there is reduction in its value in the shape of depreciation. We find 
out what is the remainder and we pay for that. That is the principle that we 
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have adopted and we felt that we tried to be fair, not to be unfair; but we 
have not tried to go out of our way to prove that we are generous to them. 
I do not want to say anything more on this point, because if the Members 
will go into detail, they will find in the schedule that we are not trying to pay 
D;lore. Seth Govind Das raised the question that we should pay the market 
value. I do not agree with him. We cannot pay the market value of the assets; 
we can proceed only on the basis of what amount one has spent in acquiring 
a particular asset, what has been the reasonable depreciation in that asset and 
what is the residuary value of that asset, and we pay that residuary value . 

••• ••• • •• 
Smt. Renu Chakravartty said that on this basis an aircraft even in a 

period of 20 years will not be reduced to zero. Perhaps, she will calculate 
once more and find out that it is not so. 

We have, of course, provided something for those engines and air frames 
which have been renewed and made air-worthy recently. Unless we provide 
some incentive for the companies, a good number of aircraft engines will go 
out of order and when the Corporation takes over these things, we will find 
that we have to make a large number of engines and air frames air-worthy 
and we will have to spend a large amount and it will take time. Therefore, 
we have provided some amount as an incentive, So that when we take over 
the engines and aircraft, we find that they are air-worthy and we start 
operating them. 

Then many questions have been raised as to why there should be two 
Corporations. 

In other countries also, it has been mostly the practice to run internal 
services by separate Corporation and external services by a separate 
Corporation or company, or whatever it may be. Our pattern is mostly like 
Australia where there are also two separate Corporations to run the internal 
and external services. It has been said that in that case the expenditure will 
increase. I do concede that the expenditure will increase to some extent. 
When I say to some extent, I say that it will be, compared to the assets and 
services involved, not a very appreciable amount. If I may give an indication, 
we got this point examined in great detail and we found that if we had two 
Corporations instead of one, the expenditure would go up by rupees six lakh 
more. The extra expenditure would be of that order if we had two 
Corporations. Now, that is not a consideration which should deter one from 
having a separate Corporation for the external services. I do not want to 
repeat the arguments which I advanced yesterday and which have been 
repeated today by some other hon. Members, but I would like the House to 
appreciate only this point, that in the external services, we have to maintain 
a certain standard and a certain reputation, because we have to compete with 
other nations as well and compete with airlines belonging to other countries. 
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Smt. Renu Chakravartty said that there would be a split among the 
workers. I could not follow exactly what she meant by that. She also said: the 
international service will be a profitable one and the internal one will be a 
losing one. I do not know how and I do not know, further why the internal 
service should be a losing concern for all times to come . 

...... .. .... .. .... 

It may be so even knowingly because we will have to start certain routes 
in the country that we know from the very beginning are not economic 
routes. In that case, the Internal Air Corporation may lose for some time. By 
having both these bodies together, it is said that the profit made by the 
International Air Corporation may be used for making good the loss incurred 
by the internal air Corporation. That should not be the consideration. I am 
convinced and I still hold that in the interests of both the Corporations, in the 
interests of the early expansion of the activities of the internal Corporation, 
so that it may devote more and more time and attention to the development 
of new route patterns and to the development of new stations and to the 
opening out of new feeder lines etc., in the interests of all these things, the 
internal Corporation should be kept aloof from the internatiOIlal Corporation 
and the international Corporation should not be mingled with the internal 
Corporation. Both should be allowed to function separately, so that they can 
function efficiently and the international Corporation may maintain the 
reputation and name that it has earned for the country. 

...... ...... .. .... 

About fifth freedom of air traffic, I think Shri Alva who raised that point 
was working under some misapprehension. No foreign airlines are allowed 
to carry passengers between any two points in the country. 

The question has been raised as to why there should be a Transport 
Council and an Advisory Committee. In one sentence I may answer that 
point. The Transport Council will be to advise the Government and the 
Advisory Committee will be to advise the Corporations. The Labour Relations 
Committee, as is obvious, will be to promote good relations between the 
authorities of the Corporation and the employees of the Corporation. 

I think I have tried to deal with all the points that have been raised here. 
There are a number of points of a minor nature regarding the qualifications 
of the Directors etc. We will consider them in the Select Committee and try 
to make improvements. 

...... ...... .. .... 

With these words, I commend the motion to the House. 



EXPANDING COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK·£ 

Let me begin by expressing my thanks to the Members of this House for 
their kind words and noble reference to the Ministry and the various 
Departments under my charge. .. 

The major Department or the Department which has got mostly to do 
with the people, I mean the Posts and Telegraphs Department, has already 
been dealt with by my colleague. That is a Department which equally services 
the highest and the lowest, the richest and the poorest, the employed and the 
unemployed. The activities of the Department covers all nooks and comers 
of the country where any human foot has ever traversed. You can realise the 
importance and the utility of that Department. I need not, as my colleague 
has already dealt with it, dilate on that Department. 

I come to the other Departments. About Meteorology, it is a fact that the 
people do not know much about it because it is a highly technical and scientific 
department. But the service it renders to the people is invaluable. No aircraft 
can fly and no ship can ply without the aid of the Meteorological Department. 
Minute after minute information has to be supplied to the aircraft. Any ship 
plying in the ocean or the sea has to be briefed with weather conditions, and 
this is done by the Meteorological Department. 

One popular aspect of this Department is agricultural meteorology, and 
we have functioned in this Department with close co-operation and 
coordination of the Indian Council of Agricultural Research. They give certain 
grants for certain agricultural research and we have very fine officers and 
scientists engaged in the work of agricultural meteorology. The question of 
disseminating meteorological messages is a problem. I do concede that we 
have not been able to tackle that problem as yet. My friend Shri Joshi, 
complained that the messages are not broadcast. That is true. We have been 
trying to broadcast these messages through the All India Radio and its various 
stations also. A number of telegrams are sent to a number of centres which 
have been detailed by the State Governments for dissemination of agricultural 
intelligence to the farmers. But to say that it has been very useful or very 
widely disseminated will be far from reality. Still we have not touched the 
fringe of the problem, but we are trying. It may be that in many cases you 
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may feel that in a particular place, the forecasts are not quite correct. But the 
meteorological science, as it has developed up till now, can give forecasts 
about a particular zone; it cannot localise the place. And in that zone the 
particular phenomenon which was forecast by the meteorological science 
may occur and at a place five or ten miles from that place it may not occur, 
say, in the case of rainfall or wind or tempest. But in many cases I have found 
that the forecasts do come correct. 

,. .... .. .... .. .... 

We are going to have a large number of observatories and I think we 
have given in the pamphlet that we have circulated a list of the observatories. 
If you have not got it, I will supply you with a complete list of the observatories 
that we have got in the country. We are going to increase the number of the 
observations. And I ~  tell that these meteorological observations concern 
the air, the earth and underground. There is a seismological section in which 
we read the movement of earthquakes. 

I would not say very much about meteorological, but it is a useful, 
scientific and highly technical department. When we approach the farmers 
and agriculturists more and more-and that will depend mostly on the 
co-operation of the State Governments and the other Departments concemed-

it may become to some extent popular. 

I come then to the Civil Aviation Department. Here we have got an 
organisation of the employees of the Civil Aviation Department. That has 
been recognised as an association of Government employees. Due to historical 

reasons, the trade union of the P& T employees has been recognised as a 
trade union, but the association of the Civil Aviation Department employees 
has been recognised, as in the case of associations of other Government 
servants, as an association of civil servants. And they are as good civil servants 
as any other civil servants are. Much is made about the full trade union 
rights, full citizenship rights, and abridgement of citizenship rights!  I do not 
want to make it a secret,-and it is not a secret because it is known to 
everybody-that entry into the service of the Government and having full-
fledged civil servants' rights do mean abridgement of the citizenship rights 
to some extent. There is no denying the fact. It is not however for the Posts 
and Telegraphs Department or the Ministry of Communications to decide 

whether we ought to do away with that abridgement and give full ~  
rights to our employees. It is a question of policy-a policy to be determmed 
not only by the Government but by the Parliament, which is the supreme 
body. It raises fundamental questions-whether the loyalty of the civil servants 

is to change along with the change in the Ministry of the day, or ~ ,the 
civil servants are to be kept immune from the changes m the political 
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complexion of Government. I am just posing that question. But, I personally 
do feel-if you see the working of the Governments in many countries of the 
world, you will yourselves find-that it is in the best interests of the country 
and of smooth government and administration of the country-that the civil 
servants should be kept aloof and not mixed up with the political parties-
today this party, tomorrow that party. What do trade union rights mean? 
Associations have got every right. They represent their grievances and put 
forward their demands. They meet officers and authorities; they meet the 
Ministers and discuss with them. The only right that they hpve not got is the 
right to go on strike. Here again, it is for the House to decide and not for me 
to decide, whether the civil servants should be given the right to go on strike 
or not. I will leave it entirely to the House. It is a question of larger policy. 
There again, I feel that the administration will-be hard to run if there is no 
distinction between a civil servant and an industrial worker; that distinction 
will have to continue. 

So far as the other grievances and demands of the employees that have 
been raised by Shrimati Renu Chakravartty and others, are concerned, I and 
the directorate are fully alive to these demands. We have examined several 
times those questions. We examined a number of their demands and discussed 
with them. We accepted some and rejected others and certain others are 
under consideration. 

There are certain obvious things about which there could not be any 
difference of opinion between the employees and the administration-say, 
about accommodation. I do agree that we should provide accommodation to 
our employees, especially in areas like Assam, Tripura, etc. We are trying to 
do that. I am myself not satisfied with the progress that we have made. My 
colleague just now says that we have come to certain arrangements with the 
C.P.W.D. for expeditious working so far as the construction of office buildings 
and accommodation for the employees are concerned. Let me hope that this 
arrangement will yield better results and we will be able to put up more 
buildings for the staff either of the P&tT or of the civil aviation or the 
meteorology. 

As regards transport, I myself felt that, situated as our aerodromes were, 
the staff and officers, stationed there should be given certain transport facilities 
for sending their children to the schools in cities and towns. It was at my 
instance that the question was taken up and certain arrangements have been 
made for the use of the Government transport for sending their children to 
the school at charges which are very nominal. .... . ... 
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In other places where we do not have vehicles it is difficult. But I will 
further examine that. Wherever we do possess vehicles we will extend this 
concession to our employees at those aerodromes also. 

Then with regard to transport for sick people, well, the arrangement was 
made in consultation with the Union. That is what I have been told and then 
I have nothing to add to that. 

...... ..** *** 
Whatever has been agreed to is in consultation and in agreement with 

the Union, that is what I am saying. If that is not working satisfactorily then 
it is always open to us to examine that because there is no difference on that 
point. I myself am anxious to see that whoever is suffering, formality apart, 
we should immediately go to his rescue. 

Similarly, about fhe duty of the chowkidars, perhaps, Smt. Renu 
Chakravartty was not properly informed that on this point also some 
agreement has been arrived at with the Union. The question of implementing 
that has been taken up. It requires the recruitment of a larger number of 
chowkidars and an expenditure of Rs. 3 lakh to Rs. 4 lakh. The question has 
been taken up but there again I myself was very anxious that some uniformity 
about the duties of chowkidars as it exist on the Railways and other Ministries 
should be enforced and it has been done. 

Then, about promotion and promotional avenues, there are avenues into 
the detail of which I do not propose to go. There are certain categories of staff 
for whom certain percentages have been reserved for promotion from lower 
cadre to the higher. In certain cadres it is 50 per cent and in certain cadres it 
is 25 per cent. Those cadres are filled up to that extent by promotion from the 
lower cadre and one should not forget, as has already been said that in the 
Communications Ministry and especially in the P&T. Department as also in 
the Civil Aviation Department, we have more avenues of promotion than 
perhaps in any other Ministry. I am trying to see that the percentages which 
are reserved for the employees of the lower cadre for promotion to a higher 
cadre are actually filled up by them. I am also trying to simplify the 
examinations and tests. Every year I am watching the progress and whenever 
I find that the progress has not been quite satisfactory I am trying to simplify 
or eliminate some portions of the examinations. So I should like to assure the 
House that I am myself very anxious to have more and more promotional 
avenues for the employees of the lower cadre to higher cadre, of course, 
consistent with the efficiency required for the higher cadre. Always, it will 
have to be seen that the efficiency does not deteriorate. 

Somebody asked why the postmen who have been working for so many 
years are not being promoted as clerks. We do 50 per cent of the clerk's cadre 
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are reserved. for promotion from the postman's cadre but a minimum amount 
of efficiency is necessary so that a postman when he is promoted. as a clerk 
will satisfactorily function as a clerk and discharge the duties that are 
incumbent upon him. So, it is not a question of automatic promotion. It is a 
question of testing and seeing that the man who is promoted. is capable of 
coping with the responsibility that is cast upon him. That is what I think 
about the Civil Aviation Department. 

I am talking only about the points that have been raised in the speeches 
of the various Members of the House and I am not replying to each of the 
cut motions that have been moved.. ' 

I now come to the Indian Airlines Corporation. Shri Gurupadaswamy 
laboured very hard to show that ...... . 

...... ...... .. .... 
It is for the hon. Members to decide what he has produced.. He strived 

to prove that the Air India International was making a profit and that the 
Indian Airlines Corporation was running at a loss and asked why it was so. 
The reply is very simple. The Air India International is a member of the 
lA.T.A. as all the international airlines are. The fare and freight structure of 
all the international air operators are determined. by I.A.T.A. No international 
air operator can reduce the rates of fares and freights, and they have to 
charge at a particular rate which, according to the I.A. T.A., leaves a reasonable 
margin of profit. That is one fact. In the case of the Indian Airlines Corporation, 
we never can think of having a fare and freight structure which will in 
anyway compare with the international fare and freight structure. Ours is 
much cheaper. Our rate varies between two annas and four annas per 
passenger mile. Four annas is the highest. In any sector where the terrain is 
difficult we have found that this rate of four annas does not meet the cost of 
operation. That is one simple reason. 

Then I shall give the other reason. All the international air operators are 
given a rebate of the petrol duty which might be charged. in a country. So, 
whatever petrol duty we charge in this country from any international air 
operator, we ultimately refund it at the end of the year. So, Air India 
International, being an international operator, is given the rebate or refund of 
the petrol duty that is charged.. That does not apply in the case of the Indian 
Airlines Corporation . 

...... ....... .. .... 
I am coming to that. I have not got the figures for the Air India 

International, but I have got the figures for the Indian Airlines Corporation. 
You will see that in the year 1954-55, the total loss of the Indian Airlines 
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Corporation, as given in the pamphlet, is Rs. 98.96 lakh. The customs and 
excise duty that we have paid on petrol during that year come to Rs. 84.43 
lakh. I will repeat it. Our loss is Rs. 98.96 lakh and the duty on petrol that 
we have paid to the Government comes to Rs. 84.43 lakh. 

I am just making my hone friend Shri M.S. Gurupadaswamy appreciate 
this point. 

Those are the very simple points. 

I shall go to the third point, which he tried to understand, but confused: 
that is the pay scales and salaries of the employees in the two Corporations. 
He posed the question, why not in the Air India International, why in the 
Indian Airlines Corporation only. My hone friend forgets that the Air India 
International was a single entity before nationalisation and continues to be a 
single entity after nationalisation, whereas the Indian Airlines Corporation 
has to integrate 9 different companies with employees with varying terms 
and conditions of service, with varying scales of salaries. The integration 
itself was a complicated affair. The introduction of uniform scales of salary 
and conditions of service for the employees of 9 different companies with 
different scales of salaries for the same category of workers did result in a 
tremendous increase in the wage bill to the extent of Rs. 52 lakh a year. That 
was the third reason. 

The fourth reason-and that applies to Air India International also but in 
their case, the amount of compensation that they had to pay was very small 
as compared to the amount of compensation that the Indian Airlines 
Corporation had to pay. One distinction that the hone Member should not 
forget between a company and this Corporation is this. No company pays 
any return on its capital till it earns a profit whereas, in our case, on the 
bonds that we are issuing, the Corporation has to pay interest. That is one 
fundamental difference between a private company and this Corporation. 

Indirectly we are declaring some sort of a dividend though we are 
incurring a loss. This is the anomalous position. I am placing these two or 
three points for elucidating why, though on the face of it, it appears that we 
are incurring a loss, in actual practice, we are not incurring a loss. Perhaps, 
I may say, as I have said on previOUS occasions, barring one or two companies 
in Latin America, nowhere in the world any internal air service makes any 
profit. They have to be subsidised. I think I have explained this point why 
the Air India International is making a profit and why the Indian Airlines 
Corporation is running at a loss. 

Then, we come to the question about the Herons. I must admit that the 
performance of this aircraft has not been up to our expectation. The advice 
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which was given to us by the experts was that it is a good aircraft. It was 
running the Garuda Airways in Indonesia. We purchased these because we 
wanted light aircraft, four-engined aircraft, for small distances. It is not 
commodious, it is not comfortable. I will not mind that, because it is primarily 
for short hops. It is meant for hops where you do not require to be served 
with a cup of coffee or tea or some refreshment. But it has given us some 
troubles. Perhaps there are certain defects, and some new defects do 
occasionally develop. There has not been any major breakdown so to say, but 
there have been many pin-pricks on various occasions, and therefore I say 
that the performance of this aircraft has not been up to ouf expectations. The 
manufacturers are constantly kept in touch. They have stationed one engineer 
here who is looking after whatever defects are detected and doing away with 
them. 

That is what I have said that an engineer has been stationed here in India 
by the manufacturers, and whatever defects we have detected are either 
being removed, or till those defects are removed the particular aircraft does 
not fly. 

...... . .... . ... 
Madam, I say it was not an unproved aircraft in the sense that the Garuda 

Airlines had been working that aircraft before we placed our orders with the 
manufacturers for this aircraft . 

...... . .... .. ... 
The expert advisers are the engineers, the aircraft engineers. They examine 

a particular engine or aircraft and then they base their advice on that. 
...... . .... . .... 
No, no, Indians. Our own officers, I think. But I say in this case it may 

happen-I will not blame my officers or the engineers. I am a layman but 
when the aircraft came here, I also flew in that aircraft over Delhi. I found 
it had quite a good performance, but I say I will not go by my own judgement. 
I am a layman, but even the engineers who saw that particular aircraft, who 
examined the engine and everything, found that it was quite good. I have 
said that there is nothing very serious, but it is not up to our expectations . 

...... ..... .. .... 
Then, Smt. Renu Chakravartty raised the question of recruitment and 

promotions and other things. I may tell her and the House that we had a 
very happy, pleasant and amicable settlement with the employees of the Air 
Corporation regarding their terms and conditions of service, pay scales and 
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other things. And it will be flattering myself publicly if I say that I received 
a very good and congratulatory letter from the employees when our 
discussions and negotiations came to an end and finally we arrived at an 
agreement. My purpose in disclosing that to the House was that the Members, 
when they find that an agreement has been reached between the employer 
and the employee, should not unnecessarily try to find out something where 
nothing exists . 

...... .. .... .. .... 
If you will have a little patience I will take due notice of all those things 

that you have brought to the notice of the House. What I was saying is that 
it should not be the policy of certain people in season and out of season to 
find fault, where there is no occasion for any fault. 

...... .. .... .. .... 
I am going to say that there is no fault. 

The point that has been raised by the hon. lady Member l\as been settled 
with the union, and is she has been given any contrary information, I should 
say that she has been wrongly informed. 

I am coming to that. I have said only about the union and the agreement 
reached with them. I have not touched the subject of recruitment yet. 

There have been recruitments. And the corporation is an autonomous 
corporation. It has to make its recruitments according to the rules formulated 
by the corporation itself. Recruitments have been made of clerical staff, 
mechanics and the lower cadre staff. So far as officers and those in the higher 
cadre are concerned, very few recruitments have been made. I may inform 
the House that so far as recruitment of officers is concerned, we have laid 
down that all appointments to posts carrying a salary of Rs. 1,000 or more 
shall be made with the approval of Government. So far as the recruitment of 
clerical cadres, mechanics' cadres, and cadres lower than that of mechanics 
is concerned, I put this question to this House, are we not to leave this to the 
corporation itself. 

I do not agree that even the posts of mechanics should be advertised . 

... because the cost of advertisement itself may be tremendous. 

When there are several hundreds of mechanics and workers of that 
category doing work, do you think, or does any hon. member of this House 
think, that a business concern which is to run on business lines-and it has 
been ordained by this House that this corporation is to run on business 
lines-should advertise all these posts in newspapers? 
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Do you think that because it is a nationalised concern, and it is an all-
India organisation, these posts should be advertised in the newspapers of 
every State? I do not agree to that. Do you think that we should waste 
thousands of rupees on advertisement, and yet run the corporation in a 
ousiness way? I do not concede that. But I do concede, and perhaps I did 
take notice of that matter before it was pointed out by Smt Renu Chakravartty, 
that there should be certain criteria regarding minimum qualifications etc. In 
fact, in November last, when these things came up, we had given a directive 
to the corporation as to the minimum qualifications and ~  that should 
be satisfied by incumbents of all categories of posts in the corporation, and 
we had directed that these should be followed for all recruitments. Then, we 
had also given a directive to the corporation in regard to the extent to which 
the posts will be filled by promotion and by direct recruitment from outside. 
This may admit of a certain amount of flexibility, but the proportion should 
be fixed, which should be generally adhered to. 

In the case of recruibnent from out side, we had said that arrangement 
must be made for giving wide publicity to the existence of the vacancies. We 
had also laid down the conditions whether there will be tests, practical, written 
or oral, and also interviews, and who the officers will be who will compose 
the interviewing bodies. So, we have taken all these precautions. There should 
be the widest publicity but I will not agree that they should be advertised in 
all the papers. 

.... . ... . .... 
They will be hung up on the notice-boards of various offices, saying that 

so many vacancies exist. But I will not concede to the demand that it should 
necessarily be advertised, because the Corporation being a national 
corporation, an all-India organisation, if we ~  to advertise, we will have 
to advertise in the papers of all the States which will involve the Corporation 
in unnecessary cost. 

.... • •• . ... 
For these posts, I have indicated the work that is mostly to be done. So 

far as the higher officers are concemed, I have said that it is done only with 
the approval of Government and in their case it may be advertised in this 
country and, where we find it necessary, it may be a world-wide 
advertisement. But I am talking of appointments and recruitments at a lower 
category, not of officers getting Rs. 1,000 and above . 

••• .. ... 
There is a Board formed by the Corporation. The Board invites 

applications. They make selections. They interview where necessary, the\' 
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hold a test, where they feel a test is called for, and then they make 
appointments. But, as I said, we issued the directive in November. Certain 
appointments were made before that. There have been allegations of some 
favouritism in those recruitments even at the lower ranks. I will ask the 
Chairman to look into the matter and take whatever steps he thinks necessary 
in the matter. The House will also agree that we must make the Corporation 
an autonomous Corporations so that they will have flexibility to work. It 
should not be for Government to intervene in these minor appointments 
because that will take away initiative from the Corporation . 

...... .. .... .. .... 
Therefore, I say that the House will not like me to intervene. Of course, 

if I find a prima facie case for intervention, I will not hesitate to intervene. But 
I do feel the House will not allow me to intervene in all such cases of minor 
appointments. 

Then the question was raised about standing orders and Works 
Committees. Perhaps Smt. Renu Chakravartty forgets that the standing orders, 
to which she refers, are the standing orders of the nine then existing companies. 
Once we have taken over the workers and introduced our scale of salaries 
and conditions of service, those standing orders of the nine different companies 
cannot exist. Therefore, we have framed our own conditions of service and 
we are going to have our own standing orders. In these matters, we do it in 
consultation with Unions. 

Then I come to the Works Committee. Formation of these Committees is 
incumbent under the Industrial Disputes Act only where the appropriate 
authority asks the industry concerned. to form it. The Chief Commissioner, 
Delhi, asked them. They have formed it here. But no other Works Committee 
has been formed anywhere else. But they have been talking to the Unions 
and negotiating with them. When they have anything to say the Chairman 
or the regional managers of wherever necessary, I also, see them. 

...... ...... .. .... 
Certain steps have been taken. She will agree that Labour Relations 

Committee means the election of certain representatives. Till we had fully 
integrated all the employees of the nine different companies, we could not 
take that step. Now, as integration has been completed, steps will be taken 
for the formation of the Labour Relations Committee. 

Then a few smaIl points were raised by other hone Members. Smt. na 
Palchoudhury was very solicitous about air hostesses. 

..... ...... .. ... 
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There is no difficulty. I repeat once again that I am prepared, if the hon. 
Members so choose and your Secretariat and you decide, Sir, to say that hon. 
Members may travel by air on the same terms and conditions as they travel 
by rail. Perhaps, my hon. friend Shri Keshavaiengar will have no difficulty. 
Now, it is a question to be settled between him and you. 

The same thing about telephone. I am prepared to provide a telephone 
to every Member of the House on the same conditions as travel by the railway 
is permitted to them. 

,. 
I am entirely in your hands. You have to decide and if you order, I will 

do that, but on the same terms and conditions as are on the· railway. 

I do not know what is the difficulty about the air hostesses. They are 
very charming girls and well-behaved and useful too. They are so niol. Perhaps 
the hon. Member is not aware that some of the Radio officers had a grievance 
once and it so happened that their grade was slightly lower than the grade 
of these hostesses. Again, there was a question of complex. They said: How 
is it that while we travel in the same aircraft, the air hostesses get more than 
the Radio officers. She will find that the grade we have fixed is quite attractive 
and it does attract good air hostesses. 

........ ...... .. ..... 

Where is it lower than what they were getting? I say it is much higher 
than what they were getting in many of the lines. It is much higher and the 
hon. Member will get it confirmed if she makes enquiry from them. They 
will admit that the scale that we have introduced· is much higher than they 
were getting in many of the companies . 

....... ... ..... . .... 
I could not follow what the hon. Member's point was. The only difficulty 

is that the turnover of these air hostesses is quite rapid. If you can only 
prolong the turnover, perhaps, that will be useful for the Corporation. 

Then again, in these days of equality, I do not know how an enlightened 
lady like Smt. Da Palchoudhury can raise the question of separate seats for 
lady passengers. Perhaps, our Constitution prevent· any discrimination on 
the ground of sex. Perhaps, she was not serious . 

..... ... ,.,. .. ..... 

The seats in the night airmail services are quite comfortable and I feel 
that Smt. lla Palchoudhury has enjoyed that and does not feel the necessity 
for separate accommodation for ladies like a 'ladies compartment'. That will, 
perhaps, be a retrograde step and, perhaps, the Women's Council would be 
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fretful with her when they know that she was insisting on such a thing. 
There have been some points raised by Member here or there about local 
matters. The question of timings of Air services in Gujarat were raised. I will 
get them examined, and wherever possible I will see that those demands are 
met and grievances are removed. 

I will say a few words about the points raised by my friend Shri Jogeswar 
Singh. You will please allow me your indulgence if I exceed my time by a 
few minutes. In those areas in Assam, Manipur and Tripura, so far as postal 
employees are concerned, we do give some compensatory allowance in certain 
stations in the shape of hill station allowance or remote area allowance. As 
regards other employees also, we have been giving certain allowances. The 
non-gazetted staff of the Indian Meteorological Department, the Civil Aviation 
Department, and, I presume, other Departments of the Government of India 
also, posted at various stations in Assam, Tripura and Manipur areas, get 
compensatory allowance at the following rates. In Shillong, for pay below 
Rs. 55 the allowance is at Rs. 3 per mensem, for Rs. 55-Rs. 100 at Rs. 5, for 
Rs. 101-Rs. 140 at Rs. 7, for Rs. 141 and above at Rs. 10 per mensem. This 
applies to Shillong in Assam and to Imphal in Manipur. At Agartala in Tripura, 
for pay below Rs. 35 it is at Rs. 5 per mensem, for Rs. 35-Rs. 60 at Rs. 7/S, for 
Rs. 61-Rs. 80 at Rs. 10, for Rs. Sl-Rs. 140 at Rs. 12/S, for Rs. 141-
Rs. 200 at Rs. 15, for Rs. 20l-Rs. 300 at Rs. 17/S, and for pay above Rs. 300 
at Rs. 20. At Passighat, there is a rate of 20 per cent of the basic pay subject 
to a maximum of Rs. 25 per mensem for staff other than Class N. The above 
rates of compensatory allowances are those laid down by the Ministry of 
Finance. These are some compensatory allowances which we are paying at 
certain stations in Tripura, Manipur and even Assam. 

The hon. member said something about the reduction of air fares and 
freight rates. I do know that this area is an area where even the ordinary 
people have to use the air services for travelling from one place to another 
or for coming to Calcutta. We have set up an Air Transport Council and we 
have asked that Council to go into the question of rationalisation of the fare 
and freight structure. They have issued a questionnaire to the public and 
after they have even their report I think we will revise the fare structure and 
the freight structure. 

There are one or two difficulties in that area. The area is so difficult that 
wear and tear of tyres and other parts of the aircraft is abnormally high. 
When we have to fix the fare and freight rates, we have to take this matter 
into consideration. These are the factors which come into play. As I stated, 
the question has been referred to the Air Transport Council, they are seized 
of the matter, and when we receive their report, we will revise the fare and 
freight structure of that area. 

...... .. .... 
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On the ground, my dear friend.. 

About postal buildings at Manipur, I may assure my friend that I will 

look into the question. 

Some more questions have been raised by Rajmata and others, and I 
shall ask my Department to look into them. 

One thing I may point out and it is a very good point made out by 

r ~, about rationalisation. • 

I myself know that there is a large scope for rationalisation not only in 
the postal depamnent but also in the telegraph and telephone departments. 
The expansion has been phenomenal and the stage was one of expansion. 
Now the stage of consolidation will start hereafter and that will be the stage 
for rationalisation. At present suppose we have telegraph offices at two points 
and we have telegraph offices at ten points in between. Offices which would 
have been connected with an office at a smaller distance had been connected 

with larger distance office. All these things do exist and that requires 
rationalisation. 

As regards post offices, it has become a question of prestige with many 
villages. When a village gets a post office, the adjoining village thinks: why 
shall not this village have a post office and then everything starts. Whether 
we should have post offices so near each other is a question of public 
conscience also because on every post office that we start in rural areas which 
is not self-supporting, we spend Rs. 700 of the public exchequer and it is the 
duty of the public to see that post offices are not demanded at places where 

they are not required. Today we have many po$t offices where the mail bag 
goes empty and comes empty. Rationalisation is necessary. There, I agree. We 
have taken up the question of rationalisation of mail routes, post offices, 

telegraph circuits and telegraph offices. We will do that but that will take 
some time. 

It does not stand on prestige. Sometimes, the public pressure becomes so 

great that even a thing which is justified, we are not in a position to do. As 
a utility deparbnent, it has to exist on the goodwill of the public. We have to 
respect public sentiments and that becomes our difficulty. 

I think I have met all the points that were raised and if any had been left, 
I may assure the House I will get it examined and if it is possible to implement 
that, I will implement that and if it is not possible or is impracticable, that 
will be left at that. 
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I once more thank the hon. Members of the House for the kind references 
that they have made to the Ministry and those good and kind words, I fully 
realise, are due to a large number of workers-something like 300,000 or 
even more-in the Ministry of Communications who are putting in hard, 
efficient, honest and sincere work to serve the nation in their own humble 
way. 



FOOD AND AGRICULTURE 



FOOD SITUATION IN VARIOUS STATES'£ 

There is no doubt that the food situation in the country is a difficult one. 
It has to be realised that food has to be dealt with as a national problem 
above party politics. Food should not be brought into the arena of political 
conflicts. That is the only way in which we will be able to deal with the 
difficult situation that the country is facing. 

There have been two successive drought years, unprecedented at least 
for the last hundred years. There has been widespread failure of rains in 
different parts of the country, most acute in Bihar, eastern and certain other 
districts of U .P., some areas of Madhya Pradesh, some areas in Gujarat, some 
parts in Rajasthan as well, with the result that some of the States which were 
marginally surplus or definitely surplus, and which used to' help the centre, 
became deficit themselves, for example, Madhya Pradesh. 

Again, due to these two successive bad years, we had no stock either 
with the Central Government or with any of the State Governments. We had 
mainly to depend, to meet the requirements to the best of our capacity, on the 
imports that we received from P.L. 480 and some of the commercial purchases 
that we made in other countries. 

It should be also remembered that the arrivals depend upon so many 
factors. We anticipate arrivals in the coming month and in the last week of 
the previous month allocations are made to the different States, keeping in 
view the requirements of those States. I have no hesitation in admitting that 
it has not been possible to meet the entire demand of any State because it has 
to be adjusted to the availability of the foodgrains either locally procured or 
received from abroad. Sometimes these schedules do get upset when the 
arrivals are delayed, or even after arrivals there are certain factors by which 
unloading is disrupted. 

Shri Samar Guha said that several berths in Calcutta docks were lying 
vacant, but he forgets that the dock in Calcutta is not adequate to receive 
heavy ships, and therefore the ships have to be lightened at VISakhapatnam 

• L.S. Deb., 22 May 1967. . . 
£ Participating in the Adjournment Motion &. Food Situation in the Country as the Minister of 

Food and Agriculture. 
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before they are taken to Calcutta. If there is trouble at Visakhapatnam, if the 
lightening work is delayed at Vtsakhapatnam, the arrivals to Calcutta are 
also delayed. 

...... ...... .. .... 

We have at times taken to other ports to do that but all the same it gets 
delayed and the schedule gets disrupted. That is what I was pointing out. In 
that case, our effort is to see whether we can reduce the allobnent of some 
of the States where we feel they will be in a position to carry on for some 
days or some weeks. " 

Coming to particular States, I will take the case of Kerala first. Shri Gopalan 
and I have been meeting and discussing. I have been pointing out to him and 
other friends including the ministers from Kerala the difficulties about the 
supply of rice to Kerala. Kerala's requirement is 70,000 tonne per month and 
we assured. them that we would make our best efforts to see that this quantity 
was supplied to Kerala every month. A major part of it was to come from 
Andhra nearly 1500 tonne per day-and the remainder was to be supplied 
from imports. Mr. Gopalan is aware that there was some delay in the supply 
of rice from Andhra Pradesh due to procurement not being adequate last 
time and the procurement from the second crop having started rather late; he 
is also aware that we have been taking up this matter with the Chief Minister 
of Andhra. Recently there has been some improvement in the despatch of 
rice from Andhra Pradesh to Kerala and I am expecting in the next few days 
the normal despatch of 1500 tonne a day is going to materialise. At present 
it is something like 1000 or 1200 tonne. 

Our main difficulty has been about the imports. The imports that we 
were expecting from Burma had been drastically curtailed and in spite of our 
best efforts we have not succeeded in procuring or getting the promised 
quantity in this month. The only solution that I thought of, in case we are not 
in a position due to circumstances beyond our control to supply the requisite 
quantity of rice to Kerala, was to supplement the shortfall with wheat and I 
may inform the House that we gave the requisite quantity of wheat in Kerala 
itself. Even now we have adequate quantity of wheat available in Kerala to 
supplement any shortfall in the supply of rice. In a situation where we have 
very acute difficulty in the procurement of rice, will it be desirable to insist 
that a State will accept only rice and no other foodgrains. I put this question 
to the House. Last time when Shri Gopalan met me with the two Ministers, 
I made this suggestion-to make good the shortfall in rice by wheat. One of 
the Ministers from Kerala suggested that perhaps the people of Kerala would 
prefer tapioca to wheat and he asked me whether I would be prepared to 
procure tapioca in adequate quantity and give the subsidy to tapioca. I readily 
accepted that and said that I would be prepared to subsidies tapioca at least 
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to the extent that I was subsidising rice. The Minister promised that he would 
send definite proposals to this effect but I have not received any proposal yet. 
If any proposal comes to supplement the shortfall in the supply of rice by 
tapioca, certainly I will consider the question of subsidy to tapioca 
Shri Gopalan threatened of some action. I do not know what action he has 
in mind. But I am quite sure any action in this House is not going to produce 
rice for Kerala, and that betrays that Shri Gopalan is not anxious for rice, is 
not anxious about food for the people of Kerala but he is anxious for some 
political objectives that he has in mind. 

There has been a shortfall. That is very important. We promised to supply 
70,000 tonne of rice per month to Kerala ....... In January we supplied 73,000 
tonne. Is it not promise? In January, we sent 73,000 tonne.  I am giving the 
figures every month . 

...... .. .... .. .... 

I am trying to give facts as they are. Hon. members should not feel 
excited. Let them hear; let us find a solution. What I am trying to do is to find 
a solution for the difficulties that we are placed in. Somebody asked the 
question whether the Centre is prepared to take the responsibility. I plead 
with the House that in the present difficult situation, it should be the joint 
responsibility of the Centre and the States to find a solution to the problem 
and face the difficulties jointly. If any State feels that it will leave the entire 
responsibility to the Centre and not do anything itself, I am afraid nobody 
can meet the situation. 

...... .. .... 

In February there was a shortfall and it was 56,000 tonne. In March, 
instead of 70,000 tonne it was 68,000 tonne. In April, the shortfall has been 
quite sizeable. Instead of 70,000 tonne it has been 53,000 tonne. 

...... .. .... .. .... 

There has been a shortfall in supply of rice to Kerala because what we 
expected from Burma has not arrived. The only solution will be that we will 
supply wheat to that extent. That offer stands even at present. We have taken 
the precaution to see that adequate quantities of wheat are kept in the central 
godowns in Kerala itself. As I said, I am prepared to consider the question 
of subsidy. We will give subsidy to tapioca also if the people a ~  More than 
that, it will not be possible. Rice availability in the country is not adequate 
to meet the requirements of Kerala and West Bengal, the two most important 
rice-consuming areas. No jugglery can produce rice. It has to grow in the 
fields. We are trying to purchase some rice in the world market. We have 

been making enquiries. 

...... .. .... 
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I was going to say that so far as the supply for the current month is 
concerned our expectation is that we will be able to supply 63,000 tonne of 
rice to Kerala. 

••• . ... . ... 
The situation in Kerala can be dealt with jointly by the Centre and the 

State Government. That is the effort I have been making. Whenever I met the 
Chief Minister or the Food Minister or any Member from Kerala, I said that 
this was the position. I have always frankly and candidly placed the pOSition 
before them. So far as rice supply is concerned, I have always. sought their 
cooperation in persuading the people of Kerala that if there is a shortfall in 
rice, that can be made good by wheat or maize supply as the case may be. 

So far as maize supply is concerned, the stock position as on 1 May is 
3,500 tonne; the quantity in steamers is 2,200 tonne; the quantity in transit 
that is likely to arrive or might have arrived is 1,900 tonne. That makes a total 
of 7,500 tonne. Two ships have discharged 15,300 tonne; Madras has dispatched 
3000 tonne; in Andhra, the supply has stepped up and, we hope, Andhra will 
be able to supply 38,000 tonne. This will make a total of 63,000 tonne this 
month. There will be a shortfall of 7,000 tonne which can be made good of 
by supplying wheat which we have already got .in our godowns in Kerala. 

About West Bengal, our commitment was to supply 15,000 tonne of rice 
per month. Originally, the annual supply was 1 lakh tonne. But in view of the 
difficulty in procurement in the beginning, we agreed to supply 15,000 tonne 
per month. So far as rice is concerned, we have supplied a full quantity to 
West Bengal every month and even this month, a major portion has been 
supplied and what remains is 2,000 or 3,000 tonne which, it is expected, we 
will supply before the end of the month. 

There has been some shortfall in the supply of wheat. As I have explained, 
due to the causes which I have already indicated, I would like to give certain 
figures here. In February, we supplied 83,000 tonne as against 75,000 tonne; 
in March, we supplied 87,000 tonne as against 75,000 tonne; in April, there 
has been a shortfall but you should not forget that in the previous two months, 
we have supplied more than the agreed quantity of 75,000 tonne. In April, 
our supply position has been 61,400 tonne as against 75,000 tonne ...... . 

In May, we expedited the supplies. There has been a poor supply because 
our arrivals in the first half of this month has been poor and the arrivals now 
are quicker and we hope that by the end of this month, we will be able to 
supply full quantity to West Bengal. H there is any shortfall that will be a 
very nominal shortfall. 
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So far as the question of scarcity conditions in areas where they have 
been due to failure of rains or damage to crops is concerned, Shri Madhu 
Limaye raised the question that the Centre should give the direction. Perhaps, 
he forgets that in a federal structure of our country, the federating units are 
quite competent and it is within their purview to take decisions as they like 
subject to the legislation or the enactment they have in respective States to 
declare any area as famine area . 

...... .. .... .. .... 

So far as the question of the Centre not welcoming the suggestion of 
declaring certain areas as famine areas is concerned, I would like to take the 
House into confidence and say what advice I gave to the Bihar Government. 
When they said that they proposed to declare certain areas as famine areas, 
the only thing that I put to them was, "What are you going to gain by 
declaring a particular area as a famine area?" It is not that I dissuaded them. 

If you can do everything without declaring an area as a famine area-all 
the relief measures and ameliorative measures that are possible-they say 
that we will get sympathy from this country and from foreign countries. That 
was the only thing. Certainly they have declared. Where is the question of 

opposition? 

...... ...... .. .... 

There is no question of opposition. There was no opposition. Therefore, 
they declared. When it came to me, I said that all the conditions for declaring 
this area as famine area existed there. That was the only point. It does not 

require any direction. Somebody ~ it to me whether they took the 
concurrence of the Central Government for that and I said that concurrence 
was not necessary because the State Government is competent. It is within 
the purview of the State Government, to take such action as they deem 
necessary. Shri Dange is obsessed with gheraos and he thinks that gheraos 

can solve all the ills that he is suffering from. 

So far as relief operations are concerned, at no time has it been suggested 
to the Government of Bihar that there was any limitation so far as financial 
expenditure was concerned. I again repeat that so far as relief operations and 
relief measures were concerned, at no time either by the Food Ministry or by 
the Finance Ministry has any limitation been put on the expenditure that the 
Bihar Government had to incur. I know what I am saying. I know better than 
what he can suggest to me. It was for the Bihar Government to make all the 
efforts within their capacity to expand the relief measures, whether it is ~ 
manual work or light manual work and we even went to the extent of sending 
a communication to the Bihar Government that they should ensure that those 
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engaged in hard manual work were assured at least a minimum daily wage 
so that they could purchase foodgrains and keep themselves 
fit. 

So far as supply to the Bihar Government is concerned, I will not go into 
that question. 

*** 

The West Bengal Government is competent to a~ any area as famine 
area and open relief measures in that area. It is for the West Bengal G0vemment 
to see that foodgrains are supplied in that area. These measures will have to 
be taken by the West Bengal Government and not by the Central Government. 

* .... * .... 

As I have said, our commitment is to supply 75,000 tonne of wheat to the 
West Bengal Government. But as I have also said, so far as wheat is concerned, 
let not my hon. friend run away with this idea that our wheat position is 
very comfortable. I have explained in the very beginning that everything 
depends upon the arrival from that country, and as I have said in the statement, 
we are living from ship to wagon and from wagon to mouth . 

...... ...... ..* .. 
As a matter of fact, the West Bengal Government have embarked upon 

a very brave programme of procurement of paddy in West Bengal and let me 
hope that they will succeed in that matter and they will be able to procure 
by persuasion or by governmental efforts . 

...... .. .... 

So far the vital statistics given by my hon. friend, Shri Samar Guha are 
concerned, I am not in a position to either confirm them or contradict them. 
It will be for the State Government of West Bengal to say whether there is 
any truth or substance in the allegations that he has made ...... . 

...... .. .... .. ... 
About Bihar, I do not want to say much. I would only give certain figures. 

In January, the quota was 175,000 tonne and the supply was 166,000 tonne. 
In February, the quota was 179,000 tonne and the supply was 165,000 tonne. 
In March, the quota was 178,000 tonne and the supply was 172,400 tonne. In 
April, which has been the most contentious thing, and about which certain 
figures have been quoted from a paper circulated presumably by the Food 
Minister of Bihar ...... . 
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As against the quota of 1,97,000 tonne in April, the supply has been 
1,97,000 tonne. The difference arose this way. Of course, there is a tendency 
on the part of some of the Ministers in the States to rush to the press without 
consulting their own officials and the officials of the Central Government 
or writing officially to us pointing out that the supply has been so much 
short. 

When I noticed that statement in the press, I also felt like correcting it in 
the press. But I said it is not desirable. I told the Minister himself that 'my 
officers say that the despatch and arrival has been so much; your officers say 
it has been less than that. Why not ask your officers to come to Delhi? Let 
both of them sit together and see where the variation arises.' They came here. 
They sat together. Now I will suggest to Shri Banerjee to consult the Food 
Minister of Bihar and find out the correct position. More than that I will not 
say. 

Now I am coming to May. My figures are that out of 2,25,000 tonne, 
1,80,000 tonne have already moved till 18 May. 

Now, I will not go into much detail. In this matter, one should remember 
that when food is supplied from the Centre to the States, allotments to various 
districts, affected areas and blocks is a matter for the State Governments, and 
it is necessary that the distribution system is so tightened that the foodgrains 
reach the people or the category of people for whom they are intended. That 
is what I have to say. 

...... .. .... 

So far as U .P. is concerned, I would preface my remarks by saying that 
certain areas of U .P. have been badly affected, especially eastern U .P., Banda 
and certain other areas. But the rabi crop this year in UP has been very good; 
especially in Western and Central U .P., that rabi is very good. It was presumed 
that with the arrivals of the new rabi crop, foodgrain supplies from the 
Centre to U.P. would be reduced so that we could meet the requirements of 
other equally affected areas like Gujarat and Maharashtra. 

I said reduced, in view of the very good rabi crop. I will give the figures 
of the supplies we have been making: In January allocation 1,01,000 tonne, 
supply 90,000 tonne; in February, as against 1,25,000, supply 95,000 tonne; in 
March, allocation 1,25,000 tonne, supply 1,44,000 tonne; in April, allocation 
1,25,000 tonne, supply 1,12,600 tonne. For May we have not got the. firm 
figure. The allocation for May has been 1,10,000 tonne, and the rough estimate 
of arrivals are 75,000 tonne up to date. 
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Demand is growing"'. It was originally 1,25,000 tonne. Then I had a talk 
with the Chief Minister when he came once; when the food zone of Punjab 
was separated from U.P. and single State zone was formed, I told him that 
in view of the very good rabi crop that he had got, I would request him to 
permit me to reduce the allocation to U.P. to some extent. He said that if I 
could give him some of the foodgrains from the wheat procured in Punjab, 
10 to 15 thousand tonne could be reduced, but last night the Food Minister 
of U.P. met me and he said that he would require this to be restored. I told 
him that it was very difficult for me and that at present it is not possible, but .. 
in case our arrivals from foreign countries improve and the procurement in 
Punjab and other places are according to schedule, certainly lwould consider 
giving something to him. So, that is the position regarding U.P. 

Orissa is a surplus State and they have been very good to us in supplying 
rice to us. 

Shri Dange raised the question, a very important question, of seeing that 
food is not hoarded, but I wish he will straighten it with Shri Mody first. But 
so far as the Government of India is concerned, we have never come in the 
way of the State Governments so far as wholesale trade in foodgrains by the 
Government is concerned. With a view to make a beginning in this direction, 
we have started the Food Corporation of India, and I may assure my hon. 
friend Shri Dange and others that we are examining the question of having 
subsidiaries of the Food Corporation in different States. 

So far as procurement is concerned, I will never come in the way of the 
State Governments in any measures that they may adopt for dehoarding 
foodgrains either from the trade or from the producers. There is no doubt 
that we have more foodgrains in the country than is apparent. Now that 
there are Governments which profess and r~  to be more progressive 
than the Congress Governments it is time that they prove their bona fides by 
dehoarding the foodgrains either with the cultivators or with the trade . 

...... .. .... .. .... 

I think the situation in certain parts of Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra 
and certain areas in Gujarat is very difficult. So far as rice is concerned, I 
have said in the statement that I have made in the morning in response to 
a calling attention notice that the quantum of rice supplied to other areas-
other areas includes Gujarat-has been drastically reduced. Whether it is 
Maharashtra or Gujarat or Madhya Pradesh, the rice supply has been 
drastically reduced. In all these allocations to Bihar, we are not allotting a 
single grain of rice to Bihar, though Bihar is a rice consuming area. 

• Replying to the intervention by the Hon. Member Shri S.M. Banerjee. 
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I will again plead that food should not be treated as a party question and 
politics should not be brought into it. Any insinuation that we have been 
unfair to the non-Congress Governments is motivated by political 
considerations. We make allotments to the State Governments, whether they 
are run by the Congress or non-Congress political parties, depending upon 
the availability of rice or wheat or milo. Our efforts will necessarily have to 
be to concentrate on agricultural production and attach greater importance to 
agriculture and give it the first priority. Our farmers are brave and intelligent 
and from the way they have taken to high yielding varieties of rice or wheat 
I am confident that given a good monsoon we will be able to turn the comer. 



DROUGHT AND STARVATION DEATHS 
IN WEST BENGAL t£ 

Sir, a few districts of West Bengal have been affected by drought. The .. 
most severely affected are Purulia and Bankura·. While the entire district of 
Purulia has been affected, some areas of Bankura served by the Damodar 
Valley Corporation and Kangasabati river are free from drought. 

A Central Team visited the State in January 1%7 to assess the situation. 
According to the Team's report, even in average agricultural years the State 
Government incur substantial expenditure on relief measures, the 
disbursements being more in this nature of social security payments than on 
relief connected with a sudden natural calamity. The Team estimated that 
relief expenditure during 1966-67 and 1%7-68 would be of the order of 
Rs. 5 crore and Rs. 4 crore respectively. 

During 1966-67, the State Government was advanced a loan of Rs. 2 crore 
for relief operations and Rs. 9.84 crore for the purchase and distribution of 
inputs like seeds, fertilisers and pesticides. A sum of Rs. 30 lakh has been 
advanced during the current year for the purchase of seeds. The Prime 
Minister's Drought Relief Fund has released Rs. 2lakh to the State Government 
for relief operations. 

The State Government have undertaken relief measures in the affected 
areas. Between 1 April 1967 and 24 May 1967,. the.State Government placed 
at the disposal of the District Magistrate, Bankura, a sum of Rs. 5,75,800 for 
gratuitous relief, Rs. 9,50,000 for relief works and Rs. 10,40,000 for agricultural 
loans. During the same period sums of Rs. 29,20,435 for gratuitous relief, 
Rs. 11 lakh for relief works and Rs. 4 lakh for agricultural loans were sanctioned 
to the Deputy Commissioner, Purulia. 

The State Government has issued orders for despatch of 2,000 tonne of 
wheat to Purulia and 1,500 tonne of wheat to Bankura. In response to a 
request received from the State Government, the Central Government have 
made a special allocation of 5,000 tonne of milo in June for these two districts. 

• RS., 12 June 1967. 
£ Participating as the Minister of Food and Agriculture in the discussion on the Calling Attention 
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The Central Government have also allotted 2,000 tonne of gift wheat and 
316 tonne of milk powder to the State Government for free distribution. The 
Prime Minister's Drought Relief Fund has released 50 tonne of wheat free of 
charge to the Ramakrishna Mission for running free kitchens in the two 
districts. Ten trucks have also been made available to West Bengal Government 
for relief operations. 

Non-official organisations like Ramakrishna Mission, Bharat Sevashram 
Sangha, Bharat Sevak Samaj, CARE and National Christian Council have 
also undertaken relief operations in the affected districts. 

There have been reports, about starvation deaths, particularly in Bankura 
and Purulia. According to latest information from the State Government, 
enquiries have been completed in some of these cases. The enquiries have 
revealed that in no case of death was due to starvation. Enquiries in other 
cases are in progress .. 

...... .. .... .. .... 
There is no doubt that the condition in these two districts-Purulia and 

Bankura-is very serious. There is no doubt that intensification of relief 
measures is very necessary. I have never said that we have been in a position 
to meet the food requirements of the Bengal Government in full. As a matter 
of fact, Sir, the House will remember that on previous occasions I have myself 
admitted that so far as the supply to West Bengal of the allotted quantity was 
concerned, there had been shortfalls in the months of April and May. The 
West Bengal Government no doubt require more allocations. But knowing 
the food situation as it is in the country and the availability at our disposal, 
in spite of our best wishes we have not been able to provide more to West 
Bengal. Friends have quoted figures of the supply of last year. But they forget 
that imports last year were larger than this year, and they seem to forget also 
that the serious situation that has arisen in Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh 
and Bihar was not there last year and therefore, the Centre was in a position 
to provide more and more to West Bengal last year. 

I do not think that any friends who are raising this question of Congress 
Government and non-Congress Government are in any way helping the cause 
of the drought affected people in those areas, or the cause of the people in 
general. It is not on account of the non-Congress Government or any such 
thing. It is sheer inability of the Centre in view of lesser imports this year, 
and the serious situation created in several States, which were not in such an 
awful condition last year. As I said I have been making efforts and, as a 
matter of fact, I made a special allocation of milo. We released 2,000 tonne of 
free gift wheat. The Prime Minister's Drought Relief Fund has released 
50 tonne of free gift wheat. I do not say that all the measures that we have 
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taken are adequate to meet the situation. I do not say myself that it is adequate 
to meet the situation; more is necessary and I am trying to insist on the 
voluntary organisations to undertake more relief measures in these two 
districts so that we can, to some extent, relieve the distress of the people in 

t those areas. But for the difficulty caused by the West Asian crisis I had been 
hoping that I would be in a position to make more foodgrains available to 
West Bengal. In spite of that I am still making efforts to see that this month's 
supply to West Bengal is larger than what it was in the last month or in April. 
I am going on 14 and 15 to visit those areas, and I have myoid associations 
in these two districts, and I have no doubt that I will be'" in a position to raise 
the tempo of the relief measures there, especially in Purulia where every 
thana is known to me personally, and many of my friends Shri Arun Chandra 
Ghosh and others, and I have been co-workers for many years in that area . 

...... ...... ...... 
As I have said, Sir, in spite of the difficulties presented by the blockade 

of the Suez Canal I am making efforts to see whether we can make more 
foodgrains available to West Bengal, more than what was made in the last 
month, and if I will find that any larger quantity of foodgrain is available, 
certainly I will not hesitate to release more quantity for West Bengal in view 
of the difficulty that is there. 

So far as the declaration of famine is concerned, well, it is entirely for the 
State Government to decide whether certain advantages will be achieved by 
deClaring an area a famine area. As a matter of fact, the Bengal Government 
has never made such a proposal to us, and it is also not necessary for them 
to make any such proposal to us. The State Government is competent; it is 
within their competence to declare any area a famine area or not. As I was 
saying, the declaration of an area a famine area or not a famine area does not 
make any differences so far as relief operations are concerned. One can 
undertake all the relief measures without declaring an area a famine area or 
not a famine area but, as I have said, it is entirely within the competence of 
the State Government, if they feel that all the conditions are fulfilled, to 
declare an area a famine area, to declare it as such, and so far as this area is 
concerned, the Bengal Government has never made any such proposaL ..... . 
As I have said, we have never been approached by the Bengal Government, 
and we have never stood in their way . 

...... So far as starvation deaths are concerned, my friend wanted a 
definition for it. I wish he had put that question to the West Bengal 
Government. As I have explained in this House-and I want to explain even 
at present-we have no agency of our own in the different areas in tht' 
various States to ascertain the veracity of the reports that are appearing in the 
newspapers and otherwise and, therefore, whenever such reports come to 
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our notice, we refer them to the State Government concerned to ascertain 
facts, and after that they sent the report to us, and whatever I have said about 
starvation deaths is based on the report received from the West Bengal 
Government and, therefore, I cannot say about the definition of 'starvation 
deaths', what criteria are taken into consideration before reporting a death as 
'starvation death' and whether these allegations have been substantiated or 
not. What I have said is entirely according to the report of the West Bengal 
Government. I am not in a position to confirm or contradict any report about 
starvation deaths in any area unit I have verified that report from the State 
Government through their own agency. So whatever I have said about 
starvation deaths is based on the report received from the State Government. 

Sir, so far as financial allocations are concerned, according to the report 
of the Finance Commission, even in normal times, up to five crores of rupees, 
expenditure on relief measures is normally to be borne by the State 
Government. Any amount over and above that amount will necessarily be 
met by the Central Government according to the formula in such cases of 
relief measures, i.e. 75 per cent to be met by the Centre and 25 per cent by 
the State Government. On that account, Sir, there will be no difficulty from 
the Centre. In these areas where there is distress there should be relief 
operations on a much larger scale and as I have said, I am going there and 
it will be my intention to see how far we can relieve distress in those areas. 



TACKLING CRITICAL FOOD SITUATIONf£ 

Sir, it is good that after the budget discussion on Food for more than 
12 hours, the House has discussed the Food situation in the country. I 
deeply share the concern of the House a ~ the ~  r ~  with 
which the country is confronted today speoally m the last 2 to 3 months. I 
will not go into the details which my colleague gave. to the House the other 
day. But I will briefly say that in the wake of two continuous years of drousl.'t 
the country has to face a very serious problem so far as food supply 15 

concerned. 

We made eDocts to procure here and also to import from friendly countries 
as much quantity of food as possible. But the supply position is such that it 
is not possible to get as much food, whether it is wheat or milo, as we 
require. Besides, there is also the question of foreign exchange . 

••• ..... .. .... 

Our minimum requirement will be nearly a million tonne every month, 
but what we are doing today is allotting to the various States nearly 71akh 
to 8 Iakh tonne of-I am not talking of rice-wheat and milo. That naturally 
creates shortages in certain pockets. Another difficulty which the House should 
realise is that we have 8 lakh tonne arrivals in a month and our allotment is 
also 8 1akh tonne for that month. In the movement there are bound to be 
certain difficulties leading to shortages in certain areas. So, the allotments 
cannot be fulfilled all the time in all the parts, ,and that difficulty arises. 

In June 1967 I had personally thought of importing a million tonne and 
I had taken certain action so that in the month of June we will be in a 
position to stock in some of our godowns in certain areas which are known 
to be flooded, but the Suez difficulty upset, all our programmes and that 
difficulty is still continuing to some extent. So, there was a shortfall in June 
and as a matter of fact, we had to curtail the allobnent to several States. I 
have been taking steps to see that, by and large, the allocations made are 
supplied to the States. There have been shortfalls in the case of two or three 
States. I may make a mention, especially of Uttar Pradesh (V.P.) where there 
was a shortfall in June and also in July. But the U.P. Government has been 
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very good in this respect. Fortunately in V.P. this year, especially in Western 
V.P., the Rabi crop was very good and we had a bumper crop of wheat, and 
with the procured stock the V.P. Government has managed quite well the 
requirements of food in that State. There were shortfalls in Madhya Pradesh 
and Rajasthan also and I have taken action to see that, in the first half of 
August, sizeable quantities is moved to those States to make up the shortfalls 
that were there in the previous month . 

........ .. .... .. ..... 

In Gujarat, there was no shortfall so far as July is concerned. In 
Maharashtra, there was a shortfall. The Maharashtra Government has also 
been very good in this respect that they diverted the procured stocks, meant 
for rural areas, to urban areas, and they cooperated with us in overcoming 
the temporary difficulties that they had. 

We should not forget that in our country at present there are only two or 
three States which are really surplus States. So far as rice is concerned, it is 
your State, Sir namely, Andhra Pradesh, Punjab, Haryana arid Orissa which 
are surplus States. So far as wheat is concerned, it is only Punjab which is 
substantially surplus. I will take this opportunity to express my thankfulness 
to all these four surplus States which have tried their best to procure as much 
as possible. Andhra has sent to different areas 3,50,000 tonne of rice. Last 
month there was some difficulty and prices in Andhra Pradesh started rising. 
The Andhra Government's effort was not to increase the procurement price 
because that will push up the price for local consumers. In any scheme of 
procurement, we shall have to take care of this thing that by procurement the 
local consumers are not very adversely affected. The Andhra Pradesh 
Government have been very much co-operative and are taking all actions 
which are necessary for procuring as much as possible. Two days back, the 
Food Minister of Andhra Pradesh came here to discuss certain measures by 
which we can even at this stage try to procure larger quantities. The prices 
have a tendency to rise, and, therefore, we have no proposal to increase the 
procurement price, but we have taken certain decisions to give some incentives 
to the producers and millers so that we can procure a larger quantity from 
Andhra Pradesh. 

In this connection, I shall refer to Kerala. So far as the ric;e supply to 
Kerala is concerned, there has been shortfall, and the House is aware of it 
and I have kept the House informed of it. So far as the August supply is 
concerned when the Chief Minister of Kerala was here, we decided that 
33,000 tonne of rice would be made available. I did not take any risk this 
time. I indicated a figure which I was sure I would be in a position to despatch 
to Kerala and as I have informed the House movements have taken place 
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from Andhra Pradesh and Madras and two ships have already arrived and 
are discharging there; So, 17,000 tonne of imported rice and nearly 3000 to 
4000 tonne of rice from Andhra Pradesh and Madras has moved to Kerala. 
In the first week of August; from the 1st to the 5th, the off take of rice was 
nearly 3000 tonne. With the action that we have taken in Andhra Pradesh, we 
reasonably expect that we shall be in a position to despatch 40,000 tonne of 
rice to Kerala this month. 

...... .. .... .. .... 

...... ...... .. .... 

For 33,000 tonne we have already committed, and I have to find 7,000 
tonne from Andhra Pradesh and Madras sources so that I can reach 40,000 
tonne to Kerala this month. 

As regards West Bengal, the supply to West Bengal comes from Orissa 
and from imported grains. So far as Orissa is concerned, Orissa fulfilled its 
targets long ago, and Orissa has co-operated very well in this connection. But 
Andhra Pradesh and Orissa have supplied seed paddy to Bihar. Orissa has 
been doing very well in this respect, and our expectation is that in the month 
of August, though there was a shortfall in the month of July, 1967. 

So far as the rice supply to West Bengal is concerned, from January to 
July, our promise was 1.05 lakh tonne, and we supplied 97,000 tonne. In this 
month we have a reasonable expectation of supply from Orissa, and I have 
taken certain action in Punjab and we shall be in a position to supply 15,000 
tonne of rice to West Bengal so far as wheat supply is concerned, there was 
some backlog in the supply of wheat to West Bengal, and when I visited West 
Bengal last time and had discussions with the Bengal Cabinet, it was decided 
that the backlog of 43,000 tonne would be covered in three months, that is, 
in July, August and September. . 

...... ...... .. .... 
I would like to tell my hon. friend, Shri Jyotirmoy Basu that so far as July 

is concerned, it is not only promises but they have been fulfilled and we 
could fulfil in excess of what wheat and milo we allotted. The agreement was 
that we would allot 75,000 tonne of wheat and milo per month to West 
Bengal plus 15,000 tonne of backlog and 15,000 tonne of rice. So far as rice 
is concerned, there has been shortfall, but so far as wheat and milo are 
concerned, there has been no shortfall in the month of July; in fact, we have 
exceeded our target, and 1.04 lakh tonne were supplied to West Bengal. 

...... ...... .. .... 
...... .. .... 
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I say it should be our joint effort to do the best in the very bad situation 
we are faced with today. I was trying to explain what we are doing. There 
is no use saying that 'you are promising and promising ... ' I am trying to 
fulfil the promise I make . 

...... .. .... .. .... 
I have told him that in July 1,04,000 tonne were supplied. So far as 

August is concerned, I have already told them that 75,000 tonne normal 
monthly quota plus 15,000 tonne backlog-that makes 90,000 tonne and when 
the Food Minister talked to me, I said, depending upon availability, I would 
supply 95,000 tonne. I will try to exceed 95,000 tonne. 

About Bihar, their demand has been 4 lakh tonne per month. With the 
availability we have, .we said we are not in a position to supply this much 
quantity. As a matter of fact, we have not accepted the demand of any State 
entirely, because if I add up all the demands of all the States, perhaps what 
we are getting at present to spread over the whole year will be consumed in 
5-6 months. To Bihar, we have been supplying 2,00,000 fonne to 2,25,000 
tonne. In the month of July, we supplied 2,04,000 tonne. In August allotment 
has been 2,10,000 tonne. I think by 7th of this month, 50,000 tonne have been 
despatched. 

The question was raised about difference in the figures of despatches and 
receipts. That will always arise. We make despatches in a particular month 
but the whole quantity may not arrive in the State in the same month. The 
despatches are, say, on 22nd, 23rd, 24th from Kandla or Bombay or VIZag; 
they will not arrive in the State during the course of that month. They will 
arrive in the next month. Therefore, this obvious discrepancy in the figures 
of despatches and receipts. But when they occur, the officers of the Food 
Ministry and of the State Government concerned sit together and iron out the 
differences that may be there. 

As regards Bihar, certain figures were quoted. There are discrepancies 
which arise that way in the case of every State. The State Government of 
Bihar have been very particular in making those figures available to members 
here. But I say that discrepancy arises in the case of every State. We are not 
supplying only to Bihar; we are supplying to all States and this discrepancy 
arises in every State, Kerala or other States. That explains that. Our officers 
sit together and find out the discrepancies and reconcile them. 

I am trying to explain what steps I am taking and what quantity we are 
trying to make available to different States. What I am saying is based on 
reasonable expectations. But certain dislocation or disturbance somewhere 
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sometimes upsets the arrangements. Heavy rainfall at Bombay or Kandla 
dislocates unloading from ships or loading into trains. To that extent our 
schedule is disturbed. There is labour trouble sometimes. All these things 
have to be borne in mind. When there is some dislocation in the schedule, the 
supply is affected. . .. 

/ 

...... ...... .. .... 
I have no buffer stock to make alternative arrangements and science has 

not developed to such an extent as to prevent rains. So, w.e take steps to see 
that in the next month the quota is fulfilled. 

The question about open wagons was raised by Shri Gupta. It has been 
explained to the House that we have shortage of wagons-covered wagons. 
So, we have to take deliberate risk sometimes to use open wagons. I know 
it for certain that the railways are not using them for moving iron ore or 
other things like that. In fact the railways have a grievance that for the 
movement of foodgrains they have to rush a large number of empty wagons. 
As far as possible we see that only covered wagons are used for moving 
foodgrains. But the quantity of grains and the speed at which we want to 
move them presents a problem. Therefore, even during the monsoon months, 
certain number of open wagons have to be used. H there is rain, foodgrains 
get wet. 

...... .. .... .. .... 
I am explaining the situation as it is. I also understand that covered 

wagons are much better than open wagons. I also ·understand that. But the 
fact remains that inspite of our best efforts, we have to rush foodgrains and 
have to use certain percentage of open wagons and to some extent the 
foodgrains get affected. As far as the godowns· are 'concerned, as has been 
explained, there is no chance of foodgrains being affected in the godowns. 

Something was mentioned about the Calcutta dock. It has been explained 
that the grams mentioned are the collection from the sweepings and spillings, 
in the process of discharge, the foodgrains have not deteriorated; they will be 
cleaned and despatched to some States. 

The Food Corporation of India has not made such progress as was 
necessary for it, because in the context of the shortage, every State wants to 
be very prudent, and they have not given a free hand to the Corporation. But 
wherever the State Governments have given the authority to the Food 
Corporation, the Food Corporation has been functioning, and it is gratifying 
that a larger number of States are inviting the Food Corporation to operate 
in their States. 
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Some hon. Members raised the question of finance of the Andhra Pradesh 
Government and said that because they did not have sufficient finances they 
are not able to procure the foodgrains. I want to assure the House that for 
whatever procurement is done in Andhra Pradesh, the Food Corporation of 
India provides the finances. No procurement work has ever suffered for 
want of finances from the Food Corporation. Wherever the Food Corporation 
is invited, they will manage it. That is in regard to procurement; not for 
distribution. Distribution is the responsibility of the State Governments 
concerned. So far as procurement is concerned, if the authority is given to the 
Food Corporation, it will do the work even in Madras, which State was 
referred to by Shri Nambiar . 

...... .. .... .. .... 

The question about increased production was raised. The ultimate solution 
of our food problem rests on greater production. And steps have been taken 
in this regard. Members have asked about the supply of fertilisers, irrigation 
facilities in certain areas, etc. We have, as you are aware, drawn up a 
programme for every State for high yielding varieties and for package 
programmes, and arrangements have been made to make available to the 
States concerned enough quantities of chemical fertilisers and other inputs 
and even credit for these areas. The Secretary of the Department of agriculture 
is going to every State and discussing with the officers of the State 
Governments concerned and is making arrangements so that the programmes 
that we have drawn up are implemented and the necessary inputs are made 

available to the States. 

Then, the general question about the zonal system was raised This 
question was discussed in the Chief Ministers' conference, and it was decided 
by the consensus of opinion to continue the zonal system at present. In the 
context of shortage of foodgrains supplies in the country, it will be risky and 
hazardous to leave the operation of the movement of food grains in the hands 

of private trade. 

...... ...... .. .... 

We have to wait for some more time, and again, the food policy will be 
considered next month; the question will be considered next month along 
with the Chief Ministers and if any modification in the existing food policy 

is necessary, that will be undertaken. 

Some friends asked, what about myself. My approach to this question is 

pragmatic; I am not dogmatic about the zonal system or controls. a ~r 
may be the best devise, which will meet the requirements of the country will 
be adopted, but it will have to be done in consultation with the Chief ~ 
of the States concerned, both in the surplus and the deficit areas. They will 
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have to make the necessary arrangements to meet the requirements of the 
country as a whole. 

Again, I will appeal to the House that in the matter of food, politics 
should be kept aside ....... I am happy that in this changed political context 
of the country my experience for the last three or four months has been that 
both the Congress and non-Congress State Governments have cooperated 
fully and wholeheartedly in solving this food problem ...... . 

Shri Yagya Datt Sharma said that he wants to keep politics ~  of food. 
But what he talked was unalloyed politics, sub-standard politics. I will not 
take any serious note of that. I would again appeal to the House that the 
problem of food has to be solved jointly by the State Governments and the 
Centre. It will be only by the co-operation of both and all the people that we 
can meet the challenge of the serious situation that exist in our country. I 
assure the House that we shall do our best to meet the requirements subject 
to the availability and with the co-operation from all. 

...... ...... .. .... 

As I have said, we have examined certain proposals and come to a 
decision. The Food Minister of Andhra has gone back. There is a reasonable 
expectation that they will be able to procure more rice. 

...... ...... .. .... 

About Kashmir, as the House is aware, we know during the aggression 
by Pakistan what devastation was caused to agriculture in Kashmir. It requires 
not very sharp commonsense to understand that under those circumstances 
larger quantities had to be given to Kashmir. So far as the Food Corporation 
is concerned, the allegation is entirely incorrect. 

...... .. .... .. .... 

So far as rice is concerned, I will again appeal to hon. members that 
when we are faced with such a serious rice shortage people of Delhi should 
rise to the occasion and as a token of their sharing it with those in the rice-
eating areas those who are wheat-eating should forego the use of rice for a 
temporary period. ' 

...... .. .... ...... 

As the hon. members are aware, for supply of rice after a certain quantity, 
certain bonus is given to Andhra, Orissa and even other States and that is 
and should be utilised for agricultural development purposes. As I have said, 
we will decide the food policy next month but before that if the food 
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production is satisfactory this year we will r ~  course, it is a programme-
to mop up and create a buffer stock. That is obvious . 

...... .. .... .. .... 

Andhra has been doing very well. As I have said, Andhra had their own 
difficulties, they could not procure and the prices have been rising there. The 
idea is not to procure, at this stage, from the cultivators but to take it from 
the millers and the millers will procure from the cultivators. They will be 
able to purchase it above the procurement price. The intention is not to 
increase the procurement price. About the quantity the Food Minister of 
Andhra will try to procure as much as possible. 

We are not allotting any rice to Bihar, though Bihar is predominantly a 
rice-eating area. In view of the difficult situation in regard to rice, rice has not 
been supplied. We have been supplying wheat and milo to Bihar. 

So far as the shortage is concerned, there has been some shortfall in 
despatches as compared to allotment. Wherever there is shortage between 
despatch and arrivals, certainly that can be reconciled. There has been shortage 
in allotment. It is there in other States also and that has been there to some 
extent, in Bihar also. 



SUGAR POllCY'£ 

Sir, I am grateful to the House and to all the hon. Members for not only 
seeking clarification but also for making suggestions according to their own 
predilections. The whole scheme of this statement on the sugar policy is this. 
Many people have gone by the figure of production that has been indicated 
in the statement as 15 to 17 lakh tonne. That is the forecast on the basis of 
the present system. If the present system of control continues then the 
expectation is that the production will be somewhere between 15, 16 or 17 
lakh tonne. And that is the forecast not only of the sugar factories; that is the 
forecast of the co--operative sugar factories, of the growers, of all the interests 
concerned. Now, if I were to continue the present system, as some friends 
with whom control is an article of faith would like me to do, the inevitable 
result will be that the production will not exceed 15 to 17 lakh tonne. The 
cane growers will have to be given remunerative price varying between 
Rs. 3 to Rs. 5 leading inevitably to a very steep rise in the price of sugar that 
will be available to the consumer. In that case certainly every Member will 
get up and ask why are we raising the price of sugar to the consumer. That 
one basic fact should not be ignored. The other alternative was complete 
decontrol leading again to a very high price to the consumer and naturally 
the Government has to think to what extent we ~ make sugar available to 
the vulnerable sections of the society at a controlled price. In that scheme one 
has to think whether we can increase the production of sugar with the given 
quantity of sugarcane available in the country. That can be possible only 
when the sugar factories are placed in a position to compete with the gur and 
klumdsari and pay competitive prices to the sugarcane growers. We have 
fixed Rs. 2.75 per maund as the price of sugarcane and I would like to make 
it clear to the House that this is only the notional price. The whole scheme 
is that the sugar factories will have to pay much higher price to the cane 
growers if they have to procure sugarcane in competition with gur and 
khandsari. This price of Rs. 2.75 has been fixed with a view to determining the 
price of sugar which we will levy from the sugar mills and which we will sell 
at a particular controlled price to the domestic consumers who will be served 
through a system of public distribution by the State Governments. So I want 
to make it clear that this Rs. 2.75 is not the price of sugarcane; it is only a 
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notional price and the whole scheme is that the sugarcane growers will get 
much higher price than what has been fixed here. If one pays Rs. 3 or 3.50 
or Rs. 4 or Rs. 5 for the sugarcane and if we are going to pay him at the rate 
of Rs. 2.75 for 60 per cent of the production, Shri Murahari raised the point 
as to how we are going to check. He has not cared to read the statement. The 
60 per cent is not of next year's production; it is 60 per cent of the present 
year's production. The present year's production is 22lakh. We are not going 
to levy on the basis of the production in the incoming season; we are going 
to levy on this year's production of 22 lakh that comes to 13.2 lakh on the 
basis of the present year's production. Therefore, there is no question of 
cheating. The whole Scheme is, if we are going to levy this at a price which 
will be lower than the price based on the higher price of sugarcane that the 
factories will be paying, they have to be compensated somehow. And the 
scheme of compensation is in the first place, the withdrawal of the excise 
duty which benefit does not pass on to the factory but passes on to the 
grower. Then somebody asked why we are giving this 50 percent rebate in 
excise duty. As the statement makes it clear our expectation was that on the 
basis of the present method of control the expected production of sugar will 
be 15 to 16lakh tonne that is 80 per cent of the present year's production. The 
whole intention is that the production should increase. Unless you provide 
incentive for the sugar factories to produce more than what is expected under 
the present method of control the production may not increase. 

*** ... * ... ... ...... 

As I said the factories will have to pay higher price. There is no question 
of not paying because everybody has talked about competition from gur and 
khandsari. When you talk of competition from gur and khandsari why do you 
forget that in any scheme they will have to compete with them in buying the 

cane and pay higher price to the grower? 

In the whole Scheme, the interest of the growers is kept foremost because 
we have to increase acreage, we have to increase productivity. And under 
this Scheme we feel that the production may go up beyond the present year's 
production in some areas. On the basis of my talks not only with the sugar 
factories but even with the co-operatives I may inform for the benefit of my 
friend. Shri Dharia, who had used some choice adjectives which I feel it is 

undignified on my part to use. 

....... ........ .. ..... 

I would say for the benefit and for the information ~ hon. ~ r a 
large number of representatives of co-operative sugar factones from his State 

met me and they have by and large welcomed this scheme . 

........ ........ 
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When I have to consider the sugar policy I have to take the COWltry as 
a whole; I cannot restrict it to particular areas. Therefore, in the context of the 
whole COWltry, I think the present practice of linking the price to a recovery 
of 9.4 per cent has been a wholesome practice and I have continued that. Left 

I to me I would like to treat the whole COWltry as one zone but I have accepted 
the Sugar Commission's recommendations that the price should be fixed on 
the basis of five zones. Why should those who plead for reduction in the 
number of zones feel perturbed? I feel like further reducing it but at present, 
I have accepted the recommendations of the Sugar Enquiry Commission and 
accepted the five zones. If I continued the 22 zones on the existing pattern .... 

...... .. .... ...... 

Now, there was some confusion in the minds of friends and they compared 
it with cement. They perhaps ignored or failed to grasp the difference between 
the decontrol of cement and the decontrol of sugar. 

In the case of decontrol of cement, it was wholesale decontrol. There was 
no scheme of levy or procurement by the Government from the cement 
factories at a fixed, controlled price of any quantity of cement. That is one 
fundamental basic difference which those who have raised this question have 
forgotten. They are so deeply wedded to some slogans and notions that they 
cannot think beyond them. I have to evolve a scheme which will serve the 
best interests of the growers, the producers and consumers. 

Some friends have raised this question. How are you going to distribute 
the two sugars? They will be mixed. At present "in all the States we have got 
a system of public distribution. For the 60 per cent sugar that we will be 
taking at the levy price, the Public Distribution System will continue and I 
have made it clear in my statement. The idea is that this quantity of sugar 
will be distributed according to the Public Distribution System by the State 
Governments to domestic consumers. The commercial consumers will be free 
to purchase in the free market from out of the 40 per cent that will be left 
with the sugar factories. The whole scheme is that we take care of the domestic 
consumers, we take care of public institutions like the pharmaceuticals and 
things like that. I may again assure the House that so far as this year is 
concerned, the scheme is to continue with the present stocks and there is not 
going to be any rise in the price of sugar so far as the controlled sugar is 
concerned, during this period up to November. 

Then, Shri Jaipuria raised one question and Shri Shervani said that this 
price of Rs. 2.75 is not going to be an incentive to the farmers. I agree that 
it is not going to be. But the whole scheme is that the farmer gets much more 
than that. Otherwise, there is no necessity of reserving 40 per cent freely to 
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the sugar factories. That is for compensating them for giving increased price 
to the sugarcane growers. 

About the release of sugar, somebody spoke about corruption in the 
release of sugar. Well, those who are obsessed with corruption will find 
corruption everywhere. They will find corruption in their pocket itself. I 
cannot help it. 

If hon. Members will care to read the statement once more, they will find 
that the releases are only releases that can be sent to any part of India. We 
are not going to determine the destination of it. It is quite obvious that if we 
do not keep this power of monthly releases it may be that in the initial 
period, when the price of sugar is very high, there will be on the part of the 
sugar factories a temptation to release a large quantity of sugar. We have to 
see that whatever sugar is produced goes round throughout the year. 
Therefore, we have retained this power of release. We will simply release it. 
What will be the destination will be determined by the sugar factories 
themselves so far as free sugar is concerned. So far as the rationed or controlled 
sugar is concerned, its release will be monthly, timely release and release on 
the basis of destinations. 

The rate, as I have said, will be calculated on the basis of the price of 
sugar-cane-up to Rs. 2.75. That notional price has been fixed with a view to 
calculating the price of the sugar which we will levy from the mills. That is 
the scheme. 

It will be slightly more than the price rise because we have given them 
this excise rebate. With that, a higher price to the cane growers can be given, 
so that we have fixed the price at Rs. 2.75. 

...... ...... .. .... 
The other 40 per cent is of course there. If the sugar factory pays 

Rs. 4 to Rs. 5 for the whole sugar-cane, for the purchases throughout the 
season, and if we compare the price related to Rs. 2.75 certainly we will have 
to sell the 40 per cent at a higher price in order to compensate. 

...... ...... .. .... 
It should be much cheaper than what it is selling in the free market 

today. I have no doubt about it. I am proposing to call the representatives of 
sugar factories and talk to them. This is the whole scheme of things . 

...... ...... ...... 
I have said that if the factories which have produced 100 tonne this year 

produce 100 tonne next season also, they will get 20 per cent as excise rebate, 
even if they do not exceed it. .,. 
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I have not accepted that under the present scheme, I understood that 
Shri Kulkarni knew something about sugar and he claims himself to be an 
authority. His opinions are obsessed. It is so clear. We have a twenty per cent 
reduction in the present control system. When we are having a partial 

I decontrol we must think that at least they will produce what they produced 
last year. If they produce now what they produced last year, twenty per cent 
of that they are getting as excise rebate. I think it is quite attractive. 

Some friends suggested three years' production to be taken together. I 
will ask my friends, who have suggested this, to take the figures of some 
factories and some areas for the last three years. They will find that if the 
production of factory is much below, even if it is 50 per cent of last year's 
production, they will get incentive. That is an absurd proposition. The whole 
idea is to increase the production. I should like to repeat that any quantity 
which is only about fifty per cent of last year's production is not going to be 
accepted by any sensible person. The suggestion is for giving rebate on that. 
That will take us to absurd figures. 

...... ...... .. .... 
Therefore, this policy has been evolved. Some people have spoken of 

consistent policy, spoken of a long-term policy. Everybody has expressed 
himself negatively. I wish somebody had suggested that this should be the 
consistent policy. I would say if we succeed in this policy, it will be a consistent 
policy. 



BENEFITS OF GREEN REVOLUTlONf£ 

Sir, I am grateful to the hon. member and to the House for the words of 
cheer and encouragement that they had given to my Ministry. I shall share 
this. The major share, legitimately should go to the Indian farmer, the 
agricultural scientists, the administration and the extension workers who 
have all contributed in their own field towards this agricultural revolution in 
the country. 

Agricultural scientists deserve special mention in this respect. The effort 
that they have been 'putting in and the original and fundamental research 
that they are carrying on for evolving high yielding varieties of seeds, which 
increase production several fold, is one which has been primarily responsible 
for this agricultural breakthrough. They deserve all encouragement, all 
appreciation. 

In any effort which wants to put our national economy on a sound footing, 
the greatest reward that one can give to the agricultural scientist is the 
appreciation which the nation has for it. Apart from that, I have been trying-
the Indian Council of Agricultural Research is also trying-to create conditions 
congenial for research work for research scientists. I may assure the House 
that it will be my endeavour to create conditions in which the agricultural 
scientists will feel that they are receiving their due attention of Government. 

In any strategy of agricultural production, land is an important factor. 
Many hon. members have talked about land reforms. I do attach great 
importance to land reforms. But the House should not forget that land and 
land reforms are primarily a State subject. What we have to do from here is 
to remind the States pointing out to them the shortcomings in their land 
legislations and land reforms and request them to expedite implementation 
of the legislations that they have already enacted or to undertake fresh 
legislation where it is necessary. 

Ours is primarily an agricultural country. Nearly 80 per cent gf our people 
depend upon agriculture or professions connected with agriculture. Therefore, 

.. L.S. Deb., 11 April 1969. 
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unless land reforms are placed on a rational and scientific basis, production 
in many fields may be adversely affected. So, ever since I took over the 
charge of this Ministry, it has been my effort to persuade the State 
Governments .... In some of the States we have non-Congress Governments 

I who have been blaming the Congress for not having undertaken radical land 
reforms. In the initial stages, the basic land reforms was undertaken by the 
Congress-the House knows that. One should not forget that the elimination 
of landlordism-Zamindars, inamdars and jagirdars-considering their number 
that we had in this country, was an achievement of which any country can .. 
be proud. But the land reforms have to be pursued to their logical end. The 
intermediaries have to be eliminated. In many States that has been done and 
wherever that remains-as I have said, in some of the States there are 
Governments which claim to be more radical than the Congress-it is a test 
for them and we have to see how far they are going to be so far as land 
reforms are concerned. So far as I am concerned, they will receive the fullest 
co-operation from the Centre, as far as land reforms are concerned. You will 
talk about sharecroppers and bataidars. The Government in Bihar brought a 
legislation, about bataidars, but they did not have the courage, due to internal 
differences and conflict, to implement that .... I do not know why the members 
are feeling so perturbed. I am talking of parties which claim to be more 
radical than the Congress. This is the time to test their radicalism. 

......... ........ ... ..... 

We have people in some States who claim to be more radical. Naturally, 
here, I will expect them to take a more radical line. 

I welcome that and I will give all support from the Centre. The other day 
Shri Nayanar talked of land reform legislation in Kerala. What have they 
done? Here is a Bill pending before the Select Committee of Kerala Assembly. 
In the ordinary course, after the legislation has been passed there, it would 
come here for President's assent. They sent it here while the legislation is 
pending before the Select Committee. I think we will be able to clear that 
even at this stage. It would have been better for them to get the legislation 
passed. I do not know if they have internal differences composed as they are 
of several parties which necessarily do not see eye to eye in all matters of 
land reform. I have to say that much about that. 

Then the question in agricultural production strategy is the necessity of 
water. Many people have attached importance to high-yielding varieties of 
seeds or chemical fertilisers. But, Sir, I attach the greatest importance to water, 
irrigation. Without irrigation and even with high-yielding varieties of seeds 
and fertilisers we cannot produce the results. Therefore, it has been my 
effort to expand the irrigated area as far as we can within the resources we 
have. 
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During the past two years, when the country was faced with 
unprecedented drought conditions in several States, an awareness has come 
among the farmers and among the administrators that greatest importance 
has to be given to all types of irrigation, whether it is minor or medium or 
major irrigation. I will not take the time of the House in quoting figures. 
They are in the reports that we have circulated. The achievement during the 
past two years has been rather spectacular so far as the number of tubewells, 
ordinary wells and lift irrigation that has been provided in various parts of 
the country is concerned. Mention has been made by several members that 
though a large number of tubewells have been bored and though large number 
of wells have been dug, many of them are not working. There has been 
certain time lag so far as the supply of power is concerned. We are pursuing 
that in the Fourth Plan and a sizeable amount has been allocated for rural 
electrification. 

Wherever such cases come to our notice, we take it up with the State 
Governments to electrify the tube-wells where they have been sunk and 
where the dug wells are shallow and require reboring, reboring has to be 
done there. . 

In every State impressive schemes have been undertaken for tubewells 
and minor irrigation. Han. Shri Jyotirmoy Basu was complaining about Bengal. 
Well, it is a fact that in some of the northern States the same sense of urgency 
was not attached to agricultural development, but for the past two years 
progress is being made in that direction. Even in Bengal, I will say, agricultural 
revolution has started. The high-yielding variety of summer paddy has been 
introduced. I saw the wheat crop grown in West Bengal. It is as good as the 
wheat crop in Ludhiana or Jalandhar. Though the area is small, still it is an 
agricultural revolution there. I only say and hope that if we pursue with a 
view to increase the area under the several high-yielding paddy strains it will 
produce the desired results. 

We have also difficult areas where ordinary boring rigs will not do and 
there, we are getting the high power boring rigs. We have quite a large 
number of boring rigs in different States and whenever demand comes from 
the State Government we are taking two actions: First, we are creating the 
capacity in the country for the manufacture of these sophisticated rigs and 
also the percussion rigs and in the meantime we are releasing foreign exchange 
for the import of such rigs. During the course of the next four'or five years 
I have no doubt that we will become self-sufficient so far as the manufacturers 
of boring rigs are concerned. And for all these things credit has to be 
provided. 

Whether it is minor irrigation or tube well or lift irrigation, the farmer 
has to be provided with the necessary credit so that he can undertake the job. 
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Now, there has been a new development in this country recently. Barring 
a few exceptions in Mysore and Patiala, the commercial banks were reluctant 
and unwilling to enter into the agricultural field for advancing credit; but 
during the past one year there has been phenomenal progress in this direction. 

I And, they have been able to secure sizeable credit from the commercial banks 
for assisting the farmers for digging tube wells and undertaking land 
development The agencies are the Land Development Banks, the Co-operative 
Societies, the Agricultural Refinance Corporation and the Commercial Banks. 
All these various agencies have been entering in the field of agriculture to 
assist the farmers for necessary inputs in the shape of short-term credit, 
medium-term credit and long-term credit. And, today, I find there is no 
difficulty so far as the fund required for this sector is concerned. 

Then again, we will have to take care of the small farmer and the medium-
sized farmer who have not got the capacity to take the necessary credit from 
the various institutions for sinking tube-wells or ordinary well. There the 
State will have to come in. The State tubewell is the only answer for them. 
Where panchayats are developed, panchayats also may undertake these 
community tube-wells for the service of the small farmers. And some work 
is being done in this direction by the panchayats in Maharashtra. Wherever 
panchayats are developed they can undertake this work also that will be 
more expeditious than the government agency. In some places the cooperatives 
also have to undertake this work. But that can be possible only in areas 
where the functioning of the panchayats is satisfactory or the cooperatives 
are so developed that they are in a position to undertake this work. But this 
is the only answer to the small farmers in areas where there is no flow 
irrigation. Where there is canal system all farmers will be covered, by the 
irrigation system. But where tube-wells and lift-irrigation has to be provided 
a small or medium farmer can be taken care of only by the State tubewells. 

What we have done in this direction is this. Whatever money is provided 
in the Budget of the State Government should be spent specifically for the 
State Tube-wells for the small farmers and the big farmers can be taken care 
of by the institutional credit which is available in adequate measure . 

...... .. .... . ... 
I am talking of Bengal; but this covers all the ~ areas also. It covers 

the Eastern Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Bengal, all these areas . 
...... • •• .. .... 
In Assam, contour-bunding, lift irrigation and tube-wells will be used. 

Necessary credit for them is also available. I am not going into individual 
States because that infonnation is available. I am telling you what arrangement 
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has been made to cover all the States. But I am aware that small farmers will 
require some special help. Though the small farmer is supposed to take 
advantage of the credit available from the co-operatives institutions, in actual 
practice it has been found that the co-operative facilities have not been 
percolating to the small farmers. I have been very anxious about this and in 
the Fourth Five Year Plan we are going to undertake a modem scheme, I 
should say, to cover 20 districts to start with, where the small farmers will be 
taken care of in regard to all their requirements for agricultural development, 
whether it is land or water management or development of land or provision 
of irrigation or provision of fertilizers seeds and necessary credit will be 
provided to them. 

Then the question comes about tractors. These have become necessary 
because bullocks are becoming costlier. Apart from big farmers, even small 
farmers will have to. be provided with facilities of tractors or power tillers. 
Unless that is done, in this competition about production, the small farmers 
will lag behind. What I have been thinking and the House is aware of that 
is to establish agro-industries corporation. The whole ~ is that the agro-
industries corporation will start a large number of centres and sub-centres 
where they will maintain a number of tractors and power tillers which can 
be rented out to the farmers whether it is for ploughing or sowing and other 
operations. Some centres have been started. Apart from agro-industries 
corporation, I have been talking to the co-operatives that they should diversify 
their activities also. Some of the cooperatives may maintain tractors so that 
they can serve small farmers. In some areas, even big farmers when they 
have surplus capacity of tractors, are renting out for ploughing. If small 
farmers or even some young men come forward to start these things, I have 
made arrangements to see that commercial banks will advance loans to them 
for purchasing tractors and power tillers to maintain such centres in the 

various areas. 

...... ...... .. .... 

I do not believe in subsidy. If our agriculture has to be put on a sound 
footing and if we have to compete with others, we have to see that agriculture 
becomes self-supporting. If they pay normal interest on the loan for these 
tractors, what should be charged for ploughing one acre of land should be 

worked out. ... 

There is no gainsaying the fact that there is a great shortage of tractors 
in the country. The demand is so great that the production is not commensurate 

with the demand. 

I think that all the tractor factories put together will be producing 15,000 
or 18,000 in this country. But, that will not meet the demands of the farmers. 
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So, the first thing that I did when I became the Minister-in-charge of this 
Ministry was this. I decided that the tractors industries should be de-licensed. 
And I took it up with the Industries Ministry. The House is aware that we 
have de-licensed them and there has been progress in this regard and several 

I parties have entered into collaboration agreements with the manufacturers of 
tractors of other countries. And the tractor manufacturing factories are going 
to be established in various parts of the country. Some progress has been 
made in this direction. In some cases, collaboration agreement has been signed 
to procure machinery for the purpose. I think that by the end of this year or 
by next year, some of them will start manufacturing tractors. I attach great 
importance to the tractors of low horsepower ranging between 10, 15 and 20 
or 25. So, the collaboration agreements that have been entered into are mostly 
for low horsepower tractors. Also power tillers are going to be manufactured 
and collaboration agreement being entered into for the purpose. In addition, 
we are importing tractors. But I will not say that this year it is going to ease 
the situation. We had also to import from Czechoslovakia but then the trouble 
started there. Then we placed our orders with Russia. They said that they 
would be in a position to supply a large number of them. Now I find, that 
they perhaps may not be able to keep up the time schedule. All these 
difficulties are there. But, still, I am trying to get from various parts of the 
world as many tractors as they can secure for us. 

Another thing that I have done is-the House is aware of it-that if any 
farmer can get as a gift, a tractor from any of his relations in any foreign 
country, we have allowed that. I think that the country will be able to get a 
few more tractors under the gift scheme from foreign countries. These are 
various steps that we took to ease this situation. The most important step 
that we took was de-licensing of the tractor industry. 

So far as the fertiliser position is concerned" both indigenous and imported, 
this year it is very comfortable. As a matter of fact, I have a problem, as my 
friends from Tamil Nadu are quite aware of that, of storing the fertilisers that 
I have. Once the farmer knows that the fertiliser is readily available, he does 
not purchase it in advance. He will purchase it a day or two earlier when he 
has to apply it. This year the fertiliser position is so comfortable that I was 
rather surprised to hear some Members complaining that there has been 
black-marketing in fertilizers. That might have happened last year, I will not 
say that what they have said is not true or correct, or there are no chances 
for that. This year, I don't see any reason for black-marketing so far as various 
types of fertilisers are concerned. I have plenty of them. I took care to get 
them imported in advance and despatched them to various States so that 
they could stock them at convenient points which will enable them to supply 
fertilisers to various blocks or to individual farmers either both for rab; and 
kharif seasons. 
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This year we have sufficient stocks of both imported and indigenous 
fertilisers. We are also taking steps for foreign collaborations to increase the 
indigenous manufacturing capacity. I think that in three or four years time 
the country will be in a position to produce as much fertilisers as will be 
required. We should not forget that, as our irrigated area increases and as the 
farmers become more and more fertiliser-minded, the quantity of fertilisers 

required will go on increasing. It will increase in geometrical proportion. 
Once we increase the capacity and knowhow, I think, then the country will 
be in a position to expand the production capacity to meet the  entire 
requirement. 

,. .... .. .... .. .... 

We should not forget the psychology of the farmer. I also attach great 
importance, if cow-dung could be saved, that will be a very fruitful source 
for nitrogen. Today, the poor farmer uses cow-dung as his fuel and he is not 
spending anything for it. When we provide any other thing, whether it is 
firewood, or coal, or charcoal, he will have to pay for it. ~  moment we say 
that the cow-dung should be used for manuring purposes, immediately the 
farmer will think that he has to spend 4,5 or 6 rupees for his firewood. Then, 
it is not only through the agencies of the Government that we can do this; we 
will require the assistance and cooperation of public workers to popularise 
compost manuring in rural areas. Some progress has been made in this 
direction, but I would not say that any spectacular results have been achieved. 
I have been emphasising this. I have got figures-the number of compost 
fields, where we have manufactured, how many millions of maunds we have 
produced, etc. I will myself admit that I have not felt that the progress has 
been satisfactory. We should not forget this fact that if a farmer has to spend 
3 or 4 rupees for his fuel-when we say that the cow-dung, which he is now 
using as his fuel without spending anything for it, should be used for 
manuring-this will be quite a sizeable amount in his annual budget. To be 
practical, unless we provide something readily available and the villages for 
the fuel, all the talk of utilising this cow-dung for manuring purposes will 
remain only a theoretical proposition. Of course, if we manufacture gobar gas, 
that is another thing. But, there also, it will require the assistance of friends 

like Jharkhande Raiji to popularise it. 

We are seized of all these problems in all their various aspects. After the 
field has been ploughed and fertiliser applied, what is required is the seed. 
For that also we have made necessary arrangements. So far as ordinary seeds 
are concerned, the farmers have been producing their own seeds. But in 
respect of some of the high-yielding varieties, you require foundation seeds 
and you have to take special care to produce good varieties. Some of our 
agricultural universities are doing very good work. Some of the state farms, 
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both Central and State, are producing seeds. We have established the Seeds 
Corporation for acquiring seeds produced by progressive farmers and by 
themselves, and make them available to farmers. 

Some complaint was made that the Seeds Corporation has appointed 
some agents. They have appointed agents in every State on terms and 
conditions to which the agents have agreed. That is on commission basis. My 
information is that it has, by and large, worked satisfactorily. Some members 
have made some complaints. I will be glad if I am supplied with particulars 
to make investigations in this matter. When we start new things, it is likely 
there are some defects. When these are brought to notice, we wW take remedial 
measures. So if details are brought to my notice, I will try to take remedial 
measures and set it right. As I said, these are new things we are having in 
the country and it is just likely that for lack of experience also, shortcomings 
and defects crop up. They have to be set right. But on the whole, the Seeds 
Corporation has done good work. 

In many States, the farmers also have undertaken the production of even 
foundation seeds and exotic seeds. We can feel proud of that. This is done 
even by uneducated, small farmers. I have seen some farmers with two or 
three acre holdings producing hybrid jowar and hybrid bajra seeds. They do 
not know English, but they have mastered all the words, though in their own 
corrupted form, in connection with what is required for producing these 
seeds. For several foodgrains we have adequate quantities of seeds. I suggested 
that these seeds should be made available even to small farmers. Whoever 
reqUires it will be given. 

Some complaints have been made now and then about the IARI not 
supplying seeds in time or things like that. This is not their work. As a matter 
of fact, they carry on research and experiments. Sometimes it so happens that 
when they are experimenting with seeds, as it happened this year in connection 
with the triple dwarf, which had not yet been released-the news went round 
and some unscrupulous people, they may be farmers or traders, started saying 
I will give you triple dwarf. The presumption will be that somebody has 
pinched the seeds from the Institute, and is selling it. That is not a fact. As 
a matter of fact, when that situation developed in this way, I had to ask the 
Institute to issue a press release warning Indian farmers about the triple 
dwarf alleged to be in the market and saying that it has not yet been finally 
tried and released. 

So it happens in many cases that they are experimenting with some new 
seeds when some people come to know about that and then they write to me, 
'You supply' and I tell them that it will be dangerous to go in for it at present. 
Whenever any instances come to my notice, I do hold an inquiry into these 
matters and try to take whatever action may be necessary. 
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About credit, we have taken care to provide the credit even to the small 
farmers. So far as short term credit against standing crops is concerned, that 
is available to all farmers. So also long-term credits. Where the cooperatives 
have not developed properly, they were not in a position to take advantage 
of all the credit that was available and also to make it available to the farmers. 
As the House is aware, we have passed legislation for establishing credit 
institutions other than co-operatives in some of the States. With the entry of 
the commercial banks into the field, I think the small farmers will also be 
taken care. 

That leads me to the question of agricultural labour which is a big problem. 
It was expected at one stage that radical land reforms and the enforcement 
of ceiling on individual holdings may release some land which may become 
available to the landless people. That hope has been belied more or less .... 
The only answer to that problem is to provide some means by which 
agricultural labour could add to their income. Unless some revolutionary 
changes are made to the effect that only those who work on the land will be 
provided with land, I do not find any solution for the a r ~ ra a r by 
settling them on the land. Therefore, some method by which he can add to 
this income has to be found. I had been talking to the commercial banks and 
other banks so that credit may be made available to them for buying a cow 
or buffalo or maintaining a poultry or starting some cottage industry on the 
security of the asset that will be created with the loan advanced, because 
many of them have no other asset. The whole trouble today is that he cannot 
get any loan from the co-operative because he is not credit-worthy. We made 
this arrangement that if at least two members stand a surety then a loan of 
Rs. 200 can be advanced to such a person. But this also may lead to some 
mal-practices and it is not also easy for them to find two members who 

would be willing to stand surety for them. 

...... ...... .. .... 

We have to try with the State Governments; the Centre cannot do anything 
directly. Even if I were to make credit available for the purchase of a cow or 
buffalo, or a pig, etc. I cannot set up the machinery here to advance the loan 
and watch its recovery. We have ultimately to entrust it to the State 
Government and the success or failure of any scheme will depend upon the 
interest the State Governments, take in these schemes. At the 1nost, I can try 

to find the necessary credit for all these things. 

...... ...... .. .... 

All the railway lands on the siding have to be settled with the landless 
people. But who is to settle that? He says hota hi nahi. Ultimately, it will a~  
to be given to the District Magistrate to settle with landless persons. That IS 
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what I have said. He will say that, this is not being implemented, it will, in 
any case, have to be given to the local civil authorities there, who will do the 
detailed settlement with the landless people. But if Shri Shastri has got land, 
and his brother says that though my elder brother has got land, I am landless 
and if he has influence with the District Magistrate and gets it settled, what 
lean the Central Government do about it? Are not such instances happening? 

I am posing this question to him. What precaution can we take from 
here? We can only say that all these lands should be settled with the landless 
people. We cannot set up a machinery; the railways cannot set up a machinery. 
Ultimately it will have to be done by the civil authorities in, the States. And 
that is the practice at present. 

...... .. .... .. .... 
I can understand the impatience of the hon. Members for agricultural 

labour. But I think if a fraction of their energy which they are spending here 
is spent at their respective State capitals, perhaps they might expect to achieve 
some results, but perhaps they are not hopeful of that. 

Now, Sir, in high-yielding varieties, we have made a breakthrough so far 
as wheat and rice are concerned. But in our country, there are large areas 
which remain uninigated. Nearly 73 to 75 per cent of our arable land is 
uninigated. We have to take care of the uninigated land also. I have asked 
the agricultural scientists to undertake research on drought resistance crops, 
so ,that high-yielding varieties could be developed of those crops also. An 
experiment was started recently and some progress has been made. I have 
full confidence in our agricultural scientists and I, am sure they will be able 
to evolve certain varieties which will give better results even in areas where 
rainfall is very scanty. I told them that the research has to be done only by 
Indian scientists, because no other country prpduces so many varieties of 
food grains as India. In Europe or America, if you count 4 or 5 food grains, 
you will exhaust all the foodgrains they produce. But here you go on counting 
and counting per dozens after dozens of foodgrains and you will not exhaust 
the cereals, millet, pulses and so on and so forth. Our scientists will have to 
make original research on all foodgrains which are exclusively Indian. 

Take pulses. Apart from Pakistan, we have the monopoly of producing 
pulses. We will have to undertake research on pulses. India will be the only 
country to have the monopoly of supplying the world requirement of pulses. 
We are exporting a small quantity of pulses to cater to the need of the Indian 
overseas. I am trying to take certain steps in the direction of popularising 
consumption of pulses in other countries, like popularising our pakoras in 
Russia and other countries, so that we can export large quantities of pulses . 

....... ... ..... ... ... 
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Similarly, oil seeds also will have to be taken care of, because except ghee 
which is taken from animal fat, a large number of people depend on these 
vegetable oils. We will have to encourage the cultivation of oilseeds. It so 
happens that in one year there is a bumper crop of groundnut and next year 
it is adversely affected. I have been thinking whether we can make some 
arrangements for building bufferstocks of these oilseeds. Unofficially forward-
markets, advance trading, etc. are affecting the groundnut and other oilseeds 
in alternate years. Sometimes the situation becomes so desperate that I even 
try to import some sunflower or soyabean oils from other countries when 
prices of vanaspati start increasing. When the Vanaspati manufacturers know 
that Government do not have any stock, they go on speculating. Therefore, 
to guard against these things, we are thinking of creating bufferstocks of 

oilseeds. 

These are methods by which we went to increase production. After that, 
we have to see that the pricing is such that it will give some incentive to the 
farmers. For the past two years, I have been trying to do that and to retain 
the confidence of the Indian farmers. Sometimes, people SPy that we fix the 
procurement price. I would explain that. Procurement comes when we have 
to procure compulsorily. In the schemes of wheat purchase, for example, I 
will say it is the purchase price and not procurement price. 

No farmer is forced to sell it to Government at that price. If he can get 
a better price there is no restriction. Therefore, it is the purchase price. 
Previously, the Government of India or the State Government used to 
announce two prices. One was the procurement price at which, where there 
was a levy or compulsory procurement, the farmers were obliged to supply 
at that price. The other was the support price. If the prices fell below a certain 
level the Government will have to purchase at that price. What I have been 
doing in the past two years is, I have been fixing only one price and that is 
the purchase price. Any farmer may offer any quantity of foodgrains and 
Government is prepared to purchase it at that price. It is not the procurement 
price. Strictly speaking it is the purchase price because procurement comes 
when Government have to procure. I say Government will purchase all the 
food grains that the farmer may offer. When he finds that he is not likely to 
get a higher price then he gives his foodgrains to the Government. When he 

gets a higher price he will not come to Government. 

...... ...... ...... 

I am talking of the wheat area. Wherever there is monopoly procurement, 
as in Maharashtra they cannot do it. They can do it only with the r ~ that 
is left with them. That also happens in the rice areas where there IS no 
monopoly procurement or levy. After the levy the farmer is free to sell the 
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remaining quantity at any price. I have been trying to give incentive prices 
to the Indian farmers in order to retain their confidence that if they produce 
more they will not suffer. Up till now the fate of Indian farmer has been that 
whenever he produced more the price fell. That is one way by which we can 
maintain the enthusiasm that has come in the rural areas among the Indian 

I farmers. 

••• ••• . ... 
I am saying that efforts should be made to reach a target. ~ that is not 

the limit. I will purchase any quantity that will be offered at the price that we 
fix. It may be 2.5 million, 3 million, 3.5 million or even 4 million tonne. I will 
take all that will be offered by the Indian farmers. 

.... .... .. .... 

After production, we have three agencies for purchase. They are the 
Food Corporation, the Co-operative Marketing Society and State Government. 
We have no private trader in the field except that they can have internal trade 
within a zone. Whenever foodgrains have to be taken from one State to the 
other, it is all done by Government i.e. Food Corporation or State Government. 
Some friends have complained about some malpractices in the Food 
Corporation in Rajasthan. When we have operations on such a gigantic scale, 
I will not claim that there will be no lapses in the country. But when the 
lapses come to our notice, we will have to take remedial measures and punish 
the officers who are at fault. Some friends said that several thousand tonnes 
of foodgrains were eaten away by pigeons. It' may be the speciality of 
Rajasthan. But some malpractices came to my notice in Bharatpur and Alwar 
last season. I immediately took action and found that they were officials of 
the Rajasthan Government on deputation with the Food Corporation. We 
reverted them back to the Rajasthan Government and asked the Rajasthan 
Government to proceed against them. I think they have proceeded against 
them. But any other instances are there and they are brought to our notice, 
we will certainly take necessary action. When we have to deal with millions 
and millions of tonnes of foodgrains, millions of farmers and thousands of 
staff, I will not say that there is no lapse on the part of anyone . 

.... .... .. .. 
It has been said that they purchase at one price and sell at another price 

from above. But I wish hon. Members cared to know what are the expenses. 
What we fix as the procurement price is the price of the naked grain. It has 
to be kept in a gunny bag. For a quintal a bag costs more than two rupees. 
Then they have to pay market charges. They have to pay sales tax. They have 
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to transport it from the mandi to the railway station. They have to transport 
it from a railway station in Punjab to Calcutta. They have to pay interest to 
the Reserve Bank for the money they have taken. They have to pay storage 
charges for the godowns . 

......... ... ...... .. .... 

It may run into crores. I am talking in terms of percentage. The House 
can judge whether it is on the high side in a huge transaction like this. 

Then I come to zonal restrictions which are referred to every year when 
we discuss food. 

As the House knows, my approach in this respect has always been 
pragmatic. Whenever in respect of any foodgrain I find that the situation has 
improved and I am in a position to take care of any malpractices that may 
be done to push up the prices, I have been relaxing the controls and restrictions. 
Today except for rice and wheat and bajra and jowar in Maharashtra and 
Gujarat, all the other foodgrains, pulses, millets are free; there is no restriction 
on them. I took up with the State Governments even the question of removal 
of rationing and the House is aware that I have succeeded in removing 
rationing in many cities. 

......... ....... .. ..... 

Then, somebody asked me: How do you say that we will become 
self-sufficient by 1971; what gives you this confidence? The Indian farmer 
gives me this confidence. It is on the basis of the awakening, enthusiasm and 
awareness of the Indian farmers that makes me bold to say that by 1971 we 
will be self-sufficient. My only hope is the Indian farmer. 

......... ........ ... ...... 

It will be my earnest effort to stop all concessional imports of foodgrains 
from other COWltries as early as possible. 

Then, we will have to take care of cattle development through schemes 
like cross-breeding, increasing the per capita yield of milk and so on. That will 
solve the problem of protein deficiency. 

My hone friend, Shri Jyotirmoy Basu, raised the question of r ~  We 
had to supply Calcutta with adequate quantity of fish but, as my hone friends 
are aware, the people there would prefer to have sweet water fish and not 
saline water fish. That should always be remembered; I have spent some 
time in Calcutta and I know it. It is not the marine fishery that will solve 
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Calcutta's problem; it will have to be the tank, river and pond fish that will 
solve the problem. That has been one difficulty. 

We have formed a corporation for the supply of fish to Calcutta. The 
progress up till now has not been satisfactory but, I think, after one or two 

I years the Corporation will be in a position to supply larger quantities of fish 
to Calcutta. 

...... ...... .. .... 

You know the Fish cartel in Calcutta and the mon6polists ~  all the 
means if anybody wants to break their monopoly. It is not very easy for the 
Corporation to cope with the goondas that those monopolists employ in 
Calcutta. I am aware of that. All the time we are trying to break that cartel 
so that the Calcutta fish problem could be solved. 

...... ...... .. .... 

I have to say about sugarcane development and sugar factories. Many 
friends have referred to that. Last year we started a policy of partial decontrol. 
That was done with some objective. I will say that the policy succeeded in 
that the price that the farmers got last year encouraged them to undertake 
cane cultivation on such a large scale that this year, neither the gur nor the 
khandsari nor the sugar factories are in a position to cope with all the sugarcane 
that has been produced. There was a dispute in Uttar Pradesh about sugarcane 
prices. So far as Andhra and Madras were concerned, the sugar factories and 
the cane growers came to a certain agreement among themselves so far as the 
prices were concerned. Maharashtra did not present any problem because 
they are mostly co-operatives and the others also feel in line with them . 

...... ...... ...... 

In Mysore also they had some agreement in some of the factories. The 
House will remember, I had said here-and I hope-that the factories would 
pay Rs. 10 per quintal for sugarcane; I had also said that, if as a result of 
paying Rs. 10 the industry incurred a heavy loss, I would find some solution 
to compensate. It was a gentleman's agreement. For some time the sugar 
factories behaved, but I am afraid they are not behaving like that now. They 
are taking advantage of this situation. Normally, only one-third of the 
sugarcane produced is crushed by the factories and the two-thirds are used 
by khandsari and gur factories. Because the gur and khandsari manufactures 
are not up to the mark and a larger quantity of sugarcane is coming to sugar 
factories, the sugar factories are taking advantage of that. They are going 
back on the gentleman's agreement. I want to say here that my assurance to 
the sugar industry that in case of loss to the industry I would try to compensate 
them was a package deal, on the condition that they will pay Rs. 10 to thf 
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sugarcane growers; as they have failed to pay that, my assurance stands 
withdrawn. I will not disclose what action I will take. 

Many hon. friends have mentioned about licences for co-operatives and 
corporate sector factories. The point was-and I have explained this on 
previous occasions also-that a certain capacity was sanctioned and we found 
that the applications that had been made were for much more than the 
sanctioned capacity. We took a re-examination of the thing and we propose 
to increase the ceiling capacity for sugar Industry. During the course of this 
month, I am sure, all the pending cases, whether of co-operatives or of the 
corporate sector, will be decided. 

Some members have said that the co-operatives should get preference. I 
want to reiterate that, so far as sugar industry is concerned, co-operatives 
will receive preference . 

...... .. .... .. .... 
I am giving the general thing that co-operatives will receive preference 

over the corporate section. If, from one area, there are applications from a co-
operative and the corporate sector I will give preference to the co-operative. 
But where I find that in certain areas co-operatives are not coming up, I will 
not neglect any such area saying that I will give only to the co-operatives and 
not to the corporate sector. 

I have to see that there is even development in various parts of the 
country. Where co-operatives are not coming and they are not in a position 
to find the necessary finance to the co-operatives, I will have to see that . 

...... .. .... ...... 

I have said that where the co-operatives will find the finance, they will 
receive preference. So far as finance is concerned, the corporate people also 
take Government finance and institutional finance. 

One thing about the Co-operatives and Panchayati Raj and Community 
Development. All the three are in the State sector. "''hen the friends speak 
about co-operatives, they speak from local experience. Some hon. Member 
said that it is all rotten-all these things. May be, the development of co-
operative movement in the country has not been even in all those areas. In 
some States, they are very well developed, in others they are not developed. 
In some of the States they are doing very good work. Wherever we find that 
there are lapses, we bring it to the notice of the State Government. They are 
entirely in the State Sector. We have to provide the necessary finance for the 
cooperatives, but the detailed working has to be looked into by the State 
Government. 
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Similarly with the Panchayati Raj, whenever elections are held, they are 
held in a democratic way. The party rivalry is carried to the Panchayat 
elections also. Some Panchayats are doing good work while in other places 
the Panchayats have divided the villagers. I am thinking of having a deeper 

/ study made as to what remedial measures are possible by the State 
Governments. That is what I will do. 

I have tried to cover all the major points. Some of the local things that 
hon. Members have raised I have not been able to cover. I will write to them. 
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'tR: &ffd*!ftii! ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ttl ~ ~ ~ ttl ~ ~ m ~ ~ m em 
ttl ~  "Q.Gf) ~  GAT ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ am ~  31T \ifR * ~ ~ ~ 
~ !ill *=<1l1 ~ ~ f, ~ ~ ~  * 'lit ~ m f, ~  Cfl'il:t11 

* m f, ~:r  ~~ * m f, ~ 'ffl ~ ~ 'Cf)l ~ ~ f am ~ 
~ ftti1i ~ f, ftq)i f1«wA * ~ ~ 'tR: "Q.Gf) ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

tftCi11 q;«ft ~ fcI; ~ m ttl &fi(HlICfldl ~ am ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ 
~ ttl ~ QitC4t41l1 ~ ~ -m: l(SC4ift * ~ if ~ ~ ~, ~ 'CflRUT ~ 'lit 
t fcI; ~ fq;qy 'fflOT t fcI; ~ 'Cf)l ~ cw;i m ~ fqCfllft * "CflTlt * m?;J ftqf;qd 
~ fq;qy ~ ~ ~ ~ 'Cf)l "CflTlt fqCfllft * "CflTlff * m?;J ftqf.qd ~ @Cfl(1 
m 'fflOT ~ , 'Cfi\fi-'Cfi\fi v.m ~ "tR ~ q§:ql;f\ ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ ";f m, 
m ~ ~ ~ t fcI; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m, ~ ~ mm l{;ft 00 ~ 
t ~ 'Cf)), ~ ~ ~ ~ ttl ~ ~ ~, m ~ 'Cf)l ~ -tR 31tR ~ ctCRIC4 

~ ~,~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~~  ~  ~  ~ ~ 

em lJit, "Q.Gf) ~ ~ 31tFit ftq)i if ~ ~ am ftq)i f1«wA * <ifTG ~ "tR ~ ~ 
t ~ C(1if14 I Cflii1:t11 am ~:r  ~~  * ~ m f' ~ $IT 'Cf)) ~  ~ 

~: :  ~ ~ t, ~  ~:r  Cflii1:ti1 GFR ~ ~ 1967 if if ~ 1M ?IT' ~ 
C{q(f 'lit SUiifdCfl ~  * ~ it ~ ~ 'Cf)l "CflTlt -qt ~ ?IT' ~ -qu ,~  

tit, ~ C{q(f ~ *'tfm ~ ~ m?lT ~ -Q ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~  

~ ~  m ~ ~ ~ * 'tfm ~ 'lit ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ 
tt m tl fiR-fiR ~ -Q ~ ~ ttl Wrts 31T '¥1 tit 6";f ~ it ~ ~ lJit 
am ~ ~ ~ ~ CfiT ~ ~ 'lit tl ~ ~ ~ ~ ftq)i ~ 31lt tl 
~ qi1;f\lI ~  ttl \it11i:f)iU * ~ GmT ~ ~ t fq; ~ iTli df1:i(111§, Cfl11li:f) , 
!i\il(ld, ~ ~, ~, 3lW{, ~, filu * ft1'tt GR '¥1 t, ~ ~ ftq)i 31T '¥1 
t it f df'iCi11i§, i:f)1Ili:f) , ~, ~ ~ * ~ -Q ~ ~ 'ffl ~ t, dfqCi111§ 
'Cf)) 15.70 ~, Cfi11li:f) 'Cf)) 7.60 ~, 1j\iImf 'Cf)) 4.25 ~ m ~ 'ffl ~ f' ~ 
m, ~  arntr, ~ , filu ~ ftq)if 'Cf)l ~ tl ~ am ~  GR '¥1 f 
~ \1JtIt-i:f):tii1(, ~, •• ~ , ~ am ~ \ifR qJffi f' 

"''''''' "',..'" 

~ ~ m lITrT ~ ttl t fq; ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ amt it ~ <ifTG if 31lt 
t $ftfclQ\ em ~ 'Cfllt lITrT m 31lt t, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ awn t, ~ ~ * 
~ it ~ tt ~ ~ inn t ~  ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ mID t I 311R mID t 
m C(1lf4'1 i:f)41:t11 ~ ~ t fq; q;tf w-u ~ ~ ";f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * fqCfllft 
* Cfi1t( it ~ ~ , ~ atfaRCRI ~ -Q ~ lffTT mID t ~ -Q C(1if1'1 Cfl'il:t11 
~ 'Cf)l ~ 'Cf)'{ffi t, if ~ III G1Id 'Ch1 ~ ~ t fq; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
t qw ~ 'Cf)l m m t, ~ ~ '$ ~  W:rr \iftdT t, ~ W:rr \ffldT t ~ ~ 
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a ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~ 

...... '('i{ ...... Cfi""I"P1{ ~ t I ~ "lffli ~ ~ ~ f m ~ CflIT ~ ~ f fct; ~ "lffli ~ -q 
fiN; ~ '('i{CfiI{ m t, ~ '('i{Cfilt 1ft f? 6l{ ~ CflIT ~ ~ f fct; ~ qft '('i{tfllif 
qft ~ ~  1ft f? 3fR 6l{ CflIT ~ ~ f fct; ~  -q ~ ~ ~ f it 1ft 
~ tt a ~  f ~ 6l{ a ~  ~ 1ft ~ tt , ~  f ~ 6l{ , ~  f I 
~ cp;ff ~ ~ ~ f fct; it 1ft ~ q;J ~ :  ~ f ~ fct; 6l{ ~ f? m ~ 
amY -q ~ ~ qft '('i{Cfilif ~ ~ ~ 3fR $t;T qft ~ ~ ~ ~ m q;p:J m m ~ 
t I WO q;J q;p:J ~ t m ~ ~ ~ I 6l{ m ~ Cl)\ "tf)"{T m ~ f? am ~ q;p:J 
-q 3l1T{ 6l{ ~~ ~ qft ~ GAl Cl)\ ~ am ~ fct; Cfln m -m t m Cfln ~ ~  

t? ~ em qft Cfiilfl41 ~ ~ m ~ fct; 6l{ ~ Cfiirit ~ ~, ~  ~ ~ 

Cli'R m f? ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ t fct; \lfGf oq; ~ '('i{tfllt f, am it 3ltR a ~  

~ Wd \JI111(i\Cfi f-am ~ 1ft qtt a ~  t-\lfGf ~ 11m 1ft ~ ~ gq: 

Sffdf1N f, m wo CfiT ~ ~ tt"Cf)FfT t, 6l{ 1ft ~ ~ Cl)\ ~ f ~ ~ 
f 3fR firwit ~ qft ~ : ~  m "3(RJ ~ am ~ ~ "Cfim ~ 'f:R qft 
a: : ~  t ~ ~ ~ t 3fR ~ ~ ~ ~ 1ft ~ m fcfi'('iCf)l fcJ;o;rr t-=rr m I 

~ m ~ ~ ~ fct; ~ '('i{Cfilif ~ \ffi-\ffi ~ ~ ~ qft ~ ~ ~ 
wi' qft ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ q;J q;p:J ~ ow ~ ~ t 
3fR ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ 1ft : ~  m ~ t I if m ~ CliT a: ~  ern 
fct; firwit ~ q;) q{:tll;f\ ~ t ~ q{:tll;f\ -q 6l{ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ q;J 
~ fcpn ~ ~ m 6l{ m Cl)\ ~, f\i11CfiI ~ fiR ll1:JT t, 100-200 ~ 
~ ~ ~ m ~ m."iR ~ ~ ¥J ~ ~ ~ m ~  m?T tt m?T ~ 
~ fiR f 3l1T{ ~ '('i(Cfilt ~ ~ ~ 'f:R ~ ~ m ~ '('i{tfll<f am ~ mY qft 
~ ~ ~ ~ ml ~ ~ ~ rrr ~ GUO qft t am ~~ ¥J ~ a ~  ~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ fl ~ ~ ~ m ~  tl 'tR ffi ~ CliT ~ f I ~ ~ 
~~ ~~  

m ~  ~ ~ m=m ffi'lff am G4!ii{(RI ~ ~ f ~ ri CliT if ~ : ~ t-=rr 

T.fmfT II 



POLmCAL AND PARLIAMENTARY ISSUES 



\lAlif ~ ;;it, ~ "* ~ if ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ fcJ; ~ ~  q;J ~ 

~ 41f<.'1flCf){'1 m t I ~ ~ ~ t fcJ; fcrotfi ~ * ~ if ~  q;J ~ ~ 

~  aw.r t, afR: ~ l{R ~ ~ fcJ; ~ \itif ~  q;J ~ W:rr m ~ 
~ m ~ m ?tT, ~ ~ m I \itif ~ ~ ?tT m ~ ~ 31fCRUT t-u 

~ ?tT, afR: 3lTCR1JT t-u ~ ?tT m ~ ~ em \itT a ~  f ~ ~ ~ t-u 
?tT, ¥lJ 'i6'1i$ ~ ~  ~ ~ t-u?tT, ~ GTlJ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t-u?tT1 ~ 

~ ~ t fcJ; 31lftg{ ~ ~  ~ ~  q;J ~ fCflef("lc! t? ~ Cfi'ft fcfim 
~ ~ ~ fct;ln fc:f; ~ ~ em 71'Uift WGT ~  

3l'R ~ ~ ctr fu'cf; ~ m ~ ";]\iR ~, ~ ~, ~ wTfo ";]\iR 

~ arrit m ~ q;J ~  ~ m ~ ~ "* ~ m -m f I ~ ~ Cfi"\ft \ft ~ 
lW q;J ~ m ~ t fcJ; ~ 71'Uift WGT ~  Cfi'ft ~ ~ m ~ fcJ; ~~  q;J 

~  ~ fl iRT ~ ~ ~ ~ W:rr I ~ Cfi'ft ~ m ~ fcJ; ~ 
em e'if41 ~ 11l t I ~ m GfUiR ~ ~ ~ fcJ; ~ mU ~  f ~ ~ ctr 
~ t, afR: ~ lfjt ~ GfR-GfR ~ fc:f; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f ~ m?f ~ ~ 
q;vn t, 

~r  lj$t, ~~ ~ ~~  ~ 31mRtl** ~ 

'iUiL am l{m ~ ~  31T ~ ~  31Jl{ ~ ~ "* fcttllttIT f, ~  "* \ft f I 
~ ciA ~ "* ~ ~ q;J ~ ~ "* CflJT 31Jl{ ~ f1&fitf 1R m ~ ~ 
f fq; \iJl ¥lJ i31T ~ ~ ~ ?tT? ~ ~ t 3llR ~ ~ ~ 31Jl{ ~ m 31Jl{ 
~~  qRfm ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ 
tit I ~ ~ ~ 3Wf ~ ~ ~  "* ~ ctr 3lI'l ~ t;m 31JCRUT ~ ~ t ~ 
~ q;lit m 3Wf ~ f1tq;tf 1R ~ ~ ~ fcJ; ~ ~ ~  ~, 

q;q ~ q;q e(Cf)I( ctr 31fq ctr ~ ~ ~ ~~, fcf; m-~ ~ m ~~ 

~  ~ ~ ~ ciA ~ if ~ ~ ~, fiR q;J qaf';y ~ ~ ~ (f;Bf l];1IfflGt 

m e'i$tdl, -m: 3l'R ~ * ~ ~ llfcRf ~, afR: ~ lJRdT t fcJ; ~ em ~ 
if ~ 'W'T -;rtf m, m 31fq ~ ~ ~ qRfftlf6 ~ ~ em ~ ~  em ?it -m: ~ 
"Cfi{f ~ ~ if ~  

•• ~ ~ ~  22 ~ 19731 
£ sit ",.,ailC4" WI. Wf li't ~~ ~ ~ 1:R tmf -q 'Wl ~ ~  

.. sit ~  ftJ .... ~ ~ if; ~ -q I 
293 
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antR em, fcfim ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ CfiWT fcf; anq ~ 'iffiJ 'tIT ~ ';f ~ fcf; 
anq ft'dl"<; ~ fcf; ~ r, ~ 'tIT ~a  Cf;J ~ ~  tit ~ q;rn t fcf; ~ 
'tIT ~a  Cf;J ~ ~ tr llf ft'd'''<; f 1 ~ ~ ~ '::ftf f I 31lR Cfilt \ft ft'd'''4 
it=n ~ t m ~ ~ ~ tr ~ t ~ 'tIT ~a  Cf;J aoo q;VlJ 1 ~ wa 

f ~ ~ ~ q;VlJ I a1n Oll ~ ~ ~ It ~ 1Fn ~ fcf; llf ~ ~ mtI C{Cfi"qdl 
~ lOiqlNd ~ ~ f I a1n 31lR ~ ~ a1n fcfim ~ Cf;J ~ ~ ~ ~ <it 
lWR ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ I1"¥dH ~ 3l1R fcfim (lat;ftrc:tCfi ~ ~ ~ ~ mtI 
C{Cfi"qdl ftllNd 'tIT t m CfJ q;fm:t t I r ~  'tIT ~ ~ 11 ~ t ~ '::ftf 
t I ~ ~ 'tIT ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:  t ,1%;t r~  if ~ ~ "ftT!fi t ~ 
~ ~  

3lT3J ~ a r : ~ Cf;J ~ anq ~, ~ ~ -qt m M ra ~ ~ ~ ~ 

~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ 'CfiT ~ ,  N;1.n t  -lito demolish and annihilated the 
Opposition"! anq q;) ~ 'iffiJ 'CfiT 6( "" ~ 31Pt 31R ~ ft;ff if ~ ~ 'CfiT 3RI 
'tt ~ ~ r  anq ~  ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ "tR \ft ~ ~ if ~ ~ ~ mf q;) 
~ a  ~ ~, ~ ftfid;fl t'f'f){'1dl anq q;) fiR;ft ~ ~  ~ 1m a1n anq ~ ifi:q ~ 
~ ¥iJ 31'ft-31'ft ~ ~ ~ ~ tt TJln I antR 31'R 'U'4'UI q;) ~ ~ ~ 
~ C6WT "" fcf; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ '(Wl ·tn 1ITffi q;( ~ "tR ~ 'iffil ~ 

6J. q;uf ftiJ 3llifTr qlI1? a1n 31lR 31titit tit "aft ~ ~ 'tm tan "" ~ ~ lIRA ~ 
~ em 'tm m cmwn t I ~ ~ 'tIT Roo ~ ~ ~ ftq$ld\ t 1$ ~ qft ~ 
\ft cftcf; m mt, ~ 'tIT ~  \ft '::ftf T.fffift tit m ~  ~ ft(Cfif( ~ ~ 

~ t I ~ ~ ~ Cf))t r ~ qft 'iffiJ ~ q;( '(WI t. 1Il ~  * ~ 'tIT 'iffiJ t I 
~~ ~~ It t, ~ lFRIJ t ~ 1967 $ ~ it,«ftl4 ~ ~ ~~ ~ 
'CfiT 31Cm( 3fP:IT "'" 20-21 ~ ~ ftr4; ~ it (1"1;ftrd(f) ~ ~ $ lIm=f 'CfiT ~ 
3ll'fC' "" I II ~ ~ 'CfiT 3R"Pl-aRWPT ~ q;vn ~ m ';f ~ ~ lfR"f ~, 
1967 ~ m lNt ~ 'CfiT ~ ~ it TJln I 3tR $tfrdCl\ anq ..; 'IfR ~ ~ ~ 1967 
* 3ll'fC'"it ~ ~ mtn ~ ~ if 8(lr"l4j 1i ~ f. ~ ~  ~ ~ 

@mT 3lIR t <it fiN; q;fm:t -cmff if tt t, 
..... ...... .. .... 

~ ..a-..a ~ ~ ~ "" fcf; ailflJ( r~  'CfiT ~ ~ t I anq ~ fQT 0lR 
~ 'CfiT 1f1fC' an '(IT t, a ~  Cfil ~ an ~ t, ~~a CfiT ~ an ~ t, <It ~ 
~ <it lItt ~ ~ t. fcf; anti \ft m lftt ~ ~ f I 

~ ~ 31JtI q;) lIRUT q;u ~ ;:um t ~ ~ lfft lIRVI ~ emp litit lnft 
t I ..n 3fTtf 'F' -ana f 1971 CIft? -..n 'NcfiJ ~ atllMi) ~ t? ~ "" 31JtA ~ 

aa ~, "i:U( q,flcif lfft :eftCfi4' \ft 1Fft 1ft I ~  1tft '3Fmf ~ ~ ~ "" fit; 1IW ~ 
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~ ~ , ~ 31fq:tcue ~ ~ e<qil( flR ~, ~ amI Ft;m "* fGlwT if 
-.m tl ~ ~ 1lttfi"5l':1R ~ ~ ~ CfiW ~ ~ m ~ tl ~ ~ CfiW 
~ ~ fif; ~ ~ 1lttfi ~ q)"f : ~  ~ Cf){ ~ f ~ ~ m fqj ittRIT ~ 
TTft:ft crcrt=r ~ "tR ~ ~ q)"f ~ G46IS{l q)"f Cf;Jtl, 'ffiT ~ ~ $IT Cf){ ~ ctt ~ 
~ f I lWit ~ fCClqil< ~ if ~ CfiW ~ m  t fqj ittRIT TTftfi ~ TfJCi "* ~ 
~ m 31mT1t ~ m: cit ~ ~ ~ 1ffiait ctt ~  ~ fl.. ..... ~ ~ ~ ~ 
ctt ~ ~ ~ t am erg ~ ~ cit 1fqm m m tl it ~ f fq; ~ ~ ~ 'qllff 
q)"f ~  ~, m \lJtfJ q)"f ~  ~ ~ elf?f4f ~ ~ ?IT a:f)'{ ~ 'qllff ~ ~ 

if amfi t! ~ \ft ~ \lJtfJ cit ~  ~ ctt ~ ~ t ~ :t1(1lf)d q)"f dqil\ill t 
fq; ~ ~ \lJtfJ q)"f ~  ';{ ~ I 317R 31Jq ~ ~ Cf){1J ~ f, or ~ ~ q)"f ~  

Cf){ ~ t ... ~ SJITqffi ~ TTfm q)"f ~ CfmfT t M $ef('iQ; fqj ~ ~ ~ ctt ~ 
~ f I ~ ~ q)"f : ~  ~ ~ t a:f)'{ ~ ~ f I 61 (1)tff cit ¥J : ~  

~  ~ ~ ~~ q)"ft ~ ~ ~~ ~  cit 

G4<I:fi<I< \{g -m f  I ~ ~ "tR CfiW ~ ~ m (1lJJ ~ ~ ~ ctt iffif Cf){ 
~ (I CflIT ~ m: q,1 qt:tlll1 m t? 31Jq cWl fqj mU ~ Gf\iR ~ if alR <lli?qfd 
~ ~~ ~~  ~ ~~ , ~ 3lJq ~ 

~ "tR ~ ~ ~ ~ fq; CFU ~  if ~ ~  !3lT t? 31lR ~  m !3lT 
t m cp;rr 31Ttf e'i$fd f fq) ~ "tR ~ Cfft ~ :  m t ~ ~ :  "* ~ if m 
~ ~ t I 31Jq \ft ~ ~ ~ 3lT'Q; f, ~ \ft ~ ~ ~ 3lTlfT t I 31Jq ~ ~ Cf){ 3lT'Q; f-
~ \ft 'T' ~ 31'fqJ t  I 31fCI ~ 10 mt§ ~ q)"f Slfdf1f1:«q ~ f-if ~ 10 mt§ ~ 
CJiT ~ Cfi«n t  I 31fCI '1ft lliqT if, ~ f1qiiil1 ~ if ~ f-3WJ ~ ~ "tR 
~ -m ~ I:fiff'Q!1I fif; CFU ~ ~ f? 

~~, ~ ~ ~ ~  31 ISfi 'i 01 ern Cfft iffif m t, ~ ~  1to if 
~ ctft ~ tl ~ TJttiif Cfft ~ ~ t, 3lT\if ~ m ~ tl ~ ctt ~ 
"* ~ cnm ctft ~ m ~~, -qtlt alR f.rI::{ ~ "* ~ ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~  
c6\f.;qt( I ~ ctft ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m f, ~ 1:fi("<\1i Cf)ViT or ~~  t  I 

If( ~ ,~  t, ~  ~ ~ tl mcm alR WWJ if ~ ~ t, -m cit 
~~~ ,~~  

• (WJ}q; ~ ~ ~, 8 lit 19811 
£ ~ :  ~ 1R ~ -if 'WT ~ ~ I 
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~ t, m ~ om ~ t, ~  Slfdtidl ~ ~ t 1 ~ 31A e'i$fd , 1% ~ e(CifiI( 
qft Slfdtidl t? ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ {I ~ ~ ~ tl ~ 

e(CifiI(, ~ aft'{ ~, (ft;ff * ~ ~ * ~ -q aro ~ m m ~  fG;r -q tt 
~ 'tRit f, e(Cifi'( Cfft ~ * ~ \ft m \'iffii\' , I ~ e(Cifi'( Cfft ~ * ~ ~  

it -m fl ~ ~ fiRn CfiT ~ ~ tl 31A * ~ ~ fiRn CfiT ~ tAr ~  

~ -q it ~ t, ~ -q m -m t, ~ -q m -m 'I ai14tf)1 e(CflI( t"lU ~ ~ 
Cfft t, ~ ~ -q ~ ~ ~ ~ tl ~ qft e'ifC41 ~ ~ t, 3llf?fCfl ~ ~ 
t, ~ em 4ttt'lIf-i4i ~ ~ " ~ ~ ~ 'Cfll ~ ~  'tfRd' 'I ~ ~  -q 
~ ~ ~~ r ~ ~~ ~ ~~ 

ar-u ~ t, w-m ~ ,~~, ~~, ~ ~ Wi, ~ ~ ~~ ~, 
aft'{ w:m 'Ifi ~ ~ ~  'tRR m ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ 

t 1% ~  'tRR ~ CfiT m ~ t 1 31A cWt 1% ~ ~ fdfUtGItl \ft t I ~ ~ 
~ t ct4lfCfi 3lJtJ ~ -q t, SJftqffi ~ TJWt ~ ~ ~ em qj'ffi ~ ai14tf)1 
'W<f tl ~ ~ ~ CfiT ~ ~ t, fiRn CfiT ~ ~ t? ~ (f)f illRfStCfl "tJ(R m 
~ -at ~  CfiT Wu? 3lJtJ ~  a ~ * ~ 31A ~ ~ f 1% ~  ~ 

~ -q ~ 'S31J, "Cfiim:I * ~ -q c:p;n !31J? ~ 3l!f !31T 1% ~ TJWt ~ ~ 
~ '1Tit if ffT ~ 3lJtJ tqlCfiI( q;(ij ,? 

......... ....... ...... 

om ffT"ffl ~~~~ a ~ ~ ~ ~~~  

~ ai'4tf)1 lJIf om amft t? m \ft 3lJtJ ~ lJPfi ~ ~ ~ ~ iCfi ~ f I ~ 
ai'4tf)1 ~ -q ~ t -at ~ Cflfi ~ ~  WR 31A ~ ~ lJPfi ~ ClffCRtcq 'Cfll 

~ ~ ft:iw * ClffC4dtq %; GRTiR ~ ~ m ~ Cflfi ~ ~ 1 
~ CfiT ~ ~  'tRR m -m t ~ ~ \ft GtGfCflf'iffl t am ~ ~ qft m 

t t\ I ~ ~ 31A afR ~ ~ ~ qft ~ ~  t I ~ ~ iI,RfStCfl "tJ(R 'Cfll ~ 

%; ~ ¥U q;rq m ~  

JJitqffi ~ TJjl:.ft ~ 'Cflll2D\ Cfi«iT f ~~ f{1Q\ m ~ ~ lTffif men ~ 'Cfll ~ ~ 
~ t  I ~ t I ~ CfiT '{§<ro t I at,4,(C\Cfl ~ ~ <mT ~ ~ m \ft ~ 'Cfll ~ 
Cfit m ,u GffiJ o:rtJ t 1 ~ ~ eta ~ ~  ~ lJ{(f ~ -q "5R'l ~ ~ ~ 
Gffil o:rtJ t I JJittRft ~ 11tm at,J,(C\Cfl f I ~ qft ~  (f)f ~ ~ f I "tifsij 
a ,~  ~ ~ * CRa ~ ~ qft ~ ((ffd41' ~ fiRwA (f)f ~ 31Cfm f1:R;rny -m 
tl ~ ~ 'Ifi f. ~ 4(&ffl \ft f, ~ ¥fJ ~ ~a :  ~ ~ ~ 
t 1% ar<R ftI1T ~ 'Ifi ~ iffif ;fflf 'Cfl"6" ~ I ~ ~~  -q \ifT ~ -m t, ~ ~ 

~ , 1Iftf, ~ ~~~ ~ ~  a : ~~ , ~  ~ ~  

~ ~ at'4Cf)'j ~ ~ ~ t ~ SlRttidl ~ -q if§O ~ 3l1R ~  ~ 
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31J1f arq;ft ~ q;) ~ ~ CfK ~ 1 ~ arq;ft ~  lfft ~ -Q 'lIT 41Q';t:1d -Q ~ 

~ ~ q)f ~ 1 atR ..tf CIi'W ~ m ~ ~ 3ltR qq(toq q;) ';f ~ fcfid;ft ~ 
~ q;vn ~ 1 ~ 'tR all ~ f 1 m ~ "lItt q)f '(WI tn ~ oqf4d('e1 111<' ~ t, 
ctNt-ctNt 41q:;(!1d -Q 'lIT ~  -Q ~ m ~ ~ emit am \ill 'ifRt ~ 'tR ~ ~, 
-::m ~ 'tffiit f 1 

~~~ rr tn, ~~~ ~~  ~  ~~ "{iftl ~ 

"3V ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ if \ft 3RR 'Q(1f ~ -m t 1 . . 
,. 

it ~ lIR ~ fSt:1IQ'; ¥tJ ~ ~ ~, am ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ 

~ ~  fl \jfGf ~ if f m ~ lIR q;) ~ ~ (I ~ ~ q;) ~ ~ 

~ t ftt; : ~ a  ~ ~  atlq:p.fct) t 'lIT ~ ~ ~  ..... ~ .q 8Rat;ff 

qft ~  ..tf t 1 l(Fit q. ~ ~ t m it 'Cfln q;( 1 fGtt'I("(\Q'; if t'R\ilo1l qft ~  

-::m t, ~ :  qft ~  t I 

~ q. a:R{(f f am ljl'tt:1q,tot q. a:R{(f f 1 ljl'tt:1qll1' ~ 'Cfln ~ t? a:R{(f-a:R{(f ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ tl ~ q. 111<' f, ~ \ft 'tfFft ~ ~ ~  

it m ~ ~ t ~ 'atif ~ -m " (til 1mT ~ em ~ f.Jutq q;vn ~ fcf; 
~ ~ ~ ~ 'lIT ~  am 31J1f if ~ ~ ~ ~ CfRWlJ...," m '!U"" ~  

'!U l«t ~, 31J1f if ~ 1mT ;it q;) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t, ~ ;it q;) ~ 
f.tutq q;vn ~ t 1 ~ 'aft qft ijfitct)t:1 ~ ~ q. " TJt t fcf; ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ -::m tl 

leA ~ ~ ~ ~ f, m ~ 'qFRff t ~ 3Utf.q ~ l'( ~ ~ -Jft q;) ~ 
~ CfRWlJ tl \Qi 300 ~ ~ ~ ll, em .n ~  ~ 'qFRff t 31J1f if ~ F 
~ ~  q;) ~ ~ qft ~ ~ f. m ~ ~ fefidofl q1;tlH lTtft, lIW ~ 
qft 'iffif t 1 !U l«t ~, 1«lJ em ~ ~ am:IA ~ m I il1«lJ q)f -m t 1 ~ 
Jjt fiIRt:1!(1 ~ q;y ~ ~ q;R ~ 1 Jjt filRcllcl ~ 1mT ;;ft ~ ~ ,  if ~ f. 
~~ ~~~  

"In the previous cabinet the Prime Minister used to have some colleagues. 
In the present Cabinet she has only followers." 

~ itit i(I(f ~ t, il "1tf ~ ~ tl 

il ~ q)f ~ tn flf; ~ qft ifln ~ t 1 faw .. '" 31J(qT lR .,." t, ~ if ~ 
~~  ~~~ , ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~ , f3fml 
~ if; ~  Cfit (Rtf; ~ Cf;J lI<m., ~ ~ \ft ~~, <it ~ ~ ~  

...... ...... .. .... 
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~ 3iN(f)l GJaT ~ t fct; ~ arnRJ 3ilqq;1 ~  t, 31J'4'Cfft , ~  t I ~ 
-q ~ t, ~ ~ t'ftf,;;jll:l 

...... .. .... .. .... 

...... .. .... .. .... 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ fct; 31Jq ~ ~ ~ f, 3Htdtii!llf ~ -q 31J'4'Cfft !11m fldl ~ 
~ .' 

~ !II fa tid I ~ I ~ ftN; 31J'4'Cfft !IImfldl ~ t, ~ Cfil !IImfldl t I ~ ~ ~, \1fGI 

~ ~ f, ~ !IIfatidl q;l ~~, 'Q:m ~ ~ 1{Rffl t, ~ q;l ~~, ~ ~ 

~ ~ fct; ~ ~ -q ~ Gffif ~ ~~, ~ 31TtJ m"tR mil ~ ml 

~ Cfft 'iffif ~~, 31Jq ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t, ~ ~ fCtlq;1{ ~ ~  

~ ~ fct; ~ ~ 31ft{ Cfft ~ ~ w t, 31TtJ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
it TIt t 1.. ..... aw:r ~ SI fa fldl q;l ~ ~ ~ ~ f, ~ -aT ~ ~ "d6AT ~ 
il ~ ~ ~, -aT ~ ~ tl aw:r ~ amff"tR it ~ ~ ~  

~ fCHC4le ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a  ~ ~ ~ 31ft tit, ~ ~ ~  q;l ~ ~ 

Cfi'{ ~ f 1 ~ ~ lJROl t ~ ~ 3flq(f)l ~ Cfil ~ ~  ~ m, ~ ~ -aT ~ 
3ilqq;1 Cf)TlJ t fct; ~ ~  aw:r -q ~ ~ ~, ~ q;tfi ~ "lfT ~ 1 ~ -aT ~ ~ 
~ fct; lTfuft Cfil ~ ~ ~ c:m;ff ~ \1fGI 31TtJ"tR ~  fq;Grr -aT ~ ~ "tT ~ 
q;l fq{1dl ~, ~ \1fGI 3fN(f)l ~  ~ ~, -aT ~ 31TtU "tT m 1 ~ ~ ~ CfiT 
~ m t I 3lf\jf ~ -q ~ it ~ t? (l\i1ft1I1 -q ~ it ~ t? ~ (§mtH ~ 
Cfft ~ ~ t? aw:r ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~  Cfil , ~  t 1 ~ \1fGI ~ 
~ ~ #tit, of ~ ~ ~ tt #til, m ~  Cfil Gffif ~ ~ 31TtJ GJU ~ it ~  

~ ';ytf aw:r ll' 'iffif q;l ~  f? ~ ~ lR ~, ~  ~, ~ ~ 3lJqq;) 

~ ~  

~ Tfiq -q ~ ~ ~ lffi ~ lJlI:, -aT fem:RT ~ 1fqJ 1 ~ -q 6R\i11 lffi 
~~, of l(AT iUa{11 -aT ~ ~  ~ -q 3MR tl ....... 31TtJ ~ Gffif CfiT em m 

~ 'I ~ tR\i11 CfiT ~~ m ~ -m {, ~ ~  ~ ~ ~~~ 

il s'fdlfi it -m f 1 31Jtf ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ tit 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ e(CfiH!ft, ~~ ~  tit 1 ......... ~~ a ~~~ ~  

~ ~ t fct; ~ 'iffiif q;l ~ ~ ~ "lfM ctiVU ~ I ~ 31TtJ ~ f ~ 31J'4'Cfft 
~ ~  ';ytf t? "lJW CfiW ~ ~ "CfiTlI m ~ ~ 3lTtf ~ CfiT ~  ~ ~ ~ f I 
~ ~ <mfJ t fit; aw:r ~  ~ ~ ~ f 1 ~ ~ ~ {, ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ 
t fct; ~ ~  ~ 3lftT ~ "tffll 3lTtf ~ ~ ~ f 1 

~ QH1'l31 -q ~  "Cfi"{ ~ m ~ ~ t fcf; 3lJqq;) fcJ;<RT ~  "lfT ~ 

fi1* 42 a~  'tt ~ t 1 ~ of ~ • ctiVU ~ { fcfi 3lTtf ~ ~ am-~ 
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-q ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -q ¥iJ C1iIft 1l t 1II o:rtf I 311R atl4;$l ~ " ~ ~ ~ 
C1iIft ~ st f, m ~ ~ fcf; 11fRJ r , ~ \R1l Cfil 'ffif t I 311R ~ '(atJ t, m ~ 
Cf)lf\i1C( ~ ~ ~ ~ ';f ~ 'tfI'C( I 3f1R 31Ttf ~ ~ fcf; ~ ~ ~ ", m ~ 
1WRfT t fcf; ~ * ~ qft \ill ~  t, Cff ¥if q;q " ~ I 

~ 3f1R 31Ttf l(RT \ft ~~, 311R 31Ttf ~ ,~ fcf; ~ ¥if ~ t, m ~ ~ 
q;{tn ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m " ~ t, lfIT{ qw ~  ~ t, Cff 1lF' mY (fcf; 
~ -q ~ atJ ~ tl ~ 'iFf ~ t ~ :  ~ m t 31tt cfit.:I ~ ~ 
t I $4lf{1C( ~ awm q;m t fcf; 31Ttf 3TtA ~~ ~ q;) ~ ~ "(lI ~ f I ~ a ~ 

JmnCf q;J ~ ~ tl 

~ 31 14 q;j ~ ~ m ~ ~ tl ~ ~ ~ t ~ llUift ~ ~ * ~ 
* ~ Cfil \ill ~ aw:R ft;p;n tn, ~ ft:rri; C1iIft m " ~ t ~ 3lI'l -m ¥ 
f ~ 34fCl,qle JmnCf Cfil ~ ~ t I 



~, : ~ Cfi1 ~ ~ ll'im ~ Slfdtldl1 ~ ~ ~ ~ !31l, ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ it ~ ~~, ~ ~ it 7:IT ~ llim 1lfu'1T Slfdtldl1 it, 
~ it ~ 'n§ ~ ~~ , ~ r~ ~~~~, ~ ~ 

'tR ~ it cp.u ft:trnf t afR mm ttt 'WRl ~ cp;n t? ~ ~  ~ m ~ -s:m-
f, ~ ttt ~ f, ~ T;ftq; llif.:tR( f, ~ ~ ~ f ~  ~ (l,iI11RtCfi 

7:IT tfilt41 tfil4cutl ~ ~ ~ ern-~ ~ ~ fill' ~ f fq; ~ : ~ Cfi1 

-smnq ~ 'tR 'tim ~ ~, ~ ~~ 'it>1<=1I, ~ ~ it 31fC4:tctlti ~ ~ 

Cfi1 ~ t, : ~ Cfi1 ~ ~ t, ~ t ~ it cp;n it '@ t, 

...... .. ..... ... ...... 
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DEFENCE 



FORMULATING DEFENCE POLICY·£ 

Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I am thankful to the hon. Members of this House 
for taking such a keen interest in the Defence Budget and the Defence Ministry. 

It is but natural that Bangladesh should permeate the discussion. It is 
quite natural that on an issue on which the whole world is exercised, the hon. 
Members of this House feel so much exercised. It is but natural, as I have 
said, that in our thinking of defence matters, Bangladesh has permeated and 
has all been r ~  in this discussion. 

The defence of a country depends upon so many factors and the defence 
policy is to be determined taking into consideration all those factors, such as, 
our relation with our neighbouring countries, our relations With other countries 
of the world, our external policy, the internal policy and all that. So many 
factors influence the determination of the defence policy of the country. While 
considering the defence policy of the Government, one will have to take into 

consideration the various factors . 

...... .. .... .. .... 

Sir, I was talking the other day about the tragic developments in 
Bangladesh. The resurgence of sentiments for Bangladesh after the brutal 
intervention by West Pakistan military forces had exposed in all its nakedness 
the colonialist design of the present regime in West Pakistan. It has further 
proved that the root of democracy is too deep and strong to be sapped by a 

military rule of nearly a quarter of a century. 

The people of Bangladesh are manfully resisting the efforts of the Pakistan 
junta to suppress freedom and democracy. The terror which has been 
unleashed on Bangladesh has stirred the conscience of the world. I can well 
appreciate the anger of hon. Members. The bravery and heroism of those 
engaged in this struggle is widely admired and applauded. ~ House has 
expressed its support and sympathy for our friends in distress. A significant 
percentage of the population of Bangladesh has been forced out and has 
sought shelter in India. Shri Viswanathan described this exodus as 

.. LS. Deb., 9 July 1971. 
£ Replying as the Minister of Defence to the debate on Demands for Grants for Ministry of 

Defence, 1971-72. 
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demographic aggression against India. Shri H.M. Patel called it an undeclared 
war on India. It is clear that the Pak Army is engaged in a ruthless genocide 
of the people of Bangladesh and is in the process mounting a serious threat 
to our economy, to our society and to the basic principles which our 
Constitution enshrines. The values we cherish and the commitment we have 
made for our own social and economic development, are in jeopardy. 
Government are alive to their responsibility to meet this threat. 

The House is aware of the intrusions that have been attempted by the 
Pak Army on our Eastern Borders. The House is also aware of the reports 
which have appeared in the Press in regard to the "preparations which are 
being made on our western borders, more particularly across the ceasefire 
line. Hon. Member, Shri Tombi Singh, drew our attention to the situation in 
the eastern sector. He mentioned particularly Pakistan's plans to train and 
launch some Naga and Mizo hostiles for disrupting tranquility in this part of 
our country. Hon. Members, Shri Inderjit Malhotra and Shri Shamim Ahmed, 
desired greater attention to be paid to the defence of Kashmir and asked for 
vigilance against Pakistani infiltrators to be intensified. 

The House is aware of the frantic attempts which are being made by the 
Pakistani military junta to raise new regiments, to conscript their youth and 
to procure military hardware, arms and ammunitions stealthily or through 
the agency of their friends in some countries. All these preparations are being 
made with a view to extinguishing the flame of freedom and democracy on 
this sub-continent. We hope that those who are helping them in this effort are 
conscious of their responsibilities and are aware of the purpose for which 
these death-dealing weapons are being procured. 

We have had occasions to discuss these threats to our security in this 
House. I can only say that we keep on reviewing these matters from day to 
day and I can assure the House that vigilance has been strengthened all 
along the Eastern and Western Borders, and every precaution has been taken 
to defeat all possible manoeuvres on the part of our adversaries. Our security 
forces have instructions to deal firmly with infiltrators and other hostile 
elements which may attempt to intrude into our territory. Our people on the 
borders, whether it is in Kashmir, Jammu, Nagaland, Meghalaya or anywhere 
else, are conscious of the stakes. 

The brutal methods employed by the Pak Army in Bangladesh have 
strengthened their determination to resist and defeat the Pak manoeuvres. 
The demand for the early recognition of Bangladesh by Government has 
been reiterated by various sides of the House. We are aware of the feeling in 
the country on the question of recognition of Bangladesh. Our Prime Minister 
has explained Government's stand on the matter on more than one occasion 
in the House and outside. There is nothing to add to what the Prime Minister 
has said on the subject. 
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One thing, however, is clear. The indomitable courage of the freedom 
fighters of the Mulcti Fauj will ultimately succeed in establishing Bangladesh. 
Reports trickling from across the border indicate how manfully freedom 
fighters are harassing the Pakistan Army. One guerilla, one commando of the 
Mukti Fauj is worth many marauders of the imperialist army of Pakistan. 

With the ever increasing activities of the freedom fighters, it is clear that 
the military junta will not be permitted to continue their exploitation of the 
people of Bangladesh and perpetuate their colonial rule there. In their 
determination to establish a democratic order in Bangladesh, freedom fighters 
have all our sympathy and support. 

There has been insistent demand for improving our defence preparedness 
by Shri Indrajit Gupta and others. Many hon. Members complained that 
while the report of. the Ministry of Defence has given details of the threats to 
our security, sufficient information has not been given in regard to the 
arrangements made by us to meet them. I think, if the details given in the 
report are studied carefully, it will be found that there is no cause for worry. 
For obvious reasons, caution has to be exercised in disclosing our strength 
and our preparations. I can, however, safely say that in every arm and in 
every role, we are more than a match for our adversary. The House has 
naturally not been apprised of the enormous exertions our armed forces have 
made to improve their skills in the use of the equipment which has been 
given to them. Every effort has been made to enhance the mobility of our 
land forces, to increase the fire power of the infantry and artillery and of our 
armoured units. Our anti-tank capability has been enhanced by the 
introduction of missile units. New methods of weapon, training and battle 
inoculation have been introduced. Altogether, the defensive capability and 
striking force of the Indian Army cannot but cause serious concern to our 

adversaries. 

It is true that Pakistan has acquired Mirage aircraft. Our Air Force 
has fully taken into account the increase in Pakistani air power. The strength 
and capability of our holdings are superior to Pakistani acquisitions. Our 
fighter bomber squadrons have been progressively modernised. We have 
recently carried out a re-organisation of Commands in the Air Force. 
Operational exercises including Weapon Meets are being continually 
conducted to ensure a state of operational readiness. Heavy repair and depot 
maintenance facilities have been modernised and augmented. I have every 
reason to hope that as a result, the rate of serviceability of our a r ~a  will 
improve. The measures which have been taken do not merely mcrease 

the striking power of our Air Force. They also ensure the most 
effective coordination of air operations in support of actions on land and on 

high seas. 
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Some concern has also been expressed in regard to the strength of our 
Navy. It is true that Pakistan has acquired new capabilities in the field of 
submarine warfare. We also have improved our capabilities. Our Navy has 
now a submarine arm. Its anti-submarine role has been strengthened by 
acquisition of modem anti-submarine aircraft. The Navy also holds and 
operates missile carrying crafts. The dockyard at Bombay is being modernised. 
A new dockyard is under construction at VlShakhapatnam. The Navy too has 
streamlined their provisioning procedures and maintenance facilities. I am 
sure our Navy is in a state of readiness to give a good account of itself . 

.. 
Our anti-aircraft defences have been modernised and strengthened. We 

now have surface-to-air guided weapon complexes installed in vital areas. 
Steps are also being taken to activate our civil defence measures. The Central 
Government is meeting the greater part of the expenditure on these measures. 
A large number of persons have volunteered for manning civil defence 
services. 

The possibilities of procurements from abroad are somewhat limited to 
us. But I would like to assure the House that we are not neglecting these 
possibilities. Our main reliance, of course, is on ourselves. Our ordnance 
factories and defence undertakings are working to capacity to meet the 
requirements of the Services. Several new types of weapons and equipments 
have been developed and are being manufactured. The Defence Research 
and Development Organisation (O.R.D.O.) has made a commendable 
contribution. I must take the opportunity to express my appreciation of the 
dedication of the workers in our factories and other production establishments 
and their response to the situation that faces us. 

Our scientists and their associates in the Defence Research and 
Development Organisation are making commendable efforts to make us self-
reliant in our requirements. While no ~, except perhaps the United 
States and the Soviet Union, is completely self-sufficient, most advanced 
countries endeavour to develop a technological viability so that they are able 
to establish mutually beneficial relationships with other countries. Such nations 
acquire a certain freedom of action because of their ability to develop equations 
and engage in a give and take exercise with other nations. Such viability, or 
to put it in other words, the scientific, industrial and technological maturity, 
is called self-reliance. We are expecting that such viability or maturity will be 
achieved by our scientists and technologists, particularly those working on 
our Defence laboratories and establishments, at not too distant a date. I can 
only assure the House that we will not allow their work to be hampered for 
lack of funds. 

The budget before this House provides for an expenditure of Rs. 1241.66 aorr 
to be incurred by the Defence Ministry during 1971-72.1 need not go over th. 
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details of the provisions for which the approval of this House is being sought 
today. It will be found that the funds I am seeking are somewhat larger than 

those provided last year. A part of the increase is on account of pay and 
allowances to enable officers and men to meet increasing costs of living. We 

have increased the provision for the purchase of plant and machinery for 

ordnance factories, for the procurement of transport vehicles and for the 
acquisition of equipment and stores for the Army, the Navy and the Air 
Force. Provision has also been made for a number of developmental projects 

and programmes and for alleviation of hard life our officers and men have 
to lead in forward areas. In submitting these demands, I have been conscious 

of the developmental needs of our economy and of the commitments we 
have made to our people. I have sought to ask for only the minimum and 
inescapable increases in our expenditure. The House will notice that despite 
the increase in ~ threats to our security, the proportion of the Defence 

expenditure in the total budget has declined as compared to the last year. I 
believe the percentage of the national income we devote to our security will 

also decline marginally. 

I would like to remind the House that national security goes beyond 
deployment of Armed Forces or preparedness to meet threats to our borders; 

it is inter-woven with our national objectives, our national interests, and our 
national capacity. In the quest of national security, it will be Government's 

endeavour to take all these factors into account. I am sure our people led by 
this august House will participate in these efforts and lend their full support 

to them. 

It is not merely security for the year for which funds are being voted 

which is the concern of this House. Several hon. Members have stressed its 

long-term aspects. Emphasis has been laid on the need to keep abreast with 
times. The developments in the field of offensive and defensive weaponry 

are fast. At the same time, indigenous development of equipment takes 5 to 

7 years, of sophisticated weapon systems about 7 to 10 years. This is why we 
have evolved the concept of a Roll-on-Plan, valid for 5 years at a time, and 

subject to annual review and elaboration. We have, in fact, to think in terms 
of a longer span of years. In some fields, our studies and projections already 

extend into early eighties. We are making efforts to introduce ~ ~  
and systems of management in the Defence Services. We are placing mcreasmg 

reliance on specialisation and are taking steps to set up and develop our own 

design organisations. The competence and capability of our scientists and 

technicians are comparable to those of their counterparts from ~ ~  
nations. We are taking steps to effect procedural and organIsatIonal 
improvements so that we could provide a satisfactory environment for them 

to contribute to our defence preparedness. 
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In this connection, I have noted carefully the wish of many hon. Members 
for our Defence Forces to acquire nuclear capabilities. We have discussed this 
matter in this House on a number of occasions. Our present policy is to use 
nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. In our view the possession of nuclear 
weapons is no substitute for our capability in the use of conventional weapons. 
I would like to remind the House that our military capabilities must be based 
on the advances we are able to make in the field of science, technology and 
industry. The House is aware of the position India occupies in the field of 
nuclear science. The House is also aware of the plans and programmes for 
making further advances in this field. The House, I am sure, will not wish me 
to say more on this subject or to lose my sense of perspective ill dealing with 
it. 

Apart from the defence of our borders, our Defence Forces have certain 
other responsibilities also. The House is aware of the responsibilities 
discharged by our Defence Forces in the past in a peace keeping role assigned 
to them by the United Nations on a number of occasions. 

On 6 April 1971, while we were engrossed in our own problems, we 
received an urgent request from our friendly neighbour, the Government of 
Ceylon. Similar requests had been made by that Government to other 
countries. Our response was prompt. We agreed to provide all assistance that 
was possible within our resources. We made our helicopters available. Our 
naval ships assisted the Ceylonese Navy in patrolling Ceylon's coasts. Our 
personnel did not deal with insurgency; they provided relief for the Ceylonese 
personnel and assisted them in surveillance and patrol duties only. With the 
completion of their task, the small forces made available to the Government 
of Ceylon were withdrawn. 

We have also supplied some items of equipment and stores needed by 
the Ceylonese Defence Forces. At the requesf of the Ceylonese Government, 
we have agreed to provide training facilities to their officers. Our cooperation 
in this field, the House will be pleased to know, has been mutually satisfactory. 

The Defence Forces have some domestic responsibilities also. They are 
required to go to the aid of civil power when such aid becomes necessary to 
meet the threat to our internal security. The Defence Forces do not relish 
these tasks. I am opposed to their services to be drawn upon too frequently. 
Shri Indrajit Gupta and Shri Samar Mukerjee have made politically motivated 
observations. I would appeal to them not to make our Defence Forces subject 
matter of politicaJ debate. There is no question of the Army being used for 
protecting monopolies or for suppressing workers. They have, on exceptional 
occasions been used at the request of the civil authorities and under their 
direction for supporting them in their efforts to maintain law and order and 
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to enforce the law of the land against such elements who violate law and 
create a state of disorder and insecurity in society. It is the politics of violence 
and murder that has imposed avoidable strains on our Army. I am hoping 
that in the context of the developing situation, attempts to disturb our 
tranquility and to weaken the determination of the Nation to make peaceful 
progress will cease and occasions for the use of Armed Forces in aid of civil 
power will be few and far between. 

Shri Indrajit Gupta has also mentioned abcut the use of our Territorial 
Army, (T.A.) for breaking strikes. I would like to make it clear that T.A. 
personnel are used only for running essential services in an emergency 
situation. It will be appreciated that minimum essential services have to be 
kept running in the larger interests of the society even in a strike situation. 

There is an aspect of domestic responsibilities which the Defence Forces 
discharge with great keenness. I am referring to the occasions when their 
assistance is called in by the civil authorities to deal with the consequences 
of unfortunate natural calamities such as in the event of €arthquakes, floods 
and famine. There have been a number of occasions on which during the last 
year the Defence Forces have been called upon to assist. The House will 
remember the desilting of the Ganges Canal which was undertaken in the 
wake of the Alaknanda floods. Our helicopters have been made available to 
rescue individuals who have seriously fallen ill in inaccessible areas at high 
altitudes; they have helped to save a number of lives. On all such occasions, 
assistance is provided at the request of the civil authorities. 

With your permission, I shall now refer to some problems of house-
keeping, 5hri Bisht and 5hri Parkash drew my attention to the shortfall in the 
strength of the Territorial Army. The authorised strength is about 50,000 and 
the actual strength is around 43,000. A Committee under the chairmanship of 
the Maharaja of Patiala was appointed to make a review and recommend 
measures to deal with the problem. The recommendations made by the 
Committee are being examined. 

I am grateful to Shri Priyaranjan Dasmunsi's interest in the N.C.C. He 
wanted this organisation to be controlled exclusively by the Ministry of 
Defence without the intervention of the State Governments. I would like to 
remind him of the observations made by the Kunzru Committee'in this regard. 
That Committee was of the view that the States which are responsible for 
education should take an active interest in all matters concerning the Corps. 
The Association of the States with the Scheme has been very helpful and the 
States have taken keen interest in promoting it. The N.C.C. provides a vast 
field for our young men and women in schools and colleges, for the type .of 
training which will be of great use to them in future in whatever walk of life 
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they may be. I hope a large number of them will take advantage of this 
scheme so that it covers practically the entire student community in the 
country. 

The N.C.C. Scheme is designed to provide facilities for our young men 
to develop character and leadership and to help those who wish to make 
Armed Forces their career. We propose to increase the quota for filling the 
vacancies in the Commissioned ranks from the N.C.C. cadets. The N.C.C. 
cadets also get some advantage when they apply for recruitment into other 
ranks of the three services. 

Shri Birender Singh Rao suggested the introduction of compulsory national 
service. I trust that he is familiar with the National Service Scheme and the 
National Sports Organisation which are operated by the Ministry of Education. 
I would wish these three schemes to be better integrated with one another. 
These together constitute in my view a better alternative to the compulsory 
national service that Shri Birender Singh Rao has in mind. 

From the point of view of the Armed Forces, it is not necessary for us to 
introduce compulsion. The voluntary character of our formations is a source 
of strength. A sufficient number of volunteers has been forthcoming to man 
the Armed Forces. We have had no difficulty in keeping the Indian Army 
young. There has however, been some gap in the strength of officer cadres. 
We have taken remedial measures to bridge this gap. 

Some hon. Members have made observations on the composition of our 
Armed Forces. Shri Samar Muketjee said that this should not be based on 
caste and religion. Shri Mulki Raj Saini said and rightly so that the distinction 
between martial and non-martial communities is a myth. Shri Birender Singh 
Rao eulogised the bravery of a company of officers and jawans. I also pay my 
tributes to them. He pleaded for the establishment of an Ahir Regiment and 
also a Chamar Regiment. Prof. Narain Chand Parashar, on the other hand, 
wanted a Himachal Regiment to be raised. Shri Tombi Singh talked in terms 
of a Manipur Regiment. 

...... ..... .. .... 
There is demand for a Bengal Regiment as well. I am not unaware of the 

sentimental value attached to the regimental names;: nor of the value of appeal 
to past history, or to regional affiliations. 

Nevertheless, it has been the policy of Government to ensure that our 
Armed Forces are broadbased and derive their strength and motivation from 
their loyalty to the nation. I would like to remind the House in this connection 
that our policy is fully effective in the Air Force, in the Navy and in the 
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officer ranks of the Army. An element of class composition, however, has 
persisted due to historical reasons in some regiments of the infantry. Into 
those regiments also, persons belonging to other classes are now being 
gradually recruited. I propose to bear this aspect in mind in determining the 
nomenclature we adopt for any formation we may raise in future. 

Our recruitment policy has already undergone many changes. Fifteen 
selection boards and 68 recruiting centres have been established in different 
zones so as to cover all areas in the country. Quotas of recruitment have been 
fixed for each zone. Further steps will be taken to ensure that opportunity to 
serve in the Armed Forces is not denied to anyone, who volunteers for such 
service and is found suitable for it, merely on the ground of caste, race, 
religion or domicile. 

The interest taken by hon. Members from all parts of the House in the 
conditions of services of officers and men in the Armed Forces will warm 
their hearts and encourage them to do their duty. We are a developing country 
and our resources are limited. Our officers and men themselves appreciate 
that we cannot do all that needs to be done for them. We have, however, 
attempted to make some improvements over the recent years. 

Personnel serving in forward areas, or at high altitudes, or in uncongenial 
climate are entitled to extra rations and clothing, special compensatory 
allowance, free conveyance for families, retention of married accommodation 
by them and postal concessions. Schemes of additional annual increments 
have been sanctioned for personnel who have reached the maximum of their 
pay scales. Interim relief ranging from Rs. 15 to Rs. 45 per month for other 
ranks and officers was sanctioned in March 1970. In September 1970, an 
additional relief was provided to Armed Forces to the extent of Rs. 4 per 
month for jawans. It has also been possible to raise with effect from July 1971 
the condiments allowance to troops to the level of Rs. 2.35 per man per 
month for units with a strength above 50 and Rs. 2.50 for manning other 

units. 

A proposal to increase the allocation for amenities for other ranks from 
Rs. 25 lakh a year to 50 lakh a year is under consideration. Pensionary benefits 
have also been liberalised. In September 1970, a scheme of death-cum-
retirement gratuity was introduced as a supplement to pensions. The minimum 
for pensions was raised last year to Rs. 40 per month. The procedure for 

payment of pension has been streamlined. 

Shri Braj Raj Singh complained of delay in the payment of pensions. 
I would like to inform the House that action is initiated one year before the 
date a jawan is due to retire. With a view to settle all pending a r~, he is 
posted to the regimental centre ten days prior to the date of r ~  ~ 
leave pending retirement. He is also given four months leave and pension IS 
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payable on the expiry of this leave. There are only few cases in which 
verification is not complete before the leave expires. In such cases, anticipatory 
pension is granted. 

A phased programme has been drawn up for the construction of married/ 
separated family accommodation for JCOs and other ranks in the Army and 
equivalent ranks in the other two services. During 1970-71, nearly 
5,000 quarters have already been constructed for them and an equal number 
is under construction currently. 

It will be appreciated that all that is possible Within our. limitations is 
being attempted for the improvement in the service conditions of our Armed 
Forces and special attention is being paid to the requirements of other ranks, 
that is, jawans. If everything that is desired is not being done, it is not due 
to lack of intention on our part, but lack of resources. 

It is the duty of officers to look after the welfare of the Jawans and to 
create a feeling among the Jawans that they are fully cared for. The officers 
are fully alive to this aspect of their duty. 

Shri Ram Gopal was good enough to invite my attention to the quality 
of rations supplied to troops. He is aware of the care which is observed in 
ensuring that rations are wholesome. The food grains needed for the troops 
are procured by the Department of Food. The stocks procured are inspected 
by Food Laboratories of the defence organisation. I am aware of some 
occasions when it has been necessary to relax the standards prescribed for 
rice. Even in such cases, effort has been made to ensure that the wholesome 
character of the product or its calorific value is not jeopardised. If the type 
of complaints he has mentioned are brought to my notice, the culprits will 
be severely dealt with. 

Some hon. Members emphasised the need for improving communications 
in the hilly regions. Shri Parashar and Shri Pratap Singh brought to the notice 
of the House the difficulties experienced in their respective areas. There can 
be no two opinions about the need for opening up remote and isolated areas 
along our borders and prOViding them with facilities of modem means of 
communication. The need for postal, telegraph and telephone facilities in 
these areas cannot be over-emphasised. I shall bring this to the notice of my 
friend, the Minister of Communications. The Border Roads Organisation, 
which was set up about ten years ago, has rendered some service in this 
respect. This organisation has constructed so far about 5,800 k.m. of new 
roads, improved about 4,000 k.m. of old roads and is now looking after the 
maintenance of about 7,000 k.m. of roads. These roads have made a 
tremendous impact on the socio-economic development of our border areas. 
I agree, however, with hon. Members that much more remains to be done for 
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opening up inaccessible areas where lack of communications hampers the 
development of backward communities and their integration with the 
mainstream of our national life. I am having this problem studied in some 
depth. 

May I, on behalf of the ex-servicemen, express to hon. Members their 
gratitude for the interest taken in their welfare? We have to keep our Armed 
Forces young. That is why servicemen are retired at a comparatively young 
age. Nearly 50,000 persons retire every year, out of whom more than 
two-thirds stand in need of rehabilitation assistance in one form or the other. 
Their training and discipline are an asset to the nation. It has been our 
endeavour to provide facilities for them to enter different civil vocations. 
Shri Chand Vakar and Rao Birender Singh suggested re-employment of ex-
servicemen in Government departments and Public Sector Undertakings. The 
House will be glad. to hear that a series of reservations and relaxations have 
been made by different Ministries and Public Sector Undertakings and State 
Governments. A number of concessions have been given by the Union 
Government to facilitate absorption of ex-servicemen in their employment. 
For instance, 20 per cent of the vacancies in Class IV have been reserved for 
them. Similarly, ten per cent of vacancies in Class ill posts have been reserved 
for ex-servicemen. Age limits have been relaxed to the extent of the military 
service rendered by ex-servicemen plus a grace period of three years. 
Minimum educational qualifications have also been relaxed. Reservations 
have been made in All India and Central Services for ECSs/SSCOs, both in 
respect of permanent and long-term temporary vacancies. Twenty per cent of 
the vacancies in the lAS and IFS have been reserved for them. Twenty seven 
per cent of the vacancies in the IPS have also been reserved. In Class I, the 
reservation is to the extent of 25 per cent and in Class II posts to the extent 
of 27 per cent. A special competitive examination is held by the UPSC 
exclusively for EC/Sse officers. The age limits in their case have been relaxed 
and the prescribed age limit i.e., 24 years is applied with reference to the year 
in which the officer joins his pre-Commission training. Most State 
Governments have extended similar concessions for appointments to posts 

under their control. 

The concessions for ex-servicemen were  reviewed at a Conference of 
Chief Secretaries in November last year. A further review will be undertaken 

this year. 

Special arrangements exist for inducting r ~ in ar~ ar  
forces such as the Central Reserve Police Force, the Industrial Secunty Force, 

the Border Security Force and the Home Guards. 

Arrangements have been made and r r~ a ~ been r ~ to 
make it possible for ex-servicemen to be absorbed mto dIfferent vocations 
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within six months of their release. The House will be glad to know that 
during 1970-71, job opportunities were found for 23,600 ex-servicemen. 

Efforts have also been made to provide orientation training to 
ex-servicemen for improving their employability. A scheme for their training 
has been drawn up in consultation with the State Governments. Under this 
scheme, armed personnel will be enabled to join Industrial Training Institutes 
six months before the date of their retirement and to continue their training 
for a further period of three to six months. They will be paid by Government 
during the period of training. Thus they will be imparted full-fledged ,. 
vocational or technical training at these institutes. I am hoping that this scheme 
will help ex-servicemen to set up small industries and also to prOVide 
disciplined manpower for our industries in the private and the public sectors. 

The House is aware of the Special Fund which has been created to provide 
finance on concessional terms to ex-servicemen for starting some business for 
employment. Such finance is available on an individual or co-operative basis. 
A sum of Rs. 75 lakh was contributed to this fund during 1970-71. Thus a 
total sum of Rs. 8 crore is available in the fund to finance economic activities 
of ex-servicemen. 

Shri Inderjit Malhotra made the useful suggestion for ex-servicemen to 
be settled in border areas. We have already been trying to do so. So far, it has 
been possible to settle about 140 ex-servicemen in NEFA and another 100 in 
the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. A scheme for the settlement of 
ex-servicemen in the border areas of Rajasthan is under discussion with the 
Rajasthan Government. 

The House is aware of the provision for medical care to military pensioners 
and their families. The scheme was sanctioned in 1966, Government have 
now extended the scheme to cover the provision of dental treatment and 

~  .  . 

Shri S.M. Banerjee drew my attention to a number of points concerning 
industrial and non-industrial workers in the Defence establishments. He is 
aware of the steps that have been, or are being taken with regard to them. I 
am grateful to him for assuring the House that the Defence workers will do 

their duty and make their contribution to a ~  the production of 
equipment and stores needed by the Defence Services. I have always held 
that in their sense of patriotism, civilian workers of the Defence Ministry 
wherever they may be engaged are second to none. They will not regard any 
sacrifice too great and any work too hard when the national interest so 
demands. He has been pressing for what he calls a permanent negotiating 
machinery to be set up. I think he knows that the joint consultative machinery 
is doing its best to tackle these problems. I would invite him and the 
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organisation he represents to contribute to the effectiveness of these efforts. 
He is always welcome to meet me. 

The progress made in developing and augmenting production and in 
organising the production of the stores, the weapons and equipment needed 
by the Defence Services has been explained by my colleague, the Minister of 
Defence Production. 

I will refer briefly to the complaints made by Shri Shreekantan Nair in 
regard to the alleged discrimination in the matter of location of the Public 
Sector Undertakings. I would like to clarify that sites for defence production 
units have been and are selected after a full study of techno-economic 
considerations. A full techno-economic survey has been carried out before 
the location for the new electronic factory under the B.E.L. was decided. A 
number of techno-economic criteria have been set up for this study. The 
suitability of a location in Kerala was considered. Judged by these criteria, 
the location in Kerala got a low rating. There has been no discrimination 
whatever against Kerala, or against any other State. 

Shri Sawant spoke about disparity between General Duty Officers on the 
one hand and Technical Officers on the other in the Air Force. The functions 
and roles of these cadres are different. It is therefore, inevitable that there 
should be some difference in the rules regulating recruitment, and pay and 
allowances. I would like to add that officers for the Technical Branch are 
selected from amongst engineering graduates. Officers of the Flying Branch 
have to be paid better because of the risk and strenuous nature of their duties 
and because of the shorter span of the active service. 

Shri D.N. liwary drew my attention to the implementation by the Ministry 
of Defence of Government's language policy. I would like to assure him that 
efforts are being made to increase the use of Hindi in official work. I am 
keeping a personal watch over the progress of these efforts. We have set up 
an Official Language Implementation Committee in the Ministry. This 
Committee is headed by a Joint Secretary. Similar Committees have been set 
up in Services headquarters and Inter-Service Organisations. The progress 
made by these Committees is reviewed periodically. 

It should be remembered that the arduous duty which personnel in the 
Armed Forces undertake at snow-bound altitudes, or at places infested with 
health hazard, or keep vigil in furious weather conditions is n?t capable of 
being adequately compensated. Any monetary compensation will be too poor 
a reward. The proper reward for such a service is the appreciation by the 
nation of the sense of patriotism which inspires the personnel of the ~ 
forces to undergo any risk for the sake of security of the country. I take this 
opportunity to send my compliments to all personnel of the Armed Forces 
for the splendid work that they have been doing for the defence of the 
motherland. 
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I am, however, not neglecting monetary compensations within our 
resources. For the first time, this question has been examined in great depth 
by Services headquarters. The result of their review has been integrated by 
the Chief of Staff. Under their guidance, a set of proposals for the Army, the 
Navy and the Air Force has been evolved. 

These together with the relevant study papers, have been made available 
to the Pay Commission. The Pay Commission will also study the problems 
and examine individual witness from all ranks and all Services. It is my hope 
that the Third Pay Commission will put forward some meaningful 
recommendations for the benefit of our Defence Forces. 

A great deal, of course, depends on the morale of our Armed Forces and 
the quality of their leadership. I have visited our officers and men in the 
forward areas. Their morale and keenness leave nothing to be desired. The 
leadership which is provided by the Chiefs of Staff and under their direction, 
by the Army, Air and Naval Headquarters, is of a very high quality. The 
House can put its complete trust in their ability and in their dedication. They 
have been and are fully prepared to meet all eventualities and to fulfil all the 
tasks that may be assigned to them. They are second to none in their sense 
of patriotism. 

Shri H.M. Patel referred to some whispering campaign. Nothing could be 
more unfair to our senior officers. I would like to state categorically that 
these whispers are without any foundation whatever. The responsibility for 
basic decisions rests not on them but on me as the Defence Minister and on 
Government as a whole. Such whispering campaigns have nothing but a 
sinister motive. They are carried on with a purpose. Is it difficult to guess the 
source of such whispers? No one who has the interest of the nation, of the 
security of the country uppermost in his mind will initiate or spread such 
rumours, which serve the cause of the enemy more than our own. 

Shri Samar Guha thinks I am timid. He wants the Indian Army not to 
bite but to show its teeth. I do not believe in empty threats. He should know 
that over the recent years, the teeth-to-tail ratio of the Indian Army has been 
improved significantly. If and when there is real need to use the teeth to meet 
the threats to our security, we shall not be found wanting. Shri Samar Guha 
is a student of science and as such I presume he is possessed of an analytical 
and disciplined mind. I am afraid he has not applied his own brain while 
speaking on the subject and specially when bestowing his kind attention on 
me and the officers of the Armed Forces. He has been wrongly briefed. At 
AgartaIa, I addressed a mammoth public meeting. Shri Samar Guha can see 
a brief reporting of my speech at those meetings in the Press. If he visits, per 
chance, the border area of Tripura, he may ascertain from the people what 
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was the effect of my speech there. The analogy of the lion was given at a 
meeting of Lions Club at Varanasi. The simile was used in relation to capitalists 
and workers. Perhaps it appeared attractive to the Press and they published 
their own version. But I do not know what he means by accusing me of Jinot 
only misleading the country but the Government on the political issue of 
Bangladesh". He has not said how I have done this. He has not quoted any 
statement or any speech by me in this regard. I have been very discreet in 
making any statement on the subject of recognition. The Prime Minister has 
been dealing with that. This accusation is without any foundation. I would 
not mind accusations against me, though it is a matter of common knowledge 
that issues like recognition of Bangladesh, or of armed confrontation with 
another country cannot be decided by an individual minister. It can be decided 
only by Government. Of course, in emergency, only the Prime Minister can 
take such a decision. Not content with accusing me, he has dragged in Army 
Officers. Nothing can be more sinister. He has made serious allegations against 
high officers of the Armed Forces without giving their names. Whether he 
has full facts in his possession, or has been wrongly briefed, it would have 
been proper on his part when he got this information to communicate it to 
the Prime Minister, or to me, so that appropriate action could be taken. 

Such whispering campaigns against the officers of the Defence Forces 
harm the interest of the country. Obviously, Shri Samar Guha has been wrongly 
advised on this issue. I may tell the House that all these allegations are 
baseless and unfounded. 

....... ...... .. .... 
Sir, I have tried to cover, within the time at my disposal, as many points 

as I could. A careful note has been made of all the points that have been 
made by hon. Members. 

These shall be looked into and proper action taken. 

It remains for me to thank the hon. Members for the interest they have 
taken in the work and life of the Defence Services. I would like only to assure 
the House that the resources placed at our disposal would be effectively used 
and to pledge that the duty assigned to us to defend the motherland and to 
repel all threats to our security shall be fully and faithfully discharged. 



DEPLOYING THE DEFENCE FORCES 
ALONG INDO-PAK ~ 

Mr. Speaker, Sir, the genesis of the tense situation on our borders with 
Pakistan lies in the confrontation between the military rulers.and the people 
of Bangladesh. 

The House is aware of the terrible crackdown by the Pak Army on 
Bangladesh on the fateful night of 25/26 March 1971. In an election held 
earlier for the first time after a decade, the people of Bangladesh, gave their 
confidence to the Awami League and voted for its six point programme of 
autonomy. The military rulers of Pakistan instead of honouring the result of 
the election hurled defiance at the people of Bangladesh and unleashed a 
terror the like of which has not been seen or heard before, on the fateful night 
of March 25/26. 

In the process, unprecedented atrocities have been perpetrated; hundreds 
of thousands of people have been done to death in cold blood; villages have 
been burnt; women have been dishonoured, and children maimed. The 
University of Dhaka was a particular target for attack; the armed forces 
concentrated on the intelligentia, the youth and the minorities. Modem 
weapons of warfare, including tanks, armoured cars, even artillery and 
aircrafts have been used. This House has already extended its sympathies to 
the victims of this terror. 

The people of Bangladesh rose to a man in revolt. The East Bengal 
Regiments and the East Pakistan Rifles offered resistance, with many members 
of the armed police joining them. Whilst seemingly engaged in negotiations 
with the Awami League, the military rulers hada1ready brought nearly two 
divisions of Pakistani troops into East Bengal. When they met with determined 
resistance large-scale reinforcements were quickly brought in by air and sea. 
Later, large para-military iorees, called the East Pakistan Civil Armed Force 
and Razakars have also been organised and are wreaking havoc in the 
countryside. 

Men, women and children, Muslims, Hindus, Christians and Budhists, 
fled from this unparaleDed terror in an unending stream to seek shelter in 

• L.S. Deb., 15 November 1971. 
£ Participating in debate on Caning Attention Motion to reported concentration of a ~ i 

Foras on Indian borden. 
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India. The terror continues unabated; so does the stream of refugees. It has 
reached staggering figure of nearly 10 million people. 

The genocide practised by Pakistan, the cruel attempt to destroy the 
culture, and identity of the people of Bangladesh, has evoked the sympathy 
of the entire world. The forcible expulsion of millions of men and women, of 
all creeds and ages, in a state of utter helplessness and exhaustion, constitutes, 
so far as we are concerned, a new kind of aggression. We could not but give 
them shelter and succour. Their continued stay in our country imposes 
intolerable strains on us; threatens the stability of our economy, jeopardizes 
many of the fundamental values enshrined in our Constitution and has 
engendered social, economic, and political tensions. It is our wish that these 
refugees from terror return to their homes in honour, in dignity and in full 

safety. 

The military rulers have so far done nothing to put an end to the terror, 
or to create conditions in which the refugees could return to their homes. The 
efforts made by the people, the press, the governments of many nations have 

so far proved unavailing. 

The people of Bangladesh have been making their own efforts to make 
it impossible for the Pak Army to continue its reign of terror. A powerful 
resistance movement has grown around the East Bengal Regiment and the 
East Pakistan Rifles. Angry young men have joined in large numbers. The 
resistance offered by them has unnerved the Pak Army. Their successes have 

made them hopeful of early deliverance. 

The military rulers have for the past many months been trying to divert 

the attention of the world from their misdemeanours and mistakes by fastening 
and foisting the blame on India. We are guilty only of sympathising and 
supporting people in dire distress. The President of Pakistan, however, 

threatened to wreak vengeance upon us, if the Mukti Bahini succeeds in 
liberating their land from the clutches of Pakistani hordes who are perpetrating 
rape and rapine in Bangladesh on a scale unprecedented in the recorded 
annals of history. On 30 July, 1971, President Yahya Khan threatened us with 
total war. On 12 October, in his address to the nation, the threat was renewed. 
In between, the armed might of Pakistan has been significantly reinforced 
and strengthened. War hysteria has been whipped up. A poster campaign to 

"Crush India" and IIConquer India" has been launched. The cry of Jehad has 

been raised. 

To back up his threat of total war against India, President Yahya Khan 
ordered large-scale movement of troops all along the Western r ~ border, 
opposite Rajasthan, Gujarat and East Punjab. Pakistan has moved ... lts :r ~  
close to our border. Special attention has been paid to the ceasenre line m 
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violation of the terms of the Karachi Agreement. Additional POK Battalions 
have been raised; Frontier Corps Troops have been brought in; a large number 
of Mujahids has been activated, and an additional wing of Karakoram Scouts 
has been organised. All along the western border and the ceasefire line, 
enormous quantities of defence stores and ammunition have been piled up, 
close to the troops' locations. By the middle of October, almost the entire 
military might of Pakistan had been deployed, away from their cantonments, 
along our frontiers, in operational readiness. Since then the Pakistani forces 
have indulged in a series of provocative acts. There have been a large number 
of border violations, on land and also in the air. 'Fhere has .been extensive 
shelling of Indian territory by Pakistanis on our eastern border resulting in 
considerable damage to property and also in loss of life and injury to a 
number of our own citizens and also to many refugees seeking shelter on our 
soil. Fire has been exchanged along the ceasefire line. Many acts of sabotage 
have been committed along our eastern frontiers in an attempt to disrupt our 
lines of communication. 

I do not, Sir, wish to exaggerate but the situation on our borders is very 
serious indeed. The Pak forces have the advantage of nearer interior lines. 
Their Armoured Divisions which have been put into a full state of readiness, 
are poised to act in full concert. The reports received by us indicate pre-
emptive strikes on our airfields as part of their plans. 

In such a situation, we have no alternative but to move our forces to our 
western border. Today our Defence Forces are deployed along the eastern 
. and western borders in a full state of readiness to meet all eventualities. The 
morale of our Jawans is very high. The morale of the people in the border 
districts is high: they have lent their whole-hearted support to the Defence 
Forces in organising our defence all along the border. Steps have also been 
taken to guard vital points and installations against sabotage and against air 
attacks. We are determined to defeat any attack on our territory and to carry 
the war, if need be, to the soil of the aggressor. 

I trust our vigilance and preparedness will deter the military rulers of 
Pakistan from carrying out their threats to make war upon us for a third 
time. We do not propose to relax our Vigilance or withdraw our troops from 
the borders, until a satisfactory solution is found to the situation in Bangladesh 
which shall induce and enable the refugees to return to their homeland. 1 
wish the futility of militarily suppressing the people of Bangladesh dawns on 
Islamabad and men in position of authority and influence heed the lesson.<; 
of history and listen attentively to saner counsels. I fervently hope that 
Pakistani rulers persuade themselves to abandon the course on which ~ 

have embarked, to retract their threats to us and to find a political solutiol. 
to Bangladesh which will be acceptable to the already elected representative 
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of the people under the leadership of Sheikh Mujibur Rehman. This is the 

only course which will ensure democratic freedoms to all people on this sub-
continent providing them an opportunity to devote themselves to the peaceful 
tasks of economic and social progress. 

,.,.,. ...... .. .... 
...... .. .... .. .... 

There is no doubt that there had been air violations, as I have stated in 
the statement, and hon. friends might have read in the newspapers that our 
aircraft had chased the Pakistani aircraft . 

...... .. .... .. .... 

So far as ~  on the eastern border in Tripura, Assam, Meghalaya 
and West Bengal is concerned, I have stated that there had been shelling. But 
I may assure the House that no Pakistan armed forces personnel has had the 
courage to come to, or to cross the border. H they cross t;he border, they will 
be thrown out into Pakistan .... That is what the instruction is. The instruction 
is to silence the guns, I am sure our jawans will do that. They have done that, 
but there is still, I repeat, instruction not to cross the border. As I have stated 

in the statement just now, if hostility breaks out and if aggression is com-
mitted, the instruction is to carry the war into Pakistan's soil. 

So far as the question of recognition is concerned, it will be done at the 

appropriate time. 

...... ...... .. .... 

About the question of shelling on Tripura border, and the hon. Member 
has specially mentioned Kamalpur and Belonia, I would draw his attention 
because he comes from that area, to what the brave fighters of Mukti Bahini 
have done across Kamalpur and Belonia. He should not forget that. In that 
area, the Mukti Bahini has done wonderfully well and has pushed aside 
Pakistani forces and occupied the area. I know in the border towns and 

border villages, a risk is involved. The local administration concerned will 
take all the requisite steps to relieve the hardships of the people in the border 

towns and villages. 

So far as recognition is concerned, it is not on account of any indecision, 

but it is a decision and the decision is that recognition will be given at the 
appropriate time. What will be the appropriate time will have to be judged 

in the context of many things. 

As far as the Mukti Bahini's functioning is concerned, the House is aware 

of the activities of the Mukti Bahini in the land of Bangladesh, in the sea and 
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to some extent in the air, and the Mukti Bahini is getting all their requirements 
from a large number of citizens of Bangladesh who are abroad, in Europe 
and in America, who have raised large funds and are helping the Mukti 
Bahini and the Bangladesh Government with military hardware . 

...... ...... .. .... 

I have said that on the villages and areas on the borders this shelling is 
occasionally going on and our forces are behaving with the utmost restraint 
in the face of these uncalled for provocations and w",e will continue to do so. 
We will behave with restraint. We do not want to be provoked into a war. If 
war comes; no doubt our jawans will face it and will face it manfully. 

We have also taken steps as far as spies and saboteurs are concerned. In 
a situation like this, it usually happens that the hostile country sends a large 
number of spies and saboteurs. It is for our intelligence agencies to be wide 
awake and see that such nefarious elements are not in a position to commit 
undesirable activities. Our intelligence agencies are quite aware of this situation 
and they are active and a large number of spies and saboteurs have been 
detected and arrested. 

...... ...... .. .... 

...... ...... .. .... 

....... SJft q,awq<i}· ~ ~ awt,,\iIl -;m ~ ~ 1ftqJ if;' affdliqu, ~ ~ ~ ~ 
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WAR BREAKS OUT WITH PAKISTAN·£ 

You are aware that Pakistan has thrust a war upon us. 

The Pakistani Air Force launched pre-emptive air strikes on our airfields 
from 5.45 p.m. yesterday. Pakistani aircrafts have attat:ked 12 of our airfields, 
namely Amritsar, Pathankot, Srinagar, Faridkot, Halwara, Ambala, Agra, 
Uttarlai, Jodhpur, Jamnagar, Sarsa and Sarsawa. The railway junction of Godra 
Road, Jammu and Barmer were also attacked. Four of the attacking aircrafts 
have been shot down. Some of our runways were slightly damaged; no aircraft 
on the ground was affected; in one area the installation was slightly damaged. 
All our airfields are fully operational. The Pakistani objective of inflicting 
substantial damage through a pre-meditated pre-emptive attack has been 
frustrated. 

The Indian Air Force responded with retaliatory attacks on Pakistani 
airfields, the first stike materialising last night was at 11.50 p.m. Chanderi, 
Sherkot, Sargodha, Murid, Mianwali, Musroor (near Karachi), Risalwala (near 
Rawalpindi) and Changa Manga (near Lahore) have been attacked. The crew 
have reported to have achieved good results. They hit a number of Pak 
aircrafts on the ground and petrol tanks were set on fire. Sargodha airfield 
~  been damaged. The radar station in Badin (Kutch) has also been damaged. 
All our aircrafts except one Hunter, one HF-24 and one Sukhoi have returned 
to the base. 

Since 6 p.m. yesterday, the Pak Army has been shelling our positions in 
Poonch, Chhamb Jaurian, Amritsar, Fazilka a ~ Pathankot. The ground attacks 
by Pakistani forces have been repelled in all sectors. Some of our B.S. forces 
in Ajnala, who were across the river Ravi have however been withdrawn. 
Pakistan has effected similar withdrawal of their forces on our side of the 
river. In Poonch, we have taken 5 prisoners belonging to No. 26 PDKBattalion. 
At Chhamb Jaurian, the Pak troops while retreating have left one dead and 
one wounded soldier, both belonging to No. 43 Battalion of the Punjab 
Regiment 

In the early hours of 4 December 1971, our troops captured a Pak picket 
5 miles South East of TIthwal. A hill feature between Uri and Hajipur has 
been captured. Our troops also captured 13 prisoners including one JCO. 

• L.S. Deb., 4 December 1971. 

£ Making a Statement as the Minister of Defence on the situation regarding attack by Pakistan 
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Pak troops in great strength supported by armour and artillery are 
engaged in severe fighting 30 miles west of Akhnoor. We have already inflicted 
heavy casualties including six enemy tanks which were seen burning. 

In Ferozepore sector, approximately one brigade of Pak troops supported 
by air, armour and artillery are attacking our troops in area of Hussainiwala 
and Ferozepore. Our troops have repulsed all attacks inflicting heavy casualties 
on the enemy. We have also had casualties and lost some ground. The 
Hussainiwala bridge has been damaged. 

The Indian Forces have moved into Bangladesh at several points and are 
acting in concert with I Mulcti Bahini'. Our troops in concert with the liberation 
forces have taken Shamshemagar including the airfield in the Tripura and 
Cachar Sector. Fierce fighting is still going on in the area around Akhaura. 
Our troops a ~  Saigon and Majlispur in the Comilla sector. Thakurgaon, 
Darsana and Gazipur are now under our control. 42 prisoners including one 
JCO and one Havildar-Major belonging to 26 Frontier Force Rifles Battalion 

have been captured in Phulbari. 

The Indian Air Force has carried out air strikes on the airfields controlled 
by the Pakistani Air Force in Bangladesh. So far, 8 Pakistani Sabre jets have 
been shot down, Four near Dacca and 3 near Jessore. We lost 2 Hunters. 

The Western and Eastern Fleets of the Indian Navy are now out on their 
mission to seek and destroy enemy warships and to cut the maritime lines 
of communication between West Pakistan and Bangladesh and to deny to 

West Pakistani forces of occupation support from the sea. A Pakistani merchant 
ship was captured by one of our destroyers this morning. A party of Naval 
personnel has boarded the ship which has been ordered to proceed to the 

nearest harbour. 

Units of the Eastern Fleet have also struck at Cox Bazaar. The attack 

resulted in the destruction of the installations at the airfield. 

The Indian Navy has instituted contraband control in respect of supplies 
intended for Pakistani ports. The ports in occupation of Pakistan in Bangladesh 

have been blocked. 



SITUATION ON THE WAR ~ 

The hon'ble Members will recall the Statement I made in this House in 
the afternoon on 4 December 1971. I had then said that the Pakistani objective 
of inflicting substantial damage on us through a pre-meditated pre-emptive 
attack has been frustrated. The Pak forces have been making.repeated and 
determined efforts to inflict damage on us and probe for possible weak spots 
in our defences. We have been endeavouring to blunt Pakistan's aggressive 
military machine. 

The Pakistani Air Force has been visiting our airfields, but the damage 
they have been able to inflict has been negligible. We have been able to repair 
the damage inflicted and our airfields continue to be operational. There has 
been a gradual decline in the sorties mounted by the Pakistani Air Force. 
This may be the result of the damage inflicted by our Air Force on their air 
installations and airfields. So far, we have destroyed 52 of Pakistani combat 
aircrafts and 4 more probably damaged. Three Pakistani pilots are in our 
custody. 

Our Air Force has been concentrating for the last two days on air defence 
of our forward positions and providing close support to ground operations. 
We have also successfully attempted to dislocate Pakistani lines of 
communication, supply dumps and oil installations. We have lost 22 aircrafts 
in all. 

Pakistan's repeated attacks on Poonch have been beaten back with heavy 
losses. There has been intense pressure in the Chhamb sector. We have 
withdrawn our troops to prepared positions.on the river Monavar Tavi. In 
the fighting that preceded this planned withdrawal, Pakistanis lost 25 tanks 
and they suffered heavy casualties. We are exercising counter-pressure in the 
areas of Akhnoor and Shakargarh. 

The Pakistani forces have been pushed out of the Dera Baba Nanak 
Enclave. The bridge across the Ravi is in our possession. The attempts on the 
part of Pak forces to infiltrate behind our lines have been frustrated. 

In the Amritsar sector, a few Pakistani border posts are now in our 
occupation. In the Ferozepore area, the Pakistani forces have been ejected 
from the Sejra Enclave. 

• LS. Deb., 7 December 1971. 
£ Making a Statement as the Minister of Defence on the latest position about Pakistan aggressior 
on India. 
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In the Rajasthan sector, a Pakistani armoured column made a bid for the 
area around Ramgarh. This column was held at Longanavala and has been 
practically decimated. Twenty tanks were definitely destroyed and seven 
more damaged. We have succeeded in effecting entry into Sind from two 
directions. Our troops have advanced around various points and our leading 
elements are about 10 miles short of Naya Chor. We have also captured 
Islamgarh. Our forces have been able to destroy 96 of Pakistani tanks so far. 

In the Eastern sector, our troops are acting in concert with Mulcti Bahini. 
Under our pressure, the Pakistani occupying troops are falling back. The 
Jessore airfield was captured by us this morning. All areas west of Kaliganj 
have been completely cleared of Pak troops. The important highway from 
Meherpur via Jhenida to Goalandoghat Ferry has been cut. In Hilli/Dinajpur 
area our troops are advancing towards the Rangpur-Bogra highway. 
Lalmunirghat with its airfield has been captured. The area north of Kurigram, 
Rangpur, Dinajpur is now free of occupying forces. 

The hon'ble Members are aware of the capture of Akhaura two days ago. 
The strategic centres of Maulvi Bazar and Brahmanbaria are now surrounded. 
Feni was vacated by Pak troops yesterday; the forward elements of our troops 
are now racing towards the Chandpur Ferry. 

In Bangladesh, the Pak Air Force has been virtually wiped out; our air 
supremacy in that area is complete. From the sea, installations of military 
value have been pounded around Chittagong, Chaina, Mangla, and Khulna. 
All maritime connections. between the occupying forces and West Pakistan 
have been completely severed. 

The hon'ble Members are aware of the daring operation carried out by 
the Indian Navy on the night of 4/5 December. Two Pakistani warships have 
been sunk and one is believed to have been seriously damaged. Our Naval 
Force penetrated to within 15 miles of the Karachi harbour. Their 
bombardment has inflicted severe damage on the harbour installations and 
oil storage tanks. In the Bay of Bengal, the Indian Navy was able to sink one 
Pakistani submarine. The Eastern fleet is now operating off the Pak occupied 
coast in Bangladesh. 

The three Services are working on a highly integrated joint plan of 
operations. The efficiency with which these plans have been executed and 
the mutual support which one arm has provided to the other have been 
gratifying. 

About the United Nations (U.N.), I have to inform the House that a safe 
conduct was given to a U.N. Aircraft C-130 for 8 a.m. to 10 a.m. on 6 December 
1971. This could not be utilized by the U.N. At the request of the U.N. 
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representative in New Delhi, a safe conduct for U.N. aircraft was given for 
7 December 1971 effective from 7 a.m. to 11 a.m. (1ST). There have been no 
operations over the Dhaka area since 10 p.m. last night. 

It has been reported from Dhaka that a U.N. aircraft has been damaged. 
over the Dhaka airfield. The Air headquarters have confirmed that no Indian 
aircrafts have been operating in that area up to this time. The U.N. have been 
advised to investigate in Dhaka \\.ith regard to the damage reported. to have 
been inflicted on that aircraft. 

.. 
I would like, on behalf of the Members to communicate to the Armed 

Forces the appreciation of the House for the valiant way in which they are 
defending the country and defeating the enemy. 



INDIA WINS THE WAR*£ 

On Friday, 3 December 1971 around 5.40 p.m., Pakistan had unleashed 
its total war on India, with preemptive strikes on our airfields and heavy 
attacks on our defensive positions all along the Western Frontier. We were 
able to commence our counter action on the Western Front only around 
midnight. 

On the Eastern Frontier, we moved in the early hours of Saturday, 
4 December 1971, from different directions into what was then known as East 
Pakistan to act in concert with the Mukti Bahini and other elements of the 
National Liberation Forces of Bangladesh. With the signing of the Instrument 
of Surrender by Lt.-Gen. Niazi, Martial Law Administrator of Zone B, at 
16.31 hours on Thursday, 16 December 1971, the people of Bangladesh were 
finally freed from West Pakistani subjugation of a quarter of a century and 
from the brutal terror that had gripped them since 25 March, 1971. 

The successful completion of this campaign of liberation, within a period 
of 12 days, across a vast expanse of land, criss-crossed with rivers and rivulets, 
inhabited by nearly 75 million people and held down by 93,000 regular and 
para-military forces of West Pakistani origin will rank in the annals of military 
history as a remarkable feat. 

The strategy of our forces to bypass main cities to avoid civilian casualties 
and to prevent damage to national assets surprised the enemy. 

The speed of our flanking movements and the determination with which 
they were pressed, rendered the long-prepared positions of the enemy 
untenable. 

The Mukti Bahini fought shoulder to shoulder with our forces. The 
Freedom Fighters provided invaluable assistance by harassing the enemy on 
the rear and by enabling our forces to overcome numerous riverine obstacles. 

The Indian Air Force achieved mastery of the vast airspace within the 
first twenty-four hours by completely annihilating the PAP in Bangladesh. 
The punishment inflicted from the air on military installations and positions 

.. L.S. Deb., 18 December 1971. 
£ Making a Statement as the Minister of Defence while reviewing the outcome of recent armed 

conflict arising out of the Pakistani aggression on India. 
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caused tremendous havoc. The supply as well as escape routes by air were 
completely sealed. 

Helicopters were extensively used to land our troops on the rear. A 
battalion of para-troopers was dropped at pre-cietermined places-North of 
Dhaka. The link of these para-troopers with the ground forces of the Mulct; 
Bahini and the Indian Army made it possible for us to reach the outskirts of 
Dhaka on the eleventh day of the campaign. 

Our Navy played a significant role. The Eastern Naval Command 
deployed our Aircraft Carrier VIKRANT with suppot:ting ships and 
submarines to immobilise the port facilities at Chittagong and in the Khulna-
Chalna-Mongla complex and to damage airfields and military installations 
on the southern periphery. Amphibian landings were carried out at Cox's 
Bazaar to seal off a possible escape route for the enemy to Burma. 

It appears that the Martial Law Administrator had lost operational control 
over his Divisional Commanders at an early stage of the battle. The Pakistani 
troops, however, fought gallantly. 1beir Commanders did not pay heed to 
the messages addressed by General Manekshaw to save their lives. 
Major-General Rao Farman Ali's initiative was overruled by Pindi. It was 
only in the evening of 15 December 1971 that the wisdom of avoiding further 
bloodshed dawned on the military rulers. 

By then the tables had been turned on the aggressor on the Western 
front. Pakistan's massive offensive thrusts in the Poonch, Chhamb and 
Rajasthan sectors were effectively blunted. The fight to protect our sacred soil 
against Pakistan's furious onslaughts was fierce. Our Jawans stood their ground 
with dogged determination and thrust the enemy back into its territory. 
Repeated attempts on the part of the enemy to infiltrate behind our lines 
were frustrated. 1he local Kashmiris helped to round up straggling infiltrators. 
To protect our vital land communications in Jammu and Kashmir, we carried 
the war into the enemy's territory. To keep the enemy away from Rajasthan 
and Gujarat, we made significant gains in the Barmer and Kutch sectors. We 
succeeded in drawing the enemy's reserves into open battle and in scattering 
its attacking forces. 

The Indian Air Force struck, without interruption, by day and by night 
at aircraft on the ground, at airfield installations, runways and radar stations. 
Troop concentrations were broken up and annoured columns were scattered, 
Important installations of military value were severely damaged and the 
transportation system was disrupted. In addition, the IAF provided air cover 
to our ground forces and co-operated with them in destroying the enemy':, 
tanks. Our air defence units took a heavy toll of enemy's intruding aircrafu. 
In the concluding stages of the conflict, the enemy's air activity was reduce-i 
to a fraction of ours. 
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The task of the Western Naval Command was to contain the Pakistani 
fleet and prevent it from hitting at our shipping and our ports. 

The House is aware of the two daring attacks mounted by our Western 
fleet which damaged port and shore installations at Karachi and substantially 
reduced the strength of the Pakistani fleet. In consequence, the enemy was 
unable to interfere with our maritime shipping. While our ports functioned 
normally, our Navy completely succeeded in cutting off the enemy's supplies 
by sea. 

The enemy has paid dearly for aggression. Pakistani losses in equipment 
are computed at 94 aircrafts, 246 tanks, two warships, two submarines, two 
mine sweepers and 16 gunboats, both in the Eastern and Western sectors. 
Vital installations of military significance have been severely damaged. 
Pakistani casualties are known to have been very heavy. Obviously, it is 
impossible to have 'the exact figures. A full tally of prisoners is not yet available. 
In Dhaka alone as many as 24,000 have surrendered. 

The ceasefire on the Western front became effective. yesterday at 8 p.m. 
At that hour, we were in occupation of numerous pockets of Pakistani territory. 
In Kargil, Gurais and Uri Sector, our troops have occupied nearly 50 posts. 
In the TIthwal sector, a substantial portion of the Lipa Valley is in our hands. 
Some commanding heights across the ceasefire line have been taken by us in 
the Poonch-Rajouri-Naushera sector. The whole of the Akhnoor Dagger salient 
and a number of border posts in the Jammu sector are with us. We have 
crossed the Basantar River and the greatest part of the Shankargarh-Zafarwal 
salient is in our possession. The Dera Baba Nanak Enclave south of Ravi has 
been occupied by us. Several border posts in the Dera Baba Nanak-Ajna1a-
Amritsar-Khemkaran-Ferozepore-Mamdot and Fazilka sectors have been 
taken. In the Bikaner sector, Rukanpur, Ranhal and Bijanot have been captured. 
In the Jaisalmer-Islamgarh-Bhatkhanwala Khu area, we are 4 to 8 miles inside 
Pak territory. Apart from a number of border posts on the border of Sind, 
including Chhad Bet, we have occupied the whole of Nagarparker Bulge and 
captured Chachro and Virawah. We have effective control right up to Naya 
Chor and Umarkot in the Pakistani province of Sind. The posts and the 
pickets in our possession ensure the security of our Western borders and 
provide full protection to our vital road links. 

Our losses have been comparatively smaller. We lost 45 aircrafts, 73 tanks 
and one frigate. All our installations are in full operational order. 

For the liberation of Bangladesh, 1,047 of our brave officers and men laid 
down their lives, 3,047 were wounded and 89 are missing. 

On the Western front, 1,426 were killed, 3,611 were wounded and 2,149 
are missing. 
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The area west of Mwmawar Tawi was, at the time of ceasefire, in Pakistan's 
possession; so is the enclave West of Sutlej at Husainiwala. There is a very 
small lodgement in Pakistan's possession in the area in the West of Fazilka 
around village Pakka. 

Pakistan's military adventure has recoiled on its military leaders. The 
experience of 14 days of fighting, the loss of territory and of manpower, 
together with the severe damage inflicted on equipment and installations 
would, as soon as the facts become known to them, convince the people of 
Pakistan of the disastrous consequences of unprovoked armed aggression . 

.. 
On the evening of the 16 December 1971, the Prime .MiniSter announced 

a unilateral ceasefire. This would convince not only the people of Pakistan, 
but the world at large with regard to our intentions. In our view, there is no 

dispute between our two countries which cannot be settled by friendly 
negotiation between ourselves. 

We have no territorial ambitions. Our jawans who have fought so bravely 
and who have sacrificed their lives at the call of duty will, however, need to 
be assured that their sacrifices will yield results of lasting value to the peoples 
of India and Pakistan. They already have the satisfaction that they have 
contributed to the liberation of Bangladesh and to the emergence of a secular, 
democratic State on our Eastern borders. It will now be our endeavour to 
forge, through bilateral negotiations, a new relationship with Pakistan, based 
not on conflict but on co-operation, guaranteeing to us the security of our 
borders and our vital road communications, and assuring to the peoples of 
the two countries freedom from fear of recurring wars and an opportunity to 
devote their full attention to economic and social progress. 

We have to redeem the pledges we made to ourpeop1e when we were 
elected to power. I am sure the people of Pakistan and Bangladesh also 
ardently desire to devote their attention to similar tasks. Let us hope that the 
experience of fourteen days of armed conflict with Pakistan will help to 
usher in an era of peace and prosperity for the sub-continent. 

The House owes its gratitude to the vast number of men and women 
whose exertions and sacrifices have contributed to the success of our arms. 
We owe a special duty to the next of kin of those who have laid down their 
lives and to those who have been disabled by the conflict. We have also to 
make good the equipment we have lost. The a ~ a r will, no doubt, do his 
part. The nation may, however, wish to give expression to its sentiments by 
organising a massive voluntary effort to provide relief to those who have 
suffered and to provide to the armed forces the equipment they have lost. 

We could not have achieved this success but for the enthusiastic exertions 
of our farmers and our industrial workers. A special word of thanks is ~ 
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to the railway men and truck drivers who kept supplies moving and to the 
personnel who manned our telecommunication network. The men in charge 
of our merchant shipping succeeded in keeping up a steady stream of supplies. 
I am also full of admiration for the courage and fortitude of the common 
man who carried on his normal tasks in the face of enemy gun fire along our 
borders and around the airfields. 

The nation can be proud of the devotion, the dedication, the determination, 
the skill and the efficiency of those of our citizens who fought with all their 
might, on land, at sea; and in the air, the dark forces of aggression. Our 
military leadership rose to the co-operation, understanding and cohesiveness 
achieved by the three services in planning and executing the joint operation 
have been gratifying. The defence forces of India are now a well-knit team, 
capable of guaranteeing the security of our motherland against external 
aggression. Their success on the battlefield should give us confidence in our 
war on poverty and want. 

On behalf of the Defence Services and the Ministry. of Defence, may I 
tender the grateful thanks for the generous appreciation by this august 
House, and indeed by the entire nation, of the efforts made by them to 
perform their national tasks to the best of their ability. 



COMMENDING THE INDIAN ARMED ~ 

Sir, I am grateful to the Members of the House for the tributes they have 
paid to the Defence Ministry and to the Defence Services. The universal 
commendation and encouragement that have been given to the Armed Forces 
will no doubt give them the necessary strength to maintain the records that 
they have established and to improve upon them. 

Sir, it should be quite clear what our objective was in the last Pakistan 
war. I am saying this because it has beeri raised in this House on the basis 
of some articles written by retired Generals that the time taken, the response 
time taken was too long; and, therefore, I want that the House should keep 
in mind what was our objective in this war. The objective was to create 
conditions in Bangladesh, which would enable ten million citizens of that 
country, who were forced by the Pakistan Army hordes to leave their hearths 
and homes and to seek refuge in this country, to return to their homes. 
Therefore, effort was being made that a political solution should be found 
which would create such conditions in that country. The Prime Minister made 
it clear times without number that we do not want to go to war with Pakistan; 
we want to find a solution for political settlement in Bangladesh. Need I 
remind the House that the Prime Minister, with a view to arousing the 
conscience of the world, visited the capitals of several nations, not to seek 
assistance for the relief of the refugees who had come over to this country, 
but to help finding a political solution in Bangladesh? Therefore, where was 
the question of response? From 25 March, when the leader of Bangladesh, 
Sheikh Mujibur Rehman, was arrested and when the Pakistani hordes were 
let loose on the innocent and unarmed people of Bangladesh, our response 
was that the Parliament extended the support of the nation to the freedom 
fighters of Bangladesh. We wanted to see that the students and the youth, 
who were fighting for their freedom and were determined to see that every 
Pakistani solider was forced out of Bangladesh, were supported. 

We extended our support. We wanted them to succeed in getting freedom 
for their country. Our military response came when Pakistan forces actually 
attacked our country. Of course, we had made the preparations, when 
President Yahya Khan moved his soldiers from the cantonments to our westem 

• RS. Deb., 15 May 1972. 
£ Replying as the Minister of Defence to the discussion on the Working of the Ministry 01 

Defence. 
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borders, our forces were also moved from our cantonments to the western 
borders. That was a precautionary measure and when on that fateful night 
of 3 December, they had the foolhardiness to bomb some of our airfields. We 
reacted. And you know, Sir, how we reacted. Therefore, to say that the time 
we have taken for response was too long is not correct. Perhaps the retired 
Generals only think in military tenns, they do not have a wider perspective. 
The wider perspective here was not the country's response from 25 March, 
but the period during which we were making efforts-and some thinking 
nations of the world were also making efforts-to find a political solution in 
Bangladesh. So, when we intervened in order to help secure the freedom of 
Bangladesh, it was with a view to establish ordinary human norms in that 
country, and it has been rightly pointed out that it was for the establishment 
of some of the valued objectives of civilised human society; and we succeeded 
in that. 

Prof. Ruthanaswamy* wanted to know what our objective on the western 
front was. Our primary objective in this whole episode was to secure 
independence for Bangladesh, and once some unprecedented thing 
happened-unprecedented in the history of the world-that as a result of the 
co-ordinated action of the Mukti Bahini and the Indian forces nearly 90,000 
of the Pakistani soldiers had no alternative but to surrender to the joint 
command and Bangladesh achieved freedom. Our objective having been 
fulfilled, we offered unilateral ceasefire on the western front. I am stating a 
fact and it is that our objective on the western front was to meet the attack 
launched upon us by Pakistan. And it is known to the House that our forces 
were advancing even in the western sector, but our objective having been 
fulfilled in the east, we wanted to show to the world that we did not want 
disintegration of Pakistan, we did not want annihilation or annexation of 
Pakistan. Therefore, we offered unilateral ceasefire, which President Yahya 
Khan had no alternative but to accept, and the ceasefire was effected. Even 
after that some nations kept repeating that we wanted to disintegrate Pakistan, 
or annex Pakistan. They may go on repeating that thing but the world knows 
that we had no such designs. After the ceasefire, our forces are stationed on 
the ceasefire line. Occasionally, as I have said in the other House and in this 
House also, there have been violations of the ceasefire. And in most cases 
there have been flag meetings of the local commanders and the matters have 
been sorted out. It was in the case of the violation in Tithwal area that our 
forces in two posts were outnumbered. They fought bravely and ~a a  
Because they were overwhelmed with a large number, they had to ~a : 

However, two of our posts in TIthwal area were captured by the Pakistaru 
forces. 

Our objective after the hostilities and the ceasefire has been stated in 
unequivocal tenns by our Prime Minister. She offered that ways and means 

.. Prof. M. Ruthanaswamy, Hon'ble Member, Rajya Sabha. 
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-
should be found for durable peace in the lub<(lntinent by bilateral ~ L~~  

and negotiations. When this incident at nthwal took place and when hring 
was going on from both sides, I a ~ my Army Commanders to get in 
touch with the Pakistani Anny Commanders, so that the fi.ring could stop 
and the firing was stopped the next ~  lhen, it was also suggested 
that, as usual, flag meetings should take place in this case also to sotVta the 
differences. As the House is aware, even during \he peritld when the dispute 
was going on with Bangladesh and ",·hen a novel type of aggresSion was 
perpetrated on India in the shape of thrusting 10 million refugees in this 
country, Pakistan was maJcin8 ron.ctllnt endeavour to internationalise the 
various issues. Alter the ceasefire also., the intention.<> of Pakistan had been to 
intemationalise the disputes. As you are aware and as House is .. "" .. na 

fIIat 'A8J.1Ilt!r&L . .  . .'tf. 
a ~ line, which' WItJ tlkdedas atestdtGf interVention of the United 
N\UO\l$OpUa_whel\,akistan .. indu\pd. in ~ over Xashmir 

in 1948. As a teSU1t 01 this nrent 118811!SSion of Paldslan, as the House is 
that ceasefire line has been blurred at many places. The present ceasefire 

a ~ uni1 ._. Her b 
line, as I have already stated, was effected as a result of ateraJ 0 r 
India itself which was accepted later by President Yahya Khan. It was not at 
the instance or intervention of any third party, and therefore, our stand 
has been that whatever disputes arise, or are existing between the two 
countries, they should be bilaterally resolved without intervention of any 

third country. 

J#J#J# • •• 

I have said, if you have foUowed, that President Yahya Khan accepted 
the ceasefire and, therefore, ceasefire was effected. As I have said, there have 
been violations and they were resolved by joint flag meetings. The violation 
at Ttthwal was a serious one. Here also we felt that the usual procedure 
should be followed and it should be resolved by flag meetings of the local 
Commanders. But they said that let the United Nations Military Observer 
take up this matter and we took the stand-"No". We will not permit any 
third party to intervene in negotiations or discussiOll$ on any point between 
India and Pakistan Let it be bilateral, there have been since then a few 
violations and, as the House is aware, we have given clear instructions to our 
Armed Forces to effectively meet any violation of the ceasefire. I repeat it. We 
have given clear instructions to our Armed Forces on the border to effectively 
meet any ceasefire violation from the Pakistan Army . 

.... . ... 
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On this occasion I will make an appeal to newspapers and news agencies 
in this country not to publish anything which has not been verified from 
authoritative sources. It has appeared in the papers that there had been firing 
and violation in the Shakargarh area. There has been no firing or violation in 
the Shakargarh area. It has been said in the papers today that five more posts 

have been captured by Pakistan. No posts other than the two posts in the 
Tithwal area have been lost by us. They are all in our possession. So I want 

to make it dear; when we are trying for a durable peace-and I know that 
peace is not unilateral-at times it is for the winning party to make efforts 
for pedce dIld ~ 1(11" the lo:;;inS party. We will a ~ ~ r  for ~a ~ and at 

this stage I will not like to do or say anything which will, in the slightest 
measure, jeopardise the chances of peace in this sub-continent. When I am 

~  .. ·tbis ....... l ~ .. : a~ a : a  consideration, all the 

~  .. ~~ •.. ":·._":: ••. ~: ~  
whichbavebeenmade by Palrlstan after the cessation of hostilities. Whether 
it be new Divisions or regiments that they have raised, whether it be arms 
and ammunition that they are said to have received from other countries, 
either as gift or aid, or through purchase, all these things have been taken 
into account in making our own defence preparedness, but all the same it 

will be the endeavour of India to have bilateral discussions with Pakistan in 
order to solve all the differences that we have so that lasting peace can be 
established in this sub-continent. I entirely agree with my friend, Shri Sanyal*, 
that for developing countries like India, Bangladesh and Pakistan, having the 
same kind of society struggling in tradition and poverty and wanting to 
establish an affluent society, it is not a desirable thing to have perpetual 
conflict which may call for armed confrontations. Therefore, we will persist 
that peace should be established in this sub-continent. It is gratifying when 
my Ministry receives universal support from all sides of the House for 
strengthening our Armed Forces, for modernising the Army, for modernising 
the Navy and for modernising the Air Force. It gives me added strength. We 
are taking certain steps for modernising the three wings of the Armed Forces. 
We are producing some of the arms and military hardware that we require. 
But to think that so far as the sophisticated weapons are concerned we have 
become self-reliant, well, it will be far from the reality. It will take time. In 
this cormection I would like to say that so far as our research and development 
activities are concerned, it will be my effort to see that the research and 
development activities are strengthened to the maximum extent in the Defence 
Ministry, and work will not be permitted to suffer for want of requisite 
funds, and when I have the support of both Houses, I am sure it will be 
possible to provide adequate funds for research and development. In many 
of the sophisticated fields, it is not only the question of funds, it is the question 

.. Shri Sasankasekhar Sanya\, Hon'b\e Member. 
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of acquiring the requisite knowhow as well. The House is aware that in 
many sectors our designing capability has not developed as much as we 
want it to. But we are developing. Our scientists are quite good. They have 
done good work. The Navy has done good work, and we have to modernise 
our Navy. We have to add to its defensive and offensive capability, whether 
it is by additional number of submarines, or frigates or warships, whether by 
adding to the number of helicopters that we have got, whether by adding to 
the patrol boats, or in other ways. All these actions, several actions, will have 
to be taken, of course within the constraints of the overall economic resources 
of the nation. This is a very important aspect that has to be kept in mind. 
Similarly for the Air Force, I will not feel any hesitancy in saying that during 
the war we noticed certain weaknesses and shortcomings, and it shall be our 
endeavour to see that those weaknesses and shortcomings are removed-
again, I will say, within the constraints of the overall economic resources of 
the country. I, as Defence Minister, would like to do these things very quickly, 
very early, but certainly everything will have to be taken into consideration 
while deciding the priority for the various sectors to be provided with funds 
subject to the overall limit of our resources. I will not like to go into details. 
We have given many details in the Report. 

Some Members have complained about the unnecessary secrecy that is 
maintained within the Defence Ministry. Well, I have seen to it that this time 
we give as much information as we can safely give, and the Members will 
admit that this time in the Annual Report we have given much information. 
But the House will bear with me that there are certain aspects which cannot 
be disclosed, not that I have any hesitation in giving that information to the 
hon. Members of the House. No. But giving it in the House means giving it 
to the world. Certainly I shall give the information to the Members, but I 
cannot give it to the world. So they will bear with me. If there are certain 
aspects, which are not disclosed either in the Annual Report, or in reply to 
questions of supplementaries, well, they shoUld feel that it is in the national 
interest that such information should not be disclosed. 

Our officers and jawans in all the three Forces, the Army, the Navy and 
the Air Force, have conducted themselves with that sense of patriotism which 
always brings success to the Armed Forces, and in the last conflict they had 
the support of the entire nation behind them. They had the support of the 
workers in the ordnance factories and other factories. They had the support 
of the civilian employees not only in the defence forces, but also in the 
various undertakings of the Government of India and the State Governments, 
the Railways, the P and T and the transport operators. All these had to be co--
ordinated in order to meet the mighty challenge from Pakistan. It was a 
wonderful co-ordination not only between the three wings of the Armed 
Forces, but also between the various Ministries, the State Governments and 
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even r a~  ~  Because of that we could achieve this spectacular 
success whIch so qUIckly enhanced the prestige of the country in the whole 
world. I wish that this will be maintained. Our Jawans have worked well and 
ever since I took over, it has been my endeavour to see that we ensure more 
and more benefits to the Jawans. I can inform the House that as a result of 
certain steps taken in the Defence Ministry we have added to the income of 
the Jawans and they get various benefits amounting to several crore. I will 
not go into the question of their salaries and emoluments because the whole 
question is being examined by the Third Pay Commission. This time, some 
action was taken in the Defence Ministry. A cell was set up consisting of 
representatives of the three Forces to work out details to be presented to the 
Pay Commission. The members of the Pay Commission were good enough 
to visit certain areas, forward areas, even docks and ports to actually see the 
conditions of work of the personnel of the Armed Forces. As a matter of fact, 
when I was at Visakhapatnam, I was told that the next day the members of 
the Pay Commission would be visiting VISakhapatnam. I instructed them 
that the members of the Pay Commission should be requested to enter a 
submarine and see under what conditions those who man the submarine 
have to work. I am happy-and thankful to the members of the Pay 
Commission that they entered a submarine and enjoyed the temperature. I 
say these things, so that they can appreciate it. Otherwise what happens? 
One sees a class IV employee in the Central Secretariat and then one thinks 
that a class IV employee in a forward area and in a submarine also works 
under the same conditions as in the Central Secretariat and he makes a 
recommendation that all class IV employees should get the same benefits. 
Some objectivity and reality will have to be brought to bear and I am happy 
that the Pay Commission is going into that. I will not say anything more, but 
certainly I can say this much that whatever recommendations come from the 
Pay Commission, so far as the personnel of the Armed Forces are concerned, 
will be implemented, Now, to compare and say that they get less than a 
sweeper, well, I do not know where from this information is got and Members 
accept it without questioning it. Of course, a large demobilisation takes place 
every year. Shri Sanyal raised the question of combatants and non-combatants. 
I do not know whether he has read the report. Ever since I took over I was 
trying to do away with this distinction. Now, in the Armed Forces there are 
combatants and non-combatants. All belong to the same category . 

...... ...... 

Even the sweepers belong to the same category. That was done in a ~ 
last. That distinction has been removed. Well, in the Army, due to histoncal 
reasons there are class compositions in existence. There are certain regimen.ts 
named after certain communities; there are regiments named after certam 
States, or certain geographical regions. Well, it is an anachronism to have 
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denominational regiments composed of certain communities in a State which 
is a secular democracy. As I have said, these are historical legacies. And I 
agree with my friend, Shri Nawal Kishore, and action in that direction has 
been taken to some extent to dilute, by the injection of some other 
communities, the pure class compositions of those regiments. But certainly it 

I will take some time before we can say that none of our regiments are based 
on class distinction. 

Of course, during this war, I got the useful experience that so far as the 
effectiveness in defending the country is concerned, it js the monopoly of no 
community, of no geographical area, or no State. Whether they were soldiers 
from Kerala, or West Bengal, whether they were from Punjab or Maharashtra, 
all were competing with each other in defending the sanctity of our borders. 
And when I was looking into the list of those who have been given various 
awards, it gave me a very revealing reading. The myth of martial race, or 
martial community had been exploded. So, that also leaves us to see that our 
Army really becomes a national Army, which is broad-based and which 
provides opportunities to all the citizens irrespective of caste or community, 
or geographical region to serve the motherland and that is the direction in 
which I am trying to take the Army. 

Well, there is demobilisation of a large number of persons every year and 
I think we demobilise nearly 50,000. Their resettlement is a big problem. 
There is no doubt about it. I have started with an experiment on a small-
scale. But it is my intention to do it for all those who are demobilised in some 
vocation-technical or vocational, so that when they are demobilised, they 
can settle down in some trade either as carpenters, or blacksmiths, or 
electricians, or fitters, or welders, things like that. Of course, some Member-
I think it was Shri Advani-who raised the question of closer coordination 
of the district authorities with the soldiers', sailors' and Airmen's Board. 
Perhaps, he is not a\\·are that usually District Magistrates are Chairmen of 
those Boards. So, already there is coordination. What is required is how to 
activate them. And we are taking certain measures so that these Boards become 
more active. Most of the State Governments have made reserva.tion5, as we 
have done at the Centre, in the services for the demobilised personnel i.e. ex-
servicemen. 

Then, so far as pension is concerned, we have a very liberal scheme of 
pension for those who are killed in action or those who are disabled. So far 
as the casualties in the war are concerned, the House is aware-hon. Members 
must have read-that we have drawn up a scheme of pensions and various 
other forms of assistance which, I am told, has been done nowhere in the 
world. 

We are going to provide three-fourths of the salary in the case of officers 
as pension to their widows. It was Shri Sanyal who took objection and asked 
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why we give pensions only to widows. It is not the widows it is whoever 
the officer, or the jawan has given as his nominee, or whoeve; is the next of 
kin. So in the case of those who were not married, their parents, or whoever 
their nominees are, will get it. 

...... .. .... .. .. * 

I may inform that the families of those who were killed in action were 
given full ~ ar  for ~ month of December 1971 and the month of January 
1972 and this new pensIon scheme has been introduced from 1 February 1972 . 

...... .. .... .. .... 

I have said, Sir, that whatever assistance will be given, will be given in 
addition to what we have given. In the case of jawans, the pension that will 
be available to their families, I think, will be something more than what they 
were sending to their families. Public sympathy is there and some of the 
State Governments are giving them houses and others are giving them some 
money ...... . 

...... .. .... .. .. II-

Even if that is not given, what I am giving is adequate assistance. And 
whatever extra assistance can be given, we are trying to give them. We are 
trying to give them educational facilities. There is a scheme that for every 
personnel of the Armed Forces who was killed in action, a house will be 
provided. We have talked with the LIe and others. It will be done. I wanted 
to mention that it will be our endeavour to see that in the case of those who 
have been killed in action, or been disabled, their families in the former case 
and the personnel in the latter case, are not worse off, than if they had been 
in active service. 

..... .. .... .. .... 

I think I have covered most of the important points that had been raised 
though, of course, I am not going into details, how it is proposed to modernise 
the Army, or the Navy, or the Air Force. But I am happy that the support that 
has come from the Members of the House will facilitate our work in 
modernising them as quickly as we can do. Then I come to the r ~  

question that is raised every time. Prof. Ruthnaswamy raised the ~  

that if we have more modernisation, we will require less men. Well, certainly 
as a result of modernisation we require less men, we have less men. That 
goes without saying, and it is our effort to modernise and my colleague has 
given you some details of what we are doing so far as production is concerned. 
Then questions have been raised about President Bhutto's speeches, our 
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approach for summit talks and peace. Well, I would say when our effort is 
to work for durable peace in this sub-continent, sometimes we will not have 
to take very literally, even the contradictory speeches of President Bhutto; 
placed in a condition as he is, well, to some extent, that may be excusable. 
But our approach should be that. As I have said, during this war we have 
noticed certain shortcomings, or certain weaknesses, and we are taking steps 
to remove those shortcomings and fill up those gaps. I am not going into 
details, and I think he will not like me to go into details. 

...... ...... .. .... 
By giving more information I cannot improve the quality of the debate. 

The quality of the debate can improve even if the members-without meaning 
any disrespect to any member-go through minutely all the information that 
has been provided in the Annual Report itself. I think plenty of information 
has been provided .... 

...... ...... .. ... 
Then I come to the last question, the most important question, which is 

always raised. Well I have nothing more to add to what has been repeatedly 
reiterated by the Prime Minister, by me, so far as our nuclear policy is 
concerned. But the House should be aware that we have a place among the 
scientifically advanced countries of the world so far as nuclear science is 
concerned ... 

Of course, it may appear doubtful to you, but it is admitted by those 
who are in a position to admit that. It may be doubtful to you, but it is 
admitted by nuclear scientists of the world, that our nuclear scientists have 
a place of reputation among the nuclear scientists of the world. I am saying 
this because our scientific capability so far as the nuclear science is concerned, 
is quite appreciable. 

Then comes the question of manufacture of nuclear bombs. I will not like 
to go into details. Some arguments have been advanced against it by one, or 
two, or three Members of the House itself. I entirely agree with them as far 
as that is concerned. But I want to inform the House that so far as scientific 
pursuit of the nuclear energy is concerned, constant research is going on, so 
far as India is concerned and we are going to have 2700 Megawatts of energy. 
As the House is aware and as I announced in the other House, our scientists 
are exploring the possibility of subterranean explosion of nuclear energy for 
peaceful purposes. I want to take the House into confidence, so far as this is 
concerned. But as far as manufacture of bombs is concerned, we do not 
propose to do that. Our country primarily stands for peace and we took a 
leading part in the coterie of nations for disarmament and things like that. I 
do not want to go into aU those details as the House is aware of aU that. But 
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our present policy continues what it has been. But so far as scientific research 
is concerned, we want that we must have a place among the advanced nuclear 
nations of the world and that we are doing. 

I think I have tried to meet most of the important points that have been 
raised by the hon. Members of the House. In the end, I will again express the 
gratitude on behalf of my Ministry and of the Armed Forces for all the 
compliments that have been paid to all of us and the Armed Forces and for 
all the encouragement that has been given to us. I have no doubt that this 
tribute by the hon. Members of the House will sustain the Armed Forces in 
a state, in which they will give good account of themselves, whenever any 
challenge to our borders is made. 



JAGUAR DEAL: THE RIGHT DECISION 
IN NATIONAL lNTERES'J'ff 

The hon. Member has made certain remarks which are not factually 
correct. In the first place, what we require is not an Interceptor or combat 
aircraft. What we require is a strike plane and Jaguar meets oUr requirements. 
I agree it is not an Interceptor and it is not a Fighter plane, but that is not 
what we required. So far as our requirement is concerned, it is met by Jaguar. 
It has been examined by the High-Powered Committee sent from here 
consisting of the Defence Secretary, Secretary (Defence Production), Finance 
Secretary, Chief of the Air Staff and about 20 experts. They made an 
appreciation of all three aircrafts-Jaguar, Mirage and Viggen-and they came 
to the conclusion that Jaguar was the best among the available aircrafts. 
Viggen was not available. My friend knows it. 

Then, Jaguar has a higher payload in comparison to Mirage; it has the 
same speed apart from a higher load. Now, it is for the hon. Members to 
decide which is superior. Jaguar has a double engine and Mirage is a single-
engine plane. Perhaps it will be a new light to the hon. Members. Naturally, 
when a pilot goes into the enemy's territory deep there, he will have a better 
chance of survival and greater confidence, if the plane has a double engine . 

...... .. .... ...... 
The main thing is that one should not be confused. When a plane serves 

as a strike plane, it has to fly at low level, so that it is not detected on the 
radar system of that country. H it has to fight, it cannot fight at that low level. 
The two tasks of strike and combat cannot be performed at the same time. 
That is the opinion of the experts; I am not an expert, and I do not claim to 
be an expert. I have to be guided by the experts. 

My friend has made a reference to an interview by one of the three test 
pilots who went from here. I want to make it clear that when these three test 
pilots saw the interview allegedly given by one of them in a renowned 
journal, ... 

...... .... .. ... 
• L.S. Deb., 29 November 1978. 
£ Participating in the Half an hour discussion on the merits of Jaguar vis-a-vis other aircraft and 

follow up measures after Jaguar deal 
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...... They wrote to the Chief of the Air Staff saying that none of them was 
interviewed by the reputed journal. One of them has further added that 
nobody who has the slightest connection with test flying will make the kind 
of remark that has appeared there. It means that the interview has been given 
not by a test pilot, but by some layman. I do not want to add anything to 
that. 

Chhiber's name is being mentioned repeatedly. I want to reiterate that so 
far as negotiations for Jaguar are concerned, these have been held between 
the two Governments; these were between the Government of India and 
Aerospace, which as the House is aware, is a hundred per cent British 
government owned and controlled concern. There was no third party of any 
other individual so far as the negotiations are concerned. I want to make it 
clear and I want to reiterate that. 

...... .. .... .. .... 

The hon. member'" has put several questions. I welcome them because 
when we are acquiring an aircraft for our Air Force it is necessary that we 
know all the details that can be disclosed. There are certain things which, I 
am afraid, will not be prudent to disclose. I think members will agree with 

that. 

So far as Jaguar is concerned, I may tell the hon. Members that it is not 
being phased out of the British Air Force. So far as France is concerned, they 
have also placed order for that. When they place order today, it will not be 
phased out in 1983. It is obvious, if a plane is manufactured today it will 

continue at least for ten-twelve years. 

So far as the comparison is concerned, a comparison has been made in 
totality, of Mirage and Jaguar. Perhaps, members will agree that there are 
obvious reasons why details should not be disclosed. 

The Report of the Expert Committee-it also discusses weapon system. 
Hon. House will agree that it will not be wise or to our national interest to 
disclose weapon system to the world as a whole. So far as members are 
concerned, what secret can I keep from the hon. members of the House? 

...... ...... "' .. '" 

If the hon. member discusses with me, I will always discuss with him, 
because in a matter of national importance the approach ~ the Opposition 
and the Government should be the same-that of national interest. 

I am going to provide machinery to our Defence Forces. Care should be 
taken to see that we do not indulge in a debate which will discourage our 

Defence Forces. That is my approach to the House . 

.. Referring to Shri Shyam Nandan Mishra, M.P. 
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So far as economics is concerned, I have said that a comparative study 
has been made. So far as the Expert Committee is concerned, as I have said, 
it was as high-powered as any Committee can be made in the Government 

of India. 

So far as discussion with the members is concerned, I am always prepared. 
Two, three, four members can come and I shall welcome discussions with 
them. There is nothing to hide from the members themselves. What my effort 
is, it should not become public. By making it public here, we shall be 
broadcasting them to the countries which are hostile to us. That is the only 
thing that we have to take into consideration. 

Some friends have mentioned about the question of NATO countries. I 
do not think NATO countries have any objection to Jaguar. As a matter of 
fact, Jaguar is working in West Germany also. What I would like to mention 
in this connection is that we do not go by what some under-developed 
countries do. We go by what the developed countries are concerned with, 
where they have the anti-aircraft mechanism-very well developed. France, 
Great Britain and West Germany, the House will agree, are the developed 
countries and they have the anti-aircraft mechanism-very much developed; 
and, what is required is a deep penetration aircraft, which will fly at a low 
level. 

...... ...... .. .... 
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\fi R414d if lM; lIT ~  ~  ~ ~ it ~ m ~ ~ I ~ a ~ iPI 
Cf;) (ft;ff ~ ~ 'lJ4J-m, ~  aftt ~ ~ lq'j 11 ~ * ~ ~ 
~ ~ a  

13 am1 ~ t fCf) m 1ft ~ 'fcI; 11ft ~ -q atq6f6j 'affif ~ ~  -q ~ ~ 
~ ~ 1H'f6ld ~  *' 'SNR ~ ~ If tit I ~ 1ffiY ~ 11ft t.ft ~ ~ ~ 
~ R4'4(ft ~ if ~ it ~  ~ lIR-l(R <=1$('«41 t f$ ~ ~ * ~ 
-q ~ ..a 1l f ~ ~  '1ml e(f6'( * 31ft4f6IRcil 3frt flrz ... ~  $-~ * 34(1'41 afn: ~ r ~ a ~ ~  ...tf 'tWT t I ~ ~ afrl ~ t fcfi" 
3IN4ilfOO ~ \fi ~ ana Cfft f ~ 1RJIR ~ ;:m ~  1Wft itZf ~ t, ~ fcf;m 
~ ~ 'iffif ~ Cfft J 
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II As I have already said, Air Chief Marshal Moolgaokar did not give any 
contrary report. So far as the allegation about the report by the Defence 
Secretary, Shri Banerjee, is concerned, it is also not correct; No such message 
of any kind was sent from Paris. 

So far as the reference in the National Herald is concerned, it is a reference 
to a photostat copy of the letter, which has been published in a reputed 
journal of Delhi and is purported to have been written by me to one of the 
officers of the British Aerospace manufacturers. I am very happy Sir, that the 
hone Member has raised this question. I would like to categorically state that 
at no time was any letter addressed by me, nor was any discussion held with 
any Mr. Hill, as alleged in one particular newspaper. I have never heard of 
Mr. Hill, much less met, or talked to him. The so-called letter is a piece of 
blatant forgery, is false, and I submit, is a fraud on this august House and the 
people of this country. Even though my categorical statement would perhaps be 
enough, let me just, to nail the lie that has been circulated in certain quarters, 
read out to you a message dated 29th November 1978, which the Defence 
Ministry has received from British Aerospace, London, which. is as follows: 

MShri S. Banerjee, 

Defence Secretary, 
Government of India, 
New Delhi 

Dear Shri Banerjee, 

Our attention has been drawn to an alleged letter which has appeared in 
the December issue of 'Surya', which purports to have been written on 
20 December, 1997, from Shri Jagjivan Ram, Minister of Defence, India, to 

Mr. Hill in our Corporation. 

I am authorised by my Head Office in Britain to state that no such letter 
has been received by them or by Mr. Hill; the address given in the letter is 
neither Mr. Hill's office nor residential address; that there has been no 
discussion, or correspondence of any kind, between your Minister and 
Mr. Hill; that Mr. Hill does not hold the position ascribed to him in the 
alleged letter, but is a junior employee in the Corporation; and that we regard 
the suggestion that your Minister might have had a ~ with or written 
on any subject to such a junior member of our staff as ludlcrous. 

Your sincerely, 

Sd/-
(A.K. KEYS) 

British Aerospace-India.n 
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ATROCITIES ON WOMEN'£ 

We are discussing a very grave matter; a matter of national shame. I need 
not to go into the details of quoting the instance because every such instance 
is adequate to hang the head of any citizen in shame and, therefore, it should 
not be made a party question. It is not a question of the Scheduled Castes 
and the Scheduled Tribes alone. It is not a question of minorities. It is the 
question of the honour of India's mothers. Are we prepared to protect the 
honour of our mothers? Axe we prepared to protect the honour of our mothers 
and sisters? Are we to discuss it in a partisan spirit, in a spirit of frivolity? 
lbat is another matter for which we should hang our heads in shame. 

I will not quote instances. Previous speakers have done that. I will limit 
myself strictly to the subject matter of the motion. I will not go into the 
question of the economic condition of the Harijans, or Girijans, or what kind 
of discrimination is being perpetrated on the minorities in this country though 
much can be said on each of these questions, they are not relevant to the 
motion. The issue again is not limited-to protect the honour of the 
womanhood in this country from the general public as well as from those 
who are custodians of law and order in this country. I will proceed to make 
a few suggestions for the consideration of the Government. 

At present we have a great ladY"" at the helm of affairs of the Government. 
During the election, the ladies of this country voted massively for her party 
in the hope that her assurances and promises are going to be implemented. 
She had promised to restore law and order in the society. The ladies of the 
country are looking up to her. Will she rise to the occasion? Will she establish 
order in the country? Will she arouse the conscience of the nation that if the 
honour of one lady is threatened, hundreds of men will be prepared to protect 
it even at the cost of their lives. That is what is required and I am sure if 
Smt. Indira Gandhi takes it into her head, she can create that spirit in this 
country. That is what is required. You cannot depend upon the police. It has 
been proposed that if a lady is taken to the police station, she has to be 
escorted by a lady constable. But we have completely lost our faith in the 
lady constables after what happened in Madhya Pradesh. Any lady who has 
the slightest character in her would not ask a son to violate his mother. That 

.. L.S. Deb., 10 July 1980. 
£ Participating in Discussion regarding Incidents of Rape and Atrocities on Women. 
"'Referring to Smt. Indira Gandhi, Prime Minister of India. 
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was done by a lady constable. I would suggest to the Home Minister that 
before a lady is appointed as a constable, it should be fully examined as to 
what has been her sexual past. Unless that is done, a lady should not be 
appointed a lady constable. Again no lady should be taken to the police 
station for investigation. It is not enough that she should be accompained by 
a lady constable or even by her own family members, because instances have 
come to notice where the family members, husband and son have been driven 
out of the police station and the ladies have been violated. It is for the 
consideration of the Home Minister whether it should not be provided that 
only an advocate will accompany a lady to the police station and if the cost 
has to be borne, it should be borne by the Government. T1}e cost involved is 
not much in comparison with the protection of the honour of this country's 
motherhood. 

I will suggest another thing. It has been suggested that deterrent 
punishment should be given to those who violate the honour of ladies in this 

country. Violation of a lady's honour is worse than her murder. The 
punishment therefore should be for that of murder. But I am going to suggest 
another thing. Our whole jurisprudence is based on English jurisprudence. A 
lady who has been violated has to prove that she has been violated. Is it 
possible in our society? Statistics have been quoted that so many cases of 
rape have taken place. This is just the tip of the iceberg. Any lady who has 
been violated will try to keep it a secret otherwise, she becomes a fallen lady. 
A fallen lady has no place in our society. So, the statistics quoted give just a 
proportion of the actual incidents that are taking place in this country. We 

have already changed in some cases the concept of British jurisprudence. In 
this matter I will suggest that when a person is charged with the crime of 
rape, it should be his responsibility to prove that he is innocent. It is not for 

the lady to prove that she has been violated. This is not the first time that I 
am suggesting this. This concept of jurisprudence that the accused is innocent 

until proved guilty has been changed in a few ~ already by this House. 
I will suggest for the consideration of the Home Minister that it should be 
done at the earliest opportunity. The responsibility of proving his innocence 

should be that of the person who is charged with a crime of rape. This is 
required. It is not the question of Harijan lady; it is not the question of 
Scheduled Tribe lady; it is the question of the Indian lady. Have not the 

Brahmin ladies been violated? Only yesterday, it was being discussed in the 
U.P. Assembly that 17 ladies had been violated during the course of these 
few months by the custodians of law and order alone and Brahmin ladies are 
included in that. Ladies belonging to minority community are also included 

in that. What has happened at Narayanpur? Smt. Bajpai" was waxing eloquent 

• Dr. Rajendra Kumari Bajpai. 
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about Narayanpur. She is not aware of the fact that it is not the Harijan ladies 
who were violated; it is the minority Muslim ladies who were violated. So, 
one should be sure of facts. So, I will not restrict it to this small point. It is 
the question of honour of the Indian motherhood. And let the Government 
take stringent action. We open the newspapers in the morning and some 
incident somewhere is reported. Why is it happening like that? Because people 
are feeling emboldened. It has happened in Narayanpur but nothing has 
happened to the culprits. The Home Minister does not have even up-to-date 
information. What legal action has been taken and at what stages these cases 
are pending? What has happened at Narayanpur? Where are the culprits? 
What action is likely to be taken against them? 

I will suggest for the consideration of the Home Minister that he should 
open a cell in his Ministry, so that these cases are watched bit by bit and the 
progress noted. If slackness is found, the Minister will see that all these cases 
are not ignored. I do not propose to narrate the various incidents. As I have 
said, one incident is adequate to hang the head in shame of any civilised 
nation; if we claim to be civilised, we will have to rouse the conscience of the 
nation that at all costs, the honour of the ladies has to be protected. I am sure, 
the Government will rise to the occasion. 
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~ qt !c:Mlf! qlR-itft ~ tl ~ \fT ~ * ~ ~ f: 
• atleci61d ~  ~ ~ fu;;id t I ~ \fT ~ t ~ ~ "tR fci;a;n ~ 

13lf t? "¢t <RW ~ ~ \fT ~ t ~  m-31JtT ~ ~ 'Cfi\ ~ f I fci;a;n ~ 
13lf t, ~ ~ Cfft 'iffil m t I ~ ~~ am ~  ~ "CfiTlf ~ ~ t I ~ ~ 
* ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ -q f I ~ qft a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ri Cfft amr ~ 
t ~ ~ ~ * ~ 'C11f -q ~ qft 'UCAT ~  ~ t I ~ ~ ~ t 1%" 3lf\;f 
~ * ~~  .. il .q ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ t? ~ ~ ~ t 1%" ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ r .q 

~ ~ ~ , ~~ ~ t? etA q)l ~ t 1%" ~ ~ ~ ~  ~~  .q ~

~ ~ , ~~ ~ t? ~ ~ ~ * ~ t, ~ "tJTif cm-ff ~ ~ t. ~~ ~ 

~ \fuR t, ~ * \fuR t ct4ff(f; ~ ~ ~ ~ atrr tl ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

m ~ ~ ~ ~  f ~~  ~ ~ ~ t I ~ \fT ~ -q ~ t I ~ am 
~ ~ * fu"I"d1 q;) ~ f Cfil{ ~ Cfil{ ~ \fT ~ ~ ~ GJqJ 'Cfi\ ~ t I 
~  ~  ~ q:)l'q ~ ~ t, 0lt6161{ ~ "CfiTlf 'iffi(IJ t I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1%" ~ 
~ -q ~ 1l'm t, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  CflIT )I'lfR ern-\;fJ ~ t .. ~ ~ {Iti?qfu 
* ~  m ~ ffrl ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~  

~ ~ ~ Cfft \l1CRT q;) flO4lllfl ~ am ~ ~ ~ -m lflrit<J Sffaf1fil \fT WWJ 
.q ~ ~ IlfRR -q SffdAff:.T(q ~ 31rf!fCfi ~ ~ t 1-mR if Sffdf1fi:Tcq 'CfiT al!f ~ 
t 1%" ~ * 11i1Rq, "'I" * ~ 'C11f Cfft NRCfid -mR -q t 'l4T ~ I ;wr{ ~ WWJ -q 
NI{Cfid -.m fq{1d1 t en m 1WAl ~ t ~ ~ ~ 'C11f t am: ~ ~ 'C11f t I 
~ m ~ ~ .q ~~ ~ ~ ~ t I ~  Cfft tft -mR .q NRCfid t-:ft ~ I 
~  q;) ,fr ~ m ~ 1%" -mR .q ~ ~ t 1 ';fJlJ ~ Cfft amr ~ ~ 
~ ~ (I ~ Cfft 'iffil "tR ~ ern-~ ~ mm t ~ * ~ ~ ~ qwf 

-ta ~ f 1 'D«I -q 5f1{1'11;fl ~ \ft m=m t am: ~ 3fCRT ~ 'qfifill ~ ~ ~ 
~~  

~ ~ ~ -m f.tT 1%' 3fT\ir ~ -q ~ e4tti<i ~  ~ ~ \1fi( m -q q;p:J ~ 
* ~ '115fli,{\ ~ f en o:M; lR ~ ~ ~ fl aNt ~ ~ -q -an i31T ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ em 'iffil t I '1atli,{\ 1lf1R 'R ~ ~  Cf;l Wcf;R ~ ~ t I ~ e'1$dl 
t ~  ~ 'ltft (Rtf; if 3lIR ~ 'R ~ w:t ~ ~ ;;nat -m ~ ~  ~ 

m I am;r aflflei1 ~ -q ~ ~ "tR Tfrm ~ ~ W:n ~  cp;n lIW ~ ~ ~ 

-;m It oaR CfiT m t? ~ ~ * ~ lJlf Cfft GrnJ m tl ~ ~ ~ ~ a  
~ Cfif ~ ~ ~ .q ~ * t4(Q4IU8 ~ ~ ~ cfit GrnJ -m t, ~ a  ern-
<tft 1fRf t, 34lc*,'" ~ fit; 31Ttt C1l4l m 1Jt{, OOT ~ f a:rrqq;) "UCfioT ~ t, ~ 
~ ~ ~ t, -qf lfiJ!1J ~  ~ tl 

it ~ CQ ~ f.tT fq; ~ {G -m t I amf ~ ~ CJl4T it -m ~ * 
f'R-f\t;;f attff .q ~  ~ t IlfTWf * i'f;f-i'f;f WT (Iatoflfuq; ~ * ~ q,1 
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~ ~ f. <it ~ ~~ ~ ita fl 31T\jf ~ ~ 1R -q ~ amn t. ~~  

tl ~ ~  q;) ~ 1RJ -m t, ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t, Ij(1f'il41" q;) ~ ~  

31JO-31JO m: ~ ~ ~ ~ fGRT ~~  ~ ~ -q ~ t 1 31ftI ~ 'tf1if 
~ "U'if -q 131T 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ '{WI t fin fiN; ~ w.;r -q 131T I. ...... . 

~ ~ em '{WI "R fin (lE?qf(, ~ ~ -q l';:f ;:fhff 1R "fiJ <it amn fin 'Wlf cp;n 
q;v:n ~ f I ~ -q ~ am «oqcH·t.n ~ ft4lNd q;v:n ~ f. cp;n ~ ~ ~ q;( 
it ~  CfiT q;JII ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ lIlfR em CJft ~ t 1 cp;n ~ q;) ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ fin f"lelti 'iFf -q \itt ~ m q;t 1 ~  ~ CfiT q;JII m t fin ern-
~ ~~  .. 

~ .q lti;s6l1 e(4)I( t. ~ ~ ~ t fin ~ -q ~ '11'IR4) q;) ~ ~  

t fin ~ \itt ~  m ~ ¥U ~ cmwn ?JWf ~ t 1 cp;n ~ ~ ctftt "<mn ~ 
f., 4)'("1 1 ~ ~  ~ ~ '1{m ~ fin WI 1fffl3lt, <it ~ Gr<n ~ t I ~ ~ eq$ldl 
t fin \itTlIlfR -q t. ~ 3lCFft ~ CJft ~ n=ft ~  ~ l(RT \iRIl\{ lfR(IT t 1 ~ 
~ ltAT ~ fin ~ q;) ~ Q\t'ele m ~ fin (1\i1;flfd4) ~ ailct'lll4)dl ~ 
1R ~  ~ (WPlJ ~ t. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t. ~ lIlfR oTcf; ~ ~ 
~ t, ~ <it ~ a~  II ~ t afR -Q:m ~ .q <i\i141fd4) ~ ~ ~ ~ 
19<RJ ~ inn ~ ~ q;( ~ ~ t 1 ('E?qm ~ it; ~ -q ~ ~ fi:nm 
~ ~ CfiT ftti; m t. \itt fin m ~ "R I ~ ~ 3l('11l-3l{W17J ~ -q ~ ffi 
t, \itt ~ -q II '{WI t I \itt 131('d -q " -m t, \itt -a-m -ror -q " ffi t I ~ Ciffl10T t 
flf; ~ ~ (Rtf) \1fAT ~ tl ~ ~ 'tJiW ~ em ~ t fit; (I",;ftfaifi ~  ant 
t-'. ant t", ailqifi' iIF' ~ ~ ~ ~ -q 31J1n t, fiNR 1NTan -q 31J1n t, ~ 
cp;n II ~ t ~ -ror .q? qtU<iE? -q cp;n ~ -m t? ~ ~ "3"\R ~ ~ ~ ~ 
t ~ ~ ctWn ~ t I 31ftI ~ ~ it; ~ 11 ~ it; ~ ~ em ~  

\ifRit t, cp;n CQ' ~ CJft ifm ~ t? 3I1tr it; mtJ ~ ~ cit tml t afR ~ ~ 
~ ~ q,1 tml t, ~ -q at f ..... (d 1 arnit t cit ~ '1"'Rq; it; ~, ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~~~ ~, ~ ~ ~~  31T'11 ~ "R, ~ 

('E?qfd ;;it ~ ~ ~ ('E?Qfa 'FA ~ ~ -ana f ~ ~ 1R VCfim "1tf ~ 
t 1 1Itt ~ 'RRn q,11tffl f 1 

~ ~ ~ 1ti ~ ~ t. ~ \;ft, ~  -m ifm q;) <18(111 ~ 
tl ~  3IRft t <it fiN; ~ (Rtf) it; ~ it; qRq,U ~ qhn:fi -.m fl<ft ., 31ftI * 
qRct,(f q;) ~ qt:tll41 11m t I ~~ cit ~  {Gtfi t <it ~ (fI)tff q;) 11 W<ro "1tf 
1l<n t I 'I{IlJCrn ~ ~ it; m ~ 1mT ~ m t 1.. •••.••• 
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~~ ~~ ~ ~ \ID ?IT fq; "lfW ~ ~ t, l{f Cf;) ~ q;y ~ GAT ~ m ~ 
~ I ~ f;:Rn ctt Gffif t, ~ ~ ~ ~ fiRrr ctt Gffif t I ~ m <I t;:(1 1 1 ~ {-
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FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND 
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 



CULTIVATING FRIENDSHIP WITH BANGLADESH·£ 

Sir, I had no intention to intervene in this debate and if I am intervening, 
I will not try to cover the entire field of foreign policy because that will be 
taken care of by my able colleague, Shri Vajpayee. I have intervened because 
the question of Farakka has been raised. My friend, 5hri D.P. Singh, has the 
reputation of being a good advocate, but what sort of advocacy he has urged 
today, I leave it to the House to decide. This problem of Farakka arises 
because during lean months the flow at Farakka is not adequate to meet the 
requirements of the two countries. Before 1975 the entire flow has been 
available to Bangladesh; not a single drop was diverted anywhere. Farakka 
barrage was conceived' with a view to diverting some water according to the 
experts, 40,000 cusecs in order that the hump and sand formation at the 
Calcutta Port can be washed away and the channel for the ships may be 
maintained. Before the Farakka barrage was completed it was agreed between 
the then Prime Minister of India, Shrimati Indira Gandhi, and the President 
of Bangaldesh, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, that before the Farakka barrage is 
commissioned, the two countries will come to an agreement regarding the 
allocation of water during the lean period. I leave it to the House to decide 
or judge whether it was wise to keep the Farakka barrage over which we 
have spent nearly Rs. 154 crore, uncommissioned till we reached an amicable 
agreement between the two countries, or whether it was beneficial to India 
to get it commissioned. In 1975, when I visited Bangladesh my effort was to 
see that Farakka was commissioned. And I got it commissioned. Some water 
was supplied to Calcutta port and I hope my friend is aware of the quantity 
released during this period. If that quantity was proved beneficial to Calcutta 
port, certainly the figures assumed by my friend will do better than what 
was done in 1975. 

My handicap is that in the case of all treaties with foreign countries, it is 
hardly possible to disclose the terms of the treaty or place them before the 
public before the treaty is finally Signed. And I am sure, as an able advocate, 
he will appreciate this point. I am sorry that he has not appreciated this. We 
are engaged in a delicate negotiation with a friendly country. I do not know 
how far it is correct to criticise the internal system of any other country so 

It R.S. Deb., 9 August 1977. . . . 
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long as we have recognised and have diplomatic relations with that country. 
It is upto that country what system of Government it should have in that 
country. It is none of our business, let alone an examination in detail of the 
system of political administration they have in their country. The only guiding 
principle is what relations we are having with them. And from all accounts 
it had been assured by the present President of Bangladesh that he wants to 

: establish friendly relations with India. 

Now, this Farakka question is not only one of sharing of water. It is one 
of political relations with our neighbouring country as well. The foreign 
policy of the Government has also to see how far we succeed in having 
friendly relations with our immediate neighbours. If we are not in a position 
to create situations, or conditions, in which we will have genuine friendly 
relations with our immediate neighbours I think renewed effort will be 
required to see that friendship is established between our immediate 
neighbours and ourselves. Bangladesh is our immediate neighbour. Another 
thing is, we are members of the Non-aligned countries consisting also of 
small countries, and emerging nations who have suffered through ages from 
the oppression of colonial powers. We have been preaching to them the 
gospel of bilateralism and emphasising the necessity of resolving differences 
between two countries, without the intervention of a third country, by 
negotiations and discussions among themselves. Is this gospel meant only 
for preaching to others? Or, is it expected that we should practise it ourselves? 
These are some of the basic principles of our foreign policy. Non-alingment 
is not a negative approach. It is a positive approach. I will not go into the 
history of the various stages of the negotiations so far as the sharing of the 
waters of the Farakka is concerned. But I presume that my friend is aware 
that a stage came when Bangladesh thought of discarding bilateralism and, 
as a matter of fact, there was a taunting remark from the side of Bangladesh 
that by bilateralism India meant only unilateralism . 

••• ••• • •• 
By bilateralism India means unilateralism, that India wanted to decide 

the question of Farakka by herself. And, Sir, the question was taken by 
Bangladesh to the United Nations and there our friend, mutual friends, friends 
of India and Bangladesh, aU the non-aligned countries made efforts and 
emphasised the necessity of India and Bangladesh resolving their differences 
by themselves. Was it nota challenge to India? Does it require much advocacy 
and argument to show that in a dispute between two parties, the sympathies 
go always to the weaker party? Anybody who has dealt with that, will 
appreciate this aspect. Therefore, it has been our approach to resolve this 
Farakka question without the intervention of any third party. There are several 
parties which were very willing to offer their good offices to negotiate betweer-
us and resolve our differences. I put it to my friend: Will it be very creditable 
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for India to say that we have failed and now we require the services of some 
third party to resolve out differences? We will resolve our differences ourselves, 
a few cusecs on this side and a few cusecs on that. But what I think is that 
friendhsip with the neighbouring countries is of much more value than that. 
Of course, we will have to see that we do not reach a stage where Calcutta 
Port will be in jeopardy. But, Sir, shall I put it to my friend? What was the 

position before 1975? I think, even after that, he will try to consult some 
experts and I have no doubt that he will be enlightened on those aspects. My 
handicap, Sir, is that he has disclosed some figures. Well, Opposition does 
not always mean irresponsibility, especially in matters where the issues are 
national, where the issues do not even belong to one party or the other. I had 
the good fortune of negotiating on behalf of the Congress Government and 

I have had the good fortune of negotiating on behalf of the Janata Party 
Government also and I have always held that the Farakka issue is not a party 
question, but it is a national question and it should be viewed in that light 
and not as a party question. One can, by his advocacy, gain certain debating 
points. I doubt very much whether the member has ~  in that even. 
But it should be looked at as a national problem. I am not in a position to 

disclose the details of the discussions that are taking place, because the 
negotiations are continuing, and I presume that my friend is aware that the 
negotiations are continuing and they have not been finalised. But I may take 
the House into confidence and say that the agreement will be a package 
agreement. It will cover both long-term and short-term solutions of the Farakka 

problem. 

The Farakka problem can be resolved only by augmentation of water of 
the Ganga, and there have been several proposals made by India, by Pakistan 
or by others. It is for the information of the House as well as for the information 
of my friend that it has been agreed that the various proposals made for 
augmentation of the Ganga water at the Farakka will be studied by the 
experts of the two countries and whichever scheme is found the most cost-

effective, will be implemented. Perhaps he is aware that this includes 
Brahmaputra-Ganga link also, because that is one of the proposals made by 
India. But the whole thing will have to be considered as one composite 

whole, where the question of augmenting the water at Farakka will be an 
integral part of the short-term solution of the allocation of water between 

India and Bangladesh. 

The whole problem, Sir, is a question of six to eight weeks in the period 
when the flow at Farakka is the lowest. Ganga behaves in a very strange way. 
In the month of May we have shortage and on the 1st June the water is so 
much that even if we take the full quota we require, much volume of water 
is allowed to flow to the sea. So it is a question of a few weeks. These weeks 

are critical. 
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Then, again, he argued that if the water was below a certain level all the 
water will be taken by Bangladesh. I will ask my friend to refresh his arithmetic 
once more. Even if the same proportion, as assumed by him, is applied and 
even if the flow is 20,000 cusecs, how is it that they will get all the 20,000 
cusecs? There should be some sense of arithmetic and the simple rule of 
three. One should not argue to such a point that obviously it will appear to 
be ridiculous. In no circumstances will that situation arise, even if we follow 
the assumed figure that he has given and the assumed percentages that he 
has advanced. On that basis also, the conclusions are not only erroneous, but 
completely wrong. 

Sir, I will again assure the House that we shall approach this problem of 
Farakka as a national problem. We believe that our foreign policy should be 
such that we establish friendly relations with all our immediate neighbours. 
A qualitative non-alignment concept will have to be actually translated into 
action. And this will be one step in that direction. I may again assure the 
House, Sir, that in our negotiations, we will keep the national interests upper-
most, but certainly they will have to be judged in the context of the availability 
of water to be allocated to the two countries. 

As it is obvious, the water is not adequate to meet the requirements of 
both the countries. Therefore, we will have to share shortages. When we are 
sharing shortages, certainly there will be discontentment on this side and 
there will be discontentment on that side as well. But we have to face our 
people and explain to them the circumstances under which we have accepted 
the quantity, which is not adequate to meet our requirements and they in 
Bangladesh will similarily have to explain to their people why they have 
accepted a quantity which is not adequate to meet their requirements. Their 
difficulty will be more than ours because uptill now, even at the time of the 
minimum flow, they were receiving 100 per cent water that flows below 
Farakka. Now they will be receiving only ,a percentage of that. We will have 
to explain to our people that in the interest of friendly relations between the 
two countries, we had to agree to share shortages in a manner which can be 
regarded as friendly. Again, Sir I would not like to go into the internal situation 
in Bangladesh. We have recognised Bangladesh. We have diplomatic relations 
with them. It is a friendly country and let us hope that we will continue to 
be friendly. Let Farakka not stand in the way of our friendship. 
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RAILWAYS 



EFFIQENCY OF RAILWAYS-AN APPRAISAL If£ 

Sir, I am thankful to the Members for the kind words they have said and 
references that they have made to the Railway Ministry and to the Railway 
Board. It will not be possible for me to reply to all the points that have been 
raised here but I will take the broader questions and try to meet them. 

The Budget has been appreciated that financially it is a sound budget. It 
has been suggested from certain quarters that the surpluses could be increased 
if more economy is effected in certain items of expenditure. I have been 
trying, and the Railway Board too, to see whether we could further economise 
in the various sectors of the running of the railways and we will continue to 
do that. It has been appreciated-and it is encouraging for. us-by the whole 
House, that the importance of the transport capacity of the country cannot be 
over emphasised. I am fully aware that what I have proposed in the Budget, 
that is, the enhancement of the capacity for the transport of goods traffic in 
addition to what has been provided in the Second Five Year Plan, will not be 
enough to meet the requirements of the country. It is not that we are not 
aware of that but we have, at the present moment, to try to increase the 
capacity only according to the resources that may be available to us. 

And I was saying that when we were thinking of resources we had to 
keep in view not only the monetary resources but the material resources also. 
We have never made it a secret that we are in very tight corner as regards 
steel, cement and timber. Dr. Kunzru ...... asked what we were going to do 
about that and some hon. Members asked whether we cannot think of 
alternative materials. As the House is perhaps aware, we are sending a Steel 
Mission to Europe and other countries to try whether we can secure rails, 
sleepers and other steel materials in larger quantities. We are also trying to 
use more and more wooden sleepers in place of steel sleepers. But there is 
shortage of wooden sleepers also. Then we are thinking of using concrete 
sleepers in some of our yards. So, we are always trying to replace the materials 
that are in short supply by material which may be in somewhat easier position. 
But what I want to emphasise is this that taking into account all the 
developments in the country, we are quite conscious of the fact that even this 
increased capacity for transportation of goods traffic will not be sufficient to 

It RS. Deb., 28 May 1957. 
£ Replying to the General Discussion on Budget (Railways), 1957-58 . 

..... Dr. Hirdey Nath Kunzru, Hon'ble Member, Rajya Sabha. 
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meet the requirements of the country. Of course, we are concentrating on the 
important basic materials like coal, iron and steel, cement and foodgrains, 
but I am afraid that we will not be in a position to create capacity which will 
be sufficient for the general merchandise. That was ignored even in the first 
Plan. Though we are trying to increase it to some extent, that will not be 
enough. So, it comes to this that the Railway Ministry will approach the 
Planning Commission again, argue with them and try to impress upon them 
the necessity of creating additional capacity for the railways and if we are 
fortunate to secure some additional allotment from them, we will try our best 
with our advisers and officers to create additional capacity with the resources 
available. 

In this connection it will not be out of place to make a mention about the 
various demands that have been made in this House for opening new railway 
lines in various parts of the country. Sir, I have got briefs about each one of 
these demands but I will not take the time of the House in giving reasons 
why one of them may be taken up during the course of the Second Five Year 
Plan and why the other may not be taken up. I will only say that demands 
have been made practically from every State-Andhra, Mysore, Orissa, 
Madhya Bharat, Madhya Pradesh, Bihar, Kerala, Assam-and I do appreciate 
that there is necessity of new railway lines practically in every State. There 
are areas which are far away from existing railway lines and if we open up 
that area even if nothing is done in that area for development, if only a 
railway line is provided, that itself adds to the progress of that area. But we 
are not in a position to do that at present. As you are aware, the Second Five 
Year Plan provided for the construction of only 800 and odd miles of new 
lines and those too mostly in areas where we are going to have new plants 
located, like Rourkela, Bhilai, or where are going to open up new coal fields 
like Champa-Korba. So, we were not left with additional mileage to enable 
us to undertake new railway lines elsewhere. Some Members have complained 
that even surveys were not being carried out. That is true; I have stopped all 
new surveys. Unless I know that we are in a position to undertake new lines, 
there is no use wasting manpower, technical manpower of which we are so 
short today, over surveys which will be of no use at the present time. H we 
get some additional allotment and if we know that we are, in the course of 
the Second Five Year Plan, likely to take up construction of a new railway 
line in a area, then only it will be worth having a survey of the area. Many 
surveys have been completed. I made a menlioll of those in my Budget 
Speech. Now once a Survey starts there is some satisfaction in that area that 
the railway line is coming. And when the survey is completed and we say 
that there is no chance of that railway line being taken up during the course 
of the Second Five Year Plan, well, it causes disappointment in that area. So, 
I feel that this allotment i.e., allotment for new lines, should also be increased 
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so that we can take up the construction of some new railway lines in certain 
areas. Especially, the case of Kashmir was very ably pleaded. Then there are 
Manipur and Tripura, isolated more or less. Unless one travels by air, there 
is practically no link. They deserve some consideration and I think something 

should be done in those areas. Again, the inability is due to the paucity of 
funds. I will plead their case and if I can secure some additional allotment, 
I will try to do something in such areas, which are backward from the railway 
point of view, to provide some new railway lines. 

Complaints have been made about the punctuality of passenger trains or 
the slow speed of the goods trains. If their speed increases, there is greater 
tum-round and we can perform better work. And that leads us to the 

operational efficiency of the railways. Dr. Kunzru has analysed some of the 
statistics and he has tried to prove that the speed of the trains has gone down 
and been continuously deteriorating. From the statistics that he has quoted 
that conclusion is inevitable; but I have never pleaded that the speed of our 
goods trains or passenger trains has deteriorated only on account of the 
density of traffic on the lines. There are several factors which contribute to 

the slowing down of the speed of a train and density is one of the factors. 
That is not the only factor or the sole factor which slows down the speed of 
a train. There are several factors on which the speed of a train depends. 
These are the main determinants of the speed of a train: tractive effort; class 
of locomotive gross load behind the engine; density of traffic; sectional 
capacity; stage of utilisation of capacity; and shunting and loading and 

unloading time in the case of goods trains. 

...... ...... .. .... 

. .. . .. As I said in that House also, the Railway Board is constantly seized 
of this problem and it has been the subject of two special studies as to how 
we can increase the speed of our goods trains. And we will further look into 
the matter, because any increase in the speed will give us better results and 
we can move a larger traffic. So, it is a question which has to be constantly 
watched and we are constantly watching it. So, I do not want to labour this 
point very much. But one thing I will point out. That is about the sectional 
capacity and the engineering works. It may be that this capacity is not 
congested throughout the railway but only on certain sections of a particular 
railway and if the density on a particular section of a railway is very high 
that affects the movement on the whole railway. It is not that movement only 
on that particular section is affected. We have got sections practically on all 
the railways where the density of traffic has ~ r a  ~  course of 
last few years. The percentage of increase m the denSity has ~  very 
appreciable, very large. And they affect the speed. throughout ~  ra ~a  If 
the speed is affected on that of railway, the all india average of railway 15 also 
affected. All the same I have got figures to justify that what has been inferred 
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from these statistics does not prove the inefficiency of the railways, but it 
proves the operational efficiency and increased efficiency of the railways. 
Still, as I said, it is a factor which should be constantly watched and we are 
going to look further into the matter as to whether we can improve it. 

Then, as the House is aware, during the war years, very little of the 
normal rehabilitation work and maintenance work of the railways was done 
and war years threw the greatest strain on the railways. The work of 
rehabilitation and the normal work started in the post-war years. As a matter 
of fact, the First Five Year Plan was nothing else but putting together all the 
normal rehabilitation and maintenance work of the railways. But all the work 
was not completed during the course of the First Five Year Plan. Much of the 
work is still being continued during the course of the Second Five Year Plan. 
And if engineering work is going on in a particular section on a particular 
railway, speed restrictions have to be imposed. That also contributes to the 
slowing down of the speed of the goods trains and also affects the punctuality 
of the passenger trains. Though these factors are there, we will further 
investigate whether we can in any way increase the speed of goods trains. 
Here also co-operation from the public is necessary especially in the ease of 
goods traffic. Our wagons do not travel more than four hours in twenty-four 
hours. For the rest of the time they are at some station or some siding. Unless 
the time taken in loading and unloading is minimised, our wagons do not 
travel much. We are also constantly watching whether we can increase the 
utilisation of the wagons, and in the same way we are keeping a watch over 
the utilisation of the locomotives. I do not want to make a secret that though 
we increased the number of our locomotives and the number of our wagons 
and coaches, there has not been proportionate increase in the capacity of our 
workshops, loco-sheds and sick lines. Therefore, the locomotives, the coaches 
or the wagons are held up for a longer time than what normally should have 
been the case in the workshops or the loco-sheds or in the sick lines . 
...... .. .... ..... 

If my friend will have a little patience, he will hear it. We are trying to 
see whether we can have greater utilisation of all the rolling stock. We are 
short of these stocks and we will try to have greater utilisation of each of the 
items on the railways. 

Dr. Kunzru also raised the question of rail, road and river co-ordination. 
That is being done. As a matter of fact, a Committee has been set up to go 
into that matter. But even for more road transportD;\Y hon. friend forgets that 
we require roads for running buses and motor trucks . 
...... .. .... ... .... 

We very conveniently forget that our roads are very narrow throughout 
the country. We think it to be a good road if it is 25 feet wide. If we haVE' 
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goods traffic on a road which is only 24 feet or 16 feet wide, the question is 
whether we will be in a position to run motor buses in any appreciably larger 
numbers. But, all the same, there is no conflict between rail and road traffic. 
There is so much traffic and there is so much scope that the road transport 
can be developed to any extent. Similarly, there is enough scope for river 
transport also. There are certain rivers which are quite navigable, and the 
Transport Ministry has set up a committee to find out the rivers which are 
navigable throughout the year and what steps should be taken to fully utilise 
them. So, we are trying in the Ministries of Railways and Transport to co-
ordinate the various means of transport and increase the overall capacity of 
transport in the country. But I cannot say in greater detail about that because 
that pertains to the Transport Ministry. 

Then it was also said that there was great congestion at the ports. Well, 
there is. We have in the Railway Ministry placed officers to co-ordinate the 
movement between the ports and the railways. But, sometimes difficulty 
arises in this way. I found when I visited the Bombay port that in the case 
of some of the consignments it is not known to the port authorities or even 
to the Ministry concerned when a particular consignment is arriving, and, 
therefore, it is not possible to give prior intimation to the Railways which 
would enable the Railways to arrange for a particular number of wagons to 
be made available at that particular port. Sir, it will not be fair to them if I 
do not further inform the House that sometimes the port authorities do not 
know themselves who the consignees are, and therefore the goods are lying 
at the ports for weeks and weeks together, adding to the congestion at the 
ports. That question is being further looked into. 

...... ...... .. .... 

I know of a few consignments of steel. When I visited Bombay, I found 
them lying there and I was told by the port authorities that nobody was 
coming forward to clear them. I said "you require the steel, why don't you 
use it? When the claimant comes, you pay him the price." These are the 

things which require some co-ordination. 

Dr. Kunzru also said something about the functioning of the Railway 
Board. It is too early for me to give any detailed reply to that question. But 
I may say that on the Railway Board, whether they are the full Members of 
the Board or the Additional Members, I have got very fine, efficient, competent 
officers who never shirk responsibility and never regard any work too hard 
for them. They work day and night, long hours. I myself usually sit in office 
late, and I find even at that time at seven o'clock or half past seven, some of 
the officers working, daily. So, we have got a very ~  team.of workers in the 
Railway Board and they have produced results. SIr, sometimes to a layman 
like me it appears like a wonder how a train goes on the track. If the track 
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is neglected even for a few hours, the train cannot move, and it is something 
like a miracle. We are in a very tight comer-shortage of everything as I have 
said. The complaint in many of the sections is that the requisite number of 
sleepers has not been made available to them. In spite of these things the 
trains are moving, moving with a little slower speed, moving not with that 
amount of punctuality which we in the Railway Ministry would like to give 
to our patrons and customers, but all the same we are moving, and moving 
in very difficult times. But I will very carefully go into the suggestions of 
Dr. Kunzru and see how best we can have greater co-ordination, greater 
efficiency among the Members of the Railway Board, and also decentralization 
of work among the various zonal railways. It may be that in ~r a  respects 
we may require some centralisation and in others we may require greater 
decentralization, so that there may be more diffusion of authority among the 
various zonal railways. After some times, when I have studied the various 
aspects, I will go into this question in further detail, and I shall try to profit 
by the suggestions made by Dr. Kunzru. 

Then, another point has been raised while demands for new lines were 
made. One or two members suggested IIwhy don't you stop electrification 
and doubling of tracks so that new lines may be constructed?" Perhaps 
members forget that this electrification and doubling of tracks is inevitable. 
We want electrification not because we want to provide additional amenities 
to those areas and those zones, but because the economy of the whole country 
will be affected if these schemes are not put through in those areas. Take, for 
example, the coalfields of Bihar and Bengal. At times there are complaints, 
and some hon. members here complained about movement of coal. You forget 
that if coal does not move quickly, it is not only Bengal and Bihar which are 
going to be affected. Perhaps, Bengal and Bihar will not be affected, it is the 
other parts of the country which are going to be affected if coal does not 
move quickly from the coalfields of Bengal and Bihar. If electrification of 
lines is thought of as a necessity, it is because steam traction will not give that 
amount of speed to the locomotives. And unless we move quicker, we will 
not be able to move more traffic. Therefore, these schemes are to be executed 
as a necessity and not as a luxury, not as providing additional benefits to the 
areas concerned. The same argument applies to the doubling of lines also. 1 
do not propose to go into this matter in detail. 

I would like to say something about the Mehboobnagar accident because 
that has exercised the minds of some hon. members in this House, especially 
as to why the findings of the High Court Judge were set aside. It is not a 
question of fixing responsibility on somebody. Perhaps, bon. members may 
think that the Railway Board and the Railway Minister have not been able to 
see their way to accepting the findings of the Judge because he held some 
officers of the railways responsible for the mishap. That is not the position. 
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It is immaterial whether one or two or three officers are punished or are not 
punished; whether responsibility is fixed on them or not. The whole question 
here was whether the bridge that was affected was according to the technical 
specifications, held to be sound or not. That is the most important factor in 
the whole enquiry. And If, according to the overwhelming technical opinion 
of people who are regarded as experts on this subject, it is held  that the 
bridge, according to accepted technical specifications, was sound, it becomes 
very difficult for the Government to accept any other finding. Shri Rajagopal 
Naidu argued quoting some extracts from the report. Well, some impression 
was created that it was perhaps the opinion only of the railway engineers 
which was different from that of the Judge and one of the assessors who was 
not a railway engineer. That is not the position. The opinions of many people 
were taken. It is important to note, in this connection, that the Enquiry 
Commission was set up after the accident and everything that followed was 

after the accident. 

"'''',. "''''''' "''''''' 

I would like the hon. member'" to read the Report; if he had done so, he 
would perhaps not have used the words that 'the bridge was broken.' I say 
that members have not understood what the accident was and one hon. 
Member comes here and says that the bridge was broken. It is far from the 
fact. It was never broken. This is how we treat the subject. The bridge was 

not broken. 

Well, whenever we appoint any judicial officer or a High Court Judge, 
we give all consideration to the opinions expressed by him. 

"''''''' ,. .. '" "' .. '" 

The matter involved in this case was of a technical nature regarding the 
design of the bridge and was of considerable complexity in the field of 

hydrology. 

.. "' .. "' .... "' .. '" 

H Dr. Sapru"''' wants an answer from me, it is very simple because High 
Court Judges are appointed to decide all matters-technical, non-technical, 
scientific, non-scientific, professional, non-professional, legal, non-legal and 

everything. 

.... '" .... '" "' .... 

The opinion of Shri Thirumale Iyengar, on his ~ admission, is in ~  
possession of the Judge before he wrote his report. It 15 not the one case m 

• Referring to Shri B.B. Shanna, M.P. 
"Referring to Dr. Prakash Narayan Sapru, M.P. 
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the world where the opinion of a High Court Judge has been rejected. And 
the hon. Member should not forget that it was not a judicial tribunal. It was 
a Commission of Inquiry under the Commission of Inquiry Act, where the 
findings are only recommendations; nothing mote, nothing less . 

...... ...... .. .... 

I am giving the facts. After due consideration of the local data, they, I 
mean the experts, came to the conclusion that the vent-way of the bridge-
and this is the most important factor-was sufficiently sound; and was 
adequate for all foreseeable situation, having been ~  on the basis of 
the Dicken's formula for the discharge of 2,500 cusecs. The-Government 
Inspector of Railways and Shri N.K. Mitra, one of the Assessors, have 
corroborated the views fully. Dr. K.L. Rao, the other Assessor, has also stated 
that for a hilly country such as Pochani, Ryve's formula with a Co-efficent of 
850 is generally adopted. 

This gives a maximum discharge figure of 2,413 cusecs which is within 
the designed discharge by Dicken's Formula. So there was the weight of 
opinion by technical experts which the Government could hardly be expected 
in the circumstances to have overlooked. So this was the only point about the 
bridge, and the question before the Government was whether the bridge, 
according to accepted engineering formula was provided with sufficient vent-
way for all foreseeable future or the vent-way was not sufficient and the 
engineers failed in their duty because they did not increase the vent-way. The 
crucial question before the Government was this. On the one hand there is 
the recommendation of the Judge supported by only one man, and on the 
other hand there is the opinion of so many engineers. And I attach great 
importance to the opinion of Shri lhirumale Iyengar, who has spent most of 
his time in that area and who knows the topography of that area and who 
has studied the hydrology in that area. 

Another misunderstanding perhaps in the House is, Sir, that the 
Government Inspector of Railways is a railway employee. That is far from 
the fact. He is neither in the Railway Ministry, nor in the Railway Board. The 
Inspector of Railways is in the Communications Ministry which is a different 
Ministry. That I must say for the information of the House . 

...... ..... .. .... 

Well, we had not to form any opinion before this Commission of Inquiry 
was appointed. We had to go into the recommendations of the Commission 
of Inquiry and also the opinions submitted to the Commission by various 
experts and technical people and then to come to a decision whether to 
accept the recommendations of the Commission or not to accept them. 
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Then, Sir, the case of Bihta was raised here. Perhaps in the history of the 
railways, there have been only few judicial inquiries like Bihta and 
Mehboobnagar. In the case of Bihta also the recommendation of the Judge 
was not accepted by the Government. 

"''''''' "'''',. ,.,.,. 

Sir, here the whole question before the Government was whether to accept 
the recommendation or not. It is said that the vent-way of the bridge was not 
sufficient, thereby disproving all the accepted formula. There was also this 
question before the Government whether to accept the opinion of the expert 
and technical people who can speak with authority on that subject. And we 
thought it proper to go by the opinion of the experts in this field of science. 

Then, Sir, several points of local importance were raised, apart from the 
construction of new railway lines and railway crossings. Well, with regard to 
the railway crossings, I do not know how many man-hours are lost in this 
country, or will I say, how many million man-hours are lost in this country 
on account of the railway crossings. Sir, today the railways are not in a 
position to provide over-bridges on all the railway crossings in big towns 
and cities. We have certain principles fixed that their municipalities might 
bear a certain proportion of the cost. Then the question naturally arises that 
the financial conditions of most of the municipalities is not such as to meet 
expenditure for the construction of over-bridges. In that case the municipalities 
may approach the State Governments, and the State Governments may 
approach the Centre for subsidy or loan in this behalf. But I attach great 
importance to the construction of over-bridges on the railway crossings. Today 
we are surplus in manpower and we do not attach great importance to the 
loss of manpower. But I do not know how many crore of rupees we lose 
every year on this account i.e. by the loss of millions of man-hours every 
year. 

Then, Sir, I come to staff relations. On the whole, Sir, the staff relations 
on the railways, I should say, are happy. But when we work together, 
sometimes some differences arise. We meet and discuss and we settle those 
differences. And whether we settle those differences for all times, that will be 
too much to say or to expect. But there is one thing that I would like to 
emphasise in this connection and that is that when there is a nationalised 
undertaking, the distinction between employer and employee ought to cease 
because all the employees are the employees of the taxpayers. Whether he is 
the Chairman of the Railway Board or a Member of the Railway Board or 
even an ordinary gangman on the railway track, all of them are equally the 
employees of the tax-payer. 

"'''',. "',.'" "',.,. 
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According to capacity, capacity to work, the position will be different. 
Even in societies which claim to have enforced equality in all walks of life, 
those distinctions do exist and they will exist, distinctions in position, 
distinctions in salaries and other distinctions. They do exist. But what I was 
emphasising was this that in a nationalised undertaking the distinction 
between the employees and employers should not exist because all of them 
are employees. 

Shri Bhupesh Gupta talked so much about democracy. Well, I am one 
who stands for democracy, but democracy pure and unalloyed, which I think 
Shri Bhupesh Gupta may not like. His grievance was that demQCl'acy means 
that all the railway employees should be members of this party, that party 
or the other party. But, I say that they should be members of no party, whether 
it is the Communist Party or the Congress Party, whether it is the Socialist 
Party or the Praja-Socialist Party, whether it is the Jan Sangh or the Hindu 
Mahasabha. They should be members of none of these parties, which are 
political parties. 

••• ••• • •• 

..... . Another thing which Shri Bhupesh Gupta forgets, is that when a 
citizen undertakes to join the Government service or the service under the 
Railways, he volWltarily agrees to abridge his citizenship rights to some 
extent. What the Railway Service Conduct Rules say, I will read to the House, 
because much confusion was sought to be created: 

"Taking part in politics: No railway seIVant shall be a member of, or be 
otherwise associated with, any political party or any organisation which 
takes part in politics nor shall he take partin or subscribe in aid of, or 
assist in any other manner, any political movement or activity." 

••• ••• • •• 

Unless any particular party tries in subterranean ways to infiltrate into 
the service. Much capital was made out of this. I would read further for the 
benefit of the House to see whether there is anything to which exception can 
be taken. It reads like this: 

lilt shall be the duty of every railway servant to endeavour to prevent 
any member of the family from taking part in, subscribing in aid of, or 
assisting in any other manner any movement or activity which, is, 01 

tends directly or indirectly to be subversive of the Government as by 
law established." 
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I take it that my hon. friend does not preach subversive activities in the 
country. I am sure he will not have the courage to say that he stands for 
subversive activities . 

...... .. .... .. .... 
I also stand for trade union rights, but I have always felt that right can 

never be separated from responsibility. There is no right worth the name if 
it is not accompanied with responsibility. There cannot be any right without 
responsibility. If there is any right without responsibility, then that right is 
illusory. My friend wants only rights, rights, and rights, without any 
responsibilities . 

...... .. .... .. .... 

I have not discriminated between trade unions. I do not want to mix 
politics with trade unionism . 

...... .. .... .. .... 
I have recognised all sorts of trade unions on the railways whether they 

are affiliated to the Vasavada group or the Guruswamy group, whether they 
are led by the Communist or anti-Communists . 

...... .. .... 

On the Southern Railway there is no union. 

...... .. .... .. .... 

Practically, I agree with Shri. B.K. Mukerjee that there is no union on the 
railways. Every day in the newspapers we read about Station Masters' Unions, 
Line Staff Unions, Khalasi Unions, Gangmen's Unions, etc. Well, the whole 
thing is disintegrating. If you regard me as an employer of railwaymen, 
perhaps I will be very happy to have 200 unions on the railways and play 
each against the others. I do not want that. 

...... ...... ...... 

If my friend will apply his mind and try to understand trade unionism, 
he will find that it is detrimental to the workers to have so many unions 
on a functional basis. If you seek a little more enlightenment on trade 
unionism, I should say that the whole process of the unions on the railways 
is already in a state of disintegration, and this is a very painful thing. I want 
to have one union of railwaymen. I want to have one federation. When I 
called a meeting of the representatives of the various unions on 10 February, 
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it was a very encouraging feature that all of them were very enthusiastic 
about establishing one federation for railwaymen . 

.... .... . .... 
Railwaymen feel that one federation may give them better unity and 

greater strength. There is no denying that fact. It is a matter of ordinary 
I commonsense that one federation will be more powerful than two federations, 
and I have been persuading railwaymen to have one union on the railways 
and one federation too. I do not want to interfere in the working of their 
trade unions. I offered them that if at any stage they required my services, 
they would be available to them to help them to fOIlll'"one ~a  I am 
making earnest efforts to persuade them to have one federation and one 
union on each railway. There should not be two unions. I know a little bit of 
the history of the unions on the Southern Railway. One railwayman tries to 
decry the other railwayman. One railwayman speaks against the other 
railwayman. This is not a very desirable thing. From your standpoint it may 
be, but I do not regard it as a very desirable thing. That is what I feel about 
railwaymen's unions. My friend quoted quite a number of names of Secretaries 
and Presidents of this union and that union, discharged and dismissed, and 
things like that. When we have an undertaking having nearly a million people, 
it will not be unusual for some people to be discharged or dismissed or 
punished. I say some people and when I say some, it means .001 per cent. 
Not more than that . 

..... .. .... . ... 
It does not mean that an office-bearer or a member of a union becomes 

immune from the disciplinary rules of the undertaking in which he has 
undertaken to work. It does not mean that. He does not cease to be under the 
rules of conduct framed for that undertaking. He continues to be under that, 
and if anybody feels that being office-bearer of any union means putting 
premium on indiscipline and inefficiency, that will not be tolerated . 

...... .. ... .. .... 

This type of allegation is not proper and if any hon. Member has got any 
proof, I will request that let him pass it through you, Sir, to me and I am 
prepared to investigate into the case. 

I say that Government servants, railway employees, should not take part 
in politics, whether it is of the Congress or of any other brand. One may 
believe in Communist or Congress ideology. We cannot regiment the minds 
of the people. He is free to think, he is free to feel in any way he Hkes but 
in his action he should not be involved as a member or take active part in 
the Congress or in the Communist or any politics. that is what I have to say 
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So, as I was saying, in a huge organisation like the Railways, if a few 
people are dismissed or discharged, there are proper channels for 
representation of their cases and it is open to them to represent through 
them .. There are certain powers given to the General Managers like, where, 
they find that an employee is palpably guilty of some actions, he can forthwith 
dismiss. him. If he finds an employee is caught taking bribe, the power is 
there WIth the General Manager to dismiss him and I know of certain cases 
where the General Managers have exercised those powers and exercised those 
powers with discretion and caution. I would like that where there are cases 
of corruption and bribery, when there is so much complaint in the House 
about corruption in Railways and things like that, when there are complaints 
of collusive pilferage of railway property some action should be taken . 

...... .. ...... .. .... 

As regards employees, certain rules are provided for them. If they are 
aggrieved, they can r.epresent to their superior officers. They can appeal, they 
can approach the Minister, they can represent to the r ~  and all the 

channels are open to them . 

...... .. .... .. .... 

I am saying this because that question was also raised in this House and 
I was explaining to the House that there are established channels for 
representation open to the employees to ventilate their grievances and seek 
redress of their grievances. Normally, I would say that it should not be 
encouraged by hon. members of this House to take up the question of 
individual grievances with the Minister or with the Railway Board. I have 
experience of these things. What happens is, one employee is not satisfied 
with certain things that have been done in connection with his lapses. He 
goes to one Member of Parliament. The Member writes to me. I send a reply 
to that particular Member. The employee does not feel satisfied with that 
reply. What does he do? He goes to another Member and that Member also 
writes to me about the same employee. I get letters at least from a dozen 
Members of the House, whether of this House or that House. That is so much 
of time wasted of the Members of the House and also of the Government. 
I have to send replies to all the Members. So I say that this thing should not 

be encouraged. 

...... ...... .. .... 

Then about break-in Service and things like that, when employees go on 
illegal strike, they take the consequences. But we have been, I ~a  ~, 
quite considerate in that matter and where I have felt that this break-m 
service will be rather a heavy punishment for the employees, I have removed 
that. Well, where they indulge in violent activities, naturally the arms of law 
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will extend to them and legal actions according to the established law and 
practice will be taken against them and naturally there will be proceedings 
against them in court. Some workers are being prosecuted because they 
indulged in violent activities. 

There have been a few cases and the cases are quite old. Some workers 
in the Railways indulged in activities which were not desirable from any 
standpoint. Their conduct in 1948-49 was bad and during all these years did 
not improve. Action has been taken. 

Now I come to the New Deal. I do not know how if came to be so called. 
Neither Government nor the Railway Minister ever called> it a New Deal. I 
made certain announcements for upgrading certain posts among Class m 
employees. My friend disputes that and says that it will benefit only 30,000 
or 35,000 employees....... I say it is ultimately going to benefit a lakh and 
seventy thousand workers. 

Then comes the point about recruitment of the Scheduled Caste and 
Scheduled Tribe candidates. I must admit that their recruitment has not been 
according to the quota fixed for them. I had been looking into that question 
and there is an earnest desire among the Members of the Board and among 
the various Railway Administrations that the quota reserved for the members 
of the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes and also for the Anglo-
Indians should be fully filled by them . 

..... ...... .. .... 
Shri Akbar Ali raised the question of efficiency. Perhaps he forgets that 

everything is done consistent with and commensurate with efficiency. 

Dr. Kunzru raised the question about the annOWlCement that was made 
by my predecessor, Shri Lal Bahadur Shastriji, about scholarships to the 
children of the Railway employees and he wanted to know whether that 
scheme has been implemented. 

I am glad to inform the House that it has been implemented and 
scholarships have been awarded to 930 students. The annual amount of 
scholarships will be more than Rs. 2,81,956. I think in years to come this will 
increase along with the increase in the number of students. 

Sir, a reference was made to three procurements which were regarded as 
defective, namely, diesel locomotives, axle boxes and narrow gauge 
locomotives. Well, Sir, it has been noticed that there were some defects in all 
these three procurements. This was pointed out by the Railway Audit Report 
of 1956. The question will be taken up by the Public Accounts Committee .... ·· 
but, apart from that, we are also looking into the matter. I would also like 
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to say one thing in this connection. The Audit Report has said that the extra 
expenditure involved in those three cases is about six lakh of rupees. We 
should not forget that the procurement of stores and equipment during the 
course of these years was to the tune of Rs. 514 crore ....... Out of this huge 
sum, the sum involved in the purchase of defective items, is of the order of 
six lakh of rupees. I do not want to minimise the thing. Even small parts may 
hold up the implementation of the bigger plan. So, I propose to go into the 
matter and fix the responsibility. I would also take appropriate action in the 
matter . 

...... .. .... .. .... 

Then, Sir, about the hill railways, it has been said that they have to pay 
passenger fares and freight charges at an inflated rate and grievances have 
been voiced in this House and that House also that if the Supplementary 
surcharge and tax on passengers are not withdrawn, then the passenger fares 
will increase the burden on the travellers and users of those hill railways. I 
propose to go into the whole question and examine how far the inflated 
mileage rates in the hill railways can be reviewed. I will hold out that hope 
at the present time. The question of the Darjeeling-Himalayan Railway was 

very ably pleaded. 

...... ...... .. .... 

But that arose of a misapprehension that this Railway was going to be 
dismantled. I do not know how this news spread throughout Darjeeling. I 
have received quite a large number of telegrams and letters. Of course, that 
has added to the revenue of the Communications Ministry but there is no 
foundation for that. Though the Railway is running at a loss, there is no 

intention at present to dismantle it. 

...... ...... ...... 

I propose to do another thing. We have got a number of ~ railways. 
They are not very efficiently run which is in the very nature of things. What 
I propose to do is to send some officers to Switzerland where they have got 
quite a number of hill railways to see their working so that we can also 

improve our railways accordingly. 

Questions were raised about Assam and the North a~ r  Railway. ~  
North Eastern Railway is in a special area and requtres some ~ a  
consideration. What I have decided is that we should pay greater attention 

to the development and stabilisation of the railways in the Assam an:a. ~ a  
is our frontier and it has become strategically important. I am thinking of 
creating it into the Assam Zone so that better attention can be given to the 

railways in the Assam area. 
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I have another thing and that is about the supplementary surcharge of 
6.25 per cent. When it was first imposed, though certain commodities were 
exempted from the surcharge, strangely enough milk was not exempted. 
Now, it has been pointed out to me that this additional surcharge of 6.25 
percent, which means a surcharge of 12.5 percent, will fall on milk but I want 

, to exempt milk not only from this surcharge but even from the original 
surcharge also. 

Then it might have been noticed that I mentioned in my Budget Speech 
that I proposed to grant the concession of a single ticket to cover a blind 
passenger and his attendant and a similar concession .. to persor:tS suffering 
from tuberculosis for their journeys for admission to and on discharge from 
hospitals and sanatoria, those concessions being subject to production of 
appropriate certificate to avoid misuse. I have since received representations 
explaining that on many occasions persons suffering from tuberculosis travel 
alone for their journeys for admission to and on discharge from hospitals and 
sanatoria and that in such cases the new concession will give no benefits to 
the individual and similarly that blind persons may sometimes travel alone 
or in groups with one or two attendants and in such cases also little or no 
benefit will be obtained from the concessions. Now for such cases I propose 
to extend the scope of the concession which I have already announced so that 
persons suffering from tuberculosis travelling for admission to and on 
discharge from hospitals as well as blind persons when unaccompanied by 
attendants are charged one-fourth the usual rate subject of course to production 
of appropriate certificates. 

...... ...... . .... 
Then about catering, which is a special preset:Ve of Dr. Seeta Parmanand, 

I have a few words to say. She claimed to have specialised in catering, I do 
not know whether she has specialised in catering done on the railways or in 
catering as such. 

...... .. .... .. .... 
Well, Sir, she complained that the accounts of the catering department 

were not given in the Budget. I am afraid that she has not devoted that 
attention to the Budget papers as she ought to have ....... I will refer her to 
page 97 of the Demands for Grants for expenditure of the Railways for 
1957-58 and she will find the information there . 

...... ...... .. .... 
I have no hesitation in admitting that we are running at present at a loss. 

The main reason for this loss is the heavier wage bill in departmental catering 
as compared to contract catering. The staff under departmental catering are 
on the Pay Commission's scales of pay which are much higher than those 
paid by the contractors and we have also much better service conditions 
generally. But the position should not be judged solely from the angle of 
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profit or loss without any relation to the higher standard of food and service 
which is aimed at under departmental catering. We do not claim that at 
present we are giving higher standards though on certain sectors I have no 
doubt that the standard of food has improved. Our aim is to provide a higher 
standard of food and service under departmental catering. Catering is an 
important amenity to passengers and even if there is some loss, it is 
counterbalanced by the greater satisfaction which departmental catering 
renders to the travelling public. I would assure the House that there is no 
complacency over this matter and that the question of reducing substantially 
the present losses, if not eliminating them altogether, is engaging our attention 
and will continue to do so. 

Dr. Pannanand also suggested that while terminating catering contracts 
for introducing departmental catering, certain  contractors have received 
favourable treatment. I am sorry that such an impression should have been 
shown. I would assUre her that this is not the case. If she has got any specific 
case and if she brings it to my notice, I shall look into it. Then there was the 
question of the supervisory staff of the contractors who are retrenched by 
their employers. As far as the other staff are concerned, we absorb them in 
departmental catering. It is only supervisory staff, managers and people like 
that, that we have not been able to absorb. We will try to absorb as many of 
them as possible and where it is not possible, we may give them some vending 

and catering contracts somewhere. 

Then there were other questions relating to amenities on stations like 

waiting rooms, platforms, etc. 

...... ...... .. .... 

It also depends on the laws of economics as to whether or not to go on 
increasing the charges for service or goods supplied. My hon. friend should 
remember that no prudent businessman will ignore those patent facts and 

rules of economics. 

Sir, I have practically covered all the important points. I am once again 

thankful to hon. Member .... 

...... ...... .. .... 

As I have said, many suggestions have been made. I will have all ~  
suggestions examined and I will implement as many of them as are feaslble 

and practical. 

I am thankful to the House for having said encouraging words and I 

assure the House on behalf of the Railway Board and the Railway Ministry 
that we will contribute our best to implement the Second Five Year Plan so 

that we also can add to the prosperity of the country. 
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If my hon. friend .... had made enquries to satisfy himself he would have 
found the answer. We are giving a full meal for 18 annas or even 14 annas. 
If some hon. Members of this House have taken that..meal they will testify 
that the charges that are levied. as compared to the quality of fOod served is 
very reasonable. Even private contractors will hardly afford at that rates that 
quality of food. 

As regards sweets, I know in Delhi we are preparing most of the sweets 
ourselves. It is only in the case of some specialised. sweets that at times we 
purchase from the market. That we do and I will not deny that, and we will 
continue to do that in certain cases of specialised items-which some times 
are a speciality of an individual or a family. I know in Delhi the Railway 
restaurant has become so popular that even for private parties people are 
inviting those caterers. If they are not comparatively cheaper and also of 
better quality, I do not think why people should patronise them. As they are 
cheaper why the travelling public or the Delhi public should not patronise. 

So, there is not at all any monopolistic tendency in charging the rates 
either of puri or sweets. I will leave it to my hon. friend to taste the puris 
supplied. by our railway catering and to taste the puris of others. He will find 
then whether, if there is any higher price for railway puris, there is any 
justification for the high price charged or not . .... ...... . .... 

There have been some losses. My hon. friend" has conveniently forgotten 
one of the paragraphs of the Catering Enquiry Committee. I will read that 
out for his benefit and for the benefit of this House. I shall read that portion 
of the recommendation which has not been read by my hon. friend. The 
Committee says: 

"Refreshment and meals on trains should be provided at popular prices 
by the department Departmental catering sho\ald provide a wide range 
of food and snacks. The aims should be to run the catering establishment 
on a no-profit-no-loss basis in the long run". 

• LS. Ddt., 12 August 1957. 
£ Replying to the Half-an-Hour 0iscwIsi0n on the Departmental Catering in Railways as thr 

Minister of Railways. 
-shri Harish Chandra Mathur, M.P. 
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I will draw his attention to the words "in the long run":-

"To start with, if the departmental catering suffers any loss, it may be 

considered as expenditure on advertisement and partly to be on account 
of passengers' amenities". 

I wish my hon. friend read this portion and pointed it out to this House. 

In the initial stages, nowhere in the world departmental catering on the 
transportation has been a paying thing. I was the other day looking into an 
article on the catering on the railways in the United Kingdom, and I was 
surprised to find the colossal loss that they incur on this account. The main 
thing I again reiterate is this: that the salary that we pay to the employees is 
several times higher than what a contractor pays to his employees,-the 
same category of his employees. I may tell the hon. Member for his information 
that the bearers and cooks under the private contractors were getting Rs. 30 
plus food, and as soon as the department took over those employees, we 
began to pay according to the Pay Commission's recommendations, and 
immediately the salaries shot up to the minimum of Rs. 75. That makes a 

difference. That is also one main factor for the loss. 

......... ... ...... 

That question may be put to the quite large number of people who are 
serving in this country even at Rs. 1 as daily wages. But I have explained the 

position. Since we took over, the salary bill has increased. 

........ ...... .. .... 

I have again explained what is the reason for the loss on the Eastern 
Railway and for the profit on the Central Railway. If my hon. friend does not 
want to understand it, I cannot help it. I have said it is because of historical 
reasons; the western style of catering on the Eastern Railway has been the 
main cause of this loss. We are gradually going to replace it. The intention of 

the catering should be that it is patronised not only by the passengers of the 
first and second class but also by the third class passengers who may take 
advantage of that. At present, the style of catering on the Eastern Railway is 
not of that type, and unless we replace that, I am a ra ~ ~r  will be ~  I 
am going to take certain steps in this direction and I think m course of time 

the losses will be minimised. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF RAILWAYSf! 

Many hon. members have tried to see socialism in the Budget; many 
members have tried to see some fundamental principles on which they would 
like to Railway Budget to be framed. H they have been disappointed, perhaps, 
the fault is not with the Railway Budget. My hon. friend Shri SIDhasan Singh, 
who is not here was trying to find socialist pattern in the Railway Budget 
and his yardstick of socialist pattern is the levelling down of the salaries of 
the few officers in the Railways. 

I am sorry, Sir, to say that this is perhaps a very poor yardstick of socialism. 
Levelling down or reduction of the salaries of the officers is not going to 
produce a socialist pattern of society. I wish he had devoted some more time 
to understanding what socialism means, and when we talk of introducing 
socialist pattern of society what actually we mean. I will not labour this 
point, Sir, but I would say that we in the railways are trying in our own 
modest way how far we can contribute to the development of the country, 
how far we can increase the wealth of the country and thereby increase the 
prosperity of the citizens of the country. That is our conception of socialism . 

.. Unless we increase the prosperity of the country, there is no chance of 
individual prosperity being increased. We are in our humble way contributing 
to the development of the country. If he looks at socialism from that angle he 
will find that there is something in the Railway Budget and that we are 
trying in our own way to advance towards the goal of socialist pattern of 
society. 

In this connection questions were raised about the salaries and wage 
scale of certain categories of employees, commercial clerks and others. The 
Pay Commission is sitting and the Commission will take into consideration 
all these factors and make their recommendations. But sometimes when 
Members make certain allegations they are not properly inform.ed or properly 
briefed. 

Shri Sinhasan Singh said that commercial clerks had no opportunity tc' 
be promoted as Claims Inspectors. That is entirely wrong. The majority (I! 

Claims Inspectors are taken from the rank of the commercial clerks. 

• L.S. Deb., 8 and 10 March 1958. 
£ Replying to the Discussion on the Demands for Grants (Railways) 1958--59 as the Minister!' 

Railways. 
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The question about the Class IV employees was raised. As the House is 

aware, I a~  been myself anxious to do something for Class IV employees. 
The House IS also aware that I set up a committee known as Tapase Committee 
to go into the question as to how far we can have additional avenues of 
promotion for class IV employees. The Committee has come to the end of its 
labours and we are expecting its final report within the course of this month. 
As soon as the report is received, I will see that the examination of the report 
is expedited in the Railway Board, and the report is published. 

Some Members have raised the question of salary and pay-scale of 
Class IV employees like gangmen, khalasis and others. There is no doubt that 
the increment that has been given to them or the grade given to them, rising 
from Rs. 30 to Rs. 35 within the course of their service period, is not satisfactory. 
But that question also is before the Pay Commission, and I am sure the Pay 
Commission will take into consideration the conditions of their work and the 
work they are expected to put in, and make recommendations in that 

connection. 

I have asked the Railway Board to point this out to the Pay Commission 
also. The difficulty is that when we talk of the Class IV employees, the 
picture of the ordinary peon in the Secretariat is generally brought before us. 
People forget that on the railways, the posts and telegraphs department and 
in some other departments, the Class IV employees are not only peons but 
are part of the operational staff or the executive staff. So they will have to be 
treated separately from Class IV employees in the Secretariat. That aspect of 
the problem, I have asked the Railway Board to bring to the notice of the Pay 
Commission. I have no doubt that the Pay Commission will keep all these 
factors in their minds while making the recommendations for the grade of 
salaries for the Class IV employees in the railways, posts and telegraphs 

department and other such departments. 

I will not say anything about accidents and about the construction of 
new railway lines, because I have nothing to add to what I have said in reply 

to the general discussion of the railway budget. But I will again reiterate and 
repeat what I said on the previous occasion, namely, that it will be our constant 
endeavour to improve our efficiency, to decrease the chances of lapses and to 

see how far we can minimise the chances of accidents. 

I must express my thanks to Shri Goray for what he said about discipline 
among the railway employees. I wish all Members of this House and leaders 
of public opinion outside this House also will support Shri Goray and will 
take the same line so for as the question of discipline among the railway staff, 

all categories of staff, high and low, is concerned. That will no doubt ~ r  
the efficiency of the railways. That is very necessary not only on the raIlways 
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but in all departments of Government. I again thank Shri Goray for the bold 
way in which he placed this point before the House. I hope leaders of public 
opinion outside the House also will follow that up, wherever cases arise for 
them, to emphasise upon all people, the workers, that discipline is primarily 
needed in a country which wants to develop . 

...... ...... .. .... 
Victimisation is mentioned. That is a word which has to be used by those 

who think that they are doing something in the labour field. Whether that .. 
word is justified or not, all cases are thought to be covered by that word. We 
have, on the railways, certain rules and regulations for "taking disciplinary 
action against railway employees. There are channels for appeals and second 
appeals in those cases. Whenever any Member feels that certain actions have 
been taken against any railway employees, it will be better for him to advise 
the railway employee to approach the proper authotity or appeal to the 
proper authority through the channels prescribed for that purpose . 

...... ...... .. .... 
The Members should advise the employees concerned that when 

disciplinary action has been taken under the ordinary rules of procedure, 
there are channels for appeals and Members should therefore, advise the 
employees concerned to approach the proper authorities and proper channels 
prescribed under the rules. 

There are other categories of cases reference to which has been made by 
Smt. Renu Chakravartty, and references were made by some Members in the 
previous sessions also, regarding some action taken against certain number 
of railway employees under the President's order or under the discretionary 
powers of the General Managers. In those cases, where the workers were 
suspended, discharged or dismissed under' the President's order, I offered 
that I will review those cases and wherever I found that there was an occasion 
or a case for altering the ordel'S already passed in those cases, I would do 
that. I have already reviewed a number of cases. The final decisions on them 
are likely to be taken very soon. In other cases, I have called for reports from 
the General Managers concerned and from the State Governments. As soon 
as I received those reports, I will review those cases. 

As regards the actions taken under the discretionary powers of the General 
Managers, orders have been issued from the Railway Board to the General 
Managers that when the recognised unions do take up those cases with the 
General Managers, the General Managers will review those cases and l'ep(n-: 
to the Railway Board. So,. these are the two types or categories of cases· 

••• .... • •• 
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The cases may be taken up by the recognised unions. The case of the 
individual employees can be taken up with the General Managers. It is not 
necessary that the recognised unions will not take up the case of others. But, 
if there are a few cases like that, of course the Members are welcome to write 
to me in those cases. These are the two categories of cases. But I am not 
prepared to review the cases where disciplinary action has been taken under 
the ordinary rules of procedure for such cases. There, action will have to be 
taken according to the rules laid down in that connection. 

The Members are confused whenever they say that there are two thousand 
cases of victimisation. There may be two thousand cases or even five thousand 
cases in such a huge organisation where we have more than a million 
employees. Do you think, Sir, that there would not be a number of cases 
where disciplinary action be taken? There will be cases. If the disciplinary 
actions have been taken under the ordinary rules of procedure, there are 
channels laid down for an appeal, and the employees concerned should appeal 
to the proper authorities in that behalf. I am not going to entertain 
representations in such cases. Where actions have been taken and the 
employees have not been given any opportunity because the action was 
taken, under the extraordinary rules of the President's power, by the General 
Managers, I have already said that I would review those cases. 

...... ...... .. .. * 

I am coming to the coolies. In the first place, coolies are not railway 
employees. 

...... ...... .. .. * 

A question has been raised about porters, coolies and casual labour. In 
the first place, porters are not employees of the railways. They are there for 
the facilities of the travelling public, and they get their wages or remuneration 
from the travelling public. We do not pay anything. We have provided a 
facility for the passengers. In many countries such an institution does not 
exist at all. Perhaps, it is due to our way of life-this institution. 

I want to make it clear that this has nothing to do with the socialistic 
pattern of society. I will request my hon. friend to try to understand what 
socialism is. 

I want to make it clear here that I am not going to departmentalise these 
porters. They will remain as they are. Then, compared to previous years, as 
you will also remember-you also are travelling-what is paid for a unit of 
luggage now is very much higher. 

...... ...... .. .... 
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As regardS casual workers, they are, again, not our employees, in that 
sense. But we have got certain rules. If a worker works continuously for six 
months as a casual labour, then he is taken temporarily and then permanently. 
But, to treat all casual labour as railway employees, if the hon. Member 
himself considers it he will know is a thing which cannot be done. Any 

J commercial organisation or industrial organisation cannot function unless 
some number of casual employees or casual workers are employed. When 
the tempo of work increases all of a sudden, we will have to engage them. 

On such a huge organisation like the railways we will have to have 
contracts for various works. We will have to see that the contractors pay fair 
wages to their workers. In certain contracts we have also a clause like this. 
But most of these labourers, the casual workers, are governed by the Minimum 
Wages Act in the different States. I have been going into that question and 
I have found that whenever we employ casual labourers we ascertain from 
the District Magistrate concerned what is the minimum wage prescribed in 
that district and we on the railways also pay the same wage, which has been 
prescribed by the several authorities in that area for the workers of that 
category. So, we have been implementing the clauses of the Minimum Wages 
Act wherever that Act is in force. But if certain State Governments do not 
prescribe minimum wages for that category of labour, we do pay to the 
casual workers the wages prevailing in the locality. I do not know what more 
we can do in that respect. Here too, the question of departmentalising all the 
casual labourers is a thing which perhaps is not practicable. 

Questions have been raised about the recognition of unions also. 
Shri Banerjee, who is not here in his seat, raised the question of recognition 
of registered unions. I do not know what chaos and confusion will prevail if 
we were to recognize all the unions which are registered on the rail,,<ays. 
Perhaps there are registered unions of every category of employees on the 
railways, and I am afraid perhaps we will have unions in the railways, not 
in dozens but in hundreds, if we have to recognize all the unions that have 
been formed and registered. That, I feel, will not be to the advantage of the 
railway workers themselves. 

I attended one of their conferences at Jamalpur and I told them-they 
appreciated and agreed-that category-wise formations of unions on the 
railways will be detrimental to the interests of the railway workers. Today 
unions have been formed and registered category-wise for drivers, firemen, 
station masters, goods clerks, commercial clerks and ministerial staff, and if 
we were to recognize all these unions, only confusion will be created in the 
ranks of the railway employees, and perhaps there will be no trade unionisrr; 
worth the name in the railways. 

So, as I said on the previous occasion, I will repeat again that it will t·, 
our effort to see that there is united trade union on the railways, most likel 
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only one federation. I am happy that the employees and their leaders 
themselves are trying for the achievement of that object, and we will wish 
them all success in their efforts. 

Shri Barua, who is not here, raised the question about the railway schools 
in Assam. But it is not a question for Assam only. We have got a number of 
schools on the railways, and the salary of the teachers in the railway schools 
has been determined by the Ministry of Education on the recommendations 
of the Pay Commission. So, no discrimination or distinction is being made in 
the case of the railway schools in Assam. The salary scales of the teachers in 
the railway schools are the same as prescribed by the Education Ministry. For 
other schools, the railways are not responsible, and Shri Barna will be better 
advised to take up the question with the State Government. 

Then, about the freight rates for the goods traffic from Assam, we have 
a uniform rate throughout the country, except for certain hill tracts, where we 
have got the system of the inflated mileage. I do not think we are in any way 
unfair to Assam in charging the same rate of freight as we charge in other 
parts of the country. I will say that indirectly it will give a certain concession 
to Assam, because the cost of construction and maintenance in Assam of the 
railway track is much higher than in most other parts of the country. So, 
there is no occasion for any further concession to Assam in that matter. 

A point was raised by Shri Tangamani about ex-servicemen. That has 
been examined and whatever has been laid down in the rules in that 
connection has been implemented. Shri Narasimhan raised the question about 
the directly-recruited station masters for Southern Railways. They went to 
the court and lost their case. Again they have preferred a Letters Patent 
Appeal before the High Court of Madras, and their decision is awaited. So, 
we do not propose to do anything in that matter at the present moment. 

Shri Banerjee raised the question about the absorption of the retrenched 
and surplus personnel of the Central Government Departments. We have 
done that. Whenever people were retrenched or declared surplus to the 
requirements of the ordnance factories or other departments, we have tried 
in the railways to absorb as many of them as possible. Now, it will not be fair 
to the railway employees themselves if the previous services of these peo!,le, 
who have been retrenched from other departments, were to be taken mto 
consideration on the railways. As a matter of fact, we have tried to absorb 
them. But where we find that some of them had previous experience or 
service in the railways, we will examine such cases and see whether something 

can be done for their post-railway experience. 

Shri Daljit Singh referred to the representati?n of the ~  a~  
and Scheduled Tribes in the recruitment to the Railways. Therr representation 
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in the Railways has been far from satisfactory. During the past one or two 
years, we have been taking certain steps to see that the vacancies meant for 
them are filled up by them. I may say that the results of the 1957 recruitment 
has been more or less satisfactory so far as the Scheduled Castes are concerned. 
But, in the case of the Scheduled Tribes, it is still far from satisfactory. Certain 

I further steps will have to be taken. I may inform the House that in 
1957-we carry forward vacancies for one year more-perhaps you will find 
that the recruitment has been more. In the four Commissions at Allahabad, 
Bombay, Calcutta and Madras, the total vacancies reserved for the Scheduled 
Castes were 4,321 and the number of people selected -has been 5,454. But in 
the case of Scheduled Tribes, out of 2,074 vacancies reserved, the number of 
people selected has been 342 only. In the case of the Scheduled Castes, in the 
lower category in Class W, all the scavenging staff that is required comes 
from among the Scheduled Castes and therefore, here also, perhaps, their 
number becomes slightly inflated. We are always looking into this aspect and 
trying to see that the representation of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled. 
Tribes is up to the quota reserved for them. 

Shri Thirumala Rao referred to the expansion of the training facilities. No 
doubt, with the expansion of the Railways very rapidly, we could not keep 
pace in respect of training facilities. But, in recent times we have been 
increasing the capacity. We have increased the capacity of the Railway Staff 
college at Baroda. It will now be possible to give longer training and adequate 
refresher and special courses. The training schools at Chandausi, Sini, Udaipur 
and Gauhati have now accommodation for 1,750 seats at a time against 
1,050 before. The Training School on the N.E. Railway is being moved to 
Muzaffarpur and the capacity is increased from 600 to 850. Also, additional 
hostel accommodation for apprentices at Jhansi, Lallaguda and Kharagpur 
has been provided and Training Establishment for Mechanical and Electrical 
Apprentices has been started at Lucknow with a capacity of 40 and at Ajmer 
and Bangalore City. Further, construction of a Central Training School with 
a capacity of 225 Apprentice Mechanics and 800 Trade Apprentices is in hand 
at Kharagpur. Apart from this, three schools at Mhow, Shahjehanpur and 
Madhupur with a capacity of 600 Civil Engineering men have been set up. 
Altogether, the training facilities have been from 21,000 per year in 1955-56 
to 53,{)OO up-to-date. So, we are ourselves very careful to see that the training 
facilities available to the employees on the Railways are adequate to our 
requirements. 

The question of tight Railways comes up every time. I want to make it 
clear that we have decided not to nationalise Light Railways as a policy. That 
is not with a view to give protection to the owners or the companies of thes<' 
Light Railways. It has been taken with a view to greater utilisation of whatever 
resources we have at present. The House is aware that the allotment to the 
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Railway Ministry is not enough for all the commitments that we have 
undertaken. The terms and conditions of these Light Railways are such that 
if we ourselves decided to take over, perhaps, we will have to pay them 
compensation at a very inflated rate which, I feel, is not desirable at the 
present stage. As I said on the previous occasion, wherever we find that 
deterioration on a particular Railway is such that it is likely to go out of 
service and if it goes out of service, the area and the people of the locality are 
likely to adversely suffer on account of that we will see whether to take that 
Railway or not. This has been our policy and we are pursuing that. 

About the Baraset-Basirhat line, every year we do make provision in the 
Budget and it is not utilised because certain difficulties have come in the way, 
and up till now, we have not been given possession of the land. The land 
acquisition work has to be done by the State Government. The 
State Government, .in spite of their best efforts, have not been as yet able to 
deliver the land to us. Unless the land comes into our ~ , we cannot 
start work. All arrangements for starting the work of construction of that 
Railway are ready so far as the Railways are concerned. As soon as we are 
put in possession of the land, we will go ahead. 

The land has to be acquired. The land there, as the hon. Member herself 
is aware, is not vacant land. It is a heavily congested area. Unless the land 
is acquired and put at the disposal of the Railways, we cannot start work. 
The land acquisition has not been completed yet. As soon as it is completed, 
and we are given possession of the land, we will start work. It has been 
delayed in spite of the best efforts on the part of the Railways and the State 

GovenunentofVVestBengru. 

...... ...... .. .... 

Even for the construction of stations, we require land. Unless the land is 

there, we cannot construct the station buildings. 

About the Barsi Light Railway, so far as the question of seniority of the 
ex-employees is concerned, that has been fixed in ~ ra~  of their ~a  
services. There are a few other points which are bemg exanuned and I think 

they will be finalised very soon. 

They have all my sympathy. 

.... ...... .. .... 

I said that their seniority has been fixed taking into ~ ra~  ~ r 
t . That .  t has been C __ l:_ .... ...1 and finalised to therr satiSfaction. pas servIce. pom r ~ 
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The next question is about the construction of new railway lines on which 
I cannot say anything more than I said while replying to the general discussion 
of the Budget. There are many areas where there is necessity for railways . 

...... ...... .. .... 
I am afraid the hon. member is not improving his case by arguing for a 

line which is already included in the Second Plan. 

Regarding overcrowding, I am as anxious as hon. Members of this House 
to reduce overcrowding if I possibly can. Whatever -steps are possible are 
being taken: some steps which are not very popular steps also'. 

I have disconnected restaurant cars from certain trains. Well, I am receiving 
protests from some areas. We have discontinued air-conditioned coaches or 
reduced their capacity from certain trains. Protests are coming from those 
areas also. But we are taking such unpopular steps also in order to increase 
the number of coaches or capacity for third class passengers. So, we are 
taking all these steps, wherever possible increasing the number of coaches, 
introducing new trains wherever the capacity on the track is available. There 
are demands either for the introduction of Janata Express or additional trains 
in many areas. But we have shortage either of coaches or of the sectional 
capacity. 

Take the Janata train from Delhi to Ahmedabad. Well, there is incessant 
demand for it, or for a train from Delhi to Amritsar as my friend Sardar Ajit 
Singh demanded. There may be necessity for such trains. 

In the first place, we require coaches for miming additional trains, and 
in the second place, there should be capacity on the track for running a train. 

Some friends may say: "Why do you not give priority to passenger trains? 
Why do you give priority to goods traffic?" It is a matter which is not so 
simple. In many places we have to decide whether, for the benefit of the 
passengers themselves, priority has to be given to goods traffic or to passenger 
traffic. Unless there is increased economic activity in the country, we cannot 
develop the country, and for the development of the country, certain goods 
have to be moved from one part of the country to the other, and therefore we 
have to see what is the minimum number of goods trains that has to be 
maintained in a certain area., on certain sections. If we stop those goods 
trains, perhaps the people in that area will be very adversely affected, and 
we may not get the requisite number of passengers even. 

So, it is not as simple as saying: IIWhy do you not stop a goods train or 
cancel a goods train and introduce a passenger train?" I wish it were so 
simple to do. It is not. Therefore, the question of capacity on the track comes. 
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We have engineering work going on in many sections. There also, our 
capacity is limited, but wherever we find that we have got the coaches or the 
locomotives and the capacity on the track available, we try to introduce new 
trains. If the hon. members will go through the various reports that we have 
presented, they will find that during the course of the year we have introduced 
many new trains in many areas of the country. So, that is our endeavour. 

Then again, about the development of new railway lines in certain areas 
where the hon. members urge that mineral wealth is available and we can 
earn foreign exchange. It was very elaborately argued on behalf of friends 
from Orissa, Madhya Pradesh and Andhra for the development of Kakinada 
port and also the railways in the hinterland. 

Well, Kakinada is a very important place, but the railways will be 
necessary to move the goods if there is capacity in the port for the export of 
that commodity. There have been occasions when I have found that there has 
been congestion at the Calcutta port or the VlZag port, and we have transported 
iron ore or manganese ore from the place of production to the ports and 
found there was no place for the wagons to be unloaded, and at this time, 
when there is shortage of wagons, to keep wagons unloaded for a few days 
is not very desirable. 

There is shortage of wagons, but there is difficulty in supplying the 
available wagons also because in certain areas, especially on the South-Eastern 
Railway, we have difficulty regarding the capacity on certain sections, where 
engineering work is going on either in connection with development or 
something else. Also, the expansion work in the Tatas and also our construction 
work in Rourkela and Bhilai have been responsible, to a certain extent, for 
abnormal detention of wagons that we send there. They have their own 
difficulties also, but now they are trying to expedite the unloading or release 

of the wagons that were sent to them. 

The case which was referred to by Smt. Renu Chakravartty just now is 
one of such cases where we have the difficulty of the wagons, not due to the 
physical shOltage of the wagons but their detention either at the port or at 
the works in Tatas and Rourkela, or due to the sectional incapacity on the 

railways. 

That raises another question about the construction of wagons by some 
contractor at Vizag. I am not aware of the details except that a ~  months 
back I came to know of some labour trouble in that factory. I receIved a large 
number of telegrams from them and also from the employees' unions and 
public men of Andhra. I told them I was not going to intervene in the ~~ r, 
and that they should settle it themselves. I know that the Labour Ministry 
here intervened in the matter and some settlement was effected. I was told 
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that due to the labour dispute going on there, their production was delayed 
for some time and they could not keep to the schedule. More than that I am 
not aware, but I shall go into that matter and examine it and see how far the 
commitments have not been fulfilled by that contractor. I propose to go into 
that matter. 

There are many questions which have been raised about providing certain 
amenities and facilities at certain stations, or stopping a train at a particular 
station, or introducing a new halt or constructing a new railway station. I do 
not think it will be possible for me to give a reply to all those points except 
to say that I will get all of them examined by the Railway Board. It may not 
be possible, and it has not been possible, to introduce new halts at aU the 
places where there have been demands. 

Some times demands come, and when I enquire, I am told the existing 
station is one mile from that place but that it will be more convenient if a new 
halt is provided there. Normally I feel that if a station is there at a distance 
of three miles there is no case for the introduction of a new halt or a new 
station but if a station is at a considerable distance, we may examine whether 
we can make certain trains halt at those places. 

Then also, there are many stations where it is necessary to construct new 
buildings, or parcel godowns or goods sheds. Well, they were constructed at 
a time when the traffic was many times less than what it is today, and there 
~ necessity for expansion of accommodation; and connected with that is the 
office accommodation for the staff. I also agree that at many places the staff 
has increased and the accommodation has more or less remained the same 
as it was 10 years or 15 years or 20 years ago. Wherever we are taking up 
construction of new stations of godowns, we are providing more of office 
accommodation for the staff. We a.re r ~ alive to all these deficiencies. 
But I cannot assure that all these deficiencies will be overcome during the 
course of the next two or three years, because with the arrears of many years, 
it will take a considerable time to fill up the gap. 

About railway hospitals, as I said on a previous occasion, and I want to 
make it dear once again, we are trying to improve the standard of the railway 
hospitals. There may be lapses here and there. As for the case quoted by 
M. Vedakumari, I shall look into that. But I do not think there would be any 
rule--and I am not aware whether there is any such rule, and in fact, I cannot 
imagine that there will be any such rule-that only those patients who are 
running temperature will get admission into the hospitals. There cannot be 
any rule like that, and if there is any such rule, 1 say that it has no 
common sense. If there is any such rule, I will lee that it is changed from 
tomorrow. But it may be that it may be difficult even for a good doctor tt' 
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detect a case of appendicitis, as she put it. There may be no mala fide on the 
part of the doctor. He might have made a genuine mistake; he might not 
have been able to diagnose whether it was a case of only ordinary stomach 
pain or it was a case of appendicitis. Even experts at times make mistakes. 
All the same, I will make an enquiry into that case. I do not think there will 
be any rule that anybody who is not running temperature will not be admitted 
into the hospital. On the whole, we have got quite competent staff on our 
medical side, and it is always our effort to see that when we recruit we take 
people with good qualifications and good experience . 

...... *** *** 

About construction of new lines, I would say this. For instance, there is 
the question of taking the line from Pathankot to Jammu and from there 
north, where timber is available; at present, we are losing quite a sizable 
quantity of timber, because it is washed away to the ~ r  adjoining ours. 
So, there is a case for the construction of a railway line there. There is a case 
also for the construction of the Khajuria-ghat-Malda line. Only, I say let my 
resources improve, and I will be able to undertake the construction of some 
of these new lines, whether it be in Kashmir, or whether it be the railway line 
from Kasganj or Etah or the railway on the West Coast, or the railway 
connecting the ports of Paradip and VlSakhapatnam to the areas near Bastar 

and others. 

*** *** 

So, all these railway lines are under our view. 

* .. * *** *** 

There are areas which have been specially affected by Partition. And 
there are areas which have been long neglected, and so on. So, we will keep 
them in view; when our resources improve, we will try to construct as many 

miles of new railway lines as we possibly can. 

I assure hon. Members that we shall keep their criticisms and suggestions 

in view and try to benefit by them. 

...... **"" *** 

Sir, again mention has been made* about accidents. ~ Mehta said 
something about comparison of accidents with other ~  As .you ~ 
aware, I have not ventured to compare the incidence of aCCIdents m Indla 

.. L.S. Deb., 10 March, 1958. 
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with those in other countries, or of the accidents in previous years with those 
in recent years-though one can profitably compare. I will only repeat what 
I have said, that whenever any accident takes place, it is a matter of anxiety 
and worry for every one and it is also for the Railway Board and the Railway 
Ministry. It will be our earnest effort by all possible means to minimise the 
chances of accidents. More than that I cannot say on that point. 

Shri Ghose made mention of certain facts about the accident at Sonarpur 
in Sealdah Division. I will not go into details of that. I think that enquiry has 
not been completed by the Government Inspector" of a ~a  All the 
circumstances of the case will be looked into by him and he will submit his 
report. Whatever facts are brought to our notice by him, we will ask the 
officers to look into them. More than that I cannot say at this stage. 

Then, questions have been raised about the speed of trains or the 
introduction of new trains in certain areas. I cannot give any definite answer 
to all these things at present. I will get them examined and see how far we 
can speed up the trains in certain areas, or how far we can introduce new 
halts or introduce new trains or coaches in those areas. 

Shri Mahanty again raised the question of electrification. I had given an 
answer to that on more than one occasion, and I do not want to repeat those 
very things. While making any comparison with the mileage of electrification 
in U.S.A., U .5.S.R., U.K. or other countries, the other conditions in those 
countries should also be taken into consideration. One should not forget that 
in U .5.A. it is not to their advantage to introduce electrification. They have 
large-scale dieselisation and they have plenty of-diesel oil, and that is perhaps 
one reason why they have not gone in for large--scale electrification. In U.5.S.R. 
they have just started electrification on a very long route. Then again, the 
pattern of traffic has also to be taken into ~ ra , whether electrification 
is necessary or not. As far as priorities are concerned, the Planning Commission 
is there which goes into very great details in fixing the priorities and 
determining them. And it is only after the Planning Commission had examined 
all aspects that the new lines to be undertaken by the Railways were decided 
upon and included in the Second Five Year Plan. So, it will not be correct to 
say that these things are decided and allotment made without proper 
consideration of the priorities. There is, as I have said on previous occasion, 
need for the development of railway lines in many parts of the country. In 
certain areas, Railways develop due to certain factors which I need not mention 
here. Shri Mahanty made a grievance that whatever Railway line wa<.: 
constructed in Orissa was before Independence. That applies to most of the 
States in this country, because construction of new lines in recent years hCl-
been very meagre. Whatever construction has been done, I think Orissa hz; 
got a proportionate share therein. 
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If they ~ar  their ~ ~  with the total population of the country 
and the proportion, they will find that Orissa has not been unjustly treated 
in this matter. 

Some time ago, I had given certain figures. I do not mean to say that 

~ : is no case for new. ~  in ~ areas. The case of litlagarh-Sambalpur 
15 bemg pursued. That IS linked With the development of the export of iron-
ore from that area. We have been anxious ourselves that in that area something 
should be done. I myself feel very much disappointed when I find that I am 
not in a position to undertake the construction of a few miles of railway line 
in certain areas where they are very urgently required. I am equally 

disappointed as hone members coming from those areas are disappointed. 
But, we have to find ways and means for that. 

Shri Mahanty pointed out, why there is increase in staff. I leave it to him 
to compare the traffic both goods and passenger handle<:! by the Railways 
four or five years ago and during the course of this year. 

This question is under constant review and whenever there is necessity 
for increasing the staff, it is increased. It is a constant and continuous process. 
The House would appreciate that increase in the staff is a continuous process 
because the Railways are expanding and traffic is increasing and with the 
increase in traffic, there should be a proportionate increase in the staff. 
Wherever there is increase in staff, naturally, there will be increase in the 
ranks of officers also. They are all related things. To that extent, there has 
been increase in the expenditure over staff. If one feels that we can do without 
staff, we can save money. But, the question is whether it is possible to do 

without staff when traffic increases. We have to have staff. 

It will not be possible for me to take up all the individual questions that 
have been raised. But, I will try to deal with them as far as possible. The 
question of Barsi Light Railway and the employees of that Railway was dealt 
with in great detail here by Shri D.R. Chavan and other friends. While replying 
the other day, I said that the question of their seniority and the taking of their 
prior service on that Light Railway into account for that purpose has already 
been decided and their service on the Barsi Light Railway will be taken into 
consideration while determining their seniority on the Indian Railways. There 

are a few other questions which are under examination and decisions will be 
taken on them very shortly. The cases of a few individuals ~r  also quoted 
here. When the integration of that Railway was done, a comnuttee was ~ up 
and that committee went into the question of every employee. It went mto 

the question of the employees mention of whom has ~ ~  in this H?use. 
It was only after taking into consideration their qu.alifications. and expenence 
that their salary on integration was determined. I will not mention that because 
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that may prejudicially affect the interests of those employees, if I were here 
to quote their qualifications and all these things. But, I may assure the House 
that all these things were very thoroughly examined and then decisions were 
taken. 

A question about the contract for wagon assembling to one firm, Ohlman 
Brothers, was raised by my friend Shri Sadhan Gupta. The other day, it was 
raised by Smt. Renu Chakravartty. I had told House that I shall go into that 
question. After that, Shri Sadhan Gupta again repeated that, and tried to 
make out a case that here was a great scandal. I wowld like to give certain 
details about that contract. He said that the lowest tender, was not accepted. 
It is a fact that the lowest quotation was from Messrs The Great Western 
Engineering Works, Bombay. The quotation of this firm could not be 
entertained as the firm was involved in irregular transactions which were 
under investigation and which have subsequently been proved. The next 
lowest offer was from Ohlman Brothers and the same was accepted. The 
contract for the assembly of 8800 imported broad gauge wagons to be 
assembled at VlZagapatnam was, therefore, awarded to Messrs Ohiman 
Brothers in July 1955. 

It is true that security in the shape of bank guarantee had been proposed 
equivalent to the value of materials entrusted to him at any time. No such 
condition had, however, been laid down in the original tender notice. The 
contractor further represented that as, at any time, he may have in his hands 
materials for about 2,000 wagons, their value would be very large and it 
would be impossible to furnish bank guarantee for such a large amount. This 
condition was, therefore, waived. But, the interests of the Railway 
administration have been safeguarded by obtaining an Indemnity bond from 
the contractor. Cash security is being recovered from all progress payments 
to the extent of 20 per cent on each bill. ~ contractor is carrying out the 
assembly work within the Railway premises at VlZagapatnam. Adequate 
precaution is being taken to see that no railway material is disposed off in an 
unauthorised manner. 

Out of about 12,000 wagons to be assembled, over 10,000 wagons have 
been already delivered by him. Besides the Indemnity bond, the Railway 
administration has adequate cash security by deduction from all account bills 
to protect the Railway interest for the remaining number of wagons. 

In regard to the suggestion that a large number of wagons were diverted 
from VtZagapatnam to the contractor's workshop near Calcutta, it is pointed 
out that this diversion was done by the Administration entirely to suit the 
unloading facilities available from time to time as between VIZagapatnan1 

and Calcutta ports. At no time has any request been received from tht' 
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contractor for diversion of assembly work from VlZagapatnam to Calcutta. 
The D.G., 1.5.0., London, who was responsible for making arrangements for 
the despatch of these wagons in a knocked down condition told the Board 
that they were unable to obtain shipping to Vizagapatnam as a result of 
which 2369 wagons had to be diverted to the Calcutta port. There was, 
therefore, no question of realising any amount from the contractor for the so-
called transport of wagons from Vizagapatnam to the Calcutta Port. 

This is the factual position regarding the contract to Shri Ohlman, and I 
do not think there has been anything done which may be termed as 
scandalous, but as I had said on the previous occasion, I want to go into this 
matter further and see whether there is any justification for such allegations. 

5hri Bharucha raised the question of the capital-at-charge and the 
contribution to the depreciation fund. On the previous occasion I had briefly 
dealt with that, but I would like to say this. 

The House is aware that the Convention Committee of 1954 recommended 
that the contribution to the depreciation reserve funds should be raised from 
Rs. 30 crore to Rs. 35 crore during the five years commencing from 1st April 
1955. This contribution was increased to Rs. 45 crore with effect from 1955-
56 with the sanction of Parliament as the withdrawal from the funds was 
worked out as likely to be of the order of Rs. 293 crore during the 
quinquennium 1955-56 to 1959-60 and also to leave a balance at the end of 
the period equivalent to at least one year's expenditure on renewals and 
replacements. The contribution to the depreciation reserve fund will, of course, 
be reviewed by the Convention Committee which is scheduled to meet next 
year. That, I think, meets the point of Shri Bharucha in which he suggested 
that a committee should be appointed to go into the question of contribution 
to the depreciation reserve fund. 

He also raised the point that there should be no further credit to the 
revenue reserve fund, that its ceiling limit should be fixed at Rs. 50 crore and 
the excess over that should be diverted to the depreciation reserve fund. It 
may be stated for the information of Shri Bharucha that except for interest 
charges-about Rs. 1.5 crore a year on an average on the fund balances-
there has been no appropriation to or withdrawal from the revenue reserve 
fund since the beginning of the second Five Year Plan. The fund balances are 
expected to stand at about Rs. 51 crore at the end of 1958-59. 

It may be stated that the Wedgewood Committee recommended that a 
general reserve of this kind should be built up to at least Rs. 50 crore. At the 
time of the Wedgewood Committee's report, the capital-at-charge on Indian 
Government railways was about Rs. 790 crore. The reserve, therefore, as 
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recommended by the committee would work out to about 6.4 per cent of the 
capital-at-charge. At this rate the revenue reserve fund should have a balance 
of over Rs. 80 crore at the end of 1958-59. 

The question regarding the size of the fund, inter alia, was also considered 
by the Convention Committee of 1954, and the Committee did not consider 
it necessary to prescribe even the minimum limit for this fund. The question 
will no doubt be considered again by the Convention Committee which is 
due to meet next year. 

~ 

Then, questions have been raised about the compensatory hill allowance 
on certain sections,-Palampur-Jogindernagar. Perhaps my hone friend is 
not aware that the cost of living at these stations is not as high as at Palampur 
and unless those stations are declared hill stations by the State Government, 
which has not been done and is not likely to be done, it cannot be expected 
from the railways to increase the allowance. 

......... ........ ... .... 

I think the State Government have better data to come to that conclusion 
than the han. Member has, and when they have not declared it can be certainly 
presumed that their cost of living is not as high as at Palampur. 

Then again, about the rates on the Darjee1ing-Himalayan Railway. The 
House is aware that it was at the insistence of my friend Shri 1Yagi that the 
inflated mileage charged on the hill railways was reduced by 25 per cent last 
year. 

It is not three times. 

So, you got 25 per cent reduction, though there has been no reduction in 
other things, so far as that is concerned. 

...... .. ..... . .... 
1bere is no doubt my friend Shri 1Yagi got a substantial concession for 

the hill railways so far as the inflated mileage is concerned. 
...... ...... ... .... 
It was raised by my friends who represent Simla-I<alka and Kulu valley 

also. So, the credit should also go to my friends Shri D.C. Sharma and 
Shri Hem Raj . 

....... ..... .. .... 
But when I was standing, it meant I was not giving way. 
...... .. .... .. .... 
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Let them first digest the concession granted last year . 

••• .. .... .. ... 
I was dealing with that, and my hon. friend must be aware that we have 

got a station advisory committee at Siliguri, and that advisory committee 

goes into the question not only of time-table and amenities of the passengers, 
but also into the question of traffic and commercial aspects. I think the 
committee is already there, and it is functioning, and there is no need for 
another committee. 

Perhaps it was my hon. friend Shri Menon who raised the question of 
five engines that were on the Southern Railway and said that their performance 
was not quite satisfactory. Orders were placed for ten prototype engines in 
1952, and they were, delivered in 1955. Five of them were sent to the Southern 
Railway and five were retained by the Northern Railway. The performance 
of the five engines which have been stationed at Jullunder in the Northern 
Railway has been quite satisfactory. The performance of the five railway 
engines on the Southern Railway was also satisfactory except that some defect 
was noticed in the boilers of two of the engines. Two others have gone for 
intermediate check-up. It always happens that before we place any large-
scale orders, we order a few prototypes in order to see their performance for 
some time, and if their performance is satisfactory, only in that case, the bulk 
order is placed with the manufacturer; or, if some minor adjustments are to 
be made, they are also suggested to the manufactures. So, these ten engines 
were the prototype engines brought here for trial, to seen how they were 
working; and if their working is satisfactory, we will place further orders for 
them. That is the position regarding those engines, and it cannot be said that 
they are going to be scrapped in two years or three years. Normally, our 
engines work for fifty to sixty years quite satisfactorily. 

Then, questions were raised about under-bridges or over-bridges at many 
places. We have certain formulae for the construction of over-bridges or under-
bridges, that the cost should be shared by the State Government or the local 
authority concerned and the railways in certain proportions. Even in regard 
to bridges, unless the coordination of the P.W.D. authorities and the State 
Government or the local authority is there, it will not be possible to have 
these over-bridges constructed, because the portion outside the railways' 
jurisdiction has to be maintained by a certain authority. So, the question of 
the under-bridge at Cuttack the over-bridge at Shoranur has ~ a~  up 
with the State Governments, and as soon as matters have been finalised by 
the State Governments, they will be undertaken. That applies to other places 

also. 
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In many places, after the construction of the railways, certain facilities 
are provided, and then townships grow. Then, necessity is felt for a level-
crossing or an over-bridge or an under-bridge. Everybody expects that the 
railways should provide it. In many cases, as I have said, there are the fonnulae 
and conditions according to which we have to provide it. 

The same applies to Union Territories also, because the railways do not 
maintain the roads appertaining to the bridges; they have to be maintained 
by some other authority, and unless there is co-ordination with that authority, 
it is not possible to construct it, because the purpose will not be served. 

The question of zones and divisions or the district set-up has always 
been raised. Today, Shri J.R. Mehta has raised something and replied to it 
also himself. The days of Tughlaks are gone, no doubt, but he tried to play 
the part of Tughlak and the criticiser both by himseH. On the one hand, he 
supported the zonal set-up, and on the other, he also suggested how 
modification should be made therein. As I have said on previous occasions, 
there is no intention to undertake any large-scale reviewing or revising of the 
zonal set-up at present. As far as minor adjustments are concerned, as I have 
said on previous occasions, they will be taken with a view to rationalisation 
in certain smaller areas, wherever possible. 

As regards location of certain divisions in certain areas, it will be very 
difficult for the railways to function, if the location of zones or divisional 
headquarters or district headquarters were to be decided on the basis of a 
State-wise division of the country. 

The criteria are the operational facilities from the point of location, which 
can be provided for that area. That is the only criterion. 0theJwise, considering 
the demands that the railways are getting for the location of zones or the 
creation of divisions, I think the only way to give satisfaction to the different 
States is to located a zone in every State; but that will be impossible; the 
railways cannot function then. Whether it be Orissa or Bihar or Andhra 
Pradesh or Rajasthan, there is the demand; even from Kamataka there is the 
demand that there should be a zone there . .... ••• . .... 

At present, safar as Orissa is concerned, as I have said on previous 
occasions, there is no intention of divisionalising it, and the district pattern 
is continuing. There is no occasion for any anxiety being expressed thereon 
that Orissa's claim is not being considered. As I have said whenever the 
divisional pattern is to be introduced, Orissa's claim also will be taken h,to 
consideration, if on operational grounds it is feasible to locate a divisior: 11 
headquarters there also. 
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As regards ex-State railway employees, I have nothing to add to what the 
Deputy Minister said the other day. Most of the cases have been finalised, 
and a few cases .which are still not finalised will, I think, be finalised during 
the course of this month. There is no occasion for the next-below rule. The 
formula that was announced by my predecessor was subject to certain 
conditions, and I think there has not been any inordinate delay in the 
implementation of that offer, because that was subject also to availability of 
vacancies. So, I do not think there is any case for the next-below rule of for 
giving them the benefit of seniority from any date prior to the date on which 
decisions would be taken . 

...... .. .... .. .... 

I would like to make another appeal to this House. Let us forget about 
these ex-State railway employees. Once having settled about these things, let 
us not, on the railways, for all times to come maintain two sets of employees, 
the Indian Railways employees and the ex-State railway employees. Once 
they have been integrated, let them take their chance on merit along with 
others. Let not the question be raised here every time that for all times to 
come they should be entitled to certain concessions. There is no doubt that 
the bulk of the ex-State railway employees have enormously benefited by the 
integration of the ex-State railways with the Indian railways. There may be 
a few cases here or a few cases there, where certain anomalies have arisen, 
but we shall always look into such cases of anomalies. But wherever any ad 
hoc decision is taken with a view to grant certain concessions, anomalies are 
bound to arise; there cannot be any such ad hoc concessional formula where 
there will be no anomaly. 

That leads me to the upgrading which was announced last year. One 
hon. Member has said that it has done no benefit to the station masters and 
the assistant station masters. It was an amazing statement. 

...... ...... ...... 

The categories cover assistant station masters and station masters. Of 
course, there is a large number of other categories also that are covered, but 
I am speaking of the station masters and the assistant station masters. 

I think a very large number of them has been benefited substantially by 
the upgrading announced last year. But if there are a few cases, marginal 
cases, where certain anomalies have arisen, the administration concerned 
will look into them if proper representations are made to the proper authorities 

through proper channels. But I will not be surprisro. if there are cases ~ ~ 
a Station Master will rather refuse to go on promotion to another station, if 
that station is not as good as the station on which he is posted at present. 

There are cases of refusal of promotion. 

...... ...... .. .... 
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There may be several considerations, several aspects, from which a person 
regards a station as a good station. Some considerations were urged by my 
hon. friend, Shri Ghose. 

As I said, upgrading has benefited a very large number of railway 
employees. If there are a few cases where anomalies have arisen, they should 
be brought to the notice of the proper authorities and they will be looked 
into. 

I do not agree with the suggestion that the cultural and social welfare 
activities should be held in abeyance in order to save what? We spend a few 
lakhs over these. Why should after all any hon. Member of this House grudge 
the expenditure of a few lakhs over the cultural and social welfare activities 
of the staff. 

These activities in other Ministries also have their importance and they 
cannot be easily belittled. I am glad that hon. Members will not mind a few 
lakhs being spent on the cultural and social welfare activities of the railway 
staff. 

••• .. .... .. .... 

That is very necessary. When they are engaged in arduous work, it is 
necessary that opportunity is provided to them for certain diversions, and 
that is what I am trying to do by spending large amounts for their cultural 
and recreational activities and for their social welfare. 

.... . ... .. .... 

I have exhausted my time and I do not want to exceed it. 

It was argued in detail about departmental catering and private catering. 
There is no intention to penalise the small contractors or caterers on the 
railways. Wherever we have displaced them for the purpose of 
departmentalising catering in a particular a~ care has been taken to see 
and to give them alternative stations in order to rehabilitate themselves. At 
present, perhaps it will not be possible to go in on a large scale for 
departmentalisation. But the intention is that there should be no large holdings 
on the railways of individual contractors. That is my policy and I am pursuing 
it. 

.... ..... .. ... 
I hope hon. members will withdraw their cut motions. 



AUGMENTING REVENUES FOR RAILWAYS·£ 

I am thankful to the Members for having brought this Motion before the 
House. I would start by saying that the proposals of Government had been 
welcomed more or less throughout the country. VJhen I am saying this, I am 
speaking on the basis of the comments of the newspapers in our country. 
Shri Harish Chandra Mathur has quoted from one newspaper, but all the 
newspapers in the country, whether they represent the commercial or the 
industrial interest or the interests of the consumers, have by and large hailed 
the decision of Gov:emment. So, it will not be correct to say, as my hon. friend 
Shri Tangamani has tried to make out, that there has been opposition to those 
proposals from the Chambers of Commerce. I am not goirig to quote from the 
reports in the newspapers, but all the newspapers worth the name in the 
country have by and large welcomed the decision of Government. 

One or two important points have been raised, and the first one is about 
the export promotion. A grievance has been made as to why the question of 
export promotion has not been taken into consideration in fixing the rates. It 
is obvious that we cannot have any rates for that purpose. We shall have to 
give concessions, and if concessions are to be given for certain commodities 
from certain areas to certain ports, then station-to-station rates will have to 
be quoted. 

...... ...... .. .... 

... We cannot have a general rate for that purpose. He@ is perhaps aware 
of what complications will arise otherwise. So, it is not that we did not 
consider this question. Even at the time when we were considering the 
recommendations of the Freight Structure Inquiry Committee, we did consider 
that, and it was decided that in the interest of promotion of exports from our 
country, with a view to earn more and more foreign exchange, if it was felt 
that certain commodities required concessional rates of freight, the railways 
would be only too glad to do that. This is being examined in consultation 
with the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, and I can assure the House that 
whenever any specific case comes before the Ministries of Commerce and 

.. L.S. Deb., 3 September 1958. . . ' 
£ Replying to the Discussion on the Motion reo Railway Freight Structure Enqurry COmmlttee as 

the Minister of Railways. 
e Shri Harish Chandra Mathur. 
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Industry, and Railways, all possible steps will be taken by which export 
could be promoted. 

...... ...... .. .... 
Then at least one hon. member, Shri Rajendra Singh, laboured the point 

why the recommendation of the Freight Structure Enquiry Committee giving 
more revenue to the railways was not accepted by the rcillways. Shri Harish 
Chandra Mathur has tried to give some reply to that. I may assure 
Shri Mathur that it was not only on this consideratioR that by accepting the 
recommendations of the Committee we would be reaching the marginal stage, 
and perhaps we would not be attracting more traffic, that we did not accept 
the recommendation, but we had to take into consideration the overall 
economy of the country as a whole. We had also to see that if there were 
certain commodities in respect of which inspire of the characteristics of their 
transportation and their ability to bear more burden in the rates, certain 
adverse results were likely to be produced by increasing the rates on the 
economy of the country, the railways should be reluctant to increase the 
rates. That consideration was also there. So taking all these considerations, 
the Railway Ministry thought and the Government came to the decision that 
it would not be desirable at the present stage to increase the rates to the 
extent suggested by the Enquiry Committee. That was why we modified the 
recommendations of the Committee. 

Of course it is a question whether capital expenditure should be met 
from revenues. I am not going to argue the principles of that, but it has been 
accepted that in a developing economy when we have big projects of 
development to execute, it will not be out of place if the revenues were also 
to contribute a share of the capital pool. Members are aware-and I need not 
go into details-that out of the Rs. 1,125 crore allotted to the railways for the 
Second Five Year Plan, Rs. 375 crore are to be found by the railway, and in 
view of the rise in prices and labour costs, it was expected that in addition 
to the Rs. 375 crore, the railways would be caUed upon to contnbute something 
more. 

In 1956, a surcharge of 6.25 per cent was levied; in 1957, an additional 
surcharge of 6.25 per cent was levied, making a total of 12.50 per cent. We art' 
hoping that we will be able to contribute our share in the Rs. 1,125 crare out 
of these supplementary charges, out of the development reserve fund, 
depreciation reserve fund and also hom open line earnings, and thus VY' 

will be able to contnbute to the extent of Rs. 375 crore and something mOF' 
too . 

.... ••• . .... 
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As we are to ~ r  something extra, it was felt that it might not be 
~r  ~ contribute as much as suggested by the Enquiry Committee, but 

even if we mcrease the overall freight rates only by 4 per cent, we will be in 
a position ~ contribute the amount stipulated by the Planning Commission 

from. ~  railways. Therefore, we came to the conclusion that in present 
conditions of our economy, perhaps it would be enough for our purposes if 

we increased the rates only to the extent of 4 per cent and not more. 

The conflict between rail and road has not arisen anew in this country 
alone. Everywhere, in many countries, the conflict has existed. In our country, 
there is much scope for the development of both. The only care that is to be 

taken is in respect of co-ordination so that there is no wastage of the capacity 
that exists and no duplication of the capacity that is to be created. If there is 
not enough co-ordination between the different modes of transport, there is 
every possibility o( some capacity being wasted and some capacity being 
duplicated. Even at the present stage, that is happening in certain sectors. 
Where traffic has developed and where the railways have also got the capacity, 
road transport is coming. I am not much exercised on whether it is a serious 
threat to the railway revenue or not; what I am concerned with is that this 
national capacity is being wasted, and if the same transport capacity could 
be utilised in sectors where the railway facilities are not available, perhaps 

we will be serving the nation in a better way. 

If I may give a concrete example, take, the case of Delhi and Kanpur. The 
railways may have difficulty in transporting from east to west, from Kanpur 
to Delhi, but there is no shortage of capacity from Delhi to Kanpur or from 
west to east. But because traffic has developed, road transport is also very 

much operating on this sector. 

I have given this illustration because this thing is happening in many 
sectors. Compared to the railways, road transport does offer certain advantage 
to the consignors. There is no doubt about that. They lift the goods from the 
place of the consignor and they deliver the goods at the site of the consignee. 
Then in the case of certain commodities where certain manipulations, watering 
down and things like that have to be done, road transport offers better facilities 
to the consignor than the railways do. Again, railways have their rates fixed 

and are known to everybody whereas for road transport, at least in ~  

of goods traffic there is no schedule of rates; there are some opportunities for 
manipulating the freight paid for transportation of. certain ~  What use 
of that could be made is known to those who deal m those things. These are 
certain advantages which the road transport offers in the transportation of 

goods to the consignors and to the consignees. 

I see no conflict between rail and road transport so long as the country 
is not fully developed from the transport point of view. There is enough 
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scope for all means of transport whether it is rail, road or river transport. 
There are large areas where in the foreseeable future, perhaps, there is no 
chance of the railways being constructed in those areas. Why not allow road 
transport to develop in those areas? So, I do not see any conflict. There is 
enough scope for the development of road transport ...... . 

...... ...... .. .... 

.. . And the House is aware and hon. members are aware that there are 
many areas in the country where even for shorthauls road transport facilities 
are not available. What have we to do for the industrieS in those areas if coal 
has to be transported or certain other raw materials have to be transported 
and the shorthauls according to our friends, will be 300 miles. 

So far as the shorter distances of 20 miles, 25 miles or 30 or even 50 miles 
are concerned, we do agree that we should discourage transport by railways 
and encourage transport by road. But, if we include distances of 300 miles 
within the definition of shorthauls and if railway rates are increased so that 
they become prohibitive and the traffic is diverted from the rail to the road 
transport, I am afraid, in many areas the industry will be very adversely 
affected. That was the consideration why we thought that though we may 
discourage transportation of goods by rail to shorthauls of 2S or even 
50 miles, we should not fix the rate at such a level as will be too high for the 
traffic to bear either by rail or by road, especially in areas where there was 
no road transport available. We did bestow all the consideration that this 
recommendation deserved and I have given the reasons which led us to 
come to the decision which we have presented before the House. 

Then, the question of backward areas or under-developed areas has also 
been raised. The House is aware that before the integration of the railways, 
in many parts known at that time as Indian ,States and especially in areas 
which are commercially and industrially under-developed, the rates either of 
passenger fare or goods freight were higher than in the developed. areas. 
And, when integration was made, the one advantage that was given to these 
under-developed areas was to introduce uniform rates of passenger fares and 
freight rates. That was one indirect advantage given to the under-developed 
areas. 

...... .. .... .. ... 
Some areas which are regarded as under-developed may be very near 

the source of raw material that is required for the development of industries 
in that area. One raw material may be very near that area and the other raw 
material may be very far. Is it possible to encourage the industries or not by 
any device or manipulation of the freight rates? We will have to have other 
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methods for encouraging industries in certain areas which are under-
developed industrially. 

For example, in North Bihar in spite of the difficulty that existed before 
the ~ ar industry ~ very fast and today people are, perhaps, ~ 
of dispersal of some factones from North Bihar. In North Bihar or Assam it 
is not the difficulty of transport alone that is standing in the way of the 
development of industries in those areas; but there are other considerations 
also. Other steps will have to be taken for developing those areas industrially 
and commercially. 

So far as North Bihar and Assam are concerned, after the construction of 
the Ganga bridge and the Brahmaputra bridge, the transport position will 
very much improve. But, what is required to be done at some other places 
should not be sought to be done by the manipulation of freight rates. With 
all my sympathies with these under-developed areas, I am afraid, it will not 
be possible by any ingenuity to devise any structure of freIght rates by which 
we can help these areas. 

As pointed out, some areas are very near-at the very door they have the 
raw material that is required for a particular industry. I say some incentive 
by the State concerned, by the Ministries directly concerned with the 
development or encouragement of certain industries in certain areas will be 
necessary. And, if at a certain time it is felt that the Railways should also 
contribute their share in the development of the industries, we have the 
station to station rates by which we can indirectly help to some extent. I can 
assure the House that if it comes to it, at any stage that for the development 
of certain industries in certain under-developed areas, railways should 

contribute indirectly, we will not be lagging behind. 

Shri Bharucha asked where is the case for revising the rates. He said, 

perhaps, under the guise of rationalisations the Railways are trying to raise 
some additional revenue. We have not made a secret that we are trying to 
make some additional revenue also. We have been very frank. We have never 

tried to disguise it. 

...... ...... ...... 

We are always alive to the need of effecting economy ~ the ra ~a  

wherever possible. The House is aware that I set up ~ commtttee to go .mto 
the question of the fuel and coal consumption on the railways: The commtttee 
went into the question in great detail and a report was ~  ~a  month 
Which is being examined by the Railway Board. On .exanunation of the 
recommendations of that committee, I am sure we will be able to effect 
certain economies in the consumption of coal on the railways. I am examining 
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other aspects also where we can reduce the operating expenses. We are always 
alive to that aspect of the thing and I may assure Shri Bharucha that wherever 
possible we will try our best to effect economy. 

I do not know what my friend, Shri Tangamani, meant when he quoted 
I so much from the report of the committee. We are trying to increase the 

capacity of the marshalling yards and also to expedite the movement of 
wagons. We are also trying to see that wagons are made available to the 
parties as quickly as they are intended. .. ...... .... ••• 

My friend· might be aware that the position has improved though I will 
not claim that we are today in a position to supply a wagon to a party as 
soon as it is demanded. But as compared to last year or a few months back, 
our position has very much improved. 

There are certain bottlenecks even at present and we are trying to solve 
them. But they cannot be totally eliminated at certain places unless the 
marshalling yards are re-modelled or line capacity is increased. Even where 
there were serious bottlenecks, I can say that we have improved the position 
to a great extent. The loading and unloading even in those places has 
improved. I can say that it has become quite satisfactory but it also requires 
to be further improved. 

For all these things also we require money. If we were to take only our 
revenue and expenditure accounts there may not be a case for increase in the 
rates of the freight. But as I have said, when we are expected to contribute 
to the capital expenditure out of the revenues, there is an unassailable case 
for increase in the freight rates to the extent the Railway Board has decided 
to increase them. 

I do not know how Shri Bharucha felt that I said that when the railways 
assumed the responsibility of a camer, there would be additional increase. I 
will again repeat from the statement I made in the House while placing the 
decision on the Table of the house. I said:-

"The Committee have stated that this change-over should take effect 
within one year of the introduction of the revised rates structure. 

This matter is receiving attention, and should the responsibility of 
the Railways as carriers be enhanced as has been recommended, there 
will undoubtedly be substantial additional expense to the Railways by 
way of increased payments for compensation. In the absence of factual 

• Shri Tangamani. 
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data, it is difficult to assess what the quantum of these extra payments 
will be, but Railway Officers of experience in compensation claims work, 
guess that it might well be of the order of Rs. 2 to 3 crore. After the 
examination of this matter has been completed, necessary legislation to 
implement this recommendation will be put through." 

I do not know whether there is any indication in this that some additional 
charges are going to be levied now . 

...... .. .... .. .... 

Sir, I am glad about this short discussion in the House. I do not want to 
repeat that we have taken good care to see that commodities which come 
into the daily use of the people are not affected by the revision of the rate 
structure. And the hon. Members might have seen it that these essential 
commodities have been exempted from the increase, and in certain cases we 
are going to incur further losses on account of concessions given to those 
essential commodities. 

On the whole, the country has received the decision of the Government 
well, as can be judged from the Members of the House and the Press outside. 
And I hope, the railways will receive all the co-operation in augmenting their 
revenues so that the leakages, wherever they occur, are filled by the co-
operation of the people and the country. 



PAYING THE COMPENSATIONt£ 

Sir, before discussion is initiated on the Excess Demands for 1955-56 and 
1956-57 which were presented to the House on 24 November 1958. I beg to 
submit a point of clarification. .. 

As Excess Demand for Rs. 1,34,842 was presented to the House on 
24 November 1958, under Demand No. 15 for 1955-56, representing the actual 
excess over the voted Grant of Rs. 6.22 crore as shown in the audited 
appropriation Accounts. 

The Secretariat of the House (Public Accounts Committee Branch), 
however, brought to notice that, in strict conformity with the recommendations 
of the Public Accounts Committee in para. 3 of their Ninth ~ the Demand 
for Excess Grant for 1955-56 under Demand No. 15 should be for Rs. 8,67,331, 
after adding a further entry of Rs. 7,32,489 shown in the aforesaid para 
(representing an erroneous credit in the accounts but for which the excess 
would have been Rs. 8,67,331), to the excess of Rs. 1,34,842 over the voted 
Grant as shown in the Appropriation Accounts. It may be mentioned that, 
against this erroneous credit there was an erroneous adjustment in the opposite 
direction of Rs. 7.74lakh as refen-ed to in page 67 of Appropriation Accounts. 
As advised by the Public Accounts Committee, however, the amount of excess 
demand over the voted grant of Rs. 6.22 crore under Demand No. 15 for 
1955-56 has been modified from Rs. 1,34,842 to Rs. 8,67,331 . 

••• . ... . ... 
Shri Naushlr Bharucha also raised the question on what principle this 

income is allotted to the different funds. I will only say without entering into 
the details that this question has been examined by a Parliamentary 
Convention Committee which went into this question in 1949 and again in 
1954. At present the recommendations of the Parliamentary Convention 
Committee are being observed by the Railways. When the five year period 
is over, another Parliamentary Convention Committee will be again set up 
which will examine all these questions in detail and whatever their 
recommendations, will be given effect to. 

• LS. Deb.I 11 December 1958. 
£ Replying to the Discussion on the Dftnands for Excess Grants (Rallways) 1955-56 and 
1956-57 as the Minister of Railways. 
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My hon. friend Shri Tangamani referred to the question of the re-transfer 
of the staff. The proposal has every sympathy from the Railways. I may 

infonn him that the problem has been solved to a very great extent. I do not 
want to quote figures; he is perhaps aware also. It is expected that within the 

next two or three months, all the staff who were transferred to Bezwada , 
Guntakal and other places will be re-transferred. But, he is aware of the 
circumstances under which we have had to place the staff at different 
Divisional Headquarters. Delay has taken place, especially in connection with 
the staff of the Accounts section where experienced hands are necessary 
before we can replace them. Within the next two or three months the problem 
will be entirely solved. 

About the bridges, it will be wrong to say that this year, the mishap 
which occurred to the goods train had anything to do with the strength of 
the bridge. The bridge was not affected in any way. We have been taking 
ample care of all the bridges everywhere. Even on the Sol,lthern Railway, we 
have been spending quite a substantial amount every year for the upkeep of 
the bridges there. My hon. friend himself is aware that we have set up a 
high-powered committee to go into the question of these bridges. As soon as 
we receive the recommendations of that committee, we will take further 
action in this matter. But, I may assure him that there are standing instructions 
and these instructions have been repeated to the Railway Administrations 
and Engineers for the periodical inspection of bridges and necessary 

renovations and repairs at all important places. 

We come to the question of compensation to passengers involved in 
accidents which was raised by my hon. friend Shri Naushir Bharucha. He is 
aware that this compensation is given to the passengers involved in railway 
accidents whether the accident took place due to the negligence on the part 
of the Railways or not. Whatever the cause of the accident, the passengers 
involved in the accidents are compensated for. The scale of compensation has 
been laid down depending upon death, disability and degree of disability. At 
present, the Claims Commissioners are appointed by the State Governments 
concerned wherever the accidents take place. They award the compensation. 

In many cases, practically in all cases, we deposit the.amount in.ad.vance and 
as soon as the compensation is awarded, by the Clauns CommlsslOners, the 

amounts are paid. I may inform the House of ~~ ~ that I have taken 
recently. I have issued orders to the Railway AdmIDlstrations that as ~  as 
any passenger is involved in an accident, in case of death Rs. 500 and m case 

of injury, up to Rs. 200 should be a ar ~ on ~  ~ and this ~ ~  not 
be accounted along with the compensation claun. This amount IS Just ex-
gratia ad hoc payment. In some cases, I do feel that the a ~  that a~ ~  
prescribed as compensation-the maximum of Rs. 10,OOO,-IS not suffiClent. 
The maximum amount that can be awarded as compensation according to 
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the Indian Railways (Workmen's Compensation) Act is Rs. 10,000. I feel that 
this amount requires to be increased. In the Ariyalur case I ordered 20 per 
cent more compensation, in addition to what was awarded by the Claims 
Commissioner. So, we are thinking of revising this also . 

...... ••• . ... 

...... ...... . .... 
Before this Act was amended perhaps it was done by the railway officials 

themselves, but it was felt at that time that it would be better if this question 
of awarding the amount of claim was left to some statutory, independent 
authority. And that is why it has been left to the Claims Commissioners who 
are nominated by the State Governments. Normally District Magistrates, or 
Deputy Commissioners or District Judges are appointed as Claims 
Commissioners whenever an accident takes place. Of course, applications 
have to be submitted by the person involved or his heirs or dependents to 
the Claims Commissioner, and as soon as the award is given, payments are 
made. 

I may inform the House of one thing more. H any person feels that the 
amount of compensation awarded by the Claims Commissioner is not enough, 
he can go to the court in appeal, but the railways cannot go in appeal if they 
feel that the amount awarded is excessive. That protection is also there. There 
is no appeal from the railway side, but any aggrieved party can go in appeal 
against the award of the Claims Commissioner. I am thinking how it can be 
further simplified. If there is any possibility of that, I will examine that 

Shri Bharucha has raised another point, about the forfeiture of gratuity 
of employees for errors of judgement I have not been quite able to follow 
what he meant by that. I may teU him· that there are provident funds for 
railway employees and there are special gratuity and contributions by the 
railways. Unless an employee is discharged or dismissed, normally this 
amount of gratuity is not affected. He is paid this amount. In cases where 
there has been punishment for serious dereliction on his part, then, of course, 
the whole or a portion of the amount of gratuity is forfeited. I do not know 
of many cases of any serious complaint in this regard, and certainly not of 
any case where any amount of gratuity has been forfeited for error of 
judgment. 

••• ••• .. .. 
H he will send me case which he has in his possession where any portion 

of the gratuity has been forfeited for an error of judgment on the part of an 
employee, I will certainly look into that 
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There has been in the past delay in the settlement of the provident fund 
accounts, there is no denying the fact, and there are some cases which on and 
off come to my notice, where there has been abnormal delay in the settlement 
after the retirement of the railway employees. But some cases like that will 
continue. The effort we are making is this, that six months before the date of 
retirement of a railway employee, because that is known, the paper should 
be prepared, so that as soon as he retires, his accounts and provident fund 
amount could be finally settled within ten days of the date of his retirement. 
That is the target that we have set for ourselves. I do not want to quote 
statistics. I was looking into the results of the past six months, and I might 
inform the House that it is very satisfactory. The period has been reduced, 
and the number has been very greatly, appreciably, reduced. If this effort 
continues, I have no doubt that we may be in a position to achieve the 
targets. But in spite of that, there will be some cases where there will be 
abnormal delay. In case of premature retirement where we do not have 
previous notice or where an employee gives one month's notice and then he 
goes, there will be delay in the settlement of his provident fund; or, in cases 
where the employee himself fails to furnish all the informations that are 
necessary, in order to check what amount the employee concerned owes to 
the railways under various heads, it takes time. But on the whole, in the 
majority of the cases, the target that we have set before ourselves is that the 
final settlement should be effected within ten days of his retirement. 

There have been pilferage, and theft and loss of property and goods on 
the railways, and claims for compensations do arise. Though the number of 
claims has increased in recent years, the amounts that have been paid by way 
of compensation have not shown any appreciable increase in comparison 
with the traffic that we have been handling. The number of claims preferred 
and the amount of compensation should be judged by the volume of the 
traffic that has been handled in a particular year. If we take all these factors 
into consideration, I may tell the House that certain steps that we have taken 
in the past two or three years have shown results, and if those efforts continue, 
I feel that the claims for compensation will be greatly reduced. 

As for the maintenance of our rolling-stock and coaches, complaints have 
been made about the condition of the coaches. I must admit that we are short 
of coaches and coaching stock, and in many places, in many sections, enough 
time is not available before a particular rake arrives at a station and is again 
tacked on to another engine to go to another station. In some cases that I 
have examined, hardly two or three hours' time is left. So, the maintenance 
or the cleanliness of the rakes and coaches does suffer to some extent. 

Then, second class coaches are in short supply, and because second class 
more or less is a dying class, the condition there also is not satisfactory. In 
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first class, there are certain lapses here and there on the part of the employees 
also, but we have been tightening these things, and we have been posting 
mechanics, electricians or supervisors at important big stations, so that 
wherever any complaint is received or some defect is noticed even during the 
run of a train, these defects could be removed. But I must admit that there 
is still much that requires to be made up, and we are taking necessary action 
in that connection. 

Of course, pilferage of the railway fittings and other things, as you, Sir, 
are aware, add to our difficulties, and there, public eo-operation is necessary . 

..... ....... ....... 
Soo S.M. Banerjee has brought in the question of the coach-building 

contractors in some towns of U.P. I must correct him on certain points of 
fact. 

In the first place, these factories are not engaged only in coach building. 
TIley are existing factories on whom certain orders for construction of coaches 
were placed. They never construed that this was their main line of business. 
They had their own line of business. This work was given to them. They 
knew fully weD that this work was a temporary one for one or two or t:Iuee 
years. The number of workers in aU these coach building factories, six in 
number in U.P'-3 in Bareilly and 3 in Allahabad-is not 15,000, but 1575. So 
Shri S.M. Banerjee has multiplied it only by 10. .... ...... .. ... 

..... .. .. ... .... 
As happens in such works, sometimes the labour population fluctuates, 

but the fluctuation will not be 1 to 10. 

Though we are short of coaches, the allotment for coach building as 
agreed to by the Planning Commission does not leave us any scope to place 
orders on private manufacturers. Even the existing coach building capacity 
in our own workshops is not being fully utilised and we are diverting railway 
employees from that section of the workshops to other sections. In that 
condition, it is not possible for us to place further orders on those factories. 
But it will not be correct to say that they are going to :retrench all their 
employees because they have their own normal line of activity. If they are not 
utilising their own workers in those activities they had before they took up 
these contracts, they are to blame and the workers should press them to finC! 
a solution. The Railways are not concerned with it. 

As regards the narrow gauge lines, of course the question raised is nc t 
quite pertinent to the excess demands. We have nearly 400 miles of nam'" 
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gauge in the management of private companies. The agreement between 
some of the companies and the then Secretary of State stipulates that if on the 
capital invested the profit is less than 3.5 per cent., Government will subsidise 
them. If the profit is more than 5 per cent., the surplus will be shared 50:50 
between the companies and the Railway Ministry. But they hardly make a 
profit more than 5 per cent and we have been subsidising the narrow gauge 
lines-four or five-to the extent of Rs. 2, or Rs. 3 lakh every year. 

Every time the question comes whether we should nationalise them. But 
it was decided two or three years ago that in the present condition of our 
own resources, it would not be prudent to nationalise them and give 
Rs. 1 crore and then invest money in rehabilitating the rickety rolling stock 

they have at present. 

...... ...... *** 

There are only 4 lines and a few a a ~  and Company, 
Martin and Burn etc. There are, of course, a few local authorities which also 
own some miles of these narrow gauge lines. But the agreement with the 
Secretary of State at that time with these companies was on that basis. This 
agreement is renewable every ten years. So the next time for taking over, if 
Government so decide, will be sometime in 1966-67. 



TOWARDS A VIBRANT RAILWAYStf 

Mr. Speaker, Sir, I rise to place before the House the estimates of receipts 
and expenditure of the Indian Railways for the year 1959-60. 

Financial Results of 1951-58 

As usual, I shall deal first with the completed accounts of the previous 
year. The actual Gross Traffic Receipts were Rs. 379.78 crore, against the 
Revised Estimates of Rs. 384.40 crore, that is, a shortfall of Rs. 4.62 crores, 
which was under both passenger and goods traffic. There was a marked 
decline in traffic from about the middle of January 1958. The Ordinary Working 
Expenses showed an increase of Rs. 5.02 crore over the Revised Estimates of 
Rs. 259.16 crore. This increase in working expenses was largely under repairs 
and maintenance expenditure, incidental partly to the steadily expanding 
railway assets and partly to various safety measures taken to minimise 
accidents to the maximum extent practicable. After allowing for other smaller 
variations, the net surplus came to Rs. 13.38 crore, against the Revised Estimate 
figure of Rs. 21.66 crore. The entire surplus of the year was credited to the 
Development FWld. 

Review of the Railway's Second Five Year, Plan 

Before I come to the Revised Estimates of the current year, I shall give the 
House a brief resume of the progress made in the Railway's Second Five Year 
Plan, as three years of the Plan will be cOmpleted on the 31 March 1959. 

During 1956-57, the first year of the Second Five Vear Plan, the total 
tonnage lifted was 124 million tonnes against 114 million tonnes in 1955-56; 
that is, an increase of about 8.8 per cent. In 1957-58, the tonnage lifted rose 
to 132 million tonnes, a further increase of about 6.5 per cent over 1956-57. 
For the current year, the further increase in traffic is not likely to be more 
than 5 million tomes over the 1957-58 figure, asApinst the anticipated increase 
of 12 million tonnes over 1957-58. Except for the increase in coal traffic, the 
rest of the increase in goods traffic has been much less than anticipated; and, 
in fact, there has been a drop in the case of agricultural products. 

• L.S. Deb., 18 February 1959. 
&; Presenting the Railway Budget, 195'UJO as the Minister of Railways. 
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As regards the expenditure on the Railway's Plan, the outlay rose to 
Rs'. 251.47 crore in 1957-58, against an outlay of Rs. 179 crore in the first year. 
It IS expected to be Rs. 245.25 crore in the current year. A provision of 
Rs. 235 crore is being made in the Budget. This will leave a balance of about 
Rs. 211 crore for 1960-61, the last year of the Plan, out of the total of 
Rs. 1121.5 crore allotted to the Railway Ministry under the Plan. As the House 
is aware, the Railway's Second Five Year Plan has had to be rephased so as 
to accommodate, within the provision of Rs. 1121.5 crore, the rise in the cost 
of material and labour as well as reduction in the foreign exchange element. 
Even though the increase in goods traffic in the current year has fallen below 
anticipations, there is every reason to expect that there will be additional 
demand for rail transport to the extent of about 14 million tonne in 1959-60, 
with the Steel Works going into various stages of production, with agricultural 
crop being more promising, and with the opening of the Ganga Bridge to 
traffic. The originating freight traffic with the Railways may be called upon 
to handle by the end of 1959-60 will thus be about 151 million tonne. The 
indication therefore is that the estimate of 162 million tonne at the end of the 
Second Five Year Plan (i.e. at the end of 1960-61) will be reached. I may 
assure the House that every endeavour will be made to develop the capacity 
of the Railways to meet this demand. 

Review of 1958-59-0peration 

The increase in wagon loadings on the Broad Gauge during the year has 
been only about 2 per cent to the end of December, 1958 as compared to the 
corresponding period of the previous year, while there has been a shortfall 
of more than 7 per cent on the Metre Gauge. Large-scale food movements 
were made to meet the demands of the deficit areas affected by drought in 
North Bihar. During August 1958, over 3,600 Broad Gauge wagons carrying 
about 80,000 tonne of foodgrains were transhipped at various points for 
stations in North Bihar, in spite of difficulties at the riverine transhipment 
points. In addition, about 3,000 Metre Gauge wagon loads, with approximately 
35,000 tonne of foodgrains, were moved to North Bihar from Kandla and 
other Metre Gauge stations of Northern, Western and Northeastern Railway 
systems. With the formation of a separate Zonal Railway Administration, the 
movements over the Assam Rail Link improved and the demands for Assam 
on the whole were also met satisfactorily. 

The overall coal loading in the country during the current year, upto 
November, 1958, was a record figure of 4,995 daily, as against 4,660 wagons 
during 1957-58, registering an increase of 7.2 per cent. The increase in earnings 
is not commensurate with this increase, as coal is not a high rated traffic. In 
the Bengal and Bihar Coalfields, coal loading averaged a record figure of 
3,971 wagons per day, as compared to 3,700 wagons during the previous 
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year. Steady improvement in the movement of traffic vitl Moghalsarai was 
maintained; an average of 2,176 wagons were moved daily in the upward 
direction, compared to 2,037 and 1,881 during the previous two years. 

The trend of decline in traffic, which commenced early in 1958, continued 
till about November, 1958. The decline in freight traffic in 1958-59 as compared 
to 1957-58, has been pronounced under grains and pulses on the Broad Gauge, 
and under oilseeds, cotton, jute and sugarcane on both Broad and Metre 
Gauges. The demands for wagons for goods transport generally were slack 
practically throughout the country except on a few difficult routes through 
which the pressure of traffic continues. The greater availability of wagons, 
even during the busy season, was notified through the Press, and trade was 
invited to take advantage of this. A development, which has come to notice 
in this connection, is the diversion of high-rated traffic to road transport on 
routes parallel to the Railways where Railways have enough capacity to 
move additional traffic. This matter is receiving attention, with a view to 
seeing what readjustments are necessary in order to ensure the maximum 
utilisation of our limited transport resources. 

A significant development in Railway operation during the year is the 
adoption of diesel traction on a few selected routes. A beginning has also 
been made in the use of centre buffer couplers for hauling heavier goods 
trains. 

Revised Estimates for 1958-59 

It is now estimated that the goods earnings during the current year will 
be Rs. 245.83 crore, or a shortfall of Rs. 4.67 crore as compared to the Budget 
anticipation of Rs. 250.50 crore; the passenger earnings are now expected to 
be Rs. 116.30 crore, against Rs. 124.73 crore in the Budget Estimates. Under 
Other Coaching Earnings and Sundry' Earnings, there may be minor 
compensating variations. In the result, Gross Traffic Receipts for the current 
year are now estimated at Rs. 394.38 aore, or a shortfall of Rs. 13.10 crore as 
compared to the Budget Estimates. Against this, there is a fortuitous credit of 
Rs. 2.63 crore on account of the write back to revenue, of the Government 
contribution and interest thereon in the State Railway Provident Fund account 
of railway employees who have elected the Pension System of retirement 
benefits in lieu of the State Railway Provident Fund benefits. 

The Revised Estimate of Ordinary Working Expenses is Rs. 274.22 crore 
that is, an increase of Rs. 5.87 aore over the Budget Estimate of Rs. 268.35 
crore. Out of this increase, an amount of nearly one crore of rupees is 
attributable to the increase in the price of coal (75 np per tonne &om 17 Mny 
1958, which was reduced to 41 np per tonne from 17 October 1958). 8esid;'S 
this, there has been increase due to payment of arrears of sales tax rJt 
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r ~ ~ , the cost of materials having gone up more than anticipated, 
a~ a  ~ r  on various measures for safety, such as patrolling of 
bndges and mcreased expenditure on the rehabilitation and maintenance of 
track and bridges as well as on the increased number of rolling stock turned 
out after repairs from the workshops and sheds. 

The net surplus for 1958-59, after allowing for other variations in the 
revenue account including a reduction of about Rs. 2.6 crore in the expenditure 
on Open Line Works chargeable to Revenue, is now expected to be Rs. 13 
crore. This surplus will be credited to the Development Fund. 

The Revised Estimate of expenditure on Works, Machinery and Rolling 
Stock during the current year has now been placed at Rs. 245.25 crore-a 
reduction of about Rs. 14.75 crore from the Budget Estimate. 

At this stage,.I shall refer briefly to the position of the balances in the 
different Funds. The Depreciation Reserve Fund and the Revenue Reserve 
Fund are anticipated to have sizeable balances on the 31 March 1959, of 
about Rs. 50 crore each. The Development Fund, however, was left with an 
opening balance of Rs. 1.85 crore only on the 1 April 1958, as a result of the 
net Railway surplus in 1957-58, after payment of dividend to General 
Revenues, having come down to Rs. 13.38 crore. This Fund, which is fed only 
by the net surplus accruing each year, will further contract as a result of the 
relatively small surplus expected during the current year (Rs. 13 crore). The 
total provision for expenditure from the Development Fund in the Railway 
Plan is of the order of Rs. 92 crore, so that with an annual accretion of about 
Rs. 13 crore in two successive years, a loan from General Revenues to finance 
the Railway Development Fund expenditure has become unavoidable. As the 
House is aware, this Fund which is built from Railway surplus is designed 
to meet the cost of works for providing amenities to passengers and other 
Railways users, the cost of Labour Welfare works estimated to cost individually 
more than Rs. 25,000 as well as operating improvements found necessary 
from time to time, such as improvements in signalling and train control 
equipment and other safety measures, improvement in watering arrangements, 
etc. In fact, the Railway Convention Committee, 1954, did envisage occasions 
when the Development Fund may not be in a position to meet the programme 
of expenditure chargeable to that Fund from its own resources, and 
recommended that, in such circumstances, general revenues could advance a 
temporary loan. Every effort has been made to reduce expenditure, yet a loan 
of about Rs. 11 crore is necessary in the current year, and arrangements for 
this have been made. 

Before I turn to the proposals for the Budget year, I would like to say a 
few words about the present Convention governing the arrangements between 
Railway Finance and General Finance. As the House is aware, the present 
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convention covers the period upto 31 March 1960. In the ordinary course, I 
would have requested the House to set up the next Convention Committee 
in order to review the working of the present Convention and submit 
recommendations in advance of the next quinquennial period (1960-65.) It is 
necessary, however, that this Committee, by the time it meets, should have 

j a reasonably accurate appraisal of the Railways' financial position, obligations 
and surplus resources during the next few years. As such an appraisal is 
made for the purpose of each Plan, it will be convenient if future Conventions 
synchronise with each Plan period. This can be achieved by extending the 
period covered by the present Convention by a year, i.e, upto 31.March 1961. 
The new freight structure has been brought into effect from 1 October 1958; 
and if the Convention Committee is set up now, it will not be possible to 
assess the full financial effect of the freight charges for the purpose of 
estimating the Railways' earnings for the next few years on a reasonably 
correct basis. Similarly, on the expenditure side, the Pay Commission's Report 
is awaited. These considerations emphasise that a realistic assessment of the 
Railways' financial position will only be possible about a year hence. Indeed, 
the Convention Committee, 1954, had referred to the need, at the end of each 
quinquennial period, to make a reasonable forecast of the Railways' financial 
position in the light of the expansion of their activities as a result of the 
implementation of the Plan, and this reinforces my proposal for the extension 
of the present Convention by one year, i.e., upto 31 March 1961. I shall 
move a formal Resolution for this purpose shortly, for the approval of the 
House. 

Budget for 1959-60 

I now tum to the Budget Estimates for the year 1959-60. The fall in 
passenger traffic in 195s.s9 was unexpected, but the recent months indicate 
an improving trend. After careful consideration, the estimate under this head 
for 1959-60 has been placed at Rs. 118.30 crore-an increase of only 
Rs. 2 crore over the current year's Revised Estimate of Rs. 116.30 crore. The 
estimate of Other Coaching Earnings has been placed at Rs. 24 croce, i.e., 
Rs. 45lakhs less than the current year's Revised Estimate of Rs. 24.45 crore, 
in order to allow for any drop in parcel traffic. 

The estimate of Goods Earnings has been placed at Rs. 272.58 crore-an 
increase of Rs. 26.75 crore over the Revised Estimate of the current year. This 
includes an increase of Rs. 5 crore to cover the effect of a full year's increase 
in the goods freight rates introduced from 1 October 1958. This estimate is 
based on the expectation that, in the coming year, the Railways will be called 
upon to carry about 14 million tonnes of additional goods traffic, bringing 
the total freight traffic to about 151 million tonnes. This 14 million tOMes 
increase is made up of about 3 million tonne of general goods traffic, 
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3 million tonnes of coal, and about 8 million tonnes transport (ore, coal and 
finished products) for the Steel Works. It is expected that 3 million tonnes of 
additional traffic in general goods will materialise with the anticipated increase 
in general industrial activity, particularly as a result of the Steel Works going 
into production, increase in food production over the current year, and 
increased rail movement expected between Assam, North Bihar, East 
Uttar Pradesh and the rest of India with the opening of the bridge over the 
Ganga at Mokameh to traffic. The additional transport of 3 million tonnes for 
the Steel Works will cover the requirements of rata Iron & Steel Company 
and the Indian Iron & Steel Company, which are expected to go into full 
production by April 1959, as well as the requirements of Rourkela and Bhilai, 
and to a small extent of the Durgapur Steel Plant which may go into 
production later in the Budget Year. 

Sundry Earnings in 1959-60 are estimated at Rs. 8.40 crore. After allowing 
for the normal variations in the traffic suspense (viz., an increase of Rs. 40 
lakhs over the Revised Estimates of the current year), the Gross Traffic Receipts 
for 1959-60 are estimated at Rs. 422.03 crore. 

The Budget Estimate of Ordinary Working Expenses for 1959-60 has been 
placed at Rs. 238.71 crore-an increase of Rs. 9.49 crore over the Revised 
Estimate of the current year. This increase is made up of the net effect of 
annual increments to staff and of other normal variations in personnel (about 
Rs. 2 crore) and is also due to increase of nearly Rs. 1 crore in the expenditure 
on Staff Welfare, increase of about Rs. 2.5 crore in repairs costs which covers 
the additional assets (i.e. newly opened lines, additional rolling stock, etc.) 
created in 1958-59 and to be created in 1959-60, and about Rs. 4 crore under 
operation (viz., staff, fuel etc.) necessitated by the anticipated increase in 
transport requirements. A close check continues to be exercised over 
expenditure. 

In my Budget Speech last year, I had referred to the setting up of an 
Expert Committee on Coal. This Committee submitted their report in August 
last. They have analysed the effect of rising cost and freight on the Railway 
Fuel Bill, and found that in the recent past the consumption trend generally 
has been favourable. The Committee, however, have indicated scope for 
reducing coal consumption and expenditure-mainly by improving the quality 
of coal and by strict control on pilferage, losses and wastages. The Committee 
have strongly emphasised the necessity for improvement of the quality of 
coal by introducing direct purchase contracts between the Railways and 
colleries and more effective inspection. The Committee's recommendations 
are being pursued with the Ministry of Steel, Mines and Fuel, who control 
supplies and inspection. 
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The Programme of Open Line Works chargeable to Revenue has been 
reduced in the current year in the light of the available net revenue. It is 
however proposed to spend nearly Rs. 3 crare more on this account in 
1959-60 than in the current year, reflecting the progressive increase in the 
tempo of works. With further capital expenditure on works, there would be 

J an increase of about Rs. 4.5 crore in the Dividend payable to the General 
Finance over the current year's Revised Estimate. The Revenue Surplus for 
the Budget year is expected to be about Rs. 21.19 crore, which I propose to 
credit to the Development Fund. Even with this credit, a loan may have to 
be taken from the General Revenues in the Budget year also, as in 1958-59. 

In my Budget Speech last year, I had mentioned that electrification from 
Howrah to Moghalsarai on the Eastern Railway and from Asansol to 
Tatanagar-Rourkela-Rajkharswan-Barajamda on the Southeastern Railway will 
be completed during the Second Five Year Plan period. In view of the urgency 
of the works, its technical complexities and the wide field of contacts to be 
covered, a separate administration under a General Manager and Chief 
Engineer was set up in June 1958 to administer the project. Along with detailed 
work in the field, arrangements for power supply and modifications in 
telecommunication have been made, and orders for supply and erection of 
overhead equipment placed for Durgapur-Gays, Asansol-Siri, Tatanagar-
Rourkela, Rajkharswan-Dangoaposi and Kandra-Gomharria sections. Steps 
are also being taken to arrange for starting work on the remaining sections, 
while assisting the build-up of indigenous capacity for the requirements of 
Qverhead equipment, etc. In order to meet the urgent requirements of traffic 
in the coal belt area and in the Calcutta suburban sections in Sealdah Division, 
some rephasing of works, as necessary, is being done. For sections the 
electrification of which will be continued during the Third Plan, preliminary 
civil engineering works, like slewing of track, removal of infringements, etc. 
are also being taken in hand. 

As regards electrification of Madras-Villupuram section in the South, I 
am glad to report that it will be possible to make headway now that power 
supply has been assured. 

The supply of critical materials during the current year remained generally 
satisfactory, with the result that the Works Expenditure maintained its tempo 
evenly_ The difficulty in the procurement of fabricated bridge girders, to 
which I alluded in my last Budget Speech, has greatly eased with the supplies 
now being received. 

The work on various projects is in full swing. During the year, nearly 
1500 Engineers and Engineering Supervisors at various levels and about 
2 Jakh workers have been working on the various projects on the Railway!' 
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apart from ~r  engaged on track renewal and other normal railway 
works. The third year of the Plan has witnessed the peak of constructional 
activity on the Railways. Out of the total of 1848 miles of new lines and 
doublings under execution, 423 miles (i.e., 173 miles of new lines and 250 
lines of doubling) have been opened to traffic during the current year. 
Construction is in hand of 525 miles of new line projects. These are the 
Chandrapura-Muri-Ranchi-Hatia, Bondamunda-Dumaro, Bhilai-Deorajhal, 
Barabil-Pamposh Gaorge, Bondamunda-Nowagaon-Purnapani, Damodar-
Kalipahari, Bijuri-Karaunji, Gidi-Saunda-Bachra branch lines in the Jarangdih 
and Karanpura Coalfields, Kumedpur-Barsoi, Robertsganj-Garhwa Road, 
Ghaziabad-Tuglakabad including the Second Yamuna Bridge, the remaining 
130 miles of the Khandwa-Hingoli, and the Baraset-Hasanabad. In addition 
to these, 900 milies of doublings are in progress, made up of 430 milies on 
the South-Eastern Railway, 190 milies on the Southern Railway, 100 miles on 
the Western RailWay, 90 miles on the Northern Railway, 40 miles on the 
Central Railway and 50 miles on the Northeastern Railway. 

The Rohtak-Gohana restoration on the Northern Railway was opened to 
Goods Traffic on 31 October 1958, and to passenger traffic on 29 December 
1958. 

The work on strengthening of the Assam Rail Link Route is progressing 
according to schedule. During the first working season of 1957-58, rebuilding 
of as many as 17 bridges has been completed. Considerable work has also 
been done for improving and strengthening the protection works to 
embankments and bridges. It is programmed to rebuild another 20 bridges 
during the current working season and complete other ancillary works. 

The bridge over the Ganga at Mokameh is expected to be opened to 
traffic in April this year. This indeed will be a commendable performance. 

The work on the Brahmaputra Bridge is also progressing satisfactorily. 
The quarry sidings have been laid, base camp built and the construction 
workshop set up. The work on the sinking of two well piers is in hand. 

The estimate for the Works, Machinery and Rolling Stock Programme for 
the Budget year has been placed at Rs. 235 crore, leaving about Rs. 211 crore 
for the last year of the Plan. The Capital Budget of Rs. 235 crore includes 
about Rs. 80 crore under Rolling Stock, Rs. 5 crore under Machinery and 
Plant, Rs. 47 crore under construction of new lines and restoration of 
dismantled lines, Rs. 37 crore under track renewals and nearly Rs. 66 crore 

under Other Open Line Works, etc. 

With a view to reduce the time-lag attendant on the commencement of 
new line projects to the minimum, as a first step towards the achievement of 
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targets of the Third Plan, and also to maintain the constructional activity 
generated in this Plan period, it has been decided to intiate action on certain 
new line projects which would mature in the Third Plan period. These new 
lines would either traverse difficult terrain or are likely to encounter special 
problems such as would take time-namely, in land acquisition or heavy 
formation and bridge work. Such new lines aggregate to nearly 500 miles, 
and are Udaipur-Himmatnagar, Jhund-Kandla, Tildanga-Farakka, 
Khajuriaghat-Malda, the Delhi Avoiding Line and the extension of the rail 
head from Madhopur across the Ravi into the State of Jammu and Kashmir. 
The Guna-Ujjain and Bakhtiarpur-Rajgir links will aIsObe commenced during 
the year. Other lines included in the Budget Year are the 115 mile long 
Sambalpur-TItilagarh line and the link from Bimlagarh to Kiriburu; these 
projects will assist in the export of 2 million tomes of iron ore through the 
Vtzag port. 

I would also like to refer to the possibilities of construction of three new 
lines-namely, Mangalore-Hassan, Diva-Dasgaon and Patharkandi-
Dharmanagar links, which are under active consideration. Further, there is 
an offer of IIShramdan" labour for earthwork etc. from the Rajasthan Panchayat 
Sangh, for the construction of a Broad Gauge link between Hindumalkot, a 
frontier station on the Broad Gauge of the Northern Railway, and 
Sri Ganganagar on the Metre Gauge. The question of making a beginning 
involving commitments only to a limited extent in initial stages to judge how 
far the offer referred to will materialise, is also under examination. 

Provision has also been made in 1959-60 for Phase n of the conversion 
of Gudivada-Bhimavaram- a a a a a ~ a  section of the Southern 
Railway from Metre Gauge to Broad Gauge, estimated to cost about 
Rs. 3 crore and doubling of Rajahmundry-Samalkot section at an estimated 
cost of Rs. 1.32 crore. These would meet the need for increasing the line 
capacity on the Southern Railway to cope with the anticipated increase in 
traffic at the end of the Second Five Year Plan. 

Due to the improved supply position of rails and sleepers, the Track 
Renewal Programme has been considerably stepped up during the current 
year and the progress is expected to be maintained in the Budget year. 

The provision for Amenities for Railway Users ,has been kept at usual at 
about Rs. 3 crore, while a provision of about Rs.lO ttore has been made for 
staff amenities and staff quarters. 

Three new surveys were sanctioned during the course of the current 
year. One is for 250 mile line from Bailadilla to Kottavallasa via Koraput, in 
the context of Dandakaranya Scheme for the rehabilitation of the displaced 
persons from Bengal, the other for Kiriburu-Bimlagarh link and the third for 
Korea Coalfields taking off from Bijuri-Karaunji Line. 
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C?f the 900 miles of surveys carried over from the programme of the 
prevIous years, nearly 600 miles for the following projects have been 
completed: 

Nimtita-Ttldanga on the Eastern Railway; 

Domohani-Alipur Daur on the Northeast Frontier Railway. 

Kosikalan-Bharatpur, Kurudwadi-Miraj Kolhapur, and Orai-Jalaun 
on the Central Railway; 

Jagadhri-Chandigarh, Una-Nangal and Tuglakabad-Ghaziabad on 
the Northern, Railway; 

Maurigram-Dankuni and Sambalpur-Titilgarh on the Southeastern 
Railway; and 

Muzaffarpur-Darbhanga on the Northeastern Railway. 

In my Budget Speech last year I made mention of the 90 million dollar 
loan obtained for rehabilitation, modernisation and expansion of the Indian 
Railways, from the World Bank. This loan has been fully drawn. As the 
House is aware, we have since been able to obtain a further loan of 85 million 
dollars from the World Bank. Besides, the Development Loan Fund authorities 
in U.S.A. have also agreed to two loans of 40 million and 35 million dollars. 
Apart from these loans, assistance has also been received under the Indo-
American Technical Co-operation Programme and the Colombo Plan. A loan 
of 20 million dollars from U.S.A. and 8 million dollars from Japan have 
become available for the Orissa Iron Ore project in which the Railways are 
interested jointly with the Port and Mining authorities. 

There has been steady progress towards the objective of self-sufficiency 
in the country in the manufacture of steam locomotives, carriages, underframes 
and wagons. In the Budget year (1959-60), out of the total provision of about 
Rs. 80 crore for rolling stock, about Rs. 68 crore will be spent in the country 
and only about Rs. 12 crore (including Sea-freight, etc.) on imports. Two new 
wagon building firms entered the field of production during the current year. 
The Railway Ministry has taken over the procurement from abroad of plates 
for wagons to the extent that the Iron and Steel Controller is unable to obtain 
supplies from indigenous sources. 

Proposals for the progressive manufacture in the country of the mechanical 
components of electric locomotives, starting with the assembly of knocked 
down locomotives, have been sought from the manufacturers supplying 
electric locomotives on the Eastern and Southeastern Railways. The electric 
components for the indigenously manufactured electric locomotives may have 
to be imported in the initial stages, until these can be supplied by the Heavy 
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Electricals Plant, Bhopal. The development of indigenous capacity for the 
manufacture of diesel locomotives has also been taken up. 

The indigenous production of railway equipment other than rolling stock 
and rolling stock parts also continues to make headway. The Development 
Cell in the Railway Board's Office, in close association with the Industrial 
Development Wmg of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry has succeeded 
in assisting the development of further manufacturing capacity in the country 
which will have the effect of conserving the much needed foreign exchange. 
There was significant increase in the domestic produCtion of important railway 
equipment such as mechanical signalling, thermic symphons, pressure 
castings, signal glasses, vacuum and steam pressure gauges. Some of these 
were produced for the first time in India. In most cases, imports have been 
completely eliminated and where these are inescapable, are now restricted 
only to the specialised items of railway equipment. The production of 
mechanical signalling equipment in the country-both in Railway shops and 
in the private sector-has greatly reduced the difficulty in regard to the 
availability of signalling equipment to which I made a reference in my Budget 
Speech last year. The Indian Railways Central Equipment Advisory Committee 
and the four Zonal Committees at Delhi, Calcutta, Bombay and Madras have 
continued to provide a useful forum at which representatives of Trade and 
Industry can bring their problems and difficulties. 

The Chittaranjan Locomotive Works produced 164 locomotives in 
1957-58, and expect to produce 168 locomotives in the current year and the 
same number in the next year. A Steel Foundry of 7,000 tonne capacity is 
being set up at Chittaranjan as an essential adjunct to this production 
unit. 

TELCO works delivered 85 locomotives in 1957-58 and are expected to 
deliver 100 locomotives in the current year and the same number in the 
Budget year. 

The Integral Coach Factory turned out 222 unfurnished coaches during 
1957-58. 295 unfurnished coaches are expected to be produced during the 
current year, while the Factory would reach its present target of 350 
unfurnished coaches in the next year with single shift working. With a view 
to produce more coaches a second shift will be introduced shortly. The a ra ~ 

cost of manufacture has also come down progressively. Against Rs. 1.21lakh 
per unfurnished coach in 1957-58, the cost is expected to be Rs. 95,000 only 
in the current year. The temporary furnishing unit set up within the factory 
furnished 178 coaches upto November 1958. It is hoped that this will soon be 
replaced by a pennanent furnishing unit with the capacity to furnish all th:' 
coaches turned out. 
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There has ~ progressive increase in the production of rolling stock in 
~ counoy. Agamst 234 steam locomotives and 15,985 wagons received by 
Ratlways m 1956-57, 249 locomotives and 17,731 wagons were received in 
1957-58, the number of locomotives going up to 268 in the current year, while 
another 268 locomotives and 17,900 wagons will be received in 1959-60. As 

r ~r  a~~ , ~  Broad Gauge, 185 Metre Gauge and 38 Narrow Gauge 
bogte contammg thud class carriages were manufactured and put into service 
in 1957-58, in addition to 186 Broad Gauge, 195 Metre Gauge and 31 Narrow 
Gauge composite coaches containing third class accommodation. During the 
current year, 277 Broad Gauge, 175 Metre Gauge and 4 Narrow Gauge bogie 
containing third class coaches and 90 Broad Gauge, 183 Metre Gauge and 
1 Narrow Gauge composite coaches having third class accommodation have 
been manufactured and put into service upto the end of October, 1958. A 
total of 2,008 coaches, in addition to 104 electrical multiple unit coaches, is 
expected to be received in 1959-60, against a total of 1,538 coaches expected 
to be received in the current year and a total of 1,248 ~ a  received in 
1957-58. 

In the context of increasing indigenous production of rolling stock, I 
would like to make a passing reference to improvements in railway workshops 
with a view to meet the steadily increasing maintenance load and also to 
increase productivity. A Productivity Cell has recently been set up, in keeping 
with the drive for increased productivity launched by the National 
Productivity Council, and it is hoped that the activities of this Cell will result 
in improvements leading to higher productivity. 

The House, I am sure, will be glad to know that the Joy Ride train in 
Bal Bhavan was inaugurated in the Capital in November 1958. The idea had 
its origin in a suggestion by the Prime Minister and the train's inauguration 
on his birthday was a fitting fruition of this idea. The working of the train 
has been now handed over to the Bal Bhavan Board. It will provide the 
children of the Capital with a popular means of entertainment and general 

education. 

During the past year, the Railway Testing and Research Centre carried 
out performance tests on new Locomotives notably the Aleo Diesel Electric 
Locos; impact tests on the new 80 ton-bogie wagons designed and built in 
India; and riding quality trials on various designs of bodies for passenger 
vehicles. By extensive trials on rails of Thomas steel, their suitability for 
Indian conditions was established. Other research activities centred round 
the profitable utilisation of coal ash, of which nearly a million tonnes are 
produced by steam locomotives every year, the development of concrete 
sleepers, the treatment of boiler feed water with indigenous softening 
compounds, and the preparation of paints and ~ ~ emulsions fr?m 
indigenous materials. In addition, the development from mdigenous materials 
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of a bituminous emulsion, which will provide a cheap anti-corrosive paint 
for steel has also been patented. Eight other patents were taken out for other 
new materials and equipment developed by the Research Centre. 

I have already explained on previous occasions the difficulties confronting 
the Railways in eliminating overcrowding. All possible measures are, however, 
being taken to reduce overcrowding in areas where it is most acute. Available 
resources are being distributed in a manner which will even out the 
overcrowding on different Railway Zones and different areas in the same 
Zone. It is not possible to provide additional ~  beyond the financial 
resources available, but a concerted effort is being made to mitigate 
overcrowding by intensive usage and retention of overaged stock by proper 
repair. As a result of these special measures and as additional rolling stock 
become available, it is expected that there will be an increase in the seat mile 
capacity on the Broad and Metre Gauges of Indian Railways by about 24 per 
cent by the end of the Second Plan compared to what it was at the end of the 
First Plan. 

During 1957-58, 71 new passenger trains were introduced-38 on the 
Broad Gauge, 31 on the Metre Gauge and 2 on the Narrow Gauge. In the 
current year upto 1 December, 1958, 45 trains were introduced on the Broad 
Gauge and 13 on the Metre Gauge. The run of 18 Broad Gauge trains, 
30 Metre Gauge trains and 2 Narrow Gauge trains was extended in 1957-58, 
and of 16 more Broad Gauge trains and 28 more Metre Gauge trains in the 
current year. A number of new sub-urban services were also introduced on 
various Railways. Against 92 new trains on the Broad Gauge in 1957-58, 
52 Broad Gauge trains were introduced upto 1 December 1958 in the current 
year, while the run of 36 trains was extended as against 16 trains in 1957-58. 
Besides these, 28 electric suburban trains were also introduced on Eastern 
Railway upto 1 December 1958, and the run of 8 trains was extended in the 
current year, against 8 such new trains ititroduced in 1957-58. A tri-weekly 
Janata Express train has been introduced between Delhi and Ahmedabad 
from 1 October 1958. With all these new trains and extensions, the daily train 
mileage will have increased by about 15,000 miles in the two-year period 
1957-58 and 1958-59. 

We have recently provided holiday camping coaches at some of the 
important holiday centres for the benefit of the Railway passengers. It is the 
intention to provide such coaches at some more stations where retiring rooms 
are not available. The facility of sleeping accommodation in third class hilS 
also been extended to some of the trains on the Northeast Frontier RailW(l\·. 

Departmental Catering continues to grow in popularityl and is r ~ 

generally appreciated by the travelling public both in regard to the quality If 
food and the standard of service. In order to improve the service further a 
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~  ~ r  ~  been initiated into the functioning of the Departmental 
Catenng wIth a VIew to effecting improvements. 

The Railway Users' Consultative Committees constituted at different levels 
continued to render valuable assistance and co-operation to the Railway 
administration in the matter of improving the services provided by the 
Railways. Other ancillary Committees, such as the TIme-Table Committee, 
the Suburban Railway Users' Consultative Committee, the Passenger 
Amenities Committee, the Catering Surpervisory Committee and the Bookstall 
Committee also functioned usefully in their respective spheres. 

It is a matter of great regret that, in spite of sustained propaganda against 
the misuse of alarm-chain apparatus and intensive checks by selected staff in 
collaboration with police, the number of cases of alarm-chain pulling still 
continues to be high and is a constant cause of concern. TIcketless travelling 
is another evil which continues to stalk the land and cqnstitutes a drain on 
the Railway revenues. These two evils obviously cannot be completely 
eradicated without the active co-operation of the public. I would, therefore, 
once again, request the co-operation of the Hon'ble Members, as the 
representatives of the people of the country to awaken the public conscience 
by intensive propaganda in their constituencies against the evils of alarm-
chain pulling and ticketless travelling. 

Sustained efforts continue to be made to reduce the number of Claims for 
Compensation for Goods lost or damaged, as well as to finalise the claims 
quickly. Although during 1957-58, the number of claims registered was slightly 
higher than in 1956-57, there was a small reduction in the amount paid towards 
compensation claims. The latest figures available for the current year are also 
reasonably satisfactory. Viewed in the light of increase in traffic carried, these 
figures reflect the beneficial results of the Claims Prevention Organisation 
and of the re-organised Railway Protection Force. The number of claims 
cases pending disposal, which stood at 56,891 at the end of March, 1957, 
came down to 44,837 at the end of March, 1958, and may come down further 
at the end of the current year. The average time taken for disposal of each 
claim has also been reduced. I am aware that there is not full satisfaction yet 
in regard to the pace of disposal of claims, and I wish to assure the House 
that no efforts will be spread to secure further improvement. 

In my last  Budget Speech I had referred to the examination of the 
recommendations of the Railway Freight Structure Enquiry Committee relating 
to the revision of the Freight Structure as being in the final stages. As the 
House is aware, the Government's decision on these recommendations was 
announced in the House on 18 August, 1958, and the revised freight structure 
was brought into force from 1 October 1958. The full effect of the 
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Revised Freight Structure can be assessed only after it has operated for some 
time. 

The examination of the Railway Freight Structure Committee's 
recommendations for the amendment of the Statutory Provisions relating to 
the responsibility of the Railways as carriers is still to be completed.. As these 
recommendations of the Committee have far reaching implications, it will 
take some time to finalise Government's decision on them and indeed the 
Committee themselves recommended time for such examination. 

As the House is aware, the need to step up exports is imperative. Having 
regard to this, the question of reduction in freight rates for different 
commodities has been engaging attention. In respect of 9 commodities, a 
substantial rebate in freight has been notified. It has further been decided to 
set up a small Standing Committee of senior officials of the different Ministries 
concerned such as the Ministry of Railways, the Ministry of Commerce and 
Industry, the Ministry of Finance and the Planning Commission, to deal with 
the question of reduction in freight rates for export traffic as also the other 
steps necessary in that context. 

I may also mention an instance of reduction in freight rates for an internal 
movement about which the House may be interested. Large quantities of 
cattle dung were being wasted in and around the city of Bombay for want 
of a suitable rate to facilitate movement to upcountry places, where they 
could be used as manure. To meet the situation, a 50 per cent reduction in the 
freight rate for cattle dung from Bombay to a number of stations has been 
introduced at the suggestion of the Government of Bombay. 

I now come to the question of accidents, which has been a subject of 
considerable concern all round. In the last session of the Parliament, "A 
Factual Review of Accidents", based on tile last 20 years' statistics, was given 
to every Member of Parliament, which indicated that there was a downward 
trend in the number of accidents. Unfortunately, there has been a slight increase 
recently in the number of collisions and derailments. It is far from my intention 
to minimise the seriousness of this feature in railway working, but I would 
like to mention that the period which we have been passing through is 
abnormal. An extensive development of line capacity is under execution on 
long stretches of trunk routes, upsetting settled conditions of working; at the 
same time, rapidly increasing volume of frame has been passing over these 
sections, which are mostly working to saturation point. Under these abnormal 
conditions, a state of constant pressure and strain is inevitable, and this at 
times unfortunately leads to human failures. 

We are fully alive to the seriousness of the problem, and the Railway 
administrations have been directed to initiate certain measures--educative 
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ps.ychological and punitive-which, it is hoped, will instil greater safety-
mmdedness among the staff. Simultaneously, attention has also been paid to 
the ~ ~  of improved technical devices as an aid to the staff; safety 
orgarusation and research cells have also been set up on every Railway  to 
undertake a critical analysis of accidents to focus attention on safety aspects 
in every field of operation, to carry out intensive inspections and to ensure 
strict observance of the safety rules and regulations by all concerned. 

In regard to anti-sabotage measures, various schemes were examined in 
consultation with the Intelligence Bureau and the Ministry of Home Affairs. 
As a result of this examination, the State Governments have been addressed 
to afford assistance through publicity measures amongst inhabitants of the 
villages in the vicinity of railway lines, through improvement of the 
arrangements of the Government Railway Police for the collection of advance 
intelligence in this,regard, through intensification of patrolling of vulnerable 
areas, through a continuous study of all serious railway accidents by the 
State CIOs, and through periodical liaison meetin'gs for exchanging 
information between Railway officials and State Police officials. Railway 
administrations have been directed to act in close contact with the State 
Governments for this purpose. 

Considerable emphasis has also been given to initial training and refresher 
courses for all categories of staff responsible for train working. I would like 
to assure the House that constant endeavours would continue to be made to 
deal with this problem of accidents with the utmost imagination and care. In 
this effort I solicit the unstinted co-operation of everyone concerned, so that 
a greater sense of safety consciousness may be brought about amongst the 
large number of railwaymen employed for train operation. 

The Members of Parliament have naturally been evincing considerable 
interest in the problem of security and safe travel on Railways. Policing on 
the Railways is a State subject, but the Railway Ministry maintain a close 
liaison with them through the Railway Protection Force, so that a co-ordinated 
effort may be made to render Railway travel reasonably safe and to ensure 
that the public property entrusted to the Railways is secured from theft and 
damage. The Railway Protection Force with its Armed Wing has rendered 
useful service in tackling this problem. The Chief Ministers of the States also, 
whom I met in this connection, assured me of their fullest co-operation. 

The problem of corruption on the Railways continues to be tackled 
vigorously. Activities of the Vigilance Organisation have been intensified, 
and various preventive measures have been adopted to liquidate this evil. 
The Central Investigation Agency of the Railway Board's Office examined 
directly about 200 cases of corruption and other malpractices, while on the 
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Railways more than 3,500 new cases were taken up during the year. Deterrent 
punishments have been awarded. In 1957-58, departmental action was finalised. 
in 1,301 cases as against S11 in the previous year. The Vigilance Organisation 
has succeeded not only in highlighting malpracitces and bringing corrupt 
employees to book, but also in protecting those who are honest and allow no 
laxity, but are maligned by interested parties. 

The growing interest evinced in our efforts to eradicate the evil is helpful, 
and I appeal to the Members of the Parliament and of State Legislatures to 
continue to extend their full co-operation in the matter and in arousing public 
conscience, without which this evil cannot be eliminated. 

Turning now to other aspects of Railway administration, I would refer to 
the progressive expansion of medical and welfare facilities for railwaymen 
and their families. During the current year, 337 more beds have been provided 
in our hospitals, bringing the total to 4,287. Special facilities have been 
provided for the treatment of railway employees and their families suffering 
from T.B. Chest clinics for providing domiciliary and out-door treatment to 
T.B. patients and for controlling the spread of T.B. have been established in 
most of the Railway hospitals. To 687 T.B. beds reserved at the end of 
1957-58,211 beds have been added in the current year, and 40 more beds will 
be available shortly. Dental clinics with part-time dental service have also 
been provided in some of the hospitals. In order to provide expert medical 
advice to Railwaymen, the honorary services of consultants of eminence have 
been enlisted to advise and help in the treatment of cases in the principal 
Railway hospitals. Medical aid to staff at roadside stations and isolated sections 
was improved by increasing the number of mobile dispensary vans from 
9 to 17. 

The question of increasing housing facilities for the Railway staff has 
continued to receive attention from the administration. During the first two 
years of the Plan, about 25,000 quarters were constructed. Another 11,000 are 
expected to be added during the current year, and 9,000 in the Budget year. 
In addition to this, improvements to old type quarters, through provision of 
better ventilation, electrification, latrines and kitchens have also been 
wtdertaken. 

The Railways have continued to maintain, as a measure of staff welfare, 
a number of schools of various categories, expanding these facilities wherever 
required. I have been feeling particularly the need for widening the primary 
school facilities for the children and wards of Railway employees. I have. 
therefore, issued orders that 500 primary schools should be established on 
austerity standard. It is hoped that these would be opened before the next 
school session, i.e., June 1959. It has further been decided that all childrer. 
studying in the Railway Primary Schools should be required to wear uniform, 
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of a simple style. ~ would help to create a feeling of discipline and equality 
amongst these children. The uniform will be supplied free to the children of 
railway employees drawing less than Rs. 200 per month. 

To mitigate the difficulties of the staff who have to send their children 
away from their headquarters for the purposes of education, schemes for 
setting up 13 subsidised hostels in the major linguistic areas have been 
approved. As we are keen to start these hostels from the coming school year 
even though the buildings may not be ready, arrangements are being made 
to obtain alternative accommodation to the extent possible. Ultimately about 
1,500 students are proposed to be accommodated in these hostels. The wards 
of those employees, whose pay does not exceed Rs. 300 per month, will be 
admitted on payment of concessional rates, while the children of employees 
drawing more than Rs. 300 per month will be admitted on payment of full 
mess charges. This scheme, in the case of staff who take advantage of it, will 
fonn an alternative to the educational assistance now admissible under the 
rules. 

The per capita contribution to the Staff Benefit Fund has been increased 
from Rs. 2 to Rs. 4 from 1 April 1958. This would meet the increased 
expenditure on account of scholarships, which are being awarded every year 
in deserving cases to the children of railway employees to assist them in the 
prosecution of technical education. During 1956-58, about 1,900 applications 
were received for the grant of technical scholarships and 998 scholarships 
were awarded involving an expenditure of Rs. 2.95 lakh from the Staff Benefit 
Fund. During 1957-58, over 1,400 applications were received; 921 scholarships 
were awarded in addition to 628 scholarships carried forward from the 
previous year. The total expenditure during 1957-58 on account of these 
scholarships amounted to a sum slightly in excess of Rs. 4 lakhs. As the 
courses generally cover four years, the number of scholarships will 
progressively increase to about 3,000 at anyone time. 

As indicated in my Budget Speech last year, the Tapase Committee was 
appointed to review the channels of promotion to Class IV staff and concerned 
matters. The Committee submitted their Report in March, 1958. Orders have 
already been issued on a number of their recommendations, and other 
recommendations are being finalised quickly. 

The necessity for imparting adequate training to recruits to the various 
Railway Services and of refresher courses to serving employees is constantly 
kept in view. A new training school at Bhusawal with a capacity for 650 
trainees, is likely to be completed by October, 1959. The Technical Institute at 
Jhansi has been taken over from the State Government of U.P., and a scheme 
for increasing its capacity from 32 to 150 for training Mechanical and Electrical 
Apprentices is under consideration. The temporary Technical Schools at 
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Bangalore and Lucknow are being converted into permanent ones. As 
recommended by the Estimates Committee, Basic Training Centres have been, 
and are being, set up in the various workshops and running sheds on the 
Railways. The capacity of various existing training schools has been increased, 
and expansion of some others is under consideration. A new training school 
for the Railway Protection Force staff has been set up at Bulsar, and another 
at Kharagpur is likely to be completed shortly. Arrangements for setting up 
a Central Advance Permanent Way School at Poona have been finalised and 
the school in likely to start functioning soon. This school will serve the 

'" E.C.A.F.E. countries also. 

The House is aware that as a measure of staff welfare, holiday homes 
have been provided for Class ill and Class IV staff at suitable places. Charges 
for such homes have been fixed at nominal rates. 

It has come to my notice that Kashmir is becoming increasingly popular 
as a holiday resort for Railway employees coming from distant places in 
India. I have, therefore, decided to provide facilities for such staff by setting 
up two holiday homes in Kashmir-one at Srinagar and the other at 
Pahalgam-to serve the employees of all the Railways. It is through the good 
offices of the Prime Minister of Kashmir that the Government of Jammu and 
Kashmir have agreed to grant, free of cost, land at Pahalgam and Srinagar, 
along with the transfer to the Railways, at the actual cost, of a suitable building 
under construction at the former place. I should like to take this opportunity 
of thanking Bakshi Gulam Mohammed Sahib for the keen interest he has so 
kindly taken in this matter, which is of such importance to the welfare of the 
Railway employees. 

The Co-operative movement is receiving increasing response on the 
Railways. Nearly 60 per cent of the ~a a  are members of the 
Cooperative Credit Societies, whose working capital on the 31 March 1958 
amounted to Rs. 23.37 crore. Besides these there are about 120 Consumer Co-
operative Societies and their tum-over during 1957-58 amounted nearly to 
Rs. 80 lakh. 

The relations with the Railwaymen throughout the year have been cordial. 
Regular meetings were held between the National Federation of Railwaymen 
and the Railway Board for discussion of the various demands of the 
Railwaymen. The Ad hoc Tribunal, which resumed sittings to deal with the 
two items on which agreement could not be reached between the Railway 
Board and the Federation, has since completed its work and submitted its 
findings to the Government; these are receiving consideration. 

The wtity move between the National Federation of Indian Railwaymen 
and the All India Railwaymen's Federation has not made much progres'. 
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With a view to help the Federations in the process of implementation of the 
unity agreement on matters like scrutinising the lists of membership, holding 
elections and setting any possible disputes that may arise, I made available 
to the Federations the services of independent observer and a retired High 
Court Judge as an Arbitrator. The Government are anxious to see that 
railwaymen should unite under one Federation in their own interests, and I 
still hope that unity would be achieved in the near future. Meanwhile the All 
India Railwaymen's Federation, who are pressing persistently for a channel 
being provided for approaching the Railway Board for discussing their 
demands, have had two meetings with the Railway Board. 

Before I conclude my speech, I would like to make a brief mention of the 
fact that outside their normal spheres of work, railwaymen have continued 
to distinguish themselves in the field of sports and other cultural activities. 
They are the National champions in Hockey, volleyball, weight-lifting and 
Kabaddi; individually too some of them have excelled in athletic events. In 
the cultural field, the exhibition of paintings and handicrafts held during the 
Railway Week last year at New Delhi displayed considerable talent among 
railwaymen of all categories and their families so also in cultural performances 
like dance drama and music staged at Delhi and other railway centres. All 
these activities, besides providing a diversion after their duties help in bringing 
after their duties help in bringing all classes of railwaymen closer together to 
build up a cordial fellow-feeling in this very large family of railwaymen 
spread over the whole country. 

In conclusion, I would like to take this opportunity of placing on record 
my appreciation of the dedicated manner in which the railwaymen as a 
whole have tried to discharge their duties. Admittedly they cannot afford to 
rest on their past achievements. In this critical period of the economic evolution 
of our country symbolised by the successive Five Year Plans, they have the 
privilege to playa most significant role, which requires sustained attention, 
and, therefore, they will have to rise to yet greater heights than hitherto. 
Considering their performance hitherto in the face of heavy odds, I have no 
doubt that the House will join me in wishing well by the Railwaymen in the 
years to come and in the further future ahead. 



THE RAILWAYS: A CATALYST TO 
NATIONAL GROWTHt£ 

Mr. Speaker, Sir, I am extremely thankful to the house for scrutinising the 
budget in such great detail. Encouraging words and"words of appreciation 
and cheer for the railwaymen have been expressed throughout in the House. 
There have been criticisms and suggestions made; we will try to benefit by 
them. 

Shri Gopalan initiated the debate and he sounded a pessimistic note. 
Since the budget was introduced in this House, there have been comments 
in the Press, general and specialised. Economic journals, trade and commercial 
journals have also commented on the budget: they have welcomed it except 
one or two, of course. In this House also, there has been general appreciation. 
In a huge organisation like the railways, spreading over vast areas and serving 
millions of people, there are bound to be lapses here and there. I am not here 
to claim that we are perfect in all respects. As I have said, we always try to 
profit by the criticisms and suggestions made in the House and on this occasion 
also, we will do that. 

I really admire the spirit and the sentiments expressed by Shri Asoka 
Mehta, and his obejctive and constructive approach to the railway problems. 
I have taken note of his suggestions and I shall follow them up. Although he 
has been modest enough to say that he is making only marginal comments, 
he has really covered extensive ground and 'raised numerous queries which 
practically touch upon the entire economic structure of the railways. 

It is not reasonably practicable for me in this speech to cover all the 
points in such a comprehensive manner as I would have wished, but I shall 
endeavour to give a broad analysis of the economic and operational results 
which I hope would indicate and explain the position and clarify the doubts. 
If we wish to review the whole financial pictureiDretrospect I would think 
we might only go as far back as 1951-52. By that time the merger of the old 
Princely States had been implemented and conditions of work had also been 
stabilised after the impact of partition. Regrouping of railways then led to a 

• LS. Deb., 3 March 1959. 
£ Replying to the General DiscwJsion on Railways Budget, 1959--60 as the Minister of Railways. 
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r ~ ~  of jurisdiction of zonal railways which vitiates comparison of 
statistical data ~ each railway system but taking Indian Government railways 
as a ~  the field of work underwent only a minor re-adjustment with the 
accretion of new lines. 

The gross earnings and working expenses in 1951-52 were as follows: 

Route mileage 33,343. 

Gross earnings Rs. 291.8 crore. 

Working expenses Rs. 225.8 crore 

Net earnings Rs. 66.1 crore. 

In 1957-58 the figures were as follows: 

Route Mileage 34,462. 

Gross earnings Rs. 381.4 crore. 

Working expenses Rs. 309.8 crore. 

Net earnings Rs. 71.6 crore. 

I am not trying to draw any inference from it. The biggest single item of 
cost on railways is the cost of staff. In 1951-52 the total number of staff was 
9,23,069 costing Rs. 121.71 crore. I am taking that as index number 100. In 
1957-58 the total number of staff is 11,11,026, costing Rs. 172.94 crore, the 
index being 142.09. Between 1951-52 and 1957-58 the cost of staff alone went 
up by over Rs. 51 crore representing an increase of about 42 per cent. The 
House is aware that during this period a number of measures were taken to 
ameliorate the conditions of the employees, including the implementation of 
the Rajadhyaksha Award regarding hours of employment etc. The incidence 
of increase due to these amounts to about Rs. 27 crore. In consequence the 
cost per head of staff has gone up from Rs. 1,325 in 1951-52 to Rs. 1,588 in 
1957-58, an increase of about 20 per cent. Between 1956-57 and 1957-58, that 
is, in one year there has been an abnormal increase amounting to 
Rs. 16.62 crore. About Rs. 4 crore out of this was due to the interim relief 
sanctioned on the recommendation of the Pay Commission from 1 July 1957 
and Rs. 4 crore due to the earning of grade increments and the balance due 
to large increase in the strength of staff amounting to 54,334. This large increase 
was largely due to an appreciable increase in staff due to the introduction of 
intensive patrolling and double patrolling at bridges after the Ariyalur and 
Mehboobnagar accidents. Such measures introduced in panic do not 
necessarily enhance safety. We should, therefore, do what is reasonably 
justified, and has stood the test of prolonged experience. I, therefore, propose 
to  review these arrangements and make necessary readjustments to avoid 

large expenditure. 
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In regard to the Ordinary gang Strengths for maintenance of track, the 
norms already exist. Likewise in the case of a larger number of staff on shift 
duty at stations and the running staff, the strength is determined according 
to the Adjudicator's Award. Amongst the operating staff, this leaves a small 
fraction of staff employed on maintenance of structures and buildings and 
temporary gangs engaged from time to time. A large number of watermen 
and carriage cleaners have also been added in recent years to ensure better 
amenities for the travelling public and upkeep of rolling stock. Several 
instructions to the railways have been issued to exercise the greatest care in 
sanctioning additional staff and to ensure a bette{ standard of work and 
higher output. In these directions attention will be further intensified. 

Then we rome to workshop staff where the output per man is certainly 
capable of improvement. A special organisation under a Director of Production 
has recently been set up in the Railway Board to determine the norms for 
each operation separately for each workshop and to introduce the incentive 
bonus scheme. This will, I hope, not only improve the per cJlpita output but 
also add to the income of the labour and help to keep down investments in 
additional productive equipment. 

The output of the clerical staff also seems to be capable of improvement. 
On the one hand, it is necessary to reduce clerical work for which certain 
studies have been made and further studies are contemplated. Job analysis 
is an effective method for determining the requisite strength of clerical staff 
in each office, but the staff are so allergic to it that it has not been possible 
to make a headway. It is here, perhaps, by creating public opinion it will be 
possible to undertake a job analysis and determine the strength of the staff 
with a view to obtain a better output. It is wlfortunate that erroneous news 
is set afloat in a propagandist manner by parties whose only interest lies in 
causing agitation which deters the Railway administrations from tackling 
this problem in an effective and proper manner. I wish to assure that it has 
never been my intention to retrench the staff already employed. It is, however, 
a national problem of some importance for the upliftment of our country 
economically, morally and socially that our men engaged on various tasks 
may rank high in their output and efficiency, and in this endeavour I seek the 
co-operation of everyone concerned. . 

The next important item of expenditure on railways is coaL The pithead 
cost of coal on broad-gauge and meter-gauge railways was Rs. 12.41 crore on 
broad-gauge and Rs. 3.89 ttore on meter--gauge in 1951-52 In 1957-58 the 
relevant figures were Rs. 2135 crore for broad-gauge and Rs. 6.29 crore for 
metre-gauge. Thus, the increase in the cost of coal consumed from 1951-52 to 
1957-58 has been about Rs. 9 crore on the broad-gauge and RI. 24 crore on 
the meter-gauge. 'Besides the increase in consumption there has been J 

substantial increase in the average price of coal from RI. 15.14 to Rs. 19., 
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Simultaneously the stowing excise duty has also gone up from Rs. 3 to 
Rs. 6. Coal costs alone during the one year between 1956-57 and 1957-58 
account for a total increase in expenditure to the tune of Rs. 5.25 crore. 

. Increase in the a~ coal consumption has not been due to any increase 
m the rate of consumption. The well-recognised statistics are 'pounds of coal 
~  per 1,000 gross tonne miles' and these have rather made progressive 
lmprovement. 

In the case of goods traffic, both on broad-gauge and metre-gauge, and 
passenger traffic in the case of metre gauge, results obtained in 1957-58 have 
been the lowest during the last seven years inspite of various factors which 
tended to depress these results. 

The Expert Committee on Coal, which has examined this question in 
great detail, have made a number of suggestions which are being followed 
up. . 

Shri Mehta has specially commented upon one factor and this is the 
increase in train engine hours to train miles. This is purely a reflection on the 
drop in the speed of the goods trains mainly owing to three factors, namely, 
increase in the density of traffic, increase in the tempo of works and consequent 
speed restrictions and increase in the load of goods trains. In some cases it 
is also due to hold-ups of goods trains outside the marshalling yards which 
are being remodelled and expanded to meet the demands of increased volume 
of traffic. 

In the case of coal supplied to the Railways, there has undoubtedly been 
a deterioration in the quality of supply, particularly, in relation to the pre-war 
days. Previously, the Railways procured a large percentage of coal from their 
own collieries and purchases from private collieries was done by selection 
and the Railways retained the authority of selection of collieries, inspection 
of coal and power to take action against collieries which did not supply the 
appropriate quality of coal.  Since the introduction of coal control and the 
transfer of railway collieries to the Coal Controller the position has changed. 
The number of collieries which supplied coal to the Railways has now grown 
tremendously and this has added problems of stacking and examining the 
quality of coal of each individual colliery. However, it has now been agreed 
by the Ministry of Steel, Mines and Fuel that the Railways· will enter into 
agreement with the colliery owners who will be jointly selected by the 
Railways and the Coal Controller for supplies of the requisite quality of coal 
and the Railways will be empowered under these agreements to impose 
suitable penalties for unsatisfactory supplies. Inspection arrangements will 

also be intensified. 
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With the increase in the demand of coking coal-this is another problem 
which is likely to arise in the near future-by the steel factories, the supply 
of coking coal to the Railways will practically disappear and its replacement 
by an equal grade of coal seems problematic. There is a difference in the 
consumption of coal between coking and non-coking coal of the same grade 
to the extent of five to eight per cent. Railways have been pressing upon the 
Coal Controller that the replacement, therefore, should be by a higher grade, 
but higher grade coal supplies are limited. In the result, therefore, we may 
have to face some increase in the rate of coal consUlllPtion. Every endeavour 
is being made to ensure that this is avoided. 

Another big item of expenditure is in respect of repairs and maintenance 
the cost of which is debited to Demand No.5. The total cost under this head 
in 1951-52 was of the order of Rs. 62.5 crore which on a comparative basis 
went up to Rs. 90.6 crore in 1957-58, the corresponding figure for 1956-57 
being Rs. 86 crore. The main items included in this Head are way and works 
and rolling stock. In 1951·52 the way and works cost amounted to Rs. 18.5 
crore and rolling stock costs amounted to Rs. 31 crore. The balance was due 
to other items of expenditure. In 1957-58 the way and works cost amounted 
to Rs. 32.75 crore and rolling stock maintenance cost amounted to Rs. 44 
crore. Broadly speaking, the increase in expenditure to the ad hoc increase in 
staff costs which amount on an average to 20 per cent, increase in train miles 
of the order of 25 per cent resulting in increased maintenance costs, increase 

. of Rs. 45 crore due to a change in the allocation procedure in accordance 
with which the cost of supervising staff in Class m has been debited under 
Demand No.5 instead of Demand No.4 as was the practice in 1951-52, 
increase of Rs. 3 crore due to special safety measures involving the employment 
of a large number of staff and increase in the cost of materials, particularly, 
steel, the price of which during this period went up by 45 per cent. All these 
factors combined largely account for the increase in expenditure under repairs 
and maintenance. 

I do not suggest that there is no scope for reduction under this Head but 
I do wish to point out that the general order of increase by and large has been 
commensurate with the increase in assets and the various factors already 
mentioned. Every avenue of economy, however, is being explored. 

Coming to the question of earnings the position is that credit for th{' 
entire increase of about Rs. 90 crore between 1951·52 and 1957·58 cannot be 
assigned to increase in traffic because during this period changes were mark 
in freight rates and fares which alone account for an estimated increase (-
about Rs. 28 crot'e. The balance of Rs. 62 crore is attributable purely to tl 
increase in traffic. 
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A significant fact worthy of note, however, is that the goods earning for 
r~  goods per. tonne mile between 1951-52 and 1957-58 dropped from 

~  Pies. to ~  pies, or a drop of 5.76 per cent in spite of a 12.5 per cent 
mcrease m freIght. The average earnings per tonne mile instead of increasing 
by 12.5 ~r cent have actually gone down by 5.76 per cent. Considering that 
the earrung of general goods traffic accounts for about Rs. 200 crore in 
1957-58 after making allowance for the fact that the second increase of 
6.25 per cent applied from 1 July 1957 and also for the fact that the increase 
was not applicable to food grains; this drop might be considered to be of the 
order of 14 per cent resulting in a loss of about Rs. 28 crore. 

Here, I would like to point out that this diversion was from rail to road. 
The question of rail-road competition has agitated the minds of many 
hon. Members of the House and many things have been said in favour of 
rail-road transport. I do concede that road transport provides certain facilities 
which the Railways do not provide. Door to door delivery is one of the 
factors which proves to be more attractive. On the other hand, road transport 
has certain advantages over the Railways. I do not propose at this stage to 
go into the details, but as I said on the previous occasion that I am not 
against road transport, what I say is this that there should be proper 
co-ordination between the various modes of transport, whether it is rail, 
road, inland river transport or coastal shipping. The question of pilferage 
and quick delivery by the Railways is engaging the attention of the Railways. 
The whole question as to how this co-ordination could be affected is under 
the consideration of the Planning Commission, the Ministry of Transport and 
the Ministry of Railways. Let us hope that a satisfactory solution will be 
found of this so that all possible causes of duplication of the transport capacity 
in the country could be avoided. 

Shri Asoka Mehta has asked me to indicate the criteria for assessing the 
efficiency of operation. I would suggest that the statistical data on the following 
lines provide sufficient material for judging the efficiency of operation, namely, 
wagon miles per wagon day which shows the mobility of wagons; net tonne 
miles per wagon day which includes both mobility and the load element; 
engine miles per engine day in use and on line-the former indicates the 
mileage obtained per day from engines in use and the latter includes also the 
engines which are under repairs or are lying spare in locosheds. In this 
connection, I should like to point out that attention might better be focussed 
on goods engine statistics because in the case of passenger engines the miles 
obtained are governed by passenger train timings and the engine links which 
can be fitted with the timings and, therefore, links are dependant on the time 
table-the speed of goods train, density of traffic, load of goods train, net 
tonne miles per goods locomotive day. This is a composite statistics which 
gives the output per goods locomotive and is a measure of earning potential 
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of an engine. Likewise, the net tonne mile per wagon day gives the earning 
potential of a wagon. I would not like to discuss all these items here. The 
hon. Members will find all the information in the detailed statistics contained 
in the Volume, Indian Railways, 1957-58. I would only refer to two important 
statistics which sum up the performance both of the wagons and engines and 
are internationally recognised. The net tonne miles per wagon day shows 
steady improvement both on the broad gauge and the metre gauge. This has 
gone up from 463 in 1951-52 to 580 in 1957-58 on the broad gauge and on the 
metre gauge from 198 to 225. 

Shri Asoka Mehta has made certain comparisons with America where 
the distances are somewhat similar to ours and our figures are comparable. 
The comparable figures are: 

Net tonne miles per wagon day, 

U.S.A., in 1957-976 in short tonne of 2,000 pounds; 

India, in 1957-586 in long tonne of 2,240 pounds. 

Average carrying capacity per wagon : U.s.A, 54.5 short tonne, India, 
22.2 long tonne. Equated net tonne miles per wagon day adjusted to the 
average carrying capacity of the Indian B.G. wagon: U .S.A.,-355; India, 586. 
Our figures are thus quite favourable considering the average carrying capacity 
of our B.G. wagons. The 'Net tonne miles per goods locomotive day' shows 
an improvement of 33 per cent between 1950-51 and 1957-58 on the broad 
gauge and 50 per cent on the metre gauge. If we take into consideration the 
average tractive effort, and equated results are worked out, the improvement 
on broad gauge is 21 per cent and on metre gauge is 43 per cent. 

He has particularly referred to the 'Engine miles per engine day' figures 
and stated that comparatively it is very mUCh lower than the corresponding 
figure in the U.s.A. and Russia and that our performance at present is what 
it was in those countries in the thirties of this century. I will say that our 
performance is quite satisfactory because 30 years ago, in those countries, 
traction was steam traction and at present their traction is not steam traction, 
but it is diesel traction. That margin will have to be allowed. So, it is quite 
natural that what their performance was 30 years ago is our performance 
today, because, the majority of our locomotiv. are steam locomotives and 
we use steam ra ~ I will give certain figures. In our case, the results an: 
based on the use of steam locomotives. The average effective output per dav 
does not exceed about 13 to 14 hours where as in the case of U.s.A., there art' 
very few steam engines in use. A diesel engine or an electric engine can h·,' 
effectively used for 22 hours out of 24 as against a steam engine which C«1 q 
only be used for 14 hours. This largely accounts for the disparity in tl·! 
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Engine mile per engine day figures. A few diesel engines that we have got 
are also working for 22 hours. We are, however, not at all complacent about 
~ matter. Every effort is being made to improve the speed of goods trains 
which of course, largely depends on the completion of the doubling works. 
As the House may be aware, even after a new double line is through, it takes 
some time to complete signalling and inter-locking and a season or two must 
pass before full speed can be allowed. By the end of the Plan period, however, 
full benefits of line capacity works which have been taken in hand will accrue 
and I hope speeds will show tangible improvement of which there are already 
some indications. This will correspondingly be reflected in the average mileage 
per engine day. 

Shri Asoka Mehta also commented on the disparity in the increase in 
earnings between 1954-55 and 1958-59, on the one hand, on the Western and 
Northern Railways.and on the other, on the Eastern Railway. So far as the 
Eastern Railway is concerned, owing to its bifurcation in.1955, the financial 
position could not be completely separated between the new Eastern Railway 
and the South Eastern Railway. We must, therefore, when revising the results, 
take the earnings of both the Eastern and the South Eastern Railways together. 
H this is done, it will be found that the actuals of the combined Eastern Zone 
in 1954-55 were Rs. 76.60 crore whereas the anticipations in 1958-59 when 
combined work out of Rs. 53.17 plus 51.95 became 105.12 crore, which shows 
an increase of about 37 per cent. 

The impression which Shri Asoka Mehta has formed that the rate of 
increase in the railway earnings in any particular area represents the economic 
prosperity of that area, perhaps, is not tenable.  I wish we could read the 
economic conditions whether that is stagnant or progressive from the working 
of the Railways. But, that will not hold good because a large, proportion of 
railway earnings accrue from through traffic for which the prosperity of the 
area itself is not concerned. Quite a large volume of imported foodgrains 
traffic which originated in Bombay and moved over the Western Railway 
does not represent the productivity of that area itself. Then, again, the nature 
of productivity is also an important factor. In the case of the Eastern Railway, 
the main originating traffic is coal and the incidence of freight is low. The 
hinterland served from Calcutta also leads to a short lead traffic as compared 
with hinterland served from Bombay Port, which again leads to disparity in 
earnings. I would, therefore, suggest that no clea: inference .is possible of the 
prosperity of any particular area purely from railway earnmgs of that area. 

He had made one suggestion that there should be something presented 
to the House regarding the performance of the Railways. I have been 
examining that. I do propose to present something to the ~ regarding 
the performance of the Railways, not in the next Budget seSSIOn, but even 
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before the next Budget session. That will give an idea of the performance of 
the Railways and we can of course, draw many inferences about the economic 
conditions of our country from the performance of the Railways. I will try to 
make it as useful as it can possibly be. 

My hon. friends, Shri A.K. Gopalan, Shri A.C. Guha, Dr. Krishnaswami 
and Shri Mahanty made reference to the Railway Plan and its implementation. 
While generally conceding that the total allotment of the Plan would be 
spent they were apprehensive of the fulfilment of the physical targets and 
sought information regarding the adjustments made in the Railway Plan. As 
I explained in my Budget speech, the Railway Plan has had to be adjusted 
not only because of the limitation in resources and the difficulty in foreign 
exchange, but keeping in view other factors such as trends and pattern of 
traffic, and progress in other sectors of the national economy. I might mention 
that when the Second Five Year Plan was drawn up, the data available to the 
Railway Ministry on the basis of which proposals for development of new 
lines, doubling of the existing lines and dieselisation and other schemes were 
taken up, was not exactly firm and on this account, some re-adjustments 
became inevitable. In the light of appraisals and re-appraisals of the Second 
Five Year Plan as a whole prepared by the Planning Commission, the Railway 
Plan has been under constant review and examination and necessary 
adjustments and rephasing adopted. This necessitated charges in the outlay 
of funds proposed for the various schemes of the Railway plan. In carrying 
out the changes, however, it has been ensured that the needs of the traffic are 
fully met and that the safety aspects are not affected. The allotment for railway 
users and for staff welfare works will not be curtailed. 

In the case of rolling stock, while the original allocation was placed at 
Rs. 380 crore, it is now estimated that we shall have to spend about 
Rs. 430 crore. This revision is to accommodate the increase in cost and probable 
additional wagons which may be required if traffic materiallses in excess of 
162 million tonne. We are preparing ourselves to carry an additional 6 million 
tonne or so over 162 million tonne. 

As against the Plan target of 2,364 steam locomotives, the procurement 
programme is to place on line 2,161 locomotives inclusive of 178 diesels 
which have a much higher performance. As regards wagons, it may be 
necessary to pl'OCUJ'e 6,000 wagons more for handling the additional traffic. 

As regards coaching vehicles, the programme has been curtailed and it 
is now proposed to procure 8,838 coaching vehicles on additional and 
rehabilitation account. 1he shortfal1 will be compensated by keeping on line 
some of the over .. aged stock by heavier repairs and more intensi/e 
maintenance. Progress of receipts of rolling stock are very satisfactory figul\.J$ 
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up to December 1958 being over 72,000 wagons, 3,890 coaching vehicles and 
1,401 locomotives. 

The House will ?e perhaps glad to know that our position regarding 
metre gauge wagons IS very comfortable. Today we are in a position to export, 
and as a matter of fact, we are exploring the possibility of exporting, some 
of our metre gauge wagons. The State Trading Corporation is taking certain 
steps in this matter . 

........ ... ..... ... ...... 

It is not due to the shortage of wagons, but it is due to the shortage of 
line capacity. 

In respect of line capacity works, the allocation of Rs. 186 crore would be 
retained. However, the extent of doubling provided in the Plan would be 
rephased, limiting it to 1,300 miles out of 1,600 miles included in the Plan. 
The reduction will be achieved by resorting to patch doubling for the time 
being on certain sections. But this, however, will give the required section 
capacity for the present requirements. In view of their importance both from 
the safety angle and for traffic capacity, it is not proposed to make any 
curtailment in the track renewal programme, and the necessary funds have 
been reallocated to cover the increase in costs. 

On the subject of new lines I would clarify that the 842 miles included 
in the Plan were mainly to serve the needs of traffic in connection with the 
development of coal and steel. The lines in progress so far aggregating 
424 miles constitute essential lines required for the present. In addition to 
completion of these lines, work will also be completed of over 400 miles of 
line on which the construction commenced in the First Plan. 

In so far as electrification is concerned, the Plan envisaged electrification 
of 826 miles on 3,000 volts D.C. system. The mileage proposed was revised 
upward to 1,442 miles on the A.C. system, but having regard to the immediate 
needs of traffic, the work is being re-phased to suit the anticipated demand 
of traffic during the Second Plan. It is expected that about 800 miles of 
electrification would be completed during the Plan, while work would be in 
progress on the balance. The expenditure of Rs. 675 crore for the three years 
on the Plan represents about 60 per cent of the total plan allotment for the 
railways. This includes the value of construction material collected and to be 
drawn up for the execution of the works next year. The physical progress 
corresponding to this expenditure, I may assure the House, has not lagged 
behind, and it should be realised that a large number of works are in various 
stages of construction and completion in addition to the works and assets 
already completed. 
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In regard to some of the detailed figures quoted by Shri Bharucha-
whenever Shri Bharucha speaks, he brings his knowledge to bear on several 
aspects of the Railway Budget-I would like to explain the position. The 
third class earnings which were about Rs. 95 crores in the year preceding the 
Second Five Year Plan, i.e. 1955-56, went up to nearly Rs. 106 crore in 
1957-58 and, though estimated now for the current year at about 
Rs. 103 crore, are expected to go up to about Rs. 105 crore in 1959-60. The 
position cannot be said to be altogether static. 

.-
In the upper class passenger earnings also, there has been some 

improvement over the figure of Rs. 12.85 crore in 1955.:.56, and the figures in 
the revised estimates of 1958-59 and the Budget Estimates of 1959-60 are 
Rs. 13.47 and Rs. 13.52 crore respectively. I do not know how he referred to 
an increase of only 20 per cent in goods traffic receipts in the course of four 
years. The increase in goods earnings anticipated in 1959-60 over the figure 
for 1955-56 will be more than 50 per cent, i.t. Rs. 272.58 crores against 
Rs. 180.28 crore. .... ..... .. ... 

Anticipation only for the Budget, not for the current year. 

Similarly, the increase of 13 million tonne, lifted by the railways which 
he referred to was an increase in two years interval only and not in three 
years-137 million tonne anticipated in 1958-59 as compared to 124 million 
tonne in 1956-57. The increase in the tonnage of goods over the figure of 114 
million tonne lifted in 1955-56 i.t. in three years would be 23 million tonne. 

He has made special mention of the increase in working expenses, in 
repairs and maintenance and under operation fuel. Page 64 of the Explanatory 
Memorandum on the Railway Budget, 1959-60 no doubt, indicates an increase 
in operation fuel from about Rs. 27 crare in 1956-57 to Rs. 48 crore in 1957-
58, but he will find an explanation for the difference of about Rs. 11 crore if 
he will refer to paragraph 13 (vii) of the Explanatory Memorandum on the 
Railway Budget for 1957-58 which was part of the White Paper on the Railway 
Budget for 1957-58 presented to Parliament in March 1957 . 

••• .... .. .. 
I will not go into the details of that. I will refer him to that only. 

As regards his reference to the need for rationalisation of workshop 
procedure with a view to controlling expenditure on repairs and maintenance 
and fixation of norms of work and for issue of stores, I invite his attentit ,n 
to paragraph 37, page 17 of my speech in which I alluded to the setting:,p 
of a productivity ceD recently for this very purpose. 
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The increase in capital-at-charge since 1955-56 is not Rs. 910 crore as 
~  by 5hri Naushir Bharucha. This is only the total of the Plan outlay 
m the year 1956-57 to the year 1959-60, but out of this a sum of Rs. 408 crore 
is expenditure charged to Open Line Works-Revenue. Depreciation Fund and 
Development Fund which were accepted by the Parliamentary Committee 
on Railway Convention as being non-revenue earning heads and therefore 
not chargeable to Capital. 5hri Lal Bahadur Shastri, while introducing the 
Railway Budget of 1956-57, made it clear in his speech that only Rs. 680 crore 
of the Railway'S Second Plan provision were chargeable to Capital. Shri 
Naushir Bharucha himself admitted that all the investments do not go to 
form the capital-at-charge. But I did not follow his further allusion to nearly 
Rs. 300 crore of assets retired as worn-out, for which no depreciation has 
been provided. The increase in capital-at-charge over the figure of 
Rs. 968 crore on 31 March 1956 is about Rs. 500 crore. The ratio of increase 
in net traffic receipts from Rs. 58.07 crore in 1955-56 to Rs. 93.21 crore in 
1959-60 or in the quantum of traffic is not r r ~  to the increase of 
capital-at-charge from Rs. 968 crore to Rs. 1,473 crore in this period. 

I appreciate his concern that the present annual contribution of 
Rs. 45 crore per annum to the depreciation fund is not sufficient. The 
consideration on which the present contribution of Rs. 45 crore per annum 
was fixed was indicated in para 17 of the speech of Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri 
when introducing the Railway Budget for 1956-57. Government will certainly 
consider the question of augmenting the contribution as necessary when the 
railway surplus increases with growth of traffic. All the aspects of this matter 
will be put before the forthcoming Parliamentary Committee on Railway 
Convention to whom this matter amongst others will be remitted. 

He also referred to the temporary loan of Rs. 22 crore in the two years 
1958-59 and 1959-60 from the General Revenues to finance the Railway 
Development Fund. I tried to explain this at some length in my budget 
speech. The fund now is not for development in the sense of construction of 
new lines. According to the Report of the Railway Convention Committee, 
1954, the cost of certain operating improvements and railway users' amenities 
as well as labour welfare works is charged to this fund. The intention of the 
1954 Railway Convention Committee evidently was that non-revenue-earning 
works of the nature referred to should not be charged to capital, involving 
recurring dividend liability for the railways. It can hardly be expected that 
the total cost of such works which are really of a capital nature should be met 
entirely out of the revenue surplus from which solely the development fund 

is fed. 

For the execution of the Second Five Year Plan, it was estimated that an 
expenditure of not less than about Rs. 92 crore would fall on this fund, and 
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even when the expectation of outlay was much less than this, the Railway 
Convention Committee, 1954, had explicitly provided for such loans from 
General Revenues being taken, when having regard to the magnitude of the 
amount involved, such a course becomes necessary. 

He has asked for clarification as to the purpose for which the Revenue 
Reserve Fund should be utilised. This was made clear in the recommendation 
of the Railway Convention Committee, 1949, which has stated that the scope 
of the Revenue Reserve Fund in future should be limited to the dividend 
equalisation that is ensuring payment of the fixed dividend, and bridging 
any budgetary gap in the undertaking. 

In regard to Shri Naushir Bharucha's suggestion for introducing diesel 
and electric traction to economise on coal, I may assure him that these matters 
are receiving attention. The measures in hand in this connection were briefly 
referred to in my Budget Speech. I may further inform the House that recently 
we invited tenders for the supply of diesel engines. One of the conditions in 
the tender was that they will have to manufacture diesel locomotives in 
collaboration with Indian partners. The tenders have been receive(t and they 
are being further examined. The intention is that dieselloromotives, especially 
diesel engines, should be manufactured in the private sector in collaboration 
with foreign firms. So far as the electric locomotives are concerned, the 
intention is to manufacture them in the public sector, most likely in 
Chittaranjan. 1he mechanical and other parts will be done there, and the 
electrical parts will be supplied by the Heavy ElectricalsFactory at Bhopal. 
..... ..... ••• 

Of course. The idea is to have diesel for the metre gauge also. Metre 
gauge will not be ignored in this respect. 

I have covered most of the financial and operational aspects. Certain 
other aspects which were raised in the House were covered by my 
hon. friend the Deputy Minister yesterday . 

••• ••• .. .. 
I shall come to that also. I am dealing with important matters first. 

••• .... . .... 
If I shall explain, the hon. Member will realise perhaps that I am dealing 

with aspects which are more important than this. 

My hon. friend, Shri Prank Anthony when he spoke on the Budget was 
swayed more by sentiment than by reason. And when one is swayed bv 
sentiment and sentiment alone .. one loses his feet; and he did that. 

..... ...... . ... 
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I am sure that perhaps if he will read his speech he will realise that. I do 
not want to comment much on that. 

According to him, class IV staff have lost all sense of discipline, class I 
officers are a relief and follow the colonial traditions . 

...... .. .... *** 

Class n officers are frustrated because they do not get quick promotions 
to class I, and class m staff do not do the work. So, according to him, all the 
grades of the railway employees, whether they are class IV or class I or any 
other are not working, due to one reason or the other. That is a description 
of the railways which hardly any sane man will accept. He said that today, 
two to two and a half men were doing the work which was previously 
carried out by one person. It is not borne by statistics or figures, of growth 
in the work on the railways, which Shri Frank Anthony may himself check 
from the figures available with him. This colonial tradition is a pet phrase 
which perhaps he is not in a position to shake off. Whenever he speaks on 
the railways, he has used this phrase. I was looking into his speeches for the 
last six or seven or eight years, and I find that it has sat on his head. 

* .. * .. * .. *"'''' 

If the class I officers have got any tradition, I am here to speak with 
personal knowledge, they have a tradition of devotion to duty and hard 
work. But for their devotion to duty and hard work, the Indian Railways 
would not have functioned. Then again, to say that class IV staff are 
indisciplined, they do not listen to anybody ...... . 

...... **'" "''''* 

...... *"'''' *"'''' 
He said that there has been quick promotion of class I officers; there has 

been, in the very nature of the things. As for the class n officers, I do agree 
that they are the backbone of the railways, and we always see that they also 
get their due share in promotion. We have a rule by which 33.3 per cent of 
the vacancies in class I are reserved for the class n officers. These vacancies 
can be filled only by promotion from class n, and I am sure, Shri Anthony 
is aware of it. 

* .... .. *'" *"'''' 
I might add that last year a total of 121 class n officers were selected for 

promotion to class I. Against 1,473 sanctioned posts in class n, 1,792 officers 
are working and 300 of them are today officiating in the senior scale. 
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He also complained about the disposal of cases. It will be no exaggeration 
if I say that from among the Members of Parliament, the largest number of 
letters was received from Shri Anthony. I admire his perseverance; I admire 
the time and amount of labour he puts in for representing the cases of all 
these persons. I admire him for that. But the only thing is this. Sometimes 
these cases are of individual employees which have been examined by 
successive Ministers, not once or twice but any number of times. They are 
cases of grievances of individual employees which have been examined by 
Shri Santhanam and Shri Gopalaswamy Ayyangar, by Shri Alagesan and 
Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri and replies have been sent .. But the cases will not be 
closed unless the decision is taken to the satisfaction of Shri Anthony. So, his 
grievance remains pending. There is no doubt that there will be no finality 
unless the administration sees in the same way as Shri Anthony sees it. That 
is my difficulty. 

He makes a complaint or grievance that the General Manager of the 
Southern Railway, returns a case to him whenever he sends one to him, and 
requests him to send the case to the Minister. Well, the General Manager is 
not to blame. There has been a letter issued by the Minister of Parliamentary 
Affairs indicating at what level the Members of Parliament could correspond. 
And, the General Manager of the Southern Railway does nothing more than 
what that letter seeks to lay down. I have also requested our General Managers 
that they can use their discretion and send replies to the Members of 
Parliament, if it is a matter of some public importance. But, if it is a case of 
the grievance of some individual employee, they may, well, politely request 
the hon. Member of Parliament to take up the matter with me. The General 
Manager of the Southern Railway is following the instructions I have 
communicated to him. 

I receive letters from Shri Anthony and I do attach due importance to 
them. I may assure him and all other hon. Members of this House that 
whenever I receive any communication from a Member of the House I do 
examine the case. Sometimes, it takes very long because references have to 
be made to the Railways or to the Divisional offices. But I assure them that 
I do examine all the cases and I try to reply to all these letters personally. It 
might be that in certain cases, in order to save time, some letters are issued 
over the signature of some officer of the Railway Board. But, in a majority of 
cases, even to Shri Anthony, I have been personally replying to the letters. 

The real difficulty with my hon. friend Shri Anthony is that his union is 
not a recognised one. And, perhaps, it may not be possible to give recognition 
to that union not because there is any idea ot any discrimination but because 
the recent trend among the railway employees and that is causing great 
anxiety to me-is that a number of functional unions and associations have 



, 
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been organised. And, if you look to the number of cut motions of which 
notice has been given, you will see that several of them urge recognition for 
such unions. If all the unions are recognised, they will cut at the very root of 
trade unionism among the Railways. The demand is for the recognition of 
All India Station Masters' Association, the All India Ticket Examiners' 
Association, the All India Drivers' Association, the All India Commercial 
Clerks' Association, the All India Ministerialist Staff Association so on and so 
forth, and I do not know how many functional unions will grow. They will, 
as I have said, cut at the very root of trade unionism in the Railways. Therefore, 
it is better that this process of disintegration is checked in time and the 
process of consolidation of the railway employees starts. This brings me to 
the claims of the two Federations. 

At present, even if I do accept the claims of the two Federations, and the 
figures given by both of them---one claims that its membership is 3lakh and 
the other also claims that its membership is 3lakh-the total membership of 
both the federations will be only 6 lakh, out of a total strength of nearly 
11 lakh of railway employees. Some of their members do include a number 
of porters, who are not Railway employees and are not included in this 

strength of the railway employees. 

...... ...... *** 

I am coming to that. Will my hon. friend have patience because I have 
just started dealing with this? Even if I accept the figures given by both of 
them as correct, the total number of railway employees who are unionised 
will be 6 lakh, out of a total strength of 11 lakh. It means that more than 
40 per cent of the Railway Employees are not unionised. It is not a very 
satisfactory state of affairs. As I said, the process of disintegration has started 
in the formation of these sectional and functional unions. And, if these unions 
are recognised-I am resisting the demand for the recognition of these sectional 
and functional unions-then, trade unionism on the Railways will be finished 

more or less. 

It may be that both the federations are trying to encourage these functional 
unions. I have requested them to desist from this. But I find that both these 
Federations are trying to encourage these functional  unions. Perhaps, they 
are not aware that at one time these functional unions will eat up the 

Federations themselves. I want to make it clear. 

...... ...... .. .... 

I have not yielded. What is this? 

My hon. friend Shri Hem Barua has put the ~  why we have 
recognised one Union and not the other. I have done nothing. When I took 



over the position was that one union was recognised and the other was not 
in existence .... 

...... .. .... .. .... 
I am explaining the position, the historical facts as they stand because the 

hon. friend put the question to me as to why one is recognised and the other 
is not. I am telling him that when I took over one was recognised and the 
other was not in existence. You will mark this position. After the unity 
agreenlel\t when Jayaprakashji took the move in the matter, only one federation 
i.e. the National Federation of Indian Railwaymen ..remained and the All 
India Railwaymen's Federation ceased to exist. The dispute of the two factions 
which was referred to as the Madras Group and the Bezwada Group was not 
that of the All India Railwaymen's Federation. They were two groups of the 
National Federation of the Indian Railwaymen. One was the Vasavada group 
and the other Guruswamy group. At that time there was no AJ.R.F .. When 
these two factions of the N.F.I.R. could not combine together the unity move 
or the compromise formula between the two failed, then the Guruswamy 
group revived the A.I.RF. in 1957. A strike threat was given and something 
like that was done. I have tried in my humble way to see whether unity can 
be effected between the two. At one stage I thought it was very near success. 
I must admit that for the time being I have failed in achieving this unity. But 
I am not pessimistic. I am still hopeful when everybody says and declares 
that in the interest of the railwaymen unity is essential. Whether it is those 
who owe their allegiance to the A.I.R.F. or it is those who owe their allegiance 
to the N.F.I.R., both of them declare that unity is essential in the interest of 
the railwaymen. Therefore, I feel encouraged and optimistic. In this House 
also everyone feels that unity is necessary. I am: encouraged that given the 
will from all directions, it is not impossible to achieve unity among the Indian 
Railwaymen. When the unity formula was given and when the question of 
arbitrator and observer was raised, there was.one commitment on my part. 
A channel of representation was demanded by the Al.R.F., and I had suggested 
at the time of the unity agreement itself a provision for a channel of 
representation. I was committed to this that in case this channel of 
representation failed, I would provide a channel of representation to the 
A.LR.F. so that it may approach the Railway Board and the Railway Ministry. 
I have done that. 

...... ...... . ... 
But what are you driving at? I am not apportioning the blame . 
...... .... .. .... 
I agree that it is not anybody's birth right to have recognition. I am 

giving the historical facts and I am not at present blaming this federation or 
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that. It will not be fair or correct to say that I have no opinion about one 
~a  or the other, but I do not want to say that at this stage because 

certam schemes ~  I ~  in view may be prejudiced by that. I was saying 
that I have provIded vIrtual recognition to the A.I.R.F. Recognition to the 
unions on ~  railwa!s ~ granted by the General Managers. Recognition to 

~ ~ India Federation IS accorded by this Government or by the Railway 
Muustry and then they are free to approach the Railway Board or the 
Government and discuss and correspond with them. The A.I.R.F. has received 
~a  r ~  though not formal recognition. They are free to correspond 
With the Railway Board and the Minister and they do receive replies from us. 
Not only that. They meet the Railway Board regularly and they write and 
represent and they receive replies. The question is when the formal recognition 
should come, and I will request the House to leave that to me for some time. 
I have certain schemes, and if I succeed, that will be better for the railwaymen 
and for the trade union. I do not want to discriminate-between any unions, 
and by the action I have taken during the last two years it should be clear 
that political considerations do not weigh with me in my dealings with the 

unions of the railwaymen . 

...... .. .... .. .... 

So you must remember that if there is only one union and no other, it is 
not a question of discrimination as you are also aware, that in Perambur also 
there is one union. One union belongs to one federation and the other to 
another federation. Both of them have not been recognised. If I had recognised 
one union and not the other, you could blame me of discrimination. As I was 
saying, there has been no discrimination. I am considering the question of 
Chittaranjan and Perambur and a decision may be taken in due course . 

...... ...... ...... 

Sir, I have dealt briefly with the question of retrenchment. There is no 
intention at all, as I have said,-I want to reiterate it-to retrench any railway 
employee but at times misapprehensions are created among the staff. I will 
see that not one single railway employee is retrenched due to measures of 
economy. But we have taken certain measures. Shri Vajpayee was reading a 
paragraph from one of the letters issued to the General Managers of Railways 
by the Railway Board. I do not know how he managed to get that letter. But 
there also what was indicated was that the General Managers should be 
cautious to see that the working expenses do not become disproportionately 
higher than what the traffic demanded. There was nothing wrong ~ 
that. And that letter produced its results. The trend was arrested. In certam 
railways which were showing as trend of running into deficit, that trend was 

arrested. 
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Therefore, what I am saying is, even though we have issued instructions 
that the posts which have remained unfilled for a few months and which are 
not necessary should not be filled, even though we are taking all those steps, 
I may assure the House that there is no intention to retrench any single 
railway employee. Of course, somebody pleaded the cause of casual workers. 
At present more than 25lakh casual workers are working under the Railways 
on various projects and various other activities. It will not be possible, even 
if we have the intention and the will to do it, to absorb 2.5 lakh of people on 
the Railways. But in the Central Government we have got this procedure, 
that whenever any project comes to an end we do .. circulate the names of 
retrenched employees to ~ar  employing ministries or neW projects that 
are likely to be started requesting them to absorb as many of the retrenched 
people as possible. Beyond that, it is not possible to absorb all the casual 
workers who may on some occasion or the other be called upon to work on 
the railways temporarily. 

Shri Gopalan raised the question of the Code of Discipline. One should 
not forget that there is a diHerence between the private industry and the 
Railways. On the Railways, we have many things established which do not 
exist in the private industry. We have channels of representation, channels of 
appeal, first appeal, second appeal, and then the employees may approach 
the Minister or even the President. All these facilities do not exist in the 
private industry. So the Code of Discipline was drawn up specially for the 
private industry. We have, no doubt, extended the scope of that Code of 
Discipline to companies and corporations run by the Central Government, 
but the application of the Code of Discipline to departments directly run by 
the Government itself has not been finalised-perhaps, the Labour Minister 
is considering that question. 

But I may bring another aspect to the notice of those interested in the 
trade unions on the Railways, that when thiS Code of Discipline was drawn 
up and discussed the Railway labour was not a party to it. That aspect one 
should not forget. Though the Railway Ministry as an employing Ministry 
was consulted, there was no occasion for the Railway employees to consider 
that Code of Discipline, because they were not invited to the tripartite Labour 
Conference where this Code of Discipline was drawn up and discussed· 
Therefore, at some stage it will be necessary for the Railway labour themselves 
to consider it whether it will be in any way advantageous to them over the 
existing provisions that they have got for the various matters dealt with by 
the Code of Discipline. 

So far as the official side is concerned, we were invited and we die 
participate. But, as I have said, so far as the companies and corporations c' 
the Government are concerned the Code of Discipline was made applicabJ 
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to them. So far as the undertakings which are run departmentally are 
concerned, the Government rules and regulations and terms and conditions 
of service are all applicable to them. There is a difference between the two. 
All the terms and conditions of service of a Government employee are not 
applicable to those people who are employed in companies and corporations, 
whereas they are applicable to the people employed in undertakings run 
departmentally by Government. That is why this Code of Discipline has been 
made applicable to companies and corporations run by the Government. 
Whether it should be made applicable or not to the undertakings run 
departmentally by the Government is still under consideration. 

Then, a question was raised last year and I had given an undertaking 
that the cases of employees suspended under the national security rules will 
be examined by me. Nearly 52 cases were pending and pending since long 
years-since 1948,·1949 and 1950. I have personally gone into all those cases. 
I think Smt. Parvathi Krishnan was interested in that. As I said, there were 
52 cases and all those cases have been finalised. Out of these 52 cases, 
27 employees have been reinstated as a result of the examination in which I 

personally went into the matter. 

,.,.,. ,.,.,. 

These 27 are not going to be affected on that account, but 22 employees 
have been discharged. When after examination it was found that it is not 
possible to reinstate them they had to be discharged, and they were discharged 

under rule 192. 

,. .... ,.,.,. ,.,.,. 

That is what I am telling you very frankly, that after examination it was 
found that it was not possible to reinstate 22 people. Now, whether to dismiss 
them or to terminate their services was the question. I personally felt that it 
will be advantageous to them if their services are terminated under rule 148. 

,. .. ,. ,.,.,. ,.,.,. 

If you will examine it you will yourself find ~a  there ~ a l?t of difference 
between dismissal and termination. Shri BanefJee who IS himself a trade 
union leader knows the difference between termination and dismissal. 

...... ...... ...... 

I personally felt that termination will be more advantageous to them 

than dismissal. 

...... ...... 
...... 
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Recourse has been taken to rule 148, and the services of some people 
were terminated. I also agree that in such cases recourse should not have 
been taken to rule 148. But, as I have explained, I was myself responsible for 
recourse having been taken to rule 148 in these cases so that they may have 
this benefit of termination of services and not dismissal from service. But I 

, have told the trade union leaders themselves that whenever action will be 
taken under rule 148, they will go either to the Board or to me, and "I will 
tell you the reason for taking this action." In a few cases I have informed 
them and they had been good enough, after the reason was explained to 
them, to agree to the decision. I offered to them that .... 'if you feel that some 
injustice has been done on this score, and after satisfying yourself if you will 
come and ask me, I am always prepared to review their cases". But we are 
taking action in regard to corruption cases, accidents and cases of grave in 
discipline involving violence. I do not want to keep it a secret. We are taking 
action, but that number will be very small. I offered to Shri Peter Alvares that 
"whenever you feel, and have personally satisfied yourself that the official 
against whom action has been taken is not corrupt, I am always prepared to 
review the case". 

••• ••• • •• 

I have seen that. I may, at this stage, refer to another point. Quite a 
number of questions have been raised by hon. members regarding timings of 
trains, missing of connections, opening of certain train halts, flag stations, 
providing certain amenities at stations, etc. It will not be possible for me-
though I have got the necessary brief-to go into all these details. What I am 
proposing to do is this. I have already written to the Minister of Parliamentary 
Affairs about it. The idea is, the Members of Parliament, coming under the 
jurisdiction of a particular zonal railway will meet together informally with 
me and I will invite the General Manager of ~  zonal railway concerned. At 
that meeting not only these things to which the questions related but other 
things also concerning the zone and the nearby areas may be considered, so 
that the time of the House may not be taken up by most of those items which 
are raised here . 

••• ••• . ... 
So, I think that will avoid much of the time taken for discussing those 

matters of local importance in the House. We can deal with those matters 
when we meet at the informal gathering. My idea is to have at least one such 
meeting every year with the Members of Parliament and the General Manager 
concerned.. It may be for half an hour-or three hours. My idea is, if the 
meeting continues it may continue for even three days. 

••• • •• .. ... 
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If it is necessary, we can have it once in six months. That possibility 
cannot be ruled out. 

Now, I come to the point raised by Shri Awasthi. He mentioned a firm 
in Kanpur and he has reminded me about it. I will give him the details. There 
are two firms there-Messers Singh Engineering Works, (Private) Ltd., and 
Mis. J. and K. Industries, Kanpur,-who were recommended by the Railway 
Equipment Committee for placing of educational orders on them for the 
manufacturillg and supply of wagons. Educational orders dated 30 January 
1957 and 10 July 1957 respectively were placed with them for 
250 broad-gauge wagons at a price of Rs. 11,539 per wagon. The total value 
of each of these orders was Rs. 28,84,750. The terms of payment are: payment 
of 90 per cent of the billing price for each wagon will be made on the authority 
of certificates issued by the Deputy Director of Inspection, DGS & D Kanpur. 
Payment of the balance of 10 per cent of the billing price will be made on 
certification by the consignee when the wagons have been received in complete 
condition and good working order. The firm has already furnished a bank 
guarantee from a recognised bank for ten per cent of the value of the contract 
valid for twelve months from the date of placing the wagon in service to 
cover the guarantee, and so on. Now, I will not go into the details, but as I 
said, these are educational orders. We wanted to create an additional 
manufacturing capacity in the country, and so orders were placed with 10 or 
11 firms. Some have made progress and some have not shown much interest 

in the matter. 

...... ...... .. .... 

I will explain. This is an educational order, and capacity that exists in the 
country, whether in the public sector or in the private sector, is being fully 
utilized. It was only with a view to create additional capacity that educational 

orders were placed. 

...... ...... .. .... 

I say that whatever capacity exists in the country is utilized. If there was 
enough capacity in the country there was no necessity for creating additional 
capacity. But the position is this. No payment has been made and no payment 

is going to be made. 

...... ...... .. .... 

My friend is not listening to me. I am saying that not ~  progress has 
been made by Singh Engineering Company and not much mterest has been 

shown by J.K. Industries. The position is this. ~ I said, it is an ~ ~ ~a  
order, and additional capacity has to be created m the country. A lmutation 
of time has not been placed. There were a few other firms also. I have not got 
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the information with me now, but I remember there were a few other firms 
in Bombay, Calcutta and in Delhi also, with whom orders were placed. But 
they have not shown much interest in it. So, no money has been paid; no 
advance is going to be paid. But if they were so interested and if they do the 
work, the condition that I have already referred to will be applied to them . 

••• ••• • •• 
I have said I have no information about the loan the Uttar Pradesh 

Government is said to have provided for them. .. 

Now, it has become a tendency in certain sections to raise matters 
unjustifiably and even with the intention of vilifying persons in authority. 
For instance, it was said that Allahabad station was being consbucted because 
the Prime Minister and the then Railway Minister hailed from that State . 

••• • •• ••• 
I think these remarks should not be made. Again, it was said that because 

I come from Bihar, most of the contracts in U.P. are being given to the people 
from Bihar, that lowest tenders from U.P. are not accepted and higher tenders 
from Bihar are accepted. 

••• ••• • •• 
To say such things is uncharitable and unfair. If any hon. member has got 

some instance where the lowest tender of any particular person was not 
accepted and a higher tender was accepted on provincial consideration, it 
would be better if those instances a.re brought to you or to me so that I may 
look into them. 

••• • •• • •• 
In a huge organisation like this, questions have been raised about the 

creation of new zones, setting up of Railway Public Service Commissions, 
etc. The railways 3.re playing their own part for the integration of the country 
and zones have been created on an operational basis. 1"here is a demand for 
a zone for Andhra because it is served by tI).ree Railways. There are only one 
or two States which are served by one railway; most of the States are served 
by more than one railway. Andhra is served by three railways, but my State, 
Bihar, is served by four railways-North-East Frontier Railway, North-Eastern 
Railway, South-Eastern Railway and the Eastern Railway. So, it is not possible 
to create zones on considerations of State; it will be absurd to create zones 
State-wise. 
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Similarly, there are demands that in every State, there should be a Railway 
Service Commission. It will not be possible. Then, so long as our Constitution 
stands as. ~ i.s, it will not be possible to restrict recruitment to a particular 
zone or ~ from a .particular State only. There are grievances from many 

people that ~  ~a  18 not adequately represented in the railway service; 
the r ~r ~  18 not ~ ra  with the population or the length of 
the railway m that State. Shri Dasappa is prompting me that Bihar is one of 
them; yes, of course it is. But because I happen to be Railway Minister, I 
cannot suggest that more recruibnent should be made from Bihar. 

Similarly, there are thousands and thousands of contracts for vending, 
catering, tea stalls etc. They also cannot be restricted to the resident of a 
particular State. The only thing which has to be seen is whether by giving the 
contract to a particular person there is any loss to the railways and whether 
it has been given on the usual terms and conditions. 

I am speaking generally for all the States. I was saying that whether it is 
a fruit stall or tea stall, etc., it cannot be restricted to the residents of a 
particular State. The only thing to be seen is whether undue favour has been 
shown to anybody which may lead to a loss to the Railways. As I have said, 
there are thousands and thousands of tenders invited and it is not possible 
for anybody to know all the details. If anything comes to my notice that in 
a particular case where tenders were invited, the lowest tender was not 
accepted and a higher tender was accepted, I will certainly look into that 
matter. But there are occasions when the lowest tender is not accepted and 
a higher tender is accepted; we will have to examine that . 

...... 

I have covered most of the points. I will say a few words about the 
recruitment of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes and Anglo-Indians. 
Unfortunately, the recruitment of Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and 
Anglo-Indians has not been commensurate with the quota fixed for these 
communities. Not only in superior classes of posts where there is paucity of 
qualified candidates, but even in class ill and class IV staff, I was surprised 
to find that the recruibnent has not been up to the quota fixed for them. So, 
certain steps have been taken. So far as class m staff are concerned, in case 
the Railway Service Commission fails to recruit the required number of 
Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and Anglo-Indians, I have authorised the 
General Managers to fill up the vacancies by candidates belonging to these 
communities. Similarly, for class IV staff, the Divisional Superintendents have 
been authorised. I was surprised to find that the recruitment of 
Anglo-Indians also has not been commensurate with the ~  quota. ~, I 
requested my friend, Shri Frank Anthony, to supply a lIst of qualified 
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candidates to me. He has forwarded a list of nearly 200 names of 
Anglo-Indians who are matriculates. I am circulating that to the General 
Managers, so that the vacancies reserved for the Anglo-Indians may be filled 
up by Anglo-Indians themselves. 

...... .. ... . ... 
My hon. friend forgets that there as a Constitutional guarantee that there 

should be five per cent reservation for Anglo-Indians and that it shall be 
progressively reduced. I am trying to fulfil that Constitutional obligation. 

,. ...... ...... ...... 

I may inform the House that the Board has issued instructions, not fixing 
the quotas, but from another angle, that i$ to say, for example, a number of 
watermen from among the Scheduled Castes may be appointed. So, it is dealt 
with from the social and psychological angle, not from the employment angle 
only. Also, it has been suggested that in the tea-stalls and catering 
establishments certain places may be offered to the members of the Scheduled 
Castes and also to the Muslims so that it will have some social and 
psychological effect on the society and fulfil the obligation which has been 
provided in the Constitution. A circular to that effect has already been issued . 

...... ...... .. ... 
But it does not mean that every circular is immediately implemented. It 

takes time. 

Then, if there is accommodation and there are seats, our schools are open 
to outsiders and they are not precluded from taking advantage of the railway 
schools. As a matter of fact, in many schools up to 10 per cent outsiders are 
taking advantage of them. 

I think I have covered most of the points raised by the hon. Members . .... . ... .. .. 
As I said, I am not here to apportion blame between the two federations. 

I have scrupulously avoided saying anything in this connection to show 
which of the two federations was responsible for the failure, because, as I 
said, I am still an optimist. 

...... . ... .. ... 
I referred to certain new lines to be constructed in the Third Plan for 

which advance action will be taken during the Second Plan period. I mentioned 
the lines already approved in this regard and some other lines under active 
consideration. I should like to inform the House that a decision has since 
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been reached regarding the two lines under consideration. The Patharkandi-
Dharamkand line will connect Tripura with the rest of the country . 

...... .. .. '" "''''''' 
Another line is from Diva-this is a very important line-from Diva to 

Uran via Panvel. This line will help the economic growth of this 
under-developed section and tend to decentralise industrial growth from the 
congested area around Bombay. 

The Koyna Project grids in this area will be available to provide the 
requisite electric power for industries. 

The proposal for construction of the Hassan-Mangalore line is still under 
consideration and when the final decision has been reached, I shall inform 
the House. I may inform my friends, Shri Dasappa and others, that I am very 
actively pursuing it. I am still hoping that I may be in a position to announce 
that line also during the course of this session of the House. 

Budgetary provision has not been made in 1959-60 budget, as these lines 
were under consideration at the time of presentation of the budget. I shall, 
therefore, come up to the House with supplementary demands during the 
current session, to cover the anticipated expenditure in 1959-60 on the 
additional new lines that are approved for construction. 

.. "'''' "' .. '" "''''''' 
There have been demands from so many areas. So I just out of curiosity 

asked my department to have a calculation made and I found all the demands 
made in this House put together amount to about 1,000 miles. 

"'''' .. "' .. '" 
That is 1,000 miles. But if we take the demands of the State Governments 

also, it will come to something like 3,000 miles. 

"' .. '" * .. * 

Personally I feel that in every area we should try to give some new line, 
especially in the undeveloped areas. I will take up this question with the 
Planning Commission for the Third Five Year Plan. 

.. "'''' *"'''' *"'* 

I think I have covered all the points. I will again express my thankfulness 
to the House for all the cheering words that they have said about the 
railwaymen. A word of appreciation from the representatives of the people 
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will encourage the railwaymen very greatly. With all the lapses and weaknesses 
that we may have on the railways, we have, to the best of our capacity and 
ability, contributed our mite towards the development of the national economy. 
Here I may say that there are more than one million railwaymen working in 
difficult conditions in cities and isolated rural areas, who deserve a word of 
appreciation from this House. I am again thankful for all the kind words that 
have been said by the hone Members about railwaymen. 

I will take this opportunity again to express my own thanks to the 
railwaymen but for whose devoted service it would not have been possible 
for me to show the performance that the railways have been' in a position to 
do, and I am sure the House will join me in conveying our thanks to more 
than a million of our railwaymen. 



I beg to move: 

ROLE AND FUNCI10NS OF 
RAILWAY CONVENTION ~ 

/lThat this House resolves that the period for the continuance in force 
of the recommendations of the Railway Convention Committee, 1954, 
governing the arrangements between railway finance and general finance 
which were approved by this House by a resolution adopted on the 
16 December 1954, be extended by one year up to the 31 March 1961." 

As the House is aware, the Railway Finance was separated from General 
Finance on the basis of a Resolution passed by the then ·Legislative Assembly 
in 1924 in the following terms: 

/lIn order to relieve the General Budget from the violent fluctuations 
caused by the incorporation therein of the Railway estimates and to 
enable Railways to carry out a continuance Railway policy based on the 
necessity of making a definite return to General Revenues, on the money 
expended by the State on Railways." 

In pursuance of this Resolution, the Railway Budget became a separate 
entity and separate Reserve Funds in the shape of the Depreciation Reserve 
Fund, the Revenue Reserve Fund and later the Development Fund were 
created. General principles were also laid down for the allocation of 
expenditure to Capital, Revenue and these funds. The details of the financial 
arrangements were, however, reviewed periodically by Convention 
Committees of Parliament, which examined the position carefully and made 
recommendations. The approval of Parliament was then obtained based on 

these recommendations. 

The present financial arrangements are based on the recommendations of 
the Parliamentary Convention Committee appointed in 1954, which were 
accepted by this House by a Resolution passed on the 16 December 1954, and 
which are current up to the 31 March 1960. In the ordinary course, I would 
at this time have approached the House for the setting up of a new Convention 
Committee, so that, after allowing for the time the Committee would require 
for its deliberation, its recommendations may become available for 

.. L.S. Deb., 28 April 1959 

£ Introducing a Resolution Re. the Recommendations of Railway Convention Committee, 1954 
in Lok Sabba as the Minister of Railways. 
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consideration and decision by the House before the expiry of the current 
period. As stated in my Budget Speech for 1959-60, it is essential, however, 
that a Convention Committee set up for this purpose should have reasonably 
accurate data as regards the burden of additional traffic that would fall on 
the Railways, the level of investment required to meet that obligation and a 
good forecast of the earnings and working expenses during the next few 

, years. This, however, is not possible until reasonably firm decisions are taken 
as regards the magnitude of the Railways' Third Five Year Plan. 

..... ..... .. ... 
This, however, is not possible until reasonably firm decisions are taken 

as regards the magnitude of the Railways' Third Five Year Plan. There are 
two other important factors, the exact financial implications of which are 
difficult to assess at present. One is the new freight structure which was 
introduced with effect from 1 October 1958 and the other is the Report of the 
Pay Commission, which is still awaited. 

In these circumstances, I feel that the forecast of the Railways' financial 
position could only be made on a realistic basis in about a year's time. I have, 
therefore, come to the conclusion that the period covered by the present 
Convention might be extended by one year. This would have an added 
advantage that in future, the period of the Conventions would synchronise 
with the quinquennium periods of our Five Year Plans. 

With these words I commend the Resolution for consideration and 
adOption by the House. 

••• • •• .. .. 
The proposition before the House is a very simple one and I do not 

propose to reply to all the points which have been raised while discussing 
this simple proposition which seeks nothing more than an extension of the 
present convention by only one year. As you have stated, when this question 
touches indirectly upon the whole finance of the railways and their relation 
to the General Budget, naturally the scope for discussion can be said to be 
wide enough to cover all aspects of the Railway Administration. The discussion 
here has, by and large, been as if the subject of the whole Railway 
Administration was before the House. 

My bon. friend, Shri Naushir Bharueha, wanted to know how the Pay 
Commission or the introduction of the new freight structure or the size of the 
Third Plan was germane to this proposition. Of course, we can lay down 
certain principles, and if we have to lay down abstract principles all these 
data will not be necessary. But I am afraid Shri Naushir Bharucha will not be 
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satisfied only with laying down abstract principles to regulate the relation 
between the .General Budget and the Railway Budget. If certain principles 
have to be hud down, they should be based on some realistic considerations 
with regard to ~ enforcement. If we have to lay down certain principles 
to regulate the relation between general finance and railway finance and also 
to regulate the working of the railway finances inter se, they will have to be 
based on certain data. Unless we know the size of the Third Five Year Plan 
and the allocation out of that to the railways for their Third Five Year Plan, 
it will not be possible to have a realistic approach to the problem that has to 
be solved by the Convention Committee. 

Ch. Ranbir Singh in his own inimitable way-which perhaps very few 
Members might have marked-said that it was not only the size of the 
Railways' Third Five Year Plan which was relevant, but this was also 
dependent upon what was going to be the pattern of the third Five Year Plan 
as a whole, where the various industries were to be a~ , how the trade 
and commerce depending upon diversification or location of industries are 
going to be generated, and what traffic the Railways will be called upon to 
move during the Third Five Year Plan. It will not be realistic to lay down 
certain principles as to what dividend is to be paid by the Railways unless 
we know what are the reasonable expectations of the Railway earnings 
dependent upon the traffic, both goods and passenger, which the Railways 
will be called upon to move. 

We can lay down abstract principles that on the capital-at-charge so much 
percentage will have to be paid. Whether the capital-at-charge is one rupee 
or Rs. 100 or Rs. 1 crore or Rs. 1,000 crores, the principle holds good. 
Theoretically, it is quite correct. But, whether in actual practice, the volume 
of the capital-at-charge makes any difference or not-I think any reasonable 
person will agree that it does make a difference. 

...... ...... .. .... 

We will have to base our calculations on the reasonable data that we 
have before us. He asked, while we are urging the impending decision or 
recommendation of the Pay Commission, how are we sure that the prices of 
materials and other things are not going to rise. We must have some reasonable 
basis to anticipate certain things. Here is the Pay ~  One can 
reasonably anticipate its decisions. If we have ~ data by which we ~ 

reasonably anticipate about the prices of goods, eqwpment etc. that also will 
have to be taken into consideration. That is why when I say about the Pay 
Commission I say that because here is a factor about which we can have 
some reasonable anticipation. What we seek is to extend the period by one 

year. 
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Shri Bharucha raised other questions which I will not go into at this 
stage, because those are the very factors which have to be considered by the 
Convention Committee itself. 

What should be the principle on which allocation to the Depredation 
Fund should be determined; whether what has been recommended or decided 
by the present Convention Committee is quite correct or not; whether it 
should be modified or it should be based on certain other principles? These 
are all matters to be considered by the next Convention Committee and 
decided by them. So, I will not argue what should be dle principle. Of course, 
Shri Bharucha has given various principles on which the diversion of funds 
to the Depreciation Fund is determined or based And, Shri Sharma has, in 
his own way, replied to him. I will leave it at that because these issues are 
to be decided by the Convention Committee itself. 

The same applies to other Funds also. I will say only about the 
Development Fund. Perhaps, some people feel, because the word 
'development' is there, that this Development Fund is meant for the normal 
developmental work of the Railways such as the construction of new railway 
lines, as it may be understood in general parlance. That is not the fact. The 
Development Fund is meant for certain works which have been enumerated 
in the Convention Committee's Report itself and which cannot be regarded 
as normal works for which capital can be charged, such as passenger amenities 
which bear no reasonable return or revenue on the invesbnent on this account. 

TIle Convention Committee itself has said that if, at any stage, it is 
necessary to supplement this Fund by taking temporary loans from the general 
revenues, that may be done. ()bjection has been taken to that. And, one hon. 
friend argued; How is it that you are making certain contributions to the 
general revenues and again taking loans from that whereby that contribution 
has no meaning? It is a very fallacious argu,ment. In a way this Development 
Fund is meant for passenger amenities and labour welfare. U we are to spend 
these huge amounts from the accretion to the revenues in a particular year, 
that also may not be quite proper. 

Knowing fully well that it may not be possible in every year to divert so 
much amount to this Development Fund, as was envisaged in the Second 
Five Year Plan period, the Convention Committee rightly said that, if occasion 
arises, a loan from the general revenues may be considered. And, that is what 
we have done. 

TIle other way of doing that was to reduce the expenditure on tI\ost, 
heads and that, petitaps, would not be proper. We have to provide more and 
more passenger amenities; we have to provide more and more welfan' 
measures for the Railway employees and that we have been doing. If Wf 
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were a purely commercial organisation-about which I will mention a few 
words-perhaps, the other way of meeting the obligation to some extent 
without taking loan from the general revenues would have been not to spend 
as much over these heads as we have been doing. 

My hon. friend, Shri Bharucha mentioned something about an ad hoc 
committee. I do not know what he meant by the ad hoc committee and what 
work will be entrusted to that ad hoc committee . 

...... .. .... .. .... 
That will not be necessary because what we are proposing in this 

resolution is that this period is necessary so that reasonable data may be 
collected to be placed before the Convention Committee-on which they can 
reach certain conclusions which will be realistic and worthy of implementation, 
and not mere abstract principles. 

It has also been asked whether the Railways are a commercial organisation 
or a public utility. And, Shri Bharucha has given certain criteria as to how it 
can become a commercial organisation-if it pays income-tax, if it does not 
get any preferential treatment and things like that. 

In a commercial organisation, the primary motive is the profit motive. 
That is the guiding principle of a commercial organisation, apart from other 
criteria which you may lay down. In a public utility, the guiding principle is 
not the profit motive. You may make profit in the course of your functioning 
while providing certain utility or service to the community. H you function 
efficiently, you may make some small profit even if you do not intend to. But, 
if that service has to be provided to the community and it is essential for the 
good of the community, that service will have to be provided even at the cost 
of the community itself. That will be the fundamental difference between a 
commercial organisation and a public utility organisation. I will say that the 
Railways function as a public utility-cum-commercia1 organisation, because 
we have to run certain railways which we know if we are functioning as a 
purely commercial organisation we will consider whether to continue those 
railway lines or to discontinue them. But if for the benefit of the community 
the running of the railway line is required we have to run that, because after 
all the community will subsidise the loss directly or indirectly. I think, Sir, the 
House will agree with me that the Railways cannot but function also as a 
public utility service. But it is our endeavour that whatever money is invested 
in the Railways gives a reasonable return. 

What is a reasonable return is again a subject which is not so easy of 
determination Efforts have been made. It all depends on what sort of economy 
you are functioning on. What is a reasonable return in a capitalist economy 
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cannot be regarded as a reasonable return in a socialist economy. If you have 
a mixed economy, you will have to strike a mean between the two. 

Therefore, Sir, I will not go into all these details at this stage, because 
these are matters, again, to be determined by the Convention Committee 
itself. Whether the 4 per cent that we are paying at present is a reasonable 
return or not, or whether it is an excessive return, all these things have to be 
determined by the Convention Committee. Whether in a commercial 
organisation, if any capital is invested and there are a number of shareholders, 
interest is payable on the capital in addition to dividend or ~, or where the 
company does not make any profit any interest can be charged on the capital 
investment itself, all these are matters which have to be considered even in 
commercial organisations. Therefore, I will not give any categorical answer 
to all these questions which have been raised. Whether the 4 per cent is a 
reasonable return, or it is an excessive return or a very small return, all these 
factors are to be determined by the Convention Committee itself, and I will 
leave these things to be determined by the Convention Committee, because 
the Convention Committee again will have to take into consideration the 
factors whether the Railways are called upon to construct lines or provide 
facilities which a purely commercial organisation might not even consider to 
undertake. All these factors will have to be taken into consideration by the 
Convention Committee itself. 

••• • •• • •• 

I say, Sir, we will have to submit a memorandum to the Convention 
Committee. I will not anticipate the consideration or deliberations of the 
Convention Committee. I think, Sir, it will not be fair on my part. 

My hon. friend, Shri Mathur, raised ~ question, again .. which was not 
very germane to the issue before the House, about rail-road competition or 
the transport policy of the Government. I will assure Shri Mathur that when 
I think about rail-road co-ordination or when I think about the transport 
policy of the government, I never think only as the Railway Minister whatever 
policy we have to determine. I have said on more than one occasion that 
there is scope in our country, a very wide scope, for the development of all 
modes of transport. What the policy should be, how the coordination should 
be, is decided with a spirit to subserve the greatest national interest, not the 
interest either of the railways or of the roads but with a view to see that it 
is of the greatest benefit to the nation and how far the given resources of the 
nation can best be utilised to subserve the national interest. That should ht' 
the only criterion to dete1'D'line the transport policy of the Government, ant. 
that should be the only criterion to determine what should be the quantun 
of coordination between railways, roads or other modes of transport, an,; 
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what limitations and r ~  ought to be placed on one mode of transport 
or the other. All those things should be determined only by this criterion and 
this criterion alone. I will not say more than that at this stage. 

Qu.estions ~ r  raised a?out staff amenities and passenger amenities. My 
hon. friend, Shri Tangamaru, wanted to know about the class IV Promotion 
Committee. I may inform him that out of the 33 recommendations made by 
the class IV Promotion Committee orders have already been issued in respect 
of about 22 recommendations. Two recommendations are such that we can't 
implement them at present because they are dependent upon the 
recommendations of the Pay Commission. Decision has been taken in respect 
of one more recommendation, and five are pending. I am expecting, Sir, that 
during the course of this session I will lay a statement on the Table of the 
House regarding the recommendations of the class IV Promotion Committee 
and the decision of the Government thereon. 

As regards the one-man tribunal, Shri Tangamani is aware of the causes 
which led to abnormal delay in the finalisation or reference of the issues 
before the one-man tribunal. Because there was not much love lost between 
the two factions of the Federation and they themselves wanted postponement, 
the delay occurred. Last year I expedited it, and a few issues which could not 
be resolved by negotiation between the Railway Board and the Federation 
were referred to the tribunal. His decision has been received and is under 
consideration of the Government. We hope that we will reach a decision 
thereon very shortly. 

He wanted another thing, and that was about some overpayment 
regarding some earth-work and other things on the South Eastern Railway. 
I may inform him that three officers have already been suspended on that 
account and the matter is under investigation. 

The question of safe travel and other questions regarding passengers 
have been raised. It is our earnest endeavour to minimise the chances of such 
occurrences on the Railways. But in spite of our best efforts, cases wherein 
some person enters a compartment, a genuine passenger, and when the train 
starts running indulges in undesirable activities, it will not be so easy to 
check, whether it is in the female compartment or in the male compartment. 
The railway officials will only see whether he is a bona fide passenger, with 
a ticket for travel. Instances have occurred where gentlemen, dressed as 
gentlemen, holding tickets as gentlemen, travelled with gentlemen and when 
one or two passengers in the compartment fell asleep performed their 

functions and disappeared. 

As regards ladies we have provided that after sunset if a lady in a 
compartment is alone she can have some of her female attendants in the 
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compartment. We have also instructions that where they feel so they may 
request her to move to other compartments. Where the administration is 
convinced that police escort is necessary on certain trains, police escorts are 
also provided. Therefore, we are taking certain steps, but I will not say that 
all these steps will be so fool-proof as to eliminate the evil completely, unless 
the social consciousness is also aroused among the people and whenever 
undesirable elements are detected they are dealt with not only under the 
provisions of law but also by social sanctions. That is what is very necessary 
to deal with all these undesirable activities whether on the running trains or 
at the stations and other places. ... 

As I have said, I do not propose to enter into details of the matters to be 
considered by the Convention Committee itself. Therefore, I am not proposing 
to answer many of the points which are only germane to the consideration 
of the question by the Convention Committee itself. 

Sir, I move the Resolution. 



RAILWAY PROCUREMENTS FROM 
INDIGENOUS SOURCESlI-! 

As a matter of fact, I was expecting that some concrete suggestions would 
be made during this discussion. But the one tangible suggestion that has 
been made by my hon. friend Shri Vidya Charan Shukla is to increase the 
price of the indigenous wooden sleepers. 

When I took over the Railway Ministry, I was myself under the impression, 
as most Members of the House are, that the country is more than self-sufficient 
in regard to its requirements of timber. But when I went into the question I 
found that the position was not so comfortable as we ordinarily imagined, 
the reason being that during the war years our forest wealth was highly 
denuded and depleted. 

The exploitation of forests has to be done on certain scientific lines, on 
the basis of sustained exploitation of the forest wealth. If the available timber 
is exploited expeditiously during a year or two or three, it will mean depletion 
of the forest and in the years to corne, perhaps, the timber that is anticipated 
will not be forthcoming. 

On the basis of the anticipations worked out by the experts in this line, 
it is expected that our annual output from the forests, of wooden sleepers 
will be to the extent of 23 to 25 lakh. If we take up the exploitation of certain 
very remote and inaccessible areas, perhaps, it may be that we can increase 
the supply by a lakh or two more. More than that, it will not be possible to 
pxploit the forests. Our requirement during the Second Plan period, as has 
been indicated is to the extent of 315 lakh of sleepers. 

........ ....... .. .... 
I have said that 23 to 25 lakh is the maximum. But during the Second 

Five Year Plan, in the initial stages, as has been pointed out by Shri Vidya 
Charan Shukla and other Members also, the actual supply was less; in 1957-
58 it was only 19 lakh; in 1958-59, our expectation is that the supply will be 
to the tune of 24 lakh due to the special efforts that have been made. 

Questions have been asked as to what steps we are taking to increase the 
supply of indigenous timber for sleeper purposes. The country has to depend 

.. L.S. Deb., 23 April 1959. 
£ Replying to the Discussion as the Minister of Railways reo Purchase of Railway sleepers from 

abroad at higher prices. 
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for its various works requiring timber on our indigenous supplies. Tunber is 
required not only for the railway sleepers, we also need timber for our coach-
building works and other purposes. Apart from the Railways, there are other 
departments of the Government of India and the private sector where also 
timber is required, and all have to be drawn from the same source of the 
Indian forests. 

Then there are certain species of timber which can be utilised only by the 
Railways and nobody else, just like the chiT and other species which can be 
used only for railway sleepers and which are not useful for any other purpose. 
Then there are certain species which had not been used in the past as they 
were regarded. as inferior, soft, especially the Kerala variety. 

••• ••• • •• 
I am not talking of all the varieties from Kerala. I am mentioning the 

variety which was especially mentioned in this House. That is the special 
variety of Kerala, and I think most of the timber that is produced in Kerala 
is of that variety. 

••• ••• • •• 
In recent years, during the last three or four years-I am also to some 

extent responsible for that-we have added to the number of species which 
we can utilise for railway sleeper purposes, and, as the han. Deputy Minister 
has said, during these two or three years the number of sleepers of these 
species which are regarded as soft and non-durable varieties, has increased 
from 2 lakh to 13 Iakh. We have got a number of creosoting plants where we 
are treating, but even after treatment, the life of these sleepers does not 
compare favourably with the hard wood that we get in our country or which 
we have imported from other countries. . 

The life expectancy of indigenous hard wood is 15 to 20 years, whereas 
in the case of the soft treated wood, that is of good variety, it may go up to 
12 years, but if it is of that variety where there is much sap in the wood and 
fungus growth takes place, after storage for some time the life expectancy 
may be eight to ten years only, even after treatment. 

So, when we compare the price, we must take into consideration the life 
expectation of the timber, untreated or treated. That is a very important 
consideration. 

I may make another categorical statement. There is perhaps ii 

misapprehension in certain quarters that indigenous timber was available 
the Government or the Railways did not accept that timber, and they staJ'te(· 
importing from foreign countries. That is not a fact. I may say again the 
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whatever timber, which can be used for sleeper purposes, is available in the 
country at the price which has been fixed in consultation with the State 
Governments will be purchased. 

Most of the hon. Members, especially my hon. friend Shri Sharma, said 

that r~a  there were delays, procedural delays in the payment of the price 
of the timber, and therefore tenders were not forthcoming. 

As a matter of fact, except to a very small extent in the State of Kerala, 
our dealings for the procurement of sleepers are not with private suppliers 
but with the State Governments only. We are purchasing from the State 
Governments; and, except with regard to Madhya Pradesh and Bombay, our 
procurement programme is with the State Governments themselves. Our 
timber Supply Officers and the Conservators of Forests of the State 
Governments come together and negotiate the price and fix the quantity to 
be supplied by the State Governments during a particular period. All that is 
done well in advance for the succeeding periods. 

In Kerala also the Kerala Government is supplying. And, when this 
question arose, nobody has narrated the full story though they know the 

things. 

...... *** *** 

When we invited the tenders, it is a strange coincidence that all the 

tenderers, the Kallai merchants, quoted the same price. All the merchants 
from that area tendered separately but the price quoted by them was the 
same price. And, the price was higher than the price which we had settled 
with the Kerala Government. The Kerala Government had undertaken to 
supply the sleepers to the Railways at a certain price; and legitimately the 
Railways said that they were not going to pay a higher price to the private 
suppliers-higher than what had been agreed to with the Kerala Government. 

I have realised-after meeting the deputation of certain hon. friends from 
this House and the other House-that the Railway administration did very 

wisely in not accepting their tenders. 

* .... *** *** 

The Railways did a very wise thing in not accepting the higher price 

because ultimately these suppliers came round and said that they were 
prepared to offer at the same price and at the same place. If we had delayed 

by some time, it made them supply at the agreed price. 

Railways are one of the biggest operators in the timber market. And, as 
I said more than once to some of the timber dealers, if I stop operation in the 
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timber·market for one year, I am sure the prices of timber will crash. That 
aspect should not be ignored when the demand is made for an increase in 
price or when comparison is made with the price offered by small purchasers. 
That makes a lot of difference. There may be even some Government 
department itself whose requirements may be a few thousand C.l.F., which 
can afford to pay Rs. 2 or Rs. 3 more than the price offered by the Railways. 

Our requirement is enormous. H as I said, we stop operating in the timber 
market for one year, I do not know what the position of the timber market 
would be. But, we have to make every effort to hecome self-sufficient. 

I wiD say here that if we have to meet our requirements of sleepers only 
by wooden sleepers it will not be possible to make the country self-sufficient 
in wooden sleepers in the foreseeable future, whatever steps we may take. Of 
course, forests cannot grow in one, two or five years. 

Shri Sharma suggested something and I have myself asked the Railway 
Board and the Railway Board have issued a circular that we should undertake 
the plantation of suitable trees that variety of which grows in different 
regions of the country-on both sides of the Railways where space permits, 
so that we can plant a few lakhs of suitable varieties of trees on the Railways 
which in course of time, 20, 30 or 50 years, can supply a certain percentage 
of the railway's requirements. 

The whole question is whether there was necessity for import of sleepers 
or not. Having explored the possibility of the availability of sleepers in this 
country, whether it is wooden, cast iron or steel, as has been said by the 
Deputy Minister, the Railways decided that we will have to import steel 
sleepers from the foreign countries and the foreign exchange set apart for 
that purpose was Rs. 155 crote. Two lakh of steel sleepers were purchased 
and it was found that if we import wooden sleepers it will be cheaper in 
comparison to steel sleepers and there was necessity for the import of wooden 
sleepers. Even if we accepted the timber that is available in Kerala and other 
parts, taking everything together, we find that our country can give us sleepers 
much short of our requirements. My friend, Seth Achal Singh has said that 
if some foundries are started, sleepers will become available. But he 
conveniently forgot that we require pig iron for this purpose and unless there 
is pig iron, I do not know if Agra manufacturers can produce sleepers .... 
Therefore, it becomes necessary to import sleepers and the Railways had to 
consider whether they were to import steel sleepets or wooden sleepers. 
Import of steel sleepers was costlier and would have cost us more foreign 
exchange than the import of wooden sleepers. Iron sleepers would have cost 
us Rs. 15.5 crore whereas the wooden sleepos have cost us nearly Rs. 4 crare. 

Another aspect to be considered is whether we have paid a reasonable 
price to the imported sleepels or we have paid a higher price. Global tenders 
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were ~ ~ and .experts ~ can determine the quality of the various species 
and vaneties of timber which can be used for the Railways scrutinised those 
tenders and after scrutinising and comparing the price of those species in our 
own country, the tenders were accepted. I may inform the House that in no 
case .the EO.B. price is higher than the price paid in this country, species for 
Specles . 

...... .. .... .. .... 

. Of course, C.I.E price will be higher in certam cases. When I say EO.B. 
pnce, naturally the transportation charge will be there. My hon. friend, 
Shri Supakar wanted to know whether the transportation of the sleepers 
from ports to the worksite would not cost more money? But even in the case 
of the other sleepers it is there; it is a common factor whether it is imported 
sleeper or indigenous sleeper. The transportation of the sleeper from the 
source of supply or the port to worksite is more or less a common factor. 
Whether we take the sleeper from Orissa or from ~ a , if it is to be 
transported to the work-site, the transport element is there in both cases. 

Then, Sir, my hon. friend, Shri Shukla asked about some offer made 
about Brazilian sleepers. That is a very interesting story. Some enterprising 
foreign adventurer made an offer to supply sleepers at inconceivably low 
prices. The very fact that it was quoted so cheap naturally aroused the curiosity 
of the officers to go into its details, because they thought that perhaps no 
party or no country will be in a position to supply it at such a cheap price. 
In the first place, he did not give details of the species, the names of the 
species, and even after insistent demands they were not made available. But 
he came here and made all sorts of allegations against the railway officers. 
We thought that a thorough investigation should be made by the most reliable 
agency that the Government of India had possessed. After investigation it 
was found that these wild offers and these wild allegations were made by 
some adventurer who left the country before the investigations were 

completed. 

...... "'*'" 

So, I am personally satisfied and all the experts are satisfied that the price 
that we have paid for the imported sleepers has been very reasonable, and 
perhaps no other country has been able to strike such a good bargain. Ours 
is not the only country which uses imported sleepers. There are other countries 
which also have to depend on sleepers imported from other countries. 

Sir, as far as the capacity for manufacturing cast iron sleepers is concerned, 
I might tell the House that during the last two years tremendous capacity has 
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been created in the country, and depending upon the availability of pig iron 
even at present the capacity for manufacture of cast iron sleepers is to the 
extent of 40 lakh sleepers annually. H we get more pig iron, as it is expected 
that we will get, we will be going in more and more for cast iron sleepers, 
of course, in addition to whatever wooden sleepers are available in the country. 

The cost of cast iron sleepers depends upon the cost of pig iron. What we 
have done at present is this, that for making one tonne of cast iron sleepers 
we pay making charges including of course soft coke and other materials 
which are required, of Rs. 146 per tonne this is for conversion of one tonne 
of pig iron into cast iron sleepers. That is the basis on which we invited 
tenders and they are manufacturing. My hon. friend Seth Achal Singh quoted 
one example where we had placed orders on a certain manufacturer of Agra. 
It was detennined that he will supply so many tonnes of cast iron sleepers 
by such and such a date at such and such a price. He failed to supply by that 
date. We were lenient to him. When he said that he will manufacture so 
many sleepers by such and such a date we accepted that. But after the price 
of pig iron had fallen. And then we said that the price of pig iron plus the 
making charges would be the cost of the sleepers manufactured after the 
stipulated period and we would pay at that rate. Government cannot be 
expected to continue the higher price . 

...... ...... .. .... 
For the current year, we have been allotted 2.5 lakh tonne of pig iron and 

2.5 Ialch tonne of pig iron will give us nearly 321akh of broad gauge sleepers. 
But we expect that we might get more pig iron and we can manufacture 
more. Of course, technical opinion is in favour of wooden sleepers. 

Then about the planned development of our forests, as my friend 
Shri Vidya Charan Shukla or some other hon. Member quoted, my 
predecessors wrote to the State Governments. I sent the TlD\ber Adviser to all 
the Slate Governments. I personally met the Chief Ministers twice in a 
conference and whenever I visit the States I emphasise the necessity of 
increasing the supply of sleepers as much as they can possibly do. But there 
are certain limitations, and it is not the price factor alone. With all the State 
Governments we have entered into agreements, and they have offered to 
supply sleepers. I can give the figures for the current year. Andhra 
Government, 45,000; Assam, 11,10,000; Bihar, 1,35,000; Himachal Pradesh, 
50,000; Jammu and Kashmir, 9,00,000, Kerala, 58,000; Madras, 15,000; Mysore .. 
5,25,000; Orissa, 1,67,000; Punjab, 25,000; Uttar Pradesh, 6,65,000; West Bengal, 
31,000 . 

.... ••• . ... 
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Madhya Pradesh and Bombay are the two solitary States where we operate 
in the private sector and purchase from the tenderers and not from the State 
Governments. All these commitments are through the State Governments 
and our agreement with the State Governments is that we will not purchase 
from private parties in those States. Whatever sleepers are to be purchased 
is through the State Governments and not from the private parties. What I 
wanted to emphasise; that we have price agreements with the State 
Governments. 

"''''''' "''''''' "''''''' 
If the forests are exploited, we give certain bonus to the State Governments 

per sleeper, varying from Re. 1 to Rs. 1.80 or some thing like that. 

If the State Governments supply more than the quantity stipulated, then 
in that case also, we give certain increase in the price of the sleepers. So, we 
have been requesting all the States to increase the supply of sleepers. But, as 
I have said, it is a matter where we cannot afford to exploit the forests 
quickly in a year or two or three years so that we may become self-sufficient 
for three, four or five years or for the Third Plan. 

We have to take a long-range view of these things, so that our forests are 
not depleted and denuded and in years to come we have to depend more 
and more on other sources. It has been said that concrete sleepers should be 
used. We are also doing that. As a matter of fact, on the Hindustan Housing 
Factory, we have placed orders for 50,000 concrete sleepers. We are going to 
try them in our marshalling yards. If they prove successful, we will try them 
at other places. 

"''''''' ... "' ... ... ...... 

I may assure the House that every effort will be made to meet our 
demands from indigenous sources of wooden sleepers, cast iron and concrete 
sleepers. Whatever orders have been placed have been placed. I have stopped 
it and said that no further orders should be placed for the import of sleepers 
from abroad. I am equally anxious that we should as far as possible, meet our 
demands frOln the indigenous sources. 

We are getting from there also. As a matter of fact, when certain forest 
areas in Andamans were settled with some private firms, they had some 
agreement that they will supply certain percentage of timber to Sudan. As a 
matter of fact, a very little has been supplied to Sudan; that was the agreement. 
We are taking from there also whatever is available. 



RAILWAYS-A VITAL TRANSPOKf SYSTEM'£ 

Sir, quite a large number of hon. Members of the House has participated 
in the debate and their words of appreciation and encouragement will 
naturally hearten me and more than a million of railway employees and I 
share that feeling as one of the railwaymen. .. 

••• ..... ...... 

The two important questions which practically covered the entire field of 
railway working had been posed in this House: namely, whether the Railways 
are working with a degree of efficiency and whether the present financial 
position of the Railways is sound. With regard to the question of efficiency, 
it would be unrealistic to suggest that we have reached the optimum limit. 
In a vast organisation like this, there must always be some scope for 
improvement, however well-run it may be, and my approach to the problem 
is not one of complacency, but one of active and energetic endeavour to do 
better and better. The ~ however, is whether we are far removed from 
the optimum stage, or we are nearing it, or progressively receding from it? 

The principal assets which we possess are our coaches, wagons, engines, 
railway lines and equipment for the maintenance of these assets. So far as 
our passenger coaches are concerned, these run on trains according to the set 
time-tables, allowing a reasonable margin at the terminal for their maintenance 
and there is very limited scope for any improvement in their use. In regard 
to the punctuality of passenger trains, a persistent endeavour is being made 
to effect an improvement and although there is scope for improvement 
particularly in respect of branch line trains, some results are already in 
evidence which has also been recognised by. a number of the han. Members 
of this House. We are also watching the punctuality of the trains at 
intermediate points, not only at the originating station and the destinations, 
but also at other stations which are junction stations . 
...... .... .. ... 
As I said we were watching the punctuality perfonnance of the passenger 

trains, whether express or mail, at the destination stations. Now, we are 
watching their performance at the intermediate points and junction stations 
also and I am sure some improvement will be noticeable shortly. 

Now, we have to focus our attention on the usage of wagons, ~ 

railway lines and workshop equipment. With regard to wagons, the most 

• L.S. Deb., 11 March 1960. 
£ Participating in the General Ditausion on Railway Buc:Ipt, lCJ60.61 at the Minister of RailwlY' 
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important composite statistics which brings out their earning potential are 
the net ton miles per wagon day, that is, the net ton miles output achieved 
daily on an average from each wagon owned by the Indian Railways. This 
figure in 1957-58 was 598 on the broad gauge and 225 on the metre gauge 
and in 1958-59, 573 on the BG and 216 on the MG. The figure in 1958-59 
shows some drop, which I have already explained in my Budget speech was 
due to a lack of traffic on account of which the available rolling stock could 
not be fully utilised. Now the question which arises is against which yardstick 
should this output be measured? Our own figures against which we can 
judge are the results achieved during the war years when things were 
regimented and the then Government had exerted its utmost to achieve the 
maximum output. The Estimates Committee had also recognised these results 
as a guide. The best results then attained were 451 on the BG in 1942-43 and 
201 on the MG in 1943-44. Allowing for the increase in the average carrying 
capacity of the wagons since the war years, the corresponding results for the 
year 1958-59 work ou.t to 557 on the B.G. and 182 on the M.G. 

Although the results of different countries are not strictly comparable 
because the pattern of traffic, method of traction etc. differed, the 
corresponding output achieved by some of the advanced countries of the 
world which publish their statistics does provide some index against which 

we may judge our results. 

The equated net tonne mile per wagon day figures are:-

United Kingdom 74 

United States of America 330 

Germany 363 

France 304 

Italy 243 

Japan 938 

India 573 

For this purpose we should base our judgment on the B.G. figures of 
Indian Railways because nearly 85 per cent of the net ton miles materialise 
on the B.G. system. The Japanese Railways which show better results than us 
are admittedly more efficient though an appreciable proportion of the disparity 
is accountable to the difference in the pattern of traffic and a preponderance 
of electric traction. A point worthy of note in our case is that there is a 
variation of about 7 per cent between the busy and the slack months, and it 
is this which I wish to keep down by inducing more movement during the 
slack period. Shri B.C. Ghose has suggested that Railways should have their 
own coal dumps. This we have already done. In regard to the dumps for the 
public, we have even agreed to r ~r ~  freight. for coal when it is moved 
from the dump to its ultimate destination provided the party concerned 
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gives US a reasonable security. There is, however, no progress in evidence in 
this direction. We shall further pursue it with the Coal Controller. 

On our Metre Gauge the results are not comparable because the areas are 
essentially agricultural and deficient of industries; therefore, the quantum of 
freight traffic available in such areas is of a lighter character. Also, the inherent 
character of our metre gauge construction does not lend itseH to a much 
better output with the axle load limitations. For these reasons, wherever the 
density of traffic demands we are planning to project a B.G. line if it is 
feasible to do so. I wish to assure the House that we are paying sufficient 
attention to the problems of the M.G. sections, bu( we canI\ot obviously 
rectify its inherent drawbacks. 

Coming to the question of locomotives, their output may be judged from 
the figure of net ton miles per engine day. Comparable figures after making 
allowance for the variation in tractive effort are:-

1941-42 
1957-58 
1958-59 

Net ton miles per goods 
locomotive day-steam traction 

B.G. 18,379 
20,360 
20,296 

Here too, results comparable with war years have been attained. Results, 
however, cannot be compared with other countries because there are great 
variations in the tractive effort of engines and the type of tractive power 
used. 

In regard to the usage of railway lines the comparable figure is net ton 
miles per running track mile of railways. ~ results are:-

Net ton miles per running 
track mile B.G. Million . 

[ 
1942-43 . 98 

India 1957-58 1.94 
1958-59 1.95 

U.K. 1958 _/f- , .52 
U.s.A 1957 2.36 
Germany 1957 1.28 
France 1957 .97 
Italy 1957 .66 
Japan 1957 2.04 
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Here too, our results are fairly comparable. U.S.A. and Japan show better 
results. With the new bogie wagons and bigger train loads about which I 
have mentioned in my budget speech, we hope to catch up with these 
countries very soon. 

As regards the output of our workshops, this has progressively improved, 
but we cannot say how much leeway we have to make up in our approach 
to the optimum results. It is for this reason that I have started a Productivity 
Cell in the Railway Board, whose main job is to determine the norms of 
output in each phase of working of the various workshops. This examination 
will take some time, but as soon as it has been done we will introduce the 
incentive bonus scheme on the Chittaranjan pattern and I hope by this and 
other means we will make further improvement. 

While dealing with workshops, Sir, it will not be out of place to deal with 
the points raised by ~  hon. friend, Shri Mathur. As the House is aware, we 
have achieved self-sufficiency progressively in the matter of railway 
requirements of equipment. Some we are manufacturing oW-selves and some 
we are farming out to private manufacturers. As and when surplus capacity 
becomes available in the workshops, that capacity is utilised and framing out 
of orders is reduced to that extent. But, Sir, we cannot manufacture all our 
requirements in our own workshops all of a sudden because that will adversely 
affect the capacity that has been created in the country, in the private sector, 
and we will have, in order that there is progressive increase in the industrial 
output in the country as a whole, to see that no capacity which has been 
created either in the private sector, or in the public sector is not fully utilised. 
Therefore, though it has been suggested by some hon. friends that all the 
requirements of the railways should be manufactured by the Railways 
themselves, I think that is a strange suggestion. 

*** ** .. ..** 

Nowhere in the world is it done, except, of course, Russia or China. 

.... '" *"' .. *"'* 

Everywhere, railway requirements are manufactured, to a certain extent, 
by themselves and also by private industries. In India we are doing better 
than most of the other countries, so far as production of railway requirements 
by the railway establishment themselves is concerned. 

"' .. '" "''''''' "'* .. 

Perhaps my hon. friend is aware that we have taken certain steps to 
encourage private industry to undertake manufacture of certain items which 
we had been uptil now been importing from other countries, and the results 
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in this respect have been rather spectacular. Several indusbies have been 
encouraged. We have detailed engineers to advise the private industry, to 
give them the knowhow. We have even put some officers who are more or 
less engaged whole time in this job of advising the private industry in the 
matter of knowhow and also watching the progress in those indusbies, to see 
how far they have succeeded in manufacturing the equipments which we 
had been importing from other countries. 

Regarding the question of Railways establishing industrial estates, I do 
not know how far it will be feasible. Industrial estates are being established 
by practically all the State Governments at variouS centres. either at the 
provincial headquarters, or at the district headquarters, and advantage may 
be taken of that by the Railways, to suggest in which place what items of 
railway requirements may be manufactured and the duplication of establishing 
separate industrial estates at convenient centres by the Railways can be 
avoided. .... . .... .. .... 

...... ..... .. .... 
I think we have made very satisfactory progress in encouraging small 

industries to undertake the manufacture of certain railway stores and 
equipments. I feel that decentralisation is taking place. I have instructed the 
Railway Board to farm out orders in such a way that centralisation of certain 
items does not take place at one centre, but these various industries are 
dispersed throughout the country, so that the railways may not have to 
undertake unnecessary transport of certain items from one corner of the 
country to the other. 

I will give one example. Take cast iron sleepers. I have asked the Railway 
Board to see whether we can create some tapacity in the south, in the west 
and other parts of the country so that transportation of cast iron sleepers 
from more or less the eastern part of the country is avoided. So, we are 
taking these steps . 

••• .... • •• 
There is further scope for improvement in our workshops and the steps 

that we have taken have saved us substantially and I am sure that during the 
course of the next year or so our workshops will achieve spectacular results. 
I am not talking of Chittaranjan or Perambur. I am talking of the normal 
workshops of the railways. 

Again, I would remind Shri Mathur that we have increased the capacity 
of several workshops. We have recently rehabilitated them and where we 
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found that the railway works so justify, we have increased the capacity of the 
workshops and we will be continuing to do that wherever it is necessary . 

...... .. .... .. .. * 

My hon. friend" gets some information from one or two persons. I have 
the complete picture of the workshops. 

Several hon. members have commented about the speed of goods trains. 
This subject has been comprehensively studied by the Efficiency Bureau of 
the Railway Board and its report has already been placed in the Library of 
the Lok Sabha. Similar study for the metre gauge section is in progress. The 
recommendations of the Efficiency Bureau will be followed up. 

I, however, feel that I should clarify the position in regard to the results 
attained in the year 1958-59. The average speed of 'all goods trains' on the 
Broad Gauge main lines purely under steam traction indicates an 
improvement, but in the case of Broad Gauge branch lines as also on the 
metre gauge it has registered a drop. I have since received the corresponding 
figures for 1959-60 up to December which register a distinct improvement. 
They are: Broad gauge, for 1958, 8.95; for 1959, 9.54. Metre gauge: for 1958, 
7.90 and for 1959, 8.38. 

The House may, however, like to know why there has been some drop 
from year to year. In my budget speech, I have commented upon the effects 
of extensive developmental work on operation. While these works have been 
in progress, even the existing facilities get restricted, and yet, from year to 
year and from month to month, traffic has increased at a rate unprecedented 
in the history of the Indian Railway and density of traffic or rather the net 
ton mile per running track mile, which is an index of output and is a measure 
of strain on our capacity, approaches closely the highest attained in the world. 
Amidst these environments, even if we completely discount other factors like 
floods, which of course vary in intensity and effect from year to year, we 
must concede that there would be some adverse effect on speeds. 

The existing position is that most of our trunk routes are being worked 
to 80 per cent or more of the capacity. The problem of expansion of capacity 
in a fast developing economy is a continuous one. We are not so rich as to 
effect all the improvement required in one stride. We have to adopt every 
conceivable way to do so and move up progressively in consonance with our 
expanding needs. There is some skill in doing so with the utmost economy_ 
We have to double some sections, improve the signalling on others and adopt 
the various modern methods available, including electrification and 

It Shri Rajendra singh. 
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dieselisation, consistent naturally with the financial and other resources 
available. We have to function within these limitations and I caNlot visualise 
any easy or a comfortable position for us when we can just sit back. 

Now, I come to the financial outlook. I am afraid I cannot share the 
apprehensions of some of my hon. friends in this House. I would request that 
this problem may be viewed objectively in the light of the historical 
background; what we inherited and what vicissitudes we are going through. 
It is common knowledge that Rs. 121.77 crore of our railway surpluses were 
credited to general revenues during the war years . ..This amount normally 
would have been credited to our reserves to meet the post-war inflationary 
element. Other industries during the war boom built up their reserves. The 
credit to the depreciation fund during the ten years, from 1941-42 to 1949-50, 
was Rs. 144.77 crore, on an average of Rs. 14.5 crore per year. The total 
rehabilitation expenditure was restricted to Rs. 84.44 crore during those years. 
Even during the pre-war period, due to a depressed economy and several 
railways being under company control, rehabilitation was done sparingly. 
Added to this was the acquisition of a number of State Railways whose 
assets largely were of sub-normal condition. Besides intensive usage during 
the war, the mounting accumulation of rehabilitation work was thus our 
legacy, and unluckily for us, it coincided with a period of rapid price inflation. 
In the result, steel which constitutes the most important ingredient in our 
scheme of rehabilitation cost 3.66 times the pre-war price. The money values 
have gone down here and every item of asset which is rehabilitated, costs 
nearly four times the pre-war price. The system of allocation has also 
undergone a change. We do not simply debit the original cost of the asset 
replaced to the depredation fund, but we even debit the inflationary and the 
improvement elements-a practice that is not in vogue in normal commercial 
accounts. The total debit to depreciation fund in respect of improvement of 
assets alone amounts to Rs. 73.17 crore. . 

Ouring the pre-war years, the contribution to the depreciation fund 
amounted to 1/6Oth of the capital assets and this was adequate under 
stabilised price conditions when rehabilitation signified replacement of an 
asset by an equivalent at practically the same cost. With the changed conditions 
and price inflation, we have to spend nearly four times the original cost to 
replace an asset and the contribution to the depredation fund has, therefore, 
to be correspondingly greater. The stress on tile depreciation fund, therefore, 
has operated from two directions: the price inflation and the high incidence 
of deferred maintenance. 

In our endeavour to overtake these heavy arrears, naturally the draft on 
the depreciation fund has been excessive during the second Five Year Plan 
and the depreciation fund will run down to the low level of Rs. 18 craTe 
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inspite of an additional contribution of Rs. 10 crore per annum we are making 

to supplement what the Convention Committee had suggested. I am alive to 

the . need ?f building up this fund and the views of my Ministry on this 

subject wIll be placed before the next Convention Committee for their 
consideration. 

An erroneous impression seems to have been created by certain views 

voiced by the ex-Financial Commissioner in the Statesman dated 24 February 

1960, that heavy arrears of rehabilitation of track will still be left after the 

Third Five Year Plan. This view does not seem to be warranted. On present 

thinking, it looks that these arrears will be more or less liquidated by the end 

of the third Plan Period and in the subsequent Plan periods the task will be 

reduced to the normal figure; and, debits to the depreciation fund are likely 

to come down by Rs. 70 crore to Rs. 80 crore in a five-year period. 

Coming to the question of the development fund, it was constituted as 

a result of the recommendation of the Convention Committee of 1949. This 

fund is built out of the revenue surpluses which may be credited to it. The 

principles of allocation of expenditure under this fund were revised by the 

Convention of 1954 and the following items were listed for debit to this fund: 

(i) Expenditure on amenities for all users of Railway transport, such 

as improvement of goods sheds, loading and unloading platforms, 

waiting sheds for the trading public etc. and the minimum of 

Rs. 3 crore per annum on this account would continue to be spent. 

(ii) The expenditure on unremunerative operating improvement works 

costing more than Rs. 3 lakh each. 

(iii) Labour welfare works, including cost of Class ill quarters. 

The scope for debit to this fund was greatly enlarged with the result that 

the debits to this fund during the second Plan have been much greater as 

compared to the first Plan-Rs. 126.48 crore against Rs. 50.53 crore during the 

First Plan. The labour welfare works alone cost Rs. 37.57 crore during the 

second Plan against Rs. 8.66 crore during the First Plan. The operating 

improvements cost Rs. 61.14 crore against Rs. 6.84 crore in the First Plan. 

Most of these debits are of such a nature, as may even justify their inclusion 

in the capital cost. I would like to emphasise this aspect. The operating 

improvements of which the remunerativeness cannot be precisely determined 

because the benefits are widely dispersed are assets of a productive nature 

which are being created, but are for convenience debited to the development 

fund. Likewise, class III quarters built for labour are assets of a potential 

value. It is also to be noted that bulk of the expenditure debited to this fund 

is of such character. Therefore, to the extent the revenue surpluses credited 

to this fund sustain works of a capital nature, we are saved the dividend 
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liability and for the balance we must borrow. Apparently, the Convention 
Committee of 1954 had visualised the possibility of revenue surpluses being 
inadequate to meet such heavy debits as were likely to materialise and to 
meet this contingency, it had recommended as follows: 

'"Money should be advanced from General Revenues to the railways 
for utilisation on those projects or works which are of a development 
nature. Such advances should be treated as temporary loans to the 
railways and will not be added to the capital-at-charge on which 
4 per cent dividend is payable annually. The ra ~a  will pay interest 
on this loan to General Revenues at the average borrowing rate charge-
able to commercial departments. It shall, howevet, be open to the 
railways to repay this loan in instalments, if necessary, from accretions 
to the development fund in more prosperous years and thus liquidate 
the debt and the interest liability thereon." 

This was the view of the Convention Committee in the context of a 
planned forecast of a much smaller dimension. It is not surprising, therefore, 
that for a much bigger plan that was later sanctioned for railways, the need 
for temporary loans arose. The investment already made is bound to yield 
results and this should undoubtedly enable the railways to revive their reseJVes 
and build them up to an adequate level. 

Another factor which must be borne in mind is that the railways 
throughout have met their increasing dividend obligations to the general 
exchequer which has risen from Rs. 36.12 ClOre in 1955-56 to the budgeted 
estimate of Rs. 57.27 crore in 1960-61 and this with inflationary prices and 
increasing wages. The additional capital, therefore, has been ploughed into 
productive channels. In the last year of the Plan, besides paying 4 per cent 
dividend, there will still be a surplus of Rs. 18 crore and this for a public 
utility concern, where numerous losing assets to satisfy the social and 
commercial needs of the people have to be nursed, cannot be considered a 
mean achievement. There are at present several narrow gauge sections of the 
line, where parallel road services already exist, which can be dismantled to 
the financial gain of the railways, but we have not viewed this problem in 
such a narrow perspective in response to the public demand. 

The return from railways, therefore, mustOe viewed in this broad 
perspective, in the light of its public utility character and the fund balances 
should be judged in the context which I have delineated at length. Some of 
my friends here have accused me of painting a rosy picture. They would 
probably have liked me to paint a gloomy picture. 1 have done neither; I have 
simply shown a healthy picture, which is that it is. I cannot paint a public 
utility with the brush of a profiteer and only then say that it is healthy. Public 
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utilities are a means to an end and not an end in themselves. They are 
primarily for service. 

I feel sure, in view of what I have explained, it will be conceded that 
there is no cause for pessimism in regard to the railways' financial position. 
The country is in a rapid stride towards a 'take-off' stage in its economic 

r r~ a:  and transport, which is the handmaid of this revolutionary change, 
must mevltably reap the harvest in the gain which will be shared by millions 
of our people. 

Some hon. members have, on the one hand, expressed their apprehensions 
about the financial stability of the railways and, on the other, questioned the 
desirability of the proposals for a five per cent surcharge. It is very difficult 
to reconcile both these things . 

...... .. .... .. .... 

I have said "some hon. Members". I think that if they. think over what 
they have said they will find that they are contradicting themselves and I am 
sure that they will feel that this very small levy was called for. 

Coming to the rehabilitation of rolling stock, we are utilising old coaches. 
I myself gave instructions to the Railway Board that no coach which can be 
serviceable should be condemned. But, then, the engine, coach or wagon has 
to be kept in a serviceable condition. In the case of over-aged stock special 
care has to be taken, as in the case of old persons. When it is found that a 
particular coach is not economical to maintain, then it has to be condemned, 

rejected and disposed of. 

I have asked the Railway Board to prepare the statistics of engines, coaches 
and wagons on each railway, giving their age. I have asked them to publish 
a small pamphlet so that it can be supplied to the hon. Members, who can 
see whether any railway has been treated unfairly or discriminated against, 
because if persons from every railway zone make the complaint .... 

...... ...... .. .... 

I have dealt with the most important aspects of the budget. Then, quite 
a number of other points have been raised, and I would like to deal with 

them also. 

Of course, if we have sufficient funds, we can very well say Ir all right, we 
will replace all the coaches", because new coaches are more pleasant, more 
comfortable and good. But we have to choose: whether we go with 
reconditioned coaches or without coaches. 1hat is also another aspect. Of 
course, Shrimati Parvathi Krishnan will ask "Why are you thinking of 
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exports?" Well, we have to build up foreign markets, if we can. And if a 
situation like that comes, I may appeal to the country IIlet us put up with 
some inconvenience so that we can capture foreign markets and increase the 
export trade". That many countries do, and we will have to do in the best 
interests of the country. I am sure, I will get the support of the House in that 

, matter. 

Shri P.N. Singh stated that our passenger trains do not cover the journey 
in the same time as they used to do during the pre-war period. Well, in many 
cases what he has said is correct. .. 

I will not say 8'in most cases", but what he has said .is corTect in many 
cases. We are taking many steps to see whether we can catch up with that. 
But our present comparison should be with the past few years, and when we 
compare our position with the past few years, we find that we are achieving 
some result progressively towards the speeding up of the passenger trains. 

Secondly, we should not forget that demands are increasing for opening 
of new stations, halts, flag stations and other amenities for the travelling 
public. When a new halt or station is provided, it affects the speed of the 
trains; it takes time. So, all these factors will have to be taken into consideration. 
As I said, there is no sense of complacency and every endeavour is being 
made by the Railway Board to see how far we can speed up the trains and 
maintain the punctuality of passenger trains. 

I now come to accidents. My friend, Shri Vajpayee, is not here. He ridiculed 
me for the word which was there in my budget speech, fortuitous. I do not 
know how far he was justified in that. Sometimes it is a way of putting 
things. Of course, there were no major accidents, fortunately, and the credit 
must go to the railway workers who have worked efficiently. Since they are 
blamed when there are accidents, when there is no accident the credit should 
go to them. There are several factors on account of which accidents do take 
place. Steps are being taken and railwaymen are alive to their responsibilities; 
they are alive to the sense of discipline. We have been fortunate that no major 
accident took place during this year. 

While talking of accidents, Shri Bharucha spoke about automatic block 
signals and automatic signals. I find he is not here. He said that there were 
quite a number of failures of the automatic bJocksignaJs round about Bombay 
in the suburban section which led to accidents and the staff was not to be 
blamed. I would like to refresh his knowledge about this. One positive thing 
about automatic signalling is that if it fails the signal is at danger and, therefore, 
in case of failure there would be no accident, unless the staff deh'beratelv 
ignore the signal. That is one great advantage of automatic signal-if it fails, 
the signal is at danger. So, in case of failure there should be no accident. 
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Then he said that the general rules and the subsidiary rules were drafted 
~ r  years ago and they are still continuing. He was not properly 
informed. These rules are kept up to-date and the subSidiary rules have been 
revised and were enforced on various railways from different dates. On the 
Central Railway they came into force on 1 April 1958, Northern Railway 
1 July 1958, North Eastern Railway 1 October 1958, Southern Railway 1 October 
1958, Western Railway 1 October 1958 and so on. The Signalling Manual was 
revised and brought into force from 1 October 1956. Perhaps the House is 
aware that, after the Mohari accident near Ambala, a committee was set up 

to revise those rules, and those rules are kept up-to-date. So, to say that some 
of the rules are very old, out-of-date and, therefore, the staff are not quite 
alive to their duty will not be correct. 

Shri Vajpayee, again, said that most of the staff did not know the rules. 
Well, if they did not know the rules, they are to blame. If something untoward 
happens on account of their ignorance, they will have to be punished. If 
opportunities are not provided to them, they can approach the superior officers 
with a request to that effect. But no plea can be taken that because they did 
not know the rules, they should not be punished. That will affect the safe 
running of railways to a very great extent. 

Here, I am not dealing with staff matters, but as it is a connected thing 
I would like to say a few words about that. Some hon. Members had 
mentioned that the services of some staff have been terminated without the 
normal procedure being followed. Some hon. Members have suggested that 
if discipline has to be enforced and safe running of trains has to be ensured, 
some powers should be given to the General Managers to deal with the staff 
guilty of such delinquencies. Such authority or power exists with the General 
Managers, according to which they can terminate the services of any railway 
employee. But I may assure the House, as I have done on previous occasions, 
that this power of the General Managers is exercised very sparingly. 

* ..... *** * ... '" 

I know what type of cases are brought to my notice by some of the hon. 
Members of this House. This authority is to be exercised ...... . 

*** *"'* ..."'''' 

There is no question of any insinuations. But there are facts. When some 
members of the staff approach the hon. members, they, out of sympathy, 
write to the Minister concerned. In some cases even when they get a reply 
from the Minister explaining the facts, they again write to him. Maybe, they 
are pestered by the employee concerned. There is no insinuation. I am stating 

a fact. 
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This power of the General Managers to terminate the services of a railway 
employee is to be exettised in a case where the General Manager is convinced 
that the employee is corrupt and if there is a case of gross indiscipline involving 
violence. These are the only two types of cases where this authority of the 
General Managers has been exercised. The third category, where it has been 
exercised in a very limited number of cases is in the case of accidents. Apart 
from that this power of the General Managers to terminate the services of 
railway employees has not been exercised. They have been exercised very 
sparingly. But if we are to deal with accidents and if we are to deal with 
corruption, we have to exercise this power. Wherever action has been taken 
under this section, salutary effects have been produced on the railway staff 
as a whole. 

I will again assure the bon. members that utmost care is taken to see that 
no person, who is innocent, is punished under this section. The utmost care 
is taken. But we have to believe some authority. As Shri Mathur says, we 
have to rely upon the General Managers. I have to rely upon the General 
Manager's fairness and sense of justice. If he says that he is satisfied that the 
action taken is quite justified, I see no reason to interfere in that matter. 

I will implore the bon. members of this House not to encourage the 
tendency on the part of some railway employees to approach them . 

.... ••• .... 
I am referring to those cases. I am not referring to it generally. Generally, 

of course, han. members write to me on general questions, or about some 
principles. I try my best to reply and explain the position to hon. members. 
Even in these cases, I try to explain it. But once the matter has been explained 
to them, they should try to convince the employees. What happens is that 1 
send a reply to one hon. Member, 'then the employee goes to another 
han. member. Well, then I have to go on sending the same reply to different 
hon. members. 

I 
I 

••• ••• ••• I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I am talking of the exceptions in the staff. I am not talking of the! 
bon. members. The hon. member is not aware that the man roncemed ~ 
already approached the Minister through some other bon. member and ~ 
has approached me. So, he writes to me. He does not know that he ~ 
already exhausted ten bon. members. ! 

I 
I 
I 

So, in this matter, I will again appeal to bon. members of this House ~ 
discourage this tendency on the part of Government employees if we ~ 

to eradicate complaints of corruption from the general public regarding ra ~ 
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staff whether it is the staff or officers-I do not discriminate in that matt . 

if ~  comes to ~  notice that some officer is involved, howsoever high-up ~~ 
~  be, I will never be found wanting in taking necessary action against 
him ...... . 

...... .. .... .. .... 
Again, I would not have liked to pass certain remarks on the running 

commentary made by the hon. member. I know what those allegations were 
and how far they were true. 

The hon. Member made certain allegations. He was asked to give them 
in writing. He never cared to give them in writing. I again assure him that 
if he gives that in writing, I will take appropriate action in the matter. 

About corruption, I do not claim that there is no corruption in the 
Railways, but as I have said the co-operation of every member of the public 
will be of help in this matter. We are taking certain actioJ1., but as you are 
aware and as the House knows how difficult it is to deal with this problem, 
which is a threatening problem in the country at present. But wherever it 
comes to our notice, action is taken. 

Then, connected with the operation of the Railways, the question about 
coal supply was raised. I mentioned in my speech about the poor quality of 
the coal supplied to the railways. Some hon. member asked whether the 
Railways cannot establish their own washeries. Some hon. member asked 
whether we cannot run our own collieries. Both are not feasible, because it 
has to be done by the Ministry competent to do that, and we are pursuing 
the question of establishment of washeries with the appropriate Ministry. 

Before I come to the other points raised by various Members, I would 
like to deal with one important matter, and that is about the recommendations 
of the Pay Commission and their effect on the railway employees. Some of 
the Members have suggested that there is great dissatisfaction among the 
railway employees. I want to make it clear that there is no cause for 
dissatisfaction among a large section of the railway employees on account of 
the recommendations of the Pay Commission. As a matter of fact, the vast 
bulk of the railway employees is going to gain by the recommendations of 
the Pay Commission, which have been accepted and are going to be 

implemented. 

So far as our contacts with the railway employees are concerned, we 
have devised a mechanism by which we have periodical meetings at different 
levels with the representatives of the organised employees on the Railways. 
At the Railway Board level, we have periodical meetings between the two 
federations and the Railway Boards. At the zonal railway levels, we have the 
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negotiating machinery at the railway headquarters and at the district or 
divisional level, and they have their periodical meetings and the grievances, 
or complaints are discussed at these meetings. Some of them which the 
authorities at that level are competent to settle are settled, while others which 
they are not competent to settle are referred to higher levels, sometimes to 
the Railway Board, or to the Minister. 

There have been some complaints that this machinery is not functioning 
expeditiously. The matter was recently discussed between the two federations 
and the Railway Board, and we have agreed to take certain actions by which 
this machinery functions expeditiously, efficiently and effectively. 

#' 

Therefore, to say that the complaints of the railway employees are not 
heard will not be correct. I am talking of the organised labour. So far as 
individual complaints are concerned, they have their proper channels of first 
appeal, second appeal and things like that. That avenue is open to them. 

On this question of the recommendations of the Pay Commission, I want 
to repeat that the agitation that is being whipped up has no justification. To 
say that the railway employees have been adversely affected is without any 
foundation. 

Much was being made out of the passes and P.T.Os. I made it clear while 
answering questions either in this House or the other, that the status quo was 
being maintained.. There has been no reduction in the number of passes or 
P.T.Os. to which the different categories of railway employees are entitled. If 
at any stage, the question of revision of the number of pa!RS or P.T.Os. is to 
be considered, the two federations will be taken into confidence, and 
consultations will be held with them. Therefore, to whip up agitation on this 
account, I say, is not disinterested. . 

~ to say that on account of working of Saturdays, or reduction in 
casual leave, or reduction in holidays, the rai;lway employees have been 
adversely affected is quite incorrect; it indicates lack of either knowledge, or 
of hotul fides that agitations are carried on saying that these are going to affect 
the 11lakhs of railway employees. 

I will dilate somewhat in detail on this. It has been said that some of the 
recommendations of the Jagannadha Das Pay Commission have the effect of 
superseding the adjudicator's award, to the disadvantage of the railway staff. 
The actual position is as follows. The points in dispute adjudicated upon by 
the late Justice Rajadhyaksha were: (i) Hours of work of railway servants 
other than those to whom the Factories Act applies, the quantum of periodic 
rest, provision regarding leave reserve, leave rules and holiday concessions 
applicable to railway servants who were daily rated and/or in inferior service. 
The recommendations of the adjudicator on the fiI8t of these three items 
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were accepted in their entirety and are still in force. The decisions regarding 
hours of work, period rest and overtime have also since been incorporated 
in the Indian Railways (Amendment) Act, 1956. As regards the fourth item 
the Government did not consider it necessary to issue formal enforcement 
orders as, in the meantime, the recommendations of the Varadachariar Pay 
Commission in this regard had been accepted and these recommendations 
more or less met the adjudicator'S award. The Jagannadha Das Pay 
Commission's recommendations regarding hours of work do not alter the 
existing statutocy limitation in respect of railway servants. In fact, one of the 
recommendations states that a weightage of ten Jninutes for every hour 
worked should be given in respect of night duty, which is such as to require 
continuous application. Such a provision had not been made in the 
adjudicator's award. This recommendation is, however, yet to be considered 
by Government. 

In respect of office clerks, the Pay Commission's observations are that 
their hours of work are on the lower side and that an increase would be 
justified, but that an attempt should be first made to secure better out-tum 
within the present hours. Government have since decided that there should 
be a slight increase in the working hours of office staff and this decision has 
been implemented on the Railways. 

...... ...... .. .... 
The people who are agitating are referring to this decision which may be 

construed to be against one of the observations made by the Late Justice 
Rajadhyaksha. 

So, I am myself saying that this is going to affect them, but it applies only 
to those who are working in the offices of the Railways, as it does apply to 
other employees working in other offices of the different Ministries of the 
Government of India. 

I was going to say that all this agitation is being put up by the staff in 
the offices, which have been slightly affected because their hours of work, as 
compared to other workers on the railways, or in other departments of the 
Government, had not been disadvantageous to them. What Shri Tangamani 
has said is correct. In any case, this will affect only the office staff whose 
number will not exceed about 9 per cent of the total staff of the Railways. 
More than 90 per cent of the Railway employees will not be affected at all. 

As regards periodic rest, no change has been made either by the 
Jagannadha Das Commission, or by Government's orders. 

As regards overtime, one hone Member, perhaps Shri Radha Mohan Singh, 
or some other Member, said that the lowest paid staff of the Railways were 
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going to be adversely affected by the recommendations of the Pay 
Commission. I do not know who told him so. No sensible person will 
evercome to this conclusion that the recommendations of the Pay Commission 
are going to adversely affect the class IV employees. If they have benefited 
substantially any section of the railway employees, then they have benefited 
the class IV employees. I am saying this just to point out how this kind of 

I wrong information is carried to Members. When such information is given to 
them, it will be better if it is checked up. 

••• .... . ... 
I would advise the hon. Member who is quite studious and painstaking 

to go through the summary of the recommendations of the Pay Commission 
and the recommendations which have been accepted by Government, and he 
can himself come to know whether those things are exaggerated or not, 
whether they have some basis or not. Why does he want my comment on 
them? He can himself come to some conclusions on those points. 

As regards overtime, I may point out that overtime is going to be very 
advantageous to those who work overtime. I think any railwayman who 
scrutinises that will come to the same conclusion . 

..... ...... .. ... 
With regard to hours of work also, it is not going to affect them at all. 

The Pay Commission have also recommended certain changes in the 
reckoning of overtime allowance. As against the present procedure under the 
Hours of Employment Regulations, of calculating overtime on basic pay plus 
dearness pay, the Commission have recommended that overtime allowance 
should in all cases be calcula ted on the basis of pay and all allowances except 
house rent allowance. TIus means that overtime has to be based on pay, plus 
dearness allowances, plus city compensatory allowance. Apart from the 
automatic advantage which even under the existing rules, the staff get by the 
process of the merger of the dearness allowance with the basic pay, this will 
result in a higher rate of overtime because of the recommendation that it 
should also be calculated on the dearness allowance and city compensatory 
allowance. 

As regards leave reserves, the Pay Commission has stated that the 
adequacy and the basis of the calculation of leave reserves should be reviewed 
to ensure that the leaves to which the staff are entitled, will actually be 
granted to them. There is, therefore, no question of any modification being 
made in the award of Justice Rajadhyaksha. 
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I now come to the question of holidays. The workshop staff are entitled 
only to fifteen paid holidays of their choice, but no casual leave. Therefore, 
the question of the workshop staff being affected by the reduction in the 
casual leave does not arise. I am just pointing out how many categories are 
not being adversely affected by the recommendations of the Pay Commission 
which have been accepted by Government. 

As a matter of fact, the workshop staff are going to gain by the 
recommendations of the Pay Commission. The Pay Commission has not 
recommended any positive change. As regards casual leave for such staff, 
however, they have stated that if it is proposed to grant them the privilege 
of casual leave, the quantum of earned leave should be proportionately 
reduced, in view of the fact that in the railways, the workshop staff are 
already getting leave on the same scale as non-workshop staff, which is 
considerably more than what has been recommended by the Pay Commission 
for workshop staff in other industrial establishments. 

The number of holidays has been reduced from 23 to 18. 1bis decision 
affects mainly the office staff and some supervisory staff. The number of staff 
affected is not likely to exceed about 10 per cent of the total strength. 

However, line staff who were hitherto not entitled to any holidays-
I think 5hri Frank Anthony raised the question about the line staff-have 
been recommended the three national holidays, or compensatory payment of 
4-5 days' wages in lieu thereof. 

The casual leave has been reduced from 15 to 12 days, but this also is in 
respect of office staff and some supervisory staff. Other staff who do not get 
any holidays, or who get a very restricted number of holidays will continue 
to have fifteen days of casual leave, as at present. This will, therefore, affect 
about 10 per cent of staff, as in the case of holidays. 

It may be mentioned here that office staff and some supervisory staff, 
who have been affected by the decisions concerning increase in the working 
hours of reduction in holidays and casual leave, have up to now been better 
off than the other staff. The rest of the staff do not get any holidays, or get 
a very restricted number of holidays, and their hours of work are also longer. 

5hri Frank Anthony raised a question when I said that we were. not going 
to charge any tuition fees from the children of railway employees in railway 
primary schools up to the primary stage, having instruction in. any ?f the 
languages contained in our Constitution. He asked why Anglo-Indian children 
were being deprived of this privilege, and he argued that according to the 
Constitution, it might amount to discrimination. Without entering further 
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into that question, I may assure him that there was no intention to discriminate 
against the Anglo-Indian children. The only consideration when we decided 
to make the primary education free was that in primary schools, imparting 
instruction in the English medium, the cost was much higher, as compared 
to in primary schools imparting instruction in any of the Indian languages. 
That was the only consideration. After Shri Frank Anthony spoke, I have 

I given further thought to the matter, and I have decided that in the English-
medium schools also, the boys or girls of railway employees, whose mother-
tongue is English will be free from the payment of fees in the primary 
standards. 

••• . .... . .... 
Those whose mother-tongue is not English will have to pay the fees in 

English-medium schools. 

Shri C.K. Nair had said that I had done something for the recruitment of 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes boys in the Railways. Well, I have 
done nothing more than what the Home Ministry has done. What I have 
done is to see that all the orders and cirrulars issued in this behalf are properly 
implemented. 

Some hon. members want a millennium in a day. Any trend which has 
been established in society for centuries takes time to change. One has to see 
whether the change is taking place or not, and whether it is taking place in 
the right direction or not. 

••• .... . .... 
I am coming to that. 

The hon. Member is in possession of the Office Order of the Home 
Ministry and the Office Order of the Railway Ministry. I sent a copy of each 
to the hon. Member. The hon. Member is a practising lawyer. I am sure he 
can read the Office Order of the Home Ministry, as well as that of the 
Railway Ministry. I am sure he can understand whether that order is applicable 
to other Ministries or not. 

I know a furore has been created. in certain sections of Railway employees 
and in certain sections of the caste Hindus in this country. I want to make it 
clear that I am not going to be cowed down by this agitation. No flutter was 
created when the memorandum was issued by the Home Ministry. But when 
the Railway Ministry just fell in line with that memorandum and saw to it 
that memorandum was honestly implemented, there are a number of questions 
and notices! lam surprised at how this caste feeling is deep-rooted in this 
country, how everything is weighed and measured by the criterion of caste 
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and caste alone. No questions were put when the Home Ministry issued that 
memorandum . 

...... .. .... *** 

When after three years, the Railway Ministry issued a Memorandum on 
the same lines as the Home Ministry memorandum, the caste interests are 
affected and questions are put and constitutional provisions invoked. Why? 
Is efficiency going down? How? If there are a hundred efficient persons and 
one inefficient man comes, does efficiency go down? It is a matter of common 
sense. 

Then the hon. Member asks me whether that circular applies to other 
Ministries or not. I presume the hon. Member is aware that the Home Ministry 
is the custodian of all services in the Central Government and any circular 
issued by that Ministry-I presume he knows that much-is applicable to all 
government servants, to all Ministries. Therefore, that question should not 
have been put to me. 

If the hon. Member is honest and solicitous about the interests of the 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, he might put that question to other 
Ministries, whether they have implemented that memorandum or not, and 
not to me. 

The whole question comes up because I have implemented it. Questions 
are put to me, not to those who have not implemented it. 

I want other people to be honest about their convictions. If they feel that 
I have done wrong, they should come directly and tell me-not indirectly. I 
am prepared to face it here and now. 

I know I have done the right thing. I am convinced of it. Therefore, I 
never mince matters. 

I do not know how Kumari M. Vedakumari was briefed by some people-
that qualifications have been reduced in the case of Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes. This was a mischievous information given to her. Nowhere 
have the prescribed minimum qualifications been reduced, either for the 
Scheduled Castes, or for the Scheduled Tribes. And I will be the last person 
to reduce qualifications, which will in any way affect the efficiency of the 
services. What I want is nothing more than what the Constitution has provided 
for the Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and Anglo-Indians. 

...... ,.,. .. ,.,. .. 
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I want to be honest and sincere about it. I want to see that the provisions 
are not flouted. If certain interests are enraged on that account, I cannot help 
it. 

Then she said that perhaps educational qualifications were being reduced. 
If any qualification is to be reduced or modified, it will be for all, and not 
pnly for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. 

Then again, I do not know how she says ...... . 
..... ..... . ... 
I am giving this information that if any qualification is to be reduced, it 

will be reduced for all. It cannot be for anyone section alone. 

Then she says that the same privileges should be given to the Scheduled 
Tribes. I may assure her and the House that whatever concessions have been 
granted, have been granted for the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes 
equally. No office memorandum has been issued only for the Scheduled 
Castes. It is always issued for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes-for 
both. 

It was suggested that there should be joint committees on the Railways. 
We have formed joint committees and they have started functioning in some 
of the railways. I think by the next year, I will be in a position to give 
something about it in the Report on the Railways, for the information of hon. 
members. It has always been my effort to encourage railway officers and 
men to have greater personal contacts among themselves, because nothing 
counts so much for the efficient functioning of any undertaking, as personal 
contacts among the workers in that undertaking at various levels. I regard all 
people who are engaged in this national undertaking, as workers for a conunon 
cause. Their designations may be different; their salaries may be different. 
But the objective is the same-how to render efficient transport service for 
the community. There will be lapses here and there, but I have always been 
emphasising upon the officers the necessity of taking personal interest in the 
workers so that the workers may look up to them, not only as officers but as 
advisers in times of necessity and difficulty. That will take some time. Both 
sides will have to change. 

As regards passenger amenities, doubts have been expressed whether we 
will be able to spend Rs. 15 crore during the Plan Period. Uptil now, we have 
spent Rs. 9.87 crore and I am sure by the end of the Plan, we will be· able to 
spend all the Plan allocation on this account. 

Smt. Parvathi Krishnan wanted to know the break-up of the Rs. 20 crare, 
which have been provided to meet the effects of the Pay Commission's 
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r ~ a  For her information I may give it. Ex gratia payment for 
the penod 1 July 1959 to 31 October 1959 to be credited to the Employees 
Provident Fund accounts is Rs. 3.19 crore, cash payments on account of pay 
and allowances from 1 November 1959 to 31 March 1961, Rs. 13.82 crore; and 
Government contribution to Provident Fund in respect of (2) above Rs. 3.11 
crore; total Rs. 20.12 crore. 

Then, questions have been raised about the provision of overbridges 
without going into individual cases, whether it is at Jabalpur or at Calicut. 

Wherever it may be---or at Ahmedabad-the general principle is this. We 
have to share with the local authority, or the State Government concerned. 
We in the railways are always prepared to meet our share. 

I have got in my brief, the present position regarding Ahmedabad, Calicut 
or Jabalpur. Either r ~r  have been made to the municipalities, or to the 
local authorities, and, as soon as matters are finalised, they will be undertaken. 

What I have done is this. When the Transport Ministry wrote to the State 
Governments, I also wrote to them to prepare a list of the overbridges that 
they will require in their respective States and determine the priority in which 
they would like works to be executed. They would have to provide the 
necessary funds in their own Budgets, so that the Transport Ministry and the 
Railway Ministry may provide the balancing provision in their Budgets, so 
that these works may be taken in hand. I personally feel that this problem in 
our country is a big problem and will have to be tackled in a planned way 

on a long-term basis. 

...... ...... .. .... 

The proportion, in some cases, is half and half about the bridge portion; 
and, in some cases, the bridge portion is to be done entirely by the railways 
and the approach portion has to be done by the local, or road authority or 

the Transport Ministry. 

...... ...... .. .... 

The Delhi Administration takes the place of the State Government, and 

they will have to do it. 

...... ...... .. .... 

Then, there were questions about platforms, waiting halls etc. I have got 
information about them. But, I am afraid there is no time at my disposal. 
They are all at various stages and it is our intention to provide the minimum 

basic amenities at all stations. 
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We have also made good progress with electrification. But, it will take 
some time to electrify more than 6,000 stations. We are electrifying stations 
on a programmed basis where electricity is available in the adjoining town, 
or city. 

We have been providing drinking water facilities; and I have asked the 
'Railway Board to see that even at the smallest station drinking water facilities 
are provided. If nothing else is posstble, at least a hand-pump should be 
sunk there so that drinking water becomes available. We will see that before 
the next summer sets in, these programmes are ~  There is much to 
be desired regarding the cleanliness of the third-class compartments, waiting 
halls. It requires some social education for the passengers and more sense of 
responsibility on the railway staff charged to look after cleanliness. It is true 
that the sweepers took very little care of the third class compartments. I have 
asked specifically the General Managers to appoint sweepers detailed only 
for third class compartments in the bigger stations. Staff has been appointed, 
but still the old tendency is continuing. I will only suggest that passengers 

should be careful in taking work from them. I have been emphasising upon 
the railway officers that the scavengers who are meant for third class 

compartments should see that at the bigger stations they are cleaned and the 
same broom should not be used for the lavatory and the compartment. As a 
matter of fact some swabs and dusters are provided for them. I am saying 
that we have provided the staff with the equipment and accessories. It is not 

being utilised fully. It should be seen by the passengers themselves that the 
scavengers do their job. 

About sleeping accommodation for the ladies, instructions have been 
issued to reserve at least one berth for them in the sleeper coach . 
... (Interruptions) About push buttons it is not only to be introduced in the 
higher class ladies compartments; it will be iI\troduced in the third class 
compartments as well . 

...... .... • •• 

We have the three-tier coaches; we have the two tier coaches. The former 
are not as comfortable as the latter. It is quite obvious. We have decided to 
maintain two-tier and three--tier coaches. Those who want comfortable 
accommodation will have to pay and travel by the two-tier coaches and 
those who cannot afford to pay for that comfort will travel by the three-tier 
coaches and no additional charge will be levied from them. It will be seen 
which of these is more popular. If the three-tier coach is more popular, then 
we will have more of them, but if the two-tier coach is more popular, the 
three-tier coach may be withdrawn. 
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No, Sir". We have said that no charge will be levied for the three-tier 
sleeping accommodation . 

...... 
.. .... 

~  whole intention was to provide the third class passengers travelling 
long dIStances, some accommodation where he could stretch himself. Instead 
of sitting all the time, if I can provide him some accommodation where he 
can stretch his legs and body without charging anything extra from him, I 

think it will be an advantage to them. I am providing not a very comfortable 
accommodation, but there is accommodation where a passenger will be in a 
position to stretch himself and sleep . 

...... .. .... .. .... 

\ill' ~ ~ 1A f m ~ iti!Cf){ am ~ '1ft ~ ~ tl m1 'R ~, ~ 
~ tt * m-q"¢ ~ ~ ~ fffqr t, am ~ ~ * ~ tr ~ ~ ~ am: ~ 
tl 

...... .. .... .. .... 

That is a separate question. That is the existing system. I am not talking 
of that. When the new third class three-tier sleeper coaches are introduced, 
no extra charges will be levied on the passengers. In some sections these 
coaches have been introduced and no additional charges are levied. 

Sir, I think, I have dealt with the important aspects. There are many small 
matters which have been raised. It is not possible for me to deal with them 
although I have briefs here in regard to all those points. I would only assure 
the hon. Members that all their suggestions will be taken into consideration 
and we will try to see how far we can implement them. 

...... ...... .. .... 

I have already given that information, that that line is going up to Kathua. 
I do not know why hon. Members want me to repeat it. The survey is being 
conducted and work will start. That work is going to be undertaken. 

I am grateful to the hon. Members of this House for the way in which 
they have received the Railway Budget and for the way in ~ they a~  

expressed their appreciation for the work performed by the ~ a  I will 
again repeat that this will very much encourage more than a million employees 

of the Railways . 

.. Replying to Mr. Deputy Speaker who said: If the three-tier coach becomes more popular then 

he should not begin to levy a charge on that! 



RAIL ACODENTS : A COMPREHENSIVE REVIEWt£ 

Sir, it is with a heavy heart that I rise to make a stateJT\ent about the three 
major accidents that have taken place recently near Ghatsila, Mainpuri and 
Kosgi stations. 

On 20 October 1961, while 83 Up Ranchi Express was running between 
Dalbhumgam and Ghatsila stations on the Khargpur-Tatanagar Section of 
the South Eastern Railway, it derailed at about 1.25 hours at Km. 209/4-5. 
The engine and seven coaches behind derailed and capsized on both sides of 
the track. The eighth coach was also derailed, while the rear four coaches of 
the train remained on the track. 

It is painful to report that as a result of this accident, 45 persons were 
killed on the spot and 6 succumbed to their injuries subsequently. Besides, 
11 persons suffered grievous injuries. Out of 184 persons who sustained minor 
injuries, 71 persons were discharged after being .rendered first aid on the 
spot. 92 persons were discharged after treatment in the hospitals. This morning 
there are 32 persons still in the hospitals. 

Local medical assistance available at Ghatsila was rushed to the site by 
a shuttle train. Medical relief vans were rushed from Tatanagar, Chakradharpur 
and Khargpur. After giving medical aid to the injured and general assistance 
to the affected passengers, the injured persons were removed by relief trains 
and ambulance specials to the Railway hospitals at Tatanagar and Kharagpur, 
civil hospitals at Sakchi and to the TISCO ~  Indian Copper Corporation 
hospitals, Forty-five dead bodies were recovered at the site and sent in batches 
under the charge of Railway Police officials to Tatanagar, by running shuttle 
services, 

Three badly injured persons were rescued alive by gas-cutting the 
underframe of a coach and two by jacking the underframe of another. The 
entrapped passengers in a few coaches were rescued by breaking open the 
windows and the side pillars. 

Ex-gratiA payment to the injured and relatives of the dead amounting to 
Rs. 22,100 has been made. 

• LS. DdI., 20 Novell1bft 1961. 
£ Making a Statement on three> recent major RAilway IK'dc:tents as t:tw Minister of Railways. 
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~  ~ ~  ~  in r ~  operations was rendered by civil authorities 
and a ~ ~  ~ r , IndIan Copper Corporation and TISCO. The Deputy 
CommIssIoner, Smghbhum, himself assisted in rendering effective relief at 
the site of the accident. A large number of volunteers from different 
organisations and trade unions also worked very hard. 

The Additional Commissioner of Railway Safety, Calcutta, Ministry of 
Transport & Communications, held a statutory enquiry into the cause of this 
accident. He has submitted his preliminary report, according to which the 
derailment of 83 Up Ranchi Express was caused by tampering with the track 
by some unknown persons. 

The second accident took place on 29 October 1961. No.2 TF Passenger 
train derailed at km. 1268/7-9 between Mainpuri and Bhongaon stations on 
Shikohabad-Farukhabad Branch Line of Northern Railway at about 
10.35 hours. The engine and tender capsized and the four following bogies 
derailed and telescoped. The remaining coaches were undamaged and 
remained on the rails. As a result of this accident, unforturlately, 18 persons 
were killed on the spot, 4 died subsequently, 17 persons were grievously 
injured and 45 sustained simple injuries. It is a matter of deep regret that 
amongst those involved in the accident were 46 Buddhist pilgrims from 
Ceylon, who were on their way to Sankisa, a place of Buddhist pilgrimage 
near Farukhabad. Sixteen of the pilgrims were killed on the spot, 2 died 
subsequently and the others received injuries. 

Medical relief from Mainpuri and Bhongaon was rushed by road to the 
site of the accident. The injured, after being rendered medical aid, were 
transferred for further treatment to the civil hospitals at Bhongaon and 
Mainpuri. Out of 62 injured, 51 were discharged on various dates and eleven 
were in hospitals till this morning. An ex-gratia payment of Rs. 4,107 has been 
made to the injured and the relatives of the dead. A special chartered plane 
was flown to Ceylon with the dead bodies of the Ceylonese after embalming 
them at the Agra Medical College. Such of the injured Buddhist pilgrims who 
were in a position to undertake air journey were also sent to Ceylon by a 

chartered plane on 6 November 1961. 

The Additional Commissioner of Railway Safety: Lucknow, held his 

statutory enquiry into the accident. According to ~  provisional ~ , .the 
accident was caused by high speed, which was m excess of the peTmlSslble 
limit of the section for AWD engines, which is 30 miles per hour. This, coupled 
with the sudden application of brakes caused distortion of the track, which 

resulted in the derailment. 

Ad hoc Claims Commissioners have been appointed to deal with claims 

for compensation arising out of these accidents. 
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The third accident occurred on the Southern Railway at about 2.34 hours 
on 9 November 1961. The train No. 14 Madras-Bombay Janata Express which 
was being received on the main line at Kosgi station to cross No. 1608 Up 
Goods, overshot into the snag dead-end and the engine alongwith three bogies 
derailed. The engine capsized and three bogies telescoped. As a result, the 

i driver of the engine and two firemen died on the spot and nine persons 
including four railway employees sustained minor injuries. 

Ex-gratill payment of Rs. 200 was made to one injured passenger, whose 
injuries were at that time, suspected to be grievous. .. 
The Additional Commissioner of Railway Safety, Bangalore, held an 

enquiry into the accident at Kosgi commencing from 10 November, 1961. His 
report is awaited. 

This statement is rather long. With your permission, I shall lay it on the 
Table. 

...... .. .... .. .... 

[The rest of the statement, reproduced below, was laid on the Table.] 

Having given information about the recent accidents, I would also like to 
recount briefly the efforts made and action taken in recent years, beginning 
for convenience, from the commencement of the present Lok Sabha, in regard 
to the very important question of minimising accidents and making railway 
travel safe. In the first Railway Budget Speech of the present Parliament 
Which, incidentally, was also my first, as Minister incharge of Railways, I had 
mentioned about the two cases of unfortunate accidents, one near Ariyalur 
on the Southern Railway and the second near Mahboobnagar on the Central 
Railway. 

In the year 1957-58 which followed, the,re was a lull for a period but, 
unfortunately, in the first two months of 1958, three major accidents occurred 
in quick succession, reference to which was made in my Budget Speech on 
17 February 1958, as follows: 

'1'he occurrence of these accidents in quick succession has been a matter 
of grave concern to all of us. I had, therefore, recently called a special 
meeting of the General Managers to discuss with them the whole 
problem of accidents with a view to ~ effective measures for 
bringing about an improvement. The discussion confirmed that human 
failure largely accounts for these accidents. Technical improvements, 
which can help to mitigate the incidence of human element, are being 
progressively effected, but a significant improvement can only be effected 
if aU those engaged in the running of railways are fully alive to their 
duty and responsibility. 
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The. <?eneral Managers have been asked to intensify outdoor 
r ~ , to check up on the strict observance of rules for safe working 

a ~ to nnpress upon the staff the great responsibility for safety of travel 
which rests upon them." 

In August 1958, I placed before the Parliament / A Factual Review of 
Accidents/-up to ~  In this review the incidence of accidents during 
the past 20 years agaInSt the workload which the Railways were required to 
perform, was analysed year to year. The incidence of accidents and the 
casualties resulting therefrom were compared with similar figures on some 
foreign railways. The main causes of the accident5 were analysed and the 
steps which were being taken to minimise train accidents were detailed therein. 

In my Budget Speech for the year 1959-60, on 18 February 1959, I shared 
with the Members of the Parliament my thoughts on the question of railway 
accidents. I would crave the indulgence of the Members to read out the 
statement, which I made at that time. 1/ An extensive development of line 
capacity is under execution on long stretches of trunk routes,' upsetting settled 
conditions of working; at the same time, rapidly increasing volume of traffic 
has been passing over these sections, which are mostly working to saturation 
points. Under these abnormal conditions, a state of constant pressure 
and strain is inevitable, and this at times unfortunately leads to human 
failures. 

We are fully alive to the seriousness of the problem, and the Railway 
administrations have been directed to initiate certain measures-educative, 
psychological and punitive-which, it is hoped, will instill great safety-
mindness among the staff. Simultaneously, attention has also been paid to 
the provision of improved technical devices as an aid to the staff; safety 
organisations and research cells have also been set up on every railway to 
undertake a critical analysis of accidents, to focus attention on safety aspects 
in every field of operation, to carry out intensive inspections and to ensure 
strid observance of the safety rules and regulations by all concerned. 

In regard to anti-sabotage measures, various schemes were examined in 
consultation with the Intelligence Bureau and the Ministry of Home Affairs. 
As a result of this examination, the State Governments have been addressed 
to afford assistance through publicity measures amongst inhabitants of the 
villages in the vicinity of railway lines, through improvement of the 
arrangements of the Railway Police for the collection of advance intelligence 
in this regard, through intensification of patrolling of vulnerable areas, through 
a continuous study of all serious railway accidents by the State C.LD.s, 
and through periodical liaison mee.tings ~r ~a  ~ ~r a~  
between railway officials and State Police ~ a , Railway a ra ~ 
have been directed to be in close contact WIth the State Governments for this 

purpose. 
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Considerable emphasis has also been given to initial training and refresher 
courses for all categories of staff responsible for train working. I would like 
to assure the House that constant endeavours would continue to be made to 
deal with this problem of accidents with the utmost imagination and care. In 
this effort I solicit the unstinted co-operation of everyone concerned, so that 
a greater sense of safety-consciousness may be brought about amongst the 
large number of railwaymen employed for train operation." 

A comprehensive review of accidents on Indian Railways during 1958-59 
was presented to the Parliament with the Budget Papers for 1960-61. From 
the analysis made therein it was shown that the total number of accidents on 
Indian Railways during 1958-59 remained more or less the same as rompared 
with the previous year despite slight increase in certain categories. The review 
concluded, "Viewed in the context of increasing volume of traffic though 
these static features may appear quite satisfactory on statistical considerations, 
it has not given rise to any feeling of complacency on the part of the Railway 
Ministry. We are frequently focusing the attention of the railway 
administrations to the supreme importance of keeping a strict watch on the 
situation. Sustained efforts are being made to instil a higher sense of safety-
mindedness amongst all categories of staff with a view to reduce the incidence 
of accidents still further. It is hoped that with the vigilance exercised by the 
railway administrations and the preventive measures adopted by them, Indian 
Railways would be in a position to set up a high standard of safety in rail 
travel." 

Fortunately, there were no major accidents during 1959-60. However, the 
measures taken to improve the safety on the Railways continued to be pursued 
vigorously. The House will recall the follOwing observations made by me in 
my Budget Speech on 17 February, 1960: 

"Irrespective of whether this is fortuitous, or is a reflection of sustained 
human endeavour we can only work and pray for continued absence 
of any serious mishaps. . .. judged in the light of the increasing volume 
and tempo of traffic, the position seems to be satisfactory, as far as it 
goes. Without any reservation, I want to assure the House that there is 
no complacency in this regard. Besides, a strict watch is being kept at 
all levels and a persistent endeavour is being made to enliven safety-
consciousness among the staff." 

I ended my observation with an appeal to the railway staff: 

"they would continue to discharge their duties with greater care and 
attention so as to set up a high standard of safety." 

A comprehensive review of accidents for the year 1959-60 was also laid 
on the Table of the House along with Budget papers. From the review it was 
seen that "despite a significant increase in the train miles nm on the Indian 
Government Railways, there has been a decline in the total number of accidents 
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~ r  ~  as compared to the previous year. Nevertheless, slight increases 
m the mCldence of certain categories of accidents and static results in some 
others have been. a cause of anxiety to the Government. They have frequently 
drawn the attention of the Railway administration to the paramount need of 

r~  a.constant vigil and ~  adequate preventive steps. The Railway 
admmlStrations are also fully alIve to their responsibilities in the matter and 
they have launched an all-out drive to reduce the frequency of accidents to 
the minimum. 

In view of the improving trend in the accidents position, the Government 
hope that in the years to come standard of safety in rail travel on the Indian 
Railways would become better. 

Sustained efforts continued to be made during the year 1960-61 to maintain 
the previous year's good record. The House may like to recall my observations 
on the subject in my Budget Speech of February this year "I want to assure 
the House that there is ,no sense of complacency in this vital issue. There is 
constant awareness in the Railway Board of the importance of the problem." 
The Railway administrations are also fully conscious of their responsibilities 
in the matter of sustained education and training of staff, so as to instil 
"safety consciousness" in them. As in the past, many of the accidents in 
1959-60 were due to human failure. Having regard to the size of the railways, 
the present tempo of work and the large number of staff employed, it will be 
appreciated that there can be no ready solution. With prompt deterrent 
measures, as well as incentives in the way of rewards, where justified, I hope 
that railway staff at all levels will put themselves out even more than hitherto, 
in this important aspect of avoiding accidents to the utmost extent possible. 

My purpose in reading lengthy extracts from the recorded observations 
on accidents during the course of this Parliament was to show that ever since 
I was entrusted with the responsibility of this Ministry, the problem of 
accidents has been constantly engaging my attention as also of the Railway 

Board and the Railway administrations. 

This watchfulness, was rewarded by a beneficient providence, as a result 
of which the number of accidents in relation to the traffic handled decreased. 

This will be seen from the figures given below: 

Year 

1957-58 

1958-59 

1959-60 

1960-61 

Total No. 

of vehicle 

miles in 
millions 

6,401 

6,606 

6,979 

7,220 

Total No. 

of Accidents 

9,011 

9,071 

8,916 

8,808 

Accidents 
per million 
vehicle 
miles 

1.41 

1.37 

1.28 

1.22 
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The extent of safety achieved is often judged by the number of passenger 
casualties in train collisions and derailments per billion passenger miles. The 
figures for the Indian Railways, including the casualties caused by train 
wrecking and attempted train wrecking (sabotage) were as follows: 

~ar Total casualties No. of passenger casualties in 
train collisions and derailments per 
billion (1000 million) passenger 

miles 

lGlled Injured Total Killed Injttred Total 

1957-58 76 475 551 1.77 11.0 12.77 

1958-59 44 357 401 1.04 8.44 9.48 

1959-60 3 315 318 0.07 6.83  6.90 

1960-61 26 213 239 0.54 4.44 4.98 

It is unfortunate that there have been two serious cases of train wrecking 
this year, first in the month of April in Gulm forest on the N.F. Railway and 
the second, recently near Ghatsila on the South Eastern Railway, which resulted 
in a total of 86 killed and 281 injured. 

In the end, I would like to assure the House, that to minimise the number 
of accidents, no effort is being spared and safety measures are being intensified. 



G v mor-General, Lord Mountbatten and Lady Mountbatten enquiring about 
B buii' health t hi r sidence after he survived in an air-crash in July 1947 
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5hri Jagjivan Ram presenting a memento to Queen Elizabeth in 1960 

With Pr :ident of USSR, Mr. Leonid Brezhnev and 
President of India, Dr. Rajendra Prasad 





With the President of Bangladesh, Sheikh Mujib-ur-Rehman in 1972 

King f Bhutan, Jigme Singhye Wangchuk, welcoming 
Babu ]agjivan Ram in Thimpu 
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TRIBUTES PAID IN LOK SABHA* 

DR. BALRAM JAKHAR, HON. SPEAKER, LOK SABHA: Hon. Members, 
the short interval that has elapsed since we last met in the Budget Session has 
witnessed many a tragic event which included the passing away of 
Shri Jagjivan Ram who happened to be one of the senior most Members of 
this House. 

Shri Jagjivan Ram was a sitting Member of Lok Sabha representing 

Sasaram constituency of Bihar. He had been a Member of the Central 
Legislative Assembly and Constituent Assembly during 1946-50, Provisional 

Parliament during 1950-52 and continued to be a Member of this House from 
1952 till his death without interruption. Earlier, he had been Member of the 

Bihar Legislative Council and Bihar Legislative Assembly during 1936-40. 
Thus Shri Jagjivan Ram had the unique distinction of serving as a Member 

of the Central Legislature uninterruptedly for as long as 40 years. 

Shri Jagjivan Ram held various portfolios in the Union Cabinet 

continuously from 1946 till 1%3 when he resigned under the Kamaraj Plan. 
He was re-inducted in the Union Cabinet in 1966 and held charge of several 

important Ministries till 1979. He served as Deputy Prime Minister from 

January to July 1979, and thereafter in the same year as the Leader of the 
Opposition in the Lok Sabha. Whatever portfolio he held, Shri Jagjivan Ram 

left upon it the imprint of a skilful administrator and a shrewd judge of men 

and matters. 

A veteran freedom fighter, Shri Jagjivan Ram actively participated in the 

freedom movement. He offered individual satyagraha and suffered 

imprisonment. 

A dedicated political and social worker, he took part in the movement for 

social reform. His life was devoted. to the upliftment of Harijans and other 
weaker sections of society. As the accredited leader of the Scheduled Castes, 
he appeared before the Cabinet Mission in April, 1946. He participated 

alongwith Gandhiji in the anti-untouchability movement ~ ar  by the latter. 
Babuji, as he was affectionately called, was a father figure to whom the 

depressed and the suppressed looked for succour. 

It loS. Dd1., 17 July 1986. 
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Keenly sensitive to the plight of agricultural labourers, he formed the 
Bihar Provincial Khet Mazdoor Sablul as early as in 1937. He also showed keen 
interest in the trade union movement and served as the President of many 
workers' organisation. 

Author of several works, he was conferred Honorary Doctorate Degrees 
by several Universities. A widely travelled person, Shri Ram was the leader 
of several Indian Delegations to various International Conferences. He was 
the Chairman of the Preparatory Asia Regional Conference of the International 
Labour Organisation held in New Delhi in October-Noyember, 1947, and 
Leader, Indian delegation, 33rd Session of the International Labour 
Organisation, t 950, when he was also unanimously elected as Chairman of 
the Conference. 

Shri Jagjivan Ram passed away at New Delhi on 6 July 1986 at the age 
of 78 years. In his death, the country has lost an outstanding Parliamentarian, 
an eminent statesman, an astute administrator and above all a patriot who 
devoted his entire life to the service of the people. 

...... .... .. .... 

SHRI RAJlV GANDHI, HON. PRIME MINISTER OF INDIA: Mr. Speaker, 
Sir, with the passing away of Babuji, the nation has suffered a loss. He was 
amongst the tallest in his generation-first as a freedom fighter and then as 
a builder of modem India. With over 50 years in public life, he has done a 
tremendous service for our nation. He commanded respect from all sections 
of our society. He was not limited just to Bihar or to Harijans; he was a leader 
of India. His personality, his mastery of r ~ his formidable political 
and parliamentary skills, his administrative capability all led to the building 
and structuring of India, of bringing our societies together, of joining our 
country and strengthening our country. Through his career, he held many 
demanding portfolios and he did tremendous work in any area that he was 
in. This House will remember and miss his vision, his vast experience, his 
never-failing humour and humanity. 

Through you, Mr. Speaker, I would like to convey our condolences to his 
wife, Smt. Indirani Devi Ram, Smt. Meira Kumar and other members of his 
family . 

..... ...... . ... 
SHRI C. MADHAVA REDDI, MEMBER (Adilabad): Mr. Speaker, I share 

the sentiments of the Leader of the House, the Prime Minister and, I share 
the sorrow of millions of our countrymen who today feel bereaved by the 
passing away of Babu Jagjivan Ram. 
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Babu Jagjivan Ram strode the country's political scene for more than 
40 years and he left his footprints wherever he worked, whichever Department 
he handled and he will be remembered for several decades to come, for 
his efficiency, for his dedicated work, honesty and service to the 
downtrodden. 

The best way to remember a great leader like Babuji is to remember the 
values he cherished and the services he rendered to the millions of our 
downtrodden people. Today, when we see the atrocities being committed on 
weaker sections, we feel ashamed. All of us are gomg to die. We are not 
going to die a second time. But I feel Babu Jagjivan Ram will die every day 
if the atrocities on Harijans and the weaker sections continue in this country. 
Today is the day when we should dedicate ourselves to the cause of protecting 
the weaker sections of the society. 

I am reminded of the earlier days of the first Parliament ,of which I was 
a Member when Babuji was a Minister, a young Minister. We used to observe 
him, watch his performance. I still remember the days, the way in which he 
was answering questions, not taking shelter under technicalities, like several 
other Ministers in those days used to do. He used to give information more 
than what was asked for. The way he performed, the way he spoke, inspired 
us all. Once, I remember, the great Shri Syama Prasad Mookerjee, on whose 
side I was sitting on that seat and when I wanted to interrupt Babuji while 
he was speaking, he held my shirt and said "Young man, don't interrupt 
him, because you cannot afford to interrupt that man. You can interrupt even 
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru but not him." That was his contribution. I also 
remember the private conversation once he had with some of us when he 
said, "If and when this country is going to accept a Harijan Prime Minister, 
young man, he is the man who is cut out to be the Prime Minister of this 
country". That is how he described him and his prophecy had almost come 
true. Even though the country was prepared to accept him as Prime Minister, 
the people were prepared to accept him but the political exigencies came in 
the way. I am sure that had he been the Prime Minister of this country, the 
history of this country would have been quite different. 

Sir, on my behalf and on behalf of my party, I pay homage to the memory 
of this great soul who strode in the political scene like a colossus for 40 years. 

SHRl BASUDEB ACHARIA, MEMBER : Mr. Speaker, Sir, the death of 
Babu Jagjivan Ram marks the end of a generation, a generation to which he 
belonged, the generation of true Gandhiites. Hailing from ~ very ~  
social backdrop Babuji played a very active and notable role m the political 
activitiy of our country for over half a century. Even during ~  student life, 
he took active part in organising movements for the uphftment of the 
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downtrodden and for the social change. When he was a student of the Banaras 
Hindu University, he organised the Scheduled Castes to protest against social 
discrimination. He was also a prominent leader in the freedom struggle. He 
was imprisoned several times by the British imperialists. He showed concern 
for the downtrodden and socially discriminated sections of our society. 
Whenever there was any injustice, he never faltered or hesitated to rome out 
with protest-whether he was in the Government or outside the Government. 
Throughout his life, Babuji tried to awaken the poor Harijans, weaker sections 
of our society, from the slumber and to make them aware of their rights. But 
the irony of fate is still such in our country that so<;.i.al injustice, the 
untouchability and discrimination exist against which Babuji' fought 
throughout his life. The best way to pay homage to Babu Jagjivan Ram is to 
fulfil his dream, his dream for a social change, his dream for bringing an end 
to social injustice and untouchability. 

PROF. MADHU DANDAVATE, MEMBER: Mr. Speaker, Sir, with the 
death of Babuji, the veterans of the freedom struggle, one by one, are 
disappearing from the country and we are seized with the painful reality that 
the surviving links with the pre-independence days are almost snapped. 

Sir, I had the honour and opportunity to watch the performance of Babuji 
for an uninterrupted period of 15 years, and his parliamentary performance, 
administrative ability, clarity of vision and, above all, his warmth for the 
socially oppressed in the country were something which was remarkable. 
Those of the Members who had heard Babuji for several years in this House 
must have seen that, whenever Babuji spoke in this House, he spoke not a 
word less, not a word more; there was no superfluousness of words. He 
would be very precise and sharp in his criticism and in his elucidation. Once 
I had said while participating in a debate that Babuji had the precison of a 
scientist in his expression and the refinement of an artist whenever he spoke. 
And his speeches were always heard in this House by Members belonging 
to both sides with rapt attention because they always felt that he introduced 
some dimension which was missing in other speeches. 

His administrative ability was remarkable. Permit me to share with this 
House my personal experience. When I entered the Cabinet for the first time, 
I went and asked Babuji, uBabuji, what is the cardinal principle that every 
Minister must follow?" He said, II Remember, the relationship between a 
bureaucrat, an expert official, and the Minister must be properly grasped"; 
he said, lIyou must realise that an expert official is there to assist you and 
guide you; he is not supposed to rule you; and the moment you forget that, 
you become a rubber-stamp in the Government and the bureaucrats rule; 
please take care that this does not happen". I think, that was the crux of the 
problem. 
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When I remember Babuji, I am reminded of a small book which the 
former Prime Minister of U.K., Mr. Attlee, had written. Mr. Attlee had said: 
"Whenever any Minister takes charge of his Ministry, the bureaucrat in the 
Department, within 24 hours, decides as to what is his attitude to the Minister: 
if he finds that he is a Minister who rubber stamps every draft that is put 
before him, in that case that Minister goes down the drain, but if he applies 
his mind, then he is able to guide the entire Department". That is what 
Mr. Attlee had said. I think, this particular message contained in Mr. Attlee's 
writing was personified in the working of Babu Jagjivan Ram. He had a 
remarkable sharpness in his views. He had a lot of warmth for the socially 
oppressed. 

Everyone said that he was a national leader. But the tragedy of our life 
is that even the national leaders who are born out of a particular caste and 
community, particular sections of the population, forget that they are national 
leaders. 

I would like to draw the attention of this House to a very pathetic incident 
that took place in this very House. I had initiated a discussion on atrocities 
on Harijan at Pipra. Babuji had participated in that debate. When he was 
speaking in this House he expressed the anguish and agony of his heart by 
quoting an incident of his life. He said, "They call me a national leader, they 
call me a national integrator; but when I went to Varanasi to unveil the statue 
of myoid warm colleague, Shri Sampumanand, and after I returned from 
that place, many so called holy Brahmins put the holy water of the Ganges 
on the statue of Sampurnanand because I was an untouchable and probably 
the sanctity and dignity might have been destroyed and in order to sanctify 
that statue they put Ganga Jal." One of the veterans-I don't want to 
name him-got up and said, "Babuji I share your anguish and agony" and 
in Hindi he said: "Main aapke paer chhune ke liye taiyaar hun." (I am ready 
to touch your feet.) In the sharpest repartee he said: "Maray paer itne saste 
nahin itein." (My feet are not that cheap). People felt humiliated by his remarks. 
These were the pangs of an anguished heart which had suffered certain 
things. 

He used to make an interesting interpretation of what is called the dynastic 
rule. He said, "Why do you talk about the so called dynastic rule? We have 
suffered the agony of the dynastic rule." And he said, "When people are born 
in a particular caste they have to suffer in silence because they are born in 
that caste. This is what I call the dynasticism and nobody is worried to 
destroy this." That was the anguish in his mind. He talked like that on a 
number of occasions. 

During the Bangladesh war, very few had realised that a lot of credit for 
the strategy that was planned and for the victory of the Bangladesh ~ar and 
the manner in which he planned the defence strategy goes to SabuJl. 
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Babuji is no more with us today. I think, you can say, his life was a life 
of missed opportunities and shattered dreams. He almost came to the brink 
of Prime Ministership. When he was almost producing the majority, it was 
declared. that the Parliament was dissolved and the dream was shattered. 
Therefore, I say that there was a slip between the cup and the lip and his was 

J 

a life of lost opportunities and shattered dreams. The dream is shattered. I 
may say that his life was a life of shattered dreams. Even when he is no more 
with us, I say, there is a dynamic law of nature and that is that materials get 
destroyed, matter gets destroyed; but the dreams always survive. I am sure 
that even when Babuji is no more, the dream for which he li\1ed and died will 
survive and only when we are able to move on the wings of such sacred 
dreams, I think we will be able to build an integrated nation. 

SHRI P. KOLANDAlVELU, MEMBER: Sir, the nation has lost India's 
political stalwart and a doughty, champion of the downtrodden. As regards 
his personality there was quiet confidence, balanced and clear vision. He had 
a robust sense of reality, an uncommon courage of conviction, sweetness of 
temper affability combined with firmness of purpose. 

Babuji always maintained a very good reJationship with Tamil Nadu. We 
always remember him as Babuji. His name is a~ synonymous with the 
downtrodden. Coming under the influence of Mahatma Gandhi and 
Dr. Rajendra Prasad early in his public career Babuji imbibed the great quality 
and characteristic of simplicity and devotion to service. He battled all the 
social. evils. In his demise progressive forces had lost a very great champion. 
On behalf of my party, Sir, we respectfully pay our homage to his memory 
and convey our condolences to the bereaved family. 

SHRI BALWANT SINGH RAMOOWAUA, MEMBER : Han. Speaker, Sir, 
on behaH of my party I share the views expressed by the hon. Prime Minister 
and also you about the sad demise of Babu Jagjivan Ramji and others. Babu 
Jagjivan Ramji was a great son and a great leader of India. He was the 
champion of the rights and self-respect of the weaker sections and the 
downtrodden. 

Sir, Babuji was not only a human being but he was also an institution. He 
served the country during the grave crisis and severe challenges of history 
and proved himself to be a successful administrator al\da true son. Sir, I pay 
my deep respect and homage to the departed soul. " 

SHRI ATAUR RAHMAN, MEMBER: Mr. Speaker, Sir, 1 join this House 
on behalf of the A.G.P. in mourning the loss of our revered and great leader, 
Shri Jagjivan Ram. We had already come to know that he was nearing his end 
and he was ebbing away into eternity. The news was only a confirmation of 
what we had heard. This is indeed an irreparable loss which the country will 
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n?t be able to stand, particularly those who were closely connected with 
him-I mean the millions of downtrodden of his tribe. He had a small 
beginning from the dust of Bihar and he rose to such a height that his calibre, 
his potentialities were taken not of by people specially when he had gone to 
Calcutta for studies-in those days, almost everybody in the Eastern region 
would go to Calcutta for higher studies-and there he was found out by the 
then leaders of Bengal who said, "Here is a man coming to save India, 
particularly the downtrodden people". After that he came back and he climbed 
the ladders of politics and in doing so he rose so fast and to such height that 
people became suspicious. It reminds me of the great Iqbal's poem-

Khudi ko kar buland itna khe har taqdir se pahle 
Khuda bande se khud puchhe bataa teri raza kya hai 

This is what had happened then. When he became so big that people around 
him and some of his colleagues became so suspicious as to what he was 
upto. Whatever has been said about him is indeed something which he 
deserved. But mere words will not serve his memory, it is action which 
would serve his memory and he would always be remembered for what he 
fought for. 

In fact, he was not only a national leader, but he was a national monitor 
for the downtrodden. He not only took interest in what was happening around 
but he took interest in every aspect of administration also as some of the 
speakers who preceded me have said. He had a deep insight. Prof. Madhu 
Dandavate has said about his part in Bangladesh war. Well, I had also seen 
him for a very short stint in my life when he visited our place. In those days, 
of course, the Ministers travelled by road. I escorted him from the district 
boundary to the headquarters of the town and on the way we passed through 
tea gardens. He asked "what are these small bushes?" I told him that these 
were the tea gardens. He asked me "Can I go and see them?". He went 
unannounced and saw the tea gardens and he also went and saw a great part 
of the labour quarters and he was horrified and took the Manager of the tea 
gardens to task. Anyway, that is how he took interest in matters which 
concerned the Scheduled Castes. 

Well, we are indeed in need of such leaders and Mother India needs this 
kind of leaders as personified in the personality of Shri Jagjivan Ram. But 
shall we have them? Will all leaders be so outspoken as he was? We are 
indeed mourning for him and for the other leaders. 

SMT. GEETA MUKHERJEE, MEMBER: Mr. Speaker, Sir, on behalf of my 
party, I share the feelings expressed by the Leader of the House as well as the 
leaders of various other parties. 
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Babu Jagjivan Ram was really a very successful character in certain ways. 
His pretty success in a way establishes this fact that given the will and the 
opportunity, how self-respect of the downtrodden can be fully established 
before the world. Therefore, that is one of the contributions that he made 
through his personal example. 

It has already been said that he was not a leader of the downtrodden 
alone, he was also a national leader. I fully share that idea also. 

While paying my homage to the memory of Babuji, I WQuld like to take 
this vow to continue the fight for liberating the downtrodden and also keeping 
our country united. These are the two legacies which we shall have to fight 
for. 

SHRI K.P. UNNIKRISHNAN, MEMBER: Mr. Speaker, Sir, on behalf of 
my party and on my own behalf, I wish to share the sentiments expressed by 
your good self, Leader of the House and many other hon. Members. 

An assessment of a historic personality like Babu Jagjivan Ram will have 
to be left to the historians because there are many aspects of his life which 
we seldom understood; there are many contributions which we did not 
understand. But it could be truly said of him that he was one of the greatest 
figures of this centwy that this country has produced, because in a very 
different way he differed from Mahatma Gandhi, Father of our Nation, under 
whose ,inspiration he came into public life, all the other great leaders of this 
century like Jawaharlal Nehru, Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose or Sardar Patel. 
Here was a man, who did not share the social background, here was a man, 
who not only fought for the right of under-privileged, but had the privilege 
of establishing these rights under the statutes of a free and independent 
India. He consistently fought for the rights of Harijans, whether he was in 
office or whether he was out of office or whether he was on the treasury 
benches or in the Opposition. Here was a man to whom we owe a deep debt 
of gratitude. But for him, I do not know whether many of the social1egislations 
which this House had undertaken would have ever been made possible. He 
was not one of those who acquired distinction through his office, on the 
contrary he lent distinction to the offices he held. Sir, for many of us who had 
the privilege of so being associated with him for nearlyiWo decades or more, 
have not only lost a sage counsel, but it could be said that he was Bhisl'mIl 
Pitamilha of Indian politics and in his loss, not only the under-privileged had 
lost a great champion but the nation's loss is also immense. This House will 
miss his measured eloquence to which a reference has been made. He scaled 
magnificent heights on occasions, whenever occasions demanded and the 
House will miss the seniormost Member. 
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Sir, I pay my humble tributes to this great Leader whom we shall all miss 
in the days to come. 

PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ, MEMBER: Mr. Speaker, Sir, today in the morning 
dak I received a list of those Hon. Members of this august House who have 

died and the first name in the list is that of Babu Jagjivan Ram. In my humble 

opinion, Babu Jagjivan Ram was not just an individual but had become an 

institution in the sojourn of his life. I had an occasion to see him for some 

time in the Seventh Lok Sabha. He remained Member  of this Parliament 

continuously and in the Eighth Lok Sabha also, he took the oath as an 

hon. Member of this House. Since that time till his death, the image of his 

personality cast in my mind has been that he was an institution in himself. 

I remember that when he used to enter the House through that door, eyes, 

of all the hon. Members, irrespective of their party affiliations, remained 

riveted on him till he occupied his seat. Babuji did not attend the session of 

the Parliament very often, not because he had no interests in the discussions 

held in the Parliament, but he used to come on special occasions. During the 

Seventh Lok Sabha, I had an occasion to hear him once or twice. I remember 

that his speech was like constructing a wall beautifully brick by brick. The 

record of the House will bear testimony to this. Babu Jagjivan Ram never 

came across the need to correct any part of his speech. He used to speak after 

weighing his words well. Whatever he spoke was always aimed at unity and 

integrity of the country. I feel much grieved on his death. 

I fully share from the depth of my heart the feelings expressed and 

homage paid by the hon. Prime Minister and other hon. Members of the 

House. I have just said that Babu Jagjivan Ram spoke very less. Whenever he 

used to sit here, I was reminded of a couplet. 

Khamoshi malli-e-dard kidar-guftall nami aayad 

Its Urdu translation is: 

Khamoslti guftagu hai bezaballi ltai zaban meri 

That is why his presence here for few moments was an honour to this august 

House. In the passing away of this institution, I, my party and the people of 

the country feel much grieved. 

While paying my homage to Babu Jagjivan Ram, I did not ~a  a mention 

of the Backward Classes. I feel that Babu Jagjivan Ram was like a Panchayat 

or the highest court for Backward Classes. It is a separate thing ~  a~ 
were not filed in that court but it was a place where one could subnut one s 

grievances. 
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SHRI PIYUS TIRKEY, MEMBER: I join the House in paying homage to 
the departed dignitaries. The leaders of various Opposition parties have given 
their true homage to the departed souls. 

Shri Jagjivan Ram was called, with love, as 'Babu'. 'Babu' means father. 
Actually, he has to be called 'Sabu', and his name should remain 'Babu/. This 
is the respect shown to him by Indian people. 

India has lost one of its eminent and truest sons. The poor people, and 
the downtrodden here have lost their truest friend and gujde. His love for 
the country and its people was unique. He was a statesman. He was the hope 
and light for the socially and economically backward people of India. So, the 
socially and economically backward people are now in the dark. They do not 
know what to do, and to whom to express their anguish, and as to who will 
guide them, because Indian politics is still based on casteism. He was very 
much against this casteism, and politics based on caste and communal 
thinking. 

This true son of India is no more. I express my sincere homage to this 
departed soul, and request you to convey the condolences which 1 am 
expressing on behaH of my party and myself, to the bereaved family. 

SHR1 MOHO. MAHFOOZ AU KHAN, MEMBER: Mr. Speaker, Sir, today 
several Hon. Members have paid their homage to those hon. Members and 
Shri Jagjivan Ram who have passed away_ 

There is no doubt in it that Babu Jagjivan Ram had a speciaJ place and 
status. In the freedom struggle, he served the country to the best of his 
ability. There are no two opinions about it that he did much for the Scheduled 
Castes and the Scheduled Tribes. We are all aware of this. 

He is no more with us. In the last session, I saw Babu Jagjivan Ram 
standing with trembling hands in the lobby. I went to him and brought him 
here. 

Doubtlessly, Babuji had a special status and much has already been said 
in this connection. The hon. Prime Minister and other hon. Members have 
spoken about his qualities. I pay homage to him on my behaU and on behalf 
of my party. 

DR A.K. PATEL, MEMBER: Mr. Speaker, Sir, on behalf of my party, I rise 
to pay tribute to Jagjivanji and other members who passed away during the 
recent past. Jagjivanji was not only a leader of a particular section but he was 
a national leader. He was born in Bihar in a poor famlly, and in spite of 
adverse atmosphere and condition, he stood out because of his individuality. 
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He studied in Bihar. He fought for the cause of India's Independence . He 
was attracted by Gandhiji and Malviyaji. He was called to Banaras Hindu 
University for education. Thereafter, he finished his education in Calcutta· , 
and instead of joining the government job which his family members wanted 
him to join, he joined the national cause; he fought for the Quit India 
Movement and was sent to jail several times. He was in active politics for a 

period of 50 years. 

Real tribute to Jagjivanji will be eradication of atrocities on the Harijans 
and untouchability from this country, which still prevails today, which is 

known to everybody. 

SHRI EBRAHIM SULEMAN SAIT, MEMBER: Mr. Speaker, Sir, I rise to 
join you, the Prime Minister and other leaders of the Opposition in expressing 
grief and sorrow at the very sad demise of Babu Jagjivan Ram and other 
prominent former Minister and Members of this august House. 

As far as Babuji is concerned, he was an illustrious son of India and his 
passing away is an end of an era. Just now, the Prime Minister rightly pointed 
out that he was not only a freedom fighter but builder of modem India. This 
is really the position of Babu Jagjivan Ram. He was a shining star on the 
political horizon of this country, and he shined for half a century in every 
field, particularly political and social field. Such personalities are not born 

always; they are born only once in a century. 

Hazaaron saal nargis apni benami pe roti hai. 

bari mushkil se hota hai chaman mein didaawar paida. 

Such was the personality of Babu Jagjivan Ramji. It is really an irreparable 

loss to the entire nation. 

SHRI N.V.N. SOMU, MEMBER: Mr. Speaker, Sir, on behalf of my D.M.K. 
party I associate myself with the feelings expressed here. Sir, Shri Jagjivan 
Ram's service to the nation as a warrior for Independence is highly noteworthy. 
He was a doyen among Indian Parliamentarians. He was not only a freedom 
fighter, but also a fore runner who fought to release the Harijans from the 
clutches of the caste fanatics. As you said, he was a Minister for twenty-three 
years and Deputy Prime Minister for a short while. He ~  a ~ become 
the Prime Minister also, but he did not get that opporturuty. India would 
have been further honoured had a leader of the Harijans adorned the august 
office of the Prime Minister of India. Dr. Ambedkar gave the Harijans the 
political vigilance. Babu Jagjivan Ram gave them social progress. Both of 
them are very great leaders, but they are no more. Now, the Harijans lost a 

great leader. 
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On behalf of my OMK party I convey my sympathies to the millions of 
the depressed classes of the country and to the bereaved members of the 
family of Babu Jagjivan Ram. 

SMT. O.K. BHANDARI, MEMBER: Mr. Speaker, I share the feelings and 
senPments expressed by the hon. Prime Minister and honourable Members 
in paying homage to the memory of Sh.ri Jagjivan Ram, who was endearingly 
called 'Babuji' by the people of this country. No words are enough to describe 
the qualities of head and heart of this great son of India who is no more now. 
He was no doubt a champion of the downtrodden and a ~ all a protector 
of the oppressed and suppressed. people, irrespective of caste, creed or religion. 
It was this quality which endeared him to the people of this land. The passing 
away of this dominant political figure at this critical juncture is indeed a 
great and irreparable loss to the country. 

I, on behalf of my party, the Sikkim Sangram Parishad, pay my respectful 
homage to this great and noble soul of this country and offer our heartfelt 
condolences to the bereaved family members. 

SHRI SULTAN SALAHUDOIN OWAISI, MEMBER: Mr. Speaker, Sir, I 
associate myself with the homage paid in this House today. Shri Jagjivan 
Ram was an eminent leader of the country and he had become the centre of 
hope forHarijans. Hon. Prime Minister and other hon. Members of the House 
have expressed their feelings of grief and sorrow. Opposition leader 
Shri C. Madhav Reddy observed that had he become the Prime Minister of 
India, the history of the country would have been quite different I would 
like to submit that if we make a beginning from Andhra, we shall start new 
history and it would be a good idea. Similarly, I share the feelings expressed 
by other hon. members and express my condolences and pray to God to 
bestow courage upon the bereaved families to ~ the loss. 

TRIBUTES PAID IN RAJYA SABHAIf 

R. VENKATARAMAN, HON. CHAIRMAN, RAJYA SABHA: Hon. 
Members, it is my melancholic duty to refer to the passing away of one of 
our great national leaders, Babu Jagjivan Ram, in New Delhi on 6 July, 1986. 
I think the House would like to express to their tributes to the great leader 
and I would, therefore, call upon the Leader of the Houie to start. 

lI'II' .. - ( tit ,.. .... 1RIN ftiI): 1Nlqftt ~ _ 1If\ :Jijil:.tftCII., ~ ~ *' ~ 
-m if "" ~ '!" ~ 'it -m t I l'PRn t 1lf; '!" ~ 1ft ~ m $ ft:rct SllfOt4115T 
~ ~ I i04\ '* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1fT qftqft:t it ~ 'fr afR '."'C( It 11Uft • 
• R.S. Dtb., 17 July 1986. 
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~  

SHRI OIPEN GHOSH, MEMBER: Mr. Chairman, Sir, I join the leader of 
the House in paying homage to the departed leader, Babu Jagjivan Ram. 
Hailing from a very humble background, for over half a century, he played 
a very important role in the freedom struggle of our country and also in the 
post-Independence era of our country. He was a very prominent figure in our 
Independence struggle and also in the post-Independence era of our country. 

He always sided with the downtrodden and the socially-discriminated sections 
of the society and his memory will be cherished by all those who are engaged 

in the battle for the welfare of the downtrodden people. 

With these words, on behalf of my colleagues, I pay homage to the 

departed leader, Shri Jagjivan Ram. 

SHRI ALADI ARUNA alias V. ARUNACHALAM, MEMBER: 
Mr. Chairman, Sir, on behalf of the All-India Anna OMK, I share the sentiments 
expressed by Hon'ble leader of the House and from the Opposition by 
Shri Dipen Ghosh, on the demise of Shri Jagjivan Ram. The demise of 
Shri Jagjivan Ram is the greatest loss not only to the country but also to the 
weaker sections. Shri Jagjivan Ram was a true disciple of Gandhiji and a 
good friend of Pandit Nehru and a successful Minister ~  a democratic ~~ r  
As a freedom-fighter, his service to the nation was uruque and as a Minister 

holding various portfolios for more than thirty years,.his ~r  .to the a ~  
was remarkable. Even in Opposition, his role was histone. While he was m 
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the COngress, whenever, Parliament debated any No-Confidence Motion or 
any Adjournment Motion, Shri Jagjivan Ram was preferred by the Congress 
Party to reply to the allegations of the Opposition because of his political 
sagacity and debating capacity. Sir, on behalf of the All-India Anna DMK I 
express my heartfelt condolences to the family of the departed leader and the 
public at large. 

SHRI M.S. GURUPADASWAMY, MEMBER: Mr. Chairman, Sir, in the 
passing away of Babu Jagjivan Ram, we have lost a leading pillar of the 
nation and a leading light of the old guard. Babu Jagjivan Ram symbolised 
himself four historic periods of our history. He represented pre-Independence, 
Independence, and post-Independence periods of our national life. 

Sir, some of us were very actively associated with him in the past. We 
remember him, firstly, as a great patriot. As a patriot, he stood for the freedom 
of this country and fought for it along with other luminaries. Secondly, he 
was a great leader. As a leader, throughout his life he remained. friend of the 
progressive forces of the country and fought reactionary forces. Certainly, Sir, 
he was an administrator par excellence. As an administrator he brought 
efficiency and excellence in all the positions he occupied in the Government 
and country. I often remember his remark that he should not be called a 
Harijan leader. He despised it. He was not a leader of the Harijans only, he 
really worked and played a role of a national leader. He always worked for 
the emancipation of the downtrodden. He was born in the downtrodden 
community and worked for their upliftment and progress. 

His passing away is a great loss. On behalf of the Janata Party I associate 
myself with the sentiments expressed by the Leader of the House and others 
here and pay my humble homage. 

SHRI PARV ATHANENI UPENDRA, MEMBER: In the death of Babuji we 
lost a giant of our freedom movement, an astute politician, a great statesman 
and an excellent administrator. He played a great role in shaping the destiny 
of this country for half a century. He was a ray of hope for the poor and the 
downtrodden sections of the society. Mahabna Gandhi hoped that one day 
a Harijan and a man from the lowest rungs would occupy the highest office 
in this country. If there was one who could have fulfilled Gandhi's desire it 
was Babuji, but unfortunately his desire could not be fulfilled. I do not want 
to go into the past history but there are many who believe that had he been 
assigned that great task in March 1977, or in August 1979, perhaps the course 
of events in this country would have been different. 

Sir, on behalf of my party, Telugu Desam, I offer my sincere condolence 
to the bereaved family and pay my respectful homage to the departed soul. 
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SHRI MURASOLI MARAN, MEMBER: The colossus among the 

contemporary Indian leaders and a statesman is no more. Shri Jagjivan Ram, 
popularly known as 'Babuji' has endeared himself. in hearts and minds of aU 
the Indians right from Kashmir to Kanyakumari. Very few political leaders 
could rival his distinguished record as the Central Minister with his versatile 
knowledge and understanding of men and matters. When we made a 
breakthrough on the food front, he was presiding over the Food and 
Agriculture Ministry, when we won the great Bangladesh war and made 
signal history, he was our Defence Minister. Whether it is in the establishment 
of Food Corporation of India or modernisation of Railways or the condud of 
war, Babuji showed a rare farsight and administrative capability. More than 
anything else, he was a symbol of hope and beacon of light for the depressed 
and the downtrodden people. He was a champion who stood for social justice 
and fought against the atrocities and casteism. In fact, he was one of the few 
leaders on this side of Vmdhyas who understood COl rectly the genesis, growth, 
relevance and dynamics of the Dravidian Movement and the 'self-respect' 
movement of Periyar E. V. Ramaswamy and Dr. Anna. In fad, in his demise 
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we have lost a great friend, philosopher and guide. With his loss the whole 
era has come to an end-the era which linked the freedom movement to the 
contemporary India. 

I pay my respectful homage on my own behalf and on behalf of my 
D.M.K. party to the departed leader. 

SHRI GHULAM RASOOL MATIO, MEMBER: Mr. Chairman, Sir, on my 
own behalf and on behalf of the Jammu and Kashmir National Conference, 
I pay my tribute to the great leader who has just departed. Babu Jagjivan 
Ram was one of the last leaders of the freedom movement and by his passing 
away we have lost a great personality. He was for the downtrodden whether 
they lived in Kashmir or Kanyakumari and he worked for their cause. I 
remember that after the 2 June 1984 episode in Jammu and Kashmir, he 
called us over cup of tea and exhorted us to have patience and told us that 
you should not bother about it. After all the truth will prevail. 

I also remember that he had a very alert mind in spite of his age. He was 
a great administrator, there is no doubt about it. Whether he was in the 
Agriculture Ministry or in the Defence Ministry or wherever he was, he acted 
as an able administrator. 

To my mind, the job started by Jagjivan Babu will remain unaccomplished 
till every person belonging to the backward classes, minorities and others are 
brought at par with others in the country. Let us all join together and, besides 
paying tributes to him, work for the cause that he has espoused. 

With these words I again associate myself with the tributes paid by the 
Leader of the House to the departed soul and hope and pray that God will 
keep his soul in peace. 

SARDAR JAGJIT SINGH AURORA, MEMBER: Mr. Chairman, Sir, I would 
like to pay my tribute as, a soldier to Babu Jagjivan Ram, the departed, 
brilliant Defence Minister. It was during 1971 that in the Bangladesh Operation 
we looked up to him as the Defence Minister. He met our needs. He was full 
of understanding. He had a very sharp mind and a very quick grasp of the 
situation. Apart from being a great administrator, he was also a great leader. 
There is no doubt in my mind that he was one of the ablest administrator we 
had. There is also no doubt in my mind that he was a person who had the 
cause of the downtrodden and the minorities at heart. During the long era 
that he was at the helm of affairs-whether as a Congressman or as a non-
Congressman he did his duty to the country selflessly and brilliantly. 

I like to pay my homage to him both as a soldier as well as belonging to 
a minority and Akali Dal. Thank you, Sir. 
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SHRI CHI'ITA 8ASU, MEMBER: Mr. Chairman, Sir, I rise to join the 
Leader of the House and other distinguished colleagues of mine in this House 

to pay my respectful homage to Babu Jagjivan Ram. The very name of "BabuW' 
by which a countless followers and admirers were very much pleased to call 
him flashes before our eyes-a ]ife profile of a man who struggled right from 
the' beginning in the face of the defenceless and underprivileged. With him 

the concept of high and low caste was not derivative of any sectarian or 
communal or any ill-feelings, but from the inherent social contradiction in 

the feudal society that India has now even today. This advocacy for the cause 
of the low caste was the result of this deep understartdiltg of the social 

realities obtaining in our country. An able administrator, a farsighted 
statesman, he spent all his energies to create a new India, an India without 

caste, without class distinction. In the Indian political scene he strode like a 
colossus. He was an embodiment of Indian ethos and culture. The light has 

gone out, but it continues to radiate. Let us follow the footsteps which he has 
set before us. In this way alone, Sir, we can pay our true respect to the great 
leader who has departed from us. I request you, Sir, to convey the condolences 

to the members of the bereaved family . 
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SHRI R. VENKATARAMAN, HON. CHAIRMAN: Hon. Members, I rise 
to associate myself with the sentiments expressed by the Leader of the House 
a ~ Leaders of various groups in the House on the passing away of a great 
national leader Babu Jagjivan Ram. In his death the country has lost one of 
its surviving links with the veterans of the pre-Independence era. In his 
~  life, that spanned more than five decades, Babuji was a key participant 
m most of the changes and developments that took place in modem India. 
Babuji was a champion of the down-trodden and Harijans, an able 
administrator, a successful parliamentarian and an astute politician. 

Born at village Chandwa in Bhojpur District of Bihar in April 1908, Babuji 
passed his matriculation examination in 1926 and that year, Pandit Madan 
Mohan Malaviya who happened to visit Arrah town was much impressed by 
the nationalistic zeal and invited him to join the Banaras Hindu University 
for higher studies. He graduated from the Calcutta University. Born in a poor 
family and having suffered the pangs of poverty and untouchability, the 
plight of the Harijans and downtrodden deeply moved him and he took up 
their cause to get them a rightful place in the society. Babuji played a very 
active role in the freedom struggle and was detained in December, 1940 for 
a year for offering Satyagraha and again for more than a year during the 
'Quit India Movement' in August, 1942. In 1946, he was invited by the British 
Cabinet Mission to present before it the views of the Scheduled Castes. He 
was inducted into the Interim Government in 1946 as a Minister of Labour 
and thereafter he was a Member of the Union Cabinet for nearly 33 years. 
During this period he ably presided over the affairs of such important 
Ministries as Labour and Employment, Communications, Railways, Food 
and Agriculture and Defence. Shri Jagjivan Ram's stint in the Labour Ministry 
was, in many ways, his golden hour. Particularly notable was his trend-
setting role in the unionization of plantation workers who had, until then, 
been regarded as outside the scope of organized labour. His piloting the 
Minimum Wages Bill and Employees State Insurance Bill will also be greatfully 
remembered. He was also elected the President of General Assembly of the 
International Labour Organization. Under his stewardship the working in 
Railways improved perceptibly. Air Transport was nationalised, the country 
achieved self-sufficiency in food production. Under Smt. Indira Gandhi's 
dynamic leadership during Indo-Pakistan war in 1971, Babu Jagjivan Ram ~  

Defence Minister provided quiet guidance to the Armed Forces. To his 
ministerial responsibilities Babuji brought his inborn shrewdness and infinite 
capacity for work and professional competence of high order. 

Babuji was one of the seniormost parliamentarians in India, starting his 
career in 1937 as a member of the Bihar Legislative Assembly and thereafter 
of the Constituent Assembly, the Provisional Parliament and all the eight 
Lok Sabha till his passing away. A gem among parliamentarians, Babuji, with 
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his debating skills, tactful handling of Parliament, down-to-earth approach to 
problems and high sense of humour could disarm many a strong opponent 
during the debates. Babuji was respected and loved by all and his views and 
counsel on many a crucial matter were always sought, whether he was inside 
the Government or outside it. There is no doubt that Babu Jagjivan Ram's 
services will find a place of pride in the annals of modem India. 



Last re peets : ''We Bow to Thee Great Son of India" 
President f India Giani Zail Singh and Prime Minister, Shri Raji Gandhi 

at Village Chandwa on 7 July 1986 





ADDRESSES* AT THE UNVEILING OF 
THE STATUE OF SHRI JAGJIVAN RAM 

.On 25 ~  ~, a statue of the former Deputy Prime Minister of 
IndIa and emment parhamentarian, Babu Jagjivan Ram was unveiled at the 
Entrance Hall of the Lok Sabha Lobby in Parliament House by the President 
of India, Dr. Shanker Dayal Sharma. The statue has been sculpted by the 
renowned artist, Shri Ram Sutar. 

The ceremony was followed by a meeting in the Central Hall which was 
attended by a distinguished gathering. President, Dr. Shanker Dayal Sharma, 
the Vice-President and Chairman, Rajya Sabha, Shri K.R. Narayanan, the 
Prime Minister, Shri P.v. Narasimha Rao, the Speaker, Lok Sabha, Shri Shiv raj 
V. Patil and the daughter of Shri Jagjivan Ram, Smt. Meira Kumar addressed 

the gathering on the occasion. 

The texts of the Addresses delivered on the occasion are reproduced 

below. 

ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT OF INDIA, 

DR. SHANKER DAYAL SHARMA** 

Shr; K.R. Narayanan, Honourable Vice-President of India, Shri P. V Narasimha 
Rao, Prime Minister of India, Shr; Shivraj V Patil, Honourable Speaker, Respected 
Smt. Il1drani Ramji, Honourable Members of the Union Council of Ministers, Leaders 
of the Opposition, Honourable Members of Parliament, Respected Freedom Fighters, 

DistinguisJzed l.Jldies and Gentlemen: 

We have gathered here today to pay our respects to Babu Jagjivan Ram, 

a champion of human rights and dignity and one of the great social reformers 
of our time. As a representative of the masses, a member of our Constituent 
Assembly and of successive Parliaments and Governments, Jagjivan Ramji 
had a profound influence in shaping contemporary India. The vast majority 
of our countrymen will remember him as an indomitable fighter who struggled 

to eliminate the oppression of the millions. For those till then resigned to 
remaining backward and neglected, he was their emancipator, their saviour 

.. The Journal of Parliamentary Information, Volume XL, 9 No.4, December 1995, pp. 353-364 . 

... At a function in the Central Hall of Parliament after unveiling the statue of Jagjivan Ram on 

28 August 1995. 
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and the symbol of their hopes. In honouring him today, we affirm our national 
commitment to human rights and social justice. 

Jagjivan Ramji was the product of our national struggle. Under the 
leadership of Mahatma Gandhi, the freedom movement acquired a new 
meaning and shook the very foundations of our society as it mobilized the 
masses. It awakened and inspired millions and unleashed new social and 
economic forces. It was in this context that Jagjivan Ramji came in contact 
with the tallest of our leaders: Mahatma Gandhi, Panditji, Rajendra Babu, 
Netaji and others. ... 
H the leaders of our Independence movement recognized Jagjivan 'Ramji's 

potential, it was the great events of our times that allowed it to flower in full 
Associated with the 1928 Calcutta Congress, Babuji witnessed the declaration 
of Puma Swaraj by Panditji at Lahore in 1929. Drawn into the underground 
movement, he used his organisational abilities to spread the message of 
freedom and liberty. He was imprisoned as an individual satyagrahi in 1940, 
and once again, when he was in the front ranks of the Quit India Movement 
1hese years of struggle were the defining experience for Babuji and imbued 
in him a deep sense of service to the masses. 

The national movement led to considerable introspection as to why a 
nation, as great as India, became so enfeebled that it fell prey to foreign rule. 
Widely recognized among the causes of stagnation was the caste system, 
with its inequities and its injustice. Mahatma Gandhi spoke thus of its effect 
on our society: IlSoil erosion eats up good soil. It is bad enough. Caste erosion 
is ~  it eats up men and divides men from men. II Fighting casteism 

became intrinsic to our national revival and Jagjivan Ramji helped to give it 
a concrete shape. 

It is not easy to appreciate today what effort it must have required to 
have overcome the hierarchical bamers of a a ~r  society. It took a 
fighter like Babuji to break out of the shackles which had enslaved so many 
of our brethren. At the Benaras Hindu University, he organized a protest 
against social discrimination and chose to leave its hostel rather than bow to 
its caste pressures. This assertion by him of the basic principle of human 
dignity was a watershed in a life devoted to securing human rights and 
justice for all. Jagjivan Ramji soon established himself as the authentic 
spokesman for the suffering and the oppressed. He pa,rticipated in Bapu's 
anti-untouchability movement, became Secretary of the Harijan Sevak Sangh 
and organized the All India Depressed Classes League. Even the colonial 
power acknowledged Babuji's position as an outstanding representative of 
the weaker sections. 

The faith of the poor, the needy and the oppressed in the Congress party 
was, to my mind, in no small measure, due to Babuji's rise as a leader of 
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national stature. His position may be gauged from a note of Mahatma Gandhi 
~ ~ on 2 September 1946. It states: "Since after the prayer, I have been 
thinking only about you people. Abolish salt tax, remember Dandi March 
bring together Hindus and Muslism, remove untouchability, adopt Khadi.'; 
The note was addressed to Jagjivan Ramji, Sardar Patel and Dr. Rajendra 
Prasad. 

The securing of Independence in 1947 paved the way for national 
reconstruction. Jagjivan Ramji made a historic contribution to this end, one 
guided by a vision of India where growth would be accompanied by social 
justice. "The freedom that we have today cannot be called real freedom", he 
noted, "because it is only political freedom. It has no meaning for the masses. 
It has no use for them, unless their standard of living is raised, their problems 
of poverty, proper food, clothing, housing are solved; exploitation, injustice 
and oppression in every shape and form become a thing of the past and they 
get all necessary opportunities for their all-round development." 

During his long and distinguished career as a public servant, Jagjivan 
Ramji held numerous responsibilities. But in each of them, he sought to 
improve the lot of the weakest and the most vulnerable in our society. As the 
first Labour Minister of free India, he was responsible for legislation which 
went a long way in ensuring better working conditions for our toiling masses. 
His contribution to the Minimum Wages Act, the Employees' State Insurance 
Act and the Industrial Disputes Act will be long remembered. He took up the 
issue of bonded labour, working conditions in mines and securing welfare 
benefits for the working class with extraordinary commitment. In his words, 
"Real Swaraj lies in reinstalling the worker in the field and factory to his 

rightful place in society." 

The same concern for the working masses is manifest in the policies 
which Babuji directed in later years. As Minister of Railways and Transport 
he did much for employment generation. As the Food and Agriculture 
Minister, he oversaw the Green Revolution which laid to rest for ever the 
spectre of famine. As Defence Minister, we all remember his direction of the 

victorious defence of our motherland. His contribution included improvements 

in the service conditions of our jawans. 

Jagjivan Ramji represents the full participation of the people in their 
governance. He never forgot his humble origins and indeed was· proud of 
them. I still remember that speaking in 1971 in a public meeting, he said: "It 
is because of democracy that today," the words he used were, "Today, the son 
of a chamar is the Defence Minister of the country". Give a serious thought 
to these words, which are so meaningful. So proudly did he say that he ~a  
the son of chamar. What he meant was that there was nothing to be worned 
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about, whatever be your station of birth. He was of the firm belief that in a 
democracy anyone could reach great heights. He wanted every Indian to 

have self-confidence so that the foundations of democracy became stronger. 
His words have left such an impact on me that they keep echoing in my 
mind time and again. 

I Through his achievements, this pride was transmitted to countless others, 

strengthening their awareness of their rights. He was a powerful voice against 
the indignities which a fifth of India has to face in their daily life. As a true 
nationalist, he was conscious that a country is as strong as ~ weakest sections. 

He spared no effort in formulating programmes which would rid them of the 

disabilities and discrimination, for long a part of our tradition. An advocate 

of reservation, he emphasized that this will generate a belief in the backward 
communities, who constitute the majority of population in this country, that 

opportunities for self-advancement even during the period of transition and 

creation, are not being denied to them. Then they will cooperate 

wholeheartedly and willingly in the creation of the new life and the new 
order. 

Jagjivan Ramji signifies our commitment to a vision of a just and humane 
society, where the dignity of each individual would be equally respected. His 
achievements are the story of the change which has taken place in our society 
in this century, one which is still taking place and which, it is our duty to 
carry forward. 

Fifteen years ago, Jagjivan Ramji wrote his book Utste Challenge in Indio, 
where he noted: 

IThe h'beration struggle of the Scheduled Castes has begun. There are 
many hurdles and impediments in the way. The fight is unequal. But 
struggle we must without any respite and "Yithout a pause. We must 
liberate ourselves for in our liberation lies the emancipation of a ~  

Let us all pledge to realize these words and this vision of Babuji and all 
the freedom fighters. Thank you. 

Jai Hind. 

ADDRESS BY THE VICE-PRESIDENT Of INDIA AND 
CHAlKMAN, RA.JYA SABHA, SHm K.R. NARAYANAN 

Respected RIlshtrapatiji, Honourable Prime Minister, Honourable SpeIlw, 
Honourable Ministers, Honourable Members of Pllrliament lind Friends: 

Today Babu Jagjivan Ram has joined the immortals of modem Indian 
history in the precincts of the Parliament of India. An exceptional personality 
who sprang from the common soil of this land, Babuji carved out a niche for 
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himself in. our history through sheer merit, hard struggle and dedicated service 
to the nation. ~ ~  ~  into the nationalist movement when a young 
man, he remamed m the thick of the freedom struggle and national politics 
to the .very end of his life. Describing him as a priceless jewel Mahatma 
~~ once said ~  him: liMy heart goes out in respectful admiration to 

JagtJIvan Ram for his having emerged as the purest gold out of fire." 

Jagjivan Ram's nationalism was the product of his ardent desire to serve 
the suppressed and oppressed masses of India. His political work revolved 
around his mission as a social reformer bent upon abolishing untouchability 
and the graded inequalities of the caste system. During the freedom struggle 
he was a rallying point for the rights and aspirations of the depressed classes 
and he conceived the reform of the social order as an integral aspect of the 
country's struggle for Independence. He believed in the validity of the 
Gandhian way of moral revolution in our society and in the Nehruvian method 
of social and economic change to usher in a socialistic pattern of society. 
He believed that the salvation of India lay in a combination of these two 
methods of approach to the problem of transforming and modernizing Indian 
society. 

Babu Jagjivan Ram had the unique privilege of participating in the heroic 
saga of the freedom struggle and in the hard and intensely practical task of 
developing and modernizing India after Independence. In the latter capacity 
also he emerged as II the purest gold out of fire", to use Gandhiji's phrase. He 
emerged as an outstanding administrator who is acknowledged as one of the 
builders of modern India. For nearly three decades he functioned as a Cabinet 
Minister in independent India holding important portfolios of the Ministries 
of Labour, Communications and Transport, Railways, Food and Agriculture 
and Defence. It has been said that nobody is a hero to his valet. There are few 
Ministers who have had the privilege of being heroes to their civil servants 
and being genuinely respected and adored by them for their versatile ability 
and sincere dedication to the task before them. In the Labour Ministry he was 
a symbol of social change and he laid the foundations of social security 
legislation in India. He was the moving force behind the Minimum Wages 
Act, the Coal Mines Labour Welfare Fund and the Employees' State Insurance 
Corporations. These progressive legislations emanated from his abiding 
concern for social justice and social change. As the Minister for 
Communications and as the Minister of Railways he spread the network of 
post offices and rail lines throughout the ~ r , .bringing the ~ ~ closer 
together as citizens of one nation. It was durmg ~  tenu:e as ~ MIDl:ter of 
Food and Agriculture that for the first time India achieved VIctOry m the 

battle against hunger. Jagjivan Ram led the a~  ~  ~ ~  
Revolution demonstrating the possibility of self-relIance m foodgra1n8 m  a 
country as big as India with an exploding ~ a  growth. Jagjivan Ram:s 
finest hour as a Minister was when he was m charge of the Defence portfolio 
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during the Bangladesh crisis. He was a co-architect of the military and political 
victory in that crisis. 

Jagjivan Ram's political and social philosophy is as noteworthy as his 
achievements as freedom fighter, politician and statesman. We find the 
philosophy expounded sucdnctly in his Presidential address to the 

~  Session of the Indian National Congress held in Bombay in 
December 1969. Indulging in a bit of seH-criticism, he said: ''It has been our 
bitter experience that abridgment or denial of internal democracy has 
inevitably resulted in the emergence of 'bossism". Analysjrlg the political 
crisis, he said that the seeds of it IIwhich were there in the social order has 
been accentuated by greater politicisation of the people and the desire of 
each segment to maintain or secure the benefits of political power a necessary 
concomitant of implanting of democratic institutions on social framework 
permeated by cultural backwardness". He added with his fervent faith in 
democracy and I quote: 1he way out is not the restriction of democracy but 
its a ~ and if I may say so, cu1turalisation". 

On the political and social predicament of India, he observed and I quote: 

"Many of our erstwhile colleagues are afraid of the spectre of 
Communism. The spectre of casteism is perhaps more dangerous, 
because it is a widely prevalent malady, inherent in our social order, in 
our attitudes, beliefs, behaviour. Inter-caste, inter-regional, inter-religious 
tensions are fundamentally of the same genre." 

He pleaded for a cultural transfonnation of Indian society and the opening 
of a section in the AICC which will be wholly non-political, uwhich will 
create a forum for social scientists to meet and plan a campaign for the much 
needed mental revolution. Revolutions, even social ones after all, begin in the 
minds of men". And he added: #II have always maintained that the problems 
of the Scheduled Castes and Tribals cannot be fully appreciated much less 
solved except in the framework of radical reorganisation of the socio-economic 
order". 

There is much in this statement of Jagjivan Ram for us to ponder over 
today. 

It has been recOWlted how Babu Jagjivan Ram when a High School student 
in Bihar in 1922 faced different pitchers of drinking water kept in school for 
Hindus, Muslims and untouchables, and how he broke the pitcher meant for 
untouchables and insisted upon drinking water out of the other pitcher, and 
bow the Headmaster yielded to his insistence. Is it not an irony of tragic 
dimensions, that today, in a school in India, a Datil girl student was beaten 
up and blinded by the teacher because she directly took water from the 
pitcher and drank it to quench her thirst. Nearly 80 years ago Jagjivan Ram 
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got away with his rebellion against caste discrimination in his school in 
contrast to what ~  ~ the Dalit girl in the school today. While installing 
the statue of JaSllvan Ram m the Parliament House all of us will have to do 
some soul-searching in regard to this state of affairs, despite the social and 
economic progress the country has made and is making today. 

Thank you. 

ADDRESS BY THE PRIME MINISTER, 
SHRI P.V. NARASIMHA RAD 

Revered Rash trapa tiji, Respected 'Upa-Rashtrapatiji, Mr. Speaker, Meiraji, 
Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen: 

This is a special and significant day for our Parliament. The unveiling of 
the statue of Babu Jagjivan Ram in Parliament by the a ~ ra a , is our 
humble tribute to a great builder and illustrious son of modem India. Babu 
Jagjivan Ram's life and work symbolised the hopes, aspirations and 
achievements of the people, especially those belonging to the weaker sections. 
His statue will be a continuous source of inspiration to strengthen our 
democracy, build a casteless society and work for the uplift of the 

downtrodden poor. 

Babuji dedicated his life in the service of the nation and stood out as a 
staunch freedom fighter, committed labour leader, competent parliamentarian, 
mature administrator but above all a very humane and popular leader. 

Babuji was one of those distinguished sons of India who rose from humble 
beginnings to occupy some of the most important positions at critical junctures. 
It was remarkable that at each of those junctures his contribution was of a 
lasting nature. However, he never allowed his position to come in the way 
of his close contact with the people. All through he continued to remain a 
smiling picture of humility, yet behind that humility was a towering 
personality of grit, determination and conviction. He, therefore, could give a 

decisive push to all the tasks entrusted to him. 

Babu Jagjivan Ram was born in the small village of Chandwa in the 
undivided district of Shahabd in Bihar in 1908. As he grew up, the freedom 
movement was gaining momentum. He was a bright student and passed the 
Matriculation examination in the first division with hundred per cent marks 
in Mathematics. He went to study at the Benaras Hindu University and took 

his B.5c. degree from the Calcutta University. It was a r ~ a  ~~ :  
for a student with his background in those days of SOCIal stratification. He 
had shown that with his hard work and determination he could overcome 
the social disabilities and become an inspiring example for the whole nation. 
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Young Jagjivanji was profoundly influenced by Gandhian philosophy. 
After completing his studies he took up the challenge of working for the 
poor and the downtrodden. He got close guidance from Rajendra Babu. He 
soon became a strong champion of the working class. Even at that young 
age, he made a lasting impression as a sagacious leader and exponent of the 
problems of the depressed classes. 

His devotion and commitment was soon recognised. He was nominated 
a member of the Bihar Legislative Council. He was elected to Bihar Legislative 
Assembly in 1936 and was appointed Parliamentary Seaetary in Dr. Shri 
Krishna Sinha's Ministry. Everyone was impressed by his confidence and 
maturity at such a young age. He was now fully in the vortex of the freedom 
movement. He was arrested in 1940 and in 1942 for participation in the Quit 
India Movement. 

By this time his qualities of leadership and commitment to the cause of 
the poor were recognised at the national1evel Babu Jagjivan Ram joined the 
Interim Government as Labour Minister in September 1946 and continued to 
hold the portfolio till 1952 under the Prime Minister, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru. 
His familiarity with the problems of the working class helped him in 
formulating a number of welfare measures and laws in their interest. 

His administrative ability left a lasting impression on the Labour Ministry. 
Pandit Nehru recognised his administrative acumen and entrusted to him 
Ministries which would provide basic infrastructure for the development of 
the country. Thus he held vital portfolios of Transport and Communications 
during 1952-56 and then became Railway Minister. Whenever Pandit Nehru 
felt the need for improvement he entrusted that task to Babuji. 

His most outstanding achievement was as Agriculture Minister and then 
Defence Minister under the Prime Ministership o! Mrs. Gandhi He ushered 
the country into the Green Revolution laying the foundations of self-sufficiency 
in food. He used his pragmatic approach to increase the agricultural 
production and gave remunerative prices to the farmers. As Defence Ministry 
he provided excellent leadership in the 1971 conflict and was a major source 
of support to the dynamic leadership of Mrs. Gandhi. 

It is a remarkable feature of Babuji's life that in each and every position 
held by him, he made a notable contribution and left a mark which is 
remembered till today. 

I have been told by some officers in several Ministries that the notings of 
Babuji were a classic example to follow for Ministers in the Government of 
India-so crisp, so correct and so sane. His advice and guidance gave a new 
fillip and direction to the administrative policies in the interest of the people 
and the nation. 
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Babuji ,:as a man ~  few words. But what he spoke reflected his in-depth 
understandmg of the lSSUes and a very considered, mature view. He was 
always listened to with rapt attention and with respect in the House. His 
arguments were cogent and concise. 

Babuji was a mass leader. He had the support of the people from different 
sections of the community. He had effectively broken the caste barrier. Thus 
he provided a unique leadership for the uplift of the downtrodden and the 
cause of social Justice. 

Today we have come a long way. However, I believe that we must continue 
to work for building a secular and castless society. The task will not be 
accomplished till we remove the last traces and vestiges of casteism and 
narrow sectarianism and ensure equal opportunities to all without any 
disabilities. This will be a real tribute to Babu Jagjivan Ram. 

It is a matter of joy that his statue will now adorn the Parliament and 
inspire all of us to build a progressive and prosperous nation. 

Thank you. 

ADDRESS BY THE SPEAKER, LOK SABHA, 

SHRI SHIVRAJ V. PATIL 

We are grateful to the respected Rashtrapatiji for unveiling the statue of 

Shri Jagjivan Ram and for agreeing to address this distinguished gathering. 
We are beholden to respected Upa-Rasthrapatiji and respected Pradhan 
Mantriji for gracing this occasion and agreeing to address this audience. We 
are thankful to the Honourable Ministers, Governors, Leaders of the 
Opposition, Leaders of different parties, members of Parliament, members of 
the Diplomatic Corps and the members of the media for their presence here 

on this memorable occasion. 

The statue of Babu Jagjivan Ram has been presented to the Parliament by 

the Jagjivan Ashram Trust. For this gesture, we thank the Trust. We are thankful 
to Shri Ram Sutar, the sculptor, for this fine work of art. We extend a very 

cordial welcome to all ladies and gentlemen to this function. 

Today, we have installed in the precincts of this historic Parliament House, 

the statue of one more illustrious son of India, Late Babu Jagjivan Ram, who 
was a rare combination in himself of a loved leader, astute statesman, skilled 

parliamentarian and an able administrator. Babuji, as he was ~ a ~  
called, attained eminence and esteem by his hard work and dedlcated seTVlce 

to the people over the decades. 

Babuji was born and brought up in humble backgrounds. This, h?wever, 

did not deter him from pursuing his education. Soon, he was drawn mto the 
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freedom struggle. Greatly inspired by Mahatma Gandhi, he too plunged into 
the liberation movement. Troubled by the thought that the backward classes 
were the victims of various prejudices and social disabilities, Babuji,devoted 
himself wholeheartedly to the amelioration of their conditions from the days 
of his youth. With utmost dedication to the Gandhian philosophy and the 
cause of the downtrodden, he became a leading figure in the State politics 

I and soon emerged on the national scene. What had distinguished Babuji's 
leadership was the humility and the greatness personified in him. His 
indomitable spirit and ceaseless efforts in the service of the nation, 
commendable organisational capacity and sincerity of pt.trpose earned him a 
pride of place in the first Cabinet of independent India. 

In his long and eventful parliamentary career spanning over the most 
momentous phase of Indian history, as a front-rank national leader Babuji 
commanded the loyalty and respect of the vast majority of the people in all 
walks of life. Fearlessness and dedicated championship of the people's causes 
dominated his distinguished career. His greatest asset had been his capacity 
to carry the House with him which, indeed, speaks volumes of his personal 
qualities. 

Jagjivan Ramji had almost an unbroken ministerial career over three 
decades. He held a succession of major portfolios, including Labour, 
Communications, Railways, Food and Agriculture and Defence. Some of the 
landmarks of his ministerial career include the vast agricultural output and 
food production, the Green Revolution, the nationalization of air transport 
and Bangladesh victory, not to forget the legislative measures in labour welfare 
and other fields for a better social order. 

By his administrative acumen, pragmatic approach and deep insight into 
the national life, Babuji brought resounding success to each one of the 
portfolios he held. A legend has grown that whichever Ministry Babuji had 
taken up, he brought good luck to it. 

In his long public life, Babuji served his country in varied positions with 
ubnost dedication and staunch commitment. Babuji's is a shining example of 
a life dedicated to the country and the cause of social and economic justice. 

Today India needs men and women of his vision and calibre to be able 
to translate the dreams into reality. On this occasion, we pay tributes to his 
memory from the core of our hearts. His valued services to the nation will 
always be remembered. The statue of Babu Jagjivan Ram in the Parliament 
House Complex would inspire us aU to rededicate ourselves to the noble 
ideals deeply cherished by this great son of India. 

Thank you. 
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ADDRESS BY SMT. MElKA KUMAR 

Honourable President, Vice-President, Prime Minister Speaker Cab· t 
M·  . ~L~ ,  , lne 
misters, r:m.ucrS of Parliament and Friends: 

It is a great ~ r for me to be present here on behalf of the Jagjivan 
Ashram Trust which has presented Babuji's statue for installation in the 
Parliament and which respected  President has just unveiled. 

"Babuji", as he was affectionately and respectfully called by the entire 
country, sat the longest in this august House which guides the destiny of 900 
million people. 

He first came here on 2 September 1946 to join the Interim Government 
as Labour Minister. There were 12 Ministers in the Interim Cabinet with 
Wavell as the Viceroy. ,He was the youngest in the Cabinet. Following the 
Cabinet Mission plan, Wavell had earlier invited Babuji on 16 June 1946 to 
join the Interim Cabinet which he had refused on the ground of Wavell's 
failure to include a nationalist Muslim like Maulana Azad in the Cabinet and 
for inadequate representation to the untouchables. 

Babuji's parliamentary career began way back in mid-1936 as member of 
the Bihar Legislative Council. Under the Government of India Act, 1935, 
when elections were held for the first time, he won unopposed to the Bihar 
Legislative Assembly in December 1936. He was candidate of his own 
organisation, the Indian Depressed Classes League. He also fielded 14 more 
candidates of the Depressed Classes League and made sure that they too 
won unopposed to the Assembly. Thereafter on the invitation of the Congress 
Party, Babuji with his 14 MLAs joined the Congress. He was then only 

28 years old. 

The next elections were held in 1946 which again Babuji won unopposed. 
On both the occasions, his constituency was East-Central Shahabad which 
was later reconstituted as Sasaram. After Independence, Babuji won all the 
eight elections of 1952, 1957 -when he won unopposed for the third time-
1962,  1967,  1971, 1977, 1980 and 1984. He never changed his constituency of 
Sasaram. From 1936, till his death in 1986, his uninterrupted parliamentary 
career spans over half a century which is unparalleled anywhere in the world. 
Of the 12 leaders who joined the Interim Government in 1946, he was the 
only one who continued to dominate the national scene for 40 years. Other 

leaders either came later or left earlier. 

He was one of the Founding Fathers of the Constitution. Being on all the 
important Committees of the Constituent Assembly, he made ~ ~  
contribution towards liberal and progressive provisions of the Constitution. 
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He was in the Cabinet for thirty years as Minister and later as Deputy 
Prime Minister. As Labour Minister he laid the very foundation of the Labour 
Policy. As Communications Minister he carried out the first ever nationalisation 
and established Air India and Indian Airlines. As Railway Minister he 
presented all six budgets without the slightest raise in the passenger fare. He 
took over as Food Minister amidst the worst drought of the century. Not only 
did he make India self-sufficient in food for the first time but also ushered 
in the Green Revolution. In 1971, when the dark clouds of war gathered on 
the Indian horizon, with his expert handling of the defence forces, in a matter 
of two weeks, he created history as well as changed th&geography. That was 
the only war India has ever won and Bangladesh was bom. 

These are a few of his many spectacular achievements which are no 
longer limited to the confines of history but have passed on to the realm of 
legend. As a daughter I should be very proud of them. But believe me when 
I say that these achievements pale into insignificance in comparison to his 
one single decision made at a very young age. And that was to plunge into 
the freedom struggle led by the Mahatma. 

Those days, under their policy of divide and rule, the British left no stone 
untumed to win over the few educated and promising young men from 
among the untouchables who in turn would convince the downtrodden to 
support the British. Seeing his tremendous potential and influence, they made 
the best of offers to Babuji. But, he preferred to be in the British Jails rather 
than sit in the Viceroy's Council. And I am proud of that choice. For me 
nothing could have been a greater shame than to have a father who joined 
the British and nothing is a greater honour than. to be a freedom fighter's 
daughter. 

On the strength of his grit, intellectual vigour and commitment to 
quintessential human values he forged ahead. But social prejudices and 
obscurantist forces always operated against him, denying him what he 
rightfully deserved. As a result, those who used to swear by social justice 
stood exposed. Those teeming millions of the disinherited who used to dream 
of their share in the real ultimate power felt betrayed. He was not only an 
individual, he was the symbol of soia) change, when the doors were shut at 
him, the doors were actually shut at social change. All along he fought to 
bring light into the lives of those born like him in poverty and incapacitating 
humiliation. If today there is some semblance of awakening and courage in 
the meek and the feeble, behind it are years of his untiring crusade for the 
cause. 

He was a man of action and he was a dreamer of dreams. He dreamt of 
establishing a casteless, classless society. Just as there can be Parliament only 
in a democracy, there can be true democracy only in a casteless society. Caste 
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system and democracy are incompatible. Today, when Babuji's statue has 
been unveiled in the Parliament, I hope and pray that a strong wind of social 
change will sweep through our country and force open all those doors which 
have hitherto remained shut. 

On behalf of the Jagjivan Ashram Trust, my mother and myself, I express 
our deep appreciation and gratitude to Honourable Speaker Shri Shivraj Patil 
for his thoughtful decision to install Babuji's statue. We are indebted to the 
Honourable President for agreeing to unveil the statue. We are grateful to the 
Honourable Vice-President and respected Prime Minister for gracing this 
occasion. We are thankful to the sculptor Shri Ram Sutar for making the 
statue. I extend greetings and good wishes to all present here. 

Thank you. 
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